
 

Collaborators and the riven truth behind Zuma’s Nkandla 
 

 

 
 

Jacob Dlamini (Business Day) 31 July 2015 
 
IN 1879, the British destroyed the Zulu kingdom, putting paid to one of the 
last major precolonial polities in southern Africa. To hear white 
supremacists and apologists for the British Empire tell it, the defeat of 
King Cetshwayo’s army marked the triumph of European enlightenment 
over African barbarism; to hear Zulu and African nationalists tell it, the 
destruction of the Zulu kingdom signalled not the end of Zulu political 
sovereignty but the beginning of a pan-African struggle against white rule. 
 
Both accounts present the overthrow of the kingdom in stark terms, as a 
struggle between African and European, black and white. In fact, matters 
were messier than these accounts are willing to acknowledge. Sure, the 
British army was the most powerful military force at the time, with the 
hardware and training befitting its status as the defender of the world’s 
reigning superpower, and the Zulu warriors who went to battle for 
Cetshwayo were a rudimentary force with the most basic weapons (and 
some guns) at their disposal. 
 
In truth, the British needed far more than their sophisticated weapons and 
training to defeat the Zulus. They needed collaborators — Zulu 
collaborators — and there were plenty of these to go around. For reasons 
to do mainly with the violent founding of the Zulu kingdom under Shaka in 
the early 19th century, there were many communities that harboured 
cultural and political resentments against centralised Zulu authority. So 
when the British came calling, looking for allies against Cetshwayo, they 
found more than enough Africans to help them defeat the Zulu kingdom. 
 
Among those who collaborated with the British against Cetshwayo were the 
ancestors of one Jacob Gedleyihlekisa Zuma. Far from helping build and 
protect the Zulu kingdom, the Zumas helped the British destroy it. For 
their exertions, the Zumas, like many other Africans who collaborated with 
the British, were rewarded with land that had belonged to the Zulu 
kingdom until 1879. As the historian Meghan Healy-Clancy and 
anthropologist Jason Hickel say in their 2014 book Ekhaya: The politics of 
home in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa, Nkandla is actually the spoil of 
collaboration, given to the Zumas for their role in the defeat of the Zulu 
kingdom. 
 
Healy-Clancy and Hickel point to the irony of Zuma using Nkandla to enact 
a certain idea of Zulu authenticity and to show his respect for his 
ancestors and their traditions when those ancestors were collaborators 
against the Zulu kingdom. Healy-Clancy and Hickel draw on the work of 
John Wright and Jeff Guy, eminent scholars of precolonial and colonial 
Zulu history, to make their case. 
 
In turn, Wright drew on the James Stuart Archive, the richest collection of 
material on precolonial Zulu history, for his argument. Guy, who died last 
December, was working, among other topics, on Zuma’s collaborationist 
history when he died. 
 
Lest we be accused of singling out the Zumas and Nxamalalas (Zuma’s 
clan), we should point out that they were by no means unique in their 
collaboration. They were also not the only ones to be given land in return 
for their collaboration. In the same year in which the British defeated the 
Zulu kingdom, they also destroyed the Pedi kingdom. Boer commandos and 
thousands of Swazi collaborators assisted the British in that campaign. It 
had been the same story in the wars between the British and the Xhosas. 
There, Mfengus helped the British destroy the Xhosa kingdom and were 
rewarded for their troubles with land confiscated from the defeated 
Xhosas. 
 
To ask why so many Africans collaborated in the destruction of African 
polities and, with them, African sovereignty is to ask a simplistic and 
patronising question. It is to assume that African polities were somehow 



apolitical entities without differences and discord. These were complex 
societies riven with all sorts of fissures. As scholar Mbongiseni Buthelezi 
shows in his work on the Ndwandwe and historian Michael R Mahoney 
argues in his 2012 book, The other Zulus: The spread of Zulu ethnicity in 
colonial SA, there were many so-called Zulus who did not identify as Zulus 
in precolonial Zululand. There were many polities, like the Ndwandwes, 
who had been defeated by the Zulu kingdom and then forced to become 
Zulus. 
Many of these people might have spoken the same language, shared a 
cuisine, intermarried and traded with one another, but they did not 
identify as Zulu. Many of them had to be forced to identify as Zulu. As 
Mahoney shows in his book, it is not until after the Bambatha rebellion of 
1906 that one can speak somewhat convincingly about a Zulu nation 
covering every corner of what we today call the Kingdom of KwaZulu-
Natal. Even this was more in response to the depredations of colonial rule 
than it was to people suddenly waking up one day in 1906 and deciding 
that they wanted to become Zulus. 
The process by which the "other Zulus" became Zulu was gradual and 
uneven. 
 
Understand this and you might understand some of the ructions under way 
in KwaZulu-Natal today, where the Ndwandwe, among others, are 
questioning why land that supposedly belongs to all the Zulus should be 
held in trust for them by a king, Goodwill Zwelithini, whose legitimacy and 
authority they have never accepted. 
 
As Buthelezi points out in his work, the Ndwandwes are certainly not the 
only "Zulus" who are calling into question the idea of a unified Zulu 
kingdom with Zwelithini at the helm. 
Jonny Steinberg was certainly correct to write on these pages recently 
that, contrary to stereotype, Zuma is man with a vision — but that his 
vision excludes ordinary people. As Steinberg pointed out, Zuma’s vision, 
and one on which he has been acting for the past seven years, includes 
doling out a great deal of power to a small number of people (meaning 
chiefs) in the South African countryside. Zuma is doing all of this in the 
name of tradition. He is, as Steinberg argues, trying to right old wrongs. 
He is a big man giving big men their due. But he is also the spawn of 
collaborators. Perhaps it is time South Africans gave him his due — and 
made his collaborationist ancestry a big part of the story about Nkandla. 
 
Dlamini is winner of the 2015 Alan Paton Prize for his book, Askari: A 
story of collaboration and betrayal in the anti-apartheid struggle 

 

In Turkey, Kurds See Airstrikes and Protest Crackdowns as Political Revenge
 

 

 
 

 
Scholar and activist Sardar Saadi discusses the political context of the 
recent airstrikes launched by Turkey against the Islamic State and Kurds 
in Iraq and Syria.  
The Real News Network 28 July 2015  
 



Turkey: Erdogan attacks PKK to divert rising class struggle  
Hamid Alizadeh 27 July 2015  
 
Since last week’s barbaric terrorist attack in the Turkish town of Suruc, 
the situation in Turkey has dramatically escalated. Under the guise of 
joining the war on ISIS, Erdogan has launched a major military operation 
against the the PKK as well as arresting hundreds of Kurdish and Turkish 
leftist activists. 
 
US imperialism, who until recently had been leaning on the the PKK’s 
sister organisation in Syria, the People's Protection Units (YPG), has clearly 
made a deal with Erdogan to look the other way in return for Erdogan's 
cooperation with the US coalition against ISIS. 
 
In this situation Turkey could risk a catastrophic civil war. Last week a 
terrorist attack in Suruc against a youth delegation headed for the Syrian 
town of Kobani, killed 32 people and injured 102 more. The delegation was 
composed of young members of the Socialist Youth Associations Federation 
(SGDF) and the Peoples' Democratic Party (HDP) which is the fourth party 
in the Turkish parliament. The group was preparing to travel to Kobani in 
order to rebuild the town after it was ravaged by ISIS attacks over the past 
year. 
 
In the days following the attack, the Erdogan government announced that 
it is joining the US led war on ISIS who is believed to have had links to the 
Recep Tayyip Erdoðan Senate of Poland 01Recep Tayyip Erdoðanattack. As 
the days pass, however, it is becoming obvious that the war he has 
embarked on is aimed more at the PKK and the Turkish and Kurdish left, as 
well as the autonomous Kurdish cantons in Northern Syria, than ISIS or 
other Islamist groups. 
 
Of the hundreds of aerial bombings a day that the Turkish army is carrying 
out, very few seem to have been aimed at ISIS targets. In fact, the vast 
majority seem to have been aimed at the Kurdish Workers' Party (PKK) 
whose bases in Iraq have been under intense bombing. Furthermore, there 
have been increasing reports of Kurdish towns and units being targeted in 
the Kurdish part of Syria where the PYD - which is the sister party of the 
PKK - has been the main force on the ground for four years. According to 
CNN Turkey, on July 24, the Turkish army bombed more than 400 PKK 
targets in Iraq while it launched no strikes on ISIS targets in Syria at all. 
 
Forbes magazine draws an even clearer picture of the attacks on ISIS: 
 
"On the ISIS front, it’s worth viewing the video put out by Ankara of the air 
strikes against several sites by F-16s using laser-guided munitions. All the 
targets seem to have one thing in common: they’re each at a safe distance 
from residential complexes in ISIS territory. They’re set apart in open 
fields. They betray no marks of military activity. Now, humanitarian 
though this might seem – which itself begs the question – you still have to 
wonder. Does ISIS keep strategic targets clear of population centers? And, 
if so, why were such targets still so manifestly available. The US has waged 
its air war against ISIS since last September. They left a few for the Turks? 
The skeptic might ask if these were meaningful targets at all." 
 
ypg-fighters-kobaneIn Syria there have been increasing reports of Turkish 
air raids as well as artillery attacks against YPG. In a statement, the 
Kurdish People’s Protection Units (YPG) said Turkish tanks hit its positions 
and those of allied Arab Free Syrian Army fighters in the village of Zur 
Maghar in the Aleppo province of Syria. The “heavy tank fire” injured four 
members of the rebel forces and several villagers, the YPG said. It said 
there was a second, later round of shelling against Zur Maghar and another 
village in the same area. 
 
“Instead of targeting Isis terrorist occupied positions, Turkish forces attack 
our defenders’ positions… We urge [the] Turkish leadership to halt this 
aggression and to follow international guidelines. We are telling the 
Turkish army to stop shooting at our fighters and their positions,” the YPG 
statement read. Similar incidents also occurred in several places further 
east in Syrian Kurdistan. 
 



It is clear that Erdogan is preparing some kind of intervention in the 
northern parts of Syria. The Turkish state would like to create a safe 
territory for its direct proxies in the civil war, Islamist outfits of different 
shades, to project their power into Syria. Whether they will do that 
directly with Turkish troops doing the fighting or by helping their proxies 
with bombing raids is not clear yet, but the idea of dominating a part of 
Syria is something that Erdogan has been pushing for several years. 
 
At the same time the Prime Minister, Ahmet Davutoðlu has revealed a deal 
with the US-led coalition against ISIS whereby three airbases on Turkish 
territory are to be used in the air campaign against ISIS. This deal of 
course carries with it the condition that US president Barack Obama 
conveniently ignores Erdogan's crimes against the Kurdish movement which 
until now had been the most efficient force in the war against ISIS. This is 
yet further proof of the hypocrisy of US imperialism - with "democratic" 
president, Barack Obama - with its claims to represent democracy and 
civilisation. It also totally exposes the claims of the US about the declared 
aims of the war against ISIS. They would happily replace ISIS with 
fundamentalist forces equally as barbaric if they think they can control 
them. 
 
female-kurdish-fighters-insyriaFemale Kurdish fighters in SyriaFor 
Imperialism, "minor" nations like the Kurds are nothing but small change in 
their dealings with other powers. While the YPG were effective on the 
ground for the US-led coalition, their highly democratic structures as well 
as their status as fighters of an oppressed nationality, made them a threat 
to the stability of the other regimes in the region. For them the the YPG is 
a far bigger threat to their interests than ISIS or any of the countless 
Islamist groups that they continue to fund and who will benefit greatly 
from the weakening of their "competitor". It was in facty only a matter of 
time before the US turned against the Kurds and their popular movement. 
What is clearly shown in the Syrian tragedy is the fact that bourgeois 
regimes do not have any principles, but only interests that at a given time 
serve their ruling class. 
 
Internal oppression in Turkey 
The internal "anti-terror" operation also seems to be aimed at the Turkish 
left opposition, rather than ISIS. Of the more than 800 (and grfowing) 
people who are reported to have been arrested, no more than 100 are 
believed to have been members of ISIS. Feleknas Uca, an HDP MP for 
Diyarbakir said yesterday “The Turkish state collapsed the peace process 
by these air operations… The President [Recep Tayyip Erdogan] and Prime 
Minister [Ahmet Davutoglu] are trying to put Turkey into a war.” 
 
“The policy of Turkey and the policy of the AKP about IS is clear and it's 
open. They started operations against IS and the PKK, but [until now] they 
arrested maybe 50 IS suspects, while they arrested 500 Kurds. There are a 
number of HDP and (Democratic Regions Party) BDP members, members of 
syndicates, civil society bodies [who were arrested].” 
 
Yesterday, an anti-ISIS protest called by the Peace Bloc, which is a 
coalition of the HDP, the CHP and a series of trade unions and social 
organisations, was banned on the grounds that it would disrupt traffic! 
Other small protests were met by violence from the police. In the left wing 
Alevi neighbourhood of Gazi in Istanbul, clashes developed into full blown 
riots after the police attempted to raid several locations to arrest left 
wing activists. 
 
Playing with fire 
HDP Co-President Selahattin Demirtaþ said that the attack in Suruc could 
not have been organized without the support of the Turkish state. 
Demirtaþ said that the transitional government was directly responsible for 
the attack, and AKP had to prove and clarify whether it was with or 
against ISIS. He also noted that intelligence activities were intense in Suruç 
and that the state recorded the identity of everyone who traveled to and 
from Suruç. The particular convoy which was attacked, in fact, was not 
permitted to enter Suruç recently. He also said that in the light of the 
extent of state surveillance in the town, nobody could argue that one 
person managed to infiltrate into the crowd and carry out the suicide 
attack without state support. 



 
Pointing out the relationship of the Turkish state with ISIS, he said: 
“Trucks carrying weapons crossed Turkey’s border. The army of inhuman 
rapists—ISIS—freely roams near the border. However, toys carried by 
revolutionary young people couldn’t cross the border. These young people 
couldn’t cross the border but their message reached its destination,” 
 
For four years, in fact, the Erdogan regime has supported Islamist forces in 
the Syrian civil war. ISIS has been no exception to this. In exchange for 
letting them use Turkey as a safe haven and a supply route for arms, 
money and fighters, Erdogan has used the Islamists to strike blows against 
the Assad regime as well as the autonomous Kurdish areas run by the YPG 
in Syria. He has shown again and again that he is willing to drag the whole 
region down towards barbarism to satisfy his own imperialist ambitions. 
 
After a recent raid of the top IS official, Abu Sayyaf, proof of an 
undeclared alliance has become clearer. One senior western official 
familiar with the intelligence gathered at the slain leader’s compound told 
the Observer that direct dealings between Turkish officials and ranking Isis 
members was now “undeniable”. 
 
He continued to say that, “There are hundreds of flash drives and 
documents that were seized there. They are being analysed at the 
moment, but the links are already so clear that they could end up having 
profound policy implications for the relationship between us and Ankara." 
 
For the Turkish ruling clique ISIS is not seen as a threat as opposed to the 
Kurdish movement in Syria. The preparations for the present military 
operation started after Kurdish YPG forces seized the important border 
town of Tall Abyad from ISIS on 14 June. Erdogan’s attitude was clearly 
visible in his comments to the ISIS defeat, “The West, which is hitting 
Arabs and Turkmen of Tal Abyad from the air, is sadly settling the PYD 
[Democratic Union Party which is the major party in Kurdish Syria and the 
political arm of the YPG popular militia] and PKK terror organizations in 
their places.” He went on to warn that the seizure of the strategic town of 
Tall Abyad “could lead to the creation of a structure [independent state] 
that threatens our borders”. 
 
In the week after the Tall Abyad battle, ISIS staged an extremely deadly 
attack on the town of Kobane. However, the attack was partially staged 
from inside Turkey, again revealing the role of the Erdogan government, 
which has been openly supporting Jihadist and extremist groups in general, 
while covertly tolerating and even backing ISIS in particular. 
 
Erdogan’s “war on terrorism” reeks of hypocrisy. By supporting and 
propping up reactionary Islamist forces in Syria, he is preparing the ground 
for the destabilisation of Turkey itself. The thousands of radical Islamists 
who have developed advanced networks across Turkey and who have 
probably also developed links with different layers of the ruling class, 
cannot be swept away over night. Their influence will be a constant threat 
to the stability of Turkey in the next period. 
 
All those who have tried to tame Islamists and use them for their own 
interests have had to reap serious repercussions. The US and Pakistan used 
Al Qaeda and the Taliban to defeat the Saur revolution in Afghanistan, but 
this led to the monstrous group which today is threatening the whole 
region and which is undermining the existence of the Pakistani state itself. 
Again in Syria the US tried to use the Islamists against Assad, but this 
backfired with the rise of IS in Iraq and the rest of the region. Before that 
of course, we should not forget that Assad housed the same Islamist groups 
which he used for his own interests. A similar fate could await Turkey 
unless this reactionary cancer is not removed by a revolutionary movement 
of the masses. 
 
The crisis of the Turkish regime 
The real reason behind Erdogan's assault on the Kurds, however, is not due 
to omnipotence and strength, but because of the accelerating crisis of his 
regime. Over the past few years Turkish society has been massively 
polarised. The economic boom of the 2000's did not benefit the Turkish 
masses who have seen poverty grow. In spite of +5% percent growth rates 



before 2012, widespread poverty still prevails in Turkey. The 10% richest 
people in Turkey own more than 77% of the country's wealth, while two 
thirds of all children live in poverty. As long as the economy was booming, 
all this could be tolerated by the masses. But the slowing down of the 
economy has starkly brought out the contradictions in Turkey. 
 
At the same time the Islamisation of Turkey and Erdogan's imperialist 
meddling in Syria became a growing source of concern for many Turks who 
moved into opposition to Erdogan's rule. His dream of building a modern 
version of the Ottoman empire, with himself as the sultan, was seen as a 
step back for secular modern Turkish society. His open support for ISIS and 
other Islamist groups raised concerns for many people. 
 
akp-offices-attacked-somaPeople attack AKP offices after the Soma mining 
disaster in 2014In the Gezi park movement in 2013 these contradictions 
were brought to the fore for the first time. This was also the first time the 
Kurdish and the Turkish movement embarked on a common struggle along 
class lines. However, due to the lack of a leadership the movement died 
down and Erdogan remained in power. In the parliamentary elections, the 
AKP saw its biggest setback in years going from 58% to 49% of the vote 
while all other parties who got in were campaigning as an opposition to 
Erdogan in particular. However, the most important change in these 
elections was the rise of the HDP which grew in the polls due to its radical 
programme and rhetoric which resonated with the Kurdish population as 
well as a large part of the Turkish youth and the Gezi movement in 
particular. 
 
Another element in the rise of the HDP was also the battle of Kobane 
which lasted from September 2014 to January 2015. Here the YPG forces, 
who were given support by Kurdish forces from Turkey, bravely fought and 
defeated ISIS which was in effect supported by the Erdogan regime. Apart 
from refusing to allow Kurdish fighters into Syria to support the YPG forces 
under attack there, the Turkish regime was allowing ISIS to freely roam the 
area. 
 
The YPG has been the most efficient force in the fighting against ISIS. Not 
only have they taken Kobane and the surrounding areas, but they have also 
taken Tell Abyad and rapidly moved south towards Raqqa, which is the de 
facto capital of ISIS. Furthermore, they have been making important gains 
in the city of Hassakah as well as beginning an operation to the west of 
Kobane. The main strength of the YPG has, however, not been the quality 
of its arms, but its radical programme which includes popular government 
of the areas they control. Their non-sectarian, egalitarian approach and 
their highly democratic form of government is very attractive to the 
peoples of the areas they operate in. 
 
These gains and Erdogan’s support of ISIS were big factors in the HDP 
victory in Turkey. First of all, they led to a crushing victory of the HDP in 
the Kurdish areas - which traditionally expressed a split vote between the 
AKP and the Kurdish parties - with the HDP vote reaching 70-90 percent in 
many areas. At the same time, the battle of Kobane pushed many layers of 
the Turkish population away from Erdogan who was seen as the supporter 
of reactionary forces and served to further legitimise the HDP and the 
Kurdish movement in general amongst the Turkish part of the population. 
 
These were important reasons why Erdogan lost his majority in parliament 
after more than 10 years. This also led to a stalemate in parliament which 
made the formation of a stable government impossible. Thus the main aim 
of the present campaign is to whip up Turkish nationalism and to divert the 
class struggle along national lines. He wants to cut through the influence 
of the Kurdish movement inside Turkey. At the same time he is holding the 
opposition as hostages by signalling that his hostilities against ISIS will stop 
at the same time as the hostilities against the Kurds. 
 
This is a reflection of Erdogan's weakness. By indiscriminately attacking 
Kurdish areas in Syria, Iraq and Turkey he is trying to provoke civil war. 
However, his actions which are aimed at bolstering his own position, risk 
destabilising the whole country. Over the past years there has been several 
indications of deep divisions within the ruling class and even within the AK 
party itself. At a certain point Erdogan’s adventurist actions could lead to 



significant sections of the Turkish ruling class to move into opposition to 
him. 
 
As his own base gets weaker he assumes a more and more bonapartist 
character. He tried to use the rising Kurdish movement to cut the 
nationalist vote and now he is trying to lean on the nationalists to crush 
the Kurds and the Turkish left which has united around the HDP. 
Depending how the situation develops, he may either call early elections, 
try to ban the HDP or even try to impose martial law. In the present 
situation however, this will only serve to prepare for a revolutionary 
backlash against him in the future. 
 
As Marxists we utterly condemn this imperialist attack on the Kurdish 
people and on the left-wing activists in Turkey. They have every right to 
defend themselves against the violence of the Turkish state. However, 
unprovoked attacks on individuals is a counter-productive tactic which will 
only serve to strengthen Erdogan and push public opinion behind him. The 
only way to win the battle is to prepare for a revolutionary mass struggle 
of Turks as well as Kurds on a radical programme. Erdogan cannot be 
defeated by negotiations which he will only use to discredit the 
movement. Only 10 days ago the HDP co-chairman Selahattin Demirtaþ 
told AKP officials that “a snap election is not on the list of urgent duties. 
Before saying ‘we will submit a request for a snap election to the 
president,' you should come to us [the HDP]. On this matter, our doors are 
open; come to us.” 
 
With his countless actions Erdogan has shown that his interests are 
incompatible with the programme and the ideas of the HDP and the left in 
Turkey. A vacillating approach towards him will only serve to strengthen 
him. The only way to confront Erdogan and his regime is to wage a decisive 
struggle. Turkey is moving into a very explosive period. A division of the 
working class along nationalist lines would be a disaster for both Turkish 
and Kurdish workers and youth. The only way to cut through the poison of 
nationalism is to build a mass movement on class lines. The opportunities 
for this are not lacking. 
 
Erdogan has revealed his true face to the nation and his position is weak. 
The HDP should build a national campaign on an internationalist 
programme calling for the workers and poor, whether Turkish, Kurdish or 
of any other nationality, to unite in struggle against imperialist war and 
against national oppression. This should be linked to a programme of the 
expropriation of the rotten ruling class which has been living like parasites 
on the back of the masses of all nations. Just as a radical programme was 
the strength of the Kurds in Syria, a revolutionary programme would be the 
greatest weapon of the workers’ movement in Turkey. If the HDP manages 
to give a clear decisive lead, the present crisis could be the beginning of a 
revolutionary movement to overthrow the government. This would be a 
major blow to all the reactionary forces in the region and would 
completely change the reactionary dynamic which dominates the region at 
the moment. 
http://www.marxist.com/turkey-erdogan-attacks-pkk-to-divert-rising-
class-struggle.htm 

 

Bonded to a stupid economy 
 

 



 
 

 
Patrick Bond 24 July 2015  
 
Resistance is rising to the liberalising ideology of South African state 
and corporate elites. 
 
Was the most banal political meme ever generated the one James Carville 
hammered home to Bill Clinton in the 1992 United States presidential 
campaign: “The economy, stupid”?  
 
The Washington Post‘s Bob Woodward explained one briefing by 
economists in his book The Agenda: “Clinton’s face turned red with anger 
and disbelief. ‘You mean to tell me that the success of the programme and 
my re-election hinges on the Federal Reserve and a bunch of fucking bond 
traders?’ he responded in a half-whisper. Nods from his end of the table. 
Not a dissent.”  
 
Clinton followed script with a bankers’ agenda and left the world primed 
for neoliberal public policy, the globalisation of debt and unprecedented 
financial speculation. As one result, a foreign debt repayment crisis may 
hit South Africa within a few years. In his new book How Long Will South 
Africa Survive? Bill Johnson predicts Pretoria’s plea for a Washington 
financial rescue, and though he misses the vital flaw in the Brics’s two new 
financial institutions, the new $100-billion emergency bailout fund 
empowers the International Monetary Fund (IMF) by compelling a 
partnership-in-austerity lending.  
A begging trip to the IMF will happen “within six years”, said economist 
Chris Hart last week, speaking at the Sandton Collaborative Stakeholder 
Management meeting. I don’t disagree, given that the $145-billion foreign 
debt has soared from $25-billion in 1994 and $70-billion in 2010. Why 
borrow? Mainly to raise hard currency to pay profit, dividend and interest 
outflows, mainly to companies that were once South African but now 
reside (financially) in London, Melbourne and New York.  
 
So it is vital to distinguish domestic from foreign debt. Hart claims “South 
Africa is at the brink of a solvency crisis” and “cannot afford to take on 
more loans”. While this appears valid in terms of foreign debt, it is not 
true in local rand currency terms. Indeed, South Africa’s capacity to mop 
up local funds for public borrowing is much greater than nearly all our peer 
countries, even the IMF agrees.  
 
The problem is the interest rate that must be paid on such local 
borrowings. If we had stronger exchange controls, the South African 
Reserve Bank could set the interest rate for borrowing much lower without 
fear of a run by fickle financiers. But starting in 1995, the barriers have 
been whittled down dozens of times.  
 
The IMF as the inevitable denouement 
Finance Minister Nhlanhla Nene’s bias was witnessed in his February 
budget: he allowed individuals to move money offshore much more 
rapidly, from R4-million in 2014 to R10-million in 2015 and beyond. With 
such policies, the IMF is the inevitable denouement.  
 
Hart also argued against our allegedly “low interest rates” on the grounds 
that they “discourage people from saving … the country does not have a 



savings pool to dip into to invest in business, which is stifling growth”. 
Nonsense; in reality, South Africa’s real interest rates are higher than 
nearly all our trading partners, and at 7.5%, the 12-month Johannesburg 
interbank offer rate is now two percent higher than mid-2013 levels.  
 
The high rates discourage investment. Also, plenty of money is sloshing 
around in our absurdly speculative financial markets. For example, the JSE 
rose nearly 20% from October to its recent peak in June. The main money 
managers, especially insurance companies, pension funds, investment 
banks and the Public Investment Corporation, continue gambling on a 
bubbly stock market with diminishing values underpinning it.  
 
The danger was illustrated in China, what with $4-trillion in losses over a 
recent three-week period as the main stock markets crashed by more than 
half.  
 
In spite of South Africa’s declining competitiveness and the end of the 
2002 to 2014 era of high prices for minerals, an “export-led growth” 
fantasy continues.  
 
With the price of coal down by a third from the 2008 peak and by half from 
2010 levels, and with gold this week down to a low of $1110 and platinum 
to $990, more thousands of jobs are threatened by our reliance on mineral 
exports.  
Our vulnerability to the desperate Chinese manufacturing sector was 
witnessed again this week when, instead of exporting steel to China, the 
reverse is now responsible for the closure of Evraz Highveld Steel. This 
temporary shutdown was, the company reported, “primarily as a result of 
working capital constraints and reduced domestic demand in steel mainly 
due to a significant increase in Chinese imports”.  
 
The tsunami of Chinese goods, subsidised mainly through its undervalued 
currency, environmental despoliation, a migrant labour system, and 
repression of unions, has wiped out local manufacturing jobs since the 
mid-1990s. It could be reversed with protectionist measures.  
 
These would, ideally, be combined with labour-intensive and ecologically 
sound incentives for South Africa’s deindustrialised economy to rebuild. 
The overarching problem remains, though: South African state and 
corporate elites are wedded to the World Trade Organisation’s liberalising 
ideology. Those same elites were named the world’s most corrupt 
corporate crew by PwC in 2014, so it is time to question their values, 
judgment and freedom to profit from such a stupid economy.  
 
Very low social spending 
Their values are evident in Hart’s reported claim that “government has 
placed too much emphasis on alleviating poverty”. In reality, Statistics 
South Africa’s revised poverty rate in February unveiled that a shocking 
54% of South Africans cannot afford a basic bundle of food plus vital 
expenditures worth R779 a month. Notwithstanding the 17-million people 
who receive survival grants, South Africa’s social spending is the fourth 
lowest among the world’s 40 largest economies, according to the 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development.  
 
The treasury has plans to cut the ratio lower still, with welfare grants 
projected to shrink from an anticipated peak of 3% of gross domestic 
product in 2020 to 2.3% in 2040. Starting along this path, Nene cut the real 
value of individuals’ grants by 3% in his February budget.  
 
Many economists believe the treasury and the Reserve Bank are fighting 
the good fight against the allegedly left-led ministries of economic 
development and trade and industry.  
 
The reality is they are caught in the trap of a stupid economy under the 
influence of those same bond traders and ratings agencies that 
manipulated Clinton. As a result they pursue dubious policies that are not 
in the national interest, and that don’t work on their own terms either.  
 
But resistance is rising: a leftist fraction of labour now set free from what 
they term a “Congress of Sweetheart Trade Unions”; an energetic (albeit 



chaotic) anti-neoliberal party in Parliament; a truncated black petite 
bourgeoisie fed up with white corporate power; and a potential United 
Front to link disparate social movement insurgencies. For three years in a 
row, the World Economic Forum has named South Africa’s working class 
the most militant of any country. But will its members find each other, and 
then find their economic voice? 
 
 
Patrick Bond is professor of political economy at Wits University and 
directs the University of KwaZulu-Natal Centre for Civil Society. His new 
book, co-edited with Ana Garcia, is Brics: An anti-capitalist critique 
(Jacana). He will be on the M&G Literary Festival panel “It’s the economy, 
stupid!”, with Herman Mashaba and Greg Mills, chaired by Songezo Zibi, 
on Saturday August 1 at 11.30am 

 

The Eurasian Big Bang 
 

 

 
 

Pepe Escobar 24 July 2015 
 
Let’s start with the geopolitical Big Bang you know nothing about, the one 
that occurred just two weeks ago. Here are its results: from now on, any 
possible future attack on Iran threatened by the Pentagon (in conjunction 
with NATO) would essentially be an assault on the planning of an 
interlocking set of organizations — the BRICS nations (Brazil, Russia, India, 
China, and South Africa), the SCO (Shanghai Cooperation Organization), 
the EEU (Eurasian Economic Union), the AIIB (the new Chinese-founded 
Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank), and the NDB (the BRICS’ New 
Development Bank) — whose acronyms you’re unlikely to recognize either. 
Still, they represent an emerging new order in Eurasia. 
 
Tehran, Beijing, Moscow, Islamabad, and New Delhi have been actively 
establishing interlocking security guarantees. They have been 
simultaneously calling the Atlanticist bluff when it comes to the endless 
drumbeat of attention given to the flimsy meme of Iran’s “nuclear 
weapons program.” And a few days before the Vienna nuclear negotiations 
finally culminated in an agreement, all of this came together at a twin 
BRICS/SCO summit in Ufa, Russia — a place you’ve undoubtedly never 
heard of and a meeting that got next to no attention in the U.S. And yet 
sooner or later, these developments will ensure that the War Party in 
Washington and assorted neocons (as well as neoliberalcons) already 
breathing hard over the Iran deal will sweat bullets as their narratives 
about how the world works crumble. 
 
The Eurasian Silk Road 
With the Vienna deal, whose interminable build-up I had the dubious 
pleasure of following closely, Iranian Foreign Minister Javad Zarif and his 
diplomatic team have pulled the near-impossible out of an extremely 
crumpled magician’s hat: an agreement that might actually end sanctions 
against their country from an asymmetric, largely manufactured conflict. 
 
Think of that meeting in Ufa, the capital of Russia’s Bashkortostan, as a 
preamble to the long-delayed agreement in Vienna. It caught the new 
dynamics of the Eurasian continent and signaled the future geopolitical Big 
Bangness of it all. At Ufa, from July 8th to 10th, the 7th BRICS summit and 
the 15th Shanghai Cooperation Organization summit overlapped just as a 
possible Vienna deal was devouring one deadline after another. 
 
Consider it a diplomatic masterstroke of Vladmir Putin’s Russia to have 
merged those two summits with an informal meeting of the Eurasian 
Economic Union (EEU). Call it a soft power declaration of war against 
Washington’s imperial logic, one that would highlight the breadth and 
depth of an evolving Sino-Russian strategic partnership. Putting all those 
heads of state attending each of the meetings under one roof, Moscow 
offered a vision of an emerging, coordinated geopolitical structure 
anchored in Eurasian integration. Thus, the importance of Iran: no matter 
what happens post-Vienna, Iran will be a vital hub/node/crossroads in 
Eurasia for this new structure. 
 



If you read the declaration that came out of the BRICS summit, one detail 
should strike you: the austerity-ridden European Union (EU) is barely 
mentioned. And that’s not an oversight. From the point of view of the 
leaders of key BRICS nations, they are offering a new approach to Eurasia, 
the very opposite of the language of sanctions. 
 
Here are just a few examples of the dizzying activity that took place at 
Ufa, all of it ignored by the American mainstream media. In their 
meetings, President Putin, China’s President Xi Jinping, and Indian Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi worked in a practical way to advance what is 
essentially a Chinese vision of a future Eurasia knit together by a series of 
interlocking “new Silk Roads.” Modi approved more Chinese investment in 
his country, while Xi and Modi together pledged to work to solve the joint 
border issues that have dogged their countries and, in at least one case, 
led to war. 
 
The NDB, the BRICS’ response to the World Bank, was officially launched 
with $50 billion in start-up capital. Focused on funding major 
infrastructure projects in the BRICS nations, it is capable of accumulating 
as much as $400 billion in capital, according to its president, Kundapur 
Vaman Kamath. Later, it plans to focus on funding such ventures in other 
developing nations across the Global South — all in their own currencies, 
which means bypassing the U.S. dollar. Given its membership, the NDB’s 
money will clearly be closely linked to the new Silk Roads. As Brazilian 
Development Bank President Luciano Coutinho stressed, in the near future 
it may also assist European non-EU member states like Serbia and 
Macedonia. Think of this as the NDB’s attempt to break a Brussels 
monopoly on Greater Europe. Kamath even advanced the possibility of 
someday aiding in the reconstruction of Syria. 
 
You won’t be surprised to learn that both the new Asian Infrastructure 
Investment Bank and the NDB are headquartered in China and will work to 
complement each other’s efforts. At the same time, Russia’s foreign 
investment arm, the Direct Investment Fund (RDIF), signed a memorandum 
of understanding with funds from other BRICS countries and so launched an 
informal investment consortium in which China’s Silk Road Fund and 
India’s Infrastructure Development Finance Company will be key partners. 
 
Full Spectrum Transportation Dominance 
On the ground level, this should be thought of as part of the New Great 
Game in Eurasia. Its flip side is the Trans-Pacific Partnership in the Pacific 
and the Atlantic version of the same, the Transatlantic Trade and 
Investment Partnership, both of which Washington is trying to advance to 
maintain U.S. global economic dominance. The question these conflicting 
plans raise is how to integrate trade and commerce across that vast 
region. From the Chinese and Russian perspectives, Eurasia is to be 
integrated via a complex network of superhighways, high-speed rail lines, 
ports, airports, pipelines, and fiber optic cables. By land, sea, and air, the 
resulting New Silk Roads are meant to create an economic version of the 
Pentagon’s doctrine of “Full Spectrum Dominance” — a vision that already 
has Chinese corporate executives crisscrossing Eurasia sealing 
infrastructure deals. 
 
For Beijing — back to a 7% growth rate in the second quarter of 2015 
despite a recent near-panic on the country’s stock markets — it makes 
perfect economic sense: as labor costs rise, production will be relocated 
from the country’s Eastern seaboard to its cheaper Western reaches, while 
the natural outlets for the production of just about everything will be 
those parallel and interlocking “belts” of the new Silk Roads. 
 
Meanwhile, Russia is pushing to modernize and diversify its energy-
exploitation-dependent economy. Among other things, its leaders hope 
that the mix of those developing Silk Roads and the tying together of the 
Eurasian Economic Union — Russia, Armenia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, and 
Kyrgyzstan — will translate into myriad transportation and construction 
projects for which the country’s industrial and engineering know-how will 
prove crucial. 
 
As the EEU has begun establishing free trade zones with India, Iran, 
Vietnam, Egypt, and Latin America’s Mercosur bloc (Argentina, Brazil, 



Paraguay, Uruguay, and Venezuela), the initial stages of this integration 
process already reach beyond Eurasia. Meanwhile, the SCO, which began as 
little more than a security forum, is expanding and moving into the field of 
economic cooperation. Its countries, especially four Central Asian “stans” 
(Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, and Tajikistan) will rely ever more 
on the Chinese-driven Asia Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) and the 
NDB. At Ufa, India and Pakistan finalized an upgrading process in which 
they have moved from observers to members of the SCO. This makes it an 
alternative G8. 
 
In the meantime, when it comes to embattled Afghanistan, the BRICS 
nations and the SCO have now called upon “the armed opposition to 
disarm, accept the Constitution of Afghanistan, and cut ties with Al-
Qaeda, ISIS, and other terrorist organizations.” Translation: within the 
framework of Afghan national unity, the organization would accept the 
Taliban as part of a future government. Their hopes, with the integration 
of the region in mind, would be for a future stable Afghanistan able to 
absorb more Chinese, Russian, Indian, and Iranian investment, and the 
construction — finally! — of a long-planned, $10 billion, 1,420-kilometer-
long Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India (TAPI) gas pipeline that 
would benefit those energy-hungry new SCO members, Pakistan and India. 
(They would each receive 42% of the gas, the remaining 16% going to 
Afghanistan.) 
 
Central Asia is, at the moment, geographic ground zero for the 
convergence of the economic urges of China, Russia, and India. It was no 
happenstance that, on his way to Ufa, Prime Minister Modi stopped off in 
Central Asia. Like the Chinese leadership in Beijing, Moscow looks forward 
(as a recent document puts it) to the “interpenetration and integration of 
the EEU and the Silk Road Economic Belt” into a “Greater Eurasia” and a 
“steady, developing, safe common neighborhood” for both Russia and 
China. 
 
And don’t forget Iran. In early 2016, once economic sanctions are fully 
lifted, it is expected to join the SCO, turning it into a G9. As its foreign 
minister, Javad Zarif, made clear recently to Russia’s Channel 1 television, 
Tehran considers the two countries strategic partners. “Russia,” he said, 
“has been the most important participant in Iran’s nuclear program and it 
will continue under the current agreement to be Iran’s major nuclear 
partner.” The same will, he added, be true when it comes to “oil and gas 
cooperation,” given the shared interest of those two energy-rich nations in 
“maintaining stability in global market prices.” 
 
Got Corridor, Will Travel 
Across Eurasia, BRICS nations are moving on integration projects. A 
developing Bangladesh-China-India-Myanmar economic corridor is a typical 
example. It is now being reconfigured as a multilane highway between 
India and China. Meanwhile, Iran and Russia are developing a 
transportation corridor from the Persian Gulf and the Gulf of Oman to the 
Caspian Sea and the Volga River. Azerbaijan will be connected to the 
Caspian part of this corridor, while India is planning to use Iran’s southern 
ports to improve its access to Russia and Central Asia. Now, add in a 
maritime corridor that will stretch from the Indian city of Mumbai to the 
Iranian port of Bandar Abbas and then on to the southern Russian city of 
Astrakhan. And this just scratches the surface of the planning underway. 
 
Years ago, Vladimir Putin suggested that there could be a “Greater 
Europe” stretching from Lisbon, Portugal, on the Atlantic to the Russian 
city of Vladivostok on the Pacific. The EU, under Washington’s thumb, 
ignored him. Then the Chinese started dreaming about and planning new 
Silk Roads that would, in reverse Marco Polo fashion, extend from Shanghai 
to Venice (and then on to Berlin). 
 
Thanks to a set of cross-pollinating political institutions, investment funds, 
development banks, financial systems, and infrastructure projects that, to 
date, remain largely under Washington’s radar, a free-trade Eurasian 
heartland is being born. It will someday link China and Russia to Europe, 
Southwest Asia, and even Africa. It promises to be an astounding 
development. Keep your eyes, if you can, on the accumulating facts on the 
ground, even if they are rarely covered in the American media. They 



represent the New Great — emphasis on that word — Game in Eurasia. 
 
Location, Location, Location 
Tehran is now deeply invested in strengthening its connections to this new 
Eurasia and the man to watch on this score is Ali Akbar Velayati. He is the 
head of Iran’s Center for Strategic Research and senior foreign policy 
adviser to Supreme Leader Ayatollah Khamenei. Velayati stresses that 
security in Asia, the Middle East, North Africa, Central Asia, and the 
Caucasus hinges on the further enhancement of a Beijing-Moscow-Tehran 
triple entente. 
 
As he knows, geo-strategically Iran is all about location, location, location. 
That country offers the best access to open seas in the region apart from 
Russia and is the only obvious east-west/north-south crossroads for trade 
from the Central Asian “stans.” Little wonder then that Iran will soon be 
an SCO member, even as its “partnership” with Russia is certain to evolve. 
Its energy resources are already crucial to and considered a matter of 
national security for China and, in the thinking of that country’s 
leadership, Iran also fulfills a key role as a hub in those Silk Roads they are 
planning. 
 
That growing web of literal roads, rail lines, and energy pipelines, as 
TomDispatch has previously reported, represents Beijing’s response to the 
Obama administration’s announced “pivot to Asia” and the U.S. Navy’s 
urge to meddle in the South China Sea. Beijing is choosing to project 
power via a vast set of infrastructure projects, especially high-speed rail 
lines that will reach from its eastern seaboard deep into Eurasia. In this 
fashion, the Chinese-built railway from Urumqi in Xinjiang Province to 
Almaty in Kazakhstan will undoubtedly someday be extended to Iran and 
traverse that country on its way to the Persian Gulf. 
 
A New World for Pentagon Planners 
At the St. Petersburg International Economic Forum last month, Vladimir 
Putin told PBS’s Charlie Rose that Moscow and Beijing had always wanted a 
genuine partnership with the United States, but were spurned by 
Washington. Hats off, then, to the “leadership” of the Obama 
administration. Somehow, it has managed to bring together two former 
geopolitical rivals, while solidifying their pan-Eurasian grand strategy. 
 
Even the recent deal with Iran in Vienna is unlikely — especially given the 
war hawks in Congress — to truly end Washington’s 36-year-long Great Wall 
of Mistrust with Iran. Instead, the odds are that Iran, freed from sanctions, 
will indeed be absorbed into the Sino-Russian project to integrate Eurasia, 
which leads us to the spectacle of Washington’s warriors, unable to act 
effectively, yet screaming like banshees. 
 
NATO’s supreme commander Dr. Strangelove, sorry, American General 
Philip Breedlove, insists that the West must create a rapid-reaction force 
— online — to counteract Russia’s “false narratives.” Secretary of Defense 
Ashton Carter claims to be seriously considering unilaterally redeploying 
nuclear-capable missiles in Europe. The nominee to head the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff, Marine Commandant Joseph Dunford, recently directly labeled 
Russia America’s true “existential threat”; Air Force General Paul Selva, 
nominated to be the new vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs, seconded that 
assessment, using the same phrase and putting Russia, China and Iran, in 
that order, as more threatening than the Islamic State (ISIS). In the 
meantime, Republican presidential candidates and a bevy of congressional 
war hawks simply shout and fume when it comes to both the Iranian deal 
and the Russians. 
 
In response to the Ukrainian situation and the “threat” of a resurgent 
Russia (behind which stands a resurgent China), a Washington-centric 
militarization of Europe is proceeding apace. NATO is now reportedly 
obsessed with what’s being called “strategy rethink” — as in drawing up 
detailed futuristic war scenarios on European soil. As economist Michael 
Hudson has pointed out, even financial politics are becoming militarized 
and linked to NATO’s new Cold War 2.0. 
 
In its latest National Military Strategy, the Pentagon suggests that the risk 
of an American war with another nation (as opposed to terror outfits), 



while low, is “growing” and identifies four nations as “threats”: North 
Korea, a case apart, and predictably the three nations that form the new 
Eurasian core: Russia, China, and Iran. They are depicted in the document 
as “revisionist states,” openly defying what the Pentagon identifies as 
“international security and stability”; that is, the distinctly un-level 
playing field created by globalized, exclusionary, turbo-charged casino 
capitalism and Washington’s brand of militarism. 
 
The Pentagon, of course, does not do diplomacy. Seemingly unaware of 
the Vienna negotiations, it continued to accuse Iran of pursuing nuclear 
weapons. And that “military option” against Iran is never off the table. 
 
So consider it the Mother of All Blockbusters to watch how the Pentagon 
and the war hawks in Congress will react to the post-Vienna and — though 
it was barely noticed in Washington — the post-Ufa environment, 
especially under a new White House tenant in 2017. 
 
It will be a spectacle. Count on it. Will the next version of Washington try 
to make it up to “lost” Russia or send in the troops? Will it contain China or 
the “caliphate” of ISIS? Will it work with Iran to fight ISIS or spurn it? Will 
it truly pivot to Asia for good and ditch the Middle East or vice-versa? Or 
might it try to contain Russia, China, and Iran simultaneously or find some 
way to play them against each other? 
 
In the end, whatever Washington may do, it will certainly reflect a fear of 
the increasing strategic depth Russia and China are developing 
economically, a reality now becoming visible across Eurasia. At Ufa, Putin 
told Xi on the record: “Combining efforts, no doubt we [Russia and China] 
will overcome all the problems before us.” 
 
Read “efforts” as new Silk Roads, that Eurasian Economic Union, the 
growing BRICS block, the expanding Shanghai Cooperation Organization, 
those China-based banks, and all the rest of what adds up to the beginning 
of a new integration of significant parts of the Eurasian land mass. As for 
Washington, fly like an eagle? Try instead: scream like a banshee. 
https://zcomm.org/znetarticle/the-eurasian-big-bang/ 
 
Pepe Escobar is the roving correspondent for Asia Times, an analyst for RT 
and Sputnik, and a TomDispatch regular. His latest book is Empire of 
Chaos. 

 

Big Games, Bigger Scandals! A Look at Toronto's Pan-Am Games  
 

 

 
 

 
Award-winning journalist Nick Fillmore discusses his latest reporting into the "gross public over-spending" 
associated with the Pan-Am games. 
 
Nick Fillmore interviewed by Jared Ball on the Real News Network 22 July 2015 
 
JARED BALL, PRODUCER, TRNN: What's up world, and welcome back to the Real News Network. I'm Jared 



Ball here in Baltimore. 
 
As the 2015 Pan-American Games wrap up this summer in Toronto an accounting of the costs of those games 
has been offered by our next guest, Nick Fillmore, and there appears to be a lot to cause concern. In a new 
piece published recently by the Huffington Post titled The Pan-Am Games Have Been an Exercise in Gross 
Public Overspending, Fillmore seems to have touched on an issue we've seen raised elsewhere related to 
world cups and Olympics. 
 
Fillmore is an award-winning journalist based in Toronto, from where he now joins us. Welcome, Nick 
Fillmore, to the Real News Network. 
 
NICK FILLMORE, JOURNALIST: Thank you very much. 
 
BALL: So if we could, let's start there. Tell us about this overspending, and is this similar to other big game 
scandals we've seen and heard about related to World Cups and Olympics recently? 
 
FILLMORE: Yes, I think it is. Very few of them manage to ever get near to breaking even to the amount of 
money they say they will spend. In the beginning we had a budget of $1.5 billion. Now that's gone up by an 
extra $1.1 billion, and I think it could actually double by the time they're over. 
 
Two or three things have occurred. The first director of the games was appointed by Rob Ford, kind of a 
notorious former mayor you may know of. And he was fired later one, and just--budgets were just not done 
properly and things have escalated, and they've been able to slow the process down. 
 
BALL: So you write in this piece--first of all, if we could just take a quick second for those who may not be 
aware. The Pan-Am Games are similar to the Summer Olympics track and field events. And tell us very 
quickly, they're held every year or ever four years. And of course they're meant to be, to include all those in 
the Americas. 
 
FILLMORE: That's right, 41 countries from the Americas. And pretty well all of the same events that are in 
the Olympics. 
 
I suppose it should be said that while there are financial questions the games in terms of Canada are going off 
quite well. They're quite popular. It's really interesting that Canada actually beat the United States in 
Baseball a couple of days ago. So the games are very popular here. 
 
BALL: And you--well, speaking of their popularity you talk a little bit about the perks and the benefits to the 
elite. So I'm wondering initially what is the impact, materially, on the people there in the city, and more 
broadly speaking in Canada as a whole? 
 
FILLMORE: Well, the media here is not really talking about the deficit at this stage. It's all pretty much 
celebration because Canadian athletes are doing so well. But it's going to come very, very hard and heavy 
once the games are over when the final tabulations are done. 
 
I could give you a little bit--I have to look at my figures here, give you a bit of an idea. Some of the things 
that have happened. For instance, we have an athlete's village that has cost $709 million, and that provides 
only a couple of hundred apartments in it. We have Hamilton, which is a city not too far away from Toronto. 
It has built--they've built a huge soccer stadium. And the cost of it over $6,000 a seat for the accommodations 
there. A mascot, a porcupine that doesn't look much like a porcupine. They've spent $308,000 on this little 
guy already, with contracts for the design and all of those kinds of things. 
 
BALL: But Ned Fillmore, we often hear when we hear about these things new stadiums and infrastructure 
being built. We often hear that this is going to bring jobs to the local community, it's going to increase 
revenue, it's going to help working people, it's going to help the poor. Is that not the case there in Toronto? 
 
FILLMORE: Well, the hotels and the restaurants are complaining that this has not turned out to be much of a 
boost for them. It just hasn't happened, and we only have six days of the regular games left. 
 
Now, I think it's interesting--that's an interesting question, because if you compare the $3 billion this might 
end up being, the budget for the entire city of Toronto per year is $11 billion. And Toronto in a recent survey 
has the worst child poverty in all of Canada. There are more young poor children here than anywhere else. 
We do have a lot of issues. There are health issues of poor people on the streets, not enough housing. There's 
a big backlog for public housing. So all of these kids of things right now are being kind of ignored, but as I say 
a little later on this year it's going to come back to haunt some people. 
 
BALL: And very finally Nick Fillmore, you talk a little bit about the elite that truly benefit from these games. 
Could you quickly tell us a little bit about who they are and how they're benefiting? 
 
FILLMORE: There's a former premier of Ontario is the chairman of the project. And yes, this just seems to 
have moved in among an elite group of people who have taken this on. And they actually say in some places 



that an effort to make Toronto a world-class city is one of the objectives. And they did some repairs in one of 
the big buildings that cost over $3-4 million dollars to fix the floors. And they said at the time, this is 
important to keep our image up. 
 
So people next--in four years from now the games go to Peru, and I hope this might be seen as a bit of a 
warning for folks in Peru when it comes down there. 
 
BALL: Well Nick Fillmore, thank you very much for joining us here at the Real News Network and updating us 
on what's actually happening with the Pan-Am Games. 
 
FILLMORE: Thank you. 
 
BALL: And thank you for joining us out there in the Real News Audience. And for all involved, I'm Jared Ball. 
And as always as Fred Hampton used to say, to you we say peace, if you're willing to fight for it. Peace, 
everybody. Catch you in the whirlwind. 
 
http://therealnews.com/t2/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=31&Itemid=74&jumival=14307 

 

India may easily cut the wings of Chinese dragon 
 

 

 
 

Interview conducted by Leyla Mamedova 
Pravda.Ru 23 July 2015 
 
India may easily cut the wings of Chinese dragon. Indian economy 
developingChina may face competition in the Asian region. India has been 
showing very good economic and social development lately, following the 
USA and China in some points. The prospects of Russia's relations with India 
are very promising, especially in the field of defense and in the 
pharmaceutical industry. Pravda.Ru discussed the subject with leading 
researcher at the Institute of World Economy and International Relations 
at the Russian Academy of Sciences, Doctor of Economics, Elena Bragina. 
 
"What were the highlights of the recent summits of the Shanghai 
Cooperation Organization and BRICS?" 
 
"The world is changing very quickly. China was showing a high growth rate, 
but during the days of the BRICS summit, the stock market of China 
collapsed. Forecasts for the members of the association are different as 
well. In 2015, Brazil is expected to experience a decline of eleven percent, 
while South Africa is to show the growth of two percent. The 
unemployment level in the country has decreased, but still remains high - 
24 percent. Russia's GDP has been declining, unfortunately. India counts on 
the GDP growth of up to seven percent." 
 
"India is the founder of the BRICS. India and Pakistan have joined the SCO. 
What is India's role in these organizations and on the world stage?" 
 
"India has been developing very actively. Yet, the economic condition in 
India worsened considerably after the crisis of 2008. Unfortunately, 20 
percent of India's population still have no access to electricity. During a 
recent blackout, as many as 600 million people were left without 
electricity. 
 
India has very high employment in agriculture, where unemployment is 
somewhere 8-9 percent. In fact, the number is underestimated. 
Employment is a very serious problem in India.  
 
Big hopes are pinned on Indian new Prime Minister Narendra Modi 
Damodardas. He was born in September 1950 - he is the first prime 
minister, who was born in independent India. He works 18 hours a day. He 
comes from one of the lower castes, he grew up in a poor family. He 
started working when he was seven years old: he began helping his father, 
serving tea and newspapers at a small station. 
 
Modi became the governor of the state of Gujarat, and he made it one of 
the most industrially developed states of India. He won the support of both 
domestic and foreign investors.  
 



Most of India's gross domestic product is created in the sector of services. 
Indian programmers are known around the world. In software 
development, they come second after the United States. 
 
There is an effective program called "Digital India," and Modi pays first 
priority to India technologies and human resources to create the new 
India. 
 
Modi eyes the development of modern industry. He started the "Clean 
India" campaign and called to clean the Ganges. This is, too, a national 
objective." 
 
According to international rankings, India is seen as the most promising 
country for investment in terms of the balance of risk and returns. Is it 
really so?" 
 
This is quite true, although there is a contradiction in the rating 
assessment. In the Doing Business international rating, India takes one of 
the bad places. Looking at Modi's policies, major rating agencies realized 
that India was going to improve its rankings on the ease of doing business. 
 
"On January 1, 2015, Modi eliminated the Planning Commission - India does 
not need planning tools for its development. Instead of the Planning 
Commission, the Institute of Transformation was established.  
 
"India has adopted a new oil policy and created strategic oil reserves. 
When oil prices dropped, India increased oil purchases was took the third 
place in the world in oil imports. Most importantly, India started exporting 
oil refining products. This is a new thing for the country."  
 
"In other words, India is doing the things that Russia has been dreaming of 
for so long."  
 
"Exactly. India has caught the trend and started changing its outlook. Of 
course, India will continue cooperating with Russia, especially in the 
defense industry, although it is important to grasp the transition to a new 
quality. The defense industry does not exist by itself - it is connected with 
a variety of industries." 
http://english.pravda.ru/business/companies/22-07-2015/131436-india-
0/ 
 
Read article on the Russian version of Pravda.Ru 

 

China Bails Out Stock Market with $209 Billion Stimulus, but Who's Getting Saved? 

 

 
 

 
Political economist Zhun Xu of Beijing's Remnin University says China is bailing out its own public 
enterprises as part of a flawed plan to jumpstart the economy through the stock market 20 July 2015  
 
JESSICA DESVARIEUX, PRODUCER, TRNN: Welcome to the Real News Network. I'm Jessica Desvarieux in 
Baltimore. 



 
So if you've been paying attention to the Shanghai Stock Exchange you've certainly noticed that shares have 
fallen dramatically over the past four weeks. The Chinese government responded in kind. China's 17 largest 
commercial banks lent 1.3 trillion Yuan, which is the equivalent of about $209 billion, to the state-backed 
margin lender China Securities Finance, basically providing stimulus to the markets. 
 
Now joining us to discuss all of this is Zhun Xu. He teaches political economy at Renmin University in Beijing. 
Thanks for joining us. 
 
ZHUN XU, RENMIN UNIVERSITY: Thank you for having me. 
 
DESVARIEUX: So Zhun, I'm trying to understand what exactly happened. Was this caused simply by 
speculation? 
 
XU: Well there's definitely the factor of speculation in this crash. But it's more like structural forces behind 
this raise in prices. 
 
So from last year to now the Chinese Shanghai Stock Exchange rose about 150 percent, and then recently it 
crashed down to 3500, which is still very high. But then it's a dramatic fall from the previous high point. Many 
people got very mad about it. 
 
DESVARIEUX: Okay. And who did it really affect? Because in my understanding less than 10 percent of Chinese 
households actually participate in the stock market. So who is really affected? 
 
XU: That's true. According to the recent survey only 6 percent of Chinese households actually invest in the 
stock market during the first quarter of 2015. And also speaking of the real economy only 3 percent of the 
total financing last year came from the stock market. So the ones who are really concerned about the stock 
market are a very small stratum of the working class and [of course] the governments and large corporations. 
 
DESVARIEUX: I could imagine this liquidity though being pumped into the market was helping those 
corporations and those government-owned enterprises, as you mentioned. 
 
XU: Right. Well, I think [inaud.] is short on stimulus. But the long-term project in their minds, I think it's 
more profound. As the overall Chinese economy is currently slowing down and the Chinese government is 
really eagerly looking for new alternatives to maintain the economic growth. And they have rediscovered the 
stock market as one of the solutions. So they were expecting two things from the stock market boom. 
 
First, they were expecting the household, they get more wealth income from the stock market. It would 
increase their consumption. The second, if they keep deregulating the stock market, they have done that 
many times, and recently they have removed many regulation on leverage [advancement], which obviously 
contributes to the recent crisis. And if they keep doing that, they believe this would enhance the economic 
efficiency and also contribute to growth. 
 
So it's a very important part of the overall economic program of the government. And they obviously thought 
everything was under their control. So it is not surprising they got into a panic when this doesn't work. 
 
DESVARIEUX: So you mention growth. Do you think that means that China's ability to dictate economic growth 
has its limits after something like this just happened? 
 
XU: Well, comparatively speaking Chinese government is still the strongest in terms of controlling the market 
forces. But only in the traditional way. On the stock market, on the financial markets, when you have 
leverage investment you can have trillions of dollars in a very short period of time. That's something currently 
beyond their, I would say imagination or capability. 
 
So encouraging investment, encouraging the stock market boom obviously increased the risk that the Chinese 
government cannot control the market.  
 
DESVARIEUX: You also mention consumption, and that being a big part of their economic plan, trying to 
increase consumption. How is China doing in terms of the level of consumption? 
 
XU: The--well, since a number of years ago Chinese growth has been relying solely on investment and very 
little consumption compared to international standards. So the Chinese leaders, policymakers, have been 
concerned about that. But a real long-term solution to that for a problem would be increase the purchasing 
power of the working class, giving them living wage, decent working conditions, et cetera. But the 
government has been avoiding that. They have chosen a relatively easier way, is to boost their wealth 
through a stock market boom. But obviously that's not stable. 
 
DESVARIEUX: What is the role of the United States in that, in terms of you mentioned raising wages, living 
standards for everyday workers? I could imagine United States corporations wouldn't want something like that 
to happen. 



 
XU: Well. I--well, I believe so. But the problem is we live in a globalized economy. And every increase in 
workers' wages could be an actual cost to the company owners who would avoid that. So if the Chinese 
workers raise the wage by 10 percent and that might drive some capital outside China, go to Vietnam or go to 
other countries, or go to some other, different provinces of China, that has been going on in recent years. 
And I think that's what the Chinese government have been worrying about. 
 
DESVARIEUX: All right. Zhun Xu joining us from Massachusetts. Thank you so much for being with us. 
 
XU: Thank you. 
 
DESVARIEUX: And thank you for joining us on the Real News Network. 
 
http://therealnews.com/t2/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=31&Itemid=74&jumival=14277 
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Zé Maria 20 July 2015 
 
Worsened in recent weeks the Government crisis of PT. Their low levels of 
popularity, his lack of social support, their extreme fragility, do to balance 
a tightrope, is before the new allegations of corruption, now reaching 
directly financing the campaign of the President of the Republic, is before 
the revealing next depth the crisis in the economy. The lack of social 
support stimulates the political crisis and makes his base of political 
support and thinner in the National Congress, given its opportunistic and 
conservative nature, generating recurrent crises, which in turn end up 
leading to the possibility of uncontrolled management of crisis of the 
capitalist economy. 
 
The crisis in the economy affects the PT Government, on the one hand, 
because the leads to intensify attacks on the rights and living conditions of 
workers, turning into dust their support base in the population. On the 
other hand, the depth of the crisis and the risk of uncontrolled same leads 
to large sectors of the business community and the banks, which argued 
the Government prevented weight gain and the proposed impeachment, 
begin to express doubt about its ability to neutralize the struggles and 
resistance of workers to apply the tax adjustment fund , make the 
economy go forward and ensure their profits and interests. 
 
It is in this scenario that the bourgeois opposition back to assanhar, could 
the attacks against the Government of PT, in order to wear it even more to 
ensure an election victory of the opposition in the next election. And it is 
in this same context that leaders of the PSDB (and also some of the PMDB) 
they talk about removal of the President, on convening new elections, 
some betting on electing Aécio Neves in new elections, others in a 
Government headed by Michel Temer (PMDB) in accordance with the PSDB 
and other parties, in an attempt to Government of national unity. The 
bourgeois opposition uses the reports of corruption and the erosion of 
popular support for the President to attack it and weaken even more the 



PT Government. 
 
And also, in sectors of the left, trade unions and social movements linked 
to the petismo, the campaign around the idea that "the right would be 
preparing a coup against the Government, because he wants to attack 
workers ' rights and to impose a conservative agenda to the country" (read 
here). This initiative is headed by the Director of the MST, along with the 
CUT and other movements, and has the explicit support of the PT, left 
Lula and the PT's own direction, and is used as the basis for the 
Government's defense, in drag in "defence of democratic legality". 
 
And workers, as they are in all this? 
The workers are the ones footing the Bill for the crisis of the economy 
generated by the greed of bankers and industrialists ' profits, and 
economic policy adopted by the Government PT. Since the re-election of 
Dilma last October, this Government has done nothing but attack the rights 
of workers, poor people, and the interests of our country. This can be seen 
in the ongoing fiscal adjustment, cuts (unemployment insurance, 
allowance of PIS, retirement ...) and social investment, increased 
unemployment, inflation, privatization, etc. The last two measures 
increase the time for the employee to retire and authorizes the reduction 
of the salary of the worker in case of reduction of the journey. 
 
This is the backdrop of erosion suffered the full support that the 
Government had between workers, playing most of the class, in particular 
of the working class, in contrast to Rousseff. This process of disruption 
comes from June 2013 manifestations, advances since then, and now 
deepens every measure that the Government takes. Was emblematic, 
although little reported, repeal of the Mercedes Benz of San Bernardo to 
the agreement proposed by the employer and the Union, which decreased 
wages and rights to supposedly preserve jobs (like the evil called EPP 
Dilma) – more than 70% voted against. Is enormous irritation of workers, 
particularly in its most exploited the Government Dilma. It's not for 
another reason, fair enough that is received with much sympathy within 
the factory and construction works the idea of putting out this Government 
as soon as possible. 
 
An alternative of workers can only be built on struggle against the 
Government of PT 
For this reason, the path to "fight right" adopted by the sectors that they 
published the note quoted above, which calls the workers to defend the 
Government in there, not make any sense. It is precisely this Government, 
the main responsible for the ills that plague the lives of everyone at the 
moment-and it is necessary to record that, on this, the Government and 
the opposition are acting in perfect bourgeois unity and harmony. The 
whole economic model applied by the PT Government faces to ensure 
payment of the debt to banks, poorly-named ensure the profits of big 
business, of agribusiness and the interests of the multinationals. In other 
words, the interests of the "right", that these companions say combat. 
 
And all this occurs precisely because the choices made Historically, and 
kept until today, at EN. First, to seek Alliance with the business 
community to win the election and to govern. In alliance with bankers and 
businessmen to rule you can't meet workers ' rights and interests. The 
Government of President Dilma is not hostage to bankers and of big 
business, is a hostage of its own decision to govern with them. Another 
expression of this choice is the decision to turn his back on the people and 
their struggles and rule through institutions such as the National Congress. 
Could not give another result. It's no use curse against the National 
Congress for being a hotbed of conservative, because this institution has 
always been that same, and exists to meet exactly this role, to preserve 
the interests of the rich and powerful. The problem was the PT get there 
its governability, allying itself to Sarney, Renan Calheiros, Eduardo Cunha, 
Pastor Feliciano, Paulo Maluf, Delfim Neto, Collor de Mello, Michel Temer, 
and other types of this species. With a basis of these, wanted what? A 
progressive government. 
 
On the other hand, there is the possibility of a PT Government with 
another economic model that meets the interests of workers. There is no 
Government "in dispute", which could "turn left" under pressure of the 



social movement. For 12 years the Brazilian workers are fooled with this 
expectation, how many more years will be needed in order to conclude 
that this is an illusion reactionary whose goal is halting and slow the fight 
of the workers? The project called "democratic and popular" in these times 
of decadent capitalism, is it there even though the Government of PT is 
doing? 
 
Partners and entities which sign this note do not accept these conclusions, 
which are evident today. And end up advocating the maintenance of 
Government there, as if that were an alternative that met the workers – 
being attacked precisely by this Government and its base of political 
support. For this, even when they criticize the Government Dilma or any of 
their decisions, are always seeking blindá it from the "right". 
 
Instead of calling workers to the streets to defeat the fiscal adjustment 
and the entrepreneurs ' offensive against our rights, calling a general strike 
to defeat PL 4330, 664 and 665 MPs, the EPP and the true welfare reform 
that Rousseff has just done, these organizations do not lose an opportunity 
to stop or divert the workers ' struggle not to shock against the 
Government who advocate (such as the direction of CUT , MST, UNE, 
PCdoB and others have done in this last sentence). 
 
We are facing a coup from the right "? 
The note to which we refer before argues that bourgeois opposition would 
be articulating a "blow" to impose a Government of "right", in order to 
attack workers ' rights and to impose a conservative agenda to the country. 
And that, therefore, it is necessary to defend the Government of PT 
against the opposition. The first problem with this scenario painted by the 
companions, is that he has nothing to do with reality. What is same as the 
PT Government took or is threatening to take in favour of workers, and 
that contradicts the interests of banks, big agribusiness entrepreneurs or 
multinationals? Or any of them, at least? 
 
There is no measure of this nature. On the contrary, the bankers and big 
businessmen have earned more money PT Governments than any other 
(including Governments toucans). Lula himself who says. A large part of it 
came from the mountain of money that PT Governments are designed 
every year for the external and internal debt to bankers, and for subsidies 
and tax incentives to entrepreneurs, not to mention the attacks on 
workers ' rights, as the MP's of Dilma, PPE, pension reform (90/100 
formula), cuts in social spending , etc, etc. 
 
Agribusiness received nearly 190 billion dollars to fund the next harvest, 
and land reform with Rousseff just no longer standing than she had with 
Collor de Mello, of sad memory. The PSDB want, Yes, privatize Petrobras. 
But the dismount of the company, the privatisation of the pre-salt and of 
Petrobras itself that Dilma is doing is what, otherwise the same thing? The 
media is a harmful thing, especially the rede Globo. But when Lula took 
office in 2003 she was broke and was saved by the Government. In addition 
to injecting 1 billion reais in the company at that time, you must register 
that the globe received 6.2 billion reais in advertising by the Federal 
Government, Lula's first term until now. 
 
It is correct to point out the conservative and reactionary nature of the 
judiciary. But who was it that-accepting rules that there are-named most 
of the Ministers who make up the highest court of the judiciary, the 
Supreme Court? Were not Lula and Rousseff? It is correct to denounce the 
sanha of agribusiness, the PSDB and DEM against indigenous communities 
and quilombolas. But it wasn't just the Rousseff Government less done for 
titling and effective ownership of their land to the Maroon and indigenous 
peoples? 
 
Yes, there is a wave of criminalization of struggles and of trade unions, see 
if that Governments of the PSDB in Paraná and São Paulo. But if you see 
the same thing in the repression of demonstrations during the World Cup, 
in the demonstrations against the privatization of the pre-salt, by direct 
order of the Federal Government and the use of the army. The law of 
criminal organizations, passed with the support of the Government and 
sanctioned by Rousseff, is the basis of the judicialization of all actions that 
workers and young people develop into their fight. Picket line turned 



conspiracy. The Government's political base in the Congress is as 
responsible as the bourgeois opposition by all these ills. Or was the 
opposition alone that approved the reduction of the age of majority? Or 
the PL 4330? Eduardo Cunha himself (PMDB-RJ), the infamous President of 
the Chamber of Deputies, has grown and acquired the strength to get 
where he is after ten years at the base of the PT Government. The very 
President Dilma, to win votes and "governability", gave strength to the 
conservatism and reactionary sectors of society, to veto the use of anti-
homophobia schools kit, to abandon the defense of the legalization of 
abortion, etc. 
 
In fact, there is a coup being prepared to defend the interests of the 
bourgeoisie, to attack workers ' rights and to impose a reactionary agenda 
for the country. All of this is already being done. Are now being preserved 
the interests of the bourgeoisie, are already under attack workers ' rights, 
is already being enforced a reactionary agenda in the country. And all this 
is being done by the Government of the PT and its allies (bankers and 
entrepreneurs) and for much of his political support base in Congress. 
These sectors now threaten to leave the boat because he is sinking in a sea 
of complaints of corruption, because it's getting clear the resounding 
failure of the economic model applied by the EN and the profound wear by 
the population that all of this cause, which makes Government policies to 
control the situation. 
 
To defend workers and facing right, the CUT and the MST must break 
with the Government 
The CUT, the MST and other organizations and sectors politicians who 
signed the note to which we referred at the beginning of this article has 
great responsibility in the current political scenario. And it must be said 
that, despite the rhetoric now more now less critical to fiscal adjustment 
and the policies of the Government, these organizations are acting mainly 
to shield the Government against criticisms 
 
The bourgeois opposition headed by PMDB PSDB and is not an 
alternative to the country 
The PSDB already ruled Brazil, and only brought sufferings to workers and 
to the country. What would a Government Aetius but a repetition (poor 
man maybe) of Government FHC, sad memory? Anyone in their right mind 
thinks that a Government headed by the infamous Eduardo Cunha could 
bring some benefit to our country? This is a real show of hypocrisy, 
"indignation" displayed by FHC and Aécio Neves in front of television 
cameras, against corruption, they say, took over the country. Yes, 
corruption has gripped the country, but for a long time. It's exactly the 
same practice that had the FHC Government in building its base of political 
support, or have we forget buying votes to ensure the right to re-election, 
privatisation "on the edge of irresponsibility" that were made in your 
Government? Aëtius is denouncing the financing that Dilma received in his 
campaign, but he received the same type of funding, the same companies 
(with very similar amounts, in fact). Pure cynicism. 
 
On the other hand, these sectors are "together and blended with the PT 
when it comes to approve the fiscal adjustment and the attacks on workers 
' rights that have been approved in Congress. They are the most direct 
representation of the big business community and bankers in this country, 
so I support the Government's economic policy Dilma. For the same reason, 
were spearhead to pass in the House of representatives the PL 4330, of 
outsourcing, that means delete, wholesale, the rights that workers have 
today with CLT. If there is any doubt of what would be a Government of 
these gentlemen just see how the Governments of Paraná and São Paulo 
(both of the PSDB) treated the last strike of workers in education, on the 
one hand, and as are involved in numerous corruption scandals, on the 
other. For workers, a Government of these gentlemen would be as bad or 
worse than the PT Government. 
 
For this reason the workers cannot be fooled by the litany of these people. 
In the elections of last year many workers, disappointed with the direction 
the Government EN voted Aecio Neves, thinking that this could bring 
changes to the country. This is a mistake, Aecio Neves has said in the press 
that the Government Dilma is applying the program. The Government 
would do the same thing as the EN. We need an alternative in our class, 



against the Government of PT in there, but also against the right which is 
organized under the banners of the PSDB and the PMDB. 
 
Enough with Dilma, Eduardo Cunha, Aetius, of Fear, of Renan Calheiros, 
of PT, PSDB and PMDB. 
Front of the broad process of rupture of workers with the Government and 
with the PT, which left Brazil's obligation? Defending the Government's 
"against", disregarding the concrete experience and the feeling of workers 
in relation to this Government? We must convince workers they can't rebel 
against the attacks on their rights to the PT Government imposes, to "do 
the right"? This is the output that we propose the signatories note cited in 
this text. 
 
We do not have the minimum accordingly. Firstly, because the "right" is, 
most of it within the Government's own EN. This Government is not from 
the left. What are Joaquim Levy, Kátia Abreu, Michel Temer, and a very 
long etcetera, but the direct representation of banks, agribusiness and the 
general business community within the Government? And a Government in 
alliance with the entrepreneurs governs to businesspeople to meet their 
interests, not the interests of workers. Secondly you need to register that 
this position of the companions opens the way to further strengthen the 
influence of the bourgeois opposition between the workers and the 
population in General, as it leaves her alone on opposing the Government 
PT (which is rejected by the vast majority of workers and the general 
public). 
 
We found that the rupture of workers with the PT and its Government is 
progressive and needs to be stimulated. We need to help boost and 
organize the struggle of our class to put out as soon as this Government, 
seeking in the struggle to build a classist and Socialist alternative (against 
the PT and against the right) to replace him. That workers have the right 
to put out the PT Government, because they have elected this Government 
that is cheating. And we think our class needs and can also get rid of Aecio 
Neves, Eduardo Cunha, Renan Calheiros, Michel Temer, who argue the very 
same "fiscal adjustment" in the interests of bankers. 
 
It takes a class and Socialist alternative to the Brazil 
Rupture with this Government is essential to fight coherently in defense of 
workers ' rights, better still is if we talk about the construction of an 
alternative class and Socialist, for workers to govern the country. The 
working class needs and can build an alternative of our class, to put in 
place everything that's there. An independent alternative of the 
bourgeoisie, classist and Socialist, that points the changes that we need to 
do in the country so that the people can have a decent life, starting with 
stopping the payment of the debt to the bankers. But also nationalize the 
banks, nationalize the land, put an end to the privatizations and 
reestatizar what was privatised, nationalize companies that are laying off 
workers, etc. This is necessary so that there may be employment, decent 
wages, land reform, health, education, housing, retirement, leisure, 
culture, social rights for all. 
 
For this it is necessary to stimulate and organize the struggle of the 
workers and the poor people against the Government and the bourgeois 
opposition to defend their rights and interests of our class. It's in the wake 
of these struggles to build the conditions for a Government of workers 
without bosses, to end exploitation and oppression. A Government that 
lean in wrestling and in the Organization of workers and the poor people of 
our country, because only then will be able to govern and change Brazil. 
We cannot repeat the mistakes of the PT experience, to ally himself to 
entrepreneurs and try to rule the country through institutions like this 
National Congress for example. Workers in the streets, fighting, is the first 
requirement to change Brazil effectively. 
 
We have power to do it in the time we have on the environment? Depends 
on. Depends on the development of workers ' struggle and youth and the 
ability of this fight to undermine the alternative of the bourgeoisie (which 
includes the PT Government and traditional right). But it depends, above 
all, of the organizations of the class, because the role of direction of 
movement is even more important in times like now. Depends on what will 
make the most of the Brazilian left, currently stuck in final appeal follows, 



the protection of the Government of PT. we have no way to predict the 
outcome of this fight. But what the Socialist left can only do is to you, 
stimulate and help workers to build their own ways to get out of this life of 
the ills that capitalism, and their Governments, condemn us. At least Let's 
build up consciousness, organization and therefore strength for future 
fights. 
 
The PSTU has defended and made Halter and even action unit with any 
organization, wherever possible and necessary, to fight in defence of the 
rights of workers threatened by the Government's fiscal adjustment or by 
greed of businessmen. And we will continue to do so as this is a necessity 
of our class-obviously always rejecting the attempt to equate defending 
the rights of workers with government defense there is, because it is 
precisely this Government that attacks the rights. That's why we support 
the call made at Union plants by the CSP-Conlutas: it is necessary to call a 
general strike in the country to defeat the attacks made by the 
Government and the bourgeoisie against the rights of workers. However 
our ongoing effort is to ensure that these fights are carried and spread, 
move to create conditions for workers to assume the country's 
Government. 
 
This is our strategy, the attacks on our rights will not cease in this 
Government of PT, is a Government of the bourgeois opposition in there. 
We need to build an alternative class and Socialist Brazil, independent of 
employers and supported in wrestling and in the Organization of workers to 
not repeat the paths that led the PT to where it is today. This is the only 
way to put an end to exploitation and oppression to which capitalism 
condemns our class and youth. But this is a fight not only our party's 
militants. Is all that people are complaining about the struggle for 
socialism in our country. Is this reflection we call, and the steps we 
propose, to the militants and of all left odd right now we live in Brazil in 
our country. 
 
Zé Maria, metallurgical, is National President of the PSTU 
 
http://www.pstu.org.br/node/21570 

 
 
 
A crise do Governo Dilma e a alternativa que os trabalhadores precisam 
construir  
Zé Maria 14 de Julho de 2015  
 
Agravou-se nas últimas semanas a crise do governo do PT. Seus baixos 
índices de popularidade, sua falta de apoio social, sua extrema fragilidade, 
o fazem se equilibrar numa corda bamba, seja ante as novas denúncias de 
corrupção, agora atingindo diretamente o financiamento da campanha da 
presidenta da República, seja ante a profundidade que vem revelando a 
crise na economia. A falta de apoio social estimula a crise política e torna 
rarefeita sua base de sustentação política no Congresso Nacional, dada sua 
natureza oportunista e conservadora, gerando crises recorrentes, que por 
seu lado acabam levando à possibilidade de descontrole na gestão da crise 
da economia capitalista. 
 
A crise na economia afeta o governo petista, por um lado, porque o leva a 
intensificar os ataques aos direitos e condições de vida dos trabalhadores, 
transformando em pó a sua base de sustentação na população. Por outro 
lado, a profundidade da crise e o risco de descontrole da mesma leva a 
que setores do grande empresariado e dos bancos, que até agora 
sustentaram o governo e evitaram que ganhasse peso a proposta de 
impeachment, comecem a manifestar dúvida acerca de sua capacidade de 
neutralizar as lutas e resistência dos trabalhadores para aplicar a fundo o 
ajuste fiscal, fazer a economia avançar e assegurar seus lucros e 
interesses. 
 
É nesse cenário que a oposição burguesa volta a se assanhar, recrudesce os 
ataques contra o governo do PT, visando desgastá-lo ainda mais para 
garantir uma vitória eleitoral da oposição nas próximas eleições. E é neste 
mesmo contexto que dirigentes do PSDB (e também alguns do PMDB) 
voltam a falar em afastamento da presidenta, na convocação de novas 



eleições, alguns apostando em eleger Aécio Neves em novas eleições, 
outros em um governo encabeçado por Michel Temer (PMDB) em acordo 
com o PSDB e demais partidos, numa tentativa de governo de unidade 
nacional. A oposição burguesa usa as denúncias de corrupção e a erosão do 
apoio popular à presidenta para atacá-la e enfraquecer ainda mais o 
governo petista. 
 
E surge também, em setores da esquerda, organizações sindicais e 
movimentos sociais mais ligados ao petismo, a campanha em torno à idéia 
de que “a direita estaria preparando um golpe contra o governo, porque 
quer atacar os direitos dos trabalhadores e impor uma agenda 
conservadora ao país” (leia aqui). Essa iniciativa é encabeçada pela 
direção do MST, juntamente com a CUT e outros movimentos, e conta com 
o apoio explícito da esquerda petista, de Lula e da própria direção do PT, 
e é usada como base para a defesa do governo, travestida em “defesa da 
legalidade democrática”. 
 
E os trabalhadores, como estão em tudo isso? 
Os trabalhadores são os que estão pagando a conta da crise da economia 
gerada pela ganância de lucros dos banqueiros e grandes empresários, e 
pela política econômica adotada pelo governo petista. Desde a reeleição 
de Dilma em outubro passado, este governo não tem feito outra coisa 
senão atacar os direitos dos trabalhadores, do povo pobre, e os interesses 
do nosso país. Isso se vê no ajuste fiscal em curso, cortes de direitos 
(seguro-desemprego, abono do PIS, aposentadoria...) e investimentos 
sociais, aumento do desemprego, da inflação, privatizações, etc. As duas 
últimas medidas aumentam o tempo para o trabalhador se aposentar e a 
autoriza a diminuição do salário do trabalhador em caso de redução da 
jornada. 
 
É este o pano de fundo da completa erosão que sofreu o apoio que o 
governo tinha entre os trabalhadores, jogando a maioria da classe, em 
especial da classe operária, na oposição à Dilma. Este processo de ruptura 
vem desde as manifestações de junho de 2013, avança desde então, e 
agora se aprofunda a cada medida que o governo toma. Foi emblemático, 
apesar de pouco noticiado, o rechaço dos trabalhadores da Mercedes Benz 
de São Bernardo ao acordo proposto pela patronal e pelo sindicato, que 
diminuía salário e direitos para pretensamente preservar empregos 
(parecido com o mal chamado PPE de Dilma) – mais de 70% votaram 
contra. É enorme a irritação dos trabalhadores, particularmente nos seus 
setores mais explorados com o governo Dilma. Não é por outra razão, 
bastante justa aliás, que é recebida com muita simpatia dentro das fábrica 
e das obras da construção civil a idéia de colocar fora este governo o 
quanto antes. 
 
Uma alternativa dos trabalhadores só pode ser construída na luta contra 
o governo do PT 
Por esta razão, o caminho para “lutar contra a direita”adotado pelos 
setores que publicaram a nota citada acima, que chama os trabalhadores a 
defender o governo que aí está, não tem nenhum sentido. É justamente 
este governo, o principal responsável pelas mazelas que afligem a vida de 
todos neste momento – e é preciso registrar que, nisto, o governo e a 
oposição burguesa estão atuando em perfeita unidade e sintonia. Todo o 
modelo econômico aplicado pelo governo petista está voltado para garantir 
o pagamento da mal-chamada dívida pública aos bancos, assegurar os 
lucros do grande empresariado, do Agronegócio e os interesses das 
multinacionais. Ou seja, os interesses da “direita”, que estes 
companheiros dizem combater. 
 
E tudo isso ocorre justamente devido as escolhas feitas historicamente, e 
mantidas até hoje, pelo PT. Primeiro, de buscar a aliança com o 
empresariado para ganhar a eleição e para governar. Em aliança com 
banqueiros e empresários para governar não se pode atender direitos e 
interesses dos trabalhadores. O governo da presidenta Dilma não é refém 
dos banqueiros e do grande empresariado, é refém de sua própria decisão 
de governar junto com eles. A outra expressão desta escolha é a decisão 
de virar as costas para o povo e suas lutas e governar através das 
instituições como o Congresso Nacional. Não poderia dar outro resultado. 
Não adianta praguejar contra o Congresso Nacional por ser um antro 
conservador, pois esta instituição sempre foi isso mesmo, e existe para 



cumprir exatamente este papel, de preservar os interesses dos ricos e 
poderosos. O problema foi o PT buscar aí a sua governabilidade, aliando-se 
a Sarney, Renan Calheiros, Eduardo Cunha, Pastor Feliciano, Paulo Maluf, 
Delfim Neto, Collor de Mello, Michel Temer, e outros tipos desta espécie. 
Com uma base dessas, queria o que? Um governo progressista? 
 
Por outro lado, não existe a possibilidade de um governo do PT com outro 
modelo econômico, que atenda os interesses dos trabalhadores. Não existe 
um governo “em disputa”, que possa “girar à esquerda” por pressão do 
movimento social. Há 12 anos os trabalhadores brasileiros são enganados 
com esta expectativa, quantos anos mais serão necessários para que se 
conclua que isso é uma ilusão reacionária cujo objetivo é travar e retardar 
a luta dos trabalhadores? Que o chamado projeto “democrático e popular”, 
nestes tempos de capitalismo decadente, é isso aí mesmo que o governo 
do PT está fazendo? 
 
Os companheiros e entidades que assinam a referida nota não aceitam 
estas conclusões, que hoje são evidentes. E acabam defendendo, na 
verdade, a manutenção do governo que aí está, como se isso fosse uma 
alternativa que atendesse aos trabalhadores – que estão sendo atacados 
justamente por este governo e sua base de sustentação política. Por isto, 
mesmo quando criticam o governo Dilma ou alguma de suas decisões, o 
fazem buscando sempre blindá-lo contra a “direita”. 
 
Ao invés de chamar os trabalhadores para as ruas para derrotar o ajuste 
fiscal e a ofensiva dos empresários contra os nossos direitos, convocar uma 
Greve Geral para derrotar o PL 4330, as MPs 664 e 665, o PPE e a 
verdadeira reforma da previdência que Dilma acaba de fazer, estas 
organizações não perdem uma oportunidade de travar ou desviar a luta dos 
trabalhadores para que não se choque contra o governo que defendem 
(como a direção da CUT, MST, da UNE, do PCdoB e outros tem feito neste 
último período). 
 
Estamos diante de um “golpe da direita”? 
A nota a que nos referimos antes argumenta que oposição burguesa estaria 
articulando um “golpe” para impor um governo de “direita”, para poder 
atacar os direitos dos trabalhadores e impor uma agenda conservadora ao 
país. E que, por isso, há que defender o governo do PT contra a oposição 
burguesa. O primeiro problema com este cenário pintado pelos 
companheiros, é que ele não tem nada a ver com a realidade. Qual é 
mesmo a medida que o governo do PT tomou ou está ameaçando tomar em 
favor dos trabalhadores, e que contraria os interesses dos bancos, do 
agronegócio, dos grandes empresários ou das multinacionais? Ou de algum 
deles, pelo menos? 
 
Não há nenhuma medida desta natureza. Pelo contrário, os banqueiros e 
grandes empresários ganharam mais dinheiro nos governos do PT que em 
qualquer outro (incluindo aí os governos tucanos). É o próprio Lula quem 
diz. Boa parte disso veio da montanha de dinheiro que os governos do PT 
destinam todos os anos para o pagamento da dívida externa e interna aos 
banqueiros, e para subsídios e incentivos fiscais aos grandes empresários, 
para não falar dos ataques feitos aos direitos dos trabalhadores, como as 
MP’s da Dilma, PPE, Reforma da Previdência (fórmula 90/100), cortes nos 
gastos sociais, etc, etc . 
 
O Agronegócio recebeu quase 190 bilhões de reais para financiar a próxima 
safra, e a reforma agrária com Dilma só não está mais parada do que 
esteve com Collor de Mello, de triste memória. O PSDB quer, sim, 
privatizar a Petrobrás. Mas o desmonte da empresa, as privatizações do 
Pré-sal e da própria Petrobrás que Dilma está fazendo é o quê, senão a 
mesma coisa? A mídia é, sim, uma coisa nefasta, em especial a rede Globo. 
Mas quando Lula assumiu em 2003 ela estava falida e foi salva pelo 
governo. Além da injeção de 1 bilhão de reais na empresa naquele 
momento, é preciso registrar que a Globo recebeu 6,2 bilhões de reais em 
publicidade do Governo Federal, do primeiro mandato de Lula até agora. 
 
É correto apontar a natureza conservadora e reacionária do judiciário. Mas 
quem foi mesmo que – aceitando as regras que aí estão - nomeou a maioria 
dos ministros que compõem a mais alta corte do judiciário, o STF? Não 
foram Lula e Dilma? É correto denunciar a sanha do Agronegócio, do PSDB 



e do DEM contra as comunidades indígenas e quilombolas. Mas não foi 
justamente o governo Dilma que menos fez pela titulação e posse efetiva 
de suas terras aos quilombolas e povos indígenas? 
 
Sim, há uma onda de criminalização das lutas e das organizações dos 
trabalhadores, vê-se isso nos governos do PSDB do Paraná e de São Paulo. 
Mas se viu a mesma coisa na repressão das mobilizações durante a Copa, 
nas manifestações contra a privatização do Pré-sal, por ordem direta do 
Governo Federal e a utilização do próprio Exército. A Lei das Organizações 
Criminosas, aprovada com o apoio do governo e sancionada por Dilma, é a 
base da judicialização de todas as ações que os trabalhadores e jovens 
desenvolvem em sua luta. Piquete de greve virou formação de quadrilha. A 
base política do governo no Congresso é tão responsável quanto a oposição 
burguesa por todas estas mazelas. Ou foi a oposição sozinha que aprovou a 
redução da maioridade penal? Ou o PL 4330? O próprio Eduardo Cunha 
(PMDB-RJ), o famigerado presidente da Câmara dos Deputados, cresceu e 
adquiriu força para chegar onde está depois de dez anos na base do 
governo petista. A própria presidenta Dilma, para ganhar votos e 
“governabilidade”, deu força ao conservadorismo e setores reacionários da 
sociedade, ao vetar a utilização do kit anti-homofobia nas escolas, ao 
abandonar a defesa da legalização do aborto, etc. 
 
Na verdade, não há um golpe sendo preparado para defender os interesses 
da burguesia, para atacar os direitos dos trabalhadores e para impor uma 
agenda reacionária para o país. Tudo isso já está sendo feito. Já estão 
sendo preservados os interesses da burguesia, já estão sendo atacados os 
direitos dos trabalhadores, já está sendo imposta uma agenda reacionária 
ao país. E tudo isso está sendo feito pelo governo do PT e seus aliados 
(banqueiros e empresários) e por grande parte de sua base de sustentação 
política no Congresso Nacional. Estes setores ameaçam, agora, deixar o 
barco porque ele está afundando num mar de denúncias de corrupção, 
porque está ficando evidente o rotundo fracasso do modelo econômico 
aplicado pelo PT e pelo profundo desgaste junto à população que tudo isso 
causa, que tira do governo condições de controle da situação. 
 
Para defender os trabalhadores e enfrentar a direita, a CUT e o MST 
precisam romper com o governo 
A CUT, o MST e outras organizações e setores políticos que assinam a nota 
a que nos referimos no início deste artigo tem grande responsabilidade no 
cenário político atual. E é preciso dizer que, apesar da retórica ora mais 
ora menos crítica ao ajuste fiscal e a políticas do governo, estas 
organizações estão agindo essencialmente para blindar o governo contra as 
críticas que lhe são feitas. É isso que explica a postura vacilante destes 
setores na luta contra as MP’s da Dilma, onde se negou a convocar uma 
greve geral que poderia, de fato, colocar aquela luta para derrotar estas e 
outras medidas do ajuste fiscal. A proposta costurada e defendida pela 
CUT para ajudar o governo a sair da sinuca em que se encontrava devido 
ao fim do Fator Previdenciário aprovado no Congresso, a fórmula 85/95 – 
que já era ruim - serviu para Dilma editar e fazer uma coisa pior, uma 
verdadeira reforma da Previdência, modificando a fórmula para 90/100. 
Poderíamos agregar aqui uma longa lista de episódios que mostram a 
mesma coisa. Mas basta ver como a CUT apoiou abertamente o mal 
chamado PPE (na verdade ajudou o governo a formular a proposta) que, 
além de não proteger o emprego, autoriza a redução dos salários para que 
os patrões possam preservar seus lucros neste momento de crise na 
economia. Esta central passa, assim, ao campo da aberta colaboração com 
o governo, contra os interesses dos trabalhadores. 
 
Para inverter este quadro, para que a CUT se coloque no campo da defesa 
dos direitos dos trabalhadores, precisa romper com o governo, porque ele 
é, hoje, o principal instrumento do grande capital para impor seus planos 
aos trabalhadores e ao povo pobre do nosso país. Essa é a exigência que se 
coloca para esta central, pois sem isto seu papel vai ser cada vez mais 
nefasto para as lutas e a organização da nossa classe. Precisa romper com 
o governo e chamar à luta os trabalhadores para derrotá-lo. Os sindicatos e 
movimentos que lhe são próximos têm de fazer sua parte, exigindo esta 
ruptura, mas caso siga atrelada ao governo, são os sindicatos e 
movimentos que devem romper com esta central, para se somarem aos 
esforços para a construção da luta da nossa classe para derrotar o ajuste 
fiscal e construir uma alternativa dos trabalhadores para o país. O mesmo 



vale para os partidos e organizações políticas da esquerda socialista 
brasileira. Sem romper de forma categórica com este governo não há como 
defender, sem meias palavras, os direitos dos trabalhadores. 
 
A oposição burguesa encabeçados pelo PSDB e PMDB não é alternativa para 
o país 
O PSDB já governou o Brasil, e só trouxe mazelas aos trabalhadores e ao 
país. O que seria um governo Aécio senão uma repetição (piorada talvez) 
do governo FHC, de triste memória? Alguém em sã consciência acha que 
um governo chefiado pelo famigerado Eduardo Cunha poderia trazer algum 
benefício ao nosso país? Trata-se de um verdadeiro espetáculo de 
hipocrisia, a “indignação” exibida por FHC e Aécio Neves diante das 
câmeras de TV, contra a corrupção que, dizem, tomou conta do país. Sim, 
a corrupção tomou conta do país, mas faz tempo. É exatamente a mesma 
prática que teve o governo de FHC na construção de sua base de 
sustentação política, ou já nos esquecemos da compra de votos para 
garantir o direito à reeleição, das privatizações “no limite da 
irresponsabilidade” que foram feitas em seu governo? Aécio está 
denunciando o financiamento que Dilma recebeu em sua campanha, mas 
ele mesmo recebeu o mesmo tipo de financiamento, das mesmas empresas 
(com quantias muito parecidas, aliás). Puro cinismo! 
 
Por outro lado, estes setores estão “juntos e misturados” com o PT quando 
se trata de aprovar o ajuste fiscal e os ataques aos direitos dos 
trabalhadores que foram aprovados no Congresso Nacional. Eles são a 
representação mais direta do grande empresariado e dos banqueiros deste 
país, por isso apóiam a política econômica do governo Dilma. Pela mesma 
razão, foram ponta de lança para aprovar na Câmara dos Deputados o PL 
4330, das terceirizações, que implica em eliminar, no atacado, os direitos 
que os trabalhadores tem hoje com a CLT. Se sobrasse alguma dúvida do 
que seria um governo destes senhores basta ver como os governos do 
Paraná e São Paulo (ambos do PSDB) trataram a última greve dos 
trabalhadores em educação, por um lado, e como estão envolvidos em 
inúmeros escândalos de corrupção, por outro. Para os trabalhadores, um 
governo destes senhores seria tão ruim ou pior que o governo do PT. 
 
Por esta razão os trabalhadores não podem se deixar enganar pela ladainha 
desta gente. Já nas eleições do ano passado muitos trabalhadores, 
desgostosos com os rumos do governo do PT votaram em Aécio Neves, 
achando que isso poderia trazer mudanças ao país. Trata-se de um engano, 
o próprio Aécio Neves tem dito na imprensa que o governo Dilma está 
aplicando o programa que era dele. No governo fariam a mesma coisa que 
o PT. Precisamos de uma alternativa da nossa classe, contra o governo do 
PT que aí está, mas também contra a direita que se organiza baixo as 
bandeiras do PSDB e do PMDB. 
 
Chega de Dilma, de Aécio, de Eduardo Cunha, de Temer, de Renan 
Calheiros, de PT, PSDB e PMDB! 
Frente ao amplo processo de ruptura dos trabalhadores com o governo e 
com o PT, qual a obrigação da esquerda brasileira? Defender o governo do 
PT “contra a direita”, desconsiderando a experiência concreta e o 
sentimento dos trabalhadores em relação a este governo? Devemos 
convencer os trabalhadores que eles não podem se rebelar contra os 
ataques aos seus direitos que o governo petista impõe, para “não fazer o 
jogo da direita”? Esta é a saída que nos propõem os signatários da nota 
citada neste texto. 
 
Nós não temos o mínimo acordo com isso. Em primeiro lugar, porque a 
“direita” está, grande parte dela, dentro do próprio governo do PT. Este 
governo não é de esquerda. O que são Joaquim Levy, Kátia Abreu, Michel 
Temer, e um longuíssimo etcetera, senão a representação direta dos 
bancos, do agronegócio e do grande empresariado dentro do governo? E um 
governo em aliança com os empresários governa para os empresários, para 
atender seus interesses, e não os interesses dos trabalhadores. Em segundo 
lugar é preciso registrar que esta posição dos companheiros abre caminho 
para fortalecer ainda mais a influencia da oposição burguesa entre os 
trabalhadores e na população em geral, pois a deixa sozinha na oposição 
ao governo petista (que é rechaçado pela grande maioria dos trabalhadores 
e da população). 
 



Nós achamos que a ruptura dos trabalhadores com o PT e seu governo é 
progressiva e precisa ser estimulada. Que precisamos ajudar a impulsionar 
e organizar a luta da nossa classe para colocar para fora o quanto antes 
este governo, buscando na luta construir uma alternativa classista e 
socialista (contra o PT e contra a direita) para substituí-lo. Que os 
trabalhadores têm, sim, o direito de colocar para fora o governo do PT, 
pois foram eles que elegeram este governo que os está traindo. E achamos 
que nossa classe precisa e pode se livrar também de Aécio Neves, Eduardo 
Cunha, Renan Calheiros, Michel Temer, que defendem o mesmíssimo 
“ajuste fiscal” em prol dos banqueiros.  
 
É preciso uma alternativa de classe e socialista para o Brasil 
Se romper com este governo é essencial para lutar de forma coerente em 
defesa dos direitos dos trabalhadores, mais ainda o é se falamos da 
construção de uma alternativa de classe e socialista, para que os 
trabalhadores governem o país. A classe trabalhadora precisa e pode 
construir uma alternativa da nossa classe, para colocar no lugar de tudo 
que está aí. Uma alternativa independente da burguesia, classista e 
socialista, que aponte as mudanças que precisamos fazer no país para que 
o povo possa ter uma vida digna, a começar por parar o pagamento da 
dívida aos banqueiros. Mas também estatizar os bancos, nacionalizar a 
terra, colocar um fim às privatizações e reestatizar o que foi privatizado, 
estatizar as empresas que estão demitindo trabalhadores, etc. Isso é 
necessário para que possa haver emprego, salário digno, reforma agrária, 
saúde, educação, moradia, aposentadoria, lazer, cultura, enfim, direitos 
sociais para todos. 
 
Para isso é preciso estimular e organizar a luta dos trabalhadores e do 
povo pobre contra o governo e a oposição burguesa para defender seus 
direitos e os interesses da nossa classe. É na esteira destas lutas que 
construiremos as condições para um governo dos trabalhadores, sem 
patrões, que acabe com a exploração e a opressão capitalista. Um governo 
que se apóie nas lutas e na organização dos trabalhadores e do povo pobre 
do nosso país, pois só assim vai poder governar e mudar o Brasil. Não 
podemos repetir os erros da experiência petista, de aliar-se a empresários 
e tentar governar o país por dentro de instituições como este Congresso 
Nacional por exemplo. Os trabalhadores nas ruas, em luta, é o primeiro 
requisito para mudarmos efetivamente o Brasil. 
 
Teremos força para fazê-lo nos tempos que temos na conjuntura? 
Depende. Depende do desenvolvimento da luta dos trabalhadores e da 
juventude e da capacidade desta luta minar as alternativas da burguesia 
(que inclui o governo petista e a direita tradicional). Mas depende, 
sobretudo, das organizações da classe, pois o papel da direção do 
movimento é ainda mais importante em momentos como agora. Depende 
então, do que vai fazer a maior parte da esquerda brasileira, que neste 
momento segue presa, em última instancia, à defesa do governo do PT. 
Não temos como prever o resultado desta luta. Mas o que a esquerda 
socialista não pode deixar de fazer é a sua parte, estimular e ajudar os 
trabalhadores a que construam seus próprios caminhos para sair desta vida 
de mazelas a que o capitalismo, e seus governos, nos condenam. No 
mínimo vamos acumular consciência, organização e, portanto, força para 
as lutas futuras. 
 
O PSTU tem defendido e feito frente única e mesmo unidade de ação com 
toda e qualquer organização, sempre que possível e necessário, para lutar 
em defesa dos direitos dos trabalhadores ameaçados pelo ajuste fiscal do 
governo ou pela ganância dos empresários. E vamos continuar a fazê-lo já 
que esta é uma necessidade da nossa classe - obviamente rechaçando 
sempre a tentativa de equiparar defesa dos direitos dos trabalhadores com 
defesa do governo que aí está, pois é justamente este governo que ataca 
os direitos. Por isso apoiamos o chamado feito às centrais sindicais pela 
CSP-Conlutas: é preciso convocar uma Greve Geral no país para derrotar os 
ataques feitos pelo governo e pela burguesia contra os direitos dos 
trabalhadores. No entanto nosso esforço permanente é para que estas 
lutas se desenvolvam e se generalizem, avancem até criar condições para 
que os trabalhadores assumam o governo do país. 
 
Esta é a nossa estratégia, os ataques aos nossos direitos não vão cessar 
seja neste governo do PT, seja em um governo da oposição burguesa que aí 



está. Precisamos construir uma alternativa de classe e socialista para o 
Brasil, independente dos patrões e apoiada nas lutas e na organização dos 
trabalhadores para não repetir os caminhos que levaram o PT até onde 
está hoje. Só assim será possível colocar fim à exploração e à opressão à 
que o capitalismo condena nossa classe e a juventude. Mas esta não é uma 
luta apenas dos militantes do nosso partido. É de todos que se reclamam 
da luta pelo socialismo em nosso país. É essa a reflexão a que chamamos, e 
os passos que propomos, aos militantes do PT e de toda a esquerda 
brasileira neste momento impar que vivemos em nosso país. 
 
Zé Maria, metalúrgico, é presidente nacional do PSTU 
http://www.pstu.org.br/node/21570 

 

The myth and delusion of development 
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The system of development is broken. The concept remains a shell that 
hides wasted time, effort and sentiment. Those espousing the 
development system as it currently exists should carefully consider 
whether their efforts are bringing around the promised goals. 
 
There is never going to be development. Not in Africa, at least not in 
Zimbabwe where I come from, or in any other place that we continue to 
define as developing, less developed, underdeveloped. Someone needs to 
say it. Even in the language of state building, of failed states, of good 
governance and democracy. All there is really is power, ideology and its 
language and the constant thrashing and thriving. 
 
I get it. Yes, you will say it is more complicated than that, present me with 
statistics and evidence of development, comparative case studies, all in 
the most benign-sounding tones. I will not have any of that anymore. 
There is no developmental path to talk about. Only individual and 
consequentially collective myths and delusions. My task is indeed to 
generalise about development. It is about three in the morning and I have 
no intention of delving into case studies. Of course cases are specific. 
 
A young woman invited me for a beer the other day. Tall and lanky, I 
always wonder where all the beer goes. (Here you can bring on all the 
shebang about gender). Mine seems to be collected somewhere in the 
middle. She has dedicated time and energy to ‘studying Africa’ because it 
is ‘fascinating’, and many of her ilk feel obliged to nudge others on the 
path to development. She seemed to be on a mission to convince me about 
the merits of economics, and economic development in particular, for 
Africa. Well, for some countries that she has developed a ‘regional interest 
in’ and will eventually claim expertise on. In her apparently well-informed 
estimation, drawn from the huge corpus of economic knowledge that has 
come up with a multitude of failed prescriptions overall, she will have to 
work for the very same institutions that have repeatedly failed, so she can 
‘change them from within’, so they work for the poor Africans. 
 
The moral (ethical?) and philosophical basis for development is both 
misplaced and inevitably going to fail. It is an endless path of growth and 
development. Now, I am not saying that change is impossible. As Bra Hugh 
Masekela says in one of his songs, everything must change, at some point. 
The incremental and exponential accumulation of knowledge and capacity 
by (human?) beings means we will continue to see change at 
unprecedented levels. The changes I have witnessed in my country of 
birth, Zimbabwe, are a testament to that. Both in the senses of growth 
and of regression. 
 
Development, however, in the coattails, has wooed us as we continue to 
be plagued by it; it is a doomed project. It has been doomed from its very 
spawning, and this has taken me a while to acknowledge. For someone 
who has not lived that long on this earth, and who has witnessed just a 
fraction of its atrocities, it might sound fatalistic to pronounce 
development as dead. Yet it is. It has been for a while. We are carrying on 
with a zombie that often runs amok, and engaging in a kind of 



necropolitics and a dance with death and resuscitation that is eternal. 
 
Development continues to adopt and assumes hierarchies, models, 
aspirations and trajectories, whose measurement means that there will be 
no end to this game of looking-up-to and catching up. There will continue 
to be titles churned out, asking whose development it is, talking about the 
voices of the poor, the subaltern, bottom-up this and that, and 
participatory and community-led, and all that jazz. The fads of language 
will not end. Development will remain, as a dream deferred. 
 
The defence of development is also always interestingly vociferous. Sector 
by sector pontifications pointing to how things have ‘changed for the 
better’. The spectre of pandemics, public health and the lives saved by 
development. Hunger, agriculture and the role of development. Gender 
and development. Seems hard to play a different song. Maybe that is for 
music and development! After the millennium development goals, and 
many debacles, asking for new names is not much, is it? 
 
Whilst development exists, we might as well get the jobs and the funding, 
keep the cogs of the industrial machine running. Innovative alternatives 
can be delayed, as we form development organisations that tussle for 
funding and run project cycles and wait for more development. At least 
many of our governments can sit back and relax, enjoy patronage, knowing 
that even if they do not work to improve the lives of the people who 
sometimes try to elect them, a caring development organisation, a young 
woman like my friend, will work hard for development. A facility, 
financial, food and such, will be extended, in the name of benevolence, 
because all lives matter, right? It is development, after all.  
 
Mistakenly and tragically, development gets constant makeovers. A zombie 
is a zombie, nothing else. Mistakenly as well, critiques of development are 
seen as equivalent to calls for closed communities, or rallying against 
individual or collective acts of kindness. It is like those erstwhile 
colleagues who, in discussions about slavery, colonialism, empire and 
racism, remind you about the agency of black people, then go on to 
mention how it is actually black people who sold other black people, and 
some such. Logical fallacies in defence of desiring death. Tell me about 
corruption, weak states, bring out all possible justifications. The point 
remains that this train of development has no destination, or brakes, and 
it will be choo-chooing its way round and round and round. Unless someone 
decides to stop it. Which may come as a derailing of sorts. Those running 
our countries need to quit Development Inc. as we know it. A stich in time, 
blah blah, although this is certainly not a good time. They are too greedy 
for that. 
 
Some will ask, does it matter what it is called? Does it matter what things 
are called? In the case of development, it does. It is naming a fiction, a 
Neverland, and selling it as a possibility, investing time and resources in 
that name. 
 
The well-meaning intentions of engaging development become immaterial 
to its existence in perpetuity, for what then is the cutting point in this 
race for development? I guess I am one of those hypocrites and conflicted 
Africans who have grown to love development so much that I detest it. 
That fine line between desire and loathing. 
 
Did I hear someone say solutions? You can be guaranteed that there are 
consultants, experts of every hue, working on that at this very moment, on 
any aspect of African or other regions’ developmental issues. There is no 
shortage of solutionists for development. My opinion on this is still 
developing. Expertise? Underdeveloped. What am I doing, because at least 
development is doing something? I am doing the less-developed task of just 
writing about it, I presume. 
 
People and countries will work together. They need each other, even if 
they may not like one another much. Shared interests and cooperation 
across a broad spectrum are commendable. Do we have to call them 
development? 
http://www.pambazuka.net/en/category.php/features/95169 
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A new period opens up in the Middle East  
Hamid Alizadeh 15 July 2015  
 
Yesterday, the long-awaited nuclear deal between Iran and six major 
world powers was signed. After 18 days of straight negotiations the parties 
announced a 100-page agreement which is to set in motion the scaling 
back of the Iranian nuclear agreement and the lifting of harsh sanctions on 
Iran. This brings to an end more than three decades of harsh economic 
sanctions imposed on Iran by US imperialism and marks a complete defeat 
of the US strategy of intimidation, blackmail and coercion of Iran. 
 
Thousands of people came out onto the streets of major cities in Iran to 
celebrate the deal. Cars were honking their horns and all major roads were 
blocked. Chants of “Iran, Iran, Iran” could be heard as well as “Mossadegh, 
Zarif, Mossadegh, Zarif, these are the heroes of Iran”. The latter chant 
compared the present foreign minister to Iran’s Prime Minister in the 1950s 
who, in a major blow to British imperialism, nationalised the oil industry, 
but who was later removed in a British-American coup in 1953. 
 
This is a very accurate measure of the mood amongst many Iranians. For 
more than three decades they have been the hostages of brutal economic 
sanctions imposed by US imperialism. Since the overthrow of the Shah’s 
puppet regime, the US has been attacking Iran by any means necessary, 
spanning from diplomatic and economic sanctions to supporting the Iraqi 
attack against Iran in 1980 – which ended up costing more than one million 
lives in total. It was also clear that the wars against Iraq and Afghanistan 
were partially aimed at encircling Iran and clearing the path for a future 
attack on the country. 
 
For decades the US has used the Middle East as its private shooting range, 
attacking and occupying countries at will. Up to two million people are 
said to have been killed by the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. The 
occupation of Iraq, the destruction of its state and the whipping up of 
sectarianism, has also led to the rise of the most barbaric movements 
which are now threatening to drag down the whole region. All this also 
explains why Iran started building a nuclear deterrent as a defensive move 
against encroaching US imperialism. 
 
Over the past period the economic sanctions had been dramatically 
increased, sparking off a deep slump in the Iranian economy which led to 
mass unemployment and very high inflation (at times more than 100%). 
Millions of families, especially lower middle class families, have been 
bankrupted and pauperised by the effect of these brutal sanctions, while 
millions of workers have either been laid off or have not been paid for 
months and even years. At the same time Barack Obama and Benjamin 
Netanyahu were constantly threatening Iran with war, causing constant 
tension and fear amongst the masses of Iran. 
 
Israel’s Prime Minister, Benjamin Netanyahu, has been threatening to 
attack Iran for several years. On Sunday he tweeted: “Iran’s increasing 
aggression is more dangerous than that of ISIS, and the true goal of this 
aggression in the end is to take over the world”. This goes to show the 
hypocrisy of Israeli imperialism. No matter what one might think about the 
Iranian regime, it has not attacked any other country for the duration of 
its history. Israel on the other hand has not only attacked every single 
nation surrounding it, but is also the only nuclear power in the Middle East. 
Of course no one is going to inspect Israeli nuclear installations. 
 
The same goes for Saudi Arabia, which has been working with Israel in a 
coordinated campaign to counter the negotiations and not only to keep the 
economic sanctions in place, but also to push the US to embark on a war 
against Iran. The Saudi ambassador to the US said that his government 



would make “harsh and determined responses” if Iran uses the deal to 
incite turmoil. But the biggest force of reaction, sectarianism and 
instability in the Middle East for the past seven decades has been the Saudi 
ruling class, which has pumped billions of dollars into barbaric jihadi 
groups and attacked every single popular movement in the region. 
 
Lately, the Saudis have also made it clear that they would acquire a 
nuclear bomb through Pakistan, should the US make a deal with Iran. 
Again, no one has called for sanctions against Saudi Arabia. 
 
Behind all of these reactionary forces the US Republicans, as well as quite 
a few Democrats, have been rallying. Not only have they defended the 
tragic wars waged by US imperialism in Iraq and Afghanistan, but during 
their presidential campaigns they have been outdoing one another in 
bringing up the most rabid reactionary slogans calling for an attack on Iran 
– an attack which would have consequences far worse than those of the 
Iraqi and Afghan wars. 
 
A defeat for the US 
The nuclear deal marks a defeat of all of these forces and a humiliation of 
US imperialism. On the political level, it is clear that the US has accepted 
Iran as one of the major players in the Middle East. They have also 
accepted Iran’s relationship with Hezbollah, which the US holds particular 
spite towards. 
 
On the military level it is clear that it has accepted Iran as a nuclear 
threshold state, i.e. a formally non-nuclear power which could build a 
nuclear bomb quickly if it wanted to. What the 100 pages of convoluted 
technical terms essentially boil down to is that while the US agrees to 
remove all sanctions on Iran within three to four months, Iran will only 
slightly de-scale their nuclear infrastructure. This will mean that from the 
one to two months it would take today, it will take Iran up to 12 months if 
they decide to build a nuclear bomb. 
 
Of course the right-wing Republicans are outraged by this, but what was 
the alternative? To attack Iran would not have made any difference. 
Firstly, an invasion is ruled out because, apart from the fact that Iranian 
armed forces are far stronger than those of Iraq and Afghanistan, Obama 
would have a far lower support for carrying them out than George Bush 
had when he went to war. Not only are the American people tired of war, 
but so is the US army, which is in a deep crisis of low morale, constant 
humiliating scandals and deep budget cuts. 
 
Even if the US, supported by Saudi Arabia and Israel, launched aerial 
attacks on Iran they would not be able – even if they managed to escape 
Iranian air defences – to eliminate Iranian nuclear sites which are buried 
deep underground. 
 
Crisis of US imperialism 
Some people have already started singing the praises of Obama and 
Rouhani's claims to peace, using this result as evidence that they are 
believers in talks rather than war. But the idea of a peace-loving Obama or 
a calm natured Rouhani cannot stand scrutiny. Firstly, Obama has never 
withdrawn the threat of war against Iran. He has repeated again and 
again, even after the deal was signed, that “all options are on the table”, 
meaning that he is ready to go to war with Iran should it fail to cooperate 
with the US. Thus pacifism has nothing to do with it. The whole idea that 
"good negotiators" are all that is needed is flawed from beginning to the 
end. Bourgeois diplomacy, while it can certainly have its own logic, is 
nothing but the final expression of the balance of forces at play, which is 
decided by the economic and military might of a nation and not the 
intelligence of its diplomats. 
 
The fact that there is now a nuclear agreement, in which the US has made 
many concessions without gaining much, is an admission by the US that its 
mighty military capabilities have not been enough to coerce Iran into 
submission. In fact, the US needs Iran in order to stabilise the situation on 
the ground in the Middle East because it is no longer able to intervene 
itself. 
 



Two lost wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, the mass opposition to war 
internally, the political crisis in the ruling elite, the demoralisation of the 
army, as well as the budget crisis and the general economic crisis, severely 
limits the military capabilities of the US. Another ground war and long 
occupation of Iraq is completely ruled out after the humiliating retreat 
which it brought to an end just a few years ago. Only two years ago Obama 
and Kerry had to publicly retreat from a campaign to bomb Syria. This 
clearly shows the limitations of US military might which is being weakened 
by the general crisis of capitalism. 
 
Due to the destruction of Saddam Hussein’s state apparatus and army by 
the US during the occupation of the country, the Iranian army, which is 
probably the strongest army in the Middle East after Israel and Turkey, is 
no longer held in check by the Iraqi army. 
 
Iran was further strengthened as a result of its influence among the 
oppressed Shia majority and its leaders. Today it exerts its influence in 
Iraq through a myriad of clerics as well as several Iraqi and Iranian militias. 
In Syria, also, the regime has been strengthened through its close ties with 
the Assad regime as well as through the Hezbollah militia in neighbouring 
Lebanon. In Yemen as well, before the onset of the Saudi war on the 
country, the Iranian-aligned Houthis were amongst the most popular and 
consolidated forces in the country and the most effective forces in the US 
campaign against Al Qaeda in the Arab Peninsula. Thus, for the US Iran has 
become the only reliable local power with the forces on the ground to 
fight against the Islamic State and other Sunni fundamentalist outfits. 
 
This is happening as the whole region is under threat from the most 
backward barbaric forces. In Iraq and Syria, the plague of Islamic 
fundamentalism, which was created and nurtured by the US itself at every 
stage, has now spun out of control and risks destabilising the whole region. 
The same situation is developing in Turkey, Jordan and Lebanon where 
Sunni fundamentalism is a rising threat to the cohesion of the country. 
 
More than ever the US needs Iran to stabilise the region. Acknowledging 
this fact, Iran’s president Hassan Rouhani said that the new deal is a “test” 
which, if passed, can lead to cooperation on other problems afflicting the 
region. Similar statements have been made by all of the Iranian top 
officials over the past few weeks. This is not just testifying the crisis of the 
US, but also the crisis in the relationship between it and its traditional 
allies. Whereas Iran is working with the US in trying to drive back ISIS in 
Iraq and Syria, Saudi Arabia and Turkey have been stepping up support for 
Islamist forces. Israel, too, has been tacitly supporting the Islamists of 
Southern Syria in their struggle against Assad and Hezbollah forces. 
 
It is a devastating irony that what were the main allies of the US in the 
region have become the greatest sources of its troubles, while the former 
member of the “axis of evil” has become its closest collaborator. In fact, 
the old allies of the US have overtly been sabotaging the whole negotiation 
process, and for Israel’s part, there has been a public campaign against 
the sitting Obama administration. 
 
A new era in the Middle East 
The new deal marks the beginning of a new period in the history of the 
Middle East. The lifting of the sanctions will be a huge economic boost for 
the Iranian regime. While it will immediately get $100 billion unfrozen 
from Western bank accounts, its market is also set to be flooded by foreign 
investments which are thirsty for new markets. Germany alone has said 
that it would at least quadruple trade with Iran immediately after the 
lifting of the sanctions. 
 
The complete opening up of the country for US companies to invest there 
for the first time in decades is another factor which will add to the 
economic growth. At the same time, the regime has announced that it will 
increase oil production from 2.8 million barrels per day today, to more 
than 5 million barrels within the next five years. This will more than triple 
its crude exports which are at 1.1 million barrels per day. 
 
This economic weight will add to and strengthen the military and political 
position that Iran has already secured in the region. This will also 



strengthen its position in Lebanon, Syria and Iraq where its force, or forces 
supported by Iran, are fighting against Islamic fundamentalist groups. 
 
This will also lead to the stepping up of the activities of Turkey, the Gulf 
States and Israel who will want to counter each one of Iran’s moves. It will 
elevate the arms race in the region, probably into becoming a nuclear 
arms race. Therefore, the tensions between the nations will increase, 
opening up the most turbulent period in the history of the Middle East. In 
the middle of these tensions US imperialism will find itself trapped 
between its old allies and Iran, each of which have directly opposing 
interests. This situation cannot continue forever and these contradictions 
will have to be resolved with potentially disastrous consequences. 
 
A new era in the class struggle 
The reaching of the nuclear deal has been met with an ecstatic response 
from the Iranian masses. The extreme economic pressures and the 
constant fear of war - in the case of a breakdown in negotiations - have 
been an unbearable burden on millions of families who have seen their 
living standards collapse over the past three or four years, as the Iranian 
economy has more or less been in free fall. Yet they feel that they have 
been the only force in the region which has been fighting against 
sectarianism and barbarism. 
 
For them this deal is a victory against all the reactionary regimes in the 
region and against coercion, blackmail and imperialist aggression. 
 
"Condolences Israel and Kayhan," was a popular chant on the streets 
yesterday, referring to Israel and a hardline Iranian newspaper that also 
railed against the negotiations of the past two years. 
 
Foreign Minister Javad Zarif, who led the negotiations, can easily be said 
to be one of the most popular people in Iran, compared by people with 
Mohammad Mossadegh who took a stance against imperialism when he 
nationalised the oil industry run by the Anglo-Iranian oil company (today 
known as British Petroleum). There is a sense of optimism and hope for the 
future. 
 
The current president Hassan Rouhani was elected at a time when Iran was 
on the verge of a social explosion. He came to power promising more 
democratic rights as well as higher living standards. However, with the 
onset of the negotiations he managed to rally the nation behind the regime 
pushing all other matters to one side. 
 
Now, however, those issues will come the fore again. The question of 
democratic rights will quickly resurface, especially amongst the youth who 
have no allegiance towards the Islamic Republic. For them the clerical 
regime is rotten, corrupt and hypocritical rule which limits their ability to 
express themselves while they are forced to participate in the most 
humbling activities. It is this layer of youth, mainly from the middle 
classes, which formed the bulk of the mass movements in 2009, and which 
again took the lead in the days leading up to the previous presidential 
elections. 
 
The regime realises that it cannot continue denying democratic rights if it 
is to avoid the fate of Mubarak, Ben Ali and Gaddafi. However, it is also 
hesitates to open up completely because every opening can spark off the 
pent up anger beneath the surface and lead to a wider “uncontrollable” 
movement. 
 
The most important factor in the next period, however, is going to be the 
entry onto the scene of the workers’ movement. The past period has seen 
the workers’ movement at a low ebb as it was affected by mass 
unemployment and economic crisis, forcing it onto the defensive. 
 
In fact, all of the struggles of the past period have involved peripheral 
sections of the working class.The bulk of the industrial workers and other 
major groups have not participated in major struggles, while their wages 
have been eaten up by inflation and millions of them have not even not 
been paid for months - some for several years. 
 



Meanwhile, the sanctions and the threat of war have served to blur the 
class lines, rallying “the nation” behind the regime in its struggle against 
US imperialism. Now that the deal has been made, however, there is no 
foreign threat to galvanise support for the regime anymore. This will lead 
to the resurfacing of divisions along class lines as it will become clear that 
the deal was not for the workers and the poor, but between the US and 
the Iranian capitalists for the exploitation of the Iranian workers. 
 
Already a sense of impatience with the regime has started to set its 
imprint on the situation. Over the past year the mood amongst the workers 
has started to change. The accelerated attacks of the Rouhani 
administration against the working class have provoked several backlashes. 
For the first time in years several strikes with thousands of workers, have 
occurred. These took place in several mines, as well as a month-long 
nationwide movement of teachers against attacks on the minimum wage 
have been the first signs of the reawakening of the working class. 
 
Once the sanctions are lifted, this process will rapidly accelerate as the 
workers will feel strong enough to win concessions from the bosses. First of 
all, seeing the booming businesses, hundreds of thousands of workers will 
begin to demand all of their unpaid wages to be paid and all the years of 
decreasing minimum wages to be made up for. The bosses, on the other 
hand, will resist these demands, particularly in order to promote Iran as a 
low-wage country fit for foreign investment. In the context of a world 
capitalist crisis, however, neither side would have much room for 
manoeuvre. This would further radicalise the class struggle. 
 
The relative economic upswing, in these conditions rather than softening 
tensions between the classes, will drastically raise tensions between the 
bosses and the workers. Starting with economic struggles, a wave of 
workers’ struggles will rise to challenge Iranian capitalism. However, every 
attempt of the workers to win the slightest concessions will be met by 
conflicts with the state and security apparatus, thereby leading all 
economic struggles towards a struggle against the dictatorship itself. 
 
This struggle, in turn, will be the first step of the Iranian Revolution, a 
revolution which would reinvigorate the Arab Revolution and completely 
change the situation in the whole of  
the Middle East. 
http://www.marxist.com/iran-nuclear-deal-a-new-period-opens-up-in-
the-middle-east.htm 

 

Neoliberals dominate. How will this affect Brics' bank? 
 

 

 
 

Patrick Bond (The Star, Johannesburg) 15 July 2015 
 
The RussiaToday tv interview by President Jacob Zuma and the Brazil-
Russia-India-China-South Africa (Brics) summit’s Ufa declaration last week 
together left no doubt about the New Development Bank (NDB) mandate, 
with $50 billion in capital, of which South Africa’s immediate $5 billion 
(R62.5 bn) contribution will strain the budget not inconsiderably. “The NDB 
shall serve as a powerful instrument for financing infrastructure 
investment and sustainable development projects.”  
 
This excellent-sounding phrase motivates much more open critiques of 
Washington’s two ‘Bretton Woods Institutions,’ founded in 1944 to reboot 
a world economy in desperate need of order. In Ufa, as IOL’s Shannon 
Ebrahim put it, “the World Bank and International Monetary Fund (IMF) got 
a clear message from the world’s most important emerging economies: 
don’t use your economic power to threaten us or dictate the terms of our 
development any longer.”  
 
Zuma was even more blunt about the two Washington institutions, which 
“want to dictate what you should do. You can’t utilize that kind of 
assistance the way you want. So, in a sense, it has conditions that will 
keep you dependent all the time. That’s what we’re trying to take 
ourselves out of.” 
 



Perhaps unwittingly, is Zuma reiterating his nemesis Ronnie Kasrils’ 
criticism of the IMF’s $850 million loan to South Africa six months before 
democracy dawned? The former ANC Minister of Intelligence in 2013 
termed this deal “the fatal turning point. I will call it our Faustian 
moment when we became entrapped – some today crying out that we ‘sold 
our people down the river’.” Economic policy overly influenced by 
Washington has failed South Africa, ever since. 
 
Pretoria’s new non-executive director to the NDB, Tito Mboweni, had a 
central role in the IMF deal and subsequent neoliberal strategies such as 
record-high interest rates and exchange control liberalisation. As Mboweni 
explained in a 2004 speech, he knew that “the apartheid government was 
trying to lock us into an IMF structural adjustment programme via the back 
door, thereby tying the hands of the future democratic government.” But, 
he claims, “We did not sell out!”  
 
Greek prime minister Alex Tsipras is trying to explain exactly the same 
circumstances to the Greek people this week. Though 21 years apart, both 
countries witnessed 61% votes against neoliberalism (the ANC’s alternative 
was the Reconstruction and Development Programme). Yet by invoking 
power far greater than mere democratic elections, the IMF imposed severe 
policy conditions in both countries: budget cuts, higher Value Added Tax 
on poor people’s consumption, privatisation, labour casualisation and 
deregulation.  
 
Tsipras’ Monday morning agreement with the IMF and European Union 
authorities will worsen Greek austerity, just as Pretoria’s budget cuts of 
3% for poor people’s grants this year prove that locally, neoliberals remain 
dominant. Higher inequality, unemployment and social unrest will logically 
follow, in both countries. 
 
In South Africa’s case, even personnel conditions were attached to the 
initial deal: Mboweni had to wait an extra five years to become central 
bank governor because IMF head Michel Camdessus insisted informally in a 
January 1994 meeting with Nelson Mandela that apartheid-era neoliberals 
Chris Stals at the Reserve Bank and finance minister Derek Keys be 
reappointed to their jobs. 
 
Will the BRICS’ NDB and its $100 billion ‘Contingent Reserve Arrangement’ 
(CRA) fund for stabilisation during financial crisis prove any different? 
Probably not, for as Peter Fabricius points out (‘Brics bank not entirely 
free of IMF’), “According to its own articles, the CRA will barely be able to 
function without IMF backing.” Once Pretoria needs just $3 billion to 
service a foreign debt which now exceeds $140 billion, the CRA orders that 
it take on an IMF agreement before more credit is granted. 
 
Indeed the CRA is – like the NDB – initially denominated in US dollars, and 
repayment of those can be a wicked challenge, as the Passenger Rail 
Agency of SA learned this week, what with its failure to contemplate the 
50% rand devaluation since 2011 and hence a 40% price mark-up on 
imported locomotives. The BRICS have a great potential for non-$-
denominated lending and it would be ideal to break reliance on the US 
Federal Reserve’s unreasonable power of world money creation, to be 
sure. 
 
However, asks Fabricius about the NDB and CRA, “Whether they are also 
politically skewed in their funding, by imposing pro-Western 
conditionalities, is less clear.” This is indeed the critical question, 
especially on foreign policy matters where anti-imperialist rhetoric comes 
easy. You can hear the ‘talk left’ but are you watching the ‘walk right’? 
 
Unfortunately, Pretoria’s neoliberal agenda becomes most visible when 
considering the personnel deployed to lead the NDB. Mboweni and NDB 
vice president Leslie Maasdorp are senior advisors to international 
financier Goldman Sachs and have a long history of endorsing Washington 
bankers’ logic. Maasdorp was in charge of privatising South Africa’s state 
assets and chaired a parastatal – the TransCaledon Tunnel Authority – 
notorious for turning a blind eye to extreme Lesotho mega-dams 
corruption. 
 



Mboweni joined an elite group of IMF reform advisors in 2006, men like 
former US Federal Reserve chief Alan Greenspan, who simply shifted some 
of the deck chairs. China thus got more voting power and African countries 
less. By 2012 when the BRICS put $75 billion into bailing out the IMF when 
it needed more money, the only conditionality I found discussed in public 
was SA finance minister Pravin Gordhan’s Moneyweb interview when he 
advocated that the IMF be more ‘nasty’ to Europeans (like Tsipras) in need 
of emergency loans. 
 
In other words, if Pretoria’s neoliberal bloc remains in control, the NDB’s 
allegedly ‘sustainable’ infrastructure could include items from Eskom chair 
Brian Molefe’s Brics Business Council project wish-list: new coal-fired 
generators, Operation Phakisa off-shore oil drilling, and Durban’s $25 
billion new port. Even worse, Mboweni last week told Bloomberg, the 
proposed R1 trillion nuclear deal “falls squarely within the mandate of the 
NDB”. 
 
Since the same corrupt construction companies will be building NDB-
financed infrastructure given our ongoing lack of state building capacity, 
and since we are still paying off white elephant soccer stadiums that were 
an unintended adverse consequence of the bribe-laden 2010 World Cup 
bid, it is time to ask harder questions about ‘sustainable’ Brics 
infrastructure. We may find that the worst tendencies of the World Bank 
and IMF are actually amplified in the allegedly alternative financial 
institutions.  
 
Bond, a joint professor of political economy at UKZN and Wits, is co-editor 
with Ana Garcia of a new Jacana book, BRICS. 

 

Rio’s Student Resistance 
 

 

 
 

Ian Steinman 13 July 2015 
 
Nearly a year after the World Cup Final, hundreds of students assembled in 
the shadow of Rio de Janeiro’s Maracana Stadium to debate a student 
strike at the State University of Rio de Janeiro (UERJ). Like nearly all of 
Brazil’s public universities, UERJ is facing a financial crisis that the 
administration is attempting to resolve through sweeping attacks on the 
conditions of students and workers. 
 
The students’ strategy discussion was interrupted by the sound of bombs 
and gunfire coming from the nearby Metro-Mangueira favela, where police 
were attacking residents trying to prevent the demolition of their homes. 
The students stopped their assembly and marched out to help the 
residents shut down the main street between the university and the 
favela. Police responded by launching tear gas canisters and firing rubber 
bullets. 
 
Choking on gas, the students retreated and sought sanctuary in the 
university, only to find the entrance closed and guarded by campus 
security. A video compiled later by the communications department of the 
student union shows one student assaulted and dragged off, and many 
others harassed and violently threatened. After a brief standoff, security 
brought out fire hoses and blasted protesters off the steps of their own 
university. 
 
This unprecedented level of repression by the university comes amid a 
profound crisis in Brazil’s university system. The Workers’ Party (PT) 
government’s sharp turn towards austerity has transformed Brazil’s 
universities into one of the most important and potentially explosive sites 
of resistance. 
 
In recent months professors at twenty-four federal universities have 
engaged in strike actions, and technical workers have walked out at fifty-
eight of sixty-four. Non-union subcontracted workers at universities across 
the country, after working for months without pay, responded with their 
own militant strikes. These work stoppages have emerged alongside a wave 



of student mobilizations, with occupations and strikes at campuses across 
Brazil. 
 
Since the PT government came to power in 2003, Brazil has seen the 
largest expansion of the university system in its history. The number of 
federal universities more than doubled, and the number of students in 
these college rose from 596,000 to 1 million. 
 
Thanks to an extensive program of grants and student loans, private 
universities and technical schools experienced an even larger expansion, 
bringing in millions of students. While the program didn’t challenge the 
elite character of higher education in Brazil — strict entrance exams 
remain — the massive growth of the university system alongside the 
implementation of affirmative action was one of the PT’s most progressive 
and significant reforms. 
 
The education reforms coincided with rapid economic growth in Brazil, 
making the enlarged higher education system and new social programs 
compatible with the interests of business — high growth rates justified the 
training of a new generation of technicians, engineers, educators, and 
medics. 
 
However, as Brazil has grappled with the global economic crisis, 
compounded by a drastic fall in commodity prices and a massive corruption 
scandal at Petrobras, the PT has moved to restore business confidence 
with a series of deep cuts. In this climate of economic crisis and 
uncertainty, the demand for managers, engineers, and technicians has 
waned alongside capital’s willingness to tolerate the social spending that 
made the expansion of the Brazilian university system possible. 
 
Despite the political divide between the PT and the Brazilian Social 
Democracy Party (PSDB), in practice both parties have united behind a 
program of harsh austerity measures. Each backs deep cuts to social 
programs, and Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff recently announced a 
$3.2 billion reduction (or 15%) to the education budget. 
 
Openings in technical higher education programs will be slashed from 3 
million to 1 million, and students in for-profit universities (overwhelmingly 
poorer students unable to enter elite public universities) face the 
possibility of a major interest rate hike in student loans as well as 
substantial limits on the availability of loans and government grants. 
 
At federal universities in Rio, students have been forced to have classes 
outside or are packed into crumbling buildings, and in Brazil’s most 
expensive city, students are forced to live on grants of about $130 a month 
— an amount that barely covers the cost of taking public transport to 
campus. 
 
Brazilian students are now graduating into one of the bleakest job markets 
in recent history. From 2002–2014 the rate of youth unemployment in 
major metropolitan areas fell from 23.2% to 11%, but in April of this year 
that number rose to 16.2%. For students with 11 or more years of school 
(including advanced degree holders) the rate rose from 11.1% last year to 
14.6% this April. Students with degrees in fields like engineering are more 
likely to find jobs, but often end up working internships that pay barely 
more than the minimum salary. With private industry and government 
agencies all announcing cost cuts and layoffs, unemployment is likely to 
rise. 
 
The PT’s failure to make good on its promises of “social ascension” and its 
involvement in corruption scandals has destroyed its credibility and thrown 
the party into a deep political crisis. Rousseff’s approval rating is at a 
record low of 10%, the lowest in twenty years, with the highest levels of 
disapproval among youth. 
 
A recent survey showed that two out of three Brazilians have no sympathy 
for any political party, the highest since 1988, when the current 
constitutional regime was established. Widespread discontent with the PT 
and the unsustainability of the economic model that undergirded the 
compromise between economic growth and social programs is forcing 



Brazil into a fraught conjuncture where both left and right alternatives 
have a chance to seize the offensive. 
 
If the present balance of forces continues, the most likely political 
outcome will be a victory for the Right. The 2014 elections were extremely 
close (the PT won with 51.6% to Aécio Neves’s PSDB 48.3%), and the 
electoral strength of the PSDB has positioned them as the most likely to 
gain from the PT’s declining fortunes. 
 
Earlier this year, hundreds of thousands of Brazilians hit the streets 
demanding impeachment in protests supported by the national media and 
dominated by the Right. While the movement for impeachment has mostly 
disappeared since, the Right remains bolstered. 
 
The weakening of the PT also provides opportunities for the main left 
opposition party, the Party of Socialism and Freedom (PSOL). Between the 
2010 and 2014 elections PSOL doubled its vote from 0.87 to 1.5%, and it 
has recently had the second highest number of new party members. PSOL 
itself originated in a left split from the PT and is likely to be the main 
beneficiary of any left breaks from the PT. 
 
However, the PSOL’s capacity to effectively project a left alternative is 
questionable. Where the party has won office it has not consistently 
supported workers’ demands. It is a primarily electoral phenomenon 
without a solid base in the worker or student movements, and it has not 
yet shown the kind of electoral strength needed to legitimize itself as a 
genuine alternative. It is well positioned to gain from any upsurge of 
resistance, but is more likely to act as a thermometer than a catalyst for 
the struggle. 
 
The mass protests in June 2013 shook the nation and made world 
headlines. The demonstrations mobilized millions around Brazil against the 
mainstream political parties and set off a wave of grassroots worker 
militancy in which garbage collectors won a 40% pay hike through an illegal 
wildcat strike. 
 
These protests had a profound politicizing impact on a new generation of 
Brazilian students. With universities at the center of the present crisis, the 
student and university labor movements provide one of the best hopes for 
the emergence of a left alternative. 
 
University and high school students made up much of the militant youth 
who rallied against bus fare hikes, challenged police in the streets, and 
rejected the politics of both the governing parties and right-wing 
opposition. Few students entering university remember a time when the 
PT did not hold power and are thus willing to hold the PT responsible for 
the widespread economic inequality, brutal police repression, and elite 
corruption that continue to dominate Brazil. 
 
So far Rio students have been at the vanguard of the movement leading 
some of the most radical and publicized actions. Several hundred students 
at Rio’s federal university occupied the administrative building for over a 
week and have continued mobilizing since. 
 
Occupations and mobilizations have also taken place at two other federal 
universities near Rio, and at the more working-class state university, 
students have continued to hold protests and assemblies of hundreds to 
coordinate the struggle and try to build a strike. Many students travel two 
or three hours from the working-class suburbs of Rio to attend classes or 
participate in the movement. 
 
Yet, while student militancy has emerged locally, it has not been 
expressed coherently at a national scale. The national student movement 
is divided into two main organizations. The pro-government National 
Student Union (UNE) is dominated by parties linked to the PT, with an 
opposition movement led by organizations affiliated with the PSOL; the 
anti-government National Assembly of Free Students (ANEL) broke from 
UNE in 2009 and is led by the Unified Socialist Workers Party (PSTU), with 
the Revolutionary Workers Movement (MRT) playing an important 
opposition role. 



 
Both student groups held national conferences earlier this month, but 
despite militant local mobilizations, attendance was down sharply from 
previous conferences. The majority of UNE approved a leadership tied to 
the PT, while the majority of ANEL voted for a general strike but failed to 
implement a concrete plan to actually build one. A minority proposal at 
ANEL for a joint conference with the left opposition of UNE to coordinate 
student struggles seemed to offer an effective step forward, but it was 
voted down. 
 
However, awareness of the national character and scale of the crisis in 
Brazilian higher education has heightened of late after the details of the 
proposed education cuts were unveiled. Individual universities have had 
crises and spawned movements to resist the cuts, but it is now clear to all 
that the attacks are part of a more sweeping assault on the country’s 
universities. 
 
The consciousness of the student movement, as shown by the march in 
defense of favela residents mentioned above, goes beyond limited 
demands to protect education. Students are angry about their condition, 
but recognize that their troubles are inseparable from the wider 
inequalities and economic prospects of Brazil. 
 
The student movement provides a potential pole of resistance as Brazil 
enters a new political conjuncture. The possibility of a radical, pro-worker 
student movement that is willing to fight — and which under the pressure 
of unprecedented cuts may show the potential for explosive growth — 
could create a spark of left resistance to austerity. 
 
Although many unions have made tremendous advances since June 2013, 
the bulk of the labor movement remains under the tight control of the PT 
and its allies. A mass student movement in solidarity with workers could 
catalyze a wider radicalization and mobilization against the bleak 
prospects of austerity, one with the potential to go beyond the limits of 
negotiated compromises with capital. 
https://zcomm.org/znetarticle/rios-student-resistance/ 

 

Bricks Challenges the "Double Standard" of the West  
 

 

 
 

 
 
Newsclick talks to Vijay Prashad about the Declaration of the 7th Summit of the BRICS countries held in Ufa, 
Russia. 13 July 2015  
 
PRABIR PURKAYASTHA, NEWSCLICK: Hello and welcome to a joint program with Real News and Newsclick. 
We are discussing today the BRICS summit which just took place in Ufa in Russia. We have with us Professor 
Vijay Prashad, eminent writer, commentator. 
 
Vijay, the BRICS summit. It has, I think, two central elements to it, which is the main part of the declaration. 
One is international affairs including terrorism, and so on. And the second is economics. What would you 



think are the key points the BRICS statement makes? 
 
PROF. VIJAY PRASHAD, TRINITY COLLEGE: The most important theme that comes out in common is the 
importance of the UN architecture. The United States, particularly after the collapse of the Soviet Union and 
then certainly after the collapse or lessening power of the nonaligned movement, was able to ride roughshod 
through the United Nations, through the Bretonwood institutions, push this view that they called 
globalization. 
 
The Iraq war for instance, of 1990-1991 and the bombing of Panama in 1989 were test cases for this. They 
just rode right through international institutions, were able to get Security Council resolutions on their 
behalf. If not directly for the war, but to justify it later with a sanctions regime against Iraq, for instance. 
 
So what has happened, I think, with the emergence of the BRICS in the last few years is a pushback against 
what we might consider this short era of U.S. unipoliarity. So in that sense the BRICS declaration from Ufa as 
with the previous declarations have all called for the sanctity or the importance of the United Nations 
institutions and for international law. 
 
PURKAYASTHA: I would take a little different view of that. In the initial phases, actually, U.S. was able to 
get the Untied Nations to do its bidding. It's only later that you see the U.S. bypassing the United Nations in 
the second Iraq War in which they actually did not have the sanctions of the Security Council, and then a 
whole host of other things, including unilateral sanctions. So in that sense I would say there is two phases, of 
the complete hegemony in which the UN itself bends to the U.S., and the second phase in which the U.S. 
bypasses the UN and is doing a set of activities including war, including the drone strikes for instance, and 
also the unilateral sanctions. A lot of them are unilateral sanctions. The BRICS statement itself [inaud.] 
 
PRASHAD: There are actually two phases, because the Untied States begins to have a hegemonic fray, or 
their dominance over the institutions begins to fray in the early 2000s. After all, this is when the BRICS 
begins, first as IBSA, India, Brazil, South Africa, in 2003, and eventually the other countries join in. 
 
But in this statement, the two direct comments on the persistence of U.S. dominance, one of them is on 
Libya where the United States, the French, were able to push through under Chapter 7, which is use of 
violence through the security council, resolution 1973, to bomb Libya. And there's a direct statement in the 
Ufa declaration which says it was that destruction of the Libyan state which has opened a door to Islamsim, 
the most dangerous forms of chaos and terrorism in North Africa. 
 
And you know, this is important because the BRICS countries, particularly Russia and China, have said that 
they will never again allow the West to have a Chapter 7 resolution through the Security Council, in other 
words use of force, as long as they have no faith in Western intentions. The test case here, of course, was 
Syria. Where again, the Ufa declaration talks about the importance of a political settlement, and such. 
 
The second place, again you're correct that in the 1990s there was absolute carte blanche given to the U.S. to 
run horrendous sanctions against Iraq. The sanctions against Iran, on the other hand, are not quite the 
sanctions against Iraq of the '90s. In the Ufa declaration, again, there is full support for a peaceful resolution 
on Iran and a backing off of sanctions. 
 
So yes, there's been a slow confidence in the BRICS countries to articulate at least an institutional challenge 
to the West on use of the UN for its purposes. Linked to that is this question of double standards. They in fact 
for the first time in my memory have used the phrase double standards in a declaration, saying there should 
not be double standards in the use of international law. This is a direct dig at the West, in essence. Of course 
we can say, look, the Russians themselves should not have double standards in how they apply international 
standards. 
 
PURKAYASTHA: I think the important part of what you're saying is that this declaration up front questions 
essentially the U.S. attempting to bypass multilateral institutions, international law, and unilaterally 
declaring what it considers to be right. And that the statement is really strong on. And also unilateral 
sanctions, which is really Russia and Iran. These are the two countries under unilateral sanctions, and both 
are long-term issues. 
 
And the third issue I think that also the statement does talk about is the, in the name of terrorism, what's 
happening in, across a very large part of the globe. From West Asia, North Africa, the destruction of state. 
And the fact that without a participation of all the countries, this is not going to reverse. 
 
Would you say that this, if this is the platform in which they can rally global opinion, this is a way forward 
and therefore the BRICS has played some role through these statements and what role they may play in the 
future? 
 
PRASHAD: There's no question that the BRICS is a force for opening up the conversation. Previously the 
United States and the West in general had a very strong control of the narrative of world affairs. Now there's 
a challenge. There's no question that having the challenge is a good thing. 
 



Now, of course, the challenge is not exactly the character or temper that I would like. I would like to see, for 
instance, a discussion not of the threat of terrorism but to raise the question of the very economic policies 
that the West has pushed for the last 25 years and which the BRICS have not broken from. Those policies 
engender terrorism. They engender the social forces that create, say, Mexican drug gangs on the one side, 
ISIS on the other. 
 
It's interesting that in the Ufa declaration there's a long section on drugs, on anti-drugs, and there's a long 
section on terrorism. I would argue that both the drugs issue and the terrorist issue are mirrored reflections 
of each other because both are produced by these catastrophic social forces that have created mass 
unemployment in large sections of the planet. 
 
So the BRICS have opened the door against a singular narrative coming from the West. But their own 
explanation of things is not adequate to my taste. I'm glad that it's oxygenated. I wish there was a little more 
oxygen in the room. 
 
PURKAYASTHA: There is also for South Africa, which is sort of wishy-washy on lots of issues, India which is 
now changing its position on Israel and Palestine. But broadly the statement endorses the positions that India 
has taken in the past. And there is no going back on at least formally. [Inaud.] Israel, the settlements, and so 
on. You think that's something, at least is a good thing for people at least in India who consider that we are 
having serious problems with the way Israel policies and Palestine policies are shaping up in Modi 
government's times? 
 
PRASHAD: Well, it's the Modi government. But let's remember that during the last couple of bombings by 
Israel of Gaza, from 2009 Cast Lead onward, the Indian government's statements have been awfully, in the 
language of diplomacy, measured. And wishy-washy. And right through the Palestinian ambassador in Delhi 
has said, hey listen, this is ridiculous. You have to have a stronger statement. 
 
During the 2009 bombing, and then in 2011-2012, 2012 was the main bombing, it was the BRICS statement 
that set a higher standard of criticism of Israel than India had taken. This is before the Modi government 
comes to power. The Modi government's addition has been to go to the United Nations institutions, in this 
case the Human Rights Council, and abstain in what is largely an open and shut case to adopt a report that 
alleges war crimes by Israel, and sends the report along to the international criminal court. 
 
China voted to send this report forward. China is not a signatory to the international criminal court like India 
is not, and yet it voted to send it along. India didn't on so-called procedural grounds. 
 
This BRICS statement doesn't mention Gaza directly but talks strongly about Israeli politics and its settlement 
policy. Very strong language. India is a signatory to the Ufa statement. So in many ways India is yet caught 
between the elites' desire, not just the [BJP], but the Indian elites' desire to have a very close relationship 
with the United States, which means you have to adopt the U.S. and Israeli narrative on Israel-Palestine, and 
the BRICS bloc, which as yet continues to hold the kind of non-aligned movement or NAM approach to the 
Israel-Palestine issue. In a sense [inaud.] anchors India on this side, whereas the drift is towards that end. 
 
So if there are a million problems with the BRICS bloc, et cetera, one of the important things to take seriously 
is its commitment to some of the older NAM political views. For instance, about the importance of 
decolonization. Because that's how the Israel-Palestine issue is seen from the NAM situation. It's not seen 
through the lens of security or terrorism. It's seen through the lens of decolonization. And the Palestinians 
have not been decolonized. They remain a colonized people. 
 
So that is a progressive aspect that the BRICS plays vis-a-vis countries like India. 
 
PURKAYASTHA: We'll come back to you with a second section of our discussions with Vijay on the economic 
part of the BRICS statement. 
http://therealnews.com/t2/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=31&Itemid=74&jumival=14232 
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Expect the Barometer to Rise in Mexico 
 

 

 
Laura Carlsen 7 July 2015 
 
After the polls closed in Mexico on June 7, embattled President Enrique 



 Peña Nieto stepped up to claim a victory that he didn’t win. 
 
“In Mexico, democracy advances,” he declared triumphantly in a polished 
television address. He announced that the Mexican people had expressed 
their will through institutions and channeled their differences through the 
democratic system. 
 
Though there are calls throughout Mexico for the president to step down, 
there was nothing conciliatory about his speech. He called the voter 
turnout — which fell just under 50 percent — a “mandate to reject 
violence and intolerance and work together toward prosperity and peace.” 
He touched only obliquely pre-electoral conflicts over protesting teachers, 
disappeared students, and other controversies. He threw down the 
gauntlet to the thousands who have protested neoliberal educational and 
privatization reforms by concluding: “The reforms are going forward.” 
 
But in reality, the results of the elections were far from a vote of 
confidence for Peña Nieto’s government — or even for the electoral system 
itself. 
 
Punishment of the Major Parties 
With more than 2,000 posts up for grabs — including the whole lower house 
of Congress and nine governorships — Mexicans turned out at a rate of 
around 48 percent. That’s high for a midterm, when the presidency isn’t 
up for a vote. 
 
Yet that participation hasn’t dissipated discontent. Mexico’s incoming 
politicians will face as much — or even more — protest and mistrust as the 
old ones. Polls showed that an astounding 91 percent of those surveyed 
don’t trust the political parties, and only 27 percent are satisfied with the 
level of democracy in Mexico. 
 
In other words, people voted even when they had little faith in the system 
or the results. In some cases voters might’ve had real enthusiasm for 
candidates, but in others people opted for the lesser of evils, took money 
for votes, or were coerced by employers. To interpret that as a unified 
statement in support of institutions that most people believe are corrupt is 
a purposeful error designed to paper over deep and growing dissent. 
 
All the major parties — the governing Institutional Revolutionary Party 
(PRI), the right-wing National Action Party (PAN), and the left-of-center 
Party of the Democratic Revolution (PRD) — suffered setbacks. 
 
The PRI lost around a dozen seats in the Chamber of Deputies, though it 
will still control a majority of seats thanks to a coalition with the Green 
and New Alliance Parties. Peña Nieto took the result as an endorsement of 
his administration, yet polls show that 85 percent of Mexicans don’t trust 
the president, and 60 percent believe that corruption has increased during 
his administration. So continued PRI control could actually raise the 
temperature of the pressure pot Mexico is rapidly becoming. 
 
Peña Nieto has suffered months of bad press. Investigators published 
exposés about a mansion purchased for his family by a major government 
contractor, and other dubious dealings have affected him and members of 
his administration. His popularity plummeted after his administration first 
ignored then blocked an investigation into the case of the 43 missing 
students of Ayotzinapa and alleged extrajudicial executions in Tlatlaya. To 
top it off, the economic outlook for Mexico has been repeatedly readjusted 
downward since the year began. 
 
The conservative PAN maintained its level of about 20 percent of the 
national vote. It will govern in Baja California Sur and the central state of 
Queretaro. 
 
The PRD, though, won only 10 percent of the vote, losing some 40 
congressional seats. Its downfall reflects the strong showing of the 
Movement for National Regeneration, or MORENA, a new party split off 
from the PRD and led by former PRD presidential candidate Andrés Manuel 
Lopez Obrador. MORENA gained about 8.5 percent of the vote, a significant 
showing for its first time out. It snatched the majority in the Mexico City 



Assembly and at least five of the city’s 16 boroughs from its progenitor. 
 
Notably, the victory of independent gubernatorial candidate Jaime 
Rodriguez in the border state of Nuevo Leon is a slap in the face to all of 
the political parties, especially the PRI. Rodriguez developed his career in 
the PRI and served as mayor of Garcia, where he gained international 
attention for confronting organized crime. He harvested the discontent of 
the people with the party system and of PRI members disgruntled about 
the party’s internal selection process. Nuevo Leon’s major city is 
Monterrey, the industrial center of the nation, making it a very significant 
win for an independent candidate. 
 
Persistence of Illegal Electoral Practices  
Mexico’s elections were exceedingly expensive, costing some 8 billion 
pesos. That, however, did not save them from accusations of dirty tricks. 
The recently renamed National Electoral Institute, or INE, proved once 
again that it’s very efficient at absorbing public funds, but not so much at 
guaranteeing fair elections. 
 
The PRI-allied Green Party, for example, ran a propaganda campaign that 
saturated Mexico’s media and public spaces beginning well before the 
designated campaign period and intensifying in the weeks before elections. 
The INE ordered a fine of 11.4 million pesos for disguising party 
propaganda as public affairs announcements, but later slashed the amount 
to a painless 1 million. The party was also fined 70,000 pesos for handing 
out food baskets in the state of Quintana Roo. 
 
The Electoral Institute levied a total of 517 million pesos in fines against 
the party for multiple violations of election laws, sparking a citizen 
movement to rescind its registration. The INE criticized the Green Party’s 
blatant violation of the principle of fairness, but the damage was done. 
The party reported a huge leap in its electoral cache, guaranteeing the PRI 
coalition a ruling majority in Congress. 
 
In another glaring problem, when the INE released its results of the vote 
count, it reported 100.61 percent of districts. In one district with 500 
polling places, 550 were reported counted. While the INE blamed a 
“computer glitch,” opposition parties railed at its loss of credibility, which 
was low to begin with. It’s currently carrying out recounts involving 60 
percent of the national vote. 
 
Social networks, meanwhile, have been full of citizen reports of vote 
buying, coercion of public employees with threats of firing, and 
militarization at the polls. Sadly, much of this hasn’t been adequately 
documented or sanctioned, much less prevented. Though electoral laws 
and regulations have undoubtedly improved over the years, the INE seems 
to have little ability, and little desire, to make enforcing them common 
practice. 
 
Institutional Violence 
The government patted itself on the back for an election day “free of 
incidents.” The loved ones of Antonio Vivar would reject this evaluation. 
 
According to witnesses, Vivar was shot and killed by government security 
forces in Tlapa, Guerrero in the midst of election-day conflict. There, the 
government raided the office of a protesting teachers’ union and then 
occupied the town with tear gas and full riot gear. Vivar was murdered in 
the offensive, and many others were injured. 
 
In fact, some analysts have said these elections were the most violent 
since 2008. 
 
Human rights organizations protested the high level of armed military and 
police presence at the polls. In the states of Guerrero, Oaxaca, Michoacan, 
and Chiapas, the Tlachinollan Human Rights Center reported that “an 
alarming number of state and federal security forces were deployed, as 
well as soldiers.” It called the deployments and others incidents “a clear 
signal of authoritarian regression.” 
 
Lower-intensity conflict characterizes the country from coast to coast, and 



from one troubled border to the other. Clashes and protests formed the 
backdrop for the elections and will be the foreground for the shaky 
governing forces that, by all indications, will continue to publicly boast of 
stability while employing force to put down rising protest. 
 
The one immeasurable factor in these elections was the participation of 
organized crime. The shadow posers remained in the shadows, with 
numerous reports surfacing of places where they assigned candidacies, 
murdered unwanted candidates, and manipulated the vote. 
 
Deep Discontent 
So about half of eligible Mexicans turned out to vote, and the PRI kept its 
majority. Does that mean ordinary voters have confidence in the electoral 
system, the parties, and the politicians? 
 
No. Mexico’s savvy populace is skeptical but wants to express itself. That’s 
good for a democracy. 
 
What’s clear is that people will not limit their expressions to the voting 
box — a fact made clear by an active boycott-the-vote movement leading 
up to the election. The nation is still far from a U.S.-style system, where 
maintaining democracy is defined as going to the polls when elections are 
held. In Mexico, citizens are actively striving all year round for a 
democracy that seems to be receding. 
 
Corruption will continue to be a big factor in driving popular anger. As 
we’re seeing in Honduras and Guatemala, Mexican politicians may also 
have to face the music in the near future. Mexicans have gone to the 
ballot box, but they’ll also turn up in the streets. Expect the barometer to 
rise. 
https://zcomm.org/znetarticle/expect-the-barometer-to-rise-in-mexico/ 
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Sino-Russian Alliance Acquires New Meaning in Face of New Global Conflict
 

 

 
 

Ekaterina Blinova (Sputnik News) 7 July 2015  
 
The West seems to be hellbent on pursing a new global conflict at all 
costs, US geopolitical analyst Eric Draitser told Sputnik, adding that for 
that very reason, the emerging alliance between Russia and China becomes 
all the more important. 
 
Washington has kicked off a new phase of NATO's military buildup in 
Eastern Europe, announcing it will deploy the alliance's troops equipped 
with heavy offensive weaponry in the Baltic states, Romania, Bulgaria and 
Poland (former Soviet Republics and former members of Warsaw Pact) — 
near Russia's borders; the move has already been recognized as 
"provocative" and "dangerous" by experts in geopolitics. 
 
"The US-NATO military buildup in Eastern Europe should be understood for 
what it is: military escalation on Russia's borders. While the US and its 
NATO allies spin the issue as merely a response to Russian aggression, the 
reality is that this is part of the 25 years process of NATO expansion and 
encroachment against Russia, a process that has done much to destabilize 
the post-Cold War European space. The goal has been, and continues to 
be, to drive a wedge between Russia and Europe; to use the Baltic states, 
as well as other former Soviet bloc countries as a bulwark against Russian-
European economic and political cooperation," geopolitical analyst and 
editor of StopImperialism.com Eric Draitser told Sputnik on Monday. 
 
Is US Pledge to Be the World Leader Just Wishful Thinking? 
Draitser elaborated that in this way the United States hopes to maintain its 
hegemony in Europe by preventing any form of Eurasian integration and 
cooperation in the European space. 
 
"Washington is exploiting historical antipathy and antagonism of the Cold 



War in the former socialist countries of Eastern Europe, thereby making 
potential partners into enemies in order to use the ‘divide and conquer' 
strategy in the former Soviet space," the geopolitical analyst stressed. 
 
According to Draitser, the arming of the Baltic states, Romania, Bulgaria 
and Poland must be understood as a major provocation against Russia, and 
yet another example of US military escalation.  
 
"It should be remembered that the US unilaterally pulled out from the 
Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty in 2002, a mostly forgotten action which has 
further destabilized the security architecture of Europe. The US has also 
continued to pursue a so-called ‘missile shield' in Eastern Europe which, 
far from being defensive, is clearly an offensive weapons system aimed at 
Russia. A number of other provocative moves call into question the US 
agenda in Europe. Certainly Russia has plenty of cause to doubt the 
sincerity of Washington's commitment to peace," he highlighted. 
 
A Specter of a New War is Haunting the World 
When asked about the possibility of a new World War, Eric Draitser put it 
clear: A global conflict is certainly possible, and should not be dismissed as 
mere fantasy or paranoid overreaction.  
 
"In fact, history has shown a disturbing trend which almost no one in the 
West cares to acknowledge: the beginning of each century for the past 400 
years has had some form of 'World War' in which dominant empires/powers 
came into conflict with disastrous consequences for millions of people," 
the geopolitical analyst emphasized. 
 
Statue of Liberty 
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WW3 Inevitable? US Warmongering Rhetoric May Drag World Into War 
 
Eric Draitser narrated that while in the beginning of the 20th Century it 
was World War I, the most horrific and devastating war in the history of 
the world to that point, the beginning of the 19th Century was marked by 
the Napoleonic wars which, from a strategic/geopolitical perspective, 
were, essentially, a war between a land-based imperial power (France) 
and a naval imperial power (Britain) over control of Europe and much of 
the world, including key colonies. 
 
On the other hand, the beginning of the 18th Century saw the War of 
Spanish Succession which saw the great European powers competing over 
the remnants of the formerly great Spanish Empire and its colonial and 
European possessions. As well as the beginning of the 17th Century saw the 
start of what would come to be known as the Thirty Years War which killed 
off nearly half of Europe, Draitser underscored. 
 
"The point is that the historical trend does seem to lead towards some kind 
of conflict, so those interested in peace must be conscious of history as 
they examine the developments today," the analyst explained. 
 
Today, with Eurasian integration proceeding at breakneck speed, there is 
clearly a geopolitical and historical imperative for the West (US-NATO 
primarily) to instigate a major war in hopes of destroying the Eurasian, 
multipolarity process in order to maintain and expand Western hegemony 
for another century, Draitser stressed. 
 
He pointed out that such instigation has taken the form of antagonistic 
behavior in Ukraine, the Baltics, South China Sea, Syria, and many other 
places in the world.  
 
"It remains to be seen whether they will be successful in drawing Russia, 
China, and the nonwestern world into such a war," the geopolitical analyst 
remarked. 
 
Is there Light at the end of the Tunnel? 
So, what steps should be taken by the West and Russia to de-escalate the 
conflict in Ukraine/Eastern Europe and prevent a full-scale military 



confrontation between major geopolitical players? 
 
Such a question is difficult to answer, Eric Draitser notes, because it is 
predicated on the idea that the US would want to de-escalate in order to 
restore peace. 
 
"In many ways, US strategy is built on destabilization, not de-escalation 
and, as such, there is little benefit for Washington's agenda in moving 
away from conflict," the geopolitical analyst stressed. 
 
"However, assuming that the US truly wanted to restore peace and 
stability, it would require recognizing, first and foremost, Russia's key 
strategic and security concerns in Ukraine and throughout the former 
Soviet space. In recognizing Russia's concerns, the US would need to then 
work to assure Moscow that its security concerns would be taken into 
account. Additionally, the US would need to abandon its missile shield 
plans, as well as cut off all support to the fascist-oligarch government of 
Ukraine, both as gestures of goodwill to Russia, and as indicators of its 
seriousness in pursuing peace," Draitser underscored.  
 
The analyst emphasized that once such actions are taken, there would 
need to be a real peace conference on Ukraine, one in which a permanent 
settlement could be reached that would take into consideration Moscow's 
interests and concerns, just as much as those of Washington. 
 
"At such a conference, issues ranging from the economic chaos to security 
situation could be discussed and resolved in mutually beneficial, mutually 
necessary political arrangements. The US would need to allow Europe to 
get back to doing business with Russia in exchange for letting Moscow have 
a "seat at the table" of European economic issues," Eric Draitser 
elaborated. 
 
Alas, such a scenario is highly unlikely as the West seems to be hellbent on 
pursuing war at all costs, the analyst remarked bitterly. 
 
"For that very reason, the Russia-China energy agreement and burgeoning 
political, economic, and military alliance between the two countries, 
becomes all the more important," Eric Draitser concluded. 
http://sputniknews.com/politics/20150706/1024283669.html 

 

Greece rejects Euro-austerity and social terrorism 
 

 

 
 

Timothy Bancroft-Hinchey (Pravda) 6 July 2015 
 
Greece rejects Euro-austerity and social terrorism. 55671.jpegAt least 
there is one country in Europe with a spine and some courage and that 
country is called Greece; at least there is one people in Europe who stand 
for Democracy and those people are the Greeks. On the other side of the 
fence, the endemic misery, social terrorism and subservience to Germany 
practiced by Eurocrats and preached by Euro-austerity. 
 
After the people of Greece voted on Sunday July 5 to reject the European 
Union's austerity plan (61.3% voted NO against 38.7% who voted YES), two 
questions are raised: firstly, will the European Union respect Democracy 
for once and secondly, how viable is the financial and economic system 
practiced in the West? 
 
The EU history on referendums 
Tweet Print version + - Font Size Send to friend In answer to these 
questions, let us see the European Union's history. The rule is, when the 
people vote against the Great Project, the referendum is cynically 
reworded and repeated ad nauseam until people get tired and it passes 
anyway. It is called Euro-democracy, with a small "d". After the Danish 
people rejected the Treaty of Maastricht in 1992, the referendum was 
repeated the following year and it passed. In 2001, Ireland rejected the 
Treaty of Nice. The referendum was repeated the following year and it 
passed, with under half the electorate voting. In 2008, Ireland rejected 
the Treaty of Lisbon. The referendum was repeated the following year and 



passed. 
 
And now for the system itself. How viable is a decision to impose a new 
currency on an entire Continent without knowing the consequences of all 
the vectors in play? How sensible was it to impose constraints on the 
economy of Greece which it could not possibly follow through with? How 
logical is it to allow a country's finances to reach a state whereby it is 
contracting loan after loan to pay interest on previous loans? How 
predictable was it that these policies would spiral downwards to the point 
Greece has reached? 
 
Is it fair that the Greek people should foot the bill? 
And now for the big one: How fair is it on the Greek people to expect them 
to pick up the tab and to foot the bill because of the mistakes of today's 
wonderful generation of Eurocrats, echelons of technicians belched forth 
from private universities holding diplomas not worth the paper they are 
printed on, jobs for the boys, jobs for the sons and daughters and cousins 
and wives and husbands and friends and friends of friends and sons and 
daughters of friends of friends who would not only be unemployed but 
unemployable in the private sector? 
 
And the answer to these questions is that the European Union amounts to 
austerity, misery and economic pain, the policies of the European Union 
amount to social terrorism, the economic and financial system is unviable, 
senseless, illogical and predictably unfair. It does not guarantee a job, it 
has turned education into a business, where the rich pay for qualifications 
and the poor can fight for scraps of bread in the gutter, it has turned 
healthcare into a business, where the rich pay for treatment and the have-
nots have not access to a doctor, there is insecurity on the streets, Europe 
is once again fraught with international tensions, unnecessarily. 
 
This from the Continent which enslaved millions of people, drew lines on 
maps, massacred entire populations, destroyed whole societies and twice 
sent monsters eastwards into Russia. 
 
When will the social terrorists planning the European Union's wonderful 
policies as it marches towards the Great Plan realize that the citizens of 
Europe never wanted a pluri-national State, they never wanted a single 
currency and they never wanted anything near to a European Constitution? 
All they ever wanted, and want, and will always want, is nothing more 
than a loose trading agreement allowing them to trade freely (like EFTA), 
with the possibility of using their currencies as leverage against the 
nefarious effects of their wonderful boom and bust capitalist monetarist 
economic system, enjoying national controls over sovereign issues. 
 
The way forward? There are many possibilities and previous examples of 
countries divorcing amicably and adopting new currencies. There is the 
example of Greenland leaving the EU, there is a wealth of new 
opportunities for Greece outside the (stupid) Eurozone but inside the 
European Union. Or, now that Greece has shown it has cujones, outside 
both. No debt. No problem. Greek solutions for Greek questions made by 
Greeks for Greeks. 
 
And on the subject of debts and debt relief, or pardoning of debt, the key 
word is Schuldenabkommen, the relief pardon of Germany's debt after the 
Second World War. For Germany, after what it did, yes. For Greece, the 
reward for fighting Fascism and Nazism is no. The story of the haves and 
the have-nots, the rich and the poor, the North-South divide and 
Deutschland über Alles. 
http://english.pravda.ru/opinion/columnists/06-07-2015/131217-
greece_austerity-0/ 
 
Timothy Bancroft-Hinchey has worked as a correspondent, journalist, 
deputy editor, editor, chief editor, director, project manager, executive 
director, partner and owner of printed and online daily, weekly, monthly 
and yearly publications, TV stations and media groups printed, aired and 
distributed in Angola, Brazil, Cape Verde, East Timor, Guinea-Bissau, 
Portugal, Mozambique and São Tomé and Principe Isles; the Russian 
Foreign Ministry publication Dialog and the Cuban Foreign Ministry 
Official Publications. He has spent the last two decades in humanitarian 



projects, connecting communities, working to document and catalog 
disappearing languages, cultures, traditions, working to network with the 
LGBT communities helping to set up shelters for abused or frightened 
victims and as Media Partner with UN Women, working to foster the UN 
Women project to fight against gender violence and to strive for an end to 
sexism, racism and homophobia. He is also a Media Partner of Humane 
Society International, fighting for animal rights. 

 

Tsipras and the Vampires 
 

 

 
 

Boris Kagarlitsky Translation: Renfrey Clarke 3 July 2015 
 
For five years now Europe has been troubled by the problem of the Greek 
debt. It all began with a relatively modest sum estimated at 15-20 billion 
euros, though at the time coping even with this debt seemed beyond the 
country’s capacity. Instead of simply writing off the debt, the “Troika” 
consisting of the European Commission, the European Central Bank (ECB) 
and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) offered Greece a program of 
economic assistance in exchange for carrying out “urgent reforms”. 
 
The results of this program, and of the help it provided, speak for 
themselves. Greece’s economy contracted by 27 per cent, and the debt 
rose to 320 billion, despite a partial write-off. From an original 60 per cent 
of GDP, the debt thus reached 175 per cent. Meanwhile, neither the Troika 
nor the previous Greek government acknowledged the obvious failure. The 
Troika not only insisted on continuing and even radicalising its clearly 
pointless actions, but also proposed treating the economic ills of other 
eurozone countries (Italy, Spain and Portugal) on the basis of the Greek 
model. 
 
The actions of the Troika seem far less absurd if we reflect that the 
billions of euros intended to “save Greece” never reached that ill-fated 
country but were deposited immediately in German and French banks. 
Under the pretext of servicing the Greek debt a huge financial pyramid 
was created, analogous to a Ponzi scheme or to the MMM and GKO 
pyramids in 1990s Russia, but on a much greater scale. Meanwhile, part of 
the money that finished up in the banks was sucked directly out of Greece, 
while a further part came from the pockets of West European taxpayers. 
For decisions made effectively in Berlin and Brussels, with the approval of 
Paris, the citizens of other Eurozone countries were forced to pay. The 
victims included even the inhabitants of Spain and Italy, as well as of 
countries such as Austria and Finland that had no relation whatever to the 
events concerned. A sort of all-European pipeline was constructed, and 
used to siphon off state funds for the benefit of German and French 
financial capital. 
 
With the coming to power of the left-wing government formed by the 
SYRIZA party and headed by Alexis Tsipras, hopes arose in Greece that the 
endless series of large and small economic, social and moral catastrophes 
which the country had suffered since 2008 would finally come to an end. 
Even if the situation did not improve, things would at least proceed 
differently. SYRIZA had been elected with a clear mandate to end the 
policies of economic austerity, to put a stop to the privatisation and 
commercialisation of the public sector, and above all, to give Greeks back 
their self-respect by conducting tough, principled negotiations with the 
creditors who in recent years had behaved toward the country as though 
they were an occupation administration. SYRIZA, moreover, was 
considered in Europe to be pro-Russian; during the election campaign 
representatives of the party had repeatedly voiced disagreement with EU 
policy toward Russia, criticising the imposition of sanctions and 
condemning the new political order imposed in Ukraine following the 
political overturn of February 2014. 
 
The first agreements concluded by the new Greek government with its 
creditors showed, however, that in practice everything was turning out 
quite differently. The representatives of Athens made heated declarations, 
and then, after securing only minimal amendments, proceeded to sign the 
next agreement dictated by the creditors. In part, this inconsistency 



resulted from the contradictions of the mandate obtained by Tsipras and 
his colleagues. They had promised to put an end to the economic austerity 
that was killing demand and production. But they also pledged to keep the 
country within the Eurozone and the EU, stressing that a default on foreign 
debts had to be avoided. This way of formulating the question handed 
Greeks over to the mercy of their creditors. 
 
To pay off the debts is simply impossible. 
 
Moreover, a re-launching of the economy is technically inconceivable 
unless the harsh rules imposed by the ECB are rejected, along with its 
insistence on a dramatic increase in competitiveness unaided by a lowering 
of the exchange rate. Since it has been understood from the outset that 
the ECB will not agree to sharply lower the euro exchange rate solely in 
order to save Greece, it is clear that in technical terms there is not the 
slightest chance of a successful exit from the dilemma without Greece 
quitting the Eurozone and returning to the drachma. The only real 
question has been whether this exit will be planned, organised and 
prepared in advance, or whether it will be chaotic and disastrous. The 
situation is very similar to the one in Argentina in 2001, when after a 
default the peso had to be decoupled from the dollar if economic growth 
was to resume. 
 
Nevertheless, even discussing this sole realistic scenario, let alone making 
preparations to carry it out, has been banned; if such a course were 
followed, the German and French banks would stand to suffer, along with 
the reputations of the EU leaders. So long as the Greek government 
accepts these conditions, it is in the situation of a doctor who undertakes 
to treat a cancer sufferer without infringing on the “lawful interests” of 
the tumour and without placing obstacles in the way of its growth. Or, it is 
like a person who negotiates with vampires on how much of his or her 
blood they will drink. In each case, the prior interests recognised are those 
of the vampires. 
 
For the sake of fairness, it should be acknowledged that to a certain 
degree the contradictions of SYRIZA’s position reflect those of Greek 
society itself. On the one hand, many Greeks are outraged and want 
changes, while on the other, people are afraid to risk their middle-class 
comforts, even though these comforts are diminishing by the day. So long 
as substantial numbers of the population still have savings in euros, these 
people are paralysed by fear that their money will be lost or devalued. It is 
one thing to attend demonstrations demanding that the creditors “respect 
the country”, and quite another to be ready, right now, to accept 
particular sacrifices and risks for the sake of one’s own future. It is true 
that there is no other way out, but both the authorities and society need 
to think and talk about this openly. Through making statements that try to 
satisfy everyone, the Tsipras government has instead driven itself into a 
trap. 
 
The problem is not so much that drastic and humiliating conditions have 
repeatedly been imposed on Greece by its creditors, as that these 
agreements are not solving the dilemma but exacerbating it. The debt 
crisis is worsening, and the sum owed is increasing – both in absolute terms 
and in relation to the size of the economy as the latter shrinks under the 
impact of the crisis. Consequently, any new agreement simply assumes 
that a new crisis will arise after a few months. Each time, this new crisis is 
more destructive. 
 
While lacking the resolve to answer the EU leaders with an emphatic “no”, 
Alexis Tsipras and his finance minister, the economist Giannis Varoufakis 
(an import from the University of Texas), cannot fail to understand that 
agreeing with the Troika will also turn out disastrously for them. Before 
their eyes, just such a capitulation only two years ago transformed the 
powerful social democratic party PASOK from the country’s leading 
political force into an outsider. 
 
Tsipras has sought to manoeuvre, doing his best to please everyone. He has 
reassured the creditors, indulged the petty-bourgeois illusions of voters, 
and delivered radical speeches to meetings of left activists. While 
promising everyone the maximum possible, his government in practice has 



tried to sabotage some of the agreements signed with the Troika, 
particularly in cases where the signatures were affixed by earlier 
administrations. But the ministers have lacked the courage even to suggest 
that these agreements might be abrogated, or that the government might 
openly refuse to carry out their stipulations. A notable example of the 
Greek government’s diplomatic approach is the position it has taken on the 
question of sanctions against Russia. Under the rules of the EU, Greece 
could simply block these sanctions in the summer of 2015. This demand 
was raised by members of the SYRIZA party itself, when they voted en bloc 
in the European Parliament against anti-Russian resolutions. But in the 
heat of the next round of negotiations between the Troika and the Greeks, 
at a time when Tsipras himself was in St Petersburg explaining to Russian 
colleagues the prospects for the development of special relations with 
Athens, his representatives in the EU gave their backing to the sanctions. 
Addressing the public, Greek diplomats then stated that they had fought 
like lions on behalf of Russian interests, and that it was only because of 
their persistence and principled character that the sanctions had been 
extended for a mere six months, instead of twelve months as the Germans 
had demanded. 
 
Tsipras’s policy of compromise can be explained in part by a desire to win 
time in expectation of the elections in Spain, where the left coalition 
headed by the Podemos party had a serious chance of success. Spain is a 
far more influential country than Greece, with a far stronger economy, but 
is suffering from a very similar if less severe crisis. If Podemos were to 
come to power, Athens would be able to escape from its international 
isolation. In addition, the Left Bloc in Portugal has a definite chance of 
success. In other words, an opportunity has appeared to establish an 
international coalition of Mediterranean countries opposing Berlin and 
Brussels. But among the public in Spain and Portugal, Tsipras’s own actions 
and his evident weakness have raised questions about the advisability of 
placing trust in the left alternative, thus weakening the hopes of the left 
in those countries. 
 
Within the European left milieu, sympathy nevertheless remains for SYRIZA 
as a party that finds itself in extremely difficult circumstances. Against the 
background of many years of setbacks for the European left, Tsipras’s 
initial successes inspired hopes which people are reluctant to abandon. 
The SYRIZA leader’s principle, of first making radical speeches and then of 
giving way to the superior forces of his opponents, seemed to be justified. 
Not only in other parts of Europe but in Greece as well, the popularity of 
Tsipras’s government increased. People not only refrained from 
condemning him, but pitied him as the hostage of vampires against which 
he was time and again proving powerless. 
 
To fool pseudo-lefts and provincial petty bourgeois is not particularly 
difficult, but financial vampires do not fall for such tricks. The sabotage 
aroused righteous indignation in the creditors, who steadily increased the 
pressure. The agreements which the Greeks signed with the creditors after 
SYRIZA came to office were no better than those endorsed by the previous 
government, and had the same results. 
 
In June, when the next round of payments fell due, there turned out to be 
no money in the budget. 
 
A further restructuring of the debt was essential. In exchange, the Troika 
demanded the acceptance of a new “reform package”, by comparison with 
which all the preceding austerity measures seemed mere warm-up 
exercises. At one and the same time wages and pensions would have to be 
cut, taxes would need to be raised, and all concessions would have to be 
stripped from tourism, which amid the destruction of industry and the 
decline of agriculture remained the only relatively stable sector of the 
economy. The country would sink inevitably into a new spiral of recession. 
For SYRIZA, this would mean not only abandoning all its election promises, 
but also submitting to public humiliation, with the obvious prospect of 
defeat at the next elections. This, indeed, was what the creditors were 
seeking. 
 
On June 22 Greece effectively capitulated. The government agreed to 
extract more revenue from the Value Added Tax, raising it to 0.93 per cent 



of GDP, and to increase taxes on shipping companies (in other words, to 
make trips between Greek islands and the mainland more expensive). A 
cut to pensions was also promised, though the Athens authorities asked to 
be allowed to introduce the changes involved over time rather than 
immediately. 
 
The only point on which the Greek negotiators demurred, in order to save 
face, was a demand that the Value Added Tax be raised to 1 per cent of 
GDP. In other words, the extent of their resistance was a whole 0.07 per 
cent. The Greek side meanwhile agreed that company tax should be levied 
at the rate of 28 per cent, instead of 29 per cent as it had initially 
suggested to the Troika. The Greeks also asked to be allowed to keep 
defence spending at its former level; this matched the general 
requirements of the NATO bloc, of which Greece is part. 
 
The game, it might have seemed, was over. The world financial press 
celebrated, and prices rose on the share markets. In Athens, there was 
even a demonstration by members of right-wing parties supporting the 
creditors. Well-dressed citizens gathered in the central Syntagma Square, 
calling for pensions to be reduced. True, there were not many of these 
demonstrators, only about 1500, but the television managed to make the 
picture so impressive that even the well-known American commentator 
Paul Craig Roberts, a sharp critic of the policy of the financial institutions, 
expressed puzzlement at the way Greeks had apparently been brainwashed 
to the point of agreeing to their own country’s humiliation. 
 
Then the unexpected happened. German representatives declared their 
dissatisfaction at the speed with which the European Commission 
welcomed the new offers from Athens. Under pressure from Berlin, 
Tsipras’s offers were rejected. The Greeks had surrendered, but as it 
turned out, the Germans were not taking prisoners. 
 
The Eurocrats not only refused to agree to the symbolic concessions 
needed by Tsipras and Varoufakis if they were to save face, but like 
gangsters with a client who is behind in paying protection money, began 
making new demands. With its back to the wall, the Greek government 
suddenly displayed a courage born of despair. Tsipras delivered a fiery 
speech to the people, and called a referendum. Greeks would decide for 
themselves whether to agree to the demands of the creditors. The last 
PASOK prime minister, George Papandreou, had planned to do something 
generally similar, but the creditors applied pressure to him, and he 
renounced his attempt. The upshot was that Papandreou lost his 
reputation, his job as premier, and even his position at the head of his own 
party. Knowing the fate of his predecessor, Tsipras showed more 
consistency. A further inducement for him was the fact that even before 
the eurocrats had rejected the “compromise” he had offered, a revolt had 
broken out in the SYRIZA ranks, and it was clear that if the agreement with 
the Troika was to get through parliament, it would only be with the votes 
of the rightists. 
 
This time, the deputies of the conservative New Democracy party tried to 
block the vote on the referendum. But eventually they returned to the 
chamber, and the resolution was adopted. On July 5 Greeks are to decide 
on whether or not to agree to the conditions of the financial vampires. 
 
It is significant that the Troika characterised the use by the Greeks of this 
democratic procedure as a rejection of the agreement. Troika 
representatives then called off the talks and declared that “aid” to Greece 
would cease from June 30. This means that regardless of the outcome of 
the referendum, a technical default from July 1 is inevitable, and this in 
turn will lead almost automatically to Greece’s exit from the eurozone and 
return to the drachma. 
 
The chance that the supporters of austerity would win the referendum, 
illusory in any case, has now vanished completely. 
 
What was bound to occur has now actually happened, just as in Argentina 
in 2001, where all political forces tried desperately to avoid a default and 
exit from the dollar zone (the Argentinian peso was tied to the US dollar), 
but where this occurred anyway. In both Argentina and Russia, financial 



collapse was followed by a few dramatic and chaotic months, after which 
an economic recovery began. The situation in Greece is somewhat more 
complex, but in Greece as well the shift to an inevitably devalued drachma 
opens a range of possibilities. Cheap resorts will attract the tourists who 
are now in critically short supply (Russian tourism alone in Greece has 
shrunk this year by 70 per cent). New prospects will open up for tourism 
and shipbuilding. Relations with Russia could also be placed on a more 
solid footing. 
 
The situation has turned out to the benefit of Greece, but despite the 
actions of the country’s present leaders rather than because of them. It 
should, though, be recognised that Tsipras, even if he dragged out his 
decision until the very last moment, has nevertheless shown that he has a 
better claim to the role of national leader than his predecessors. The 
Greeks were forced to bend, but they were not broken. 
 
What, though, can have motivated the Berlin leaders, when they refused 
to accept the Greek capitulation? It is possible, of course, that the German 
leaders simply made a mistake. The situation ran out of control because 
each side failed to anticipate the reaction of the other. The Greeks 
overestimated the rationalism of the Germans, and the Germans, the 
opportunism of the Greeks. The more acute a crisis becomes, the more 
mistakes are made; this is the general logic of the historical process. It is 
not excluded that the leaders in Berlin misjudged the likely results of the 
talks between Russia and Greece, and hoped that the Russians would 
supply Tsipras with money that the Greeks could use to pay off the 
creditors. But Tsipras left St Petersburg without having received any 
money, though with an agreement to build a gas pipeline that for technical 
reasons will be impossible to implement before 2018 (it should be noted 
that the Russian gas corporation Gazprom then and there announced that 
gas transit through Ukraine would continue after 2019, placing the 
profitability of the highly expensive Greco-Turkish pipeline in question). 
 
Nor can the possibility be excluded that Berlin consciously provoked the 
crisis. 
 
German analysts may have calculated that the debt bubble would burst in 
any case, and have decided to deflate it themselves, without waiting for 
events to develop spontaneously. Even if agreement had been reached on 
the conditions set down by the Troika, new crises would not only be 
“predictable with mathematical certainty” (as Varoufakis stated), but 
much more importantly, the proportion of the funds pumped by the 
German banks out of Greece would diminish with every new cycle, while 
the share coming from the German taxpayer would increase. In other 
words, political risk would be added to the risk that the debt pyramid 
would crumble. Members of the public in northern Europe are beginning to 
grasp that under the pretext of “saving Greece”, they themselves are 
being robbed by “their own” side. Even if northern Europeans fail to 
understand this, they will still mount resistance, out of reluctance to part 
with their money. It is also worth noting the publication of the sadly 
notorious Charlie Hebdo issue that came out with the headline “Drown the 
Greek to save Europe”. 
 
So – was it evil intent, or a collective miscalculation? 
 
These two explanations, though logically counterposed, may in reality 
serve to reinforce one another. There was a degree of ill-intent, but there 
were also miscalculations on both sides. We may recall that it was in 
precisely this fashion that war broke out in 1914. All the various parties 
had prepared for a war, had planned it and wanted it, but events 
nevertheless unfolded in a fashion completely different from what they 
had counted on. Control over the situation had been lost. 
 
It appears that the same happened this time. Even if the Troika intended 
something along the lines of “drowning the Greek”, things will now 
proceed in a way distinctly different from what they anticipated. The 
referendum called by Tsipras is sharply altering the psychological 
landscape not just in Athens, but throughout Europe. Willingly or 
otherwise, SYRIZA has raised the banner of resistance. For the other crisis-
wracked countries of the eurozone, this will provide a signal that the 



financial vampires of the EU are not all-powerful. The vampires themselves 
will be forced to undertake even harsher measures, in an effort to halt the 
growing collapse of the neoliberal regime installed in the EU by the 
Maastricht and Lisbon talks. As history teaches us, such measures 
ultimately serve only to exacerbate a crisis, provoking more and more 
active resistance. This is now occurring in the countries of the European 
“centre” – Italy, France, and even Austria and Germany. In the present 
situation, however, no other road remains open to the ruling groups in 
Berlin and Brussels. And before the light appears at the end of the tunnel, 
we are bound to plunge still further into the depths of the crisis. 
 
All of our countries will feel the direct effects, including Russia. 
https://zcomm.org/znetarticle/tsipras-and-the-vampires/ 
 
Boris Kagarlitsky is the director of the Institute of Globalization Studies.  
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Carlos Melo Translation Bing Translator 2 July 2015 
 
On 12 June, completed a year of the start of the 2014 World Cup. Both 
Governments Lula and Dilma as FIFA used the term "legacy of the World 
Cup" to refer to the benefits that Brazil would win on the completion of 
the tournament. This "legacy", however, proved to be very different from 
what had been promised. 
 
The tops of the removals 
The World Cup caused the forced removal of thousands of people in the 12 
host cities for the tournament. Entire communities were cut down by order 
of the Government to make room for stadiums and other World Cup works. 
According to data from the federal Government, 35,353 families were 
displaced. 
 
The National popular committees Joint Cup (ANCOP), however, claims that 
these numbers are "clean". Second the ANCOP, there were more than 250 
thousand people evicted from their homes because of the World Cup. 
 
Stadiums or "white elephants"? 
Another fairly criticized was the construction of new stadiums that are 
located in cities without regular games, would be unused. Are so-called 
"white elephants". Stadiums such as the Pantanal, Arena in Cuiabá, or the 
Arena of the Amazon, Manaus, cost billion reais of public coffers to receive 
only four Cup games each. 
 
The estádio Mané Garrincha in Brasilia, was renovated for the World Cup. 
Originally estimated at around R$900 million, the painting ended up 
costing three times-more than R$2,7 billion. This made the Mané Garrincha 
the second most expensive stadium in the world. 
 
The stadium costs the Federal District Government $ 600 thousand per 
month. Since its inauguration in March 2013, grossed about of R$5,5 
million. Received only 14 games after the World Cup and, with it, that's a 
loss of $ 6 million. 
 
The Arena Pantanal also follows the same path. The Government of Mato 
Grosso spends R $ 300 thousand per month with maintenance. Even getting 
several games of the Brazilian championship and the Brazil Cup State 
Championship in 2014 and 2015, the stadium still generated a loss of R $ 
1.4 million. 
 
Unfinished works and jagged 
At the end of January this year, the Pantanal was closed because of flaws 
in the works from the stands. The Maracanã in Rio de Janeiro, retired to 
the World Cup, showed irregularities in the bidding. The Tribunal de 
Contas da União (TCU) also pointed out irregularities in the bidding of the 
Arena das Dunas, Natal. 
 
According to prosecutors, the Itaquerão, in São Paulo, presented more 



than 50 technical irregularities and flaws in the design. These problems 
have caused the deaths of three workers during the construction of the 
stadium. In total, eight workers died in the works of arenas. 
 
Another legacy of the World Cup "promised by the federal Government 
were the works of urban mobility, such as new subway lines and bus lanes. 
Less than one third of these buildings was completed in time for the World 
Cup. Others were half full and many never left paper. 
 
In Sao Paulo, 13 and 17 lines of the subway, which would link the airports 
of Congonhas and Guarulhos to the rest of the city, were promised before 
the World Cup. They are still under construction and there is no end 
forecast. In Goiania, the TRAM (light rail vehicle), which should be ready 
before the World Cup, began to be built with delay and should be ready in 
2016. 
 
In Brasilia, the expansion of the subway was also on the promise. The VLT 
of the city also was on the list of works for the World Cup, but was 
abandoned. The Tramways of Cuiabá and Fortress are still in the works 
until today. In Recife, the bus lane BRT was opened on World Cup with 
only two of 28 stations promised – and is not yet finalized. 
 
Crackdown on popular protest 
The federal government invested around R $ 2 billion for security at the 
World Cup. The military police in several States also have taken advantage 
of the World Cup for the purchase of equipment. The PM of Sao Paulo, for 
example, announced spending of R$35 million to acquire 14 armored 
vehicles and four trucks with water jets. 
 
The excuse was that these expenses would serve to protect the 32 
selections and foreign fans. In fact, this money was also used to increase 
police repression against the popular protest. 
 
Between 2013 and 2014, there were dozens of demonstrations against the 
holding of the World Cup for the entire Brazil, some with more than 20 
thousand people. Most of these protests was suppressed with extreme 
violence by the police, using moral effect pumps and pepper gas against 
unarmed protesters. 
 
The same tactics that the PM used against demonstrations were recycled 
Cup and are used today, against fighting moves for housing, against 
teachers and other categories on strike. This is the legacy of the World 
Cup "for safety: rubber bullet and baton against a worker who fight for 
their rights. 
 
Crackdown on poor to ensure the World Cup 
Another nefarious aspect of security policy for the World Cup was the 
implementation of pacifying Police Units (Upp) in Rio de Janeiro. Created 
with the excuse of "pacifying" the slums and prevent the action of drug 
dealers, the Upp program only served to give a false sense of security for 
the World Cup. No wonder most of the UPPs has been installed in the 
communities surrounding rich neighborhoods and areas where tourists 
spent during the World Cup – as the South side and the surroundings of the 
Maracanã. 
 
Who lives in the slums "pacified" goes through a routine of violations of 
their rights. The BOPE officers and the UPPs commit all kinds of 
arbitrariness against the population. In several communities, the army also 
helps in the repression with soldiers, tanks and helicopters. 
 
Prejudice to the Brazil, profit for FIFA 
According to TCU, the spent end of 2014 World Cup was impressive: R$25,5 
billion. Only with the stadiums, between reforms and new works,: R $ 8.3 
billion was spent. Only 7% of this value (approximately R$611 million) 
came from the private sector. 
 
Other impact comes from tax exemption to FIFA and other companies 
involved in the Organization of the World Cup. According to a study of 
Federal revenue, Brazil gave up almost R$890 million reais in taxes. If we 
add also "pardons" granted to the contractors that built the stadiums, this 



value rises to R$1,08 billion. 
 
These "gratuities" allowed FIFA hit your billing record. The World Cup 
assured the entity a collection of R$16 billion. For comparison, the 2006 
World Cup in Germany surrendered "only" R$770 million. 
 
All that money is needed now: on the last day of May 22, the federal 
Government announced a new cut of almost spending billions to 2015 
Source. In addition, to help cover the "hole" in the budget, the 
Government plans cuts in labor rights, such as unemployment insurance 
and pensions. In other words, the employee pays the duck while FIFA and 
contractors swim in money. 
 
The recent arrests of eleven FIFA Executive for money laundering and 
kickbacks (among them the Brazilian José Maria Marin, former President of 
the CBF and the Organizing Committee of the World Cup 2014) show how 
the sport is tainted with corruption schemes. 
 
An "Olympic legacy"? 
The next Olympics will be held in August 2016 in Rio de Janeiro. 
Expenditures already amount to R$38,2 billion-more than the amount 
spent on the World Cup. However, the same problems are repeating 
themselves. 
 
Due to delays in construction, some games venues will not be ready in time 
for the competition. The State Government has given up on to clean the 
ponds around the Olympic Park, on the West side of the River, and has 
announced that it will not be able to decontaminate the Guanabara Bay, 
site of the evidence of yachting and canoeing. The city of Rio has already 
admitted that the new bus lane TransBrasil only will be ready after the 
Olympics. 
 
The forced removals also continue full steam ahead: more than 67 
thousand people have been expelled from their homes in Rio de Janeiro 
since 2009. As well as the "legacy of the World Cup", the "Olympic legacy" 
will be very little besides injury to the population. 
 
It is clear that the mega events cause more problems than benefits. 
However, we know that popular mobilization is capable of pressing the 
rulers: in early 2014, the city of Stockholm, Sweden, gave up running for 
the 2022 Winter Olympics, due to the strong rejection of the population 
spending. In 2013, in a popular referendum, 52% of the residents of 
Munich, Germany, also said ' no ' to the Olympics. 
 
We are not against competition, but against how the World Cup and the 
Olympic Games are organized. The way it is today, who wins with the 
World Cup or the Olympics are not athletes or cheerleading: are large 
capitalists, use of sport to profit billions of dollars, while families lose 
their homes and workers are exploited. 
 
We, the LSR, we believe that only the joining of forces of the movement 
for housing, the combative trade unions and other organizations in fight is 
able to prevent such attacks. 
http://www.lsr-cit.org/destaque/1329-legado-da-copa-um-ano-depois 

 
 
 
“Legado da Copa”, um ano depois  
Cacá Melo 12 de junho de 2015  
 
Em 12 de junho, completa-se um ano do início da Copa do Mundo de 2014. 
Tanto os governos Lula e Dilma quanto a FIFA utilizaram o termo “legado 
da Copa” para se referir aos benefícios que o Brasil ganharia por conta da 
realização do torneio. O tal “legado”, entretanto, se mostrou muito 
diferente daquilo que havia sido prometido. 
 
A Copa das remoções 
A Copa do Mundo causou a remoção forçada de milhares de pessoas nas 
doze cidades-sede do torneio. Comunidades inteiras foram derrubadas por 
ordem do poder público para dar espaço a estádios e outros obras da Copa. 



Segundo dados do próprio governo federal, 35.353 famílias foram 
desalojadas. 
 
A Articulação Nacional dos Comitês Populares da Copa (ANCOP), 
entretanto, alega que esses números são “maquiados”. Segundo a ANCOP, 
foram mais de 250 mil pessoas expulsas de suas casas por conta da Copa! 
 
Estádios ou “elefantes brancos”? 
Outro ponto bastante criticado foi a construção de novos estádios que, por 
serem localizados em cidades sem jogos regulares, ficariam sem uso. São 
os chamados “elefantes brancos”. Estádios como a Arena Pantanal, em 
Cuiabá, ou a Arena da Amazônia, de Manaus, custaram bilhões de reais dos 
cofres públicos para receberem apenas quatro jogos da Copa cada um. 
 
O estádio Mané Garrincha, em Brasília, foi reformado para a Copa do 
Mundo. Originalmente estimada em cerca de R$900 milhões, a obra acabou 
custando o triplo – mais de R$2,7 bilhões! Isso tornou o Mané Garrincha o 
segundo estádio mais caro do mundo! 
 
O estádio custa ao governo do Distrito Federal R$600 mil por mês. Desde 
sua inauguração, em março de 2013, arrecadou cerca de R$5,5 milhões. 
Recebeu apenas 14 jogos depois da Copa e, com isso, já deu um prejuízo 
de R$6 milhões. 
 
A Arena Pantanal também segue o mesmo caminho. O governo do Mato 
Grosso gasta R$300 mil por mês com manutenção. Mesmo recebendo 
diversos jogos do Campeonato Brasileiro, Copa do Brasil e do campeonato 
estadual em 2014 e 2015, o estádio ainda gerou um prejuízo de R$1,4 
milhão. 
 
Obras inacabadas e irregulars 
No fim de janeiro deste ano, a Arena Pantanal foi interditada por conta de 
falhas nas obras da arquibancada. O Maracanã, no Rio de Janeiro, 
reformado para a Copa, apresentou irregularidades na licitação da obra. O 
Tribunal de Contas da União (TCU) também apontou irregularidades na 
licitação da Arena das Dunas, em Natal. 
 
Segundo o Ministério Público, o Itaquerão, em São Paulo, apresentou mais 
de 50 irregularidades técnicas e falhas no projeto. Esses problemas 
causaram a morte de três trabalhadores durante a construção do estádio. 
No total, oito operários morreram nas obras das arenas da Copa. 
Outro “legado da Copa” prometido pelo governo federal eram as obras de 
mobilidade urbana, como novas linhas de metrô e corredores de ônibus. 
Menos de um terço dessas construções ficou pronta a tempo da Copa do 
Mundo. Outras ficaram pela metade e várias nem saíram do papel. 
 
Em São Paulo, as linhas 13 e 17 do metrô, que ligariam os aeroportos de 
Congonhas e Guarulhos ao resto da cidade, foram prometidas para antes 
da Copa. Elas ainda estão em construção e não há previsão de término. Em 
Goiânia, o VLT (veículo leve sobre trilhos), que deveria ficar pronto antes 
do mundial, começou a ser construído com atraso e só deve ficar pronto 
em 2016. 
 
Em Brasília, a ampliação do metrô também ficou na promessa. O VLT da 
cidade também estava na lista de obras para a Copa, mas foi abandonado. 
Os VLTs de Cuiabá e Fortaleza continuam em obras até hoje. Em Recife, o 
corredor de ônibus BRT foi inaugurado na Copa com apenas duas estações 
das 28 prometidas – e ainda não está finalizado. 
 
Repressão aos protestos populares 
O governo federal investiu cerca de R$2 bilhões para a segurança na Copa 
do Mundo. As Polícias Militares de vários estados também aproveitaram a 
Copa para a compra de material. A PM de São Paulo, por exemplo, 
anunciou gastos de R$35 milhões para adquirir 14 veículos blindados e 
quatro caminhões com jatos d’água. 
 
A desculpa era que estes gastos iriam servir para proteger as 32 seleções e 
os torcedores estrangeiros. Na verdade, esse dinheiro foi utilizado também 
para aumentar a repressão da polícia contra os protestos populares. 
 



Entre 2013 e 2014, aconteceram dezenas de manifestações contra a 
realização da Copa do Mundo por todo o Brasil, algumas com mais de 20 
mil pessoas. A maior parte desses protestos foi reprimida com extrema 
violência pela polícia, utilizando bombas de efeito moral e gás de pimenta 
contra manifestantes desarmados. 
 
As mesmas táticas que a PM utilizou contra as manifestações da Copa 
foram recicladas e são utilizadas, hoje, contra os movimentos de luta por 
moradia, contra os professores e outras categorias em greve. Esse é o 
“legado da Copa” para a segurança: bala de borracha e cassetete contra o 
trabalhador que luta por seus direitos! 
 
UPPs: Repressão aos pobres para garantir a Copa 
Outro aspecto nefasto da política de segurança para a Copa do Mundo foi a 
implementação das Unidades de Polícia Pacificadora (as UPPs) no Rio de 
Janeiro. Criado com a desculpa de “pacificar” as favelas e impedir a ação 
de traficantes, o programa das UPPs serviu apenas para dar uma falsa 
sensação de segurança para a realização da Copa. Não é à toa que a maior 
parte das UPPs foi instalada nas comunidades próximas a bairros ricos e 
áreas por onde os turistas passaram durante a Copa – como a Zona Sul e o 
entorno do Maracanã. 
 
Quem vive nas favelas “pacificadas” passa por uma rotina de violações aos 
seus direitos. Os policiais do BOPE e das próprias UPPs cometem todo tipo 
de arbitrariedade contra a população. Em várias comunidades, o Exército 
também ajuda na repressão com soldados, blindados e helicópteros. 
 
Prejuízo para o Brasil, lucro para a FIFA 
Segundo o TCU, o gasto final da Copa de 2014 foi impressionante: R$25,5 
bilhões! Só com os estádios, entre reformas e novas obras, foram gastos 
R$8,3 bilhões. Apenas 7% desse valor (cerca de R$611 milhões) veio da 
iniciativa privada. 
 
Outro impacto vem da isenção fiscal à FIFA e outras empresas envolvidas 
na organização da Copa do Mundo. Segundo estudo da Receita Federal, o 
Brasil abriu mão de quase R$890 milhões de reais em impostos. Se 
somarmos também os “perdões” concedidos às empreiteiras que 
construíram os estádios, esse valor sobe para R$1,08 bilhão. 
 
Esses “agrados” permitiram que a FIFA batesse seu recorde de 
faturamento. A Copa garantiu à entidade uma arrecadação de R$16 
bilhões. Para efeito de comparação, a Copa de 2006 na Alemanha rendeu 
“apenas” R$770 milhões. 
 
Esse dinheiro todo faz falta agora: no último dia 22 de maio, o governo 
federal anunciou um novo corte de quase R$70 bilhões nos gastos para 
2015. Além disso, para ajudar a cobrir o “rombo” no orçamento, o governo 
planeja cortes nos direitos trabalhistas, como seguro desemprego e 
pensões. Ou seja, o trabalhador paga o pato enquanto a FIFA e as 
empreiteiras nadam em dinheiro. 
 
As recentes prisões de onze executivos da FIFA por lavagem de dinheiro e 
propinas (entre eles o brasileiro José Maria Marin, ex-presidente da CBF e 
do Comitê Organizador da Copa 2014) mostram o quanto o esporte está 
contaminado com os esquemas de corrupção. 
 
Um “legado olímpico”? 
As próximas Olimpíadas acontecerão em agosto de 2016 no Rio de Janeiro. 
Os gastos já chegam a R$38,2 bilhões - mais do que o valor gasto com a 
Copa. Entretanto, os mesmos problemas estão se repetindo. 
 
Por conta de atrasos nas obras, alguns locais de jogos não ficarão prontos a 
tempo das competições. O governo do estado já desistiu de limpar as 
lagoas do entorno do Parque Olímpico, na zona oeste do Rio, além de ter 
anunciado que não irá conseguir despoluir a Baía da Guanabara, local das 
provas de iatismo e canoagem. A prefeitura do Rio já admitiu que o novo 
corredor de ônibus TransBrasil só ficara pronto depois das Olimpíadas. 
 
As remoções forçadas também continuam a todo vapor: mais de 67 mil 
pessoas já foram expulsas de suas casas no Rio de Janeiro desde 2009. 



Assim como o “legado da Copa”, o “legado olímpico” será pouca coisa 
além de prejuízo para a população. 
 
Está claro que os megaeventos causam mais problemas do que benefícios. 
Entretanto, sabemos que a mobilização popular é capaz de pressionar os 
governantes: no início de 2014, a cidade de Estocolmo, na Suécia, desistiu 
de se candidatar às Olimpíadas de Inverno de 2022, devido à forte rejeição 
da população aos gastos. Em 2013, em um referendo popular, 52% dos 
moradores de Munique, na Alemanha, também disseram “não” às 
Olimpíadas. 
 
Não somos contra as competições, mas sim contra a forma como a Copa do 
Mundo e os Jogos Olímpicos são organizados! Do jeito que está hoje, quem 
mais ganha com a Copa ou as Olimpíadas não são os atletas ou a torcida: 
são os grandes capitalistas, que se utilizam do esporte para lucrar bilhões 
de dólares, enquanto famílias perdem suas casas e trabalhadores são 
explorados! 
 
Nós, da LSR, acreditamos que só a união de forças dos movimentos por 
moradia, dos sindicatos combativos e demais organizações em luta é capaz 
de impedir esses ataques! 
http://www.lsr-cit.org/destaque/1329-legado-da-copa-um-ano-depois 

 

Buhari, ‘legislooters’ and the change agenda 
 

 

 
 

Chido Onumah and Godwin Onyeacholem First Published in Pambazuka 1 
July 2015 
 
NH Nigerian lawmakers will soon pocket $45 million as “wardrobe 
allowance.” All that - and a lot more - in a country with a minimum wage 
of about $80 and where more than half the states have not paid workers 
for months. Pathological greed! 
 
Wind the critically slurred legislative tape back to the first National 
Assembly of the Fourth Republic. It began sometime in 1999, you’d recall. 
That was the period the incautious yet irrepressible Chuba Okadigbo, then 
a brand new senator of our perpetually blighted Republic, first gave an 
inkling of what the legislators had in stock for an already battered people. 
A furniture allowance of N5m each had just been announced by one 
unfeeling government agency for 109 senators, and something a little less 
for their 360 equally rapacious partners stationed in the House of 
Representatives. 
 
“What!” Nigerians screamed in ear-splitting anger. They wondered why 
newly elected legislators would be asking for that much for their 
convenience in a country that had been robbed blind and severely wrecked 
by the retreating military oligarchy. Typical of him, Okadigbo – Oyi as he 
was then widely saluted by his admirers and subjects – poured cold water 
on the issue by declaiming flamboyantly that if anyone cared to know, he 
was not in Abuja to live like a cockroach. Since that open display of 
arrogant indiscretion, Nigerian legislators have not looked back in their 
avowed journey of mindless plunder. 
 
It has since assumed the tale of as you cut off their finger, they find new 
ways to adorn it with a diamond-studded ring, thus lending strong 
credence to the widely held view that more than being legislators, these 
so-called lawmakers are nothing but a terminally dependent class of 
Nigeria’s prebendal state. In their heedless quest for material and sensual 
pleasures, they have only stopped short of demanding from the state the 
power to keep permanent suites in the poshest hotels across the country 
for as long as their tenure lasts. And who says they won’t soon get to that 
point?  
 
So bad it is that even in this era of clamour for a decided “change,” they 
are not showing any faint sign of taming the odious grab-grab mentality. 
There is no other name for this kind of behaviour other than pathological 
greed. Stretching it further to accommodate synonyms in three local 
languages, the Yoruba would call it iwa wobia; in Igbo they would say it’s 



something like anyan ukwu, while the Hausa will see it as typical halin 
azzalumai. 
 
In a few days, these azzalumai of the 8th National Assembly will 
shamelessly stretch their hands to pocket about N9bn ($45million) – senate 
president, Bukola Saraki, says the figure is lower, without giving the real 
figure – courtesy of the Nigerian state, for what they call wardrobe 
allowance. Last week, it was reported that the preening new Senate 
President (the de facto President of the Federal Republic) was still 
operating from his personal residence because the N27.1bn naira 
($135million) castles being built by the government for principal officers of 
the National Assembly were still under construction. All these in a country 
with a minimum wage of N18,000 (about $80); a country where more than 
half the states have not paid workers for months.  
 
Whatever the real figures of the official extravagance, it is one story that 
leaves a sour taste in the mouth. This shameless affront or iwa wobia by 
our certified anyan ukwus is coming at a time of intense expectation of 
total break from the ignoble past, a period when citizens are yearning for 
new ways of running public office in Nigeria. 
 
In this period of national emergency, of debilitating and fast dwindling 
national revenue, when an overwhelming population of government 
workers and their families are crying due to starvation occasioned by non-
payment of salaries for several months, you would expect the legislators to 
say NO, not again; you would expect them to reject with unequivocal 
bluntness the imposition of any privilege, deserved or not, that seems to 
depict them as insensate gorgers. And this criminal and silly wardrobe 
allowance, certainly, is a typical example of that insensitivity.  
 
In 2004, Robert Rotberg, the US professor of governance and foreign 
affairs, among other qualifications, described the Nigerian leadership as 
“predatory kleptocrats” and “puffed-up posturers”. We now know the 
class that largely informed that unflattering but apt description.  
 
If the lawmaking business in Nigeria is truly about the people why, for 
instance, would a David Mark, a Bukola Saraki, an Ike Ekweremadu, a 
Yakubu Dogara, a Stella Oduah, a Remi Tinubu or any other legislator 
collect money from the state to clothe him/herself in these lean times or 
any other time for that matter? In the sixteen years of David Mark in the 
Senate (eight as Senate President) what sort of clothing has he not worn at 
the expense of the state that he would now again rely on the people’s 
money to replenish his stock? When will these people ever think of denying 
themselves some things in the interest of the common good? 
 
Why would a Bukola Saraki, who spent eight years as the governor of a 
state, been a senator for the past four years, and recently elected Senate 
President, not feel any scruple collecting money for what they call 
wardrobe allowance when there are hundreds of thousands of children 
orphaned by Boko Haram and homeless victims of unending 
ethnic/religious conflicts sleeping under sub-human conditions in 
makeshift Internally Displaced Persons (IDP) camps across the country 
without food to eat, not to talk of clothes on their backs? Who cares what 
legislators wear so long as at they make laws that will improve the lives of 
the people? They could go to the National Assembly naked for all we care! 
After all, most of them are flabby imposters and we don’t think their 
nakedness would excite anybody.  
 
Sadly, not a whimper yet of outrage from legislators including, Ben Bruce 
and the boisterous Dino Melaye, who so far have been most vocal in the 
ironically feeble crusade to trim the cost of maintaining lawmakers in the 
National Assembly. Although it’s heart-warming that the duo has expressed 
interest in reducing the cost of governance through personal sacrifices, 
they must focus on the attitude of the Senate in general and its leadership 
in particular, if they expect to be taken seriously.  
 
Riding around Abuja (from the National Assembly to his residence) in a 
black, expansive Mercedes Benz in a 15-car convoy that includes a bomb 
disposal vehicle, a state-of-the-art-ambulance, motorcycle outriders and a 
retinue of aides and security personnel, Saraki is already carrying on like a 



latter-day emperor, in blatant contrast to the “change” mantra on which 
his party, APC, campaigned and was voted in as the “governing” party.  
 
Saraki’s Maitama neighbourhood is daily assailed by the raucous blare of 
siren from his long and needless convoy. This obscenity, a throwback to 
the David Mark era, won’t be markedly different from what obtains in the 
neighbourhood of Saraki’s deputy as well as those of the Speaker and his 
deputy. Just imagine the cost of keeping these vehicles on the road and 
maintaining these retinues of aides and, of course, the inconvenience for 
ordinary citizens!  
 
If this is the “change” the APC talks about, then it means the “change” 
that brought it to power was a mere slogan. Nigerians were deceived to 
get their votes. President Muhammadu Buhari, the symbol of the 
leadership of Nigeria, surely has his work cut out for him. While we believe 
in the principle of separation of power, President Buhari must defy the so-
called godfathers and show leadership because, in the end, he is the 
President of the Federal Republic.  
 
The last time we heard from him it was that his age might affect his 
performance. Mr President, you were not voted to represent Nigeria at the 
under-17 World Cup. You were elected president to lead. Apart from 
showing good example, all you need to do is put the right people in the 
right places (a test of that will be when you send your list of ministers to 
the Senate), empower state institutions to do their work effectively and 
take bold actions in the interest of the masses.  
 
The style of the present order must not be a carry-over of the abomination 
of the last 16 years. As a first step, the President should immediately meet 
with APC legislators in the National Assembly and impress on them the 
need to reject forthwith the satanic wardrobe allowance.  
http://www.pambazuka.net/en/category.php/features/95036 
 
Chido Onumah and Godwin Onyeacholem wrote from Abuja and can be 
reached at conumah@hotmail.com (@conumah) and 
gonyeacholem@gmail.com  
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SA: The Marikana Report – a whitewash 
 

 

 
 

Not a stone has been left unturned on the political landscape 
Weizmann Hamilton, Workers’ and Socialist Party (WASP) 30 June 2015 
 
Under severe pressure from the families of the victims of the families of 
the Marikana massacre and threats of legal action, president Jacob Zuma 
has released the report of the Farlam Commission of Inquiry.  
 
Not unexpectedly, the report completely exonerates the government and 
specifically deputy President , Cyril Ramaphosa, former Police and 
Minerals & Energy Ministers Nathi Mthethwa and Susan Shabangu 
respectively. Lonmin, the platinum miner where the strike took place, has 
been rapped over the knuckles with a feather. It had not used its “best 
endeavours to resolve disputes between itself and striking workers”, had 
not “responded appropriately to the threat of violence”, and must bear “a 
measure of responsibility for the deaths and injuries of its employees”. 



Only a measure for a company that had summonsed the armed might of 
the state to settle a labour dispute! Lonmin not only ignored its housing 
responsibilities in terms of its mining license, but falsified reports of its 
redirection of funds for social responsibilities, engaged in tax evasion and 
the subversion of exchange control regulations. There is not even the 
suggestion of compensation for the victims’ families, nor any comment on 
the blatant violation of its dispute resolution procedures.  
 
As is customary with such inquiries the foot soldiers have to fall on their 
swords for the establishment – the government and the bosses. Such was 
the weight of the evidence of state culpability that it was impossible not 
to make recommendations for investigation into criminal liability against 
the police involved in the shootings.  
 
As for the top brass, it will be public humiliation only, with 
recommendations that the president institute inquiries into the fitness to 
hold office of National Police Commissioner, Riah Phiyega, and North West 
Provincial Commissioner Zukiswa Mbombo, both the first women to hold 
such senior positions in the police service. In anticipation of the 
commission’s outcome, Mbombo, who was caught on video as saying 
“today [16th August] we end this thing”, took the precaution of going on 
pension when her retirement was due two months ago. Phiyega, appointed 
to the position by Zuma despite no policing experience, told police the day 
after the massacre that they should have no regrets about their actions; 
they had acted in the service of their country.  
 
In the most shocking attempt at holding the workers responsible for the 
massacre, the commission found that the actions of the workers – singing 
provocative songs and arming themselves with weapons (machetes, 
traditional sticks etc.) – had contributed to the massacre. The commission 
therefore recommended that the NDPP investigate possible criminal 
prosecutions for the ten deaths that took place in the days leading up to 
massacre, implying the workers were responsible.  
 
The facts around these ten deaths are that the majority, six, were 
workers. Two were police and two private security officers deployed as is 
customary on the mines during strikes, to force the workers back to work 
under threat of gun fire. These deaths have in any case already been 
investigated by the police with no outcome.  
 
In fact it was from these clashes, which occurred on the company 
premises, that the workers drew the conclusion that it was unsafe to 
continue to remain on the mine itself and to retreat to the nearby Loskop 
Hill, where it would be possible for them to identify any attackers and to 
protect themselves. There they stayed determined to remain until their 
simple demand that management should meet them there over their 
demand for a R12 500 minimum wage was met.  
 
Farlam’s report is a prime example of the fact that the principle of 
bourgeois judicial “impartiality” is a myth built on the foundation of class 
law which in the final analysis, is to protect the property and wealth of the 
rich. The report is riddled with references to the aggressive, threatening 
behaviour of workers doing no more than singing and toy-toying (a 
rhythmic marching dance). In circumstances where the vital interests of 
the capitalist state come into collision with the simple demands of workers 
to be treated like human beings and be paid a living wage, in the eyes of a 
bourgeois judge, it is the interests of the former that invariably prevails.  
 
But even as a pretence at impartiality, Judge Farlam’s report completely 
fails to dispense culpability with even a semblance of equity. In a conflict 
between victim and perpetrator, between 3 000 workers armed for self 
defence with nothing more than traditional weapons, and 3000 police from 
nine different units including what used to be called the Riot Squad under 
apartheid, now euphemistically given the “democratic” name – Tactical 
Response Team, the judge offers the workers nothing and the tops of state 
and the bosses the equivalent of an amnesty. This was a stand-off between 
workers who had laid down their tools, refusing to continue to be 
exploited like slaves, and seeking a peaceful resolution of a labour dispute 
on the one side, and the aggression of police deployed with pre-mediated 
murderous intent, armed with riot shields, water cannon, armoured 



vehicles, hand guns, automatic rifles, and helicopters ferrying snipers and 
razor wire.  
 
Farlam gives post-facto justification to the central aim of the police 
operation – the disarming of the workers, criticising the police only for the 
timing of the operation and the manner of its execution. The best time to 
have implemented this operational plan would have been the morning 
after to minimise bloodshed, says the worthy judge. The disarming of 
workers who posed no threat to anyone, who gathered at a hill away from 
both the mine premises and the nearby squatter camp where those not 
accommodated in the barracks otherwise known as hostels lived, who were 
exercising the constitutional right to strike and who stayed on the hill for 
their own protection, was a legitimate operational objective – the 
slaughter that ensued was merely the unfortunate result of bad timing and 
the breakdown of the chain of command on the day.  
 
Buried inside the Commission’s recommendations for corrective measures 
— riot control training, a review of standing orders, the fitting of 
helicopters with cameras and greater circumspection in the decisions on 
what arms police may possess during such operations! – is a 
recommendation that would be hilarious if it were no so callous: first aid 
training for all police officers. Presumably this is so that when police shoot 
down the defenceless, they should attend to their victims themselves. The 
reality is that the police left them there to die for a full hour, barring 
emergency vehicles from attending to the dead and wounded as well as 
the mortuary vans – the presence of which constitutes amongst the most 
damning evidence of premeditation. The commission could find only one 
person that might have survived the hour the police waited for them to die 
whilst they contaminated the scene and planted weapons next to dead 
bodies as ’before-and-after’ pictures that emerged soon afterwards 
showed. This is the weight the commission attached to the loss of working 
class lives.  
 
No reference, at least in Zuma’s executive summary, is made to the fact 
that that in neither of the two scenes of the massacre could any 
justification be given for the slaughter. The first burst of gunfire at scene 
one captured by the world’s television cameras and which claimed the 
lives of seventeen miners in eight seconds, occurred after workers, 
realising that they were about to be massacred, were led down the hill by 
the ‘Man in the Green Blanket’, Mgcineni Nkokeni. After observing the 
aggressive manner of the police deployment, he advised it was better to 
avoid bloodshed, descend the hill and return to the squatter camp where 
they lived. The workers were instead ‘kettled’ with razor wire and driven 
in the direction of the waiting police who gunned them down in cold 
blood.  
 
If initial television pictures at scene one gave the misleading impression of 
aggressive intent by the workers as they were forced towards the police 
lines carrying their traditional weapons, events fifteen minutes later at 
scene two, five hundred metres away from the hill where workers had 
gathered, left absolutely no doubt about the intention of the police to 
slaughter the workers.  
 
After witnessing the slaughter at scene one, and with their way to the 
squatter camp barred by the police, workers fled up the hill to hide 
between rocks and under bushes. ‘Evidence leaders’ (at the commission 
hearings) described the actions of the police as a “free for all”. Their 
actions appeared to have been perpetrated with impunity, and with scant 
regard for standing orders that require warnings before the use of live 
ammunition and for the lower body to be targeted.  
 
“Much of the killing was carried out with execution-style precision: of the 
17 miners shot dead at what became known as scene two, four had bullet 
wounds in the head or neck. Nine of them were shot like fish in a barrel 
while trapped in a natural enclosure among the rocks and bushes.  
 
“In a statement to the commission one miner, Nkosikhona Mjuba, who 
survived scene two, said: “The police officers started shooting the 
mineworkers with long and short firearms. Some mineworkers put their 
hands [in the air] to show they weren’t fighting [or] attacking, but they 



were shot. Shadrack Matshamba, a rock-drill operator at Marikana’s Four 
belt shaft, huddled between two rocks…witnessed another miner being 
mown down while surrendering. He testified that ‘one protestor suggested 
that we should come out of the hiding place with our hands up…Guys let’s 
surrender. He then went out of the group with his hands raised. He was 
shot on his hands or arms. He kneeled down and, as he tried to stand up, 
still with his hands up, he was shot in the stomach and he fell down. He 
then tried to stand up but he was shot at again and he fell down. He tried 
to crawl but he could not do so.” (Mail & Guardian (26/06/ – 02/07/15)  
 
Families of the victims have understandably reacted with outrage and 
cynicism at the report. In the three years since the massacre, the 
government has piled onto the injury of the murders of their husbands, 
fathers and sons, the insult of reneging on the promise to avail the report 
to them 48 hours before its public release. What confidence can they have 
in a police force whose initial reaction to the massacre was to arrest and 
charge the survivors of the massacre with the murder of their comrades 
under the notorious Doctrine of Common Purpose law that survives on the 
stature books from the apartheid era, and whose investigations into the 
deaths of all ten pre-Marikana deaths has failed to produce a single arrest 
or conviction?  
 
Instead there was a conspiracy reaching to the tops of the police senior 
command structures to cover up by planting and manipulating evidence at 
the scene, doctoring the video tapes, concealing written and taped 
minutes of police planning meetings and giving false testimony to the 
Commission. Yet the Commission failed to recommend perjury charges 
against senior police for lying to the commission about when the decision 
to implement the operation had been made, admitting under cross 
examination that the final decision had been taken the day before the 
massacre and not on the day itself as they initially testified.  
 
The elaborate efforts by the state to cover up the Marikana massacre, of 
which the Farlam Commission is but the latest and most ignominious 
attempt, will in all likelihood succeed in shielding the government, 
Lonmin, and particularly the ministers at the heart of the operations to 
crush the strike — deputy president and Lonmin shareholder and director 
Cyril Ramaphosa, Ministers Nathi Mthethwa and Susan Shabangu, 
accusations of responsibility against whom the Commission found to be 
“groundless,” and behind them president Jacob Zuma and his cabinet.  
 
Evidence at the commission showed incontrovertibly that tycoon 
Ramaphosa, the first general secretary of the National Union of 
Mineworkers – who personally offered the families R3m in compensation 
weeks after he offered to pay R19m for a prize bull at an auction –in 
particular was the central figure in the attempt to end the strike, and was 
in constant communication with mine management, the police and the 
cabinet. He set the tone for the massacre with his infamous email to the 
Mining and Energy Minster declaring the strike “a criminal act that must be 
dealt with concomitantly.” It is inconceivable that a decision to carry out 
the worst massacre since the Sharpeville massacre by the apartheid regime 
in 1960 which claimed the lives of 69 black people shot by the police for 
protesting in front of a police station against the passbook (documents 
blacks in urban blacks areas were required to carry on their persons all the 
time and produce on demand by the police or face arrest and deportation 
out of the cities to the bantustans) was taken without the knowledge and 
consent of the president.  
 
Marikana a watershed  
What the establishment will not be able to prevent, however, is the 
political fall-out from the massacre. Firstly if the Commission was set up in 
the hope of closing the door on this chapter once and for all, it will only 
open the sluice gates for further litigation including civil claims against 
Lonmin, the government and possibly Ramaphosa.  
 
Marikana, however, was far more than a simple labour dispute “tragically” 
mishandled. It was a political earthquake the after-shocks of which 
continue to rock the political establishment, the latest development of 
which is the SA Communist Party’s (SACP’s) renunciation of Zuma whose 
support for him in the toppling of Thabo Mbeki in 2007/8 they now claim 



was a mistake.  
 
From the onset, the strategist of the ruling class understood that this was 
no ordinary strike over wages, outlandish as they considered the demand 
for a R12 500 minimum wage to have been. In an editorial comment 
extraordinary for its naked language of class war, Business Day (17th 
August, 2015) was forthright in its analysis of the implications of the strike 
calling upon the entire ruling class to rally behind the “venerable” 
National Union of Mineworkers, a union that “understands capital” and 
warning the “ruling political establishment of the ANC, SACP and Cosatu” 
that they faced a force without respect for it and over which they had no 
control.  
 
Often the Marxists come to the same conclusion as the strategists of 
capital – but from the opposite class standpoint. The Democratic Socialist 
Movement, co-founders of the Workers and Socialist Party, and the only 
left force to intervene in these tumultuous events, had been present in 
Rustenburg for three years before Marikana, anticipating that the chain of 
working class illusions in the post-apartheid dispensation would break at its 
strongest link – the NUM, at that time the biggest, richest and politically 
most influential of Cosatu’s affiliates. We understood that the mining 
industry, despite its relative decline in the share of the country’s Gross 
Domestic Product, was historically the economic and political backbone of 
South African capitalism – the weight of its political influence as the 
vanguard of the capitalist class far exceeding its present day economic 
role.  
 
We understood therefore that because the strike of the Lonmin workers 
was led by an independent strike committee, it was in fact a rebellion not 
only against their exploitation in an industry in which it would take the 
average mine worker 300 hundred years to earn what a CEO earns in one 
year, but against the NUM. It was an expression of the realisation that the 
NUM had degenerated into collaborators with the mining bosses in 
protecting the rule of the bosses in the mining industry, based as it was on 
the oppressive migrant labour system which had been in place for over a 
hundred years and which the apartheid system had inherited from 
colonialism and developed to support the capitalist system, the 
management of which the ANC took over when it came to power.  
 
Because the NUM was the powerhouse of Cosatu, and because Cosatu in 
turn was the most important ally of the ANC in the Tripartite Alliance with 
the ANC and SACP, this was in reality an unarmed political uprising against 
the entire political establishment whose political takeover had been so 
carefully put together at the negotiated settlement reached at Codesa 
(Congress for a Democratic SA). Codesa had put an end to white minority 
rule and ushered in majority rule based on parliamentary democracy but 
with the central strategic objective of preserving the economic 
dictatorship of capitalism under the mask of bourgeois parliamentary 
democracy.  
 
From these events, we concluded, the working class would draw the most 
profound conclusions. The working class sometimes arrives at an 
understanding from the significance of a single event, what they had 
apprehended incrementally in their consciousness over decades from a 
succession of events which individually did not reveal their significance. 
The Marikana massacre we pointed out, illuminated with blinding clarity 
the implications of the successive betrayals of the ANC over the previous 
18 years.  
 
What the editor of Business Day had understood immediately after 
Marikana, the workers understood also at the same time. The ANC had 
revealed itself as the party of the mining bosses and the broader capitalist 
class; the state had revealed itself as the armed guardians of the 
dictatorship of capital; Cosatu and the SACP had betrayed themselves as 
the collaborators of the capitalist class and their political management 
team, the ANC in the perpetuation of working class slavery.  
 
It was not enough, however, for the DSM to be able to read the message in 
the tea leaves. The success of the socialist revolution requires the 
consummation of the marriage between the objective and the subjective 



factors – the coming together of the objective process of the socialist 
revolution the masses had embarked on to overthrow the existing political 
order without a clear idea of what to replace it with, and the intervention 
of the subjective factor – the organisational capability of the conscious 
forces of Marxism to embed themselves into the elemental movement of 
the masses.  
 
The DSM, in the personages of Liv Shange and Mametlwe Sebei especially, 
implemented the programme of the first rule of revolution, the 
organisation of the unity of the working class on a programme that would 
empower the masses to first overcome their immediate adversary and 
ultimately to understand the need to proceed towards the overthrow of 
capitalism itself. The Lonmin workers were not alone in realising the 
treachery of the NUM. Across the Rustenburg mining belt, workers had 
established independent strike committees in virtually every mine. Far 
from crushing the strike, the Marikana massacre provoked a movement 
that spread across the Rustenburg mining belt spreading beyond the North 
West province into the mining industry as a whole in Gauteng, 
Mpumalanga, Limpopo and the Northern Cape.  
 
The DSM-initiated Rustenburg-wide Joint Strike Coordinating Committee 
developed into the National Strike Committee. It led at its height a strike 
of over 100 000 workers in the mining industry, inspiring also the strike of 
the farm workers in the Western Cape. By year’s end, the decision was 
made, on 15th December, 2012, between the DSM and a number of strike 
committees to form the Workers and Socialist Party which was launched on 
Sharpeville day on 21st March 2013.  
 
As the DSM has predicted, the Marikana massacre would prove to be the 
fault line, drawn in the blood of the martyrs of Marikana, between two 
epochs in the post –apartheid era, the first of illusions in the ANC and 
bourgeois parliamentary democracy, and the second the era of the 
breaking of the illusions in the ANC, a break-out from the political prison 
of the Tripartite Alliance, and the embarkation by the working class on a 
journey in search of its own class and political independence. Rarely in 
history has it been possible to identify the commencement of the 
appearance of the fault line between two historical epochs with the 
accuracy that the Marikana massacre has enabled historians to do. The old 
ended at precisely 15:40 on the 16th of August 2013; the new began 8 
second later.  
 
Since then, as we predicted, not a stone has been left unturned on the 
political landscape. The first aftershock of the Marikana earthquake was 
another major split in the ANC – the second in 5 years; the launch by 
expelled ANC Youth League president, Julius Malema of the Economic 
Freedom Fighters on a radical left-populist programme calling amongst 
other for the nationalisation, without compensation, of the commanding 
heights of the economy. However, the National Union of Metal Workers 
Union of SA’s (Numsa) historic decisions at its Special National Congress in 
December 2013 to withdraw support from the ANC in the 2014 elections 
was an aftershock that registered much higher on the political Richter 
Scale. In addition to announcing that it would not be campaigning for the 
ANC in the 2014 general elections, it levelled a searing criticism of the 
SACP and the pro-Zuma leadership of Cosatu, to which it suspended the 
payment of subscriptions. It resolved to form a workers party, a united 
front and a movement for socialism.  
 
Although Numsa, regrettably, did not heed WASP’s call for it to support 
our election campaign, our decision to stand in the elections had placed 
the question of socialism in the political mainstream, and sharpened the 
ideological contours of the debate about socialism.  
 
Cosatu reacted to Numsa’s SNC decisions by expelling it as well as the 
Cosatu general secretary, Zwelinzima Vavi. Cosatu, the most powerful, 
militant and radical trade union federation on the African continent, has 
now all but disintegrated. The SACP is deeply split with growing calls from 
within to contest the elections. Although framed as a tactical move to 
enable the ANC to survive in office through a coalition with it, any such 
decision will only deepen the divisions further both within the party and 
the ANC. The Tripartite Alliance has been left in ruins by the Marikana 



earthquake. The process may lack ideological clarity and coherence and 
take detours, but the way has now been cleared for the development of a 
mass workers party. Wasp is campaigning for the formation of a new trade 
union federation, supporting the united front, building the Socialist Youth 
Movement and a federation of socialist civics, and campaigning for the 
unity of these forces in a mass workers party on a socialist programme.  
http://www.socialistworld.net/doc/7262 

 

Is China’s stock market bubble bursting? 
 

 

 
 

Billions wiped off share values in June – only the Greek stock market is 
more volatile 
China Worker 27 June 2015  
 
“Before leaving the world, I wish to say I concede defeat. With capital of 
1.7 million yuan and four-times margin, I bet the entirety on China Railway 
Rolling Stock Corp (CRRC). I have only myself to blame, nobody else.” 
 
So reads the suicide note left by a 32-year-old stock market speculator 
from Hunan who jumped to his death in early June after losing his life 
savings within two days. The man took out a huge loan worth four times his 
own capital from a ‘grey market’ lender. Believing the government’s 
gargantuan ‘One Belt, One Road’ plan was a sure fire bet, he staked 
everything on the state-owned railway carriage builder. 
 
So-called margin debt has exploded in the past year, fuelled by China’s 
major banks that have all rolled out ‘products’ to feed this monster. This 
has been an important factor driving the unprecedented stock market 
boom of the past 12 months which long ago assumed bubble proportions. 
Recently, the Chinese regime has become nervous about the extent of 
margin debt and its potential to cause an even bigger market meltdown. 
The brokers and loan sharks that finance margin trading can call in the 
loans when borrowers incur losses, forcing them to sell more shares which 
acts to magnify a selloff in the market. 
 
China’s share prices have begun to recoil on the growing realisation they 
have hit extreme levels and this turnaround has been reinforced by the 
government’s crackdown on margin trading in recent weeks, which by 
reducing liquidity in the market has punctured the bubble. The collapse in 
share values since the middle of June – falling almost 19 percent in two 
weeks – was the worst since 1996. Only the Greek stock market was more 
volatile in this period. According to the Wall Street Journal China’s market 
correction “has wiped away US$1.25 trillion in market capitalisation, an 
amount roughly equal to the size of Mexico’s economy.” 
 
Bubble waiting to burst 
In early June, China’s stock markets hit a 7-year high with the Shanghai 
Composite Index passing the 5,000-level for the first time since January 
2008. This was applauded as the biggest ‘bull run’ in the history of any 
stock market with the larger Shanghai stock market rising 150 percent in 
one year and Shenzhen almost tripling. The combined value of the 
companies listed in Shanghai and Shenzhen soared to over US$10 trillion – 
second only to Wall Street. “No other stock market has ever grown this 
much in dollar terms over a 12-month period,” declared the Washington 
Post. 
 
Many commentators, including Socialist magazine, predicted that this was 
a bubble waiting to burst. The performance of the stock market is 
completely at odds with the real economy – of production, foreign trade, 
investment and consumption – which continues to slow rapidly. The 
National Academy of Economic Strategy (NAES), a government think tank, 
is forecasting second quarter GDP growth of 6.9 percent – below the 
government’s 7 percent target. Many independent forecasters believe the 
real level of growth is lower still. 
 
Deflation, which means falling prices, is tightening its grip on the Chinese 
economy according to the data of recent months, and this worsens the 
outlook for company profits, consumer spending and the debt burden. 



Despite three interest rate cuts by the central bank, PBoC, in seven 
months (and a fourth cut as this article was posted) and other measures to 
ease the pressure upon highly indebted companies, the real cost of lending 
is rising as a result of deflation. The annual debt servicing costs of China’s 
non-financial companies is now equivalent to 15 percent of GDP, a gigantic 
burden. The country’s debt-to-GDP ratio, at around 280 percent, is twice 
as high as Greece. 
 
This debt burden prompted Beijing to generate a stock market boom to 
provide an alternative source of funds for over-leveraged companies and to 
take pressure off the overextended banking system. For more than a year, 
the Chinese regime has engaged in manipulation of the stock market on a 
massive scale, learning from the experience of other governments. Last 
year, Japan’s Shinzo Abe channelled more than US$1 trillion from 
government pension funds into the Tokyo stock market to add fuel to its 
bull market. In 1998, Hong Kong’s central bank, the HKMA, engaged in 
large scale stock market manipulation to push up share values which had 
fallen by 50 percent in the preceding months and threatened to trigger a 
currency crisis. Beijing has engineered the latest stock market boom by 
implementing a succession of regulatory changes (such as legalising margin 
debt in 2012) and a campaign by state-controlled media to ‘talk up’ the 
market. The effect of these changes has been to unleash speculation on a 
staggering scale. 
 
Desperate policies 
Reflecting an increasingly desperate search for policy alternatives to 
rescue the Chinese economy from a looming debt and banking crisis, 
Beijing hopes to use a booming stock market to generate the funds to 
recapitalise debt-laden state-owned companies. The state-owned banks 
are themselves in need of capital injections and are no longer able to 
shoulder this burden. In order for this to succeed the stock market must 
continue to attract new sources of ‘investment’ especially from the 
private sector. This is also why Beijing is moving faster to open up its stock 
and bond markets to foreign capital through an ambitious but ‘controlled’ 
liberalisation. A frothy stock market that is open to foreign speculators is 
also seen as a way to increase the use of the yuan and yuan-denominated 
assets in the global financial system and so help Beijing to secure global 
reserve currency status, with which to reduce its dependence on the 
dollar. 
 
The June crackdown on margin lending reflects a growing fear that 
frenzied stock market speculation is now impacting the economy in a 
number of negative ways. One of these is that increased liquidity from 
successive interest rate cuts has not found its way into new investment or 
a pickup in housing sales, but has instead further inflated the stock 
bubble. “Money has abandoned the real [economy] and entered the fake 
[financial assets],” reads a recent report from state-owned Haitong 
Securities. 
 
Beijing is torn between the twin dangers of an uncontrollable bubble on 
one hand and a market meltdown on the other, which would likely spill 
into the wider economy. Its actions are therefore akin to a driver shifting 
repeatedly from the gas pedal to the brake. This explains the central 
bank’s decision to cut benchmark interest rates again on Saturday 27 June 
by 0.25 percent, to their lowest ever level, along with a 50 basis points cut 
in banks’ reserve requirement ratio (RRR), moves obviously aimed at 
halting a stock market implosion. “If they had not acted, on Monday there 
would have been real panic in the stock market,” Shen Jianguang of 
Mizuho Securities told the Financial Times. 
 
Shadow banks – again! 
The stock market bubble has also opened a new lucrative field for the 
shadow banking sector, which Beijing has been struggling to suppress as a 
potential trigger for a wider banking collapse. As in the case of the Hunan 
suicide, shadow banks have moved to fill the demand for high-risk stock 
market bets, offering margin loans that breach the government’s limit of 
100 percent of a borrowers’ capital. In the so-called ‘grey market’ rates of 
4-to-1 and even 10-to-1 are being offered for what are extremely short-
term speculative bets – an example of the insanity of the capitalist 
‘market’. Officially, margin debt accounts for 2.2 trillion yuan, up from 



403 billion yuan a year ago. But while even this fivefold growth is a cause 
for concern, this sum is “only the tip of the iceberg” according to the 
Financial Times. 
 
The main source of funds for margin trading is from a new generation of 
Wealth Management Products (WMPs), sold by banks and trust companies 
as a form of ‘structured deposit’. This practice is hair-raising even by the 
standards of Wall Street’s financial witch doctors. China’s debt crisis was 
fuelled by dubious WMPs linked to infrastructure and other construction 
projects, often ill-advised and based on inflated land prices, but the new 
strain of WMPs are based solely on speculative bets on the creation of 
fictitious wealth. By cracking down on these practises, however, the 
government sparked a stock market correction that threatens to torpedo 
its grandiose plans. 
 
Beijing’s stock market gamble can have deep social repercussions. State 
media report that 33 million new trading accounts were opened from the 
start of January to the end of May 2015. Spurred by media hype, millions 
of ordinary Chinese have jumped into the market. There are numerous 
cases of homeowners selling their houses to get into stocks and even 
farmers and migrant workers entering the market. A survey from Mizuho 
Securities Asia says that three out of ten college students are now playing 
the stock market. These are the classic signs of a pyramid scheme that 
eventually exhausts itself and implodes, leaving its newest recruits as the 
biggest losers. The big corporate players have already banked billions from 
the stock bubble and can afford to be more cautious. They are also privy 
to information from government sources that is not available to mere 
‘mortals’. 
 
China’s stock market mania is a further sign of the economic catastrophe 
being created by the measures of the billionaire-led one-party regime, 
which can only be answered by mass struggle and socialist policies to 
reorganise the economy in the public interest. 
http://chinaworker.info/en/2015/06/27/10641/ 

 

Praful Bidwai’s final book examines whether the Left can rise again in India

 

 
 

‘A pertinent question is why left-wing politics has not flourished in 
India as a vital source of legitimacy for parties to the extent that might 
be expected in a society with a million injustices and growing 
inequalities.’ 
Praful Bidwai 27 June 2015  
 
India has long been a social-political oddity: a country with widespread 
poverty and wretched deprivation, but where the underprivileged find no 
voice in most political parties; one of the world’s fastest growing 
economies, where less than a tenth of the population has regular jobs and 
where a quarter-million farmers have recently committed suicide; a 
democracy with largely free and fair elections, which has failed to 
establish the rule of law and where human-rights violations are rampant 
amidst caste- and religion- driven hatred and vicious discrimination against 
women. 
 
A pertinent question is why left-wing politics has not flourished in India as 
a vital source of legitimacy for parties to the extent that might be 
expected in a society with a million injustices and growing inequalities, 
recently worsened by Hindutva and neoliberal capitalism. Historically, left 
politics in India has shrunk in range and variety. 
 
It was once a rainbow comprised of breathtakingly different currents, 
including Parliamentary and non-Parliamentary communist parties; 
socialists of different hues ranging from the Congress Socialist Party to the 
Gandhians, to followers of the viscerally anti-Congress Ram Manohar Lohia. 
It also encompassed anti-caste movements with radical agendas associated 
with Ambedkar’s Republican Party of India or later with the Dalit Panthers; 
and Maoists and Marxist–Leninist parties which believe in an 
insurrectionary seizure of power. 
 



There also used to be independent groups such as the Peasants’ and 
Workers’ Party and Lal Nishan Party in Maharashtra or the Revolutionary 
Communist Party of India in West Bengal and Assam which set regionally 
limited agendas; there were currents like the Chhattisgarh Mukti Morcha of 
Shankar Guha Niyogi which aimed to create embryos of workers’ and 
peasants’ republics; and there were many smaller progressive currents 
which aimed to rescue revolutionary Marxist politics from its ‘distortions’, 
active not just within the intelligentsia, but also in unions and other 
formations. 
 
The rainbow has contracted in size and lost some of its hues. Many 
political currents have shrunk in variety and waned, while a few new ones 
have taken root.  
 
The socialists have long ceased to have a coherent organisational 
expression (barring the largely caste- and community-based, family-driven 
Samajwadi Party). But groupings like Samajwadi Samagam have grown. 
The once-strong PWP is now a feeble force. The CMM has split irrevocably. 
Liberal social democracy, always weak in India, which found expression in 
the Congress and other centrist parties, no longer exists as a force. 
 
New differentiations have appeared within the Left spectrum, the most 
important of which is the division between the party Left and non-party 
political Left, the latter comprised of ‘people’s movement’ structures and 
federations of civil society groups like the National Alliance of People’s 
Movements, National Fishworkers’ Forum, All India Union of Forest Working 
People, Mazdoor Kisan Shakti Sangathan, Indian Social Action Forum, New 
Trade Union Initiative, Shramik Mukti Dal, New Socialist Initiative, Radical 
Socialist, and Campaign for Survival and Dignity. 
 
The party Left is now reduced primarily to two currents: the mainstream 
Parliamentary Communist parties and their affiliates, and non-
parliamentary Maoist or Marxist–Leninist groupings. The first is a 
Parliamentary alliance and campaigning bloc mainly comprised of the 
Communist Party of India (Marxist) or CPI(M), the Communist Party of India 
(CPI), the Revolutionary Socialist Party (RSP), and the All India Forward 
Bloc (FB), recently joined by the Communist Party of India (Marxist-
Leninist-Liberation) and Socialist Unity Centre of India (Communist). 
 
The Maoist groupings – more than thirty at last count – are ideologically 
variegated and geographically dispersed, but the most important current is 
the Communist Party of India–Maoist, formed in 2004 after a merger 
between the People’s War group and the Maoist Communist Centre of 
India. It is particularly active in India’s well-forested and mineral-rich 
tribal heartland, which extractive capitalism wants to exploit rapaciously. 
Some eighty-odd districts there are declared by the Indian state as 
dangerously affected by ‘left- wing extremism’ where paramilitary troops 
and special police forces rule rather than the civilian administration. The 
Maoists have waxed and waned, and now seem to be in decline, with the 
recent arrest or effective immobilisation of some of their top leaders. 
 
The present book has an admittedly narrow focus: it deals primarily with 
the parliamentary communist parties. This focus arises from three factors. 
First, the mainstream bloc has had the longest and richest experience of 
trying to grapple with India’s bourgeois–liberal democratic system, which 
despite limitations, enjoys a fair degree of popular legitimacy, and offers 
opportunities for progressive change and potentially transformative 
politics. Parties working within the system face obvious constraints: of 
having to operate within the four corners of the Constitution, and to fight 
elections, which are increasingly becoming a Big-Money game. They also 
run the risk of being co-opted by the system and rendered utterly 
ineffective. 
 
However, the greatest challenge for Left politics in India lies precisely in 
the bourgeois-democratic arena, and the possibilities it contains both 
within the state and in society, the latter with its own institutions, 
organisations, and freedoms of association and action.  
 
The Maoists, despite their admirable commitment and dedication, have 
totally retreated from this challenge. And the non-party political Left does 



not directly engage with it—often for well-considered reasons—through 
state-level participation, as distinct from popular education and 
mobilisation, or advocacy and lobbying. 
 
Second, the mainstream bloc is the biggest of all left currents, and has had 
the longest continuous organised existence, notwithstanding various splits, 
dissensions and mutual rivalries. It also shares many ideological and 
strategic premises, which are today in need of revision. 
 
If the Left summons up the will to revisit its strategic perspectives and 
undertake course correction, its relative cohesion and access to resources 
can reduce its vulnerability and offer it some protection. The opposite can 
happen if the bloc remains ideologically rigid. This book attempts to 
create a basis for understanding which way the mainstream Left might be 
headed. 
 
Third, astonishing as this might seem, there is very little recent analytical 
literature on the mainstream Left at the national level—as distinct from 
state-specific studies and articles. The present book will hopefully help fill 
this void by combining an analysis of the state- and national-level 
performance of the left parties with a critical appraisal of their ideological 
premises, strategic perspectives, political mobilisation approaches, and 
organisational doctrines and practices. 
 
The real lessons for the future lie in how well the mainstream Left acquits 
itself in the face of the challenge of working within the bourgeois-
democratic system and uses the freedoms available within it to expand the 
space for radical politics, empower the exploited and oppressed, and work 
for a transition to a post-capitalist society. On test is the ability of its 
national leadership to overcome the grave crisis they confront today as the 
Left faces its Phoenix Moment. 
 
This book was planned well before the downslide of India’s mainstream 
Communist parties became apparent in electoral terms. Indeed, it should 
have been written ten, if not twenty, years ago. It is a coincidence that it 
is being published just when the left parties find themselves in the grip of 
their worst-ever crisis. What is not a coincidence is the persistence of 
some of the long-term processes that drove my decades-long analytical 
interest in the Left – its ideological deficiencies, theoretical rigidity, 
aridity in programme formulation, and undemocratic organisational 
practices. 
 
A brief personal note is in order here. I have for more than four decades 
considered myself a socialist who broadly accepts Marx’s analysis of 
capitalism. I was exposed to the working class movement in my student 
days in Bombay and worked with trade unions and Dalit youth in the slums 
of Matunga Labour Camp (a part of Dharavi). I never joined a left political 
party because I found none of them sufficiently undogmatic or open to new 
ideas—in particular receptive to my staunchly anti-Stalinist views—but I 
have worked closely and happily with members of a variety of left parties 
all my life. 
 
In the early 1970s, I was associated with the Magowa Group and the 
Shramik Sanghatana which was active among the Bhil tribals in northern 
Maharashtra, where I worked briefly. Later, I was also part of what 
mutated from the Revolutionary Bolshevik Circle to the Platform 
Tendency, based in Delhi, Bombay and Bangalore, which took theory 
extremely seriously and exposed its members to Marxism as an intellectual 
adventure—with an amazingly rich repertoire of literature, views and ideas 
on a stunning variety of subjects. 
 
I was fortunate enough to be able to research the history of the Indian 
communist and trade union movements of the 1940s, and also to combine 
this with union activism with outstanding labour organizers like D. 
Thankappan of the Kamani Workers’ Union, and later, the Centre for 
Workers’ Management. I spent a fruitful period in Europe in the late 1970s, 
and observed the communist parties as well as the then vibrant Far Left in 
France and Italy go through a fateful transition, which was, alas, aborted 
after the Soviet collapse. My education in science, technology, economics 
and philosophy, my interests in the social sciences, and my career in 



analytical journalism, helped me understand issues like ecology and energy 
and integrate some of the insights I thus gained into my understanding of 
socialism. 
 
I can only hope that this book will persuade at least some readers to 
believe, like me, that the Left is indispensable to the health of Indian 
democracy. If it did not exist, we would have to invent it. 
http://www.scroll.in/article/737092/first-read-praful-bidwais-final-
book-examines-whether-the-left-can-rise-again-in-india 
 
Excerpted with permission from The Phoenix Moment: Challenges 
Confronting the Indian Left, Praful Bidwai. To be published by 
HarperCollins India in October 2015. 

 

Great Power Rivalry Threatens Smaller States in W Pacific 
 

 

 
 

Walden Bello (teleSUR English) 26 June 2015 
 
Tensions in the Asia Pacific are escalating. The latest chapter in the 
superpower collision is Washington’s strategy of holding low altitude 
aircraft passes on spots in the South China Sea where China is building 
military structures over reclaimed land. 
 
With the central element of its Grand Strategy being the prevention of the 
rise of a regional power in the Eurasian landmass that would threaten its 
global superiority, the US under the Obama administration has put into 
motion the containment of China via military and economic means. The so-
called “Pivot to Asia” has involved the refocusing of Washington’s strategic 
assets, especially its naval power, on the region, while the “Trans-Pacific 
Partnership” aims to constrain the rise of China’s economic might. 
 
Meanwhile, although China does not aim for global hegemony, it does aim 
for primacy at a regional level, and the US military assets and its allies on 
the East Asian littoral and island-chain pose a major obstacle to this 
ambition. Beijing’s clumsy moves to assert its regional primacy have given 
the United States the opportunity to reassert itself aggressively in the 
region, painting itself as an “indispensable” actor to “balance” China’s 
ambitions. 
 
Some smaller states in Northeast Asia and Southeast Asia, caught in the 
middle of this great power rivalry, seek to maximize their political and 
economic independence by playing off one against the other, though with 
a weak hand that, as in the case of the Philippines, leads to subordination 
to the goals of the power it chooses to ally with. Another middling state, 
North Korea, has chosen to ensure national survival not so much by taking 
sides but by developing its own nuclear arsenal and adopting a posture of 
deliberate unpredictability. Vietnam, in line with its traditional posture of 
self-reliance, has single-handedly challenged Beijing’s incursions into what 
it considers its maritime territory or exclusive economic zone, engaging in 
2014 in a much publicised water cannon battle with Chinese vessels 
guarding an oil rig that the Chinese had installed in disputed waters. 
 
Then there is Japan, an economic power but military protectorate viewed 
with great suspicion by its neighbors owing to its bloody imperial past that 
is using the Chinese threat as an excuse to rearm and eventually throw off 
both its strategic subservience to the United States and military inferiority 
to China. 
 
Pawn in the Great Game 
The Philippines is in the frontline of this Great Power Game in Western 
Pacific. In response to China’s moves to claim some 80 per cent of the 
South China Sea as Chinese territory, the Aquino administration has 
allowed the US to draw it into a military agreement, the Enhanced Defense 
Cooperation Agreement (EDCA), that essentially allows Washington to 
convert the whole country into a springboard to contain China. 
 
The government of President Aquino has also supported the 
remilitarization of Japan, including Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s plan to 



extend Japanese military operations beyond the Japanese archipelago in 
so-called “collective defense” operations. Abe’s strategy would violate 
Article 9 of the Japanese constitution that enjoins Japan from engaging in 
offensive military operations. Aquino’s recent visit to Japan set the stage 
for “war games” that Washington, Tokyo, and Manila now plan to hold near 
the disputed islands in the South China Sea, also known in the Philippines 
as the West Philippine Sea. 
 
The centerpiece of the Philippine strategy is EDCA. Even a cursory 
examination would show that on balance, the deal is very disadvantageous 
to Manila. Under the agreement, the US will provide the Philippines with 
what Washington calls “Excess Defense Articles” like obsolete, retired 
Coast Guard cutters. But these benefits are more than offset by several 
facts. First, of all, EDCA does not commit the US to defend the islands or 
reefs claimed by the Philippines; indeed, the US has explicitly said it will 
not interfere in sovereignty issues. 
 
Secondly, EDCA has brought the Philippines farther away from a resolution 
of its territorial disputes with China, which will be marginalized by the 
dynamics of a superpower conflict. 
 
Third, it will turn the Philippines into another of Washington’s “frontline 
states” like Afghanistan and Pakistan, with all the detrimental and 
destabilizing effects of such a status—including the subordination of the 
country’s economic, social, and cultural dynamics to Washington’s security 
needs. 
 
With EDCA the Philippines is right back to its position during the Cold War, 
when it played the role of handmaiden to the U.S. containment strategy by 
hosting two huge military bases. The small window of opportunity to forge 
an independent foreign policy that the Philippines gained with the 
expulsion of the U.S. bases in 1992 has been rudely closed. 
 
Fourth, EDCA will move the region farther away from the negotiation of a 
collective security agreement, which is a far better alternative to the 
volatile balance-of-power politics now being promoted by the US and 
Japan. 
 
From Balance of Power to Collective Security 
The Philippines’ territorial conflicts with China are real, but, in the view 
of many analysts, embracing a military alliance with the United States is 
the wrong way to go. In their view, the way to resolve them is to rely on 
international law and diplomacy, a terrain in which the Philippines has a 
big advantage over Beijing. The Philippines’ submission of a 1,000-page 
“memorial” delineating the country’s entitlements in the West Philippine 
Sea to the United Nations Arbitral Tribunal at the end of March last year 
was a giant step in this direction. Beijing knows it does not have a leg to 
stand on in international law, which is why it has been pushing the 
Philippines to drop the case on pain of “damaging bilateral relations.” 
 
The Philippines must also maximize its diplomatic option, where it also has 
an advantage over Beijing. It must press its ASEAN partners to remind 
Beijing to live up to the commitment to negotiate a binding code of 
conduct on maritime behavior in the West Philippine Sea that it made at 
the foreign ministers’ meeting in Brunei in June 2013. It was pressure from 
ASEAN that forced Beijing to make this commitment, and it will be 
consistent pressure that will force it to follow through on it. 
 
The Philippines should also prepare the ground at the United Nations 
General Assembly for the eventual introduction of a resolution condemning 
Beijing’s unilateral annexation of some 80 per cent of the South China Sea, 
brusquely disregarding other littoral states’ rights to their continental 
shelves and 200-mile EEZs. There is very good recent precedent: Beijing’s 
worrisome annexationist has similarities to Russia’s annexation of Crimea, 
which the General Assembly condemned in 2014. 
 
The strategic aim of these diplomatic efforts must be to eventually bring 
about a collective security agreement for the region that would include 
ASEAN, Japan, the two Koreas, and China. The ASEAN Regional Forum was 
headed in this direction in the 1990s, despite the opposition of the United 



States, which arrogated unto itself the role of enforcer of stability in the 
region. Its momentum was unfortunately derailed by the Asian financial 
crisis in 1997, which swept the rug from under the credibility of ASEAN’s 
major states. Though the process will be difficult, it is time to revive this 
project of collective security, since the unstable and volatile balance-of-
power politics favored by Washington is not a viable mechanism for 
regional peace and security. 
 
Increasingly, Washington’s presence in Asia, a legacy of World War II and 
the Cold War, is seen by many in East Asia as the biggest obstacle to the 
countries in the region achieving a mature, post-colonial relationship with 
one another. A collective security agreement that would ban war and 
other aggressive actions, expand the scope of the existing Southeast East 
Asian Nuclear Free Zone Agreement, shut down foreign military bases, and 
push significant demilitarization would be a giant step in this direction. 
 
Balance of Power and Instability 
Washington’s imperial “pivot,” China’s provocative moves, and Japan’s 
opportunistic initiatives add up to a volatile brew. Many observers note 
that the Asia Pacific military-political situation is becoming like that of 
Europe at the end of the 19th century, with the emergence of a similar 
configuration of balance of power politics. It is a useful reminder that 
while that fragile balancing might have worked for a time, it eventually 
ended up in the conflagration that was the First World War. None of the 
key players in East Asia today may want war. But neither did any of the 
Great Powers on the eve of the First World War. The problem is that in a 
situation of fierce rivalry among powers that hate one another, an incident 
like a ship collision—intended or unintended–may trigger an uncontrollable 
chain of events that may result in a regional war, or worse. 
 
There must be a better way than reproducing a way to peace that has not 
worked in the past. 
https://zcomm.org/znetarticle/great-power-rivalry-threatens-smaller-
states-in-western-pacific/ 
 
Walden Bello was, until recently, a member of the House of 
Representatives of the Philippines, where he pushed for a foreign policy 
of independence both from China and the United States. 

 

‘World Political Economy’ Meets South Africa’s Many Marxisms 
 

 

 
 

Patrick Bond 26 June 2015 
 
With around 100 books of progressive political economy and political 
ecology penned about South Africa since 2000, the Marxist intellectual 
project here is utterly chaotic, but by no means in tatters. 
 
Same as the Marxist political project, witnessed in the acute convulsions, 
yet simultaneously optimistic openings, breaking out across the society. 
They are evident around and within the trade unions, split roughly in half 
between pro- and anti-government; the Economic Freedom Fighters in 
parliament carrying the mandate of a million voters (6 percent of the 
electorate last year); the labour-community United Front and perhaps a 
metalworkers-led Workers Party; the 200,000-member South African 
Communist Party (SACP); and a few diminutive Trotskyist and Black 
Consciousness groups. There is also vibrant ideological and strategic 
debate within what are too often localistic strains in so-called 
‘autonomism’, in the disconnected environmental justice movement’s 
activism, in our underdeveloped socialist-feminism, in progressive NGOs 
and institutes, and in all the other mostly-stunted (to be frank) lefty 
initiatives. 
 
But the time has not been more ripe for a Marxist regroupment here and 
globally for at least a quarter century. A convincing, unifying intellectual 
critique of both local and world-scale capital is vital especially in the 
world’s most unequal major country and most intense site of sustained 
class struggle. 
 



It was no fluke, after all, that last March, Johannesburg business elites 
were named the world’s most corrupt corporate crew by 
PricewaterhouseCoopers or that the International Monetary Fund (IMF) 
considers these firms the third most profitable in its database. Nor is it 
surprising that last September, the South African working class was named 
in the Davos World Economic Forum Global Competitiveness Report as the 
most militant on earth, for the third year in a row. 
 
The class-conflict teams deservedly win gold medals in the global games, 
ignoring in practice South Africa’s banal, feel-good Rainbow Nation 
rhetoric; hapless Corporate Social Responsibility gimmickry; class-snuggle 
ideology in government’s National Development Plan and tripartite 
National Economic Development and Labour Council; debilitating cracks 
through most trade unions; or the profusion of ideology-free ‘popcorn 
protests’ in poor communities – so often turning xenophobic if the wind 
blows from the right – instead of consistent social movements. 
 
Johannesburg was thus a fine laboratory for more than 150 Marxists of 
varying pedigrees to ponder more than seventy papers delivered at last 
weekend’s World Association for Political Economy (WAPE) Forum, co-
hosted by the Chris Hani Institute and University of KwaZulu-Natal Centre 
for Civil Society (disclosure: which I direct). “Hani was South Africa’s 
answer to Che Guevara,” Institute director Eddie Webster reminded the 
visitors, “a Marxist of classical training, revolutionary politics and total 
commitment.” 
 
Had he not been assassinated in 1993, Hani would have endorsed this 
WAPE Forum theme: ‘the uneven and crisis-prone development of 
capitalism.’ Helpfully, given so much interest in world economic fragility 
and the BRICS (Brazil-Russia-India-China-South Africa), fully a fifth of the 
attendees were serious suit-and-tie academics associated with the Chinese 
Academy of Marxism within Beijing’s Academy of Social Sciences. From 
there, the WAPE secretariat has, over the past decade, moved the Forum 
around hospitable sites across the globe, landing last weekend, for the 
first time, in Africa. 
 
And here, 82-year old Egyptian Marxist Samir Amin was named winner of 
WAPE’s Lifetime Achievement Award. But with apologies, he was 
compelled to pull out of the Forum at the last moment, as he had found a 
better class of people to join, in Athens. The Greek masses are vigorously 
mobilising for a possible sovereign default next Tuesday on what they term 
the ‘Odious Debt’ owed by the prior government to the IMF. 
 
That in turn would inexorably require a ‘Grexit’ from the Euro and then 
Amin’s famous ‘delinking’ strategy, the (1989) title of one of the books 
that makes him the most cited social scientist in African history, by far. 
With Spain’s left likely coming to power later this year, the time for 
Amin’s ideas is arriving in southern Europe and indeed in so many other 
sites of extreme uneven capitalist development. 
 
Sympathetic to some (not all) of Amin’s ideas, an official neo-Maoism 
occupies the WAPE chair – in the person of Enfu Cheng, a former teacher of 
Chinese leader Xi Jinping and senior enough to be an occasional critic of 
state policy. But so too were at least four substantial tendencies of Marxist 
political economy seated in WAPE’s vice-chairs: 

•  A brilliant Brazilian dependencia theorist, Niemeyer Almeida Filho;  

•  A representative of the Japanese tradition’s Marxist mathematical 
modelling, Hiroshi Onishi;  

•  The US New Left theorist who founded “social structures of 
accumulation” analysis, David Kotz; 

•  And, Sam Moyo, a Zimbabwean whose roots in agrarian class analysis 
flowered in his recent presidency of the thousands-strong Council for the 
Development of Social Science Research in Africa.  
 
Does this sound like a mixed masala of Marxist intellectual tendencies that 



could ruin a good analytical meal? Maybe, but wait, add to this the unique 
spices favoured by South Africa’s own mutt-Marxisms. There was a self-
critical opening keynote address on SA’s century-old race-class debate by 
SACP theorists Jeremy Cronin and Alex Mashilo, invoking the four edgy 
words ‘uneven and combined development.’ This was followed by WAPE 
Distinguished Achievement awards to the venerable South African 
Trotskyist Martin Legassick; to the founder of SA feminist and ecological 
Marxism, Jackie Cock; and to the editor of the Wits University Press 
‘Democratic Marxism’ book series, Vishwas Satgar. 
 
It is a sign of the times, though, that this perplexing diversity actually 
worked, as intellectual friction created far more light than heat, at least 
on this occasion. Why? We’ve seen a fast-maturing two decades of world 
political economy, as a result of the utter bankruptcy of ‘bourgeois 
economics’. The break-point wasn’t the 2008 crisis but back in early 1995 
when Mexico melted down and then mid-1998 when South Africa joined 
the mighty East Asian economies in a massive, unexpected financial 
bubble-burst. 
 
And that was when our geniuses at the South African Treasury and Reserve 
Bank, egged on by bank economists, decided we would prosper with 
exchange-control liberalisation so severe that the biggest Johannesburg 
Stock Exchange firms soon fled, drawing out such high levels of profits, 
dividends and interest that, to pay out those flows in hard currency, 
foreign borrowings have soared: from US$25 billion that Nelson Mandela 
inherited from apartheid to US$145 billion now. 
 
Even if nearly all South African university – and indeed still most 
international – Departments of Economics don’t yet get it, a radical 
alternative is required. Not the band-aid reformism offered by Nobel 
laureates Joseph Stiglitz and Paul Krugman, or by development economist 
Jeffrey Sachs, or even by the egalitarian Thomas Pikkety, whose 
celebrated Capital in the 21st Century bears no relation whatsoever to its 
ancestor, Marx’s Das Kapital, since Pikkety apparently didn’t read Marx. 
 
Neoliberalism’s intellectual crash was confirmed when no prominent 
economist aside from Nouriel Roubini predicted the 2008 crisis, as was so 
well documented in the movie Inside Job. As a result, social scientists of 
varying persuasions now ridicule bourgeois economics and instead have 
adopted the moniker ‘political economy’. 
 
In so doing they honour what Adam Smith had mustered in his 1776 Wealth 
of Nations, followed by David Ricardo, Thomas Malthus and John Stuart 
Mill: describing a range of socio-political-economic and even 
environmental conditions with far more ambition than did the founders of 
modern economic analysis, the 1880s-1920s’ Alfred Marshall and 1920s-40s’ 
John Maynard Keynes. 
 
Though brilliant in their own contexts, Marshall and Keynes were 
irretrievably committed to more ambitiously describing, not challenging, 
the logic of capital. Their respective emphases on ‘price signals’ and 
‘effective demand’ (i.e. a country’s economic buying power) resolutely 
avoided Marx’s 1850s-70s discoveries. Marx’s innovations in Kapital are 
most commonly understood as the ‘laws-of-motion’ dynamics behind 
capital accumulation – including contradictions that create crises – and the 
motor forces behind class struggle, especially extraction of surplus value, 
i.e. exploitation. 
 
So it was that Marx and his successors reformulated ‘political economy’ in 
a manner now vital to contemporary analysis. Yet occasionally you will see 
the term hijacked in works by liberals and neoliberals: rational choice 
theorists, World Bank researchers and frustrated mainstream academics. 
Had these pretenders visited the WAPE Forum in Joburg, they would have 
felt resonances to the deep history of Marxist analysis here. 
 
South Africa’s Marxist analysis most forcefully dates to Rosa Luxemburg’s 
1913 book The Accumulation of Capital. In the years before her 1919 Berlin 
murder, shortly after founding the world’s second major communist party, 
she didn’t have a chance to visit the region. Nevertheless, Luxemburg used 
copious references to first-person accounts of means by which in South 



Africa, “Non-capitalist relations provide a fertile soil for capitalism; more 
strictly: capital feeds on the ruins of such relations, and although this non-
capitalist milieu is indispensable for accumulation, the latter proceeds at 
the cost of this medium nevertheless, by eating it up.” 
 
She drew into her revision of Marx’s analysis of deep-rooted exploitative 
systems such as the migrant labour, coming of age then as male peasants 
were turned off land or hit with ‘hut taxes’ to compel them into wage 
relations at the mines, fields and factories, and their women into social 
reproduction units for South Africa’s notorious ‘cheap labour power,’ 
mainly at a distance in ‘Bantustans’ hundreds of km away from their men-
folk. Luckily with apartheid’s 1994 demise, that’s now history… or not? The 
word Marikana would fit Luxeumburg’s account perfectly, for in that 
notorious platinum town which hosted the 2012 massacre of 34 workers by 
Lonmin and its police allies, capital also loots women’s unpaid labour in 
labour reproduction, as well as the environment. 
 
“Historically, the accumulation of capital is a kind of metabolism between 
capitalist economy and those pre-capitalist methods of production without 
which it cannot go on and which, in this light, it corrodes and assimilates,” 
Luxemburg remarked of migrancy and its twin process, rural dispossession. 
In this same spirit, our region remains the site where Marxist research 
must still most decisively expand its own boundaries, going far beyond 
social relations at the ‘point of production’, i.e. where ‘surplus value’ is 
ripped from the worker by the machinery owned by the 1 percent. 
 
And that means, if political economy really aims to offer ‘ruthless critique 
of everything existing,’ as advertised offhandedly by Marx in 1843, then no 
shibboleths could be left unquestioned last weekend, including so-called 
‘socialism with Chinese characteristics’. Two PhD students, Farai Maguwu 
and Toendepi Shonhe (who – disclosure – are enrolled in the UKZN Centre 
for Civil Society) presented papers on the way the diamonds of Marange 
and tobacco of Mashonaland East are being ripped from the soil by Chinese 
companies (Anjin and contract-farmer purchasers) in alliance with home-
grown Zimbabwean bullies. There’s a word for this: superexploitation. 
 
Although it was apparently not easy, a nuanced realpolitik-Marxism meant 
the Chinese visitors began to grapple with the harsh reality: their national 
corporations are, in Africa, too often indistinguishable from massacre-
minded Western capitalists and SA compradors such as are so well known 
in the axes connecting firms like Lonmin to SA elites like Cyril Ramaphosa – 
once a 9 percent Lonmin owner who emailed in a request for ‘more 
pointed’ police attacks on workers 24 hours before the cops killed 34 in 
August 2012… and now South Africa’s deputy president. 
 
But that in turn led to the uncomfortable realisation that solidarity is still 
a long, hard slog. And in one of the crucial debates – are the BRICS anti-
imperialist, sub-imperialist or inter-imperialist? – another winner of the 
WAPE Distinguished Accomplishment award, Pritam Singh, concluded, 
“BRICS are amplifying world economic problems, not solving them.” 
Whether that or myriad other fierce debates are resolved soon, the big 
challenge is to continue to construct ‘BRICS-from-below’ connectivities 
through WAPE, especially as the 2016 Forum is likely to be in Delhi next 
year. 
 
If so, it would not be unreasonable for a renewed, vibrant, auto-critical 
‘world political economy’ to emerge from the travails of the uneven and 
crisis-prone capitalism of the BRICS. And maybe even from the 
multifaceted mess of South Africa’s own myriad marxisms. 
https://zcomm.org/znetarticle/world-political-economy-meets-south-
africas-many-marxisms/ 
 
Patrick Bond is next week taking up a joint appointment in political 
economy at the Wits University School of Governance in Johannesburg, 
alongside directing the UKZN Centre for Civil Society. His book BRICS: An 
Anti-Capitalist Critique (co-edited with Ana Garcia) will be published in 
July by Pluto (London), Haymarket (Chicago), Jacana (Joburg) and Aakar 
(Delhi). 

 



Egypt: Counter-revolution continues 
 

 

 
 

Recent strikes show workers will resist 
David Johnson, Socialist Party (CWI England & Wales) 25 June 2015 
 
The death sentences passed on former Egyptian president Mohammed 
Morsi and over a hundred other Muslim Brotherhood members have been 
reported around the world. The widespread clampdown on all opposition 
to President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi’s regime has been less reported.  
 
By May 2014 an estimated 40,000 people had been arrested and prosecuted 
in the ten months of al-Sisi’s regime. Arrests have continued since then, 
the majority being supporters of the Muslim Brotherhood but many others 
are also now serving long jail terms. These include prominent activists 
associated with the 2011 uprising against former president Hosni Mubarak. 
Many journalists have been imprisoned.  
 
Courts have banned both the April 6th Youth Movement and football 
‘ultras’, fans with a record of organising to oppose Mubarak and the 
regimes that followed his ousting. Activists have been prevented from 
travelling abroad. Others have been arrested for possession of unlicensed 
books, such as a collection of poems by Shaima al-Sabbagh, an activist 
killed by police during a march in January.  
 
The protest Law 107/2013 severely restricts freedom of assembly and 
freedom of speech. Over 400 journalists have been sacked since the start 
of the year, many without explanation and undoubtedly due to their 
critical reporting. An Association of Laid-off Journalists has recently been 
formed and organised a protest.  
 
Police stations are crammed with prisoners to 400% capacity. Prisons are 
160-200% full. Torture is widely used again, as it was under Mubarak. In 
February a 27-year old lawyer, Karim Hamdi, died in a police station two 
days after being dragged from his home. Pictures of his badly bruised 
corpse caused such widespread outrage that two police officers had to be 
put on trial.  
 
Women have experienced heightened levels of sexual harassment in public 
places, as well as in police stations if they lodge a complaint.  
 
The right to organise in trade unions and the right to strike have both been 
taken away. The Supreme Administrative Court ruled on April 28th to 
criminalise strikes and penalise striking public workers. Three civil servants 
were forced into early retirement and 14 others were barred from 
promotion for two years after they went on strike.  
 
The court added that, under Sharia law, strikes that lead to those 
benefiting from public services incurring damages are not permitted. (The 
new Conservative government in Britain also plans to restrict strikes in 
essential public services.)  
 
Instead of building a massive movement in defence of workers’ rights, the 
Egyptian Trade Union Federation (ETUF) declared (on May Day), “Egypt’s 
workers reject striking and confirm their commitment to social dialogue 
with the government and business owners as a mechanism to achieve social 
justice and stability...” Many ETUF leaders are relics from the former 
Mubarak regime. Conditions have been difficult for the new independent 
trade unions that sprung up after the 2011 revolution.  
 
Recent strikes  
Yet workers’ struggles have continued despite these difficulties, although 
far fewer than after Mubarak’s downfall. A three-week strike at state-
owned Egypt Gas began in early April after the company announced plans 
to cut wages by 20%. The strike led to the closure of many of the 
company’s offices and caused the firm “grave” profit loss. Sit-ins were 
held outside the gates of the company’s headquarters in Giza and on 26 
April strikers entered the building and attempted to reach the offices of 
the Chief Executive. A striking worker was arrested and charged with 
“belonging to a restricted organisation”. He was released on bail after 



relatives paid 500 Egyptian pounds (US$66).  
 
Also in April, Tourah Cement workers started a strike that lasted a month 
and a half. The 1,100 workers only agreed to go back when the company 
offered to pay the delayed annual bonus.  
 
A worker at the military-owned Al-Arish Cement factory was seriously 
injured on 2 June. His workmates took him to the factory’s clinic but he 
received no treatment. Some then protested outside management offices. 
An armoured personnel carrier stormed into the factory firing shots, killing 
one worker and injuring another three. Workers went on strike in protest.  
 
“We thought that the army would intervene to stand by our side, but they 
fired at the workers,” one worker told Daily News Egypt. “There are more 
than 1,000 workers who are overworked and living in harsh conditions.”  
 
Lawyers across the country went on strike for a day on 6 June after a 
senior officer at a police station assaulted a lawyer with 25 years 
experience, resulting in a hospital visit for stitches.  
 
Fear of ISIS used by regime  
Although polls still seem to show 80% support for al-Sisi, workers’ 
experiences will inevitably undermine this. Contributing to his continuing 
support is a fear of growing right-wing political Islam, as witnessed in 
Syria, Iraq and Yemen, as well as in Libya, where ISIS beheaded Egyptian 
workers. In North Sinai there have been increasing attacks on the security 
forces by the Islamist fighters from Sinai Province, who have switched 
allegiance from al-Qaeda to ISIS.  
 
Al-Sisi labels the Muslim Brotherhood as a terrorist organisation, and any 
workers and youth taking protest action as members of the Muslim 
Brotherhood. He particularly uses the threat of Islamist violence to 
maintain support among Egypt’s Coptic Christians, who have seen the 
treatment suffered by Christians in Syria and Iraq at the hands of ISIS.  
 
A consequence of the repression faced by the Muslim Brotherhood is a 
growing divide between its older leadership and some younger members. 
The current leadership hope to survive by keeping their heads down and 
avoiding direct confrontation with the regime, as they did in the days of 
Mubarak. Some younger activists see the impact of ISIS across the Middle 
East and North Africa and are increasingly attracted towards armed action. 
 
Imperialist hypocrisy  
One visitor to Egypt who will not be helping resolve these problems is the 
newly appointed head of the European Council on Tolerance and 
Reconciliation - Tony Blair! He arrived in Cairo on 8 June for a two-day 
visit. The imperialist invasion of Iraq that he and former US president 
George W Bush launched in 2003, along with the 2011 NATO bombing of 
Libya, massively contributed to the region’s problems.  
 
The region’s mass uprisings that started in Tunisia and Egypt in 2011 and 
saw the overthrow of dictators Ben Ali and Mubarak, were magnificent 
examples of the power of the working class and youth. But instead of mass 
workers’ movements driving out the regions’ dictators and replacing them 
with full democratic and social rights - democratic socialism - workers 
lacked political parties with strong enough roots and a clear programme of 
action. Consequently, other forces won the leadership of the so-called 
‘Arab Spring’.  
 
Hypocritically, the Western imperialist powers that ousted Saddam Hussein 
and bombed Gaddafi’s regime in the name of ‘democracy’ are now almost 
silent about al-Sisi’s counter-revolution. He was recently given the red-
carpet treatment on a visit to Germany. Big business seeks to boost its 
trade and profits without the encumbrance of Egyptian workers having 
rights to fight for decent pay and conditions. Al-Sisi is also seen as a 
reliable ally against the threat from ISIS.  
 
Despite the current counter-revolutionary situation, Egypt’s working class 
and youth will not have forgotten their experience in overthrowing the 
hated Mubarak regime. Digesting the lessons of 2011 will help clarify the 



way forward, in particular the result of leaving the capitalist state 
machine largely intact and under the control of former members of his 
regime. The powerful Egyptian working class will regain the militancy seen 
during the year that followed and can give a lead in the struggle for 
democratic socialism throughout the region.  
http://www.socialistworld.net/doc/7256 

 

Greece – five pictures of a troubled country 
 

 

 
 

Paul Mason 22 June 2015 
 
A divided population? 
As the crunch approaches the atmosphere has changed. For six months the 
centre right in Greece was prepared to wait and let Alexis Tsipras try – and 
fail – to secure a letup on austerity. Now the old political establishment 
has understood he intends to take this to the bitter end: a default on 
Greece’s June payment to the IMF, with possible dire consequences for the 
banks as early as Monday night. 
 
The ECB’s life support facility – known as Emergency Lending Assistance 
(ELA) – is conditional on Greece being “in a programme” agreed with 
lenders. I understand on Friday it was only the intervention of Mario 
Draghi, the ECB’s boss, that prevented the termination of ELA. 
 
So on Thursday, amid an accelerating bank run that has seen €5bn 
withdrawn this week, the opposition took to the streets. 
 
The demo was called on Facebook and fronted by technocratic young 
professionals for whom Greek membership of the Euro symbolises their 
aspirations for a cleaner, more modernised economy. But the majority of 
those attending were from the political establishment that ran up €320bn 
debts and then signed up for an EU/IMF austerity deal that destroyed 25 
per cent of their economy. 
 
When they surged up the steps of the tomb of the unknown soldier, which 
fronts the Greek parliament, there was not a single uniformed policeman 
in sight. They chanted for Europe and against Syriza. Their placards 
denounced the “soviet” aspirations of the far left government. Present 
were key members of the conservative right, including leadership hopeful 
Adonis Georgiadis. 
 
The Greek left is suddenly startled. Though the right wing demo was only 
around 7,000 strong, largely composed of people over 65, and ridiculed by 
Syriza and its bloggers, for a wider group of voters it has sown anxiety. 
 
The soft left of Greek society – also technocratic, also pro-Euro – voted for 
Syriza because it promised them to reduce austerity while staying in the 
Euro; and to attack corruption. It also promised to put the world of tear 
gas and riot cops and fascist infiltration of the state into the past. 
 
Now, every logical mind in Greece is mulling over the following scenario. If 
the government can’t reach a deal on Monday, and defaults, and its banks 
are closed – bringing tens of thousands of enraged conservatives to the 
streets – what next? Syriza removed the barriers to parliament and 
demobilised the riot cops. So what if next time, alongside the genteel and 
the technocrats, there arrives the plebeian base of conservatism, carrying 
national flags and religious symbols? 
 
The prospect of open conflict between the left and right of Greek society 
terrifies the young, because their grandparents fought it out with tanks, 
torture and guerrilla warfare. Though nobody is suggesting it will end that 
way, it is the unanswered question – can Greek democracy and civil society 
contain the tensions that will be unleashed this week if Greece defaults? 
 
That may shape the actions of both Alexis Tsipras and the lenders. 
 
Syriza: in the headlights of history? 
Syriza in power has been a work in progress. Alexis Tsipras divided up his 



ministries between three distinct groups of politicians: the pro-Grexit hard 
left of Syriza, which got the energy ministry; long-standing Syriza lawyers 
and academics of the post-1968 generation; and no fewer than six 
independent ministers, with political careers in the left of social 
democracy (plus three right wing nationalists and a green from his 
coalition partners). 
 
But what they’ve found in power is an apparatus that barely functions. The 
civil service, one ministerial aide told me, ranges from hostility to mere 
leakage of information to the opposition. The Greek state had become so 
reliant on informal, clientelist relationships that it has very little in the 
way of institutional shock absorbers between ministers and micro-
operational decision making. 
 
When it comes to the banks, the minister responsible is Deputy Prime 
Minister Yannis Dragasakis, yet the effective bank regulator is the ECB. 
That means the government cannot exert influence into the banking sector 
at times of crisis. Meanwhile the governor of the Greek central bank, 
Yannis Stournaras, is a former conservative finance minister who opposes 
Syriza’s policy but can’t be removed. 
 
There is, both in the party’s rank and file and among the wider population, 
frustration at Syriza’s slowness in altering the way the state runs. 
 
As a result of this Syriza’s ministers and aides have developed a 
management style whereby they are in constant execution mode, and 
constantly reacting to critical events. Technical and operational tasks 
consume energy that in a functioning democratic state should be used for 
political decision making, or taking the temperature of society, or just 
recuperating. 
 
As for communication this is a party with almost no “outriders” in the 
mainstream press: their media allies are startup internet news sites, or 
columnists in the liberal and conservative foreign press. 
 
All these relatively minor dysfunctions will be problematic if a default 
happens and the banks have to be closed or nationalised. 
 
I watched the British state struggle with a bank collapse in October 2008: 
24 hour operations by seasoned civil servants, fuelled by takeaway food; 
line-open calls to Washington, to the central bank, to individual bank 
bosses. Drawing on decades of goodwill and personal relationships, built 
over a decade of receptions and business dinners, Gordon Brown’s civil 
servants saved or sacrificed the finance system, bank by bank, CEO by 
CEO. 
 
With the Greek state there is scant capacity to mount such an operation, 
and no single centre from which it would be launched. Plus there is the 
implicit resistance of the Greek central bank, which is bound by the rules 
of the Eurozone to act on behalf of Greece’s lenders, not its people. 
 
I do not doubt that finance minister Yanis Varoufakis has a “Plan B” in the 
case of a rupture, and a banking crisis. But I doubt the Greek apparatus of 
government is resilient enough to manage it. 
 
What crisis will looks like 
The British journalist Ambrose Evans Pritchard called the Troika’s coming 
attack on Greece the economic equivalent of the Iraq War. If so, it will be 
no joy to be sitting in the bunker. All the dynamics of the situation, 
rehearsed again and again over the past six months, will get squashed into 
a few days. 
 
As they look over the edge of the diving board, this is how events might 
unfold. 
 
On Sunday there’ll be another Greek delegation to Brussels. I have been 
told by secondary sources that it will offer a plan that retreats slightly 
from the Greek final offer established two weeks ago, but I have no detail. 
 
However, the ECB has indicated to the Greeks that there will be no more 



negotiations. The lenders will present a take it or leave it plan, and the 
best Greece can hope for is that it includes some form of bridging finance 
or delay. 
 
Syriza’s MPs cannot sell anything more austere than their current offer to 
their voters. Indeed they are finding it hard to enthuse their own 
supporters for the deal they have proposed already. On Sunday night there 
is to be another pro-government demonstration: if it’s small, and the anti-
government one planned for Monday is bigger and livelier, that will be a 
straw in the wind. 
 
On Monday, if there is no deal, the debt and fiscal policy side of the 
negotiations could quite easily go to the wire of 30 June and beyond – as 
long as Syriza does not declare a hard default, but simply asks for more 
time to pay. 
 
However, it is the banking system that’s the problem. Government sources 
claim the accelerating withdrawals are being orchestrated by business 
groups, and even encouraged by the staff and management of banks. 
However no evidence has been published. 
 
But whatever the cause, the acceleration of the silent bank run last week 
leaves the Greek banks completely reliant on ELA. Unlike the Brits and USA 
in 2008 the government cannot intervene to takeover and run banks, or 
nationalise them, or convert shares into capital, or replace their 
managements – because that is for the ECB to do, and its local 
representative, Mr Stournaras, is the former finance minister. 
 
Once ELA is pulled the banks would have to close, or severely limit 
withdrawals, or be recapitalised. 
 
Then the entire problem of the split sovereignty implicit in the Eurozone 
will be focused into a single moment. The ECB will order, as in Cyprus, a 
“bail in” of depositors – that is, savers could lose some of their money. If 
far left government resists that it will be forced to detach itself from the 
governance mechanisms of the Eurozone. 
 
So even as it pledges to remain in the single currency, it will be at war 
with – and partially seceded from – its structures. If the ECB throws in, as 
threatened, the suspension of the Target 2 payment system for Greece, it 
will effectively be a Euro member in name only. 
 
Alexis Tsipras 
The problem for Alexis Tsipras is: everything is now focused on him. In a 
poll conducted for his party’s newspaper tonight, a staggering 47 per cent 
of Greek voters polled said they would vote for him in an election were it 
to be held now. 
 
Those close to him say he is more determined than ever not to surrender, 
and that if tomorrow’s attempt at compromise fails he will most likely call 
an election. He may, in fact, have little choice, as the president of the 
Greek democracy, Prokopis Pavlopoulous, indicated this week he might 
resign if there’s a default, triggering an election. 
 
But what would the election be about? Tsipras rode to power on a wave of 
hope driven by the radicalism of his manifesto, the so-called Thessaloniki 
Programme. In the course of the negotiations he retreated from that, so in 
the case of a break with Europe, would Tsipras embrace a programme of 
Grexit, hard default, internal class struggle and a return to the radical 
programme? Or would he ask Greeks to endorse the 47-page compromise 
document its negotiators offered to the EU two weeks ago? 
 
A further element contributing to Tsipras appeal in January was his 
assurance that the right’s warnings of chaos were scaremongering. Even if, 
as Syriza will argue, the chaos has been created by the ECB, it will be hard 
to use the same argument again. 
 
And which is the Syriza that will stand? Syriza is an acronym for “coalition 
of the radical left”, and the experience of the past six months have left 
the three elements of that coalition drawing different conclusions. 



 
The hard left, led by Panayotis Lafazanis – but whose best known 
spokesperson in the English world is SOAS professor Costas Lapavitsas, feel 
vindicated in their call for a negotiated exit from the Euro. 
 
The more social democratic wing of Syriza, including the veteran 
independents Tsipras drafted into his cabinet, might detach towards the 
hodge-podge of small social democratic splinters. 
 
That would leave Tsipras and the young activists who form the core of his 
party facing the question: what are you asking us to vote for? 
 
The Troika 
Whatever the outcome of Monday, the credibility and reputation of the 
Eurozone’s mechanism of governance, and of the IMF, are damaged. To 
understand why, study the final picture: the graph of the lenders 
predictions versus reality when it comes to what austerity does to GDP. 
 

 
 
The bottom of the three lines is reality. The top two lines represent the 
delusional economics of bodies whose predictive mistakes led to the 
collapse of Greek output, the rise of fascism, a fall in life expectancy and 
a 50 per cent spike in male suicides. 
 
These predictions were made when everything the lenders dislike about 
Greece was known: its highly protected small business culture, its 
powerful trade unions, the clientelism of the civil service and the 
corruption of is business elite. What’s more they were made in the face of 
open scepticism from journalists and economists, including myself. 
 
Having created the Greek collapse, the European Central Bank and IMF – 
nominally charged with maintaining stability – will be seen by large 
sections of the European population to collude in the overthrow of an 
elected government. 
 
The stakes are high because – if Greek capitalism could be reformed to be 
more modern, less corrupt, more fiscally stable – it would deliver success. 
It sits on the strategic crossroads of the Western world, and the Chinese 
want to buy its ports and rebuild its railways for a reason. The Breugel 
think tank economist Zsolt Davas has outlined Greece’s potential to 
recover in a detailed blog post. 
 
If Syriza falls, and a pro-IMF technocratic government takes its place – 
which it will have to because the traditional parties are in disarray – the 
lenders stand ready to inject all the cash and structural funds and possibly 
even quantitative easing money they are denying now. They have said this. 
 
At the same time, they are hastening the government’s fall by interpreting 
its inability to meet short term debt redemptions as a full-blown, 
Argentina-style hard default. Officials from the IMF, ECB and the EFSF 
bailout fund spelled out this week that once Greece misses a payment, 
they themselves will trigger the default, because – a bit like the Europe in 
1914, they all have trigger clauses whereby default on one means default 



on all. 
 
As this plays out the population of Europe will watch closely. Yes a lot of 
people are sick of the Greek crisis. But they are also fascinated by it, 
because what’s playing out on this landscape of burnt-umber, urban decay, 
torrid nightlife, graffiti and Mediterranean passion the basic dilemma of 
21st century capitalism: shall it be for the rich or for everybody? 
 
Follow @paulmasonnews on Twitter. 
https://zcomm.org/znetarticle/greece-five-pictures-of-a-troubled-
country/ 
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Naomi Klein (The Nation) 21 June 2015 
 
This speech was delivered on June 6, 2015, in Bar Harbor, Maine, as the 
College of the Atlantic commencement address. 
 
First of all, a huge congratulations to all the graduates—and to the parents 
who raised you, and the teachers who guided you. It’s a true privilege to 
be included in this special day. 
 
Mine is not going to be your average commencement address, for the 
simple reason that College of the Atlantic is not your average college. I 
mean, what kind of college lets students vote on their commencement 
speaker—as if this is their day or something? What’s next? Women choosing 
whom they are going to marry? 
 
Usually, commencement addresses try to equip graduates with a moral 
compass for their post-university life. You hear stories that end with clear 
lessons like: “Money can’t buy happiness.” “Be kind.” “Don’t be afraid to 
fail.” 
 
But my sense is that very few of you are flailing around trying to sort out 
right from wrong. Quite remarkably, you knew you wanted to go not just 
to an excellent college, but to an excellent socially and ecologically 
engaged college. A school surrounded by tremendous biological diversity 
and suffused with tremendous human diversity, with a student population 
that spans the globe. You also knew that strong community mattered more 
than almost anything. That’s more self-awareness and self-direction than 
most people have when they leave graduate school—and somehow you had 
it when you were still in high school. 
 
Which is why I am going to skip the homilies and get down to business: the 
historical moment into which you graduate—with climate change, wealth 
concentration, and racialized violence all reaching breaking points. 
 
How do we help most? How do we best serve this broken world? And we 
know that time is short, especially when it comes to climate change. We 
all hear the clock ticking loudly in the background. 
 
Watch Naomi Klein’s full speech: 

 



 
But that doesn’t mean that climate change trumps everything else. It 
means we need to create integrated solutions—ones that radically bring 
down emissions, while closing the inequality gap and making life tangibly 
better for the majority. 
 
This is no pipe dream. We have living examples from which to learn. 
Germany’s energy transition has created 400,000 jobs in just over a 
decade, and not just cleaned up energy but made it fairer—so that energy 
systems are owned and controlled by hundreds and hundreds of cities, 
towns, and cooperatives. The mayor of New York just announced a climate 
plan that would bring 800,000 people out of poverty by 2025, by investing 
massively in transit and affordable housing and raising the minimum wage. 
 
The holistic leap we need is within our grasp. And know that there is no 
better preparation for that grand project than your deeply 
interdisciplinary education in human ecology. You were made for this 
moment. No, that’s not quite right: You somehow knew to make yourselves 
for this moment. 
 
But much rests on the choices we make in the next few years. “Don’t be 
afraid to fail” may be a standard commencement-address life lesson. Yet it 
doesn’t work for those of us who are part of the climate-justice 
movement, where being afraid of failure is perfectly rational. 
 
Because, let’s face it: The generations before you used up more than your 
share of atmospheric space. We used up your share of big failures too. The 
ultimate intergenerational injustice. That doesn’t mean that we all can’t 
still make mistakes. We can and we will. But Alicia Garza, one of the 
amazing founders of Black Lives Matter, talks about how we have to “make 
new mistakes.” 
 
Sit with that one for a minute. Let’s stop making the same old mistakes. 
Here are a few, but I trust that you will silently add your own. Projecting 
messianic fantasies onto politicians. Thinking the market will fix it. 
Building a movement made up entirely of upper-middle-class white people 
and then wondering why people of color don’t want to join “our 
movement.” Tearing each other to bloody shreds because it’s easier to do 
that than go after the forces most responsible for this mess. These are 
social-change clichés, and they are getting really boring. 
 
We don’t have the right to demand perfection from each other. But we do 
have the right to expect progress. To demand evolution. So let’s make 
some new mistakes. Let’s make new mistakes as we break through our 
silos and build the kind of beautifully diverse and justice-hungry movement 
that actually has a chance of winning—winning against the powerful 
interests that want us to keep failing. 
 
With this in mind, I want talk about an old mistake that I see reemerging. 
It has to do with the idea that since attempts at big systemic change have 
failed, all we can do is act small. Some of you will relate. Some of you 
won’t. But I suspect all of you will have to deal with this tension in your 
future work. 
 
A story: When I was 26, I went to Indonesia and the Philippines to do 
research for my first book, No Logo. I had a simple goal: to meet the 
workers making the clothes and electronics that my friends and I 
purchased. And I did. I spent evenings on concrete floors in squalid dorm 
rooms where teenage girls—sweet and giggly—spent their scarce 
nonworking hours. Eight or even 10 to a room. They told me stories about 
not being able to leave their machines to pee. About bosses who hit. About 
not having enough money to buy dried fish to go with their rice. 
 
They knew they were being badly exploited—that the garments they were 
making were being sold for more than they would make in a month. One 
17-year-old said to me: “We make computers, but we don’t know how to 
use them.” 
 
So one thing I found slightly jarring was that some of these same workers 
wore clothing festooned with knockoff trademarks of the very 



multinationals that were responsible for these conditions: Disney 
characters or Nike check marks. At one point, I asked a local labor 
organizer about this. Wasn’t it strange—a contradiction? 
 
It took a very long time for him to understand the question. When he 
finally did, he looked at me like I was nuts. You see, for him and his 
colleagues, individual consumption wasn’t considered to be in the realm of 
politics at all. Power rested not in what you did as one person, but what 
you did as many people, as one part of a large, organized, and focused 
movement. For him, this meant organizing workers to go on strike for 
better conditions, and eventually it meant winning the right to unionize. 
What you ate for lunch or happened to be wearing was of absolutely no 
concern whatsoever. 
 
This was striking to me, because it was the mirror opposite of my culture 
back home in Canada. Where I came from, you expressed your political 
beliefs—firstly and very often lastly—through personal lifestyle choices. By 
loudly proclaiming your vegetarianism. By shopping fair trade and local and 
boycotting big, evil brands. 
 
These very different understandings of social change came up again and 
again a couple of years later, once my book came out. I would give talks 
about the need for international protections for the right to unionize. 
About the need to change our global trading system so it didn’t encourage 
a race to the bottom. And yet at the end of those talks, the first question 
from the audience was: “What kind of sneakers are OK to buy?” “What 
brands are ethical?” “Where do you buy your clothes?” “What can I do, as 
an individual, to change the world?” 
 
Fifteen years after I published No Logo, I still find myself facing very 
similar questions. These days, I give talks about how the same economic 
model that superpowered multinationals to seek out cheap labor in 
Indonesia and China also supercharged global greenhouse-gas emissions. 
And, invariably, the hand goes up: “Tell me what I can do as an 
individual.” Or maybe “as a business owner.” 
 
The hard truth is that the answer to the question “What can I, as an 
individual, do to stop climate change?” is: nothing. You can’t do anything. 
In fact, the very idea that we—as atomized individuals, even lots of 
atomized individuals—could play a significant part in stabilizing the 
planet’s climate system, or changing the global economy, is objectively 
nuts. We can only meet this tremendous challenge together. As part of a 
massive and organized global movement. 
 
The irony is that people with relatively little power tend to understand this 
far better than those with a great deal more power. The workers I met in 
Indonesia and the Philippines knew all too well that governments and 
corporations did not value their voice or even their lives as individuals. 
And because of this, they were driven to act not only together, but to act 
on a rather large political canvas. To try to change the policies in factories 
that employ thousands of workers, or in export zones that employ tens of 
thousands. Or the labor laws in an entire country of millions. Their sense 
of individual powerlessness pushed them to be politically ambitious, to 
demand structural changes. 
 
In contrast, here in wealthy countries, we are told how powerful we are as 
individuals all the time. As consumers. Even individual activists. And the 
result is that, despite our power and privilege, we often end up acting on 
canvases that are unnecessarily small—the canvas of our own lifestyle, or 
maybe our neighborhood or town. Meanwhile, we abandon the structural 
changes—the policy and legal work— to others. 
 
This is not to belittle local activism. Local is critical. Local organizing is 
winning big fights against fracking and tar-sands pipelines. Local is showing 
us what the post-carbon economy looks and feels like. 
 
And small examples inspire bigger examples. College of the Atlantic was 
one of the first schools to divest from fossil fuels. And you made the 
decision, I am told, in a week. It took that kind of leadership from small 
schools that knew their values to push more, shall we say, insecure 



institutions to follow suit. Like Stanford University. Like Oxford University. 
Like the British royal family. Like the Rockefeller family. So local matters, 
but local is not enough. 
 
I got a vivid reminder of this when I visited Red Hook, Brooklyn, in the 
immediate aftermath of Superstorm Sandy. Red Hook was one of the 
hardest-hit neighborhoods and is home to an amazing community farm—a 
place that teaches kids from nearby housing projects how to grow healthy 
food, provides composting for a huge number of residents, hosts a weekly 
farmers’ market, and runs a terrific CSA [community-supported 
agriculture] program. In short, it was doing everything right: reducing food 
miles, staying away from petroleum inputs, sequestering carbon in the 
soil, reducing landfill by composting, fighting inequality and food 
insecurity. 
 
But when the storm came, none of that mattered. The entire harvest was 
lost, and the fear was the storm water would make the soil toxic. They 
could buy new soil and start over. But the farmers I met there knew that 
unless other people were out there fighting to lower emissions on a 
systemic and global level, then this kind of loss would occur again and 
again. 
 
It’s not that one sphere is more important than the other. It’s that we 
have to do both: the local and the global. The resistance and the 
alternatives. The “no” to what we cannot survive and “yeses” that we 
need to thrive. 
 
Before I leave you, I want to stress one other thing. And please listen, 
because it’s important. It is true that we have to do it all. That we have to 
change everything. But you personally do not have to do everything. This is 
not all on you. 
 
One of the real dangers of being brilliant, sensitive young people who hear 
the climate clock ticking loudly is the danger of taking on too much. Which 
is another manifestation of that inflated sense of our own importance. 
 
It can seem that every single life decision—whether to work at a national 
NGO or a local permaculture project or a green start-up; whether to work 
with animals or with people; whether to be a scientist or an artist; 
whether to go to grad school or have kids—carries the weight of the world. 
 
I was struck by this impossible burden some of you are placing on 
yourselves when I was contacted recently by a 21-year-old Australian 
science student named Zoe Buckley Lennox. At the time she reached me, 
she was camped out on top of Shell’s Arctic drilling rig in the middle of the 
Pacific. She was one of six Greenpeace activists who had scaled the giant 
rig to try to slow its passage and draw attention to the insanity of drilling 
for oil in the Arctic. They lived up there in the howling winds for a week. 
 
While they were still up there, I arranged to call Zoe on the Greenpeace 
satellite phone—just to personally thank her for her courage. Do you know 
what she did? She asked me: “How do you know you are doing the right 
thing? I mean, there is divestment. There is lobbying. There’s the Paris 
climate conference.” 
 
And I was touched by her seriousness, but I also wanted to weep. Here she 
was, doing one of the more incredible things imaginable—freezing her butt 
off trying to physically stop Arctic drilling with her body. And up there in 
her seven layers of clothing and climbing gear, she was still beating herself 
up, wondering whether she should be doing something else. 
 
What I told her is what I will tell you. What you are doing is amazing. And 
what you do next will be amazing too. Because you are not alone. You are 
part of a movement. And that movement is organizing for Paris and getting 
their schools to divest and trying to block Arctic drilling in Congress and 
the courts. And on the open water. All at the same time. 
 
And, yes, we need to grow faster and do more. But the weight of the world 
is not on any one person’s shoulders—not yours. Not Zoe’s. Not mine. It 
rests in the strength of the project of transformation that millions are 



already a part of. 
 
That means we are free to follow our passions. To do the kind of work that 
will sustain us for the long run. It even means we can take breaks—in fact, 
we have a duty to take them. And to make sure our friends do too. 
 
Which is why I am going to skip yet another commencement-address 
tradition—the one that somberly tells graduates that they have finally 
become adults. Because my strong sense is that most of you have been 
adults since your early teens. 
 
So what I really want to say to you is something else entirely. Make sure to 
give yourself time to be a kid. 
 
And make sure to truly enjoy this tremendous accomplishment. 
 
Congratulations. 
 
https://zcomm.org/znetarticle/climate-change-is-a-crisis-we-can-only-
solve-together/ 

 

The crisis of Petrobras and the Brazilian working class challenge  
 

 

 
 

A vile campaign to discredit the Petrobrás and privatize it 
Nazarene Godeiro, national coordination ILAESE 19 June 2015 
 
Article dedicated to 344 dead in industrial accident of 1995 until 2014, i.e. 
more than 1 per month, being the most outsourced. 
 
Are these workers who give blood to transform Petrobrás in the fourth 
largest oil company in the world, while the Governments of FHC, Lula and 
Dilma, along with Eike Batista, Grace Foster, Bendini, contractors and 
multinationals are parasitizing the greatest asset that has Brazil 
 
Are these workers who, in fact, defend Petrobras. 
 
Every day, on news shows and in the press in General, get some news 
about Petrobras, linking the scandal of widespread corruption, expressed 
in operation Carwash, with management and with the "inefficiency" of the 
company, which has a billion dollar losses through mismanagement. 
 
This campaign is sponsored by international banks, with support of the 
national banks, and with the support of imperialist countries that also are 
snapping up Petrobras and the richness of our underground for a pittance. 
 
What the content of this campaign? What do you want? 
 
1. Want to increase fuel prices. In this way, increase the profit of 
Petrobras, where 56% goes to large international banks. Hide that, 
between 1994 and 2015, the price of gasoline has gone up 3 times more 
than inflation in Brazil. 
 
2. Promote the industry in Brazil is delayed and cannot produce the 
necessary goods in desired speed, for the production of salt. You want to 
take the standard requiring manufacture in Brazil most of the components 
for extracting pre-salt oil. With that, strengthen the imperialist countries 
industry and break the national industry. 
 
3. Advocate the reduction of investments in all sectors, who plays the 
company to focus on pre-salt. For that, it's worth selling pieces of 
Petrobras, as refineries, petrochemical goods, logistics, etc. The sale of 
assets (called "disinvestment") aims to raise dollars to pay the debt of 
Petrobras with the major international banks. 
 
4. Defend prioritize entirely oil extraction of salt to export the reserves in 
the form of crude oil to the United States and Europe, which practically 
has no more reserves of conventional oil. Why the rush to exploit the pre-
salt. 



 
5. They say that Petrobras has no sufficient capital to exploit the pre-salt 
alone, so "New auctions will bring more dollars in prizes and signature 
investments for Brazil". [1] 
 
6. Want to privatize the BR distribuidora, the market leader in sales of 
fuels, with 7,931 posts spread across the country, selling $ 100 billion per 
year and has nearly 40% of Brazil's fuel market. 
 
7. Want to privatize Transpetro, which operates 54 ships, 7 thousand 
kilometers of pipelines and 7 thousand kilometers of pipelines. 
 
8. They are in no hurry to produce oil in the pre-salt, export crude oil and 
import refined expensive cheap of course from the imperialist countries. 
 
9. Want Petrobras sell shares on the stock exchange to raise money and do 
box. " We still think that a stock offering is the only definitive measure 
capable of improving the capital structure of State-owned oil company. " 
[2] i.e. drop the value of the shares of Petrobras through a campaign of 
lies to that international banks could buy the shares at a bargain price. 
 
This campaign is led by national and international banks, the oil 
multinational, having the PSDB in front. However, the PT Government, 
along with the "national" bourgeoisie capitulate to this campaign and 
surrenders to the blackmail. Dilma and the PT capitulate to imperialism 
because it has the same strategy: the insertion of Brazil subordinate in the 
neoliberal world order. 
 
The proof of this capitulation if expressed through the new Minister of 
mines and energy, Carlos Braga (PMDB), which has announced that it will 
hold the 13th round of auctions of oil and gas areas in Brazil in October 
2015. The Government wants to raise about $ 2 billion with this auction. 
Also announced that is slated for 2016 the auction of pre-salt areas. 
 
One of the first tasks as Prime Minister was to visit the United States to 
"motivate" the five biggest multinational companies (Shell, Chevron and 
the French Total, in addition to BP and BHP) to buy part of the Brazilian 
underground: "it is important that they are knowing and in terms of the 
13th round" [3] 
 
This capitulation to international bankers that own almost half of 
Petrobras today is expressed in the words of the new President of the 
company, Aldemir Bendini, designated by Rousseff: "as I could mention in 
some occasions, our goal is to develop a profitable company with 
excellence in governance and to be able to use efficiently their asset base 
to generate maximum value to its shareholders and investors". [4] 
 
International speculators make "prejudice" of Petrobras to privatize it 
The full demonstration of that devaluation of the Petrobras is part of an 
international campaign to break the company in order deprivatizá it is 
clear with the comparison of the market value (which is speculative) and 
the heritage value: 

 
 
The "market" value fell from $ 380 billion in 2010 to $ 128 billion in 2014, a 
fall of 200%, while the equity value of the company remained the same 



between 2010 and 2014. 
 
To create the necessary environment to conduct auctions, selling shares 
and assets of the company, sell BR Distribuidora and Transpetro, as well as 
actions of Braskem (petrochemicals where Petrobras's partner) was 
necessary to "manufacture" a prejudice for Petrobras which, each year, has 
had a net profit of about $ 25 billion, as shown in the chart below: 
 

 
 
Where did this "prejudice" net of $ 21.5 billion in 2014, as if manufactured 
this? 
 
Did something unprecedented: launched in the balance sheet, by 
requirement of PricewaterhouseCoopers, American company that until now 
hadn't seen anything of widespread corruption at Petrobras, nor seen the 
trambicagens made by American banks in 2008, a loss of $ 6.2 billion for 
tuition fee of 3% on all contracts of 27 companies identified cartel in 
operation Carwash between 2004 and 2012. 
 
An accounting balance sheet should be objective: sold both, raised both, 
profited so much, lost so much. Use subjective criteria play a random 
percentage, without identifying who's got the money, who paid for and in 
that specific contract, accounting maneuver for a "manufacture" a 
nonexistent injury. See the operation reported the own Petrobras: 
 

 
 
Launched values distributed among the sectors of the company as 
"additional capitalized spending unduly" due to corruption, without proof 
of the exact value, the percentage of 3% on all contracts. 
 
In addition, to give credibility to the campaign of devaluation of Petrobrás, 
made a provision resulting from the "devaluation" of assets (impairment), 
expressed as follows: 
 



 
 
So if provisionaram, a chancel, R $ 44.6 billion for a possible devaluation 
of the company, which, as we have seen, is the product of a campaign of 
international speculators. 
 
Legitimized by this false statistics, the Government hastened to attack 
workers and throw the full weight of the crisis on the back of weaker, with 
drastic cut investments and resignation en masse, rather than face the 
international banks and multinationals: 
 

 
 
For these official data, the company lost 8,298 workers direct PIDV and 69 
000 sub-contractors, i.e. mass resignation of 77 thousand workers in just 1 
year. 
 
The real situation of Petrobras 
With regard to oil and gas reserves, the Brazilian pre-salt has a potential 
reserve of the order of 300 billion barrels, of which 60 billion have already 
been discovered by Petrobras (Tupi-9 billion barrels; Franco – 10 billion; 15 
billion pound; Iara-4 billion; Sapinhoá-2 billion; Whale area – 6 billion; Carr 
and others-14 billion). This wealth of pre-salt is estimated around 6 trillion 
dollars. 
 
With these reservations we have self-reliance for over 50 years and Brazil 
will be one of the 10 largest producers of oil in the world. 
 
With a company with such reserves can be a trilionárias "mico", with it's 
reporting in the mainstream press? 
 
In addition, today we are extracting 20 thousand barrels per day/well, 
while 1,200 barrels per day extraíamos/well between 1974 and 1995, as 
shown in the figure below: 



 

 
 
As for the cost of oil extraction and the sale price of the barrel, expresses 
the high profitability of Petrobras. 
 
The result of the first quarter of 2015 issued by Petrobras in May 15, 2015, 
the average cost of barrel of oil extraction by Petrobras stood at 13.27 
dollars and the royalty payments and taxes per barrel reached 20.05 
dollars. Therefore, the barrel cost for Petrobras the value of $ 33.27. 
 
The price per barrel in the international market is the most low. In the 
first quarter of 2015 was quoted in 53.97 dollars. 
 
Now, if the worst of the price of oil Petrobras can profit $ 20.65 a barrel, 
and produced 2 million 100 thousand barrels a day, generating a profit of 
15.8 billion a year. This the worst oil quotation of the last 10 years. 
 
Like to say that this company gives "prejudice"? Let us look more closely at 
the main company numbers: 
 

 
 
See the gross profit, all production made by workers of Petrobras, not to 
mention the financial and administrative operations, generates an average 
gross profit of $ 80 billion. Also generates an operating profit before taxes 
and financial operations (EBITDA, money generated for the company per 
year) of approximately $ 70 billion. 
 
This means that production operations are very profitable and that the 
alleged losses and losses of the year 2014 are fictitious, the result of an 
accounting illusion. So much so that, in the first quarter of 2015, Petrobras 
has already made a net profit of $ 5 billion, with the expectation of profit 
about $ 20 billion in 2015. 
 
Again we ask: as saying that Petrobras "prejudice"? 
 
How can you give prejudice a company that increases its oil production 
year after year? 
 



 
 
How can you give prejudice a company that increases its production of 
petroleum products year after year? 
 

 
 
How can you give prejudice a company that increases its fuel sales year 
after year? 
 

 
 
Petrobras in comparison to oil multinationals 
Petrobras is among the 4 or 5 of the world's largest oil companies publicly 
traded on stock exchanges, disputing with Exxonmobil of the United 
States, British Petroleum, British Shell, who is anglo-Dutch and Chevron, 
North American: 
 



 
 
And is the only company of the 5 largest that is increasing its oil 
production, while the others are in decline: 
 

 
 
Compared to all the world's oil companies Petrobras is in 12th place behind 
Saudi Arabia, SaudiAramco, NIOCE, CNPCchinesa, Iranian, the u.s. 
Exxonmobil, Venezuelan PDVSA, of Shell, BP's anglo-Dutch, British, of 
Gazprom and Rosneft, both from Russia and the French Total. 
 
The effects of neoliberalism in Brazil and Petrobras 
Petrobras reached this place in the world due to the efforts of the 
Brazilian nation and of its working class, especially the direct and 
outsourced workers in the company, despite the neoliberal policy of FHC 
and PT Governments that succeeded him. 
 
Privatisation, denationalization, insecurity, outsourcing and widespread 
corruption are diseases that have infected the Brazil since the Government 
of Fernando Henrique Cardoso and infecting the Governments continued 
PT. 
 
Although FHC couldn't sell Petrobras, as he did with Vale do Rio Doce, 
allowed all the Liberal disease crumble over Petrobrás and, unfortunately, 
the PT, which came to power to defend the State, ended up succumbing to 
the wishes of the imperialist countries, banks and multinational companies 
that dominate the Brazilian economy. 
 
So, Petrobras is being dismantled and privatized in pieces, as we will show 
below. 
 



Is privatization auction 
As a result of 12 years of auctions, between 1997 and 2009, the 
Government granted five blocs 484 FHC auctions, while Lula granted 706 
blocks, reducing the part of Petrobras and increasing the share of private 
companies. In area granted for exploitation, FHC handed 656,562 km2 
while Lula granted 334,795 km2, mostly for multinationals. 
 
With the discovery of the pre-salt in Government Dilma, if resumed the 
auctions and in 2013 if sold the Pound field, where multinationals took 60% 
to the price of 1% of the value of the reserves. 
 
The Chairman of Total, Denis Palluat of Besset, ranked the victory of the 
Consortium in the Pound auction of "great success". "For us the Brazil's 
important and strategic. We are here to stay 100 years at least. "... [5] 
 
This happiness of multinationals is due to the volume of recoverable oil in 
the field of Libra is of 8 to 12 billion barrels. Assuming that Pound to 
produce 10 billion barrels to a production value of 75 dollars per barrel, 
this area can generate a gross income of 750 billion dollars. Assuming a 
cost of producing 100 billion dollars and royalties from 115 billion dollars, 
has a surplus in oil of approximately 500 billion to be split between the 
Union and contractors under production sharing (Petrobras, Shell, Total, 
CNPC and CNOOC). Thus, the multinationals, which are 60% of housewives, 
Pound will earn 300 billion dollars, and paid only 3 billion dollars, IE, 1% of 
the amount spent will receive. A business of China! 
 
Outsourcing is privatization 
Outsourcing of services in the Petrobras began in the areas of security and 
power supply to take account of all sectors, including activities-order 
today. In Government FHC, sub-contractors are up to 120 thousand 
employees. In two terms of Lula rose to 300 thousand, coming to 360 
thousand outsourced a total of 440 thousand employees (82% of the 
workforce of the company). 
 
In December 2014 had 78% of outsourced labor, working in poor conditions, 
earning 20% of winning direct employee, often without labor rights, 
smarting the highest rates of deaths from accidents at work. Often, 
outsourced companies close doors without paying employees and reopen 
under another ID. The managers of Petrobras and the Government turn a 
blind eye to these irregularities. 
 
So, Petrobras today is a third party service management: for 78% of its 
manpower, Petrobras is already a private company. 
 
Outsourcing, synonymous with privatization, also demystifies the view that 
corruption only exists in State-owned enterprises. The car wash operation 
showed that the corrupters are large national and multinational companies 
and outsourcing is doorway of corruption in public services. 
 
Privatization led to the denationalization 
The stock sale is another form of privatization: will losing weight and going 
to mastering the private sector, primarily multinational. Before 1997, the 
Government owned 87% of the total capital of the company. In 2015, the 
Government is in the minority total capital of the company: 
 



 
 
We have reached a situation where 53% of the total capital of Petrobras's 
private property, where large foreign banks have most actions: Bank of 
New York Mellon, BNP, Gap, CreditSuisse, Citibank, HSBC, Jp Morgan, 
Santander, BlackRock among others. A more thorough search will reveal 
that these banks are also owners of the oil multinationals and that these 
banks are controlled by the two richest families of world capitalism: the 
Rockefeller family, of the United States, and the Rothschild family from 
England and France. 
 
The four biggest u.s. banks (Bank ofAmerica, JP Morgan, Citibank and 
Wells Fargo, along with Deutsche Bank, BNP, Barclays) are owners of the 
four major oil companies: Exxon-Mobil, Royal Dutch Shell, BP and Chevron. 
 
These large banks and oil companies are controlled by the Rockefeller and 
Rothschild families. Through these large foreign shareholders of Petrobras, 
these two families control much of the Brazilian petroleum and Petrobras. 
 
Simply put, Petrobras is partially privatized and semidesnacionalizada. The 
Government has control of Petrobras, but by selling shares on the New 
York Stock Exchange, subordinated to Petrobras to imperialism. 
 
Today, most of the profits from Petrobras is already distributed on the 
New York Stock Exchange. Between 2004 and 2013, in ten years, the 
company delivered 41 billion to owners of preferred shares, which are 
mostly foreigners. 
 
Despite having profits billionaires, these shareholders are putting 
Petrobras on the dock. Investment funds from eight countries have opened 
cases against the company in a New York Court. 
 
Fact that reveals the loss of sovereignty of Brazil and Petrobras, which will 
be judged in another country, without regard to the Brazilian law nor the 
public character of Petrobrás. 
 
As if that weren't enough, in an interview with economic value in February 
12, 2015, Bendine, reported that Petrobras will open the business capital, 
that is, plans to sell stock in the company. 
 
If you commit this crime, will be another step in privatization and 
denationalization of Petrobrás, for who can acquire large lots of stock in 
the company are international banks. 
 
Sale of assets is privatization 
 
According to the financial report of Petrobras from 2014, the company has 
already disbanded of Petrobras assets in the amount of r $ 8.3 billion in 
2013 and $ 9.3 billion in 2014. Also get rid of parts of the company 
amounting to 13 billion dollars between 2015 and 2016. 
 



Has sold, for example, the BC-10 block in the Campos Basin, to the Shell, 
and the field of Pitu, in RN, newly discovered, to British Petroleum. This is 
privatization without auction or bidding. 
 
The company intends to sell (privatize) 20% of the equity value of the 
company in only 4 years (2013 to 2016): aims to dismantle the fleet of 
tankers, sell slice of BR Distribuidora; sell stake in Braskem in the amount 
of r $ 3.6 billion, wants to get rid of terrestrial, maritime oil fields, 
refineries, parts of the public assets being sold without even be bidding. 
For sale at a price determined by the direction of the company, which we 
all know is corrupt from head to toe. 
 
See this news, aired by Rede Record de Televisão: 
 
"Petrobras called Bank ofAmerica Merrill Lynch to help manage its 
multibillion-dollar plan of divestiture and already got in touch with big oil 
that may be interested in buying stakes in oil and gas areas. Among the 
areas that can be offered are the subsalt projects Carcará and Jupiter, 
localizadosrespectivamente blocks BM-S-8 and BM-S-24, in the Santos 
basin, said the sources. 
 
Petrobras is also considering the sale of its 30 percent stake in block BM-
C-33 and 100 percent of the BM-C-36, in the Campos Basin, said the 
sources. Industry sources also say that Petrobras is disseminating 
information about the block BM-S-50, which houses the prospectus of 
Sagittarius, and the BM-S-51 or prospectus of "Hare". It has been said also 
that Petrobras is considering the sale of refining assets outside Brazil, oil 
production assets in the Gulf of the United States, a participation in 
domestic systems of natural gas distribution pipelines and their fuel 
distribution unit BR Distribuidora. " [6] 
 
With that, repeats the great scam of selling the Valley, where the 
Bradesco was appraiser and buyer of the Vale do Rio Doce. Put the big 
international banks to "assess" the assets of Petrobras. Who doubts that 
this evaluation will devalue the Petrobras until at a bargain price? 
 
On the other hand, reveals that the PT Government follows the same 
neoliberal Government prescription Toucan, just changing the way of 
delivering our wealth abroad. 
 
High indebtedness to the international bankers 
From 2012, Petrobras has entered a superendividamento zone. She has 
more than 5 times debt to cash generation. Should about $ 320 billion. The 
high indebtedness is eating profits and locking the investments. 
 

 
 
The news even worse was not given: about half of this debt is tied to 
floating interest rates. If you value the dollar, for example, or there is a 
high interest in the us (something that is scheduled for 2015), can raise 
this debt to stratospheric levels, and can break the Petrobras. This means 
that a strong global recession and Brazil, can break the company. 
 
The debt is a form of privatization, as mortgaged their future production 



of 5 years with the major international banks. 
 
Forces also Petrobras to withdraw the pre-salt oil in gear to the needs of 
Brazil's consumption, only to export crude oil and receive dollars to repay 
debt, generating a vicious circle from hell: 
 
"As our indebtedness in long-term debt continues to increase, we can only 
create relationships to hedge cash flows with such additional debt if we 
are able to increase our production and our monthly future export 
revenue in us dollars." [7] 
 
That is, we have to export all the pre-salt, quickly to collect dollars and 
pay off the debt with international banks, which determine the interest 
according to rating companies notes, which are nothing more than 
international speculators. 
 
In each 10 percent devaluation of the Real, Petrobras lose considerable 
part of your profit. A large devaluation of the Real, caused by high-dollar, 
can break the Petrobrás overnight, in speculative operations. 
 
For those who still have doubts that this debt is a form of privatization of 
Petrobrás, is what happened now, in 2015, where Petrobras acquired a 
debt with the Chinese valued at 3.5 billion dollars: the debt pay off in oil, 
something around 200 thousand barrels per year in 10 years. 
 
Neoliberal strategy for Brazil: major exporter of crude oil 
Neglect the refining strategy came with FHC in 1999 and remained until 
2004. So, the Liberal government prioritized the importation of refined, as 
a way of breaking the national industry. We're 35 years without building 
any refinery. 
 
During the Lula Government projected the construction of 4 refineries: 
COMPERJ RJ, Abreu e Lima, Pernambuco and other two refineries, one in 
Maranhão and Ceará. 
 
However, the direction of the company, taking advantage of "crisis" which 
was installed with the operation Carwash, hastened to suspend the 
construction of all the refineries. Aldemir Bendini, in an interview in the 
economic value of February 2, 2015, stated: "the great generation of value 
for Petrobrás is the increase of their production. The increase of the 
holding is the heart of the company, is what works. " 
 
Therefore, the management report of 2014 reports on the suspension of all 
investments in refineries: 
 
"Recent circumstances have led our management to review our planning 
and implement actions to preserve cash and reduce the volume of 
investments. Through this process, we chose to postpone the following 
projects: the Rio de Janeiro petrochemical complex (Comperj) and second 
train of refining the Abreu e Lima refinery (Rnest). Premium refineries: in 
January 2015, we decided to terminate the investment projects for the 
construction of the Premium I and II Premium refineries. " 
 
It makes no sense to reduce investments in refineries, where we're 
underfunded, spending around 15 billion dollars in imports of fuel every 
year, and disinvest in refineries to turn everything for the production and 
extraction of pre-salt oil, to export cheap and expensive import. 
 
Otherwise, let's see: 
 
The oil production forecast in 2023 is 5 million barrels per day, as 
stipulated in the decennial plan of Expansion of energy-PDE 2023. 
According to this plan, in 2023, as shown in the chart below: 
 



 
 
However, the forecast for the refining capacity of Brazil in 2023 is just 2.6 
million barrels a day, if they are not completed refineries designed 
 

 
 
In 2023, we will be refining slightly over half of the oil production. 
 
Thus, Brazil is expected to become a major exporter of crude oil and 
refined importer, to buy from large multinational companies installed in 
the imperialist countries. 
 
This strategy of major exporter of crude oil is demonstrated in the chart 
below, with investments of Petrobras for the area between 1954 and 2012: 
 

 
 
Note that the investment in production and refineries were together at the 
same level between 1954 until 1982, when the priority, especially after 
the neoliberal era the early 1990, passed to the extraction of oil. 
Investments in production passes through in 3 times the investment in 
refineries. 
 



So, these days, it is clear what the neoliberal plan to Petrobras: major 
crude oil exporter and importer of refined. A colonial orientation, because 
it returns the condition that Brazil had until 1940, primary product 
exporter and importer of manufactured goods. 
 
All Petrobras investment plans allocate about 80% of investments in oil 
extraction and production, at the expense of supply, which gets only 10% 
of investments. 
 
Thus, from 2009, we began to get a billionaire deficit with imports of fuel, 
making it essential to the construction of new refineries in Brazil, mainly 
for the production of diesel, naphtha and gasoline. 
 
Export crude oil cheap and imported 35% more expensive derivatives. This 
represented a loss of about 15 billion dollars, price of a refinery a year 
we're losing. 
 
We had a trade balance of fuel loss of 9 billion dollars in 2012, from 25 
billion in 2013 and $ 15 billion in 2014. 
 
This is the result of the transformation of Petrobras and Brazil in exporter 
of crude oil and sideline the industrialization and refining. 
 
So that no doubt remains as to who is behind this neo-colonial orientation, 
let us listen to a delegate of the bankers. 
 
"Petrobras has only this output: quickly increase oil production. Thus, 
export more and relieves the box. " [8] 
 
Why would the Government orders the Petrobras not to build refineries 
and be a big producer and exporter of crude oil. 
 
Attack on Petrobras is part of the recolonization of Brazil 
The answer to this question is that the Government of the PT is the agent 
of the recolonization of Brazil today, work that began with Fernando 
Henrique Cardoso, of the PSDB, and revealed the capitulation of the 
national bourgeoisie to imperialism. 
 
Today the Brazilian economy is dominated by multinationals: 
 



 
 
And the country has become the "breadbasket of the world", in big 
producer of raw materials and food, while the domestic industry is dying. 
The chart below shows the year of 2009, as Brazil swivel toward the 
colonial past: 
 

 
 
We have built a strong industrial park between 1955 and 1985. Thereafter, 
the Brazilian industry is languishing. Since 1990, with the rise of the Collor 
and the application of neo-liberal orientation, favored the multinationals 
at the expense of the domestic industry. Allocated resources in the area of 



food, raw materials and energy to convert the Brazil (South America) in 
"breadbasket of the world". 
 
We are big exporters of iron ore and we are importing train tracks at 
prices 7 times more expensive than the exported ore. We are the largest 
exporters of beef in the world and we can't eat meats of cattle, exporting 
and importing Bibles in Portuguese in China. We reached the height of 
importing black beans! 
 
Is the back of the old colonial economy agroexportadora, energy and raw 
materials. 
 
Will any delay caused by colonial countries that imposed its domain to 
Brazil, was not enough to learn the lesson? Pau-Brazil, sugarcane, gold, 
coffee, slavery ... 
 
Politicians govern for entrepreneurs who finance their campaigns 
The car wash Operation stripped the promiscuous relationship between all 
Governments, Petrobras and employers ' politicians. 
 
This does not differentiate the PT of the PSDB. Both are funded by the 
employer and govern for her. 
 
Thus, all modern governments are no more than "committees that manage 
the business of the capitalist class as a whole," said Karl Marx, in 1848, the 
Communist Manifesto. 
 
The campaign of the candidate of the PT, Dilma Roussef, in 2014, received 
"donations" in the amount of R $ 350,836,301, .70 and 96% of the donations 
came from the big businessmen: 
 

 
 
Entrepreneurs finance candidates, who after elected will facilitate 
contracts with companies. And so the system works "democratic" 
bourgeois, this fake democracy, which favors the rich and only serves to 
deceive the people, giving the right of the population "choose" the bastard 
who will rule for the next 4 years. 
 
The campaign of Aëtius in 2014, received "donations" in the amount of R $ 
226,888,449 R $ .70, being 100% from big businessmen: 
 



 
 
The National Congress has maintained this infamous method of widespread 
corruption, vote held in June 2015. 
 
First conclusion 
Only the working class and the Brazilian people (gathered in Sindipetros 
17, in, in, in FNP FUP AEPET, FENASPE, Union, power stations, COBAP in 
MST and other workers ' organizations) can save the Petrobrás, placing it 
under workers ' control of Petrobras (direct and outsourced) and of the 
working population in General. 
 
For this, the need for the immediate convocation of a National Conference 
of trade unions by the back of the State monopoly, against the auctions 
and the sale of ativose for the re-nationalization of Petrobrás, under 
workers ' control. 
 
The trade unions, federations and Central should lean on the will of 61% of 
the Brazilian people that positioned itself against the privatization of 
Petrobras, according to Datafolha. 
 
This is the only method that can defend and save the Petrobrás of 
disassembly, the precariousness of denationalization and privatization of 
the company. 
 
It is necessary to extend this campaign to the entire base of the company, 
discussing the situation of the company in each workplace. After extending 
the debate to the people through booklets, videos, debates, etc. 
 
Make a named public, directed to the base and to the direction of the FUP 
and of trade unions, cutistas for that break with the Government Dilma 
and unify all the oil base on struggle in defense of Petrobras. 
 
If the FUP and the CUT prefer to join the Government and employers and 
refuse to unify the struggle and to convene the Conference, the FNP must 
convene along with the AEPET, COBAP, FENASPE and other organizations 
that are willing to organize this fight. 
 
No confidence in employers and Government 
The facts of the last 25 years have demonstrated that neither the national 
bourgeoisie (Eike Batista, Family, owner of the ITA, FamiliaAguir, owner of 
Bradesco, Ermírio de Morais, etc.), nor the Government of FHC, nor the 
Government of Lula and Rousseff have been on our side in defense of 
Petrobras. 
 
The PSDB, PMDB and other employers ' parties preferred to ally to 
international bankers and multinationals. The national bourgeoisie and 
Governments are unable to defend Petrobras. 
 
Only the workers ' control can prevent the company is disassembled, 
desnacionalizada, privatized, outsourced and food by corruption. 
 
The various Governments use company as Business Desk, for personal 
enrichment. 
 



So, to defend Petrobras, it is necessary to unite all workers, without any 
alliance with the bourgeoisie and imperialism and without depositing any 
confidence in Governments, whether of the PSDB or EN. 
 
The condition for our victory is complete independence front to employers 
and Governments. 
 
It's time the FUP and the CUT break its ties with the Government Dilma 
and join the fight of all Brazilian workers in defense of Petrobras. 
 
Proposal for a campaign against the sale of the assets of Petrobras 
 
For a 100% State-owned Petrobras, under the control of workers 
 
To fight the privatization 
 
-Back of State monopoly on oil, cancellation of concessions to the private 
sector in the production, refining and distribution of fuels. 
 
-100% State-owned Petrobras, under workers ' control and of the Brazilian 
people. 
 
-Nationalization without compensation, of all shares of Petrobras in the 
hands of banks and foreign funds. 
 
-Re-nationalization of petrochemical companies privatized. Against the 
sale of Braskem, BR Distribuidora and Transpetro. 
 
-End of auctions. 
 
To combat corruption 
 
The widespread corruption in the executive bodies of the company shows 
that it is endemic and is part of the capitalist system. 
 
The only way to fight this evil at its roots is through the direct control of 
the company by oil and the Brazilian people 
 
So, we advocate: 
 
-Nationalization as indemnification of all companies involved in corruption 
scandals of car wash Operation. 
 
-Prison and confiscation of assets of corrupt and mischief. 
 
-Return of R $ 6 billion to Petrobras, which were released as losses on the 
balance sheet of Petrobrás. 
 
To combat outsourcing 
 
Today we have 291 thousand outsourced in Petrobrás, constituting 78% of 
its strength work in the world. Outsourcing is a form of privatization and 
precariousness of labour, since sub-contractors earn about 20% of actual 
salaries and 90% of the accidents at work are outsourced. 
 
That's why we advocate: 
 
-End of outsourcing and give priority of sub-contractors, through an 
internal competition for professional training. 
 
-End of the chartering of private, especially foreign platforms. 
 
To combat the plan of colonial Brazil 
 
-Increase the refining Park to ensure self-sufficiency in fuel and adding 
value to raw oil. Resume COMPERJ and the construction of two Premium 
refineries of Maranhão and Ceará. 
 
-Produce oil in the pre-salt layer according to the Brazil's internal needs 
and not for export of crude oil. 



 
-Order the sale of the company's assets, the "disinvestment" and 
resumption of investment in mature fields, especially in the North-
northeastern Brazil. 
 
-To require the Government to decrease fuel prices, cutting profit margins 
of private distributors. If companies didn't accept, proceed with the 
nationalization of the fuel distribution. 
 
-Suspend the production of fuels from sugar cane for being destructive to 
the environment and occupy arable land. Prioritize the crops to ensure 
food sovereignty of the Brazilian people. 
 
-Make investments to change, gradually the energy matrix, betting on 
renewable energy and environmentally friendly environment, such as wind 
and solar energies. 
 
For the democratization of the management of Petrobras  
 
-Outside Bendine and immediate dismissal of the entire direction of the 
company. 
 
-Direct election for all offices of the Executive Board and of the Board of 
Directors of Petrobras. 
 
-Indication of policy positions in the company. Must compete for positions 
only career workers. 
 
-Positions revocable at any time, with no right to reelection. 
 
-The salaries of the Executive Board and the Board of Directors may not 
exceed 3 average salaries. Today it pays $ 2.5 million per year for each 
Executive Director, i.e. R $ 208 thousand per month. 
 
Require the Federal Government to convene a referendum that set an 
energy policy for the Brazil and the return of the State Oil monopoly, the 
end of the auctions and a 100% State-owned Petrobras, under workers ' 
control and of the Brazilian people. 
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Avaaz’s Climate Vanity 
 

 



 
 

Patrick Bond 18 June 2015 
 
Who’s not heard the great African revolutionary Amilcar Cabral’s 
injunction, fifty years ago, “Tell no lies and claim no easy victories”? If, 
like me, you’re a petit bourgeois who is hopeful for social progress, then 
let’s be frank: this advice hits at our greatest weakness, the temptation of 
back-slapping vanity. 
 
The leading framers for the 41-million strong clicktivist team from Avaaz 
need to remember Cabral. They over-reached ridiculously last week in 
praising the G7: 
 
Many told us it was a pipe dream, but the G7 Summit of leading world 
powers just committed to getting the global economy off fossil fuels 
forever!!! Even the normally cynical media is raving that this is a huge 
deal. And it’s one giant step closer to a huge win at the Paris summit in 
December – where the entire world could unite behind the same goal of a 
world without fossil fuels – the only way to save us all from catastrophic 
climate change… Our work is far from done, but it’s a day to celebrate – 
click here to read more and say congratulations to everyone else in this 
incredibly wonderful community!! 
 
Actually, according to The Economist: “no fossil-fuel-burning power station 
will be closed down in the immediate future as a result of this declaration. 
The goal will not make any difference to the countries’ environmental 
policies, since they are mostly consistent with this long-range goal anyway. 
Where they are not (some countries are increasing coal use, for example) 
they will not be reined in because of the new promises… the G7’s climate 
effort raises as many questions as it answers. The group seems to have 
rejected proposals for more demanding targets, such as decarbonisation by 
2050.” 
 
Or Time: “The results were disappointing to say the least… The G7 
announced an ‘ambitious’ plan to phase out all fossil fuels worldwide by 
2100. Unfortunately, they didn’t make any concrete plans to scale back 
their own conventional fuel consumption. That’s a big deal when 59 
percent of historic global carbon dioxide emissions—meaning the 
greenhouse gases already warming the atmosphere—comes from these 
seven nations. Taken as a group, G7 coal plants produce twice the amount 
of CO2 as the entire African continent, and at least 10 times the carbon 
emissions produced by the 48 least developed countries as a whole. If the 
G7 is serious about tackling climate change, they should start at home.” 
 
So what was going on, really? Here’s a talking head from the Council on 
Foreign Relations (an imperialist brains-trust): “The United States has long 
pressed for a shift away from binding emissions reduction commitments 
and toward a mix of nationally grounded emission-cutting efforts and 
binding international commitments to transparency and verification. 
European countries have often taken the other side, emphasizing the 
importance of binding targets (or at least policies) for cutting emissions. 
Now it looks like the big developed countries are on the same page as the 
United States. The language above is all about binding countries to 
transparency – and there isn’t anything elsewhere in the communiqué 
about binding them to actual emissions goals.” 
 
There is an even tougher critique from the left, e.g. from Oscar Reyes of 
the Institute for Policy Studies, who annotated the G7 climate 
communique here. He lands many powerful blows, not least of which is 
that you simply cannot trust these politicians. This is well known in Africa. 
Exactly a decade ago, Tony Blair led the (then-G8) Gleneagles Summit that 
made all manner of ambitious redistributive promises for the continent 
that weren’t fulfilled. 
 
Another promise to look at more critically is whether ‘net zero’ carbon 
emissions by 2100 will be gamed through ‘false solutions’ like Carbon 
Capture and Storage, dropping iron filings in the ocean to create algae 
blooms, and expansion of timber plantations to suck up CO2. The most 
serious watchdogs here, the ETC group, ActionAid and Biofuelwatch, agree 
that the G7 needs to reverse its energy ministers’ recent endorsement of 
these Dr Strangelove strategies. 



 
Put it all together, and after last week’s Elmau G7 Summit, admits even 
Oxfam (often also upward gazing), “This lukewarm summit result will only 
make the fight harder, if not impossible.” 
 
Avaaz are not only embarrassingly contradicted on their right flank. The 
organisation’s premature celebration is dangerous. After all, the 
conservative (pro-market pro-insiderism anti-activism) wing of ‘climate 
action’ politics – as distinct from climate justice advocacy – is gaming us all 
now, arguing that the Paris COP21 can result in a victory. Avaaz just 
amped up that narrative. 
 
Will the mild-mannered Climate Action Network (CAN) join a big all-in tent 
to maximise Paris popular mobilisations? In 2011 at the COP17, that’s the 
approach that civil society tried in Durban, to my regret. I think CJ 
activists drawing in CAN – and Avaaz – may be making a serious mistake. 
For this surprising Avaaz spin – declaring victory at the G7 – compounds the 
essential problem of mis-estimating the rigour of the fight ahead. 
 
The reality: if we don’t dramatically change the balance of forces and 
applaud activists who do much more militant modes of engagement, then 
global COP malgovernance continues another 21 years. Civil disobedience 
has been breaking out in all sorts of blockadia spaces, and so surely Avaaz 
should put 99% of its climate advocacy effort into amplifying the work of 
those heroes? 
 
From Paris, one of the main organisers of COP21 protests, Maxime Combes, 
was suitably cynical about the G7, which “had already committed in 2009 
(in Italy) to not exceed 2° C and to achieve a reduction of at least 50% of 
global emissions by 2050. So nothing new in the 2015 declarations except 
that at that time they had also committed to reduce by 80% or more their 
own emissions by 2050. No mention of this target is present in the 
declaration this year.” Avaaz is young, yes, but still should be able to 
recognise backsliding over the half-dozen years. 
 
Last September, I was greatly heartened by Avaaz mobilising (not 
messaging), against what were my own prior predictions (on RealNews 
from 4’00”, reflecting pessimism thanks partly to Avaaz’s awfully 
unfortunate New York subway adverts, putting “hipsters and bankers in the 
same boat march”). That wonderful mass march linked the issues and put 
non-compromising placards high into the air (way higher than ‘climate 
action’ or pro-nuke or pro-cap-and-trade), and the next day, the Flood 
Wall Street protest hit corporations hard for a few hours. Avaaz and allies 
appropriately had us marching away from the UN, because after all nothing 
useful has happened there regarding air pollution – or any global crisis for 
that matter – since the 1987 Montreal Protocol addressed the ozone hole 
by banning CFCs. 
 
And I am also one who appreciates Avaaz’s excellent petition machinery. 
(It’s in use now generating awareness and solidarity for truly excellent 
anti-mining campaigns two hours south and north of where I live in Durban, 
for example.) So this is not a standard lefty critique of clicktivism. It is a 
recognition of how desperately important it is for Avaaz to retain 
maximum credibility in the mainstream and among hard-core activists 
alike. Endorsing the world’s 1% politicians is quite surreal, given how little 
they did last week in Bavaria, what with their 85-year time horizon and 
orientation to false solutions. 
 
Avaaz wasn’t alone, by the way. From a press release I learned from 
Greenpeace’s international climate politics officer Martin Kaiser: “Elmau 
delivered.” Also, from Greenpeace US Energy Campaign director Kelly 
Mitchell, “Leaders at the G7 meeting have put forward a powerful call to 
move the global economy away from fossil fuels and toward a renewable 
energy future. Heading into the Paris climate meeting this year, it’s a 
significant step toward securing a commitment to 100% renewable energy 
by 2050.” 
 
Tell no lies, claim no easy victories. What I hope might happen is that in 
future Avaaz, Greenpeace and similar well-meaning activists might at least 
see it in their interest to tell the truth and intensify the battle against the 



leaders of the G7 (and the BRICS too) and especially against the 
corporations that yank their chains. Instead of Avaaz massaging the G7 
elites for “sending an immediate signal to dirty and clean energy investors 
that will help accelerate the clean-energy boom we desperately need,” as 
if capitalism can solve the climate crisis, why not re-boot the power 
relations? 
 
How about this wording, instead: “Since the G7 rulers finally recognise 
that fossil fuels must stay underground, duh!, but still fail to act decisively 
to that end, we in Avaaz condemn the politicians. We’ll redouble our 
efforts to target their biggest fossil investors. We’ll do so through not only 
divestment – achieved by small investor committees in wealthy Global 
North institutions – but now we’ll also turn Avaaz’s mighty 41-million 
strong listserve towards consumer boycotts of the corporations and 
especially the banks that have the most power over these G7-BRICS 
politicos. And we’ll get legal and media support for anyone blockading 
these firms, since the ‘necessity defence’ for civil disobedience is 
becoming much more vital to our world’s near-term survival. Even the 
Pope’s new climate Encyclical agrees.” 
 
Wouldn’t that be a more satisfying and nutritious strategy than the climate 
junkfood email that millions just received from Avaaz? I really felt a little 
sick after consuming it. Surely Avaaz can see the merits of shifting the 
goalposts to the left each time they have a chance, and thus enhancing the 
climate justice struggle – not joining the G7 in a fatal climate snuggle. 
https://zcomm.org/znetarticle/avaazs-climate-vanity/ 
 
Patrick Bond is author of Politics of Climate Justice and, in Durban, 
directs the University of KwaZulu-Natal Centre for Civil Society. 

 

Children of Smog in Delhi  
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Professor James K. Boyce of PERI says there are solutions to the urgent 
problem of air pollution in Delhi that has put over 2.2 million school 
children at risk of irreversible lung damage 
The Real News Network 16 June 2015 

 

''Social warfare'' keeps Johann Rupert awake at night  
 

 

 
 

Ben Morken 16 June 2015  
 
Recent comments by South Africa’s most powerful business tycoon, Johann 
Rupert, gives interesting and penetrating insights into the current state of 
mind of the bourgeoisie. Rupert is clearly very disturbed by the current 
state of affairs, even admitting that they are keeping him awake at night. 
 
Rupert-Johann-2004In a recent speech at the Financial Times Business of 



Luxury Summit in Monaco, a gathering for senior executives of the luxury 
goods industry, he said tension between the rich and the poor is set to 
escalate as robots and artificial intelligence fuel mass unemployment. "We 
cannot have 0.1 percent of 0.1 percent taking all the spoils," he said to his 
fellow bourgeois friends surrounded by $130 million yachts, Macallan 
whiskey and Almas caviar. 
 
He proceeded to ask his audience a loaded question: "How is society going 
to cope with the structural unemployment and the envy, hatred and social 
warfare?" This shows that Rupert has a clear grasp of the crisis his system 
is facing. The capitalist system has long ago ceased to be a progressive 
system, it now staggers along at an appalling cost to society. One of the 
key manifestations of this is the phenomenon of organic, structural mass 
unemployment which in South Africa officially stands at 25 percent. Rupert 
understands that this is a clear recipe for class struggle, and he admits 
that this is giving him sleepless nights: "We are destroying the middle 
classes at this stage and it will affect us. It’s unfair. So that’s what keeps 
me awake at night." 
 
He said that conflicts between social classes will make selling luxury goods 
more tricky as the rich will want to conceal their wealth. On this point, 
the Financial Times chipped in to give the rulers of our world some 
amusing advice: "Perhaps discretion will be in more demand: minimalist 
jewellery instead of bling; Audis instead of Ferraris; silver watches instead 
of gold chronometers. A yacht is hard to disguise, but it can be sailed out 
of sight of public beaches." But it is unclear how wealth is to be concealed 
in a country like South Africa where the class divisions are so glaring that 
they are evident to the naked eye. Rich and poor literally stare each other 
in the face every day and both are disgusted at what they see. Rupert 
concluded his speech by giving his audience some disturbing advice: "We 
are in for a huge change in society. Get used to it. And be prepared." 
 
Johann Rupert knows a thing or two about "disturbing" changes in society 
from a bourgeois perspective. Together with the Oppenheimer family, the 
Ruperts were at the heart of efforts to quell the revolutionary events of 
the 1980s and 1990s in South Africa, which nearly overthrew their entire 
system. In the end they were prepared to give all democratic rights to the 
masses as long as Capitalism as a whole was maintained. 
 
Rupert knows the bourgeoisie intimately well. He is the chairman and chief 
executive officer of the Swiss luxury goods company Compagnie Financiere 
Richemont, which manufactures and sells jewellery, watches, leather 
goods, writing instruments, and menas and women's clothes to the richest 
people on Earth. Their most famous brands include Cartier, IWC 
International Watch Co. AG, Jaeger-LeCoultre and Montblanc. Rupert also 
serves as Non-Executive Chair of VenFin and Remgro Ltd. 
 
Johann Rupert can clearly hear the alarm bells going off. A few months 
back, he berated South Africa’s government for failing to address 
corruption and electricity shortages: “The leadership of this country, quite 
frankly, is becoming very, very hard to defend abroad,” Rupert told 
Remgro’s annual general meeting in Somerset West, near Cape Town. “The 
people who are running the country now were not given proper education 
[!]. Wherever you look we have got stagnation and really worrying signs.” 
Of course, this is rich coming from Rupert. The corruption which he is 
complaining about is of the bourgeoisie’s own doing. In their endeavour to 
stabilise South African Capitalism after the fall of the Apartheid regime, 
corruption as a means of controlling the new political elite and tying them 
to the bourgeoisie, was one of the main tools used by the ruling class. The 
problem now is that this has reached epidemic proportions. In the context 
of a sharp rise in the class struggle, the daily revelations about corruption 
which involves some of the most senior ANC leaders, including the Nkandla 
scandal which involves the president himself, is becoming a major cause 
for instability by enraging the tested South African masses. 
 
At the same meeting in Somerset West, Rupert also had some gloomy news 
regarding the global economy. Asked by a shareholder about the 
company’s prospects, Rupert said the global economic outlook “is not 
looking too rosy”: "It doesn’t really matter who you listen to, whether it’s 
the IMF or whosoever, they are petrified,” he said. “The only way to get 



out of this is economic growth. I see nothing on the horizon to pull Europe 
out of its malaise. 
 
These comments, by one of South Africa’s most influential bourgeois, 
strikingly confirms that some of the rulers of our world are deeply 
concerned about the state of their system. Some of them are overcome 
with a sense of dread and foreboding. Everywhere they look, they are 
confronted with a deep malaise in society. As a South African bourgeois, 
Johann Rupert can see nothing but trouble ahead. Recently he recalled 
author Ernest Hemingway’s quote that "man goes bust gradually … and 
then suddenly". He believes South Africa was in the gradual stage, but the 
"sudden stage" could come at any time. It is not exactly clear whether or 
not Rupert knows it, but it is actually a profound dialectical quote, 
although from a deeply pessimistic point of view. 
 
Johann Rupert only sees doom and gloom. But the bourgeois has every 
reason to dread the future. More than two decades ago the revolutionary 
South African proletariat came within a hair’s breadth of overthrowing 
capitalism. Only the lack of a revolutionary leadership prevented them 
from doing so. But today, the bourgeois faces a massive dilemma: whereas 
the ANC leaders of the past had enormous stature and authority, today’s 
leaders have very little of both. It would be very difficult for the current 
leaders to hold the masses back once they move to change society. 
 
The capitalist system is in the middle of its deepest crisis ever, and it is 
global. Together with this, come roaring revolutionary mass movements 
from Egypt, Turkey, Brazil and Burkina Faso. On the other hand, Marxists 
look to the future with enormous optimism. Where the Johann Ruperts of 
the world are petrified by the advance of modern technologies like robots, 
Marxists welcome technological advances wholeheartedly. Under 
Capitalism advances in technology are solely aimed at improving the rate 
of profit and the bottom line. But under socialism, robots and other 
technologies will be used solely for human advances and needs. It would 
be a terrible mistake to believe that the ruling class will give up their 
position in society without a desperate fight to the finish. They will fight, 
claw and scratch to keep their privileges, interests and positions as the 
ruling class of society. 
 
But all of their attempts would be no match for the strength of the 
workers and poor once they start to move. It is not the sudden “going 
bust” of mankind that Ruperts is prophesising, but the doom of his own 
class which is terrified by its own impotence in the face of the rising class 
struggle. 
http://www.marxist.com/south-africa-social-warfare-keeps-johann-
rupert-awake-at-night.htm 

 

Congratulations, Busy Flasko Factory! 
 

 

 
 

12 years of struggle by nationalization under workers ' control. 
Marxist Left 15 June 2015 
 
The day June 12, 2015, factory workers busy Flasko 12 years of completed 
historic decision taken Assembly, to occupy the factory and resume 
production under workers ' control, adding to the workers of Cipla 
and/Interfibras, in Joinville/SC, building the movement of Occupied 
Factories. The Marxist Left feels direct part of these achievements, this 
historic fight. Congratulations to fight the factory Busy Flasko! 
 
History 
Twelve years ago, the workers at the Flasko, as part of the movement of 
Occupied Factories, decided to start the fight in defense of their jobs, 
demonstrating in practice the ability of workers to organize the 
production, under a class perspective, showing everything that can be 
done without the bosses. The fight was always by the nationalization of 
the factories, securing jobs, evaded and rights the protection of human 
dignity, against the concrete threat of unemployment. Since then, he has 
been pursued a coherent way, in defense of the expropriation of the 
means of production, founded on the most central elements of Marxism 



and the historical experiences of the international workers ' movement, 
seeking the implementation of social conquests of the working class, with 
the denunciation of the character of the State, in the same way that 
pointed the limits of solidarity economy and refused the path of 
cooperativism. 
 
Since then, the MFO conformed in battle, at the door of each factory on 
strike or in case of closure of the company. In at least 35 factories, was 
the battle with the bosses, with the organs of the State and, often, with 
their Union leaders. The roads were quite different, due to the specific 
realities of each of the cases. Some have had repossession, others have 
enacted bankruptcy. Others have entered the legal regime of the law of 
judicial recovery, or still, there have been cases that the employer simply 
closed their doors in the face of the workers. There have been cases of 
exceptional measures, legal analogies always sought to defend private 
property above any workers ' struggle. We saw ambiguous and 
contradictory paths from birth, as in the case of co-management with the 
bosses. Processes where fighting took place the factory closed, there was 
camp for months at the gates of factories, or cases where the factory 
returned to work, even after weeks or months without production, but 
with a different working relationship with the boss in the wall, having to 
meet effectively the payment of all workers ' rights. We also saw situations 
where conformed a cooperative, with workers taking over ownership of the 
factory, as well as witnessed cases where the direction of the Union only 
secured legal measures to ensure labor rights, but did nothing to prevent 
the attack on the main labor law – the right to work. 
 
Rightfully maintain extreme coherence between the theoretical reference 
of scientific socialism and the concrete reality, everyday and objective of 
the working class, the history of the MFO is fantastic, where you can check 
the State character adequately, which, ultimately, as the "Business 
Committee of the bourgeoisie", strikes a working-class struggle experience, 
directly as in the case of intervention (see documentary on 
www.youtube.com/tvflasko/intervencao), which only reinforced the 
strength of the labour movement and the class solidarity, in addition to 
the prospects of a struggle by the great capital and co-opted by colluding 
with the bosses Union directions. 
 
So, many have been the attacks, but even more so, many have been the 
achievements. 
 
Since June of 2013, a new political situation has opened in Brazil. Youth 
and, particularly at this moment, what we see is the working class in mass 
struggles against the attacks of the bourgeoisie, claiming the attendance 
of public services such as health, transport and education. Teachers across 
the country are on strike to denounce that in the country that speaks both 
to focus on education, the answers in the States has been the 
criminalisation and repression. 
 
Dilma's Government becomes even more a hostage of the collaboration of 
classes and applies it directly measures called "fiscal adjustments" that 
attacked rights historically gained by attacking the workers ' welfare and 
rights, such as unemployment insurance. Under the pecha to "redeploy" 
the social and economic development, there is a clear option to meet the 
employers ' requests, making workers pay the Bill. 
 
At the same time, given the pressures made against Flasko, what if you 
saw was a strong solidarity that has been central to the strength of this 
trench of struggle of the working class and forced the federal Government 
to negotiate and to compromise on certain points. 
 
The fight and the paths by nationalization under workers ' control 
In these 12 years, it was explained that the nationalization (political 
perspective) is expressed under three legal forms: a) tax compensation and 
BNDES (including at the time of the Cipla//Interfibras); b) expropriation 
for social interest; c) award (legal instrument that allows the State to cast 
off the factory's assets (total or not). 
 
Last year, after major mobilization against seven auctions marked in one 
day (in June), for the first time, the prosecution of the National Treasury 



suspend auctions, suspend the billing pawn (which already exceed 350%) 
and suspend the court order of appointment of a new trustee. It was an 
important victory. For the first time the prosecution admitted that the 
measures she was wearing were unfeasible, that is, impossible to run, 
because all would lead to immediate closure of the factory. Therefore, it 
was necessary to find alternatives. 
 
In this sense, insisted the three forms of nationalization, as well as 
defensive measures, such as unification of foreclosures, with payment of a 
percentage of revenues, etc. Been strengthened the procurement request. 
That's because the prosecution said it would be possible, since other 
federal government agency stating that "there is a social interest in the 
award". Formally, the Attorney of the National Treasury and the AGU 
(Advocacia General) issued a note with this suspension, from that call. 
 
So, after much social pressure, the factory Busy Flasko got the suspension 
of all tax acts and the establishment of a WG to discuss the possibility of 
awarding of the factory by the Union. 
 
Construction of the Working Group as a result of the fight the Flasko 
 
Formally, therefore, on October 27, 2014, left the publication of the 
Working Group, which defines: 
 
GENERAL SECRETARIAT 
 
GATEHOUSE In-30, of 24 OCTOBER 2014 
 
SECRETARIAGERAL CHIEF MINISTER of the PRESIDENCY of the REPUBLIC, 
SUBSTITUTE, in the use of the powers conferred. 87, sole paragraph, items 
II and IV, of the Federal Constitution, 
 
Considering the need to regularize the situation of Flasko packaging 
Industrial Ltda., a Brazilian company on self-management by workers, 
which has a consolidated value of debts registered in the Union's active 
debt higher than the R $ .00 15,000,000 (fifteen million reais); 
 
Considering the potential damage arising from the closure of Industrial 
packaging Flasko Ltda. and the need to open a channel of dialogue with 
the Federal Government, in order to continue its activities; 
 
Whereas the policy of solidarity economy aims to contribute to the 
strengthening of self managed complexes consisting of recovered 
companies or workers in crisis; 
 
and Considering the competence of this General Secretariat of the 
Presidency of the Republic with regard to the relationship and coordination 
with civil society entities, being the receiving channel and articulating 
their demands, resolves: 
 
Art. 1 Establish working group with the purpose to evaluate and propose 
solutions to the continuity of the Flasko Factory. 
 
Art. 2 the Working Group will invite the following bodies and entities to 
indicate their respective representatives: 
 
I. Ministry of finance; 
 
II. National Secretariat of solidarity economy of the Ministry of labour and 
employment; 
 
III. Ministry of planning, budget and management; 
 
IV. Ministry of cities; 
 
V. Attorney General of the Union; 
 
VI. Secretariat of Human Rights of the Presidency of the Republic; and 
 
VII. National Social Security Institute. 



 
1. The General Secretariat of the Presidency of the Republic shall exercise 
the coordination of the working group. 
 
2. Holders, representatives and their respective alternates shall be 
appointed by the leaders of now guests, and designated by Act of the State 
Chief Minister of the General Secretariat of the Presidency of the Republic. 
 
3. The participation in the Working Group will be considered provision of 
relevant, unpaid public service. 
 
4. The Working Group may invite representatives of other public 
administration federal, State or municipal, private entities, civil society 
organizations, international organizations, to contribute in the 
implementation of its work. 
 
§ 5 the General Secretariat of the Presidency of the Republic will provide 
technical and administrative support necessary for the functioning of the 
working group. 
 
 
Art. 3 the Working Group will have a period of 90 days for the completion 
of its work from the date of his appointment, admitted its prolongation for 
the same period. 
 
Art. 4 This Ordinance shall enter into force on the date of its publication. 
 
Thus, entered into a new stage of development of the Flasko negotiations. 
A new working group, involving different ministries and with the possibility 
of monitoring of other entities, experts, etc., in addition, obviously, to 
representatives of the employees of the Flasko, aiming to discuss a new 
paradigm of factories with large tax liabilities with the Union and that 
there are social interest in the property of the factory, with the protection 
of jobs and the continuation of productive activity. 
 
Are important achievements, due to the pressure of the struggle, it is still 
essential to the support of different organizations of the working class and 
social movements, demonstrating the need for this working group to 
ensure the "social interest" and thus be awarded the Flasko. 
 
Advancement of the social projects that extend the importance of 
Flasko 
Last year, the Flasko advanced on different projects that develop the 
potential that it provides. The livelihood of 70 workers and their families, 
the payment of workers ' rights, the maintenance of officially registered, 
the social character of production of Flasko, with workday of 30 hours a 
week with no reduction in wages and to guarantee a new pace of work, 
resulting in better working conditions, the factory Busy Flasko is a rich 
experience of workers ' control , reference to the Union movement, 
including international. In addition, the workers ' Village and the project 
"sports & culture factory", strengthen the great social interest in 
maintaining the Flasko activities, involving, so more than 2 thousand 
families. 
 
If all this were not enough, with the objective of strengthening the social 
character of Flasko, has been developed a selective trash collection 
project and material recycling, in conjunction with the national movement 
of collectors of recycled materials (MNCR) and cooperatives in the region, 
the social use of another factory shed, generating jobs and income for 
hundreds of workers In addition to the social benefit of the very selective 
collection of residential waste throughout the region. 
 
The concern about the need to get real-world perspective, not only for the 
workers at the Flasko, but the whole class, against the logic of capital, 
emerges from an analysis of class struggle. Are permanent discussions on 
factory about political climate and prospects for the struggle of the 
working class, with international solidarity actions to different movements 
of our class. So, the actions and positions of the factory, have always been 
based on the principles of independence, with the prospect of fighting 
against the current system. 



 
The other roads that have always been presented to nationalize the Flasko 
follow on the agenda. Still shown that BNDES, in 2005, had already 
indicated the need to make tax compensation and keep their jobs, with 
the State assuming the Cipla factories, Flasko and/Interfibras. 
 
The Bills in the Senate (PLS 257/12 and 12/469) follow in processing. The 
first, Flasko-specific, is with your process in the final stage in the CCJ 
(Committee on Constitution and Justice) of the Senate, with a favourable 
opinion of Ana Rita (PT/ES), which may be approved by the end of the 
year. The second Bill, which deals with the possibility of expropriation for 
social interest of any factory occupied by workers, is on the Committee of 
Social Affairs (CAS), and the proposal is that a public hearing is scheduled 
for the second half of 2015. 
 
The Inter-ministerial working group 
On the last day may 27 a delegation composed by Flasko and several 
workers representatives from grassroots organizations that support their 
struggle were in Brasilia to continue to fight for the award from the 
factory, requiring the second extension of the Working Group, but with the 
sending of the report built collectively, the General Secretariat of the 
Presidency of the Republic. 

 
 
 
Parabéns, Fábrica Ocupada Flaskô! 12 anos de luta pela estatização sob 
controle operário! 
Esquerda Marxista 15 de junho de 2015  
 
No dia 12 de junho de 2015, os trabalhadores da fábrica ocupada Flaskô 
completam 12 anos da histórica decisão tomada em Assembleia, de ocupar 
a fábrica e retomar a produção sob controle operário, somando-se aos 
trabalhadores da Cipla e Interfibra, em Joinville/SC, construindo o 
Movimento das Fábricas Ocupadas. A Esquerda Marxista se sente parte 
direta destas conquistas, deste histórico combate. Parabéns à luta da 
Fábrica Ocupada Flaskô! 
 
Histórico 
Há doze anos, os trabalhadores da Flaskô, como parte do Movimento das 
Fábricas Ocupadas, decidiram iniciar o combate em defesa de seus postos 
de trabalho, demonstrando na prática a capacidade dos trabalhadores em 
organizarem a produção, sob uma perspectiva de classe, evidenciando 
tudo o que pode ser feito sem os patrões. A luta sempre foi pela 
estatização das fábricas, garantindo os postos de trabalho, a defesa dos 
direitos sonegados e a defesa da dignidade humana, contra a ameaça 
concreta do desemprego. Desde então, tem sido trilhado um caminho 
coerente, em defesa da expropriação dos meios de produção, fundados nos 
elementos mais centrais do marxismo e das experiências históricas do 
movimento operário internacional, buscando a implementação de 
conquistas sociais da classe trabalhadora, com a denúncia do caráter do 
Estado, da mesma forma que se apontava os limites da economia solidária 
e se recusava o caminho do cooperativismo. 
 
Desde então, o MFO se conformou em luta, na porta de cada fábrica em 
greve ou em situações de fechamento da empresa. Em ao menos 35 
fábricas, foi realizado o combate com os patrões, com os órgãos do Estado 
e, muitas vezes, com os próprios dirigentes sindicais. Os caminhos foram 
bastante diferentes, por conta das realidades concretas de cada um dos 
casos. Alguns tiveram reintegração de posse, outros decretaram falência. 
Outros entraram no regime jurídico da lei de recuperação judicial, ou 
ainda, houve casos que o patrão simplesmente fecharam as portas na cara 
dos trabalhadores. Houve casos de medidas excepcionais, analogias 
jurídicas que sempre buscaram defender a propriedade privada acima de 
qualquer luta operária. Vimos caminhos ambíguos e contraditórios desde 
seu nascimento, como nos casos de co-gestão com os patrões. 
Aconteceram processos de luta onde a fábrica fechou, houve 
acampamento por meses nas portas das fábricas, ou ainda, casos em que a 
fábrica voltou a funcionar, mesmo depois de semanas ou meses sem 
produção, mas com uma relação de trabalho diferenciada, com o patrão na 
parede, tendo que cumprir efetivamente o pagamento de todos os direitos 



dos trabalhadores. Vimos também situações onde se conformou uma 
cooperativa, com os trabalhadores assumindo a propriedade da fábrica, 
assim como presenciamos casos onde a direção do sindicato apenas 
garantiu medidas jurídicas para garantir os direitos trabalhistas, mas nada 
fez para impedir o ataque ao principal direito trabalhista – o direito ao 
trabalho. 
 
Justamente por manter extrema coerência entre a referência teórica do 
socialismo científico e a realidade concreta, objetiva e cotidiana da classe 
trabalhadora, a história do MFO é fantástica, onde se pode verificar de 
forma cabal o caráter do Estado, que, em última instância, como o 
“comitê de negócios da burguesia”, ataca uma experiência de luta da 
classe trabalhadora, de forma direta, como no caso da Intervenção (veja 
documentário em www.youtube.com/tvflasko/intervencao), que apenas 
reforçaram a força do movimento operário e a solidariedade de classe, 
para além das perspectivas de luta cooptadas pelo grande capital e pelas 
direções sindicais coniventes com os patrões. 
 
Assim, muitos têm sido os ataques, mas, mais ainda, muitas têm sido as 
conquistas. 
 
Desde junho de 2013, uma nova situação política se abriu no Brasil. A 
juventude e, particularmente nesse momento, o que vemos é a classe 
trabalhadora em lutas massivas, enfrentando os ataques da burguesia, 
reivindicando o atendimento dos serviços públicos, como saúde, transporte 
e educação. Professores de todo o país estão em greve denunciando que no 
país que fala tanto em privilegiar a educação, as respostas nos Estados tem 
sido a criminalização e a repressão. 
 
O governo Dilma se torna ainda mais refém da colaboração de classes e 
aplica diretamente medidas chamadas de “ajustes fiscais” que atacaram 
direitos historicamente conquistados, atacando a previdência dos 
trabalhadores e direitos, como o seguro-desemprego. Sob a pecha de 
“reimplantar” o desenvolvimento econômico e social, o que se verifica é 
uma clara opção de atender aos pedidos patronais, fazendo com que os 
trabalhadores paguem a conta. 
 
Ao mesmo tempo, diante das pressões feitas contra a Flaskô, o que se viu 
foi uma forte solidariedade que tem sido fundamental para a resistência 
dessa trincheira da luta da classe trabalhadora e obrigado o governo 
federal a negociar e a ceder em determinados pontos. 
 
A luta e os caminhos pela estatização sob controle operário 
 
Nestes 12 anos, foi explicado que a estatização (perspectiva política) se 
expressa sob três formas jurídicas: a) compensação tributária e BNDES 
(inclusive na época da Cipla/Interfibra); b) desapropriação por interesse 
social; c) adjudicação (instrumento jurídico que permite o Estado 
arrematar os bens da fábrica (totais ou não). 
 
No ano passado, após grande mobilização contra sete leilões marcados em 
um mesmo dia (em junho), conseguiu-se, pela primeira vez, que a 
Procuradoria da Fazenda Nacional suspendesse os leilões, suspendesse as 
penhoras de faturamento (que já ultrapassam 350%) e suspendesse a 
ordem judicial de nomeação de um novo administrador judicial. Foi uma 
importante vitória. Pela primeira vez a Procuradoria admitia que as 
medidas que ela estava usando eram inexequíveis, ou seja, impossíveis de 
serem executadas, pois todas levariam ao fechamento imediato da fábrica. 
Por isso, era preciso encontrar alternativas. 
 
Nesse sentido, insistiu-se nas três formas da estatização, além das medidas 
defensivas, como unificação das execuções fiscais, com pagamento de 
porcentagem de faturamento, etc. Foi reforçado o pedido de adjudicação. 
Isso porque a Procuradoria falou que isso seria possível, desde que outro 
órgão do governo federal ateste que "há interesse social na adjudicação". 
Formalmente, a Procuradoria da Fazenda Nacional e a AGU (Advocacia 
Geral da União) emitiram uma nota com essa suspensão, a partir desse 
indicativo. 
 
Assim, depois de muita pressão social, a Fábrica Ocupada Flaskô conseguiu 



a suspensão de todos os atos de execuções fiscais e a criação de um GT 
para discutir a possibilidade da adjudicação da fábrica pela União.  
 
Construção do Grupo de Trabalho como fruto da luta da Flaskô 
 
Formalmente, portanto, no dia 27 de outubro de 2014, saiu a publicação 
do Grupo de Trabalho, que define: 
 
SECRETARIA- GERAL 
 
PORTARIA No- 30, DE 24 DE OUTUBRO DE 2014 
 
MINISTRO DE ESTADO CHEFE DA SECRETARIAGERAL DA PRESIDÊNCIA DA 
REPÚBLICA, SUBSTITUTO, no uso das atribuições que lhe confere o art. 87, 
parágrafo único,incisos II e IV, da Constituição Federal, 
 
Considerando a necessidade de regularizar a situação da Flaskô Industrial 
de Embalagens Ltda., empresa brasileira autogestionada pelos 
trabalhadores, que possui um valor consolidado de débitos inscritos em 
Dívida Ativa da União superior à R$ 15.000.000,00 (quinze milhões de 
reais); 
 
Considerando os potenciais danos decorrentes do fechamento da Flaskô 
Industrial de Embalagens Ltda. e a necessidade de abertura de um canal 
de interlocução junto ao Governo Federal, visando dar continuidade a suas 
atividades; 
 
Considerando que a política de Economia Solidária visa contribuir para o 
fortalecimento de empreendimentos autogestionários constituídos por 
trabalhadores de empresas recuperadas ou em crise; 
 
e Considerando a competência desta Secretaria-Geral da Presidência da 
República no que tange ao relacionamento e articulação com entidades da 
sociedade civil, sendo canal de recebimento e articulação de suas 
demandas, resolve: 
 
Art. 1º Instituir Grupo de Trabalho com a finalidade de avaliar e propor 
soluções para a continuidade da Fábrica Flaskô. 
 
Art. 2º O Grupo de Trabalho convidará os seguintes órgãos e entidades para 
indicar seus respectivos representantes: 
 
I. Ministério da Fazenda; 
 
II. Secretaria Nacional de Economia Solidária do Ministério do Trabalho e 
Emprego; 
 
III. Ministério do Planejamento, Orçamento e Gestão; 
 
IV. Ministério das Cidades; 
 
V. Advocacia Geral da União; 
 
VI. Secretaria de Direitos Humanos da Presidência da República; e 
 
VII. Instituto Nacional de Seguridade Social. 
 
§ 1º A Secretaria-Geral da Presidência da República exercerá a 
coordenação do Grupo de Trabalho. 
 
§ 2º Os representantes titulares, e seus respectivos suplentes, serão 
indicados pelos dirigentes dos órgãos ora convidados, e designados por ato 
do Ministro de Estado Chefe da Secretaria-Geral da Presidência da 
República. 
 
§ 3º A participação no Grupo de Trabalho será considerada prestação de 
serviço público relevante, não remunerada. 
 
§ 4º O Grupo de Trabalho poderá convidar representantes de outros órgãos 
da administração pública federal, estadual ou municipal, de entidades 



privadas, de organizações da sociedade civil, de organismos internacionais, 
para contribuírem na execução dos seus trabalhos. 
 
§ 5º A Secretaria-Geral da Presidência da República dará o suporte técnico 
e administrativo necessário ao funcionamento do Grupo de Trabalho. 
 
Art. 3º O Grupo de Trabalho terá prazo de noventa dias para a conclusão 
de seus trabalhos a contar da data de sua designação, admitida sua 
prorrogação por igual período. 
 
Art. 4º Esta Portaria entra em vigor na data de sua publicação. 
 
Dessa forma, adentrou-se em uma nova etapa de desenvolvimento das 
negociações da Flaskô. Criou-se um novo Grupo de Trabalho, envolvendo 
diferentes Ministérios e com possibilidade de acompanhamento de demais 
entidades, especialistas, etc., além, obviamente, de representantes dos 
trabalhadores da Flaskô, com o objetivo de discutir um novo paradigma de 
casos de fábricas com grande passivo fiscal com a União e que há interesse 
social na propriedade da fábrica, com a defesa dos postos de trabalho e a 
continuidade da atividade produtiva. 
 
São importantes conquistas, fruto da pressão da luta, por isso segue sendo 
fundamental o apoio de diferentes organizações da classe trabalhadora e 
dos movimentos sociais, demonstrando a necessidade deste Grupo de 
Trabalho garantir formalmente o “interesse social”, e, assim, adjudicar a 
Flaskô. 
 
Avanço dos projetos sociais que ampliam a importância da Flaskô 
No último ano, a Flaskô avançou em diferentes projetos que desenvolvem 
o potencial que ela proporciona. O sustento de 70 trabalhadores e suas 
famílias, o pagamento dos direitos dos trabalhadores, a manutenção da 
carteira assinada, o caráter social da produção da Flaskô, com jornada de 
trabalho de 30 horas semanais sem redução de salários e a garantia de um 
novo ritmo de trabalho, resultando em melhores condições de trabalho, a 
Fábrica Ocupada Flaskô é uma experiência riquíssima de controle operário, 
referência para o movimento sindical, inclusive internacional. Além disso, 
a Vila Operária e o projeto “Fábrica de Cultura e Esporte”, reforçam o 
grande interesse social na manutenção das atividades da Flaskô, 
envolvendo, portanto, mais de 2 mil famílias. 
 
Se não bastasse tudo isso, com o objetivo de reforçar o caráter social da 
Flaskô, tem sido desenvolvido um projeto de coleta seletiva de lixo e de 
reciclagem de material, conjuntamente com o Movimento Nacional de 
Catadores de Materiais Reciclados (MNCR) e cooperativas da região, o uso 
social de um outro galpão da fábrica, gerando empregos e renda para 
centenas de trabalhadores, além do benefício social da própria coleta 
seletiva dos lixos residenciais em toda a região. 
 
A preocupação quanto à necessidade de buscar perspectivas reais, não 
somente para os trabalhadores da Flaskô, mas do conjunto da classe, 
contra a lógica do capital, emerge de uma análise da luta de classes. São 
permanentes as discussões na fábrica sobre conjuntura política e 
perspectivas para a luta da classe trabalhadora internacional, com ações 
de solidariedade a diferentes movimentos de nossa classe. Por isso, as 
ações e os posicionamentos da fábrica, sempre estiveram pautadas pelos 
princípios da independência de classe, com a perspectiva de luta contra o 
sistema vigente. 
 
Os demais caminhos que sempre foram apresentados para estatizar a 
Flaskô seguem em pauta. Segue sendo mostrado que o próprio BNDES, em 
2005, já havia indicado a necessidade de fazer uma compensação 
tributária e manter os empregos, com o Estado assumindo as fábricas 
Cipla, Interfibra e Flaskô. 
 
Os Projetos de Lei no Senado (PLS 257/12 e 469/12) seguem em 
tramitação. O primeiro, específico da Flaskô, está com seu trâmite em 
fase final na CCJ (Comissão de Constituição e Justiça) do Senado, com 
parecer favorável da Ana Rita (PT/ES), podendo ser aprovado até o fim do 
ano. O segundo projeto de lei, que trata da possibilidade de 
desapropriação por interesse social de qualquer fábrica ocupada por 



trabalhadores, está na Comissão de Assuntos Sociais (CAS) e a proposta é 
que seja agendada audiência pública para o segundo semestre de 2015. 
 
O Grupo de Trabalho Interministerial 
No último dia 27 de maio uma delegação composta por trabalhadores da 
Flaskô e diversos representantes de organizações populares que apóiam 
sua luta estiveram em Brasília dando continuidade à luta pela adjudicação 
da fábrica, requerendo a segunda prorrogação do prazo do Grupo de 
Trabalho, mas com o envio do relatório construído coletivamente, à 
Secretaria-Geral da Presidência da República. 
 
A comissão foi composta com vários companheiros de luta: Galvão do MTD 
(Movimento dos Trabalhadores por Direitos), por Ana Paula Perles, da 
Coordenação Nacional do MTST, por Mancha da CPS-Conlutas, Filipe 
Monteiro (Jesus) da organização de juventude Juntos, por Alessandro 
Rodrigues da Associação de Moradores da Vila Operária, por Marcio Rap do 
movimento hip hop de Sumaré. A Esquerda Marxista esteve representa na 
comissão de trabalhadores da Flaskô, com o Vereador de Joinville, Adilson 
Mariano, com o diretor do Sindicato dos Petroleiros do RJ, Fernando Leal e 
com o Luiz Cláudio, diretor do Sindsprev-RJ. 
 
A delegação foi recebida pela Secretaria de Economia Solidária pela manhã 
e pela tarde na Secretaria Geral da Presidência. Em ambas os 
trabalhadores protocolaram manifesto de apoio de organizações em defesa 
da adjudicação da fábrica. 
 
Também protocolaram proposta de Portaria Interministerial para o inicio 
da adjudicação. Um passo real e concreto que pode ser adotado pelo 
Grupo de Trabalho criado pelo Governo Federal em novembro de 2014. 
 
Durante ambas as reuniões os representantes dos ministérios explicaram a 
situação e reafirmaram o compromisso de um desfecho positivo para a 
questão. Foi afirmado que o prazo para o grupo de trabalho deve ser 
renovado e que neste período os representantes dos trabalhadores serão 
chamados a participarem da primeira reunião. 
 
Conclusão 
A Esquerda Marxista tem acordo com a tática da adjudicação por interesse 
social adotada pela Flaskô. Utilizando-se das brechas na legislação, busca-
se a implementação de algo que já está sendo desenvolvido pela própria 
União. A adjudicação é o instrumento legal para a desapropriação dos bens 
pertencentes ao proprietário devedor e sua cessão em uso para os 
trabalhadores que dão um fim social a fábrica. Isso é feito diariamente e 
reivindicamos que seja, portanto, usado pelo governo federal em relação à 
Flaskô. 
 
O relatório do grupo de Trabalho Interministerial foi entregue à Secretaria-
Geral da Presidência da República, e agora está nas mãos do Ministro 
Miguel Rossetto e da Presidenta Dilma. Adjudicação já! 
 
Vale destacar o amplo apoio organizado em torno do manifesto pela 
Adjudicação por Interesse Social da Flaskô. Veja mais em: 
 
http://www.fabricasocupadas.org.br/site/index.php/noticias/3498-voce-
apoia-a-adjudicacao-da-flasko-entenda-melhor-veja-quem-assina-e-
apoie-esta-campanha 
 
Os trabalhadores da Flaskô sabem que só com pressão e luta, podem ser 
vencedores. Por isso, a Esquerda Marxista convida todos a se somarem às 
iniciativas que forem divulgadas em prol da campanha pela adjudicação, 
em especial neste momento em que se completam 12 anos de luta pela 
estatização sob controle operário. 
 
Parabenizamos a luta da Flaskô, com todas suas conquistas sociais e 
econômicas, não somente para os trabalhadores da Flaskô e a comunidade 
da região, mas como uma batalha histórica, um exemplo importantíssimo 
para o conjunto da classe nesse momento de crise econômica, em que 
crescem as demissões e fechamentos de empresas. É o exemplo vivo da 
defesa dos postos de trabalho através da ocupação das fábricas e da luta 
pela estatização, como forma de manter os trabalhadores unidos, 



produzindo e organizados, sob uma clara perspectiva de classe, somando-
se ao conjunto do movimento operário de todo o mundo, construindo outro 
modelo de sociedade, sem exploradores e explorados, o socialismo. 
 
Viva a luta da Fábrica Ocupada Flaskô! 
 
Parabéns, Flaskô, pelos 12 anos de resistência! 
 
Dilma, adjudicação por interesse social, já! 
 
www.marxismo.org.br 

 

Will Zhou Yongkang be Xi’s last ‘tiger’? 
 

 

 
 

Former security boss handed life sentence at secret trial 
Vincent Kolo, chinaworker.info 13 June 2015  
 
Xi Jinping finally got his man, but not the way he would have chosen. Zhou 
Yongkang is the 72-year-old former chief of China’s internal security 
behemoth. Not only was he tried in secret, overturning an earlier official 
statement that the trial would be ‘open’, but the trial and guilty verdict 
were not announced for three weeks. 
 
Zhou was sentenced to life imprisonment for bribery, abuse of power and 
leaking state secrets at his trial in Tianjin on 22 May, with the news 
reported first on 11 June. A white-haired and frail looking Zhou, formerly 
one of the most feared and powerful officials in China’s one-party 
dictatorship (CCP), was shown in television footage making a short 
admission of guilt and saying that he would not appeal. 
 
These proceedings mark a radical departure from the treatment of Zhou’s 
ally, the princeling politician Bo Xilai, whose trial in 2013 was semi-open 
with a massive media focus. This time the regime chose to play down the 
affair, despite Zhou being the most senior ‘tiger’ (i.e. senior official) 
netted in Xi’s anti-corruption drive. The crackdown on graft is in fact an 
internal power struggle and regime shake-up with much more at stake than 
curbing rampant official corruption. Measured by its effectiveness in 
limiting corruption the campaign has not succeeded and cannot succeed. 
According to Berlin-based Transparency International, China fell 20 places 
in the global corruption rankings last year – from 80 to 100 out of 175 
countries. An internal CCP report from 2014 found that almost one in three 
officials were involved in corruption, which if anything is an 
underestimate. To really tackle corruption would require the arrest of 
millions in other words, something that Xi has no intention of doing. 
 
The almost low-key manner in which the trial of Zhou was handled – it was 
not even the top story on national TV news – has generated a lot of 
speculation about where Xi Jinping will go from here. Is his drive to 
weaken the traditionally powerful factions and power blocs within the CCP 
heirarchy running into greater resistance and does this suggest that a 
slowdown or pause in the ‘tiger hunt’ is on the cards? Or is it that the 
alarming deterioration of the economy – with foreign trade slumping and 
financial stresses rising in recent months – is now forcing Xi and his allies 
to shift focus and seek to repair the shaken ‘stability’ within the party-
state apparatus? All are feasible scenarios. 
 
Plan B 
According to Steve Tsang, an expert on Chinese politics from the University 
of Nottingham, the trial showed that many observers may have 
overestimated the degree to which Xi is in control: “He is still powerful, he 
is still confident – but not as much as we were all giving him credit for.” 
Tsang said the secret trial was Xi’s “Plan B” and that he would have much 
preferred a more public demolition of Zhou Yongkang to boost his own 
popularity, and to maximise the deterrent effect on other potential 
opponents inside the CCP. 
 
The official reason for this secrecy is that some of the charges against 
Zhou concerned state secrets. But many commentators had expected the 



trial to be held in two parts, one semi-open (to handpicked Chinese media 
only) and the other behind closed doors. The regime seems to have had 
second thoughts however, especially after its experience with Bo Xilai’s 
trial, which veered badly off script. The former Chongqing party boss, who 
is a more popular but less powerful figure than Zhou, retracted his 
confession in court and conducted a spirited defence. This performance 
won Bo a lot of support among the general public while of course – always 
with such trials in China – the outcome was a foregone conclusion. 
 
Based on media reports inside and outside China, Zhou was spectacularly 
corrupt, but this was not the main reason for his downfall. Zhou together 
with Bo and several other figures including Ling Jihua, the former aide to 
China’s ex-president Hu Jintao, and the top general Xu Caihou, who died in 
March, collectively dubbed “the new Gang of Four” by Chinese media, 
attempted to manoeuvre against Xi’s succession in the run up to the CCP’s 
18th Congress in 2012. Furthermore, as a former member of the elite 
Politburo Standing Committee, Zhou represents a very big ‘tiger’ – and 
therefore his incarceration serves as a warning that nobody is beyond the 
reach of Xi’s crackdown. 
 
This anti-corruption drive, which is the most far-reaching in the history of 
the CCP and has brought down at least 100 officials of vice-ministerial rank 
or higher, along with more than 400,000 ‘flies’ (low-ranking officials), has 
been used to pursue Xi’s opponents and potential opponents inside the 
party-state machinery and project his own status as China’s new ‘strong 
man’. There are parallels with how Vladimir Putin launched a ‘war against 
the oligarchs’ more than ten years ago to cement his control and to re-
centralise power in the Russian state. Xi is known to be an admirer of 
Putin. 
 
Nevertheless, it seems that for a combination of reasons Xi has taken a 
step back, at least for the time being. The case against Zhou Yongkang has 
taken two years. Many commentators are surprised that he did not suffer a 
more public ‘crucifixion’ and that he received a relatively lenient life 
sentence rather than a death sentence or suspended death sentence as 
was widely tipped. A deal has evidently been struck to obtain Zhou’s 
admission of guilt, something that is common in high profile corruption 
cases. The question is at what price the regime achieved this? 
 
Earlier this year, state media accused Zhou of being a “traitor” and 
China’s highest judicial organ, the Supreme People’s Court, accused him of 
engaging in “unauthorised political activity” in cohorts with Bo Xilai. This, 
and a Politburo statement that for the first time publicly named several 
internal CCP factions, in connection with this case, signalled a radical 
departure from the past with Xi and his graft busters ‘politicising’ the anti-
corruption struggle and openly admitting that a factional power struggle 
exists within the ostensibly “unified” CCP. None of these allegations 
(factionalism, a conspiracy with Bo Xilai against Xi Jinping) appeared on 
the charge sheet at the Tianjin trial however. The purpose of these public 
allegations appears to have been to pressurise Zhou into cutting a deal in 
order to save his own life and perhaps limit the scale of retribution against 
his family members (many of whom are also in detention). 
 
As in previous cases, the scale of Zhou’s economic crimes was downsized 
at the trial. This is done to mislead the public about the true scale of 
official looting. It shows the degree of official nervousness that the anti-
corruption campaign, while pivotal to Xi’s plans for a shake-up of the 
balance of power, also threatens to undermine the regime by publicly 
exposing the shocking crimes of its leaders. Xinhua has previously reported 
that Zhou, working with his sidekicks the former oil boss Jiang Jiemen and 
the former deputy party boss of Sichuan province Li Chuncheng, both also 
indicted for corruption, enriched his relatives and cronies to the tune of 
US$345 million. Yet at his trial Zhou was convicted of taking bribes of just 
731,000 yuan (US$118,000). 
 
On a lighter note, one of the key witnesses against Zhou was his former 
confidante and mystic, the billionaire Cao Yongzheng, also known as the 
‘Xinjiang sage’. Cao told the court that Zhou had given him six classified 
documents, of which five were marked top secret. This cameo role 
highlights a wider phenomenon – as corruption has exploded and the gulf 



between a wealthy elite and a still poor majority has widened, China’s top 
officials have increasingly turned to soothsayers and mystics for guidance. 
“Usually the more senior an official is, the more superstitious he will be,” 
said Hu Xingdou, an economist at Beijing University of Technology. The 
former head of the railway ministry, Liu Zhijun, who is also serving a life 
sentence, was known to consult feng shui masters about which dates were 
the most auspicious for commencing construction work on new rail 
projects. Cao Yongzheng was arrested last year while trying to escape to 
Taiwan – something he evidently failed to foresee! 
 
Pushback? 
The circumstances surrounding Zhou’s trial raise questions about Xi’s next 
moves. It may be that the economic crisis and rising tensions at the top are 
forcing Xi to dial down at least on the pace and scale of the purge. The 
cracks opening up within the ruling elite were highlighted in a public 
statement made last week by the daughter of the late Chen Yun, a CCP 
giant who founded the anti-corruption agency (CCDI) in the 1970s. Chen 
Weili gave her support to Xi’s campaign saying the struggle against 
corruption was necessary. “The party rule will end otherwise,” she said 
according to the South China Morning Post. That Xi feels the need to enlist 
public backing from fellow princelings such as Chen suggests that the 
campaign is encountering strong headwinds. 
 
There has been speculation that several high profile former leaders could 
be the next targets of the purge. These include former Premier Wen 
Jiabao (whose family wealth makes Zhou Yongkang’s look trifling), former 
Premier Li Peng (the “Butcher of Beijing”) and his offspring, and even ex-
president Jiang Zemin, who was the mentor of both Zhou Yongkang and Bo 
Xilai, and heads the most powerful of CCP factions, the Shanghai Gang. To 
go after even some of these targets would be tantamount to something 
close to ‘civil war’ within the ruling elite. Only time will tell, but the 
outcome of the Zhou Yongkang case suggests a cooling off is more likely at 
least in the short-term. More likely immediate targets of the purge are 
Ling Jihua, the former aide to Hu Jintao, and retired top general Guo 
Boxiong. But there are reports that Ling has gone mad in prison. Guo, who 
is not yet formally under investigation although this is expected, is said to 
be gravely ill from cancer. Therefore neither Ling nor Guo may be able to 
stand trial and their circumstances may increase the pressure upon Xi and 
his allies to use the wrapping up of the case against Zhou Yongkang as a 
timely moment to begin winding down. 
 
“You do need some way of striking the balance,” says Andrew Wedeman, a 
US professor whose research focuses on corruption in China. “You can’t 
keep indicting more and more tigers without really calling into question 
the integrity of the party as a whole. There is a need at some point to 
scale things back,” he told the New York Times (11 June 2015). 
 
‘Endgame’? 
For Xi the ultimate aim of this campaign is to break up the ‘rule by elders’ 
that plagued his predecessor Hu Jintao and led to creeping paralysis at the 
centre, with factional bosses – commonly with a regional power base – 
acting akin to the warlords of the past. Through the anti-corruption 
campaign as well as an increasingly nationalist tone in foreign policy (as 
shown in the South China Sea conflict and other disputes) Xi is trying to 
cement a more personalised form of dictatorship. In so doing he is 
abandoning the ‘collective dictatorship’ model devised by Deng Xiaoping as 
a way to introduce some ‘checks and balances’ into an authoritarian 
system. Deng’s aim was to avoid a re-run of the tumultuous final years of 
Mao Zedong’s rule. Clearly, therefore, Xi’s power grab, while predicated 
on the need for extreme measures to save the regime from collapse or 
revolution, also entails big risks that could blow back against its author. 
 
These dangers were highlighted in a widely debated op-ed in the Wall 
Street Journal (6 March 2015) by the veteran American China watcher 
David Shambaugh. He reversed his earlier more upbeat assessment of the 
Chinese dictatorship’s prospects and declared that Xi Jinping’s “despotism 
is severely stressing China’s system and society – and bringing it closer to a 
breaking point.” Shambaugh, a former favourite of Beijing, has been 
roundly denounced by the Chinese media for predicting, “The endgame of 
Chinese communist rule has now begun, I believe, and it has progressed 



further than many think.” 
 
The CCP regime finds itself in unchartered territory. Pressure is mounting 
as a result of the sharp economic slowdown, increasing regional and global 
conflicts, and growing unrest at the base of society as shown in an upturn 
in workers’ strikes and other forms of mass protest. These pressures are 
the origin of the top-level power struggle ‘with anti-corruption 
characteristics’ that has raged for the past 2 to 3 years. While capitalist 
commentators offer no solutions other than to propose top-down ‘political 
reform’ which CCP leaders fear would only open the gates to revolution, 
the scenario sketched out by Shambaugh is far from fanciful. We are 
witnessing the onset of a severe crisis in China, which only the working 
class equipped with a socialist and democratic alternative can resolve. 
http://chinaworker.info/en/2015/06/13/10506/ 

 

Qatar: World cup of corruption and exploitation 
 

 

 
 

Paddy Meehan 12 June 2015 
 
Sepp Blatter’s decision to resign as FIFA President didn’t come as a result 
of the horrifying conditions migrant workers face in building the new 
stadiums in Qatar, but as a final attempt to save the corrupt elite at the 
top of the federation. 
 
A number of the voting members of the selection committee for the 2018 
and 2022 World Cup bids have been accused of and prosecuted for 
accepting bribes. While FIFA sits on a multi-billion dollar industry, the 
world of migrant workers in Qatar couldn’t be more different. 
 
Horrifying conditions in the desert 
In a country with a native population of 278,000, there are 1.5 million 
migrant workers, most of them drawn from neighbouring states but also 
from Africa and the Middle East. Qatar is the world’s richest country per 
capita, at $145,894 per person. Yet workers in the new construction 
industry build the stadiums and infrastructure in the most horrendous 
conditions for slave pay. 
 
Temperatures regularly exceed 50C and, with next to no health and safety 
regulations, the run up to the World Cup is being counted in the deaths of 
workers. The Play Fair Qatar campaign has said that they expect that 
“more than 62 workers will die for each game played during the 2022 
tournament.” 964 workers from Nepal, India and Bangladesh were killed in 
2012/13. If this rate continues, it is expected 4,000 workers could be killed 
by the time the tournament takes place. 
 
The DLA Piper report from 2014 highlighted these figures and their causes. 
They also brought to light the Kafala slave labour programme where 
workers are legally tied to their bosses, where they have no rights and 
even have to ask their permission to leave the country. The Qatari regime 
made gestures that this and other anti-migrant worker measures would be 
abolished. To date this has not happened. 
 
The 2022 World Cup will only be the latest in a long line of grotesque 
spectacles. At the last World Cup in Brazil, FIFA demanded elaborate 
stadia be built while slum conditions were maintained and in the favelas of 
Rio de Janeiro and Maracana. When people protested outside the games, 
they were viciously repressed by the state. Likewise in South Africa in 
2010, police used tear gas and mace to attack striking security workers 
being paid poverty wages at the games. 
 
No profiteering from football 
The brutal conditions migrant workers face in Qatar are the logical 
conclusion of the profit-driven demands of the corrupt leadership at the 
top of FIFA that have ensured that football has become another plaything 
of the rich. The history of the game and its modern corruption is expertly 
explained by Socialist Party member John Reid in his book “Reclaim the 
Game”. As John argued then, instead of being run for profit, the game 
should be democratically owned and controlled by fans, players and staff. 



http://socialistparty.ie/2015/06/qatar-world-cup-of-corruption-and-
exploitation/ 

 

Germany: Multiple strikes mark changed situation 
 

 

 
 

Strikes in numerous sectors as workers fail to benefit from “recovery” 
Sascha Stanicic from Sozialistische Alternative (CWI in Germany) 10 June 2015 
 
It is only June, but the number of days “lost” to strikes in Germany has 
already doubled in comparison to the whole year of 2014 and at its highest 
since 2003. After bigger warning strikes of public sector and metal workers 
earlier this year, we have seen a three week-long strike of Kindergarten 
nurses and social workers and the biggest ever train drivers’ strike in the 
country’s history, well as warning strikes of postal, retail and insurance 
workers. This week, postal workers have started an unlimited strike while 
Siemens workers held a day of protest against job cuts. Also the trade 
union ver.di is, after a ballot, likely to soon begin unlimited strike action 
at Europe’s biggest university hospital, the Charité in Berlin. This marks a 
new situation in Europe’s powerhouse.  
 
Germany has come out of the “great recession” and the Euro crisis as the 
main economic and political power in Europe. It was one of the first 
countries to reach its pre-crisis GDP level again. This relative – and 
superficial – economic stability and strength is the main reason for an 
apparent political stability and the relatively strong position of Chancellor 
Angela Merkel and her grand coalition government. Indeed over the last 
years, many workers thought – looking at the situation in other European 
countries – that they were lucky not to be drawn into the spiral of crisis 
and austerity. In fact, the grand coalition began its time in office with 
some, very limited, social reforms like the introduction of a €8.50 
minimum wage.  
 
But, and this is a big but, Germany’s economic strength is hardly reflected 
in the living standards of working people. On the contrary it is based on an 
enormous widening of the low wage sector and precarious working 
conditions and an increase in work intensity. For many workers, stress 
levels have reached unprecedented levels. This is one common feature in 
many of the strike movements and industrial disputes we have seen in the 
recent period. These strikes, together with a growing polarisation around 
the issue of migration, have led to a change in the political situation in the 
country. At the end of 2014, racist demonstrations under the banner of 
“PEGIDA” (see previous reports on socialistworld.net) began and provoked 
anti-racist mass demonstrations around the country. There have also been 
a number of mobilisations against the free trade agreement TTIP with a big 
demonstration planned for October. Just last week tens of thousands took 
to the streets against the G7 summit in Bavaria.  
 
Recent strikes have mainly taken place in public services – railways, post, 
hospitals, childcare (kindergarten) and social work. They have different 
specific issues but, as has been said, one common feature is the fight 
against bad working conditions. They are also all of a clearer political 
character because the question is posed if public services should remain 
public and whether they should be run for profit or people’s needs. There 
is a potential to bring different struggles together into one movement for 
better working conditions, workers’ rights, the defence of the public 
sector and for the re-distribution of wealth from top to bottom. But the 
trade union leaderships make no attempt to develop a coordinated 
strategy for struggle.  
 
Train drivers  
On the contrary one aspect of the dispute on the railways was an open 
split of the trade union movement. Here the train drivers are in their 
majority organised in the GDL (trade union of German train drivers) which 
is an old “craft union” that does not belong to the main DGB trade union 
federation but to the traditionally more conservative DBB grouping of civil 
servant associations. But as the DGB-affiliated railway union EVG has a 
long tradition of co-management and sell-outs, the GDL – on the basis of a 
more combative policy and the organisation of strikes – has recently 



become the strongest union among train drivers while the EVG remains 
stronger among the rest of the workforce. This has been a feature in other 
professions as well, such as pilots and doctors. The emergence of more 
combative “craft unions” is both a threat to the capitalist class and to the 
wider trade union bureaucracy.  
 
To stop the growing influence of these craft unions, the government put 
forward new anti-trade union legislation which in effect limits the right to 
sign collective bargaining agreements and thereby, under German law, the 
legal right to strike to the biggest single union in a workplace. This 
measure was supported by a majority of DGB affiliated unions, especially 
the industrial ones, whose leaderships while speaking of the need for 
“unity” in reality feared that their own members would be inspired by the 
craft unions’ current militancy. Under pressure from their rank and file the 
public sector and services union ver.di, the teachers’ union GEW and the 
food workers’ union NGG came out in opposition to this law.  
 
The battle of the train drivers was directly linked to this legislation. Rail 
management tried to delay negotiations until after the passing of the bill 
in parliament on 29 May. This provoked the biggest train drivers’ strikes in 
the history of the country. While the train drivers – who also struck for 
equal pay for all train drivers and for better wages and conditions for 
other on-board train staff – stood solidly behind the strike the leaderships 
of all the DGB trade unions came out in opposition calling the GDL 
“splitters”. In reality these leaders formed an unholy alliance with the 
employers against a trade union which is seen by many as the only union 
which is seriously fighting for its members’ interests. Despite the DGB 
leaders’ opposition and enormous media propaganda against the strike, 
opinion polls have shown that there has consistently been half the 
population in solidarity with the train drivers and also a lot of sympathy 
amongst the rank and file of the DGB trade unions. While the trade union 
leaderships failed to organise any solidarity with the GDL, SAV (CWI in 
Germany) together with other left activists and others helped publish a 
solidarity newspaper for the strike which published six issues over the last 
6 months and had a print run of several tens of thousands.  
 
While the anti-strike legislation could not be stopped this time, the train 
drivers’ successfully got a guarantee from rail management that they will 
get a collective bargaining contract for their members independent from 
contracts with the bigger trade union. While socialists would usually 
support the greatest possible unity among workers of one company and 
also the idea of one contract for all, under these circumstances the fight 
of the GDL for their own contract was, at this time, the only realistic way 
to advance with a fighting trade union policy in the railways. At the time 
of writing, mediation is taking place to negotiate the demands of the union 
which are for a five per cent wage increase, a reduction of the working 
week by one hour and a reduction of the massive overtime train drivers 
have to work.  
 
Kindergarten and social workers  
Also last week, the three week long strike of public kindergarten and social 
workers was interrupted in order to start a mediation process. Here the 
trade union ver.di is demanding a better job classification for these 
240,000 workers which would lead to an average ten percent wage 
increase –after some wage rates in this sector were cut in 2005. This is 
especially important as these are classically women’s jobs and a success 
would motivate women workers in other professions to demand their rights 
as well.  
 
The strike was marked by a high level of participation, large 
demonstrations and big support among parents and the wider population as 
everyone understands the importance of what the kindergarten and social 
workers do. There were also more elements of participation and 
democracy, with strikers’ meetings in the areas and a national delegates’ 
conference. But while ver.di chairman, Frank Bsirske, had promised at the 
first conference that the strike would finish before an acceptable offer is 
on the table, the union leadership supported the mediation and thereby 
the interruption of the strike. This is because of a contract which says that 
a union must stop a strike if the employers call for mediation. This is a 
contract which left wing trade unionists have for years been demanding 



should be cancelled as soon as possible. Now the danger is there that the 
union leadership will not call the workers out on strike again and will agree 
to a compromise which will not meet the workers’ expectations.  
 
SAV members among the strikers call for a broad solidarity campaign by 
the ver.di trade union and other unions including solidarity strikes and 
coordinated action of the different workforces which are in disputes at the 
moment.  
 
Charité hospital  
A special dispute is coming to an escalation at Europe’s biggest university 
clinic, the Charité in Berlin. Given the shortfall of 162,000 jobs in German 
hospitals the trade union is demanding a law to regulate the number of 
staff per patient. The Charité workers don’t want to wait until the 
government moves but are demanding now a collective bargaining contract 
to regulate patient/nurse ratios. At the end of April Charité workers held, 
for the first time ever, a hospital warning strike over these demands. This 
was followed by a ballot of trade union members at the Charité saw a 
clear majority voting in favour of strike action which will most likely begin 
in the second half of June. This strike is of national importance despite the 
fact that it is only taken place in one workplace in one city. But a success 
could break open the floodgates and motivate hospital workers and others 
to follow their example. SAV members play an important role both in the 
trade union branch and in the solidarity alliance “Berliners for more staff 
in hospitals”.  
 
New unionism?  
There has been a clear increase in trade union struggles in some sectors, 
especially the service sector. This reflects the worsening of conditions in 
this sector through privatisations and outsourcing and the fact that the 
unions have to do something in order not to end up becoming insignificant. 
Moreover, many public and service sector workers feel their wages and 
conditions are lagging behind at a time when the German economy appears 
to be in recovery and the state is enjoying a higher tax income. We are 
also seeing the beginnings of a new layer of activists developing in fighting 
sectors and the emergence of left wing full time union secretaries in some 
cases who try to push the unions to a more combative strategy.  
 
2013 saw a long retail strike and again this year retail workers have begun 
to take action. At the Post company, workers are opposing the lowering of 
wages through the creation of sub companies, which would pay an average 
of €13 a hour compared to the average €17 which current Post AG workers 
receive. However, despite the increase in the number of strikes there has 
also been a further shift to the right by the leaderships of the industrial 
unions, reflecting their close support for the companies dominating 
Germany’s export-based economy. This has also led to some tensions 
between the leaderships of the industrial and service unions.  
 
SAV members are active in these battles trying to build the strikes and the 
trade union organisations on a democratic and combative basis. We call on 
activists to get organised in networks which can influence trade union 
policy and organise actions from below in order to fight for a political 
alternative in the unions – for fighting and democratic trade unions with an 
anti-capitalist policy. 
http://www.socialistworld.net/doc/7236 

 

US to Lose Its Ground Under BRICS Pressure 
 

 

 
 

Bremer Landesbank (Sputnik News) 11 June 2015 
 
Blind adherence to US policies and the introduction of anti-Russian 
sanctions have turned fatal for Europe; the axis of Russia-China-BRICS is 
set to overturn the global economic system and to prevail over the 
hegemony of the US, according to the chief economist of the German 
Bremer Landesbank. 
 
The real damage to the EU countries caused by the launch of anti-Russian 
sanctions is much more comprehensive than that estimated by the 



statistics, Folker Hellmeyer, chief economist of the German Bremer 
Landesbank told in an interview with Deutsche Wirtschafts Nachrichten. 
 
 
 
© Sputnik/ Alexey KudenkoUS Seeks to 'Hold Russia Back' From Creation of 
Multipolar World“The slump in German export volume by 18 percent in 
2014 and by 34 percent for the first two months of 2015 is just the tip of 
the iceberg,” he said. “There are much more of the side-effects.”  
 
“European countries, like Finland and Austria, who have strong developing 
businesses in Russia, place fewer orders within Germany. Moreover, the 
European corporations evade sanctions and create high-efficient 
production facilities in Russia. We, therefore, lose this potential capital 
stock, which is the basis of our prosperity, and Russia wins.” 
 
The relationship of trust between Russia and Germany and the EU is 
somewhat broken. And it will take years to rebuild it. As the result, such 
companies as Siemens and Alstom have lost major projects in Russia, he 
said. The potential damage not only for Germany but for the whole of the 
EU, therefore, is much more comprehensive than what is being shown by 
current figures. 
 
Meanwhile, Moscow, Beijing and other BRICS countries are looking forward 
to building the largest projects of the modern history: the construction of 
new Eurasian infrastructure from Moscow to Vladivostok, in South China 
and India. 
 
Participation of the Western countries in these mega-projects looks quite 
uncertain, Hellmeyer said. 
 
 
 
© Flickr/ Mehr DemokratieNew WikiLeaks Docs Expose Secret TISA Trade 
Deal Plans“For me, the conflict has already been set,” he said. “The axis 
Moscow-Beijing-BRIC has won. The West had enough. In 1990 th, these 
countries accounted for about 25% of world economic output. Now, they 
represent 56% of world economic output, and account for 85% of world 
population. They control about 70% of the world's foreign exchange 
reserves. They grow annually by an average of 4% — 5%. Since the United 
States has not been prepared to share the power worldwide, nor to build 
the emerging market sector on its own financial system, it lost.”  
 
Neither problem in the world nowadays can be solved without Moscow or 
Beijing, said the economist. 
 
The lack of its own agenda makes the EU and Germany look like a loser. 
 
“The longer we pursue this policy in the EU, the higher is the price. The 
less one will take us seriously as an interlocutor,” he added. 
http://sputniknews.com/world/20150606/1023019604.html 

 

Water Is Scarce, But the Profits Aren’t 
 

 

 
 

Jens Erik Gould 11 June 2015 
 
Water shortages are hardly unusual in the developing world. Consider 
China, which holds 7 percent of the world’s water resources but uses 16 
percent of the planet’s water. But in India, the problem is even worse. The 
country contains about 18 percent of the world’s population but only 3 
percent of the planet’s fresh water. That, combined with poor resource 
management, has yielded a situation in which the per capita availability of 
water is one-fifth of the global average: 1,200 cubic meters per year 
compared with 6,000 cubic meters worldwide. 
 
Agriculture accounts for 90 percent of the current demand in India, but 
increasing urbanization is boosting municipal needs, while improving 
economic growth is also boosting industrial demand. In Indian cities, only 



64 percent of residents have their own water hookups—compare that to 91 
percent in China and 80 percent in Brazil—and water often only runs for 1 
to 6 hours a day. And when there is water, its quality is often poor. About 
9 percent of homes in India have water that is contaminated with 
chemicals such as arsenic and nitrate, according to the government. Water 
is also frequently contaminated with bacteria during the rainy season. 
 
Fixing such problems is an imperative for the country’s people, but it also 
provides an opportunity for investors. The three main ways to mitigate the 
shortages are to improve efficiency, reduce pollution and create alternate 
supply sources. One key area of investment is water treatment: the 
country currently treats only 30 percent of wastewater compared with 
between 70 and 100 percent in developed countries. There are also 
opportunities in desalination, since the country’s current capacity is 
miniscule. A project to clean the Ganga River, which flows through 11 
states is estimated to cost 1 trillion rupees ($15 billion). The project is 
expected to generate an estimated 10 billion liters per day in additional 
treatment capacity over the next 10 to 15 years. 
 
All told, India needs some 13.5 trillion rupees (USD $220 billion) of 
investment in urban water supply and sewers over the next 20 years, and 
that creates a major opportunity for water industry players, according to 
Credit Suisse. The government will supply much of that funding, but the 
involvement of the private sector—which consists of some 25 large 
companies and a handful of multinational companies—will grow as well. 
Water treatment companies—including equipment suppliers, plant 
operators, wastewater treatment companies, and desalination firms—are 
expected to find enough new business to support average earnings growth 
of 15 percent annually over the next few years. “Significant investments 
are required,” says Anantha Narayan of Credit Suisse’s India equities team, 
“to correct the mismatch in water resources.” 
https://www.thefinancialist.com/water-is-scarce-but-the-profits-arent/ 

 

Left Divided as Violence and Protests Derail Mexican Elections 
 

 

 
 

Dan La Botz 8 June 2015 
 
A hurricane is barreling down on Baja California threatening to interfere 
with Mexico’s June 7 elections on the peninsula, but the far greater storm 
is the combination of criminal violence and widespread social protests, 
which could disrupt and possibly prevent the election in several states. 
 
Already at least 20 pre-candidates, candidates, and campaign managers 
have been killed while there have been dozens of other violent attacks on 
other candidates, campaign events, and party offices. Drug cartels are 
believed to be responsible for the murders of candidates who presumably 
threatened their interests, further fueling uncertainty about what the 
cartels might do on election day. 
 
However, the larger threat to the Mexican government’s election plans 
comes from social and political protest movements. Teachers, indigenous 
groups, peasant communities, and armed “self-defense” organizations in 
various states say that Mexico’s political system and parties are corrupt 
and that voters should abstain from participating. Some groups announced 
plans to disrupt the election altogether. 
 
President Enrique Peña Nieto’s government has rebuffed the threats, 
vowing that voting will continue without disruption and calling for the 
political parties to assist in ensuring the election take place. 
 
Teacher and Student Protests 
The National Coordinating Committee (la CNTE), a militant caucus within 
the Mexican Teachers Union (el SNTE) which has been leading the 
resistance to the Education Reform Law passed by the Mexican Congress, 
has not only called for a boycott of the election, but intends to enforce a 
boycott in some states. 
 



In several states—Chiapas, Guerrero, Michoacan, Oaxaca, and Zacatecas—
teachers have blocked highways, seized toll booths, taken over the district 
office of National Electoral Institute (INE), and in some areas seized 
Mexican Petroleum Company (PEMEX) refineries, leading to some conflicts 
with the police. 
 
Peña Nieto’s government agreed to suspend teacher evaluations, which are 
at the heart of the Education Reform law, and to guarantee the teachers’ 
job security, but teachers continue to protest, demanding that the entire 
law be rescinded. In Oaxaca, teachers not only seized the INE offices but 
also burned election materials, in an effort to obstruct the election 
process. 
 
In some states such as Michoacan, where the government has agreed to 
negotiate, the teachers have temporarily lifted their siege of the INE. But 
in other parts of Michoacan, armed “self-defense” organizations (auto-
defensas)—some made up of indigenous community members, some 
organized by wealthy farmers and businessmen, some allegedly linked to 
the cartels, and some incorporated into the state or federal police—may 
also work to prevent the election because of their specific grievances. 
 
Protests have been ongoing in Mexico ever since September 2014, when 
police allegedly cooperating with gangsters, killed six, injured at least 25, 
and forcibly disappeared 43 students of Ayotzinapa Rural Teachers College 
in the town of Iguala, Guerrero. Families of the murdered or disappeared 
students, together with fellow students and teachers burned the town hall 
and the headquarters of the left-of-center Party of the Democratic 
Revolution (PRD) months ago, and since then they have been seizing 
government buildings and blocking highways protesting what they say is 
government complicity in the murders, the impunity of the murderers, and 
the failure of the government to seek justice. Angry over the students 
deaths and disappearances and furious over the Education Reform Law, 
teachers and community activist are attempting to make the election 
impossible in Guerrero. 
 
Meanwhile, thousands of election officials have resigned to protest racist 
remarks made by the President of the INE, Lorenzo Córdova. A recording of 
a telephone conversation by Córdova ridiculing the speech of an indigenous 
man was released in late May and widely distributed on Twitter and other 
social media. Córdova apologized, but there were widespread demands for 
his resignation and thousands refuse to work for him. 
 
The Left Divided 
The Mexican left is divided more today than since the early 1980s as nearly 
80 million Mexican voters will go to the polls on June 7 to elect 500 federal 
representatives, nine governors, 641 state legislators, 993 mayors and 16 
borough chiefs for Mexico City. Governors are up for reelection in Baja 
California Sur, Sonora, Nuevo Leon, San Luis Potosí, Querétaro, Michoacan, 
Guerrero, Campeche. 
 
Four rival leftist parties will be competing for votes—the PRD, the Workers 
Party (PT), the Citizens Movement (MC), and the Movement for National 
Regeneration Party (MORENA). Some parties may ally with others, 
including the two dominant parties: the Institutional Revolutionary Party 
(PRI) or the National Action Party (PAN). The Zapatista Army of National 
Liberation (EZLN), one of the country’s important leftist organizations, 
remains opposed to elections as always and has joined the call for 
boycotts. 
 
But the left is fractured largely because the PRD joined President Peña 
Nieto’s Institutional Revolutionary Party’s (PRI) Pact for Mexico shortly 
after his election in 2012. He enticed both the PAN and the PRD as well as 
other parties to join the pact, creating a semi-national unity government 
to pass a series of right-wing, pro-business “counter-reforms” in the areas 
of education, labor, energy, and telecommunications. 
 
The PRD’s alliance with the PRI and PAN appalled many on the left, leading 
to resignations or desertions to MORENA. Among those who left the PRD 
are its leading founder and former presidential candidate Cuauhtémoc 
Cárdenas, former Mexico City mayors Alejandro Encinas and Marcelo 



Ebrard, and most significantly Andrés Manuel López Obrador, another 
former presidential candidate and a founder of MORENA. 
 
The PRI, which ruled Mexico for 75 years, then lost to the PAN in 2000 and 
in 2006, and returned to power in 2012. The PRI currently has a plurality in 
both the Senate and the House and, according to polls, is expected to be 
the biggest winner on election day with about a third of the vote. Various 
polls suggest that the PRI—together with its allies the Green Party (PVEM), 
the New Alliance Party (PANAL), the party of the teachers union, and the 
new Social Encounter Party—should win a clear majority in both houses. 
The conservative PAN is expected to come in second with 25 percent of 
the vote, while the PRD and MORENA are expected to divide the left vote 
with about 13 and 10 percent respectively. The PT and MC will get less 
than five percent each and there is some chance they could lose their 
ballot status. 
Additionally, thousands of pre-marked ballots favoring PRI have been 
discovered, but the ruling party claims it the revelation is a “dirty trick” 
by rival parties. 
 
The election has reportedly cost officials 9.3 billion pesos (US$594 million) 
to get voters to the polls for various parties and candidates, yet some 40 
percent or more of the Mexican electorate may sit out the election, many 
of them, according to academics studying the campaigns, disgusted by the 
mud-slinging on the thousands of television advertisements. 
While the election is in jeopardy in half a dozen states, the government is 
likely to continue to spearhead voting, despite sporadic cartel violence and 
social protests. 
zcomm.org 
 
Dan La Botz is the editor of Mexican Labor News and Analysis, a co-editor 
of New Politics, and the author of several books on labor and social 
movements in Mexico and the United States. 
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Patrick Bond 3 June 2015  
 
The last week has provided extraordinary examples of how corruption 
erodes the resources and morals of an entire continent – Africa – in part 
because villains in South Africa made alliances with wicked brothers in 
Switzerland, Latin America, the Caribbean and especially the United 
States. We now know more about offshore centers of both reactionary 
finance and corrupt-corporate soccer. It’s long overdue they are exposed 
to a spotlight, even if those pointing that light want to leave certain 
features in the shadows. 
 
On May 21, Africa’s ‘illicit financial flows’ (IFF) looting was partially 
dissected by Nelson Mandela’s successor, Thabo Mbeki, in his urgent-
sounding report to the African Union, Track it! Stop it! Get it! His bottom 
line: “Currently, Africa is estimated to be losing more than $50 billion 
annually in IFFs. But these estimates… often exclude some forms of IFFs 
that by nature are secret and cannot be properly estimated, such as 
proceeds of bribery and trafficking of drugs, people and firearms.”  
 
Or such as secret deals in minerals and oil; South Africa’s ruling party 
(under Mbeki’s leadership) made dodgy payments to shady characters in 
Nigeria, Texas and Saddam-era Iraq. Or tax giveaways by politicians; 
Mbeki’s 14 years as South Africa’s deputy president (1994-99) and 
president (1998-2008) witnessed corporate tax rates falling from 48% to 
28%. Or exchange controls against capital outflows; Pretoria dropped its 
main exchange control – the financial rand in 1995 – and let the largest 
Johannesburg firms relocate to London in 1999, causing a massive increase 
in South Africa’s current account deficit due to ‘licit’ offshoring of profits. 
These are unmentionables in his report: some of last week’s revealing elite 
silences. 
 
On May 27, the US Justice Department and FBI alleged that the Zurich-



based world soccer mafia known as FIFA exudes “corruption that is 
rampant, systemic and deep-rooted.” One FIFA leader, Jack Warner, 
allegedly demanded from Mbeki’s government a bribe of $10 million prior 
to the crucial May 2004 vote deciding the host country for the 2010 Soccer 
World Cup. The main competitor then was Morocco, whose kingdom 
apparently offered only $1 million to Warner, and hence was the loser by 
14 to 10 votes. 
 
But according to the Justice Department, after the vote, “the South 
Africans were unable to arrange for the payment to be made directly from 
government funds. Arrangements were thereafter made with FIFA officials 
to instead have the $10 million sent from FIFA – using funds that would 
otherwise have gone from FIFA to South Africa to support the World Cup.” 
The US agencies’ surveillance technology traced the $10 million to a slush 
fund benefiting Warner and his mates.  
 
Corruption denialism 
But foolishly, South African elites quickly circled the wagons. The then 
finance minister, Trevor Manuel (now a leader of Rothschilds Bank), 
rebutted, “I am not aware of any request for a bribe of any size.” Mbeki 
was also denialist: “I am not aware of anybody who solicited a bribe from 
the government for the purpose of our country being awarded the right to 
host the World Cup… no public money was ever used to pay a bribe.”  
 
Finally three days after the bribery story broke, FIFA’s local organiser in 
chief, Danny Jordaan, admitted that the $10 million payment was indeed 
made to Warner’s accounts in early 2008. But he claimed it was for soccer 
‘development’ aimed at uplifting the African diaspora: “How could we 
have paid a bribe for votes four years after we had won the bid?”  
 
In Jordaan’s defence it could be argued that bribing Warner with $10 
million was a sensible investment for the national interest, along with 
trotting out the octogenarian Mandela to visit him in Trinidad, done clearly 
against doctor’s orders. Others might then ask whether the illicit funding 
was really limited to just $10 million – in the context of a World Cup 
conservatively estimated to have cost South Africa $5 billion (but more like 
double that if all the unnecessary items plus a dramatic increase in the 
foreign debt are calculated). 
 
Amongst the bills covered by taxpayers were $3.1 billion in construction 
costs for ten stadiums (most are white elephants now), an unnecessary 
new $1 billion airport in Durban, $3.2 billion in profits sucked offshore by 
FIFA without taxation or exchange controls, and the unquantifiable cost of 
degraded political rights, housing displacement and elite back-slapping. 
Brazil suffered far worse, with more graft and many more forced removals 
from Rio’s favelas – and much bigger pre-Cup social protests in 2013-14 
than even South Africa managed in 2010.  
 
The US Justice Department completely neglected to mention these most 
corrupting aspects of FIFA’s rule. A year ago, on a BBC debate, I put it to 
Jordaan that he was implicated in FIFA's white elephantism, reminding of 
how even he had once apologised for luring poor municipalities into 
building unneeded stadiums, and I complained that in the two most 
unequal major countries in the world, South Africa and Brazil, FIFA had a 
responsibility to democratise the World Cup model, not exacerbate 
inequality. Jordaan giggled in a disturbing way, and then simply turned up 
his nationalistic rhetoric (for example, at 8:45 into the tape at 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p020r2wy).  
 
This was well understood by business strategists, reflected in the May 2010 
remarks of senior insurance industry underwriter Trevor Kerst: “FIFA pays 
no taxes and institutes exclusion zones around the stadiums where 
matches take place, and tax income is curtailed. Within these exclusion 
zones, only FIFA and its partners may sell any goods; nothing from these 
sales accrues to the government.” 
 
Do US Attorney General Loretta Lynch and the FBI give a damn about the 
deeper economic and political corruption of our society in 2010, 
represented by elites like Mbeki and Zuma giddily rolling the country under 
Blatter’s FIFA steamroller? There is no evidence in her anti-FIFA 



documentation of any awareness, much less critique of the way over-
commercialised sports create mega-project mania in cities. 
 
Blatter’s own rebuttal to the charges is that it’s all geopolitics: because a 
bitter US establishment lost the 2022 World Cup bid to Qatar, because 
Britain lost the 2018 bid to Russia (which in Ukraine is the main adversary 
of US foreign policy once again) and because Washington is “the number 
one sponsor of the Hashemite Kingdom, therefore of my adversary 
(Jordan’s Prince Ali)… There is something that smells” about the 
investigation, Blatter pronounced. Donning this ill-fitting victim mantle, he 
successfully rallied the majority of 203 country votes for his re-election as 
FIFA chief executive on Friday, easily defeating Ali. South Africa was one 
of the countries voting for Blatter.  
 
A banker’s world, from Washington to Zurich to Joburg 
And it does indeed smell, as does much else coming from the US Justice 
Department, because if there is anywhere deserving of corporate 
corruption probes to the extent of the FIFA investigation, it is Washington 
itself. Lynch is an especially dubious prosecutor, given her prior role in 
covering up the US banking system’s corruption by neglecting to pursue 
criminal charges against HSBC over money laundering associated with 
Mexican drugs or its Swiss subsidiary’s assistance to wealthy US residents’ 
illegal tax-dodging.  
 
Manipulation of currencies is another reflection of the way the world’s 
bankers loot the world, cheating even the City of London and Wall Street 
on interest rates and currency deals. The Washington model of ‘justice’ is 
to charge bankers a fine for such crimes, so that no one is jailed, and then 
banks pass the bill back to their customers. The game continues.  
 
In the same spirit, last week, South Africa’s Competition Commission 
gathered sufficient evidence of wrongdoing to allege that banks including 
BNP Paribas, Barclays, JP Morgan, Investec and Standard Chartered 
colluded to synchronize currency trading to rip off South Africans. But 
given prevailing power relations, you can safely bet no one will go to jail 
and at best a tokenistic fine will be levied. 
 
Last Wednesday, the Swiss security forces were fully cooperative in 
arresting seven FIFA elites (though not Blatter) in a luxury Zurich hotel at 
Washington’s request. Yet it is no secret, either, that Swiss banks are even 
more cooperative when it comes to assisting African dictators and 
multinational corporations like locally-headquartered Glencore, which was 
founded by the infamous apartheid ally Marc Rich (who fled prosecution in 
the US and was later pardoned by Bill Clinton in as his last presidential act 
in 2001). Rich’s protégé is Ivan Glasenberg, a Johannesburg-born self-made 
man who has become South Africa’s richest citizen, worth at least $5 
billion. 
 
But just as with Rich, who busted oil sanctions to aid apartheid, it’s partly 
ill-begotten wealth. As Mbeki’s report puts it, “the IFF risks inherent in a 
commodity trade with Switzerland will be substantially higher than in the 
equivalent transaction with Sweden” because of Swiss corruption, and he 
even includes mention of how the world’s largest commodity trader, Swiss-
based Glencore, did various dubious deals to minimize taxation in South 
Africa, from where a large share of its profits are sourced. Mbeki was too 
frightened to mention the name Glencore, though. 
 
The High Level Panel on Illicit Financial Flows was commissioned three 
years ago by the African Union and United Nations Economic Commission 
on Africa (UN ECA). But notwithstanding extensive resources, the panel 
didn’t turn up anything particularly surprising. Researchers at the UN ECA, 
Global Financial Integrity and the Universities of Massachusetts, 
Witwatersrand and London have previously identified even larger IFFs. 
 
One reason is that Mbeki’s team declined to explore the grey area between 
licit and illicit, in the examples noted above, especially capital control 
liberalisation and legal tax loopholes. They displayed an annoying habit of 
mentioning anecdotes about rip-off schemes using real-life examples, 
while failing to name and shame the perpetrators. In short, the Mbeki 
report confirms that he and other African elites are not the least bit 



serious about building a powerful social force to halt and reverse the 
damage. His denial of the illicit financial flow to Warner is just icing on 
the cake. 
 
Instead, such a movement is being built in South Africa by activists 
confronting these corporations directly. One example is the network 
demanding that the Marikana massacre report given to President Jacob 
Zuma in March finally be released so that at least one firm’s obvious blame 
can be codified and quantified. There is no question that Lonmin – a 
mining house once termed ‘the unacceptable face of capitalism’ by 
Edward Heath – will be criticised by Judge Ian Farlam for colluding with 
police to arrange the massacre of 34 of its workers on August 16, 2012. 
Lonmin’s top officials included a board director in charge of 
‘transformation’, Cyril Ramaphosa, who 24 hours earlier wrote emails to 
the police and mining minister describing the wildcat wage strike then 
raging as “dastardly criminal.”  
 
Ramaphosa is now second in command in South Africa, with a strong 
likelihood of succeeding Zuma as president in 2019. Ramaphosa had access 
to a $100 million World Bank loan to build 5500 houses for Lonmin in 2011, 
but only built three, explaining that Lonmin faced a profitability crisis 
after 2008. But Dick Forslund of the Alternative Information and 
Development Centre has proven that the firm had recently exported more 
than $300 million to Lonmin subsidiaries in the ‘hot money centres’ of 
Bermuda and London. A classic case of what can generally be termed 
transfer-pricing profits, it was a supposedly legal tax practice. Given 
Lonmin’s power and Ramaphosa’s explicit endorsement of the company’s 
financial accounts, don’t expect a South African government investigation. 
 
In search of accountability 
The most critical trade unions – the Association of Mineworkers and 
Construction Union and the National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa 
– along with the Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF) political party, and 
radical civil society (e.g. Right2Know and the Marikana Support 
Committee) are bravely attempting to shift public opinion to tackle such 
sustained corporate corruption. But while the link between crony 
capitalism and state power is no better personified than by Ramaphosa, he 
retains the hope of many in big business (and even some liberals) for a 
cleaner, less clumsily-corrupt ruling party after Zuma goes.  
 
In other words, accountability for this mess will be very hard to achieve. 
Just as appalling as Bletter’s FIFA re-election on Friday, on the day before, 
Danny Jordaan was selected as ruling-party mayor of the Nelson Mandela 
Metro (Port Elizabeth). The most sleazy of South African municipalities, 
Durban, is fairly certain to win the 2022 Commonwealth Games in three 
months’ time, and will bid for the 2024 Olympic Games. Mbeki will be 
given an even larger platform to pretend he wants to halt financial 
corruption.  
 
The need for non-accountability goes to the very top of South Africa. The 
most visible personal case of graft was unveiled the same day the FIFA 
bosses were arrested: Zuma’s upgrade of his rural Nkandla village palace. 
It cost taxpayers more than $20 million, and catalysed a “Pay Back the 
Money!” meme that many leftist critics – notably the EFF leader Julius 
Malema – regularly use against Zuma. But arguing Zuma does not have to 
pay back any money, the police minister last Wednesday offered 
unintendedly hilarious excuses for unjustifiable state security funding on 
cattle and chicken facilities and a swimming pool (to fight potential fires). 
 
A desperately defensive Pretoria government’s investment in the myth of 
2010’s success is too great to allow its citizenry to pull the strings that 
unravel the corruption jersey. But it’s just as fragile a fabric as the wool 
chosen by Washington and the IFF Panel to pull over society’s eyes. Those 
strings would quickly entangle the likes of Blatter, Warner, Mbeki, Zuma, 
Ramaphosa, Manuel, Jordaan, Glasenberg, Lynch and a host of their 
banker buddies. Their challenge is to gracefully step out of the tangle; 
ours is to pull the strings tighter, tripping them up, and knitting some 
entirely new socio-economic and sporting systems as rapidly as robustly as 
possible. 
http://www.telesurtv.net/english/opinion/FIFA-  
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Alexander O'Riordan 3 June 2015  
 
Last night Sepp Blatter resigned after seventeen years in the position, as 
president of football's global governing body, FIFA. The resignation was to 
be expected since American criminal investigators last week indicted a 
host of FIFA executives on charges related to corruption and wire fraud. 
 
Notably, these charges allege that South Africa paid over a hundred million 
rand in bribes to secure its 2010 World Cup Bid. 
 
In South Africa this should hardly be breaking news: one would be hard 
pressed to find a South African that honestly believes FIFA is an open, 
transparent and fair organisation. Further, the perpetual media attention 
on government corruption in South Africa makes the potential complicity 
of the South African Government hardly surprising. 
 
What is surprising, however, is how the bribe allegedly took place. 
According to the May 20th 2015 US Indictment, the alleged perpetrators 
agreed to pay a bribe directly to FIFA officials. 
 
However, when the officials tried to effect payment of the bribe, it is 
alleged that the South African government's stringent financial 
management controls prevented them from doing so. The indictment 
maintains that unable to pay the bribe directly from government coffers, 
the perpetrators colluded with FIFA to redirect FIFA's own resources back 
to the alleged officials as a bribe. 
 
On the face of it, this could have been good news for South Africa: whilst 
some South African officials may be complicit in corrupt intent, the 
indictment actually testifies to the government having stronger controls 
against corruption than even an internationally regulated body like FIFA. 
 
However, combining President Zuma and Police Minister Nhleko's response 
on Nkandla with Deputy President Ramaphosa's announcement on e-tolls, 
makes the picture looks decidedly more complex. 
 
Last week, the presidency put forward a spectacle that would be more 
appropriate in a desperate, fading dictatorship than in a democracy, 
however fragile. 
 
President Zuma's own advisors must know what every other South African 
does: that it is simply farcical to think that voters actually believe that tax 
payers should foot the bill for the President's R3 million swimming pool for 
the president because of its potential to help fight fire. Even more 
embarrassing was Minister Nhleko's claim that the public should be 
sanctioned for impeding on the president's right to privacy because 
parliament is questioning self-evident wasteful expenditure. 
 
Recognising that Zuma and his advisors are the most successful political 
strategists in the country today, the question must be why the president 
and his team of advisors choose such a preposterous display rather than 
just silencing bureaucrats within the ranks? After all, it would be more 
politically expedient simply to avoid questions and silence questioners. 
 
Similarly, on the e-toll debacle, it defies reason that the ANC's own elite 
do not recognise the political costs of continuing the current practice. No 
matter the economic or fiscal cost of doing away with the e-tolls, the 
political cost is much higher and only set to grow. 
 
After all, if the government really enforces collection, countless voters 
will have to settle their bills and because some of these bills are now so 
high, they will have to choose between paying school fees, car instalments 
or health bills and e-tolls. 
 



Similarly, the longer the government is unable to collect e-tolls, the 
greater the anger and resentment from voters that have paid. 
 
The problem is that the ANC is facing probably the biggest and longest 
lasting act of coordinated civil disobedience since the end of apartheid. 
Instead, of finding a way to neutralise this civil disobedience by doing 
away with e-tolls in their entirety, the ANC is choosing a direct 
confrontation, thus only politicising e-tolls more and playing straight into 
the hands of the opposition. 
 
The interesting thread through all three cases, however, is not actually the 
potential link to corruption but rather the inability of the leadership to 
command the country's civil service. In the case of the alleged FIFA 
bribers, the officials concerned were unable to get around government's 
own procedures. 
 
In the case of Nkandla, the leadership was unable to make the 
investigations go away and thus forced to deliver a decidedly desperate 
answer in the hope of covering it up. And, in the case of the e-tolls, it 
simply defies logic that the ANC would knowingly incur such a high political 
cost unless presented with no other choice from the Treasury. 
 
What this implies is that even the ANC does not control the government 
administration despite ruling for more than two decades. Unable to 
address their own priorities of making Nkandla go away or paying FIFA 
bribes as purportedly intended or even find a financial accommodation on 
e-tolls, it is time to recognise that the government's bureaucracy has a will 
of its own. 
 
Nothing evidences this better than the rolling debacles propagated by the 
Department of Home Affairs that illuminates a frightening disconnect 
between Minister Gigaba, hell bent on delivery, and his officials that 
simply ignore his every instruction. 
 
Events of this last week also made public this disconnect when we 
witnessed Home Affairs requiring all parents travelling internationally with 
children to produce unabridged birth certificates, whilst Home Affairs 
simultaneously reported to parliament that it is simply unable to supply 
them. Thus actually denying citizens their fundamental right to freedom of 
movement. 
 
The disconnect is simply staggering: on the one hand Minister Gigaba 
promises responsiveness but on the other, not a single one of the 
telephone numbers of senior managers listed on the Home Affairs website 
is ever answered. Enforcing punitive legislation like this, whilst also 
making it impossible for voters to comply, is nothing short of political 
suicide. 
 
Such disconnects between political intentions and operational realities are 
simply too widespread to be due to poor management or low capacity 
alone. 
 
They are witnessed across government whether in primary education, 
municipal delivery or safety and security. More importantly, however, such 
disconnects also occur when it comes to evident political priorities such as 
in health or transforming tertiary education. 
 
Unfortunately, what this means is that those seeking rent seeking 
opportunities will increasingly look to the periphery of government for 
opportunities. This means we should expect only increased pressure to 
outsource and procure more and bigger public goods and services. 
 
The more the government bureaucracy fails to deliver to its political 
masters, the more those political masters will look to neuter and go 
around the bureaucracy. 
 
This is the real reason why e-tolls and the soccer world cup are such 
potentially lucrative opportunities: it is not the size of the expenditure 
that matters so much as what proportion of the spending falls outside of 
the direct control of government. 



 
A recent report published in the journal, Project Management, by 
Professor Eamonn Molloy points out, for example, that as little as two 
weeks before finalising the bid, FIFA officials commented on how 
unrealistic South Africa's financial projections were. 
 
According to Professor Molloy, South Africa grossly under-reported the cost 
of constructing stadiums. The South Africa bid put the cost at around 
R8,000 for each seat at today's exchange rate when in reality a more 
realistic cost would have been R25,000 per seat built. 
 
Furthermore, South Africa over-estimated the revenue from ticket sales by 
as much as R2 billion in today's terms. Worse still, the deal itself is bad: 
FIFA gets a 1,000% return from its investment, but South Africa's taxpayers 
spent R60 billion (at today's rate). FIFA, in comparison, made R30 billion 
on broadcasting rights alone. 
 
All these billions and millions that are lost and shuttled away do not simply 
disappear. Instead they filter through the public fiscal systems like an ever 
recurring parasite: all South Africans now pay for these ill-advised 
procurements either through taxes collected, property rates paid or 
deferred services. 
 
Instead of South Africa simply denying any possible wrongdoing, now is the 
time to investigate and come to terms with the actual costs of bad public 
investment decisions. 
 
In this regard, the American investigations should be welcomed and 
presented to the public as an opportunity to strengthen our own systems. 
Democratic advocates must capitalise on this investigation and do 
everything possible to keep it in the public space. 
http://allafrica.com 
O'Riordan is an Aid Effectiveness and Donor Funding Researcher. 
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Steve Jones 2 June 2015  
 
We live in a time when the whole establishment is not only corrupt and 
rotten to the core but is seen as such by a large section of the working 
class, both in Britain and throughout the rest of the world. Bankers and 
financiers are manipulating the markets for short-term gain; politicians are 
pocketing whatever they can whilst demanding that the poor accept pay 
cuts and declining services; rich and powerful individuals are exposed as 
having carried out acts of extreme depravity right under our eyes with 
nothing being done about it; bosses carry out illegal blacklisting aided by 
the state...the list goes on. However, if you were to ask the average 
person in the street to come up with something that defined, above 
everything else, corruption, bribery and general fiddling, many would 
answer with one word: FIFA. 
 
FIFA is not a secret governmental organisation or a criminal cartel, but the 
international governing authority of a sport - in this instance football. For 
over a decade now, this body has been at the centre of one scandal after 
another. Books have been written, reporters have dug deep, even official 
investigations have been started...and then buried. All have pointed to the 
same conclusion: FIFA is awash with double-dealing, behind-the-scenes 
dodgy setups, back handers, and much, much more. Yet until now nothing 
has come of it. The FIFA leaders and its members have been able to carry 
on with extreme impunity, seemingly safe from any comeback. 
 
The mafia of international sport 
As FIFA delegates met this May for their big get together, things took a 
nasty turn. A joint US FBI and Swiss operation led to files being seized, 
indictments being handed down and seven FIFA officials being dragged out 
of their five-star hotel rooms by police at the crack of dawn. As they were 
being bundled into police cars, they must have wondered allowed: what 
has changed? Why are they doing this to us now? 
 
These are good questions. After decades of being left alone, they must 
have assumed that they were impervious to any official action. Now we are 
seeing talk of further investigations and more indictments being handed 
down. The US attorney general has appeared on TV in front of a chart of 
the FIFA organisation that mirrored the Senate-investigation scene in 
Godfather II. FIFA delegates at their meeting in Switzerland – a country 
chosen to be the base for FIFA because of their financial secrecy laws – 
have been forced to hide behind closed doors, avoiding the prying eyes of 
journalists. The similarities to the mafia are multiple in its number. A rare 
achievement for a sporting body! 
 
FIFA has changed much in the last fifty years. It has gone from being just 
an officiating sporting organisation, full of men in blazers waffling on, to 
becoming a multi-billion dollar operation. Incredible deals have been 
struck with worldwide conglomerates, business “partners”, TV companies 
and others which has resulted in FIFA’s income increasing out of all 
proportion. In theory much of this money should have then been recycled 
to the various national footballing bodies around the world. To what 



degree this has actually happened and in what form is an open question. 
Certainly, football has become very big business indeed. 
 
Follow the money 
At the centre of all this has been FIFA president Sepp Blatter. He has 
maintained his privileged position for decades by exploiting an interesting 
voting rule in FIFA. Each national body has precisely one vote each. So the 
Canary Islands has the same voting power as Germany, for example. Now 
Blatter realised that it would be difficult to financially influence the large 
national associations and relatively easy to influence the small ones. These 
small bodies, often with little income to play with, could be easily won 
over by promises of additional funding without breaking the FIFA bank. It 
was easy to feed off the suspicions that the big national bodies would, 
given half the chance, take all the money and leave the smaller 
associations to rot. In addition many of these bodies, packed as they are 
with powerful people’s brothers and uncles, would be more than amenable 
to a situation where they could travel around the world, sleep in flash 
hotels, be wined and dined and, of course, receive lots of tasty gifts. 
 
This makes a lot of sense when you remember that FIFA delegates are 
charged with looking at and deciding on bids to stage the World Cup every 
four years. The temptation to “assist” these men and women in coming to 
the right decision is all too obvious. So it was that when it came to 
choosing the host nations for the 2018 and 2022 finals, the delegates 
chose...Russia!....and Qatar! 
 
As soon as the votes were announced questions were being asked. How 
could a country like Qatar be chosen to stage a summer competition in 
temperatures so high that no one could survive a ninety-minute game? It 
quickly became clear that this was not possible and plans have been 
hurriedly announced to change the dates of the final from the summer to 
the winter. This has angered the European and US football authorities, who 
already have lucrative TV and sponsorship deals in place which are 
dependent on no such unexpected disruptions taking place. No wonder 
people were asking: why did the delegates not think of this before voting? 
Clearly some of them have been paid not to think. In this they have been 
aided by senior FIFA officials who have colluded in these arrangements. No 
wonder when the result was announced, the Qatar delegation could barely 
disguise their lack of surprise at the announcement. 
 
The rotten stench of hypocrisy 
Since the arrests FIFA and Blatter have been in denial. Blatter won his re-
election vote as FIFA president, a result which he accepted with a speech 
so bizarre that you wonder what was in the water. They are hoping it will 
all blow over - but the genie has been let out of the bottle. More charges 
and investigations will follow. The sponsors, who started the rot in the 
first place with their money, are unhappy. There is talk of breakaways and 
boycotts. Even such characters as Platini have broken formation and 
attacked the status quo. 
 
This will not go away. FIFA is seen as being stocked with people who have 
no real connection with the actual game – very few of the FIFA cronies 
have ever played, coached or managed – and are just there for the money. 
They had no problem taking the money and choosing a country like Qatar 
to stage the World Cup. The reports of cheap labour being used to build 
the stadiums would have passed them by. The anger of the masses in Brazil 
before the last World Cup in 2014 was a non-issue to them. It was always 
about the money. So it is in FIFA, so it is for all of capitalism. 
 
Let's kick capitalism out of football 
The richest irony of all is that the change in fortune for the FIFA cronies 
has come not because of the blatant abuses over the Qatar vote, but 
rather over the vote for Russia. Although Russia, just like all the previous 
countries who have won staging rights, clearly were very generous to the 
deciding delegates, their vote was seen as the least questionable. Russia is 
the only major country apart from Australia and China to have not yet 
staged a World Cup. However, world politics has changed in the last few 
years. Russia is again seen as the enemy by the US and their lapdogs in 
Europe. America has been looking for ways to get back at Russia for 
defying them over issues like the Ukraine. Having seen how Russia rubbed 



the US’s noses in it over the Olympic Winter Games (where TV reporters 
were forced to give reports in front of a giant statue of Lenin), the staging 
of the 2018 World Cup in Russia was too good a target to miss. So the 
arrests begun and those who thought themselves safe are now realising 
otherwise. 
 
This ongoing scandal will not just stop with Blatter and FIFA. The rotten 
setup we see here is mirrored at all levels of football. They have all 
operated to make money at whatever the cost to the game itself. Rising 
ticket prices; changed game times to suit TV; boards who treat supporters 
with contempt. This is how most supporters see the game today. The FIFA 
scandal is just the most visible and decayed example. 
 
All these cronies should be booted out and replaced by representatives 
from supporters, coaches and local communities. We need to take the 
game back from the moneymen and their cronies so that it is run for the 
benefit of all. The clubs should be nationalised and used for the benefit of 
local people. Internationally, real democracy should be brought in for 
bodies like FIFA so that they act as they should do, rather than as money 
making machines run by racketeers and gangsters. What we need is a 
revolution from top to bottom. 
http://www.marxist.com/fifa-winner-of-the-world-cup-of-
corruption.htm 

 

Brazil: Is there the possibility of a right-wing coup? 
 

 

 
 

Serge Georges 1 June 2015 
 
The general political situation can be summed up by the support of PT and 
PCdoB attacks against government workers while the CUT calls members of 
traitors and summons the May 29 with "strikes and mobilisations towards 
general strike". 
 
To cover up its policy of attacks and try to save the indignation of the base 
direction of the PT and CUT maneuver. Each in his own way, but with the 
same political center, the Government's defense. 
 
So shake the ghostly "fight against right-wing coup" and the struggle for a 
"political reform". 
 
There is no "forehand" underway. Mad dogs as some members do not speak 
Crazyby and by the bourgeoisie and not for imperialism. And the principal 
men of capital and imperialism have spoken against impeachment 
attempts or other ways to overthrow the Government "now". FHC said 
several times that "we lost and we will oppose and win in 2018". The 
newspaper Estadão I wrote editorials against impeachment now, besides 
other reactionary presses. Until the reactionary Cunha, the Mayor has said 
he is against. Aetius refused to advance the proposal for members of PSDB 
to impeachment. There's a list. 
 
List headed by Barack Obama to give a sign than think about it said the 
visit of homage that Dilma will do to the United States. 
 
In addition, the policy depends on the ratio of forces between the classes. 
For a "forehand" it takes before all defeat the working class in the streets 
and factories, schools, etc. And who's going to try to do this today?! There 
is no credible candidates for both. 
 
The right-wing opposition politician, the one that matters, not this garbage 
of Bolsonaro, etc., is bleeding the Government, and the PT, until 2018. 
And win an election. They fear, rightly, the rupture of legality (a political 
impeachment) that could result in civil war. Imperialism and bourgeois 
natives want is peace for their business. Even more in a crisis situation like 
the current one and having a Government that is willing to apply the entire 
policy required by the international capital. 
 
The tragedy is the PT play making and being the battering ram of the 
capital against the working class, its historical basis. Will pay for it and 



very expensive. 
 
The Center today for workers is the drive to stop the policy of austerity. 
All together the day 29 against PL 4330 and the MPs of Dilma, what did the 
cow cough! 
http://www.marxismo.org.br/blog/2015/05/20/ha-possibilidade-de-um-
golpe-de-direita 
 
Há a possibilidade de um golpe de direita? 
Serge Goulart 1 de junho de 2015 
 
A situação política geral pode ser sintetizada pelo apoio do PT e do PCdoB 
aos ataques do governo contra os trabalhadores ao mesmo tempo em que a 
CUT chama os deputados de traidores e convoca o 29 de maio com “greves 
e mobilizações rumo à greve geral”. 
 
Para encobrir sua política de ataques e tentar se salvar frente à indignação 
da base a direção do PT e da CUT manobram. Cada um a seu modo, mas 
com o mesmo centro político, a defesa do governo. 
 
Por isso agitam a fantasmagórica “luta contra o golpe de direita” e a luta 
por uma “Reforma Política”. 
 
Não há nenhum “golpe de direita” em curso. Cães loucos como Bolsonaro e 
alguns deputados não falam pela burguesia e nem pelo imperialismo. E os 
principais homens do capital e do imperialismo já se pronunciaram contra 
tentativas de impeachment ou outras formas para derrubar o governo 
“agora”. FHC disse várias vezes que “Perdemos e vamos fazer oposição e 
ganhar em 2018”. O jornal Estadão já escreveu editoriais contra 
impeachment agora, além de outras imprensas reacionárias. Até o 
reacionário Cunha, presidente da Câmara já disse que é contra. Aécio se 
recusou a avançar a proposta de deputados do PSDB de pedir 
impeachment. Há uma lista. 
 
Lista encabeçada por Barack Obama que para dar um sinal do que pensa 
sobre isso adiantou a visita de vassalagem que Dilma vai fazer aos EUA. 
 
Além disso, a política depende da relação de forças entre as classes. Para 
um “golpe de direita” é preciso antes de tudo derrotar a classe 
trabalhadora nas ruas e nas fábricas, escolas, etc. E quem vai tentar fazer 
isso hoje?! Não há candidatos críveis para tanto. 
 
A política da oposição de direita, a que importa, não esse lixo de 
Bolsonaro, etc., é sangrar o governo, e o PT, até 2018. E ganhar as 
eleições. Eles temem, e com razão, a ruptura da legalidade (um 
impeachment político) que poderia resultar em guerra civil. O 
imperialismo e os burgueses nativos querem é paz para seus negócios. 
Ainda mais numa situação de crise como a atual e tendo um governo que 
se dispõe a aplicar toda a política exigida pelo capital internacional. 
 
O trágico é o PT fazer o papel que faz e sendo o aríete do capital contra a 
classe trabalhadora, sua base histórica. Vai pagar por isso e muito caro. 
 
O centro hoje para os trabalhadores é a unidade para barrar a política de 
austeridade. Todos juntos no dia 29 contra o PL 4330 e as MPs de Dilma, a 
que fez a vaca tossir! 
http://www.marxismo.org.br/blog/2015/05/20/ha-possibilidade-de-um-
golpe-de-direita 

 

Stop sugarcoating Russia’s economic situation 
 

 

 
 

Gilbert Doctorow (Russia Insider) 1 June 2015 
 
Whitewashing Russia’s economic hardships is counter-productive. It would 
be better if the economic pain so many Russians are experiencing were 
given due coverage — and promptly addressed. 
 



Having just completed a two week stay in St. Petersburg — I visit every 6 
weeks or so — I would like to share some observations on the political and 
economic situation in Russia. As I see it, both the Schadenfreude position 
of American and other Western political commentators who celebrate any 
signs of suffering from sanctions and the rosy reports of many authors in 
the “pro-Russia” camp err substantially. The situation on the ground is 
both better and worse than these diametrically opposed commentators 
would have us believe. 
 
Firstly, I say assuredly that the mood across the social spectrum of my 
“sources” is uniformly patriotic and uncomplaining. These sources range 
from the usually outspoken taxi drivers; through the traditionally critical 
journalists, academics, artists and other intelligentsia who are family 
friends going back many years; to former business contacts and other 
elites. I did not hear a word about corruption, price gouging, inflation or 
the disappearance from the market of favorite imported items. Instead, 
there was determination to withstand whatever pressures the United 
States and the West generally apply against Russia. Support for Vladimir 
Putin was a minor if persistent motif within the broader melody of Russian 
patriotism. 
 
There was also a conscious choice among these sources to buy Russian, 
including to find holiday destinations within Russia rather than abroad. 
One concrete example: The principal of a music high school who normally 
vacations in Djerba, Tunisia is taking a two-week river boat cruise down 
the Volga. Or I think of the widely traveled editor-publisher of an internet 
magazine who is sunbathing in Sochi right now rather than in Tuscany. 
Cost-cutting is not the driver. It is just saying ‘no’ to Russia’s detractors 
abroad. 
 
Secondly, I say with equal conviction that the economy is doing badly and 
a great many people are being hurt. Small entrepreneurs have been put 
out of business. The large corporates are struggling, and all the skills of 
their management are called upon in this challenging environment to stay 
afloat. 
 
Yes, the supermarkets are well stocked. Food products which formerly 
came from the EU are now being sourced elsewhere, but are not wanting. 
Prices have gone up substantially since my last visit two months ago. Some 
say they have risen by a third. Others say by less. The abruptness of the 
change reflects the appearance on store shelves of replacement stocks for 
the nonperishable food and beverage items which dated from before the 
ruble devaluation and which finally were exhausted. The new prices match 
European wide prices translated into the current disadvantageous 
exchange rate. At the same time, some domestic vegetables have risen in 
price, as producers take advantage of the market opportunity and move 
well ahead of any possible rises in their own costs. 
 
But the fall in the value of the ruble and associated inflation is the least of 
the problems today. They will self-correct when and if oil prices rise. The 
tougher and more painful problem is generalized contraction of business 
activity. Partly this is due to people tightening their belts, cutting back on 
little pleasures in times of uncertainty. One bellwether is the Stockmann’s 
supermarket at the head of Nevsky Prospekt. Until this latest visit, I would 
take a number at the deli counter and wait my turn behind six or eight 
shoppers ahead of me. Now I took a number and was served at once. This 
isn’t so say things are looking desperate. The Ikea Megamarket in the 
Dybenko residential neighborhood was still doing well when I stopped by, 
with shoppers queuing up at all cash registers: recession is not yet 
depression! 
 
Another cause of the fall-off in business activity is without doubt US and 
EU sanctions, meaning the cut-off of foreign credits, the inability of the 
Russian majors to roll over hard currency debt. Friends in the finance 
industry explained that the sell-off of assets to meet credit calls hit the 
stock market. This, in turn, produced shock waves in the banking and 
insurance sectors, including weaknesses at such major institutions as 
Uralsib Bank and at big Russian insurers, whose portfolios were devalued, 
forcing them to abandon various sectors and let go a great many 
employees. Weakening banks, the jacked up interest rates to protect the 



currency against further speculation — all have taken a toll on private 
entrepreneurs, the little guys who were starved of working capital to 
finance their stocks and meet payrolls. Those in the West who said that 
they designed the sanctions in such a way as to spare the people and only 
punish the fat cats around Vladimir Putin should be made aware of the 
very different reality. 
 
As I discovered on a walking tour of the business and residential blocks in 
downtown St. Petersburg that I frequent regularly, the past couple of 
months has seen many offices and shops shuttered. Hairdressers, boutiques 
selling ladies’ handbags, eateries, all kinds of service outlets closed down, 
ending the aspirations of many hard-working self-employed folks. Their 
numbers will likely not appear in unemployment statistics. No flicking of a 
switch will bring them back. 
 
Another sign of the hard times came when I visited my bank branch 
specializing in renting safe deposit boxes to the public. Such boxes are 
widely used by buyers and sellers of apartments, dachas and other real 
estate, since they take the place of escrow accounts: the purchase funds 
placed in the boxes are made available to the sellers when they submit the 
deed of state registration of transfer of ownership. The bank was empty, 
whereas in the past it has always been a beehive of activity. The much 
reduced staff confirmed to me that transactions have dried up. This means 
the secondary market in real estate has shut down. 
 
Meanwhile the Russian government reports an ongoing boom in residential 
construction, which, in the case of St. Petersburg is confirmed by the high-
rise cranes operating in bedroom community suburbs and by the ubiquitous 
advertisements for new housing projects in the metro and buses. There is 
no contradiction here: the new construction is supported by government 
subsidies on mortgage loans, while the secondary market is left to languish 
at market rates which preclude mortgages. 
 
Finally, I want to share some essential new information on the challenges 
facing Russian agriculture, which is generally cited as a beneficiary of the 
sanctions and leading indicator in the emergence from crisis. The 
information comes not from personal observations but from privileged 
sources from within the industry’s own newsletters to which I have access. 
One of the country’s largest importers and distributors of agricultural 
machinery has just negotiated with its bond holders in Russia and abroad 
their acceptance of a conversion of their debt instruments into equity. The 
reason for this exchange, which surely was not wished for by investors, has 
been the sharp fall-off in the company’s sales volumes, itself a result of 
reduced access of farming enterprises to bank credits. The government has 
been slow in reversing course and reinstating subsidies for bank loans to 
farmers which had been cut following WTO accession. 
 
The same importer has now opened a new side-line selling used 
agricultural equipment. The opportunity arose for reasons that are not 
good for the Russian economy: leasing companies have had to take back 
equipment from farms that have closed voluntarily or under bankruptcy 
proceedings, and they must dispose of this equipment in fire sale 
conditions. 
 
Meanwhile, the dairy industry, which is one of those most favored by the 
government due to excessive levels of imported to native-grown milk, is 
suffering from surplus spring production and the insufficient processing 
capacities to absorb the overflow as cheese, powdered milk, etc. Producer 
prices have fallen below cost, which is hardly an incentive to farmers to 
add to their dairy herds. 
 
Why are these problems under-reported in Russia media? I will hazard a 
guess. Old habits die hard: Russian journalists are not very sympathetic to 
business and are not quick to see the interconnection between profitable 
businesses and the welfare of the public at large. However, for the 
government to take timely measures in the ongoing crisis situation and 
prevent long term negative consequences, it would be better if the pain so 
many people are experiencing were given due coverage and explained. 
 
Gilbert Doctorow is the European Coordinator of the American Committee 



for East West Accord. 
http://newcoldwar.org/stop-sugarcoating-russias-economic-situation/ 
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The assault on health care in Russia 
 

 

 
 

David Levine 28 May 2015  

 
According to a document recently leaked to the Russian news outlet RBC, 
an agreement has been reached between the Russian Ministry of Health 
and the Moscow city government to lay off approximately 14,000 doctors in 
2015-2017. This follows the axing of 9,500 health care jobs in the Russian 
capital in 2014. 
 
Last month, the Accounts Chamber of the Russian Federation (SPRF) 
released a report revealing that policies depicted by the government of 
President Vladimir Putin as an effort to improve social conditions have led 
to a decline in access to social services and a worsening of the country’s 
infrastructure, particularly with regards to health care. As a consequence 
of so-called “optimization” measures, Russia last year experienced a 3.7 
percent growth in the number of deaths in hospitals, a 2.6 percent 
increase in the mortality rate in hospitals, and “a deterioration of the 
quality of life of the population.” 
 
The SPRF report also found a rise in the number of patients dying at home 
and an increase in the number of emergency calls that failed to result in 
the provision of care. The reaction time of emergency services in many 
areas exceeds the regulatory maximum several times over. The waiting 
time for non-emergency services is also excessively long in many regions. 
In Penza Oblast, for example, patients routinely wait more than six weeks 
for an ultrasound screening.Approximately 17,500 towns and villages in 
Russia have no health care infrastructure whatsoever. Over 11,000 of them 
are located more than 20 kilometers from the nearest medical institution 
where a physician can be found.Accounts Chamber auditor Aleksandr 
Filipenko explained: “879 small towns have no local health center or 
general practitioner’s office. This deficit is not being compensated for by 
mobile services. A number of regions of low population density (e.g., Omsk 
Oblast, Kamchatka Krai and Primorsky Krai) have no mobile medical teams 
at all.”Furthermore, as the SPRF report points out, 35 percent of all 
Russian cities, towns and locales are not covered by public transportation 
services. 
 
The total number of hospital beds in Russia fell by 33,757 in 2014, 
continuing a long-term trend, as did the total number of employed medical 
personnel, which dropped by about 90,000. According to the SPRF, the 
country now faces a deficit of tens of thousands of doctors and nurses. 
While there is some indication that earnings for health care workers have 
increased, according to the SPRF this is largely the result of employees 
working multiple jobs. 
 
A few weeks after issuing its report, the Accounts Chamber stated that 
during the first quarter of 2015, Russia’s Mandatory Medical Insurance Fund 
had collected only 22 percent of its expected income. The fund’s budget 
has a 76 billion ruble deficit for the first quarter alone, even though the 
planned deficit for the entire year had been 43 billion rubles. While thus 
far the deficit has been covered by borrowing from the country’s reserves, 
this emergency financing will soon run out. 
 
The report adds, “Under conditions where the accessibility of medical care 
for the population is declining, the growth of for-pay medical services may 
indicate that free medical care is being replaced with for-pay care.” In 
2014 alone, there was a 24.2 percent increase in the total volume of for-
pay services provided. 
 
Cuts to medical services in Russia have been met with protests. In Ufa, a 
city of over 1 million people with only one emergency medical station, 
physicians at the station went on hunger strike on March 19. Their 



demands included an end to discrimination and “administrative pressure” 
on workers, the hiring of new emergency medical personnel, and the 
restoration of pediatric emergency teams. The physicians continued 
working during the strike. Of the 13 participants, some were hospitalized 
before the strike ended on April 27. 
 
In Moscow last year an estimated 5,600 people participated in a street 
protest against the layoff of doctors. The demonstration was held in 
response to an announcement that several hospitals in the country’s 
capital would be closed and 7,000 physicians thrown out of work. Moscow 
doctors have continued to plan protest actions, demanding, among other 
issues, an increase in government support for medical institutions, an end 
to layoffs, and the allocation of time for doctors to make home visits to 
patients.The assault on health care in Russia  
http://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2015/05/28/russ-m28.html 

 

Is China heading for a new Tiananmen? 
 

 

 
 

China Worker (Vincent Kolo) 28 May 2015  
 
26th anniversary of the Beijing massacre on June 4, 1989, is also a warning 
of revolutionary shocks ahead 
 
The Chinese dictatorship (CCP) is facing one of its most difficult years as 
economic growth stalls and a top-level power struggle intensifies. The 
anniversary of June 4, the culmination of the ‘Beijing Spring’ and a day 
that will always be remembered for one of the most barbaric massacres 
ever perpetrated against peaceful protesters, is a cause for much official 
unease, and this year more than ever. The Chinese regime is grappling 
with unprecedented problems with a debt-laden economy, burst real 
estate bubble, and growing unease among workers and poor farmers. 
 
The mass Democracy Movement of 1989, which spanned seven weeks and 
witnessed millions of students and later also workers moving into political 
struggle, with demonstrations spreading to 400 cities, pushed the Chinese 
dictatorship to the brink of collapse. The military crackdown that began on 
the night of June 3, left 241 dead according to the government, but 
credible unofficial estimates put the figure in thousands. A wave of 
repression followed, with workers rather than students receiving the 
harshest penalties. This was mostly for the ‘crime’ of organizing strikes 
and attempting to launch independent trade unions – a development that 
lifted the struggle beyond its initial character of a student-led ‘protest’ – 
albeit on a mass scale – and began to pose a more serious challenge to the 
regime’s survival. 
 
What should particularly concern today’s generation of CCP leaders is that 
this movement also developed out of a sharp deterioration in economic 
conditions with inflation hitting 30 percent and mass factory closures 
fanning discontent among workers across the country. In another similarity 
to today, the economic upheaval was exacerbated by “tough economic 
reforms” pushed through by the most zealous pro-market wing of the 
Chinese regime, in particular the CCP’s General Secretary Zhao Ziyang, 
who initially was supported by ‘paramount leader’ Deng Xiaoping. Zhao 
was deposed during the events of 1989 and died fifteen years later still 
under house arrest. The policies Zhao stood for, of embracing capitalism, 
were to outlive him however, and were continued and deepened by the 
new leaders that took control after the bloody crackdown of June 1989. 
 
Could it happen again? 
As the anniversary is commemorated, particularly by another huge 
gathering in Hong Kong (last years’ June 4 attendance was around 
180,000), more and more are wondering whether a similar mass movement 
could break out in China today? 
 
Over the past 26 years the dictatorship has refined its repressive methods 
and used a combination of ‘carrot and stick’ to defuse protests when they 
break out. When a large-scale protest erupts, the authorities are quick to 
shut down the internet in that area, enforce strict media controls, and 



effectively cut off the ‘infected area’ from the rest of China. We have 
seen this in recent weeks with massive protests in Sichuan’s Linshui 
county, protesting a decision to re-route a railway line (May 16-17), and in 
Guangdong’s Qianshui township, with demonstrations against a proposed 
waste incinerator (May 20). Both these movements gathered tens of 
thousands and met with fierce repression. Many smaller but still sizeable 
protests have taken place in other parts of China during recent months. In 
most cases, some concessions (the ‘carrot’) are also offered, but these are 
rarely substantial and in many cases amount to empty promises designed 
to get the protesters off the streets – promises that are soon broken. 
 
The combination of rapid GDP growth (a very big ‘carrot’ although few 
actually get a share of this) and increasingly high-tech repression are the 
main factors that have prevented the outbreak of a nationwide or cross-
regional protest movement in the decades since Tiananmen. The regime’s 
‘stability maintenance’ (weiwen) methods – supported by a budget that 
dwarfs even military spending – have succeeded in keeping protests local, 
short-lived, and in most cases without a leadership or lasting 
organisational forms. But as the ‘carrot’ of rapid economic growth withers 
away this poses the question how long before the regime faces mass 
movements it can no longer quickly defuse or break-up? 
 
The past year has seen a wave of mass protests ripple through China’s 
‘periphery’ with the Hong Kong Umbrella Movement, which actually lasted 
longer than the Tiananmen Square protests of 1989, and the biggest ever 
anti-government protests in Macau, which was formerly held up as a model 
of ‘stability’. We should of course not forget the political earthquake of 
the Sunflower Movement in Taiwan, which saw the biggest demonstration 
in that country’s history (with half a million people), and shifted its 
political ‘axis’ as shown by the electoral massacre of the CCP-friendly 
government of Ma Ying-jeou in November. These movements are a portent 
of what awaits in China, where social and political grievances are 
potentially even more explosive. 
 
Signs of crisis 
There are at least three major signs of a deepening crisis in China that 
could ultimately spell the end of the one-party dictatorship. Top of the list 
is the worst economic performance for three decades, which has led many 
global commentators to point to a Chinese ‘hard landing’ as the main 
threat to the global economy. The downturn is already being felt from 
mining regions in Australia and Chile, to the coal and iron ore producing 
regions of China itself, which are experiencing a severe recession with 
around 70 percent of mining companies reporting losses. This is matched 
by a downturn in manufacturing industry, where employment has fallen for 
19 consecutive months. 
 
The government’s professed 7 percent growth rate is now widely seen as 
fictional, with the real growth falling to around half this level. According 
to Rodney Jones of Wigram Capital, the economy shrank in one-third of 
provinces (11 of 31) in the first quarter of 2015. “The downturn is being 
felt hardest in the poorer provinces – which have the biggest deficits and 
have relied the most on investment for growth,” he told the Financial 
Times. The government are attempting to shore up economic growth with 
a series of interest rate cuts and monetary loosening measures, but to date 
this has mostly fuelled a stock market boom and capital flight to other 
countries. 
 
The second sign of crisis is the ongoing power struggle at the top – within 
the closed ranks of the CCP hierarchy. The announcement just weeks ago 
that the trial of former security czar Zhou Yongkang had been postponed 
suggests that things are not going according to plan for Xi Jinping and the 
ruling group. Perhaps Zhou has retracted an earlier confession or perhaps – 
as a person with plenty of damaging information on other CCP leaders – 
Zhou is threatening to go out with a bang if as seems possible he faces the 
death penalty. 
 
It is impossible to know for sure what is happening behind the scenes, but 
what is clear is that Zhou’s trial and elimination are critical links in a chain 
whereby Xi hopes to consolidate a more centralised and personalised 
dictatorship, breaking with the ‘collective’ model of authoritarian rule 



that has applied since the time of Deng. If Zhou has reneged on an earlier 
deal (such deals are common in high-level corruption cases) the question is 
whether he is acting in isolation or as part of a pushback within the elite 
by other senior figures and retired leaders unsettled by Xi’s purge. The 
economic crisis and increasing perception that Beijing has lost its former 
‘golden touch’ for policy-making can only sharpen the divisions within the 
regime. As Gideon Rachman noted in the Financial Times (9 February 
2015), “It may be that Mr Xi is so perfectly in control of the political 
system that he can afford to take on powerful interest groups. But well-
connected people in Beijing now speculate about the possibility of an 
attempt to remove the president. Some note that previous bouts of 
popular unrest, for example in 1989, coincided with divisions at the top of 
the Communist Party.” 
 
Thirdly, and heavily influenced by the first two factors, is the rising spiral 
of mass unrest. The movement in Linshui was extremely significant as this 
occurred in a poor region dependent on farming and mining. It is a warning 
that many more such protests could break out if the economic slips further 
into recession. The protesters – numbering 100,000 by some accounts – 
chanted “Bring back our railway” following a decision to re-locate a 
planned high-speed railway line away from Linshui to the nearby town of 
Guang’an, which was the birthplace of Deng Xiaoping. Guang’an already 
has a railway and an airport and local people in Linshui see the loss of the 
railway as a body blow for the local economy. It will not have escaped the 
attention of China’s rulers that mass protests in Sichuan in the summer of 
1911, to defend the provincial railway and ‘local interests’, played an 
important part in bringing down the Qing dynasty, which fell to a military 
mutiny later the same year. 
 
Repression 
In Linshui fierce clashes were triggered by police brutality, according to 
eyewitness accounts, evoking a ‘miniature Tiananmen’. There are 
unconfirmed reports of four people killed, including a teenaged girl. 
Pictures on social media show many bloodied protesters, men and women, 
and eyewitnesses say riot police drafted into the town brought armoured 
cars and used tear gas. This also shows that heavy-handed policing is not 
exclusive to restive non-Han provinces such as Xinjiang and Tibet, many 
parts of which are now under de facto military rule. Workers’ strikes, 
which rose three-fold in the first quarter of 2015 over the same period a 
year ago, have also met with increasing repression. At the same time the 
government is intensifying its crackdown on labour NGOs that in many 
cases have helped workers to organise industrial action. 
 
But while the ‘stick’ of repression can help the government to stamp out 
protests in the short-term, this is at the price of a massive build-up of 
anger and resentment. Hundreds and thousands of victims of the current 
repression – injured protesters, sacked workers’ representatives, arrested 
feminists – are being pushed into an increasing search for alternatives to 
the current system. Just as Beijing’s ‘stimulus’ policies have created an 
economic time bomb in the form of crippling levels of debt, its repressive 
measures are creating a political time bomb. When this detonates, which 
is only a question of time, then China could witness a wave of mass 
struggle that puts even the events of 1989 into the shade. 
http://chinaworker.info/en/2015/05/28/10445/ 
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Working People Must Prepare to Struggle for improvement and Real 
Change 
Segun Sango, Socialist Party Nigeria, National Chairperson 29 May 2015 
 
Today 29 May, 2015 is historic in Nigeria being the first time an elected 
opposition takes over the mantle of government. The high expectation 
among the large layers of the populace from the new government of 
Muhammadu Buhari is palpable. Many people could not wait to see the 
back of Goodluck Jonathan government who proved to be a monumental 
failure, something that was excruciatingly manifested with an 
unprecedented total shutdown of the country in the last weeks of his 



outgoing government.  
 
It is clear that many people hope for improvements from Buhari as a result 
of his anti-corruption image, something which is a rarity among the 
capitalist ruling elite in Nigeria. This is because many people have come to 
the conclusion that it is corruption that has made it impossible for 
successive governments to use the colossal wealth of the country, 
especially the huge revenue from the sales of crude oil, to guarantee a 
decent life for the majority of Nigerians. For instance, while Nigeria is 
Africa’s biggest economy, it also has the biggest number of people living in 
poverty, something that has worsened under Jonathan.  
 
Corruption is rooted in capitalism  
It should be stressed that while it is possible for Buhari to make scapegoats 
out of a few corrupt individuals in high places, it should be noted that it is 
the iniquitous capitalist system, especially the neo-liberal economic 
paradigm which Buhari government from all indications will subscribe to, 
that provides the enabling conditions for corruption. Now, unlike when 
Buhari previously was in government, the grip of capitalism and 
imperialism over the world economy is much tighter. The result is that the 
capitalist ruling elite, especially in a resource rich neo-colonial country 
like Nigeria, largely exist to loot public resources. When they do invest, 
Nigerian capitalists concentrate on speculative developments or on 
products like foodstuffs and building materials which face only limited 
international competition. In truth Nigeria’s rulers do not invest in the 
country’s broader development, after all they have powerful generators 
and fly out of the country when they need medical treatment.  
 
But the richness of Nigeria’s resources means that there is something to 
steal. So the top government functionaries allocate jumbo pay and 
expenses to themselves. For the capitalist ruling elite and top state 
officials the business of government is a big racket for their self-serving 
interests. Thus, if as against the principle of cuts in social spending, 
government votes money purportedly for public projects or interests, it is 
just to create another avenue for looting. This explains that while over 
$20bn has been spent on power in the last 16 years, the electricity 
situation has even gone worse. This also accounts for the monumental 
fraud that is associated with oil subsidies. But Nigerians should be warned 
that many of those who are today demanding privatization and de-
regulation as a way to end corruption and waste are only aiming to open 
up new doors to enrich themselves. We have already seen that in the way 
in which the failures of the state owned NEPA and PHCN power companies 
were used to justify turning electricity over to the profiteers.  
 
It should be noted that we of the Socialist Party of Nigeria support all the 
efforts to bring to book any corrupt individual. We indeed demand that the 
corrupt must be made to lose to the government the proceeds of their 
corrupt practices. We however hold that without measures that make 
corruption difficult such as subjecting affairs, spending and public projects 
to real democratic control by the working people, there can hardly be 
judicious spending of public resources. By democratic control, we mean 
that for the power sector for instance, its running and spending must be 
subject to a control by elected representatives of workers, consumers and 
relevant professionals who themselves are subject to recall by their voters. 
We, however, hold that such measures are hardly possible under a 
capitalist government.  
 
This is why we of the SPN hold that the struggle and demand against 
corruption must be linked with the need for a mass working people’s 
political alternative to wrest power from the parasitic, corrupt capitalist 
ruling elites of all ethnic and religious backgrounds. This is with a view to 
forming a working peoples’ government run on a genuine socialist 
programme and thereby end anti-poor, corruption-prone neo-liberal 
capitalist economic programmes. This is the only way real change can be 
achieved, and not by the mere mantra of change by Buhari and All 
Progressives Congress (APC).  
 
Prepare to Struggle  
We call on working people and youth to prepare to struggle if they desire 
improvement in their conditions and economy under the new government. 



Action by the working masses is the only way to win change and then to 
keep any improvements that have been won.  
 
It is unfortunate that many Labour movement leaders do not appear to be 
ready to confront Buhari, at least in the immediate period, with bold 
demands to immediately improve the lives of working people and the poor. 
Instead they share and indeed promote mass illusions that the new 
President will do something when already before the handover, Buhari and 
his supporters were warning, in the recent words of the APC National 
Chairman Oyegun, that “the days ahead will be tough”. While some small 
immediate measures on issues like salary arrears may be announced, the 
likelihood is that Buhari will use the mess Johnathan has left behind as an 
excuse to both delay and also to take steps towards de-regulation and 
privatization. But it is not the working people of Nigeria who have created 
this crisis and we should not bear extra burdens, this is why it is necessary 
that the labour leadership must mobilise support to confront the new 
government with some immediate demands and be prepared to struggle 
for their realisation.  
 
For instance, struggles have broken out in communities against poor 
electricity supply and exploitation by private electricity firms and also in 
many states, controlled by both APC and PDP, against unpaid salaries of 
workers for many months. Many community people, having lived in 
darkness for several weeks and being asked to pay for a service not 
delivered, are coming to the conclusion that electricity privatization is a 
failure and calling on the new government take back the power sector. We 
call on Labour to support the growing popular demand for “NO LIGHT; NO 
PAYMENT” and for a serious electrification plan based upon the 
renationalization of the power sector, which in addition must be placed 
under democratic control of workers and consumers.  
 
Labour must also insist that the Buhari government resolve the unpaid 
salaries. It is a liability that the new government has to bear. This is more 
so the case given that it is most likely that at least part of the money that 
should been paid to workers was diverted to Buhari’s campaign and other 
candidates of his party. For instance, Rauf Aregbesola, APC Osun State 
Governor, who has not paid workers’ salaries since November 2014 was the 
Southwest Coordinator of Buhari Presidential Campaign. With workers 
already on strike in some states, the Labour movement, meaning both NLC 
union factions and the TUC, must act urgently to unify and extend the 
urgent struggle to secure unpaid salaries across the entire nation.  
 
The Labour leadership must also not allow the love fest with Buhari to 
make them deny workers better pay. In other words, they must demand a 
new national minimum wage as the current one has been rendered 
untenable by high inflation and costs of living, worsened by the 
devaluation of the naira currency. However, besides the economic 
realities, the current minimum wage is already legally due for a review. 
Back in December 2008 the NLC demanded a N52,200 (US$ 265) monthly 
minimum wage, now at this year’s May Day Joe Ajaero, leader of one of 
the NLC factions, called for N90,000 (US$455). Given that the N18,000 
(US$90) minimum put into law over 4 years ago is still not being paid 
everywhere, to achieve a higher rate needs not just a new law, but a 
determined drive by Labour to fully implement it without workers losing 
their jobs.  
 
It is also imperative that the working people are not swayed by any 
argument to allow a hike in fuel prices. While it is true that the so-called 
oil subsidy is fraught with monumental fraud, the poor and working people 
must not be made to pay for the failure and fraud of the capitalist ruling 
elite in government. The working people must demand effective repair of 
old refineries and building of new ones as well as placing them under the 
democratic control of workers and relevant professionals. Indeed, the 
recent strike by oil marketers over a fraudulent subsidy claim which almost 
totally shut down the economy and the country has further underscored 
the imperative of public ownership of the oil industry as it is too central 
and critical to be left to the whims of a few profit vampires. However, 
while the bosses’ strike has been called off, fuel is still being sold for as 
high as N150 a litre. The Labour leadership must demand that the 
government enforce the official price of N87.  



 
By and large, notwithstanding the honesty attributed to President 
Muhammadu Buhari, the capitalist neo-liberal program that will largely 
drive his government means that it will require struggles of workers, youth 
and community people before any meaningful improvement is achieved in 
education, health care, electricity, infrastructure, living conditions, jobs 
etc. This is especially in the face of austerity measures brought on by a 
decline in oil revenue which the new government may impose on the 
working people and poor. Given Buhari’s record when he was military ruler 
in the 1980s, Labour and activist organisations will have to be on guard to 
defend democratic rights in case they come under attack. We of the SPN 
shall join with workers and the poor in their struggles for improvement and 
against attacks and continue to argue for the formation of a mass working 
people’s party by the broad Labour movement. We call on workers, youth 
and community people to join us to build a force of resistance and a 
working people’s political alternative.  
 
The Socialist Party of Nigeria was initiated by the Democratic Socialist 
Movement (CWI in Nigeria) and other activists and is currently pursuing a 
legal case in Nigeria’s Federal Courts to win registration so it can stand in 
elections.  
http://www.socialistworld.net/doc/7222 

 

Why India is captured by carbon  
 

 

 
 

The Guardian 28 May 2015 
 
India’s leaders are determined to restore economic growth and lift the 
country’s 1.3 billion citizens out of poverty. But rapid development will 
require India to double or triple its production of coal – and make it the 
world’s second largest carbon emitter. Is there any alternative? 
 
Beneath a sky made opaque by billowing dust, a mechanised shovel driver 
steered his vehicle toward the vast wall of an open coal mine. It was the 
middle of a central Indian summer afternoon, and outside, the 
temperature had hit 45C. Up in the cab, 15 metres above the black, shiny 
ground, it was comfortable, air-conditioned. 
 
The driver tipped the steel-toothed rim of the shovel’s bucket downwards, 
then slammed it into the coal seam wall in front of him. A few hours 
earlier, a drilling rig mounted on caterpillar tracks had drilled deep holes 
into the coal from the flat ground above, and filled them with explosives. 
Their detonation broke the coal into diggable chunks, some of them 
pebbles, others a metre across. 
 
The seam being worked was 20 metres thick, and lay some 300 metres 
beneath what was once the ground’s surface – the deeper of two black 
stripes of coal. Overlying the seams, until it was blasted and dug away, 
were much larger quantities of grey-brown shale, what miners call 
“overburden”. Having been stripped from the coal, it lay stacked up in 
mountainous piles on either side of the mine, the walls of an artificial 
Grand Canyon. The surface area of this mine, Dudhichua, is 16 square 
kilometres. 
 
In the year ending March 2015, Dudhichua produced 15m tonnes of coal – 
more than the UK’s entire remaining production. But it is only one of 16 
mines in the Singrauli coalfield, which spans parts of two districts in 
Madhya Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh. All but one are owned by the state-run 
Northern Coalfields Ltd, a subsidiary of Coal India, one of the country’s 
biggest firms. As is the case with other Indian coalfields, Singrauli is home 
to numerous coal-fired thermal electricity plants, some almost on the 
doorstep of the mines. Their current aggregate capacity is about 20 
gigawatts, nearly 10% of India’s total national generating capacity. (By 
comparison, peak electricity demand for the entire UK is only 57GW.) 
 
Singrauli may be one of India’s biggest energy hubs, but it is also isolated. 
Apart from the mines and power stations, the coalfield is home to a 
handful of towns, poverty-stricken villages and some prosperous corporate 



“colonies”, with their own schools, sports fields and clinics. To visit the 
area involves a 220km drive from the nearest airport at Varanasi, on a 
chaotic road that often lacks a proper surface: the journey can easily take 
eight hours. Phone signals and internet are intermittent. The only 
communications that really work are the high-voltage power lines that 
carry Singrauli’s output to the teeming cities of northern India’s plains. 
Last year, the coalfield’s total production was about 87m tonnes. (When 
the British coal industry began to decline with the outbreak of the 1984 
miners’ strike, it was producing about 130m tonnes annually.) 
 
Singrauli’s significance – and that of the subcontinent’s many other 
coalfields, which span the length and breadth of India, with further large 
reserves in Pakistan – extends globally. In 2013, the UN Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reported that in order to restrict the 
increase of world average temperatures to 2C above pre-industrial times, 
the world must adopt a strict “carbon budget” for emissions. According to 
the IPCC, the current rate of fossil fuel burning will exhaust this within 25 
years, after which fuels must either be left unexploited, or have their 
emissions kept from the atmosphere by carbon capture and storage. 
 
India has the world’s fifth-largest coal reserves – and very few cleaner 
fossil fuels, such as natural gas. Its leaders are also determined to spread 
the benefits of economic development more widely among its population 
of almost 1.3bn people – one third of whom still have no access to 
electricity. 
 
Anil Swarup, the permanent secretary at the coal ministry in Delhi, said in 
an interview that last year Indian production from both private and state-
owned mines was 620m tonnes, more than 85% of it from open-cast 
workings. A further 400m tonnes were imported. At Singrauli and 
elsewhere, he added, production is set to increase rapidly, with strong 
encouragement from the rightwing Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) 
government of Prime Minister Narendra Modi, which swept to power last 
year. Modi is determined to restore the sustained GDP growth rate of 8-
10% that India enjoyed for a decade until 2011. 
 
“We are looking to double Indian coal production by 2020,” Swarup said, 
“and to reduce reliance on imports.” Beyond that date, he said production 
would continue to rise to 1.5bn tonnes a year, with most of this being 
burnt in coal-fired power plants. In the past six months, the government 
has given environmental clearance to 41 new mining projects. The 
consequence, Swarup said, is that from now until 2020, “a new mine will 
be opened every month. You have to work on the assumption of 
requirement, and in India, there is a need for power.” 
 
Last August, the Indian supreme court ruled that more than 200 mining 
licences awarded by governments before 2010 were illegal, forcing the 
cancellation of numerous planned projects. The system that its judgment 
set aside had already been shown to be rife with corruption. The most 
prominent casualty of India’s “Coalgate” scandal was the former Congress 
prime minister Manmohan Singh, who last month came close to criminal 
indictment. 
 
Enshrined in a law enacted by Modi’s government is a new scheme under 
which coal blocks are auctioned to the highest bidder. It hugely 
incentivises state governments to foster new mines. According to Swarup, 
the auctions of the 209 blocks that have been sold off to date have raised 
about £17bn – money that will swell state coffers for the next 30 years: 
“This will change the states’ economies. They were really strapped for 
money. Now they will get it.” 
 
Many of the richest untapped reserves lie in heavily forested areas, some 
near Singrauli in Madhya Pradesh, but mainly in Chattisgarh and Jharkand 
in central India. There, those whose land will be subject to “acquisition” 
are some of India’s poorest inhabitants, many of them Adivasis – members 
of indigenous tribes. 
 
Swarup insisted that preserving the environment was a high priority for 
those overseeing India’s new coal boom. “Seeing how the environment can 
be maintained is a crucial part of this. Whenever I talk to my officers, I say 



the environment is non-negotiable. But there is no viable alternative to 
developing more coal. Energy requirements have to be met.” 
 
To many western environmentalists, who are determined to see a binding 
global deal to reduce greenhouse gas emissions at the UN climate change 
conference in Paris later this year, India’s rising coal use is anathema. 
However, across a broad range of Delhi politicians and policymakers there 
is near unanimity. There is, they say, simply no possibility that at this 
stage in its development India will agree to any form of emissions cap, let 
alone a cut. Even a pledge of the kind made by China’s leader Xi Jinping 
after talks with US president Barack Obama last year, that Chinese 
emissions would rise to a peak in 2030 and thereafter decline, would be 
out of the question. 
 
This issue – the balance between the environment and growth – arises in 
every developing country. But India’s sheer size means that its resolution 
is of exceptional significance. 
 
Modi has spoken repeatedly of India’s “right to growth”. Prakash 
Javadekar, the cabinet minister responsible for the environment, forests 
and climate change, enlarged on this in blunt terms, speaking in his office 
at the Rajya Sabha, the upper house of India’s parliament: “Our emissions 
will grow because we are not developed and we have a right, every person 
on this Earth has a right, to develop. If today the world is 0.8C warmer 
[than it was in pre-industrial times], it is not my fault. It is the historical 
responsibility of those who started emitting with the industrial 
revolution.” (However, largely because of its sheer size and population, 
India is one of the ten biggest historical emitters, having contributed 
around 7% to the warming the world has seen so far, compared to 20% for 
the US and 5% for the UK.) 
 
He cited a Hindi political slogan, taken up by the BJP in its struggle to 
eclipse the once-impregnable Congress Party: “Singhasan khali karo ki 
janata aati hai,” which roughly means “Vacate the throne, the people are 
coming.” In Javadekar’s view, for now and for years to come, 
responsibility for reducing global emissions must be borne by the west: 
“They must vacate the carbon space because we are coming. We are 
developing.” 
 
Underlying that insistence are some brutal facts. India is famously the 
world’s largest democracy, and is often said to possess the world’s biggest 
“middle class”. But in India this term has a meaning very different to its 
usage in the west. Navroz Dubash, the head of the climate initiative at 
Delhi’s Centre for Policy Research, pointed out that among the richest 10% 
of Indians, a third live in households which have no refrigerators. In the 
next richest 10%, only 45% have refrigerators, and in the 10% after that, 
only 28%. At the mid-point of India’s income distribution, the proportion of 
fridge owners is just 10%. 
 
Among the richest 10% of Indians, a third live in households which have no 
refrigerators 
Dubash, a lead author of the IPCC’s reports, is personally in no doubt as to 
the need to reduce global emissions. But he said that the limited reach of 
refrigerators – which India’s climate would seem to make indispensable – 
“tells you scary things. If you ask people with that level of access to 
energy to tighten their belts, that’s a very big ask. It means that emissions 
inevitably have to grow.” In India, he added, the number of people who 
consume as much energy as anyone deemed to be above the official 
poverty line in the developed world is, at most, a few tens of millions. 
Everyone else consumes less. “From a global perspective, you have to give 
India carbon headroom.” 
 
Dubash is the principal author of a recent report that examines seven 
separate projections of India’s future energy needs and likely emissions. 
All of them – from institutions including government departments, the 
World Bank and TERI, the Energy and Resources Institute headed until 
recently by Raj Pachauri, the former IPCC chairman – state that both coal-
fired power and Indian greenhouse gas emissions are set to increase 
substantially. 
 



“By 2030, coal use is projected … to be 2.5-three times current levels,” 
the report says. Even with stringent policy action to increase the 
deployment of renewables and increase energy efficiency, “coal use is 
projected by all but one study to be more than two times current levels”. 
(Although India has a small nuclear industry – which provides less than 5% 
of its electricity – attempts to expand it have met strong political 
resistance. Any new nuclear capacity would take years to build and bring 
online, so it cannot be expected to fill the country’s energy needs any 
time soon.) 
 
The consequence is that if, as the projections suggest, India’s emissions 
grow between two and three times by 2030, “India could be the second 
largest global emitter within the next decade.” Its projected output – 
between 4bn and 5.7bn tonnes of carbon dioxide each year – will surpass 
that of the US, which in 2011 was 5.3bn tonnes and falling, and be smaller 
only than China’s. 
 
India’s population is set to outstrip China’s by 2028. But while its total 
emissions will be high, they will be nowhere near as great, on a per capita 
basis, as those of more developed countries. The Xi–Obama deal was based 
on the notion that by 2030, the two nations will reach per capita emissions 
“convergence”, with each person responsible for producing 14 tonnes of 
carbon each year. By that date, Prakash Javadekar said, the figure for the 
average Indian will be just 4 tonnes, a little over twice as much as today: 
“India will never reach the Chinese-American convergence point. Every 
climate action has a cost, but I can’t tax my poor.” Even in 2030, Indian 
per capita emissions are expected to remain below the current world 
average. 
 
Dubash’s report regards all the projections as flawed: they tend to assume 
sustained high GDP growth, which may not be achievable, and there is a 
wide divergence between them. “We don’t have a very solid set of 
analytical inputs, and the projections are not robust,” Dubash said. For 
that reason alone, “stringent pledges would be unwise, because there is 
too much uncertainty”. 
 
Similar opinions can be found in Delhi among people of very different 
political stripes. There are a few dissenters, such as Greenpeace India – 
which led a campaign by local people to resist the development of a new 
mine in Singrauli that was finally cancelled last year. Since then, the 
government has taken steps to curb its activities, freezing all its bank 
accounts on the grounds that it received donations from abroad. But 
Greenpeace remains on the margins of India’s debate. 
 
According to Barun Mitra, the director of the Liberty Institute, a free-
market think tank, “in a country where a third of the population doesn’t 
have electricity, binding emissions limits are a fairy tale”. 
 
Nitin Desai is a retired UN diplomat, who organised the 1992 Earth Summit 
in Rio de Janeiro and later represented the UN secretary-general at 
international climate conferences. He is now a member of a small expert 
panel advising Modi in the lead-up to Paris. “In a country with blackouts 
and so many people without access to electricity, can I really manage 
without developing more coal?” he asked. “Why should we be accountable? 
The pressure should be on the countries whose per capita emissions are 
much higher. If you try to force India to adopt emissions targets, you will 
fail.” 
 
The last time US and European leaders made a serious push for a binding 
global deal, at the 2009 climate conference in Copenhagen, India’s 
delegation was led by Jairam Ramesh, who did Javedekar’s job in the 
then-Congress-led government. As a minister, he was mercilessly attacked 
for holding up development on environmental grounds. He said: “The idea 
that India can set targets in Paris is completely ridiculous and unrealistic. 
It will not happen. This is a difficult concept for eco-fundamentalists, and I 
say this as a guy who is considered in India to be very green.” 
 
Copenhagen, he said, failed because of what he termed “climate 
evangelism. I was sitting for days with Gordon Brown, Ed Miliband, Angela 
Merkel, Barack Obama and Sarkozy. It was absolutely bizarre. It failed 



because of an excess of evangelical zeal, of which Brown was the chief 
proponent. It should not happen again.” 
 
He added: “Even with the most aggressive strategy on nuclear, wind, hydro 
and solar, coal will still provide 55% of electricity consumption by 2030, 
which means coal consumption will be 2.5 or three times higher than at 
present. Mining and burning coal imposes huge environmental burdens. It’s 
a double whammy: the more coal we extract, the more forest we lose, and 
that too will add to global warming.” 
 
Nevertheless, he concluded, “I don’t see any alternative other than at 
least to double India’s coal consumption in the next 15 years.” 
 
In Singrauli, the “environmental burdens” imposed by mining and burning 
coal are not difficult to spot. 
 
Some of the area’s power stations date back to the 1970s, and their 
chimneys, which are almost 300m high, belch great plumes of thick, oily 
smoke. Coal power station chimneys are supposed to be fitted with 
electrostatic precipitators, devices to stop ash being emitted into the 
atmosphere. But Singrauli coal’s ash content is high, up to 40%, and the 
people who live in the shadow of the older plants say houses, vehicles and 
other exposed surfaces will often be coated in a thick, grey film. 
 
Children play out side their houses in Simplex, a concrete shanty town 
adjoining the perimeter wall of the 4.7GW Vindhyachal power plant – one 
of the biggest in India. Photograph: Ritesh Shukla “No one dries their 
washing outside round here,” said Dr KK Aggarwal, who runs a clinic in the 
town of Anpara, the site of four big plants, two of them old and two 
extremely new – the newest, Anpara D, began to come on stream this 
month. “Many of my patients suffer from respiratory problems, such as 
asthma, nasal conditions, bronchitis, and chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease. There are also skin conditions such as eczema and psoriasis.” He is 
convinced the incidence of such conditions is higher than it should be 
because of the mines and power plants. “Pollution is everywhere.” 
 
Some of Singrauli’s mine and power plant operators have already taken 
elaborate steps to reduce discharges into the air and water. Gigantic water 
sprayers and closed conveyor belts carrying coal from mine to power 
station keep dust to a minimum. The chimneys at the newest stations, 
Anpara C and D, and the nearby “super critical” plant run by the private 
firm Reliance, India’s biggest company, emit no visible smoke at all – and 
use only three-quarters as much coal as older stations. 
 
Elsewhere, however, the noxious odour of coal dust hangs in the air, and 
after a few minutes outside, one senses gritty particles in the recesses of 
one’s mouth and throat. Some of the mines still ship their coal in open 
trucks, coating roadside trees, ground and buildings in layers of black 
grime. One of the worst places is the huge yard on the outskirts of 
Singrauli town, where loads are transferred from the trucks to railway 
wagons. At the yard entrance there’s a mini-roundabout, adorned with a 
seven-metre sculpture of a clenched fist, a monument to India’s trade 
unions. The fist, once red, is stained the deepest black. 
 
Since 2010, the Indian government has designated Singrauli a “critically 
polluted area”. In 2012, Delhi’s prestigious Centre for Science and 
Environment (CSE) tested Singrauli’s water supplies, along with fish from 
local reservoirs, human blood and hair samples. In all, the study found high 
levels of mercury: in one village, water from pumps contained 26 times the 
maximum safe limit laid down by the Bureau of Indian Standards. Some of 
the hair samples had five times the “safe” concentration, while the fish 
contained twice the recommended level. 
 
The CSE study also found high incidences of vitiligo, shivers, impaired 
vision, and burning sensation in the limbs, all recognised effects of 
mercury. Continued exposure, the study reported, might lead to 
depression, memory loss, and kidney damage. Chandra Bushan, the CSE’s 
deputy director and one of the study’s authors, told me the source of the 
mercury was evident: “fly ash” from Singrauli’s power plants. 
 



Fly ash has its uses – for example, in making cement. But for decades, 
untold thousands of tonnes have been collected from the chimneys, mixed 
with water and then discharged into the Singrauli environment in the form 
of grey slurry, left to dry and blow about in vast, open air “ash decks”. 
 
Filthiest of all is the treatment of ash from Anpara A, commissioned in 
1987, and Anpara B, which began to generate power seven years later. 
From the plants, a row of pipes carries the slurry to a series of huge ponds, 
where the ash is supposed to settle out. But the system does not work. 
From the third and final pond, the milky, polluted liquid tumbles over a 
grey cascade into the Rihand reservoir, the source of drinking water for 
the entire Singrauli region. Where the slurry meets the blue reservoir 
waters, there is a clear and visible boundary. Once the ash is in the 
reservoir, there is no way to get rid of it. 
 
In one of the ponds, Ram Pri, a landless Adivasi, was up to his waist in 
liquid muck, sieving out the ash in order to decant it into 33kg bags, which 
are used to make cement. He said he gets paid Rs50 – about 50p – per bag, 
and by this perilous, toxic labour, can make Rs200–300 a day. His wife used 
to help him, “but she can’t any longer: her feet, her knees and ankles are 
all swollen. She’s not able to walk. Maybe that’s because of what’s in the 
water.” 
 
His is not the only local family to have derived little benefit from the 
Singrauli coal and power boom. For more than 20 years, several thousand 
mainly Adivasi people have been living in Simplex, a concrete shanty town 
adjoining the perimeter wall of the 4.7GW Vindhyachal power plant – one 
of the biggest in India. The colony was built to house workers who built the 
plant’s early phases, and its high-voltage output lines run directly 
overhead. 
 
Astonishingly, Simplex is still not connected to the electricity grid. Its first 
“reverse osmosis” water treatment unit opened only eight months ago. 
Until then, said Anjani Kumar Chaubey, a local activist, “we used to get 
severe gastric problems. The water we took from our handpumps made 
your skin sting, and in the monsoon, it contained worms. The whole of 
India gets electricity from this plant, but we are like the darkness around a 
candle. How can our children study? Sometimes, when there is a lot of 
wind, the whole area gets covered with ash. A lot of our people get sick.” 
 
In Chilkantanbasti, where 7,000 people live close to a 35-year old coal 
plant at Shaktinagar, run by the state-owned National Thermal Power 
Corporation, there is electricity. But the air is some of the region’s 
dirtiest: “A man gets up here in the morning and he eats coal dust,” said 
Umar Kand, 19. “He goes to bed at night, and he’s eating coal dust still. If 
you put anything out anything out round here, it will have a film of ash 
within an hour.” The streets stink also of sewage: there is no sanitation, 
and despite a promise by NTPC two years ago, no water treatment unit. 
There are three public toilets, but none of them work. Kand shrugged: 
“We go in the forest.” 
 
Chilkatanbasti is exposed to another hazard. There are now strict rules 
governing the landscaping and afforestation of mine overburden piles, 
which must be split into tiers and divided by broad, flat “benches”, with 
no slope steeper than 37 degrees. When a giant pile from the Kharia mine 
that looms over the village was created, these rules did not exist, and the 
result is a tottering brown mountain, its slopes strewn with boulders the 
size of cars, its surface deeply etched by the water channels that form 
each monsoon. 
 
Ritesh Shukla “When it rains, material comes down towards us,” said Renu, 
a local woman who preferred not to give her surname. “The police have 
even come to tell us we should evacuate our houses in case it slips. I’ve 
seen the rocks falling down the slopes. If it ever went altogether, it would 
be like a tsunami. But how can we leave our homes?” 
 
Speaking to Time magazine earlier this month, Prime Minister Modi failed 
to answer a question as to whether India would agree any binding 
emissions curb in Paris. Instead, he waxed lyrical about Indians’ love for 
nature, a theme echoed by environment minister Javadekar, who insisted: 



“Growth and environmental protection are not against each other. We 
want a clean India, a green India. Clean air is our birthright” – a statement 
that any visitor to Delhi, which currently endures the world’s worst 
particulate air pollution, will appreciate. 
 
Yet these may not be empty words. For among the BJP government’s most 
ambitious acts has been to quintuple the 2022 targets set for non-fossil 
energy by the previous regime, to 175GW – almost six times its current 
level. The most ambitious target of all is that for solar energy, which is 
meant to rise from just 3GW now to 100GW, in only seven years. No 
country has ever built solar at anything approaching this pace, and it 
would leave India with three times as much solar capacity as Germany – 
which over the course of decades, has deployed 38.5GW, much more than 
anywhere else in Europe, and more than twice as much as the United 
States. Many people, Dubash said, regard the target as “aspirational”: the 
sheer manufacturing requirement, likely to come at first mainly from 
China, is huge. 
 
On the other hand, for very obvious reasons, photovoltaic solar energy is a 
much more viable proposition in India than it is in northern European 
countries such as Germany, or for that matter, Britain. A well-sited solar 
panel in India will produce energy up to 22% of the time, as against 
perhaps 8% in the UK. 
 
Ratul Puri, chairman of Hindustan Powerprojects Ltd, a multibillion-pound 
company that has invested heavily in both coal and solar, pointed out that 
solar has a further local advantage: “Solar generation perfectly overlays 
the demand cycle.” In other words, the hot, dry and sunny months will see 
solar output peak, just as the demand for irrigation pumps, fans and air 
conditioning is also at its greatest. During the cooling monsoon, solar 
output plummets, but so does demand: there is no need for irrigation 
when it’s pouring with rain. 
 
“Can we have 100% of energy in India from solar?” Puri asked. “No, 
because I still want to be able to turn on my lights at 9pm at night, when 
solar is generating nothing. But 15, 20% of our energy coming from solar: 
we can easily do this in the very near future.” 
 
Even in fertile, intensely farmed states such as Punjab, 15% of the land is 
arid, and unsuitable for irrigation – but ideal for solar panels. Meanwhile, 
in distinct contrast to Germany or Britain, the levelised cost of solar 
energy per 1KW/hr unit, averaged out over 25 years, is already close to 
“grid parity”, simply because Indian solar panels are so much more 
productive. Government subsidies have in the past been provided for 
small-scale users – though these were recently cut, from 30% to 15% of 
installation costs, while only 15% those who deployed solar panels ever 
claimed them anyway. In India, even without subsidy, solar is becoming 
competitive with electricity from coal. 
 
According to Puri, the price of solar electricity has fallen from Rs13 to 
Rs6.5 per 1KW/hr unit over the past five years – very close to the Rs6 cost 
of thermal power from coal. However, recent reforms to the finance of 
long-term infrastructure debt are reducing the gap still further. Puri 
added: “Everyone expects interest rates [currently a ruinous 10- 12%] to 
come down. If that happens, solar is going to hit grid parity, irrespective 
of any technical discoveries, within the next two years.” 
 
In the past five years, Puri’s balance sheet has been split, two to one, in 
favour of coal over renewables. He said that over the next five years, he 
intends to reverse that balance, with £1bn going to coal and close to £3bn 
to solar – making Hindustan Powerprojects easily India’s biggest 
renewables investor. 
 
Behind that decision is the fact that during the growth slowdown after 
2011, very few new coal power plants were commissioned, while most of 
the private power firms which have come to dominate the industry are 
financially “distressed”. 
 
The reasons are complex. They partly stem from the chaotic and indebted 
state of the “discoms”, or distribution companies, the middlemen in 



India’s electricity industry, which buy power from generators and sell it to 
consumers. Artificially low tariffs imposed by state governments mean that 
discoms deliberately restrict supply, preferring to make power cuts than to 
increase their losses by selling power at prices below its purchase cost. 
There has also been a widespread failure to take action against rampant 
electricity theft in informal urban settlements. The upshot is that most 
coal plants are operating at only 60% capacity – for the time being, there is 
a surprising degree of slack in the system. 
 
But Puri said that if the economy “does start to roar again” in the way that 
Modi intends, the country will face a serious power shortfall by 2017. Even 
if new coal plants started to be planned today, they would not avert this 
problem: it usually takes seven-to-10 years for a freshly conceived coal 
plant to become operational. 
 
On the other hand, solar projects can typically be realised within 12 to 18 
months. “The inactivity in commissioning new thermal plants over the last 
three years leaves India no choice but to go out and build solar capacity. 
That means India can overcome the crisis of electricity shortages, have 
cleaner air, have a more stable grid and go say nice things at the climate 
change negotiations in Paris.” 
 
Without storage technology far in advance of what exists today, coal will 
still have to provide India’s “baseload”: lights and air conditioning at 
night; power for the factories Modi wants to see built. But beyond 2030, 
anything is possible. “I think the entire energy landscape is going to 
change in the next 30 years,” Puri said. “Storage is going to revolutionise 
it. I also think solar energy will become much cheaper than coal. So why 
would you build a coal thermal plant?” 
 
There are other solar niches. The unreliability of India’s grid power means 
the country possesses a staggering 80GW of expensive, off-grid, liquid-fuel 
generating capacity, most from highly polluting diesel generators. 
Typically, consumers pay about Rs18 per unit for it when their grid power 
goes off – three times the usual price. 
 
In Noida, a burgeoning satellite city on the outskirts of the Delhi 
megalopolis, Kushagara Nandan runs Sunsource Energy, a solar start-up. 
Educated in the US, he cut his teeth on a similar outfit based in New 
Jersey. Last year, Sunsource revenues quintupled, to £6m. 
 
Part of his business is supplying rooftop units which, when the sun is 
shining, can fill the gap caused by grid outages far more cheaply than 
diesel: “We synchronise grid, diesel and solar together. In Delhi alone, the 
potential for rooftop solar is at least 1.5GW.” One of his projects, rated at 
250KW, adorns the Habitat Centre, a complex that includes conference 
venues, auditoria, restaurants and art galleries. Another 500KW array has 
allowed a school to save 20% on its power bills. 
 
Cheap, off-grid solar also has great potential in India’s vast rural 
hinterland. Last year, a solar project to desalinate briny ground water 
from wells and power irrigation pumps at a village in the southern state of 
Andhra Pradesh, which Sunsource helped develop with an Indian NGO, was 
given a Google Global Impact Challenge award. It worked so well that it 
has now been rolled out in five different villages. 
 
Like Ratul Puri, Nandan is a businessman. He is in solar primarily to make 
money. He urged caution: “Unrealistic expectations must not be raised. 
It’s crucial to realise that solar must be part of the mix – it cannot 
substitute for other sources. For the foreseeable future, India doesn’t have 
a choice between coal and solar. It needs both.” 
 
Pragmatism of this kind of now characterises other parts of Indian 
discourse over energy and the environment. There is, for example, little 
dispute that the pollution caused in earlier phases of mining and power 
generation at Singrauli is unacceptable. “There’s about 80GW – 40% of 
India’s capacity – that is either in such disrepair or so dirty that it needs to 
be replaced,” said Puri. “The open trucks transporting coal and so on are a 
short-term phenomenon. No one in their right mind would transport coal 
by truck.” 



 
For the past two years, Ashwani Dubey, a Delhi lawyer who was brought up 
in Singrauli, has been fighting a case to force the mine and power plant 
operators to clean up their act in the National Green Tribunal, a powerful 
judicial body that rules on environmental matters. In written evidence to 
the court issued in March, India’s Central Pollution Control Board 
recommended stringent measures, including the end of ash discharge into 
the Rihand reservoir by 31 July, and much stricter monitoring of air and 
water quality. Where necessary, remedial measures should be taken within 
six months – to be funded on the “polluter pays principle”. Within a few 
months, the open coal trucks are supposed to be gone – replaced by a 
closed “merry-go-round” railway linking mines to power plants. 
 
Northern Coalfields now has an environmental team in Singrauli, led by BK 
Sharma. As parts of the mines are worked out, it “back-fills” the 
overburden in an effort restore the landscape, and replants native species: 
“We are trying to recreate the forest, so that when we leave, it will merge 
into the ecology of the area,” Sharma said. 
 
It sounds utopian. But trees in central India grow fast, and on a visit to 
what was a part of the Nigahi mine, it was hard to distinguish between 
remediated pit and original forest. Meanwhile, following a Green Tribunal 
order, nine village water treatment units have been installed this year. By 
the end of June, a further 15 are meant to be operational. 
 
There are further developments at the national level. Under the new 
mining law, a third of the money raised by the mining royalty – a 15% levy 
on all mine revenue, payable to state governments – must be given to 
communities in mine-affected areas, to be spent as they determine. The 
details have yet to be worked out. But according to Chandra Bushan of the 
Centre for Science and Environment, “this is a revolutionary development 
with huge implications for the entire developing world”. 
 
It is to be applied immediately, to old mines and new, and should mean 
the “darkness around the candle” seen in places such as Simplex will end. 
“Singrauli could become one of the richest districts in the country,” said 
Bushan. “Now we must make sure the money is spent on the right things.” 
 
Meanwhile, the government has just introduced new pollution standards 
for coal plant technology – as strict as any in the world. “You will no longer 
be able to burn coal cheaply and pollute,” said Bushan. Under these rules, 
old plants such as Shaktinagar and Anpara A will have to be scrapped. 
 
Bushan warned that better regulations would not necessarily be enforced. 
“The arm of the law is not always long in India. But there are certain 
trends that are positive. I am impressed quite frankly with the Modi 
government on these issues. They’ve done more than I expected.” 
 
Where does all this leave India in the run-up to Paris? According to Navroz 
Dubash, what India and other developing countries need are not rigid 
emissions targets, but programmes designed to “bend the curve” – to make 
emissions lower in the five years after 2020 than they would have been 
otherwise. The changing format of UN climate negotiations makes this 
easier to achieve. The diplomatic focus now is not on emissions targets but 
what are termed INDCs – each country’s “intended nationally determined 
contribution”. These, Dubash said, “provide an opportunity to dissolve the 
barrier between development and climate needs”. 
 
Measures Dubash would like to see in India’s INDC include its targets for 
solar energy, better building standards, shifting freight from road to rail, 
low-energy ceiling fans, and widespread use of LEDs. Most are already in 
the pipeline: Javadekar said India is about to announce a massive plan to 
replace city street lights with low-energy LEDs. 
 
That approach may allow India to plot the delicate course between 
environmental and developmental needs. “As an old UN hand, I must tell 
you that we only distinguish between success and outstanding success,” 
Nitin Desai joked. “2015 will be a success. The issue is how great it will 
be.” 
http://www.theguardian.com/news/2015/may/27/why-india-is-
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Ukraine war leaves a long shadow of pollution, ill-health and ravaged industries
 

 

 
 

By Nickolai Denisov and Otto Simonett, with Doug Weir & Dmytro Averin 
(The Ecologist) 24 May 2015 
 
Over one year after violent conflict began in East Ukraine, indications are 
emerging of its severe environmental impacts in the highly industrialised 
Donbas region, and the grave health risks to civilians that will endure long 
into the future. The area will need international assistance both to reduce 
the hazards, and to ‘green’ the region’s often polluting industries. 
 
The environmental legacy of conflict and military activities is rarely 
prioritised in post-conflict response, in spite of the short and long-term 
impact of damage on civilian health and livelihoods. At times, relationships 
between incidents and harm may be complex, often requiring detailed and 
lengthy analysis. 
 
 
Damage to Donbas environment (chart by Sustainable Security, 2015) 
Warfare in highly industrialised areas has the potential to generate new 
pollution incidents and exacerbate existing problems; the conflict in 
Ukraine has done both, as well as damaging the area’s natural 
environment. 
 
The chronology of the Donbas conflict is widely accessible and there is no 
need to repeat it here. More important is the current uncertainty. With 
the signing of the second round of Minsk agreements in February 2015, 
hope re-emerged that a peaceful solution might be possible. For the 
moment, the truce is holding but remains fragile. Should it collapse, it is 
likely that new and grave risks to the region’s people and environment will 
emerge. 
 
Scope of environmentally damaging incidents 
 
Prior to the outbreak of the war, more than 5,300 industrial enterprises 
were operating in the pre-war Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts (provinces). 
Damage to the region’s industry is widespread, and ranges from direct 
damage to industrial installations, to enterprises simply stopping 
production because of the lack of raw materials, energy, workforce or 
distribution channels (see map, above right). 
 
It is this disruption of the region’s industry that is likely to be primarily 
responsible for the environmental side-effects of the conflict. In some 
cases, the disruption has led to accidental releases of pollutants from 
shelled or bombed facilities. In others, facilities have been forced to shift 
to more polluting technologies that have impacted regional air quality. 
 
Among dozens of facilities damaged by fighting are the Zasyadko coal 
mine, a chemicals depot at Yasynivskyi, coke and chemical works in 
Makiyvka, the Lysychyansk oil refinery, an explosives factory at Petrovske 
and a fuel-oil storage facility at Slavyansk thermal power plant. 
 
Stricken coal mines a long term hazard 
 
Coal mining has been the backbone of the economy of the Donbas region 
since the 19th century. With the intermittent collapse of the electricity 
supply across the entire conflict area, ventilation systems and water 
pumps in coal mines failed, resulting in the release of accumulated gases 
after ventilation restarted. 
 
The often irreparable flooding of mines not only damages installations but 
also waterlogs adjacent areas and pollutes groundwater. At the time of 
writing, permanent or temporary flooding has been reported at more than 
ten mines, yet due to the lack of uninterrupted monitoring and fieldwork 
to assess the damage, the exact extent of the risks to environmental and 
public health is unclear. 



 
The Zasyadko mine in Donetsk used to produce 4 million tonnes of coal 
annually and was one of the region’s economic flagships. A release and 
explosion of methane in March 2015 killed 33 of the 200 miners 
underground at the time. 
 
Even though this was not the first such accident at the mine (it is 
considered among the most lethal in the area’s risky mining industry), the 
chair of the mine’s board attributed the incident to heavy shelling at 
nearby Donetsk airport, where fighting continued until late January 2015. 
 
There have been numerous media reports about war damage caused to 
Donbas’ water supply, including in and around Luhansk and Donetsk – cities 
that had a combined pre-war population of 1.5 million. 
 
Repair work to the water infrastructure is still carried out, often under 
direct fire, but periods of irregular supply are common. Less well 
documented is the impact of the conflict on drinking water quality but one 
can reasonably assume widespread deterioration as a result of the 
disruption. 
 
At the moment, relatively little is known about the direct chemical impact 
of the war on the environment and people. Limited sampling by the 
Ukraine-based NGO Environment-People-Law confirmed the expected 
range of some ‘war chemicals’ from the use of conventional weapons in 
impact zones. 
 
Similarly, large quantities of damaged military equipment and potentially 
hazardous building rubble will require disposal. The Ukrainian Ministry of 
Defence also raised concerns [sic] that depleted uranium weapons may 
have been used in the fighting around Donetsk airport, and proposed to 
determine whether this was the case when conditions allowed. 
 
The region’s nature has also suffered. Already prone to fires because of 
the dry summer climate, steppes and forests have burnt more often than 
would have been expected. 
 
According to an as yet unpublished analysis of NASA satellite data, the 
Eastern European branch of the Global Fire Monitoring Centre showed that 
in 2014, the incidence per unit area of forest and grass fires in the Donetsk 
oblast was up to two to three times higher than in the surrounding regions 
of Ukraine and Russia. 
 
The conflict has also damaged the region’s numerous nature protection 
areas, from armed groups occupying their administrative buildings to the 
impact of fighting and the movement of heavy vehicles within nature 
reserves. 
 
The restoration of large tracts of agricultural and other land for normal 
cultivation and use will require considerable effort too, and will be 
complicated by the presence of new minefields and unexploded ordnance. 
 
Challenges in determining the extent of damage 
 
The prevailing media narrative over environmental damage from the 
conflict has sought to link it directly to the fighting, but the information 
currently available is too fragmented to fully confirm the extent of the 
relationship. Such simplifications can also mask the indirect effects of 
warfare on environmental quality. 
 
As is common for armed conflicts in heavily developed areas, a large 
proportion of the pollution impact may not come directly from the fighting 
but from damage to industrial infrastructure and to the disruption of 
everyday economic activities. 
 
A good example from the Donbas region can be seen in data from its only 
functioning (until November 2014) automated air quality monitoring 
station (see graph, above right). Located in the town of Schastya in the 
Luhansk oblast, the data demonstrate that peak concentrations are not 
obviously associated with periods of combat; instead, they correlate with a 



reduction in the supply of high-grade coal for the Luhanska power plant in 
August 2014. 
 
Coal supplies were first restricted when a bridge in Kondrashevskaya-
Novaya was destroyed. Then an electrical substation was shelled, which 
disconnected the area from the rest of Ukraine’s electricity grid. As a 
result, the Luhanska power plant, which was responsible for supplying 
more than 90% of the oblasts’ electricity, was forced to simultaneously 
increase production while turning to lower-grade coal from its reserve 
stock. This caused a clear deterioration in air quality. 
 
Coverage of the conflict has also claimed that the fighting has caused 20 
times more wildfires than in 2013. While 2014 had seen more fires in 
comparison to the previous year, 2013 was relatively wet so this 
comparison is hardly informative. 
 
Assessing the exact area affected by fires in the territories remains 
difficult and imprecise, requiring the use of more refined data and 
techniques. The task is further complicated by the fact that forest fire 
statistics, which would normally be used to verify the findings from 
satellite data, are not being collected at the moment as the conflict has 
rendered large areas unsafe for ground surveys. 
 
An uncertain future – but hope that it may be greener than the past 
 
In spite of the fragile Minsk agreement, the half-frozen conflict continues. 
At present, it is impossible to predict whether further damage will be 
wrought on the people and the environment of Donbas. 
 
Insecurity continues to impact basic environmental governance on both 
sides of the line of contact, while cooperation across the frontline, even 
on urgent humanitarian issues, remains a remote prospect. Therefore, 
expectations for cooperation over environmental issues at the current 
stage in the conflict are low. 
 
Based on the available evidence, it is clear that there is great potential for 
long-term civilian health risks from the pollution generated by the conflict. 
Efforts to collect systematic data on both pollution and health outcomes 
should start immediately, as must preparations for remediation. The 
financial and technical requirements for the comprehensive assessment 
and remediation of contaminated sites are considerable. 
 
These are problems common to many conflicts affected by toxic remnants 
of war and, as the ICRC noted in 2011, consideration should be given to 
whether a new system that ensures environmental assistance is required in 
order to protect both civilians and the environment from conflict 
pollution: “Given the complexity, for example, of repairing damaged 
plants and installations or cleaning up polluted soil and rubble, it would 
also be desirable to develop norms on international assistance and 
cooperation… Such norms would open new and promising avenues for 
handling the environmental consequences of war.” 
 
The broader context for the eventual remediation of the environmental 
damage should include the radical modernisation of the region’s 
notoriously unsustainable industry, much of which has for years presented 
direct and grave risks for its environment and people (see Zoi’s 2011 report 
Coalland, Faces of Donetsk). 
 
In this way, quite unexpectedly, the highly unwelcome conflict may in the 
end offer a rare and welcome opportunity to eventually ‘green’ the black 
and brown coalfields of Donbas. 
 
This article was prepared by Nickolai Denisov and Otto Simonett of Zoi 
Environment Network together with Doug Weir of the Toxic Remnants of 
War Project and Dmytro Averin of the East-Ukrainian Environment 
Institute. The authors thank Serhiy Zibtsev, Victor Mironyuk and Vadym 
Bohomolov, National University of Life and Environmental Sciences of 
Ukraine / Regional Eastern European Fire Monitoring Center, for help with 
the analysis of forest and grassland fires data. 
 



Zoi Environment Network is a non-profit organisation in Geneva, 
Switzerland, with the mission to reveal, explain and communicate 
connections between the environment and society and a long record of 
working on environmental issues in and with the countries of Eastern 
Europe 
http://newcoldwar.org/ukraine-war-leaves-a-long-shadow-of-pollution-
ill-health-and-ravaged-industries/ 

 

China resets Latin America 
 

 

 
 

Lyuba Lulko (Pravda.Ru) 26 May 2015  
 
China is busy doing the things that Russia can not do for economic reasons 
- the Celestial Empire is changing the world order. One can say that China 
is conquering the world with loans. Latin America is of special importance 
for China at this point. Chinese Prime Minister Li Keqiang is touring South 
America and signed landmark agreements with Brazil. 
 
China is conquering the world not with weapons, but with loans. After the 
events on Tiananmen Square in 1989, the Chinese leadership understood 
what Wall Street's globalization may bring. China still lives under numerous 
Western sanctions. For example, Chinese companies are not allowed to 
deliver advanced technologies. Therefore, the Celestial Empire has been 
developing everything on its own. The country has a national payment and 
financial systems, as well as a favorable business investment climate for 
ambitious national projects. 
 
China ensured the growth of production for both domestic consumption 
and for export. With the help of a competent tax policy, Chinese 
communists accumulated revenues in state-owned banks and turned the 
country into the largest creditor for the whole world. After that, Chinese 
economy started working for its politics.  
 
China's economic significance in the world has been growing steadily 
during the recent years. China even questions the monopoly of the US 
dollar, and the yuan will take its place as soon as the Celestial Empire 
deprives America of the ability to put pressure on countries in terms of 
political decision-making. 
 
The Bretton Woods system was established politically and was legally 
formalized at the Bretton Woods conference of the United Nations in 1944. 
Later, the Americans agreed to switch to petrodollars with Saudi Arabia. 
China may revise those agreements soon.  
 
China rescues Brazilian economy 
This is evidenced by Premier Li Keqiang's visit to Latin America on May 20-
24, 2015. Previously, China was supporting USA's opponents in the region - 
Venezuela, Bolivia, Cuba and Argentina. Now China has started investing in 
Brazil and allies of the United States - Chile, Colombia, Peru.  
 
The last three countries form the Pacific Alliance that focuses on 
cooperation with the United States. These three countries are also 
members of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TTP). The results of the visit to 
Brazil are really impressive. China and Brazil have signed 37 agreements 
worth 53 billion dollars. The agreements cover different areas, including 
infrastructure, energy, aerospace and mining industries. 
 
The main project is about the construction of the transatlantic railway 
linking the Midwest of Brazil with the Pacific Ocean. The railroad will go 
through Peru and may then extend to Bolivia. The new railway will give 
the Brazilians and other Latin American producers an opportunity to trade 
with China directly.  
 
Brazil's exports to China in 2014 amounted to over $ 40 billion, of which 
16.6 billion accounted for soy, iron ore - 12.3 billion, oil - 3.5 billion, 1,4 
billion - cellulose and 880 million dollars - for sugar, officials with the 
Ministry for Development, Industry and Foreign Trade of Brazil said.  



 
Another significant agreement was signed between Brazilian bank Caixa 
Econômica and the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China to establish an 
investment fund with a capital of 50 billion dollars. Earlier, Chairman of 
the State Council of China Xi Jinping said that China intended to invest 
about $ 250 billion in Latin America in this decade. 
 
As we can see, China is solving Brazil's major problems, thereby gaining 
gratitude and appreciation from the Brazilian leadership. Brazil is going 
through hard times currently, its GDP is stagnating, and Chinese 
investment will contribute to the growth of employment, domestic 
demand and macroeconomic indicators. 
 
BRICS saves Russia from total political isolation 
The agreement about the investment fund worth $50 billion is crucial for 
the economic recovery of Brazil and the developing world in general. This 
new initiative complements other initiatives of the partners, namely their 
participation in the Asian Banking Infrastructure Investments (ABII) and the 
new BRICS Development Bank. This creates a real alternative to the 
existent financial structure in the form of the World Bank and the IMF - the 
institutions that impose severe and sometimes crisis conditions for 
crediting developing countries. 
 
China may thus achieve its main objective - to make the yuan an 
international reserve currency. 
 
The United States is trying to show counteraction to China's actions in the 
region, albeit without much enthusiasm, because there is no resource of 
pressure. The only open dissatisfaction was demonstrated on the 
construction of a new transatlantic channel in Nicaragua. US officials said 
that the project lacked transparency and asked the government of 
Nicaragua to take care about environment and land concerns.  
 
Author of "BRICS and the World Order of the Future," Oliver Stuenkel, said 
in an interview with El Pais Brasil, that the bloc of Brazil, Russia, India, 
China and South Africa was experiencing political revival, despite 
economic slowdown in most countries. Stuenkel believes that China will 
remain the largest trading partner of Brazil to start the BRICS bank.  
 
This will be an important step, because the bank will connect bloc 
members to create strong links between them. According to the expert, 
the bloc is no longer dependent on the problems of economic growth of 
each separate country and gradually becomes a political alliance. BRICS 
saved Russia from total political isolation after political leaders of the bloc 
members refused to coordinate their actions with the United States and 
Europe regarding the Crimean issue.  
english.pravda.ru  

 

Fortress South Africa 
 

 

 
 

Jane Duncan First Published in Pambazuka 22 May 2015 
 
Like the richer countries of the North that are adopting tougher controls to 
stem the migration of people from the more impoverished, conflict-ridden 
South, South Africa is employing similar tactics. But this approach is futile, 
unsustainable and anti-people. 
 
South Africa is emerging from the most severe spate of xenophobic attacks 
since 2008, although the attacks have never really stopped. What lessons 
need to be learned from the latest attacks, and what needs to be done to 
prevent similar attacks from taking place in the future? 
 
A key problem is political leaders’ ongoing ambivalence towards 
foreigners. Many lapse into the temptation to scapegoat foreigners for a 
range of social ills, to deflect attention from their own performance. Who 
can forget ANC Secretary-general Gwede Mantashe’s blaming of foreign-
born left activists for fomenting unrest in the platinum belt? 
 



In a more recent case of xenophobic foot-in-mouth, Mantashe argued for a 
‘clear relationship between locals and foreigners’, and for refugee camps 
to make it easier to document foreigners. 
 
Mantashe is not the only person to raise the need for tighter controls of 
foreigners: King Goodwill Zwelithini issued an elaborate set of instructions 
to traditional leaders to increase surveillance of foreigners in areas falling 
under their authority. Their views are clearly shared by many in 
government. 
 
Underpinning these statements is an exclusive ‘us-and-them’ nationalism, 
premised on sealing South African identity up from influences from the 
rest of the region. Mantashe and Zwelithini have essentialised South 
African national identity for self-serving reasons. Yet the lessons of nation 
formation throughout Africa show that these identities are not frozen in 
time; in fact, people juggle identities all the time. 
 
It is of the upmost importance that political leaders are not allowed to 
lapse into national chauvinism. Instead, they should promote an inclusive 
approach to nation building, which is capable of evolving and incorporating 
regional influences. 
 
Then there are basic rights questions. The rights to freedom of movement, 
and to seek a better life elsewhere, are fundamental human rights. They 
stand above narrow national boundaries; that is why they are universal. 
Official arguments that rights belong to nationals only ring hollow. Yet the 
South African government continues to ignore this basic fact. 
 
South Africa is not the only country seeking to tighten border controls. The 
richer North is adopting tougher controls to stem the migration of people 
from the more impoverished, conflict-ridden South. Thousands of Africans 
and Arabs continue to risk (and lose) their lives in desperate boat trips 
across the Mediterranean or South Americans across the Rio Grande. South 
Africa is adopting the same futile, unsustainable approach to the migration 
question; namely to turn itself into a fortress. 
 
Despite many officials mouthing platitudes about the need to stop violence 
against foreigners, the reality is that xenophobia persists in society 
because it is embedded in the state. For as long as this is the case, 
tragically, outbreaks of violence are likely to recur. 
 
The government practices doublespeak on the question of xenophobia. It 
condemns the attacks out of one corner of its mouth (after initially 
denying their xenophobic nature), and promotes discourses of exclusion 
out of the other. This it does by framing migration as a problem to be 
controlled, rather than as a basic human right and a resource capable of 
enriching a country’s socio-economic life. 
 
Rather than addressing the underlying factors driving migration into South 
Africa, the government is turning migration into a national security threat, 
requiring the intervention of the security cluster. It is pursuing a more 
securitised response to the immigration question by deploying more troops 
to the border, and expediting plans to establish the Border Management 
Agency to strengthen South Africa’s border security. 
 
Recent policing interventions have reinforced in the public mind the 
xenophobic relationship between foreign nationals and crime. The troops 
have also been deployed to various hotspots, ostensibly to assist the police 
in stemming the xenophobic violence and to root out crime through the 
controversial Operation Feila. 
 
There are signs that the army has used xenophobia as a cloak behind which 
to harass the very foreign nationals they are meant to be protecting, and 
suppress dissent in areas like Thembelihle informal settlement. This is 
unsurprising: the coercive capacities of the state are not politically 
neutral. In moments of crisis, they are often deployed in the ruling elite’s 
narrow self-interest, rather than the universal interest. 
 
It has become apparent that there is a deeper political agenda afoot in the 
government’s response to the xenophobia question. There can be little 



doubt that the government under Jacob Zuma wants to increase the 
coercive capacities of the state. This it wants to do to exert control over 
increasingly restive populations - foreign and local - through a combination 
of surveillance and brute force. 
 
But it needs consent to expand the security cluster’s powers, which is 
proving increasingly difficult to obtain as the state uses more violence 
against its citizens. So it has to create moral panics to convince voting 
citizens that they are under threat and in need of protection. 
 
The government cannot use terrorism as a reason, as countries in the 
North have done, as South Africa faces no major terrorist threat. Crime has 
proved to be a useful reason, and now xenophobia provides them with 
another reason. 
 
Violence against foreign nationals serves a broader political purpose, as do 
the threats of greater surveillance. It keeps them insecure, which makes 
their presence in the country more precarious, and more exploitable. 
 
Furthermore, since the 2008 attacks, foreign nationals in South Africa have 
become much more organised. Some have engaged in physical self-defence 
to protect themselves against the most recent attacks. 
 
After all, the criminal justice system has a dismal record of bringing the 
perpetrators to book, which has exposed its systemic biases against those 
the state has branded problem populations: immigrants, striking workers, 
unemployed protestors, shack-dwellers. In response to this development, 
the state is asserting its authority on the pretext that it has to maintain a 
monopoly on the means of violence. 
 
Not enough attention has been paid in media discourses to understanding 
xenophobia as a social phenomenon, and the work that the concept is 
being made to perform in South Africa. Xenophobia is not an irrational set 
of beliefs; it plays a regulatory role in that it creates the conditions for 
continued unequal exchange in Southern Africa, to the benefit of South 
Africa. 
 
The government is securitising and militarising its borders to prevent 
labour from Southern Africa from entering the country; yet South African 
capital is allowed to roam freely in the region. So there is a Pan-Africanism 
for capital, but not for labour. 
 
However, there is one exception to this general rule. South Africa does 
encourage immigrants who have scarce skills to work in the country: an 
employment regime, which reinforces the country’s warped ‘high-skills, 
high-wage’ economy. So government is prepared to look the other way on 
the immigration question if it serves the neoliberal agenda. 
 
The official argument for limiting the freedom of movement of foreigners 
is really an argument to maintain, and intensify, unequal exchange 
between South Africa and the region. South Africa’s wealth is built, in 
part, on extraction of surplus value from the region. 
 
Now it wants to prevent those who contributed to making what South 
Africa is today from benefiting from the country’s relative prosperity. 
South Africa cannot be a contributor to the problem of regional instability, 
and then complain about it. 
 
Although anti-xenophobia messages play an important role in reducing 
social conflict, xenophobia cannot be eradicated simply by calling on 
people to change their attitudes to foreigners. These attitudes are 
underpinned by an exploitative system that benefits from prejudice and 
violence. Unless the system is changed, the material base for xenophobia 
will continue. 
 
One of the most unexamined contributors to the xenophobic violence is 
the official obsession with borders. The need for countries to have borders 
has become so self-evident that their necessity has reached the level of 
commonsense. Yet many African nations have emerged from colonial 
boundaries, which imposed irrational divisions on previously united 



communities. 
 
These boundaries do not serve the interests of the region’s most oppressed 
and exploited - including in South Africa – whose destiny must be a shared 
one that lies in unity rather than division. The most sustainable, socially 
just response to xenophobia is to open the region’s borders to migrants, 
rather than to seal them up even more. But regional integration needs to 
take place on terms set by labour, rather than capital. 
 
The counter-argument will inevitably be that integration is unworkable, as 
South Africa does not have the resources to support such a decision. 
However, arguments that foreign nationals are stealing South African jobs 
and dominating the informal sector are not supported by recent research. 
The size of the migrant community in the country is relatively small, and 
South Africa’s capital-intensive growth path is the biggest contributor by 
far, to local job losses. 
 
South Africa is on a fundamentally wrong path when it comes to dealing 
with xenophobia. Politically, it is important to recognise that the ANC is a 
divided house on the integration question, but in the wake of the most 
recent attacks, the securocrats seem to be winning the battle against the 
democrats. Only when it moves away from tightening borders, will the 
attacks stop. Progressive movements throughout the region, and in fact 
the world, should settle for nothing less. 
 
* Jane Duncan is a Professor of Journalism at the University of 
Johannesburg. This article was published by SACSIS. 
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The Mandela Complex 
 

 

 
 

Harry Stopes 17 April 2015  
 
In December 2013, a group of people living in shack settlements in 
Newlands West, Durban, entered and squatted a development of 16 nearly 
complete apartment blocks on Castle Hill, about ten miles north-west of 
the city centre. They stayed for more than a year before they were 
evicted on 17 December 2014. The developer calls the site Hilldale; the 
squatters called it the Mandela Complex. 
 
Since 1994 the main government policy for housing the poor in South Africa 
has been to provide free homes, for private ownership, through the 
Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP). To be eligible for an 
RDP home, your total household income mut be less than 3500 Rand a 
month. That isn’t much (currently around £200), but there are millions of 
South Africans who earn less, or nothing at all – a quarter of the workforce 
is unemployed. Around 180,000 RDP units have been built in Durban since 
1994. 
 
But even a relatively lowly job in the formal economy may exclude you 
from an RDP home. Sizwe Bophela, a 35-year-old who was born in Durban, 
lived in the Mandela Complex. He works as a driver for a large contract 
cleaning company, picking up and dropping off cleaners and equipment at 
sites around the city, for which he earns a little short of R4000 a month – 
too much to qualify for RDP, but not enough to maintain a living and pay 



rent in decent formal housing. There have been government programmes 
to encourage private developers to build rental housing for people earning 
less than R7500 a month, but not on a large scale. The Mandela Complex 
developer plans to rent the flats on the open market. 
 
Demand for RDP homes far exceeds supply. In Durban, the municipality 
plans to build only 9500 units in the next financial year. And the system of 
allocating RDP homes is pervasively corrupt. Sometimes they are sold by 
officials; sometimes they are given as favours to supporters. ‘Housing has 
become a key mechanism for distributing patronage,’ according to Richard 
Pithouse, who teaches at Rhodes University. ‘In most cases this means you 
have to be linked to the ANC.’  
 
Many poor and working-class South Africans are forced to house themselves 
informally. For others, informal housing is a choice. Even where it is 
available, RDP housing is often inadequate, far from schools and jobs. In 
Johannesburg, people squat in office buildings downtown, empty since 
many businesses left for the security of suburban Sandton. In Durban, they 
live in illegally built wood and corrugated iron shacks on interstitial land, 
as close to the centre as they can manage. 
 
A lot of them are members of a social movement called Abahlali 
baseMjondolo (‘shackdwellers’ in Zulu). The group campaigns for decent 
housing and against evictions, but its practice of democracy from below 
also presents a radical challenge to the structure of South African politics 
and society; a demand for a genuine stake for the majority. ‘It is for us to 
reveal a South Africa that you cannot read about in newspapers, a South 
Africa that you cannot watch on television,’ the national spokesman, T.J. 
Ngongoma, told me. 
 
The response from the state has been violent. At least four members have 
been killed in the last two years, including a 17-year-old girl shot in the 
back by a police officer. Others have been prosecuted with, they say, 
falsified evidence, or threatened with violence by police and local 
councillors. In January, a meeting in Verulam, north of Durban, was 
attacked by an armed mob wearing ANC T-shirts. Last September, Thuli 
Ndlovu was shot dead at home. In a province where Zulu identity is 
mobilised as a source of political power, the fact that Abahlali has 
members from Indian, Xhosa and other African backgrounds also makes it a 
target. According to Pithouse, such violence is endemic in the province: 
‘We are not talking about a few rogue councillors. Death threats and 
assassinations are a form of social control that is being endorsed at the 
highest levels of the province’s police and government.’ 
 
By organising among poor black South Africans, Abahlali undermines the 
ANC’s claim to speak exclusively for them. The hostility has broader roots 
though. Shackdwellers’ claims to urban land compete with other claims 
that municipalities are more inclined to favour. When I talked to a Durban 
city council spokesman in February, he told me that the land for the 
Mandela Complex had been sold to the developer Woodglaze, though he 
would not say when, or for how much. According to documents I received 
from the Office of the Registrar of Deeds in March, the land in fact belongs 
to the municipality. Neither the city nor Woodglaze’s manager, 
Pravashkumar Inderjeeth, were able to explain to me why the company 
had been allowed to build apartments for private rental on land belonging 
to the city. 
 
After being evicted, the former residents of the Mandela Complex went to 
live on a plot of land next to the site, in two large tents provided by 
Abahlali. I visited them in January. There were about 20 people in each 
tent, down from the 96 families who had been living in the complex. They 
were getting electricity on the sly from street lamps, and taking a van to 
collect water from a nearby outlet. Sometimes, Sizwe told me, they went 
up to the metal fence and tried to talk to the workers who were finishing 
off the apartment buildings. ‘When we approach them they ignore us or 
they go away,’ he told me.  
 
Abahlali’s pro bono lawyer was preparing an application to the Durban 
High Court to overturn the eviction, on the basis that Woodglaze, they 
claimed, had not notified them of the court proceedings, and had made 



untrue claims in its submission to the court. The ruling came down on 18 
February. The eviction was upheld, unsurprisingly. In his concluding 
remarks, the judge wrote:  
 
If I were to have granted the reconsideration order, I would surely be 
opening the door to anarchy and civil disorder… society at large would 
never accept as just and equitable that in a free and democratic society, 
economically deprived persons could simply help themselves to the assets 
of others. 
 
In search of inspiration for their nightmares, wealthy South Africans tend 
to look north, seeing in Zimbabwe a model of their future dystopia. But 
without a policy of state-directed land redistribution, which does not seem 
imminent, the country is just as likely to resemble a Latin American 
country moving seamlessly from military dictatorship to shock doctrine, 
enforced by state violence. Until a few years ago, the Durban municipality 
managed to control vacant land in the city. New occupations were 
prevented, and existing populations transferred to RDP developments at 
the periphery. Now they have no such control, and their response has been 
not an acceleration of house building but an escalation of force.  
 
On 13 February, bidding closed on a contract to provide ‘specialised 
security services for anti-land invasion’ in Kwa-Zulu Natal. The winning 
bidder will conduct ‘reconnaissance’ and ‘situation monitoring’, allowing 
them to ‘develop early warning signals’ and deploy ‘counter intelligence’. 
They will provide ‘operations security and social engineering’, develop 
‘counter-measures’ and be capable of ‘holding fort’ at a location in the 
absence of police. They will be answerable to the Department of Human 
Settlements. 
http://www.lrb.co.uk/blog/2015/04/17/harry-stopes/the-mandela-
complex/ 
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Dr. Thierry Vrain and Dr. Alison Van Eenennaam discuss the science behind genetically engineered crops 
and the significance of GMO restrictions in more than 60 countries 
The Real News Network 22 May 2015  
 
JESSICA DESVARIEUX, PRODUCER, TRNN: Welcome to The Real News Network. I'm Jessica Desvarieux in 
Baltimore. 
 
Genetically modified organisms, also known as GMOs, have been at the center of a big debate in America. Are 
they safe to eat? Should there be mandatory labeling of genetically engineered crops? At the center of the 
debate is the science behind their creation. For those of you who don't know, GMO seeds are created in a 
laboratory where plant cells are inserted with a gene from an unrelated species in order for them to take on a 
specific characteristic, like a resistance to droughts, or insects. There is a growing movement from Indiana to 
Indianapolis against GMOs, with millions expected at this weekend's worldwide march against Monsanto, 
which is the most high-profile of the biotech firms involved in developing GMOs. 



 
In more than 60 countries around the world, the entire European Union included, there are significant 
restrictions or outright bans on the production and sale of GMOs. But in the United States they have been in 
our food supply for almost 20 years. 
 
With us to discuss the science of GMOs and help us get some answers about the safety of GMOs are our two 
guests. Joining us from Davis, California is Dr. Alison Van Eenennaam. She is a biotechnology specialist and 
public sector animal scientist at the University of California, Davis. And joining us from Vancouver is Dr. 
Thierry Vrain. He was a soil biologist and a genetic engineer with Agriculture Canada for 30 years. 
 
Thank you both for joining us. 
 
PANELISTS: Thank you. 
 
DESVARIEUX: So Alison, let's start off with you. You are saying that GMOs are safe for consumption. Can you 
just lay out some independent studies that prove that they are fine to consume. 
 
VAN EENENNAAM: Right. Well I, I guess I'd like to just frame it as, you have to look at each GMO 
independently, because there's a protein and a plant or animal combination. And so I think that what the data 
shows of the currently commercialized products, so in other words the proteins that have been approved for 
sale, there are many independent studies that have been done by scientists throughout the world. There's a 
recent review paper where they summarized data from 1,700 different studies, and about half of those are 
publicly funded. And basically the results of those studies have been that there haven't been any unique risks 
or hazards associated with the use of this breeding method in the production of crops. 
 
DESVARIEUX: Thierry--let's get Thierry in on this. She just cited there are studies, publicly funded studies. 
Are they credible? 
 
VRAIN: I think so. There's lots of studies that show that GMOs are safe. Lots of feeding studies, even long-
term feeding studies that show that GMOs are safe. The interesting thing is that when you read those studies, 
you kind of wonder where the feed comes from, because there's no mention of the residues of the herbicide 
that is applied on GMO crops. And so you wonder what those studies are about, because really the herbicide 
is not mentioned anywhere in those studies. 
 
DESVARIEUX: Okay. Alison, what's your response? 
 
VAN EENENNAAM: Well, we just kind of instantly got conflated between genetic engineering as a breeding 
method and herbicide residues. So for example, the disease-resistant papaya from Hawaii doesn't involve any 
use of herbicides. It's just virus-resistant and it was able to basically save the papaya crop there from a virus. 
And similarly, insect-resistant crops have dramatically reduced the use of insecticides because they protect 
the crops from insects. And so I think you, what we're talking about here, and we're talking about herbicide 
residues and bring that into it, is talking about uniquely the herbicide-resistant crops. 
 
And so that's a different issue to genetic engineering, which can be used for many different purposes, as you 
mentioned in your introduction. Drought resistance. Virus resistance. And they don't involve the use of 
herbicides in any way. 
 
DESVARIEUX: But let's talk specifically about these herbicide-resistant crops. Can I eat them and feel fine 
that I will not have any negative consequences happen to my health due to consuming them? Can I say that 
with certainty? 
 
VAN EENENNAAM: The question, if you're asking is the Roundup-ready gene in those crops dangerous, no. But 
if your question is about herbicide use, then that's a different question altogether. Because herbicides are 
used in conventional crops that aren't genetically engineered, as well. And so you have to look at the safety 
of the herbicides in all of the different crops. It's not a unique thing associated with genetic engineering. 
 
DESVARIEUX: Let me as Thierry about that. So is it--Thierry, do you agree with that, then? It's not dangerous 
to consume herbicide-resistant crops. 
 
VRAIN: I agree with everything Alison has just said. Except you have to appreciate, and I'm sure Alison will 
agree, that over 90 percent of all GMOs today in agriculture are Roundup-ready crops. And so therefore the 
topic of the residues of the herbicide in GMO food, in GMO crops, is of importance. 
 
DESVARIEUX: And why is that? 
 
VRAIN: Because the herbicide--the active ingredient of the herbicide was not invented to be a herbicide. The 
active ingredient of the herbicide was invented and patented to be a de-scaling agent, a chelator. A 
chemical, a molecule that binds to metals. And the binding to metals inhibits an enzyme in bacteria and 
plants, killing the plants and the bacteria. That's how it works. And so therefore the herbicide is deemed to 
be completely safe because it kills bacteria and plants, and therefore there's absolutely--it does not touch 



animals and all humans. 
 
But we have discovered in the last 50 years since Roundup was registered that actually the bacteria in the 
microbiome of humans, the gut of humans, is absolutely of extreme importance to our health. This is where 
the problem is. We can talk about GMOs, I don't mind talking about GMOs, and mostly I will agree with what 
Alison says, they're probably all safe. We have all kinds of benefits from them, [insulin] and drought 
resistance and all kinds of things. But the point is here, is that we have over 90 percent of all GMO organisms 
on the planet are Roundup-ready, they are engineered to be sprayed with that chemical. This is where the 
question lies. 
 
DESVARIEUX: Okay. Alison, what's your response? 
 
VAN EENENNAAM: Well again, I think we've rapidly moved into discussing Roundup, which is certainly 
something we can do. Although as a geneticist I'm really much more expert on genetic engineering. And I 
guess I would disagree that if you look at the plantings of genetically engineered crops in developing 
countries, India and China particularly, the only approved crops there are insect-resistant, and there's over 
16.5 million farmers growing those insect-resistant crops that don't involve the use of herbicides in any way, 
and in fact have dramatically reduced the use of insecticides in those countries. And that's had very good 
environmental benefits. 
 
And so you have to look at the application you're talking about in order to make these statements. As it 
relates to the safety of glyphosate, which is the active ingredient in Roundup, I guess there I have to go and 
look at what the scientific literature says about the safe use of that product over the last 50 years. And if I 
look at the herbicides that Roundup-ready crops, the herbicides that we used on those crops before Roundup 
was used, I think that those herbicides were actually more toxic and persistent than the toxicity attributes 
associated with Roundup. And so I think that's been a change for the better. And if you were tomorrow to ban 
Roundup, we'd actually go back to more toxic, more persistent herbicides in order to obtain weed control. 
 
So I think that you have to look at what the context of the agricultural system is that you're using these 
products in, and what was being done before the products were introduced? Because it's all relative, the pros 
and cons and gives and takes with all different production systems. 
 
DESVARIEUX: Thierry, you're originally from France, and I know that GMOs have been restricted in Europe. 
Can you just speak to why they were restricted in the first place? 
 
VRAIN: There is quite a bit of literature published, and peer reviewed, of course, that indicates that there 
are serious problems with glyphosate with mice and rats. The mice and rats get sick, and as I explained, 
glyphosate is patented as an antibiotic. It kills the microbiome. You can expect all kinds of symptoms from 
that, because the microbiome is basically in charge of your [all] health, of the human health. This is recent, 
this is something that the medical establishment, the research establishment, is discovering over the last five 
to ten years. This is something absolutely huge, it's like we now have the microbiome human project like we 
had the genome project 20 years ago. 
 
So Alison is correct in everything she said, but in terms of specific toxicity of the molecule glyphosate, which 
has very little acute toxicity. As it is advertised, it is safer than table salt. But in terms of chronic toxicity 
over time, over weeks and months, it will damage the microbiome and induce all kinds, all kinds of 
symptoms. In mice, and probably in humans. 
 
DESVARIEUX: Alison, speak to that study specifically. Are you familiar with it? 
 
VAN EENENNAAM: I'm not sure which particular study you're speaking about. 
 
DESVARIEUX: It's about the mice that Thierry referred to. The chronic toxicity with exposure to glyphosine? 
 
VAN EENENNAAM: Glyphosate. 
 
DESVARIEUX: Glyphosate, I'm sorry. 
 
VAN EENENNAAM: I'm assuming you're not talking about the Seralini rat study, are you? 
 
VRAIN: I am talking about easily two dozen studies done in France, in Germany, in Japan, in Thailand, in all 
kinds of--in Russia, of course. In England. This is not the Seralini studies, which was retracted by Richard 
Goodman. I'm not talking about that. I could discuss that if you want. But there's all kinds of literature out 
there that has been published and peer reviewed. Why do you think so many governments are, as our host has 
said in the introduction, there are 60 countries in the world that are now restricting the technology. Why are 
those governments paying attention and listening to their scientists? 
 
DESVARIEUX: That's a very good question. Alison, do you have a response? 
 
VAN EENENNAAM: Well, I mean, I don't think that the lack of adoption in Europe is based on scientific 



information. I think a lot of that is politically-based. And they do actually grow genetically engineered crops 
in Europe, 30 percent of the corn in Spain is genetically engineered. And of course, they import huge amounts 
of genetically engineered feed for their livestock populations. 
 
But I guess, going back to your point about the safety of Roundup, which is not, again, my area of expertise as 
a geneticist, but I do have to look at what the peer reviewed literature says. And I think there's several very 
comprehensive meta-analyses that have been done recently that show there are no unique toxological or 
[carcinicity] effects associated with the use of Roundup. There was the German Federal Institute for Risk 
Assessment just reviewed hundreds of toxological studies and nearly a thousand published reports, and 
concluded that the data showed neither carcinogenic or mutagentic properties of glyphosate, nor that 
glyphosate is toxic to fertility, reproduction, and or embryonic fetal development in lab animals. 
 
So I think the scientific literature, if you look at the vast weight of evidence, doesn't suggest that there are 
these concerns that you're saying there. Certainly there's probably one or two cherry-picked studies, but 
that's not what the weight of evidence says, and that's not what the regulatory agencies have decided 
throughout the world. And I wouldn't call Germany necessarily a country where you would expect them to be 
doing a risk assessment that wasn't really looking at what the data's saying. 
 
DESVARIEUX: Thierry, your response? 
 
VRAIN: I think there's a lot more countries than just in Europe that are restricting the technology, or banning 
it altogether. And--. 
 
VAN EENENNAAM: Are we talking about glyphosate? Or are we talking about genetic engineering? Just to be 
clear. 
 
VRAIN: We are talking about Roundup-ready crops. I'm not discussing--I agree with you, Alison, that GMOs are 
not necessarily toxic, et cetera, et cetera. There's all kinds of benefits, it's a very powerful technology. Used 
properly, it's probably very beneficial to humanity. In terms of the application today, over 90 percent of all 
engineered crops and plants in agriculture today are sprayed with Roundup. Because they were engineered to 
be Roundup-ready, to be sprayed with the herbicide. And this is the crux, this is not about China or India 
growing some cotton for insect resistance. This is about the food supply in the USA and Canada. Which I'm--
that I'm concerned about. We are having parts per million of a molecule that is extremely toxic, chronically 
speaking, because it is a powerful antibiotic, patented as such by Monsanto. 
 
DESVARIEUX: Okay, all right. Let's wrap this up. I'm going to let you both get a final word in. Alison, what 
concept do you think is the most misunderstood about GMOs? Your final word? 
 
VAN EENENNAAM: I think the most misunderstood thing is it's a breeding method that can be used to 
introduce all sorts of crop traits into crops and animals, and we always seem to get discussing the one 
particular application rather than looking at how it could be used to address many different problems that are 
associated with agriculture, including things like drought tolerance, disease resistance, biofortification of 
crops. None of which have anything to do with herbicides. So I think that the power of the technology is being 
thwarted by these kind of conflating the use of this technology with other issues associated with herbicides or 
multinational corporations. 
 
DESVARIEUX: Thierry, your final word? 
 
VRAIN: I agree with practically everything Alison just said. Except there is that one application which is the 
Roundup-ready technology, which means that the crops, the food, has been sprayed repeatedly with a 
chemical that is actually very toxic and very antibiotic, with huge consequences to the human microbiome. 
 
DESVARIEUX: All right. Thierry and Alison, thank you both for joining us. 
 
PANELISTS: Thank you. 
 
DESVARIEUX: And thank you for joining us on The Real News Network. 
 
http://therealnews.com/t2/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=31&Itemid=74&jumival=13892 
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Ukraine's Soil Changes Hands 
 

 

 
 

Foreign Investors Grabbing Arable Lands 
Sputnik News 21 May 2015 
 
Ukraine's rich black soil is changing hands: foreign corporations and 
Ukrainian tycoons continue "grabbing" the country's arable lands; the 
question remains open whether such a policy can benefit the Ukrainian 
people, Elizabeth Fraser stressed. 
 
The question remains open what the future has in store for Ukraine's 
agricultural sector, noted Elizabeth Fraser, a researcher at the Oakland 
Institute, pointing to the fact that foreign agroholdings and Ukrainian 
tycoons are taking the country's rich arable lands under control. 
 
"Last year, the Oakland Institute reported that over 1.6 million hectares 
(ha) of land in Ukraine are now under the control of foreign-based 
corporations… Some estimates now bring the total of Ukrainian farmland 
controlled by foreign companies to over 2.2 million ha," the researcher 
underscored. 
 
According to Elizabeth Fraser, "the companies and shareholders behind 
foreign land acquisitions in Ukraine span many different parts of the 
world." 
 
For instance, the Danish "Trigon Agri," holds over 52,000 ha, the Saudi-
owned United Farmers Holding Company controls about 33,000 ha; France's 
AgroGeneration holds 120,000 ha of Ukrainian farmland, while US pension 
fund NCH Capital has taken control over 450,000 ha. 
 
 
 
© Photo: radiosvoboda.orgAbuse of Power: Ukraine's Poroshenko Exposed 
in $25 Mln Land Deal Cover-upRemarkably, NCH Capital began aggregating 
Ukrainian arable lands in 1993, being one of the earliest western investors 
in Ukraine after the collapse of the Soviet Union. Over the years, the 
company has "systematically leased out small parcels of agricultural land" 
in Ukraine. Eventually it has accumulated a vast farmland, the researcher 
underscored.  
 
Furthermore, citing NCH Capital's General Partner George Rohr, Elizabeth 
Fraser pointed out that the leases give the company the right to buy the 
territories held by NCH once Kiev lifts the moratorium on the land sales in 
Ukraine. 
 
"Another subset of companies have Ukrainian leadership, often a mix of 
domestic and foreign investment, and may be incorporated in tax havens 
like Cyprus, Austria, and Luxembourg. Some of them are also led by 
Ukrainian oligarchs," the researcher highlighted. 
 
Alas, the ongoing Ukrainian crisis has dealt a severe blow to the domestic 
land owners. A number of Ukrainian-based companies, particularly Cyprus-



incorporated Mriya Agro Holding which held up to 300,000 ha, and Sintal 
Agriculture Public Ltd that controlled about 150,000 ha of land, are 
currently teetering on the brink of bankruptcy. 
 
 
 
© Sputnik/ Sergey PivovarovGerman Lawmakers Claim Ukraine Conflict 
Covers Up Massive Cropland SeizuresUkrainian-based agricultural 
companies are seeking support from the West, however, their potential 
bankruptcy and the involvement of US and EU investors in the crisis 
management prompts questions about the fate of lands they hold, 
Elizabeth Fraser noted.  
 
The researcher drew parallels between the Ukrainian and Romanian 
agricultural sector problems. After the collapse of the Soviet Union, 
Romania's collectivized farms were dissolved and a moratorium on the sale 
of agricultural lands imposed. However, a number of loopholes in the 
state's legislation allowed Western companies to take Romania's farmland 
under control through bankruptcy proceedings. 
 
It remains unclear whether Ukraine's arable territories will face the similar 
fate. However, the lack of transparency in this sector of Ukraine's economy 
raises questions regarding the future of the country, its people and its 
economy, the researcher concluded. 
sputniknews.com 

 

China: violent protests reveal instability  
 

 

 
 

Jack Rising 20 May 2015  
 
Thousands of protesters violently clashed with authorities last Saturday in 
Linshui County, located in eastern Sichuan province. The protesters 
demanded that a proposed high speed railway pass through Linshui. They 
were met with batons and rubber bullets, with hundreds reportedly being 
injured by the police and tactical units. The heavy handed response of the 
Chinese state to these protests reveals the instability and weakness of the 
regime. 
 
Residents of Linshui were originally told that a new railway would pass 
through their county. They were angered when news broke that the line 
would in fact pass through the neighbouring city Guangan, the birthplace 
of Deng Xiaoping and the region’s administrative centre. The protest was 
unusual in its support for a development project. Usually, protests in China 
are against the dizzying amount of new projects (often seen as damaging 
to the local community) that the government has embarked on in order to 
keep the economy afloat. 
 
Around 20,000 protesters took to the streets of Linshui in support of the 
rail line. A letter written by a resident of Linshui addressed to the state 
authorities stated, “There are two railways passing through Guangan. We 
are the only county in the region that has nothing.” The 12,000 kilometres 
of high speed rail that the government has built over the last seven years 
has often brought much needed investment and tourism to the areas the 
lines pass through. Although the scale of the development projects since 
2008 has been huge, the development has been uneven, with many 
communities being left behind. It is for these reasons that residents of 
Linshui so desperately want high speed rail. 
 
The demonstration was peaceful at first, but soon the police began beating 
protesters over the head with batons at random. This provoked a violent 
resistance from the protesters, which lasted well into the night. There 
were accounts of burning police cars, and protesters throwing rocks at the 
tactical police units. There are also unconfirmed reports that several 
protesters have died. 
 
This militant outburst of resistance is an expression of the underlying mood 
in China today. Another similar case of this took place in Guangdong 
province last month when a protest against the construction of an 



incinerator turned violent in response to the extreme aggressiveness of the 
police. 
 
These explosive outbursts on a local level are happening in the context of 
rising workers’ militancy. China has seen a rising level of strikes recently. 
According to the data collected by China Labour Bulletin, there were at 
least 1,378 workers’ strikes and protests in 2014, more than double the 
2013 figure (656) and and three times that of 2012 (382). There was a 
dramatic upturn in the last quarter of 2014, with 569 strikes recorded, an 
acceleration on previous quarters and almost four times the number in the 
same period of 2013. 
 
With the boom in China slowing down, more and more workers are being 
pushed into struggle, fighting for their wages, benefits, and pensions. 
Although China largely avoided the crash of 2008 through a huge Keynesian 
stimulus policy of massive infrastructure projects, this only put a band-aid 
on the crisis. Now, a crisis of overproduction is coming to the fore. In 
2014, China saw its lowest growth since 1990, while productive capacity 
utilization is down to 70%. According to official estimations, the Chinese 
economy needs to grow by 7.2% each year to ensure the 10 million new 
workers entering the market each year have a job. This is proving to be an 
impossibility, paving the way for further unrest. As the world economy 
continues to slow, China will only see further problems as exports 
decrease. 
 
Even during the boom in China, many were disappointed and angered as 
the prosperity disproportionately benefited the elite. Ordinary Chinese 
people saw the hypocrisy of so called communist politicians driving 
Bentleys through the streets. The bureaucrats very rarely consulted the 
communities in which the development projects took place, leading to 
many protests. 
 
The corruption that surrounds these development projects goes right to 
the top of China’s political caste. The former Railway minister, Liu Zhijun, 
took over 100 million dollars in bribes, and is now serving time in prison. It 
is quite possible that it was the bribes that led to the change in the plans 
to the detriment of Linshui. 
 
All of this corruption and privilege amongst government officials is 
exposing the absolute rottenness of the regime in the eyes of workers and 
youth. Combine this with the downturn in the economy and you have a 
recipe for mass unrest in China. The protests in Linshui are an expression 
of this, where thousands actively and violently rebelled against the state. 
 
The establishment is very much aware of this unstable situation, and is 
also aware that it will not be able to grant significant concessions to the 
working class in this epoch of capitalist crisis. This is why the recent 
protests in China have been met with such aggressive repression. State 
repression does not demonstrate the strength of Chinese capitalism, but its 
weakness. The same phenomena can be seen across the capitalist world, 
where governments in crisis are attacking democratic rights and are 
increasingly relying on the “armed bodies of men” to keep mass 
movements at bay. 
 
Another example of this state repression was in April of 2014, during the 
strike at Yue Yuen, a Chinese shoe manufacturer. More than 40,000 
workers went out on strike over a pension and benefits dispute, making 
the Yue Yuen strike the largest in recent Chinese history. The response of 
the ruling class was immediate repression. Police beat workers up and 
went into factories with police dogs demanding that everyone go back to 
work. 
 
The residents of Linshui desire economic prosperity and they are going to 
be disappointed with the next period. The same mood of militancy that 
was seen in Linshui will eventually be expressed throughout the country. 
What this means is that the Chinese working class, the world's largest 
working class, is beginning to move in the direction of mass struggle. When 
this beast is unleashed, no amount of state repression will be able to stop 
it. 
www.marxist.com 



 

India: No place for dissent in world’s biggest democracy 
 

 

 
 

RTCC News 19 May 2015 
 
Is Greenpeace crackdown a plan of Modi government to stifle alternative 
voices under the cover of national interest? 
 
India prime minister Narendra Modi addresses the 2014 General Assembly 
(Pic: UN photos) 
By Avik Roy in New Delhi 
 
“You can’t muzzle dissent in a democracy”, said the Delhi High Court while 
delivering a verdict against the federal government’s attitude towards civil 
society. 
 
But this is what green campaigners say India’s government led by prime 
minister Narendra Modi aims to do — stifle the voices that speak a 
language different from that of the state. 
 
On April 9 the federal government blocked foreign funding to Greenpeace 
India with immediate effect by suspending its licence for six months and 
served a notice to it asking why its registration should not be cancelled. 
 
The decision was taken by the Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) after it was 
allegedly found that the NGO has “prejudicially affected public interests 
and economic interests of the country in violation” of the laws regulating 
international financial transactions — Foreign Contribution Regulation Act 
(FCRA). 
 
Legal threat 
The environmental organisation claimed last week it was being hit by 
“unfounded allegations”, filing a 26-page response to the MHA’s show-
cause notice asking it to explain its alleged violations of the FCRA. 
 
“We are confident that this response establishes our legitimacy beyond any 
doubt,” said Samit Aich the executive director of Greenpeace India. 
 
Along with the 180-day suspension, the home ministry froze all seven 
domestic bank accounts of the organisation. The government is now 
planning to cancel the licence of Greenpeace to function in India. 
 
“It is the government using strong arm tactics to clamp down on dissenting 
voices in civil society,” Greenpeace added in a press statement. 
 
In June last year a report by the National Intelligence Bureau accused 
Greenpeace of acting against “national interests”. 
 
This report was then used to block access to funds from Greenpeace 
International, a move that was overturned by the Delhi High Court in 
January this year. 
 
This was followed by the government banning campaigner Priya Pillai from 
travelling to the UK in January to testify before a British parliamentary 
committee on the impact that a coal mining project by London-based Essar 
would have on the tribal population of Singrauli near the Mahan forest. 
 
Funding drought 
On January 20, the Delhi High Court had directed the Home Ministry to 
transfer the blocked foreign funds — to the tune of 19 million rupees (US$ 
299,502) — from Greenpeace International and Climate Works Foundation 
to Greenpeace India’s accounts, declaring the ministry’s actions to be 
“arbitrary, illegal and unconstitutional”. 
 
The court also observed that all NGOs were entitled to have their 
viewpoints and just because their views are not in agreement with that of 
the government’s, it did not mean they were acting against the national 
interest. 



 
The home ministry claims that Greenpeace has used its domestic bank 
accounts to divert funds received from foreign donors. 
 
Last week the minister of state for home, Kiren Rijiju, told the Rajya 
Sabha (upper house) that an inquiry conducted by the Home Ministry has 
found that Greenpeace India under-reported and repeatedly mentioned 
incorrect amount of foreign funds received. 
 
He spoke of “violations of rules”, referring to the Foreign Contribution 
Regulation Act (FCRA) which governs how investments from overseas can 
be used in India. 
 
These included using more than 50% of foreign funds on administration and 
paying salaries to foreign activists. 
 
But it wasn’t just Greenpeace’s foreign accounts that were frozen but the 
domestic banking too, which Greenpeace India’s programme director Divya 
Raghunandan said was “shocking”. 
 
“The domestic accounts have nothing to do with the entire FCRA Act and 
that is why we think this is absolutely unacceptable.” 
 
Silenced voice 
Greenpeace now faces imminent shut down in India if the government 
doesn’t unblock its bank accounts. 
 
“This has never happened in the history of Greenpeace,” said Priya Pillai. 
“It’s strange, it’s sad and it is alarming that this is happening in a country 
like India which is the world’s largest democracy.” 
 
And that could mean many projects it was actively highlighting and 
blocking will now progress unopposed. 
 
Activists have accused the government of watering down environmental 
rules allowing industries to operate closer to protected green zones. 
 
The government has already or is in the process of weakening key 
environmental laws in India — the Forest Conservation Act and the 
Environment Protection Act, and is amending laws that guarantee the legal 
rights of land owners and forest dwellers. 
 
Satinath Sarangi, who works on rights of the victims of the 1987 Bhopal gas 
tragedy, describes the government crackdown as “illegal and 
unconstitutional.” 
 
“This government is bent upon destroying the environment of this country 
and muzzling those who are trying to protect the environmental heritage 
of our country,” he said. 
 
Infrastructure drive 
Modi, a right-wing Hindu nationalist elected by a landslide last May, wants 
to increase investment in infrastructure and make it easier for businesses 
to buy land to boost Asia’s third-largest economy. 
 
India has a fast growing economy and population, but many are being left 
behind. The World Bank estimates a fifth still live below the poverty line. 
300 million live without electricity access. 
 
Since he assumed power, the prime minister has pushed through a series of 
long-awaited reforms and polices making it easier for companies to get 
approval for new projects. 
 
But this aggressive development drive – which Modi argues is necessary for 
India to ensure millions have a good standard of living – has collided with 
civil society groups working to protect the environment. 
 
Critics say his definition of development is pro-corporate and not 
necessarily pro-people, favouring huge corporations like Adani Industries 
and Reliance Energy. 



 
Some of these companies are known to have deep links to some in the Modi 
government. According a report at the Deccan Herald, the Supreme Court 
had in March issued notice to the government on alleged bureaucrat-
corporate nexus. 
 
The apex court sought a probe on allegations that steel, energy and 
construction conglomerate Essar allegedly granted gifts and favours to 
ministers and bureaucrats for promoting its business. 
 
Others have reported that the government was irked by Greenpeace 
targetting India’s public-sector Coal India and a project by Adani, whose 
promoter Gautam Adani is known to have a close relationship with Modi. 
 
Activists say that the government wants untrammelled development thus 
seeking to dismiss any criticism of its actions. 
 
Greenpeace campaigns on renewable energy, community rights to their 
forests and in favour of organic farming have earned the environmental 
watchdog powerful corporate enemies in the coal and pesticides sectors. 
 
But they’re not the only ones feeling the heat. A similar ban on 
international funding was imposed on the Indian branches of 350.org, 
Avaaz and the Sierra Club among others. 
 
The United States has expressed concern that India’s crackdown on the 
activities of Greenpeace and the Ford Foundation risks limiting the 
“necessary and critical debate” in the world’s largest democracy. 
 
The US ambassador to India, Richard Verma, says a clampdown by 
Narendra Modi’s government could have a “chilling effect” on foreign-
funded charities and activists and is a cause for concern. 
 
“The regulatory actions that are being taken could have a chilling effect 
on speech and expressions,” Verma told a news briefing in New Delhi. 
 
The move against NGOs has also sparked debate at Parliament, with the 
opposition Congress Party offering its support to green groups. 
 
“If an NGO takes up a matter and protests against it in a peaceful way 
then it cannot be anti-national,” said Tariq Anwar, general secretary of 
Congress. 
 
“They have been accused of this and banning their funding on the basis of 
this is undemocratic. I consider it to be wrong and government should 
rethink over it.” 
 
End of the road? 
While the debate continues, the clock is ticking for Greenpeace. 
 
Pillai, whose overseas travel ban was overturned by the Delhi High Court in 
March, said that the NGO has been left with funds for staff salaries and 
office maintenance costs that will last for just about a month. 
 
“Greenpeace India is heading for a shutdown. The reason we are going to 
shutdown is that government has blocked not only our FCRA money but 
also our domestic accounts,” she said. 
 
“This means we cannot access any money by 77,000 Indian supporters who 
donate money to Greenpeace. It also means that the 340 people of 
Greenpeace who have been working on various campaigns in this country 
will lose their livelihood in a month’s time.” 
 
According to media reports, the government has written to the revenue 
department to revoke Greenpeace India’s society registration and tax 
exemption for donations. 
 
Paranjoy Guha Thakurta, a journalist and film-maker well-known in India 
for documentaries like ‘Coal Curse’, said Greenpeace had found a way to 
hurt the Modi administration, and is being punished as a result. 



 
“The government is targeting Greenpeace in an unfair manner because it is 
speaking out against certain environmental concerns, specifically what is 
happening in Singrauli,” he said. 
 
“The government is also unhappy that Greenpeace is also opposing a major 
[coal mining] project in Australia which is set up by Adani group.” 
 
At a press conference in New Delhi last week, civil society groups called on 
the prime minister to stop the crackdown on NGOs and begin a dialogue. 
 
Modi missed their call. He was in China meeting Xi Jinping, discussing the 
two country’s new trade relationship and plans for this year’s UN climate 
summit in Paris. 
 
In a statement the regional superpowers emphasised their desire to 
address global warming and invest in clean energy technologies. 
 
“India is ready for business,” Modi said in a closing press conference in 
Beijing. Like China, that looks like a future without troublesome green 
groups slowing progress. 
 
http://www.rtcc.org/2015/05/18/india-no-place-for-dissent-in-worlds-
biggest-democracy/?utm_source=twitterfeed&utm_medium=twitter 
 
Note: Since this story was published, the Delhi High Court has issued 
notice to Home Ministry and several Indian banks (where the NGOs held 
accounts) calling on them to respond to a Writ petition filed by 
Greenpeace challenging the suspension of its license and freezing of its 
bank accounts without a court order. 

 

India Gangrened! 
 

 

 
 

Jagadish G Chandra 16 May 2015  
 
India’s capitalist democracy has surely turned a page in the 21st century. A 
thousand headed Cobra has come-off its age and has started vexing its 
fangs, spewing out the deadly venom of communalism in all directions. 
 
The victory of Modi in May 2014 can in no way be termed as yet another 
political accident of parliamentary democracy. As reiterated in the 
previous issues of ‘Dudiyora Horaata / Socialism.in’, right from its 
inception in 1980 to this day the Bharatiya Janata Party(BJP) and its 
mentor RSS conglomerate which is euphemistically called as “Sangh 
Parivar” is gaining strength by each hour, week, and month by exploiting 
every available loophole in this bourgeois democracy. 
 
Modi, took the reigns of power with a slogan of ruling India for 60 months, 
at least. But within the first 12 months itself the Modi led BJP’s regime has 
created an extreme fear psychosis in the minds and hearts of India’s 
multitudes. One is reminded of the mythological fable in which hundreds 
of snakes coming out, one after another from the huge anthills, spitting-
out poison. 
 
The increasing communal attacks on Muslims, Christians and other religious 
minorities, desecration of Churches, Rape and Sexual assaults on Nuns and 
Dalith women, the cantankerous ‘Ghar Wapsi’campaign has terrorised the 
weak and meek sections of this country. The RSS and the BJP who falsely 
eulogise women as goddess incarnate, put the FDI in first preference 
instead of Women. Arun Jaitely the finance minister has gone on record 
saying the country wide spontaneous campaign against the heinous rape of 
paramedical student ‘Nirbhaya’, cost the economy the much needed 
investments. The BJP’s bias against women and their issues is further 
manifested in the banning of the BBC documentary ‘India’s Daughter’. 
 
It is now proved beyond doubt that the greedy capitalist class which was 
waiting all these years for a suitable government of their choice has put all 
its purse and pulse behind Modi. Modi’s one year of rule is nothing but 



paying back to his big business friends. 
 
Within the very first few months, the current BJP Govt. amply exhibited its 
class interests by annulling the planning commission and throwing the age 
old practice of 5-year planning lock, stock and barrel. 
 
The BJP has clearly manifested its anti poor ideology and its bias against 
any succor and subsidy for the down-troden sections by attacking and 
diluting the NREGA and other pro-poor economic programmes. The mafia 
of the Pharmaceutical companies are in full glee as their poster boy Modi 
has come round to accept their long standing demand for de-controlling 
the prices of medicines. As a result of which, today an anti-cancer drug 
which was costing Rs.8,000 last year, has bombed to Rs.1,08000. 
 
The much touted series of sloganeering such as ‘Make in India’, ‘Jan 
Dhan’, and ‘Good Governance’ programmes are nothing but camouflaged 
austerity measures which would give absolute freedom to local and foreign 
capital to rake exploitative profits. 
 
It is no secret that Modi who recited the word ‘POOR’ thrice in his first 
gallery speech to the BJP parliamentarians, went on to instruct the State 
Bank of India to facilitate a loan of $ 1 billion to the infamous businessman 
Adani for a mining project in Australia. The promulgation of 8 presidential 
ordinances including the most controversial landbill ordinance in a short 
span of 8 months is a record in itself, which goes to show the shallowness 
of Modi’s good governance sham, throwing all democratic parliamentary 
procedures. 
 
BJP’s hypocritical campaign of ‘SwachhBharat Abhiyan’, stinks with all the 
despicable upper caste, upper class bias which is rampant in the Indian 
society. A party which revers and follows the medieval scriptures such as 
‘Manu Smrithi’ which justifies the draconian caste system and assigns a 
dirt status to Daliths, Adivasis and Women has lot to cleanse itself. One 
needs to be extremely suspicious of Modi and his mentor RSS’s, “Swachh 
Bharat” as they have groomed themselves by applauding and cheering all 
ethnic cleansing horrors around the world from Hitler’s Germany to 
Netanyahu’s Israel. 
 
Modi’s foreign jaunts have become a subject of ridicule of late, 16 visits 
abroad in 12 months has gained him the tittle “Onsite PM” and supposedly 
a demand for a “Resident PM” by L.K.Advani. If one draws a balance sheet 
of Modi’s first 12 months in power it is nothing but a regime which has 
directly and indirectly polarised the Indian society on the lines 
sectarianism, casteisim and communalism. The increasing clamor for a 
country wide Beef ban by the Hindu fundamentalist forces is only a tip of 
the ice-berg, which is waiting to explode to a wider anti-Dalith, anti-
Muslim and of other persecuted sections. This attempt of imposing a mono-
food culture in a multi cultural and multi faceted society is bound to have 
serious repercussions on the entire Indian population. 
 
The poisonous slogan of “We are all Hindu – We are all one” is certain to 
turn in to a communal gangrene. This false and pseudo uniformity is 
professedly anti-progressive, anti-egalitarian and anti-women. This has to 
be challenged unreservedly and unequivocally by mass working peoples’ 
mobilisations cutting across all sectarianism and all divisions that divides 
us. 
http://www.socialism.in/index.php/india-gangrened/ 

 

Fifteen Years of Community Controlled Water in Cochabamba 
 

 

 
 

Marina Sitrin (teleSUR English) 15 May 2015 
 
Marina Sitrin interviews Marcela Olivera, an activist in Bolivia’s water wars 
of 2000 and their ongoing legacy. 
 
This year marks fifteen years of the victory of the communities of Bolivia 
over private water corporations. Not only did popular power reverse the 
plan to privatize the water, but the many hundreds of communities 



surrounding Cochabamba managed to keep their water as a common, 
controlled and managed by the community directly and democratically. 
 
The past few decades have witnessed a massive increase in attempts to 
commodify natural resources. Most all such attempts have been met with 
powerful community mobilizations and resistance. There have had many 
victories, but also not just a few losses. Successes have taken place, for 
example, in Argentina with the defeat of Monsanto, three consecutive 
mining companies in La Rioja and a paper mill on the border with Uruguay. 
Other places around the world have also been successful in at least holding 
back privatizations and mining, such as in Thessaloniki with the struggle to 
keep water public and in the Halkidiki region of Greece. In these 
examples, as so many others, the struggles are grounded in a particular 
form of popular power. As with the experience in Cochabamba, it was 
regular people and communities organized in the streets (not parties, 
unions or other sectors) using direct action and directly democratic 
assemblies to make decisions. 
 
Important lessons can and should be learned in our struggles to defend the 
land and commons from what took place and continues to take place in 
Bolivia. While the Bolivian struggle is referred to as the Water Wars, this 
does not reflect all of what took place – it was not only a war over the 
privatization of resources, but, as will be explained below, it was and is a 
struggle to maintain autonomy and self organization, experiences that in 
some places go back hundreds of years. Cochabanbinos have not only 
kicked out private water companies but have been successful in 
maintaining their ways of organizing and being – their bienes comunes. 
 
I spoke with Marcela Olivera in May of 2015 about these past fifteen years 
of continuous struggle for autonomy and self organization of the commons 
– water. Marcela has been organizing on water issues, not coincidently, for 
fifteen years. We began the conversation revisiting the first days of the 
Water Wars in Cochabamba in April of 2000. 
 
Marina Sitrin Can you explain a little bit of how you got involved in the 
issue of defending water and resources? 
 
Marcela Olivera “I first got involved in this issue, like thousnds and 
thousands of Cochabambinos 15 years ago to defend our water. There was 
already organizing happening that I was not really involved in. My first 
memory of this issue was seeing on television was how campesinos, women 
and kids were being beaten by police on the street and feeling so much 
rage – so together with my sister we went into the streets – I think this was 
similar for many thousand of other people – why they first went into the 
streets. We did not at first completely identify with the issue, I personally 
was living with my parents and not paying the bills, but like me many 
people saw the injustice of this issue and went into the streets. It was 
something that I had never seen before in my life and don’t think I will see 
again in my lifetime. 
 
Marina Sitrin You spoke about democracy, and what you are calling real 
democracy. Can you explain what that looked like in practice? 
 
Marcela Olivera When we talk about democracy and all these words — 
sometimes we don’t really see what they truly mean – But I think I 
witnessed that, what democracy really is and how it should work, and how 
we don’t have that type of democracy in our daily life. They make us think 
that electing someone is democracy, but it is not. What I saw during the 
Water Wars was real democracy, direct democracy. Where people come 
together and make decisions. It was like my voice mattered. I was not a 
leader of a union and I did not belong to an organized sector, but my voice 
mattered. I felt like people were listening to me and I was listing to other 
people, and then together we would make decisions — we were in every 
process of making decisions. Sometimes we did not agree with some things 
and there were people with different opinions about strategies, but what 
really mattered was how we made decisions and decided together. We 
found ways of doing it together. That is what real democracy is. The 
people in the street were people just like me – not a part of organizations, 
the labor movement had pretty much disappeared after the neoliberal 
model was imposed, so the traditional working class had disappeared, but 



then we were the working class, people like me – without a sector, mainly 
working on our own, without a tradition of organizing … but we could meet 
and find one another and see the other side of people, and then meet with 
those who were organized like the cocaleros, campesinos and factory 
workers that were there. Among us there were no differences, there was 
no hierarchy due to differences based on if you were from a sector or not. 
We had a common goal and that is what mattered. 
 
Marina Sitrin I remember you and others telling the story of La 
Coordinadora por la Defensa del Agua y la Vida back in 2006. Can you tell 
it again? I am especially curious since what you are describing is a 
horizontal and participatory movement, yet people still insisted in seeing 
the movement as one with a leader? 
 
Marcela Olivera [Laughs] You mean how people thought the Coordinadora 
was a woman, right. 
During this period many reforms were implemented and the government 
named many people in their specific roles, such as the Defensora del 
Pueblo, so people, the coalition took a name based on that. So they 
decided on the Coordinadora por la Defensa del Agua y la Vida. To make it 
short people referred to La Coordinadora, it is feminine in Spanish, and so 
people would speak of it as if it were a woman. Many people who were not 
deeply involved thought it was a person like the Defensora del Pueblo – 
also in the media and political cartoons it was shown as a woman. It was 
always portrayed as a chola with a pollera, a traditional indigenous 
woman. People would ask who is this brave woman confronting the police 
and the government. I remember after the struggle how there was an old 
guy who would come looking for the Coordinadora, and we tried to explain 
to him that we are all the Coordinadora it is not a person but all of us, and 
then finally they sent a woman to talk to him and one time he came and 
asked for the Señora Coordinadora del Agua and we all laughed and he got 
embarrassed and said oh, sorry, is it a Señorita? It was always thought of as 
a woman fighting for the people. It is funny because all the spokespeople 
were men, so it was a sort of contradictory thing, but we have always 
thought and seen that the struggles are mostly carried out and led by 
women, if you look at the images etc you will see that it was the women 
who were on the front lines. Yet men do a lot of the talking … I guess they 
like to talk and we like to do. 
 
Marina Sitrin You have spoken in the past a lot about the idea of commons 
and how you learned it from the movements. Can you explain how the 
water supply and distribution is organized? If you could also go into the 
differences between commons, public and private control. 
 
Marcela Olivera What was going on was on two levels, first they wanted to 
take concessions from the water system in Cochabamba and there was also 
national legislation that would make water a commondity – so the 
privatization of the water and water systems. The people of Bolivia have 
traditionally managed the water based on the usos y costubres, so the uses 
is the use of the water and how it is used and the customs is the tradition 
of the use of the water, so who has been using it, what the agreements are 
between the communities for how it is used etc. With the Water War both 
things were stopped, so the privatization was revered and the legislation 
regarding water was changed based on the demands of the people. 
 
Fifteen years later I do not think the situation has changed too much – we 
still have to struggle. Right after the Water War when we recovered the 
water system we had this questioning and thinking together among 
ourselves, and we asked what do we want, do we want the water to be 
controlled in the public hands, meaning in the hands of the state or do we 
want something different. Many times we think only in those terms if it is 
public or private and we do not think of a/the third way. After the Water 
War it became visible that the other way to manage the water is by the 
community – that is the third way that we realized already existed and is 
possible. And that is what has been happening over the years and we have 
been trying to visibalize — how communities are managing their own 
water, and not waiting for the state to manage it but the people 
themselves are doing it, managing their own water systems. All this 
democracy we saw in the streets is replicated daily by these water 
systems. They organize in assemblies and decide together what they are 



going to do with the water and how. 
 
This is a reality that we did not know existed, but learned later. Just in 
the area around Cochabamba there are about 600 or 700 water systems 
managed by the communities. That means that 50 percent of the 
population is getting their water this way. It is exactly these water systems 
that were fighting, they were fighting to keep managing their water 
systems. Sometimes they are 500 families and sometimes 50 with different 
sizes and different internal forms of democracy. Some do everything in 
common, some not, each decides the best way to govern themselves. Since 
there are so many of these communities and they are so diverse many 
people did not know about them. 
 
I have also learned over these past fifteen years working in this that this 
sort of thing is taking place all over the world. People are managing their 
own water and resources and not waiting for the state. This same reality 
exists in Colombia for example, as well as Peru and Ecuador, so this is not 
just a reality of Cochabamaba, but many places in the world. So what we 
are and have been trying to do is visibalize this that is already taking 
place. No one is looking at how water can be managed, people keep 
looking to either the public or private sphere. 
 
It is really something to see this – how people have been managing their 
water and doing so in ways that go beyond what is private, beyond what is 
public and beyond the state. 
 
Marina Sitrin What do you think about the recent Municipalization of 
water? Is it similar to the idea of commons? 
 
Marcela Olivera Something we have been seeing lately is the celebration 
of the re-municipalization of the water sources. I have seen this in the 
water movement in general. For example in Paris, Buenos Aires and other 
parts of the world where municipalities have taken over the water source 
from private sources. In our case it is the opposite, we see this as a sort of 
privatization of the water source, when the state is trying to intervened 
and management of something that we have done for so many years, 
hundreds of years in some cases. While this is something that might be 
celebrated in the north it has a different meaning here. It might not mean 
the moving of the resources to the private sector but that it takes the 
decision making out of our hands, which then brings us to believe that this 
is not just about water. It is about something else. It is a place where we 
can convene many other aspects of our lives. The water commissions in 
Cochabamba for example talk about many more things related to the 
community as a whole, how people are doing, does someone need support 
or help, if someone has died in the community how to help the family. 
They organize soccer championship – it is a place where people organize 
many aspects of their social lives – it is something else. 
https://zcomm.org/znetarticle/fifteen-years-of-community-controlled-
water-in-cochabamba/ 

 

Countries Around the World Are Revoking Freedom of Assembly 
 

 

 
 

Willie Osterweil (Aljazeera America) 15 May 2015 
 
On March 26, without much fanfare or attention from U.S. media, the 
Spanish government ended freedom of assembly. In the face of popular 
opposition (80 percent of Spaniards oppose it), the upper house passed the 
Citizens’ Security Law. Under the provision, which goes into effect on July 
1, police will have the discretionary ability to hand out fines up to 
$650,000 to unauthorized demonstrators who protest near a transport hub 
or nuclear power plant. They will be allowed to issue fines of up to 
$30,000 for taking pictures of police during protest, failing to show police 
ID or just gathering in an unauthorized way near government buildings. 
 
The law doesn’t technically outlaw protest, but it’s hard to see what 
difference that makes in practice. Imagine if the NYPD, without judicial 
oversight, could give $650,000 fines to every Black Lives Matter protester 
participating in die-ins at Grand Central. Never mind that they could never 



pay: Would anyone return day after day, racking up millions of dollars in 
fines? 
 
Spain is only the latest “democracy” to consign freedom of assembly to the 
dustbin. While earlier eras of protest and riot sometimes wrested 
concessions from the state, today the government’s default response is to 
implement increasingly draconian laws against the public exercise of 
democracy. It raises the question: How many rights must be abrogated 
before a liberal democracy becomes a police state? 
 
In Quebec, where student strikes against austerity once again disrupt civil 
society, marches are being declared illegal before they’ve even begun. At 
the height of the last wave of student strikes in 2012, the Quebec 
legislature passed Bill 78, which made pickets and unauthorized gatherings 
of over 50 people illegal and punished violations with fines of up to $5,000 
for individuals and $125,000 for organizations. Similar fines are once again 
imposed on protesters. 
 
Last October a law was passed in Turkey allowing police to search 
demonstrators and their homes without warrants or even grounds for 
suspicion, allowing for a much looser definition of and harsher punishment 
for resisting arrest and making covering one’s face at a protest or shouting 
particular slogans crimes punishable by years in prison. This February in 
London police forced climate protest organizers to hire private security for 
marshaling a rally, making protesting not a free public right but an 
expensive private expense. 
 
The list goes on: France banned Palestine solidarity demonstrations; police 
in Australia gained the power to bar protesters from appearing in public 
spaces for a year, even if they work or live there; and Egypt, Ukraine and 
Russia’s governments have outlawed protest entirely. Mexico’s Congress 
approved la ley antimarchas, which, if ratified by the states, will modify 
the constitution so that any unauthorized gathering would be illegal — the 
constitutional end to freedom of assembly. All of this in 2014. 
 
And the United States is hardly doing better. In Baltimore many of those 
who protested Freddie Gray’s death were held without charges for over 48 
hours. Cells designed for one or two people were crammed with dozens, 
and prisoners haven’t been allowed phone calls, blankets, pillows or any 
contact with lawyers or anyone from the outside world. In 2012, H.R. 347 
made protesting near government buildings, political conventions or global 
summits — except in heavily policed and encaged “free speech zones” — a 
federal crime. After the Black Lives Matter movement subsided in New 
York City, Police Commissioner William Bratton demanded a new force of 
1,000 police, armed with machine guns, specifically to monitor protests 
and sought to turn resisting arrest into a felony. 
 
The right to freedom of assembly is guaranteed in the United Nations’ 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and appears in almost all 
democratic constitutions, including the First Amendment of the U.S. 
Constitution. The freedom to speak out and protest were often at the 
heart of Cold War claims that the “free world” was superior to the “evil 
empire.” 
 
Of course, even in democratic countries, the police and the courts have a 
long history of shutting down genuinely threatening gatherings or political 
meetings. The First Amendment didn’t stop the state from imprisoning 
Eugene Debs for an anti–World War I speech or from shooting black student 
protesters at Orangeburg and Jackson State during the black power era. 
 
But if the promise of free assembly is often and easily broken, why would a 
democratic state go so far as to officially revoke it? Why, in 2014, did we 
begin to see the de facto power of state repression made de jure? 
 
In Spain the answer is clear. Seven years after the financial crisis and the 
collapse of the housing market, unemployment remains near 25 percent 
(and more than 50 percent for youths.) The Spanish state has proved 
unwilling and unable to address massive structural problems, and the 
European Union continues to impose austerity on its fourth-largest member 
economy. As a result, Spanish people have grown almost completely 



disillusioned with the possibility of change coming through government. 
They are increasingly turning to mutual aid, social movements and direct 
action to get things done. 
 
It might be argued that Spain’s repressive gag law reflects the country’s 
relatively recent transition from dictatorship to democracy, which began 
only in 1975. But there was no Generalissimo Francisco Franco in Quebec 
or Australia. And New York City has technically been a democracy for 
hundreds of years, no matter how closely it has come to resemble heavily 
policed city-states such as Singapore and Hong Kong. 
 
The appearance of anti-protest laws in so many countries reveals a general 
trend in the way governments envision the future. As the state’s utter 
failure to assist those most hurt by the ongoing economic crisis becomes 
impossible to ignore and as even the recovery from crisis proves hollow for 
most people, protests and riots are spreading worldwide, with no sign of 
slowing down. The politicians and the governments have made their 
choice: stability and continuity, by any means necessary. 
 
These new laws suggest that the ruling elites are preparing themselves for 
protracted conflict. Rather than genuflect before the idols of democratic 
freedoms — or, God forbid, actually attempt to alleviate such widespread 
social problems as inequality, racist violence and ecological collapse — 
governments are giving themselves new weapons to crush those who 
demand change. But once nonviolent marches are punished just as harshly 
as rioting, will protesters stick to mere demonstrations? Or will they take 
the streets with more radical ideas about what’s required to win justice? 
https://zcomm.org/znetarticle/countries-around-the-world-are-
revoking-freedom-of-assembly/ 
 
Willie Osterweil is a writer and an editor at The New Inquiry and the 
frontman of the punk band Vulture Shit. 

 

Mexico: Socialism or Barbarism? - part one 
 

 

 
 

Carlos Ricardo Marquez, Izquierda Socialista, Mexico 11 May 2015  
 
Over the past couple of years Peña Nieto's government in Mexico has taken 
giant steps in carrying out reforms which the big bourgeoisie for a long 
time could only dream of. It presented itself as an unstoppable 
government which the workers' movement could not confront in a serious 
manner. But decades of such attacks and struggles have led to a build-up 
of pressure below the surface that constitutes a great challenge to the 
system and the regime that supports it. A feeling that things are not going 
well and that we must act to radically transform the system is taking root 
in Mexican society. 
 
One example is the struggle of the students of the National Polytechnic 
Institute, who went on strike for 76 days in a battle for their future, for 
higher quality democratic education. It was almost at the same time that 
44 IPN schools began a general strike, the events in Ayotzinapa, where 
three students were murdered and 43 more disappeared, shook the whole 
country and turned the eyes of the world to Mexico. 
 
The newspaper Reforma remarked, on December 1st, that in the last four 
months Peña Nieto's approval rating fell from 50% to 39%, while 81% of the 
population see his fight against violence as bad or very bad and regarding 
the fight against corruption 72% disapprove of government measures. El 
Universal for its part said that 54% of people think that the current 
government is at its worst moment while the Excelsior newspaper said that 
60% of Mexicans are against how the president is governing. (El País, 2 
December 2014). 
 
After the Iguala case, the president's reputation has fallen still further 
with the discovery that his wife, Angélica Rivera, had purchased a 7 million 
dollar home; the company that built the house was involved in a Chinese-
funded railroad construction project worth around 3.75 billion dollars that 
they had to cancel. 



 
A clear demonstration of the government's lack of prestige is that Televisa, 
the media empire that had given support and air time to Peña Nieto since 
before he was a presidential candidate, has distanced itself. Loret de 
Mola, a renowned news commentator, and Eugenio Derbéz, one of its most 
popular comedians, have made critical comments "supporting" the cause of 
the Ayotzinapa families and criticizing the government.” They sent him the 
message: "If you go down, you're going down alone; you're not taking us 
with you". Faced with this distancing, Peña Nieto said on December 7 that 
Televisa is a source of pride for Mexicans. 
 
Time magazine in the US, in early 2014, had put Peña Nieto on its cover 
with the headline, “Saving Mexico”. Last November, the same magazine 
said: "[The Ayotzinapa case] has provoked a political upheaval of a size 
Mexico hasn't seen in generations—perhaps since the 1910 revolution". It is 
possible that the protests aren't larger than those in 2006 against electoral 
fraud, but the discredit to the regime is enormous and the masses are 
making it clear that they want to put an end to a daily life of chaos, 
poverty and violence that they experience under Mexican capitalism. 
 
The terror continues 
In the first week of December alone, at least four students were 
murdered. Two of them were from the UNAM, another was Erika Bravo 
from Michoacán who was skinned alive, and the last was Edith Gutiérrez, a 
student at the polytechnic who was murdered when returning home after 
leaving a student assembly at her school during the strike. Some of these 
crimes may not have been politically motivated, but they nonetheless 
reflect the reality of a system that murders whatever is most alive in 
society: the youth. 
 
The violence takes place on a daily basis. In 2010, 72 migrants were found 
assassinated in San Fernando, Tamaulipas; between April and October 
2011, more than 330 human remains were found in secret mass graves in 
Durango; in May 2012, 49 bodies were stacked on a highway in Nuevo León. 
On July 30, 2014, in Tlataya in the state of Mexico, the army executed 15 
people who had surrendered after a shootout. The events in Ayotzinapa 
have brought to the fore the fact that the state of Guerrero is riddled with 
secret mass graves, murders, and disappearances. The problem goes well 
beyond the 43 students. Amnesty International has denounced the 
disappearances of more than 22,000 people, more than 5,000 of which 
occurred in 2014 alone. Massacres, beheadings, murders... This is the day-
to-day reality. How have things come to this? 
 
From reforms to counter-reforms 
The root of all this social decay is to be found, in the first place, in the 
constant deterioration of the living standards of the masses, 
overexploitation, chronic unemployment, and the looting of the country by 
the big national and foreign capitalists. According to the OECD, currently 
22% of young people between 15 and 29 years of age neither study nor 
work, a figure that represents 7,337,520 people. 
 
Mexico, thanks to its revolution and to the industrial development that was 
generated in the subsequent decades, created a genuine welfare state. 
Between 1934 and 1981 the economy grew by more than 6% annually. To 
be able to develop capitalism, the state had to intervene in the economy: 
oil, electricity, and banks were nationalized, as well as the majority of the 
telecommunications industry (Telmex), and thousands of enterprises were 
state-owned, including steelworks, mines, fertilizer factories, etc. 
 
The Mexican Revolution, although it did not bring real social justice to 
workers and peasants—which would only have been possible with the 
takeover of power by the workers, in alliance with the peasants, and the 
establishment of a democratic planned economy—it did give them 
important concessions, creating large welfare institutions of social security 
such as the IMSS and the ISSSTE. In 1965 there were 870 hospital units and 
clinics and 7900 doctors; by 1980 there were already 8100 clinics and 
hospitals and more than 52,000 doctors. Workers’ housing complexes were 
built, such as FOVISSTE or the INFONAVIT, as well as the CONASUPO, which 
still prices milk affordably to ensure that children have access to it, etc. 
 



In the 1930s, under Lázaro Cárdenas, the National Polytechnic Institute 
was created to train the technicians that were needed to develop the 
country. This period also saw the formation of the Rural "Normal" Schools, 
institutions of popular education in the rural areas, which included the 
ideas of socialism in their syllabi. But as Trotsky (who lived in the country 
at the time and drew up a balance sheet of this experience) explained, it 
is not possible to have a socialist education without socialism. In the 
1950s, in Chapingo, State of Mexico, an estate was expropriated from 
wealthy landowners and became a school for poor peasants, which still 
today holds as its motto: "exploit the land, not the people". Education 
flourished at every level. The UNAM in 1924 had 9,000 students, 72,000 in 
1964, and almost 300,000 in 1980. 
 
The constitution of 1917 has a bourgeois character. Nonetheless, the 
armed peasants and workers meant that it had also to express rights for 
the workers in the countryside and the cities. There have been great 
upswings in the workers' struggles that allowed progress in obtaining 
concessions and rights, as was seen in the 1920s, in the 1930s with 
Cárdenas, and in the so-called Union Insurgency of the 1970s. 
 
We do not wish to give an idealised vision of the regime that emerged from 
the revolution. The Bonapartist state balanced between the classes while 
always defending the capitalist system, giving concessions to sections of 
the masses while harshly repressing its opponents, with a prime example 
being the repression of the teachers' strike of 1954 and the railroad 
workers' strike of 1958, the assassination of the peasant leader Rubén 
Jaramillo in 1962, the repression of the doctors' movement in 1964–65, the 
massacre of students on October 2, 1968, the dirty war of the 1970s where 
hundreds of activists were disappeared, the assassination of over 500 PRD 
militants when the party still had mass support, the repression carried out 
against the Zapatista struggle and the indigenous communities in gruesome 
incidents such as in the Acteal massacre of 1997, other massacres such as 
Aguas Blancas or el Charcho in Guerrero, the violent cracking down of the 
UNAM university strike in 2000, the repression of the people of Atenco in 
2006, when Peña Nieto governed the state of Mexico, the violent eviction 
of the Zócalo in 2013 when the teachers held a sit-in, the political 
prisoners of the Peña Nieto period and earlier or the arbitrary repression 
of demonstrators who demanded the return of the 43 Ayotzinapa 
students—these are just a few examples of the regime's real character. 
 
Despite the reactionary character of the regime that sustains Mexican 
capitalism, in the past there was some progress in the form of industrial 
development and, in fact, concessions were made to the masses under the 
pressure of the workers' struggles. But today we don't see reforms, but 
counter-reforms. What is happening in Mexico is a local expression of the 
crisis of capitalism, which in one country after another crushes all the 
gains that had been won in the past. In civilized Europe, working-class 
Greeks, Spaniards, Italians, or Portuguese understand this well. 
 
A parasitic bourgeoisie 
It was under the government of Miguel de la Madrid (1982–88) that the 
anti-worker offensive began, and was intensified under the Salinas 
government (1988–94). State-owned enterprises have been privatized as 
the state has nurtured the new, parasitic national bourgeoisie, the 
economy has been tied ever more closely to the United States; the 
countryside has been destroyed by importing more corn (Mexico’s staple) 
than is internally produced, forcing the farmers to look for alternative 
means of survival in migration or by growing drug crops; collective 
bargaining agreements have been destroyed, unions have been busted, the 
working day has been intensified and extended, and wages cut. Official 
figures estimate that 42% of Mexicans are poor. 
 
In 1987, when Forbes began publishing its list of the richest men in the 
world, Garza Sada was the only Mexican capitalist who appeared—four 
years later he was joined by Emilio Azcárraga. In 2013 already there were 
35 Mexicans on the list, with one of them at the top: Carlos Slim. In reality 
it should be 36 Mexicans, since Chapo Guzmán was taken off the list for 
political reasons and not because he had ceased to be a prominent 
entrepreneur in the drugs industry. The fortunes of the 35 richest Mexican 
men on the Forbes list totalled nearly $170 billion (data from Martí Batres 



G., El gran Fracaso: las cifras del desastre neoliberal mexicano, Brigada 
para leer en libertad). 
 
The Mexican bourgeoisie has historically been parasitic, subordinate to 
imperialism, and incapable of playing a progressive role. The state had to 
intervene in order to have any kind of development. One statistic that 
demonstrates this is that in the 1980s, $30 billion of state revenues came 
from the sale of state industries, but it would later cost $90 billion to bail 
out those very same privatized businesses. 
 
The state plays the role of overprotective mother of the capitalists. Pemex 
had earmarked 70% of its income for the public treasury ($63 billion in 
2011), representing 40% of the state budget. For its share, America Movil 
only allots 6.1% of its income for taxes, Telmex 6.5%, Peñoles 9.2%, 
Walmart 2.1%, Televisa 5%, Bimbo 2.3%... The sum of all the taxes paid by 
private companies would not equal the yield of Pemex (Ibid.). 
 
In 1982 there were 1,155 publicly owned companies; by 1993 only 213 
remained. But key industries like energy still remained under state 
control, and a whole series of laws made it difficult for the capitalists to 
go further in busting the unions and overexploiting the working class. In 2 
years, the Peña Nieto government advanced the legalization and 
application of the programme of the bourgeoisie on a massive scale. 
 
The year that Peña Nieto took office, in 2012, researchers at the UNAM, 
the Centre for Multidisciplinary Analysis, carried out a study on the 
productivity of Mexican workers in which it observed that in just 9 minutes 
of work, a worker generated a minimum daily wage, and that therefore 
workers earning the minimum wage gave 7 hours and 51 minutes of free 
labour to the employers and the state. With the reform to the Federal 
Labour Law, an even greater reduction in the price of labour power 
became possible. The wealth that the capitalists creamed off each day was 
enormous. Capitalism, on its own, does not develop industry and create 
jobs; unemployment is chronic, and can only be resolved by a whole range 
of individual solutions. Today 41% of jobs are in the formal economy, as 
against 59% in the informal sector, which goes from small business owners 
to domestic servants, to those who clean car windshields at intersections. 
 
Peña Nieto's reforms 
The labour reform was the first of the major reforms passed during the 
Peña Nieto presidency, encouraging casual labour through seasonal or 
hourly contracts, making dismissals cheaper and easier, making it almost 
impossible to get a pension, and making it easier to attack unions. 
 
The second step was to hit the permanent workers, especially in the key 
unions which have kept struggling. Given that the electricians of Central 
Light and Power, organized in the powerful Mexican Electricians' Union 
(SME), were all fired in 2008, under Felipe Calderón's PAN government, the 
next sector attacked was the teachers, with the biggest union in Latin 
America, the SNTE, generally controlled by bureaucrats (charros) that are 
loyal to the bosses, but that have to deal with a very combative left wing, 
the National Coordinator of Education Workers (CNTE). 
 
The "education reform" approved during Peña Nieto's administration is, in 
reality, a labour reform for the workers in basic education. Moreover, it 
wants the state to financially disengage part of its resources—for the 
maintenance and functioning of the schools—requiring these funds to be 
raised by parents and students. 
 
The fiscal reform was less aggressive than originally desired, a 16% VAT on 
medicine, food, and books. Finally, a fiscal policy was imposed that hit 
small and medium sized businesses harder and imposed new taxes in the 
border areas, protecting at all times the big businesses for whom a loose 
fiscal regime continues that allows them to virtually pay no taxes. 
 
Another reform targeted the telecommunications sector, which exposed a 
conflict between different sectors of the bourgeoisie, with Carlos Slim 
(Miss America) on the one side and Emilio Azcarraga (Televisa) on the 
other. This reform favours television. It also promotes censorship and 
espionage by the Mexican state. Added to the latter, they have taken 



other measures against the struggles of the workers and the youth which 
limit mobility and justifies repression (Such as in the Bala en Puebla law). 
In the midst of the Ayotzinapa protests, the Chamber of Deputies approved 
constitutional changes which open the way in the near future for the 
approval of laws limiting and prohibiting demonstrations. 
 
The approval of the energy reform marks a real turning point. Lázaro 
Cárdenas's government nationalized the oil industry as a measure against 
the pillaging by British and US imperialists, with the objective of attaining 
national development along capitalist lines. This is the principal industry 
of the country, and has provided decades of stability. Today there is a 
great dependence on oil exports. 
 
With this reform, the state-owned electricity and oil companies will be 
open to private capital getting involved. More specifically, a big part of 
the earnings which previously went to the state treasury will now line the 
pockets of private capitalists, shrinking the state budget, and leading to 
cuts in social spending (healthcare, education, etc.). There will be layoffs 
and a worsening of conditions for oil and electrical workers. There will also 
be energy price hikes which will affect working families. 
 
These reforms—and above all, the labour and energy reforms—represent a 
real turning point. We face the overthrow of the great conquests of the 
Mexican Revolution, placing the country at the mercy of the capitalist 
robbers, enabling them to plunder and exploit it. In the midst of the global 
capitalist crisis, the Mexican state puts the country up for sale and 
facilitates the exploitation of its workers in order to attract private 
investment. Even if this works, it will not result in any improvement for 
the masses who will pay, with our sweat and blood, the cost of these 
reforms. 
 
The "war on drugs" and imperialist meddling 
These attacks are part of the explanation of the situation in Mexico today. 
As for the violence, this exploded when Felipe Calderón came to power. 
That year saw one of the largest mobilisations in the country with very 
militant strikes by miners and metal workers, demonstrations of up to 
three million people and the creation of the Popular Assembly of the 
Peoples of Oaxaca, an embryonic soviet which challenged the power of the 
local state apparatus, headed by Ulises Ruiz. 
 
Anthony Garz, then US ambassador to Mexico, described Calderon’s 
assumption of the presidency as taking place in "the greatest possible 
situation of political weakness" adding in an internal cable revealed by 
Wikileaks that: "We are running the risk that the matters that are 
important to us might be blocked, unless we can send a strong signal of 
support for the future president to implement his agenda”. 
 
From the beginning, imperialism did whatever it could to save a 
government that had been shaken by the revolutionary struggle of the 
masses. A representative of the Bush administration stated that "a team 
from the mission under my command will be actively involved with the 
transition team of Calderón to promote and advance the areas that are 
priorities to us." He concluded that Felipe Calderon "will need much 
support from the US government" (La Jornada, 21/2/2011). 
 
It was in this context that the war against drug trafficking was launched, 
which meant the militarisation of the country and a way of getting people 
back to go home and bringing an end to the revolutionary movement of the 
masses. That broke all equilibrium between the drug cartels and was a 
catalyst to accelerate the contradictions. It triggered a violent struggle for 
the drug markets, where the Calderon government intervened to support 
Chapo Guzman and his Sinaloa cartel, but all the cartels brought in corrupt 
police, judges and governors to act on their behalf. 
 
The imperialists permanently kept advisers from the DEA and the CIA on 
the ground in Mexico. Many of the weapons used in this war came from the 
US, and operations with such names as "Fast and Furious" saw a massive 
influx of arms that ended up in the hands of the cartels. On one occasion, 
a plane carrying drugs for Chapo Guzman crashed in Yucatan and it was 
revealed that this plane was previously used by the CIA. 



 
The USA is the biggest consumer on the planet and drugs are no exception, 
comprising over 50% of the world’s total drug market. The drug business in 
Mexico cannot be understood without taking into account the enormous 
consumption in the USA. 
 
In the Calderon era, the Secretary of Public Security and its head, Garcia 
Luna, acted more like a cartel than a government department, or rather 
acted in the interests of the cartels. At least between January 2007 and 
November 2009, the Secretary of Public Security (SPS) used a series of 
hangars in the Toluca International Airport. "In these hangars planes from 
Venezuela and Colombia unloaded tons of cocaine with the protection of 
the SPS". They used Cancun airport, where the plains descended under the 
pretext of refuelling, and in that way the status of the flight was changed 
from national to international under the status of the SSP. The Mexico City 
airport has also been used for massive drug trafficking. This is the reality 
of Calderon's "war on drugs', using one of his closest men, Garcia Luna to 
cover up and protect the drug traffickers (Anabel Hernandez, Mexico on 
Fire: The Legacy of Calderon, Grijalbo). 
 
With Peña Nieto things have changed superficially, but in essence the 
situation continues to be the same. Social decomposition continues to 
advance. Organized crime does not just keep to the drug trade, but 
meddles in all kinds of illegal business. In cartel-controlled areas, any 
illegal enterprise not controlled by them is viewed as competition which 
must be co-opted or elbowed out. 
 
The Obama administration has shown its concern for Mexico and has 
offered its help in finding the 43 Normalistas. What worries the 
imperialists is not the disappeared students, but the weakness of the 
regime. Peña Nieto met with US Secretary of Homeland Security Jeh 
Johnson in December, and one can be sure that they did not only talk 
about immigration and drug trafficking. Just like in 2006, the imperialists 
are trying to take measures to save the regime from the mass 
revolutionary struggle. 
 
Diversification of illegal business 
Without changing the conditions that give rise to organized crime, the 
problem of violence will persist. Even in cases where the cartels have been 
dealt real blows, this does not solve the problem of violence; on the 
contrary, this intensifies it, leaving behind uncontrolled criminal gangs. 
Journalist Anabel Hernández explains that, "There are mercenary groups 
operating in Mexico; criminals who form part of one of the country's 
important cartels, or its cells, but which, in the face of the dismembering 
of said organizations, now reform themselves as their own, gravely 
dangerous groups" (Ibid.). 
 
Groups of mercenary thugs have been created in the country that do their 
job very effectively, and who sell their services to the highest bidder. 
Other detached cartel cells go it alone, extorting and using force on the 
population. The State of Mexico, surrounding the Federal District and for 
the past two years governed by Peña Nieto, has been turned into one of 
the most violent areas in the country. 
 
The PAN government of Felipe Calderon and the PRI government of Pena 
Nieto have not sought to end drug trafficking. If they wanted to do so, 
they would have attacked the cartels economically, preventing money 
laundering and freezing their accounts. In 2012 the DEA calculated that in 
the US, $65 billion was destined to be spent buying illegal drugs, of which 
only $1 billion was confiscated, and calculated that something between 
$19 and $29 million dollars flowed from the US into the Mexican cartels. It 
is thought that the larger part of the profits from drug trafficking is 
laundered within the US itself, but that in Mexico $10 billion are laundered 
annually (The Economist, 04/07/2012). Drugs have assumed a role as one 
of the principal sources of foreign currency deposits in the country, 
possibly taking second place behind oil revenues, and topping remittances 
from migrants in the US. 
 
The violent industry generated by migrants passing through Mexico on their 
way to the US, mainly Central Americans, is among the most alarming: 



kidnappings demanding huge ransoms, women captured by the cartels and 
sold to prostitution rings, or the bodies of migrants butchered to sell their 
organs. 
 
Human trafficking is another of these lucrative businesses; in addition to 
the migrant trade, thousands of youths, adolescents, and even young girls 
are kidnapped and sold, many of them into prostitution. In the state of 
Mexico there are 400 disappeared teenagers between the ages of 12 and 
17; many of them could have fallen into the clutches of sex slavery. 
 
The Mexican drug lords are big capitalists who trade in a highly lucrative 
illegal product. Their businesses are extensive and are based on theft, the 
sale of human beings, robbery, and extortion. Some of them invest in legal 
businesses and appear in public as respectable entrepreneurs. In their 
areas of control, they impose their own business taxes, to allow working of 
the land, crossing their territory, etc. They have become a living 
nightmare for the population. 
[to be continued...] 

 

Zwelithini's lice comment only deflects attention for parasitic royal households

 

 
 

Alexander O'Riordan 12 May 2015  
 
The real parasites in South Africa are institutions such as the moribund 
royal households that are maintained in luxury by taxpayers without 
delivering any meaningful public good. 
 
South Africa’s xenophobic violence to King Goodwill Zwelithini’s incendiary 
statements: “Let us pop our head lice. We must remove ticks and place 
them outside in the sun. We ask foreign nationals to pack their belongings 
and be sent back." 
 
However horrific and objectionable these statements are for migrants, 
they are also illustrative of the anxieties of the Zulu royal house. Lice and 
ticks are scavengers that attach themselves to their hosts in a parasitic 
relationship living off their host without contributing anything of value. If 
anything, the life of these parasites is more akin to the modus operandi of 
royal families than that of migrants. After all, migrants have no 
established right to extract rent from their host communities and tend to 
only stay if they are able to participate in the local economy. 
 
In contrast, South Africa’s royal households have embedded themselves so 
firmly in the post-apartheid political economy, that the South African 
taxpayer forks over vast resources to maintain these often moribund and 
decidedly medieval institutions. Royal households and chiefs are largely 
unaccountable, with citizens and subjects having little recourse to make 
these unelected leaders answerable for what they do with publically 
owned resources. No matter how sick or poor their host and no matter how 
little value they deliver, kings and chiefs, like parasites, continue feeding 
unabated. King Goodwill’s omission is a slip of the tongue, giving voice to 
his own primal anxieties. Royals should be running scared because 
eventually, South Africans will figure out what they themselves already 
know: that the real parasites in our society are institutions such as those 
royal households that refuse to be accountable while extracting rent 
without delivering any meaningful public good. 
 
With six wives, twenty-eight children and multiple palaces and luxury 
vehicles, Zwelithini gets over R60 million a year from the state with no 
conditions attached. According to News 24 , South Africa’s tax payers are 
now financing over 6,000 chiefs as well as 10 kings and their expanded 
families. 
 
There once was a time when these kings and chiefs were a necessary evil 
worth paying for in South Africa. In the run up to the 1994 elections, policy 
makers were inclined to argue that financing these households was less 
about a hand out and more an investment in safety and security. South 
Africa’s transition to democracy, as anybody who lived in Kwa-Zulu Natal 
at the time knows, was far from peaceful with many problematic 



protagonists closely associated or even embedded in traditional power 
structures. The government opted to finance these houses in return for 
their support and endorsement of a peaceful transition to democracy and 
in many ways this was an excellent investment at the time. Few who 
witnessed Kwa-Zulu Natal’s political violence in the run up to the 1994 
elections, could deny the importance of securing the support of the Zulu 
royal family for a peaceful democratic transition. 
 
Twenty years into South Africa’s democracy, however, these subsidies 
increasingly look like a gaudy wastage of public monies that finances an 
aloof and disconnected leadership. Unfortunately when small minded 
factionalists get the support of Kings and Chiefs, royalty is rightly 
tarnished with what is one of the ugliest behaviours in our current society. 
By using his family to support racist, barbaric xenophobia, Zwelithini is 
forcing policy makers to rightly ask whether it is now time for South Africa 
to either wind down these traditional structures or at the very least 
radically reform them. The only hope for these Kings and Chiefs is for 
them to evolve away from their parasitic behaviours and to start delivering 
public goods whilst making themselves actually accountable to the people 
they purport to serve. This fear of accountability, however, is what is 
driving Zwelithini’s noxious statements. The King’s hate speech is wrapped 
up in a much bigger debate on whether his family has a birth right to lead, 
without being subjected to democratic processes, accountability and 
oversight. 
 
In rural economic development in Southern Africa, there is the notion of 
the tallest poppy syndrome. ‘Tallest poppy syndrome’ dictates that when 
harvesting poppies, the tallest flowers are harvested before any others. 
Simply put, the metaphor puts forward the notion that in traditional 
communities with dominant and unaccountable authorities, anybody that 
stands out from or raises their head above the masses will be considered a 
threat and quickly cut down just like the tallest poppy in the field. 
Successful entrepreneurs in rural communities, tend to move away from 
their home towns and seek success in other communities for fear of being 
cut down. The problem is that this practice of cutting down or harvesting 
local success stories becomes an impenetrable barrier to entrepreneurship 
and initiative. When authorities such as traditionalist royal families push 
back against initiative and entrepreneurship in their own communities, 
they actually create the very opportunities for migrants to take advantage 
of. 
 
Traditionalist royal families inevitably resist their own subjects taking 
advantage of local opportunities citing the mantra that nothing happens in 
their kingdom without royal endorsement first. Herein, however, lies the 
problem: not only do migrants and outsiders illustrate the very parasitic 
nature of royal families when they succeed, but they also upset locals by 
drawing attention to those economic opportunities denied locals by their 
own traditional leaders. The heart of the problem is that the more we 
afford royal families hegemonic top down control, the more they dampen 
local initiative and in doing so create opportunities for entrepreneurial 
outsiders. 
 
Royal households are not likely to go away any time soon. If they are to 
become more relevant South Africa must put in place incentives for these 
royal households to become more accountable and service oriented. These 
families should be tasked with delivering value to their communities and 
defending South Africa’s human rights and governance structures. The role 
of royal households and chieftainships needs immediate and radical 
reform. Mechanisms must be put in place to guarantee and even finance 
critical feedback on how these families govern. 
 
Government must instruct kings and chiefs on what it means to be a 
custodian of good community values instead of draconian henchmen 
enforcing the status quo. More importantly and for the sake of our 
democratic society, royalty must be held to account in the public court. 
King Goodwill Zwelithini should appear before parliament and answer for 
his statements and his role in victimising migrants. In fact, all kings and 
chiefs should report to be scrutinised by South Africa’s electorate. 
Continued payment of subsidies and salaries to these families should be 
performance based and punitively reduced when communities languish in 



poverty and leaders undermine reconciliation and human dignity. 
 
If civil society plays its role, South Africa’s royal families might have more 
to lose from perpetuating xenophobic violence than they acknowledge. 
Theirs is an outdated structure and institution that should be forced to 
either radically modernise and reform or quietly be put down. Simply put, 
the most pertinent question right now should not be why these persecuted 
migrants succeed in these communities, but rather why these kings and 
chiefs do so much to hold their own subjects back? 
sacsis.org.za 
 
Alexander O'Riordan is an Aid Effectiveness and Donor Funding Researcher. 
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Will the world remain silent with Rwanda and Uganda in DR Congo again? 
 

 

 
 

An interview with international criminal defense attorney and former 
law professor Peter Erlinder 
Ann Garrison First Published in Pambazuka 5 May 2015 
 
While international attention is focused on the constitutional crisis in 
Burundi, Rwandan and Ugandan soldiers have again violated the territorial 
integrity of DR Congo by sending troops into the country. What are they up 
to? 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Rwandan and Ugandan troops have been reported in the Democratic 
Republic of Congo during the past two weeks, but reporting is scant and 
neither the U.S., the U.N. Security Council nor any other members of the 
international community have spoken to this, the latest Rwandan and 
Ugandan violation of Congo’s sovereignty. The international community 
has instead been focused on the constitutional crisis in Congo’s neighbor, 
Burundi. 
 
KPFA EVENING NEWS ANCHOR: Unrest and political oppression in the 
African Great Lakes Region continue to cause fears of a regional war. The 
Democratic Republic of the Congo’s government accuses both Uganda and 
Rwanda of sending troops across the borders they share in Congo’s 
resource rich east. 
 
At the same time, Burundi’s constitutional crisis threatens to engage its 
neighbors, Rwanda and Congo. KPFA’s Ann Garrison spoke to international 
criminal defense attorney and former law professor Peter Erlinder about 
the U.N. Security Council’s response. 
 
KPFA/ANN GARRISON: Peter Erlinder, the U.N. Security Council has not 
responded to credible reports of Ugandan and Rwandan troops in DR 
Congo, even though this is a clear violation of the U.N.’s founding 
principle, the equal sovereignty of member states. 
 
PETER ERLINDER: Yes, of course it is, but there’s been a long history of 
that. We know that as early as 1997, Uganda and Rwanda invaded the 
Congo and set up their own puppet government and have repeatedly 
invaded and occupied large portions of the Congo because of the desire to 
control the wealth in the eastern part of the Congo. That is the goal of 
Rwandan and Ugandan elites, if not the governments themselves. 
 
KPFA: OK, the U.N. Force Intervention Brigade drove Rwanda and 
Uganda’s M23 proxy militia back into Rwanda and Uganda in 2013. Isn’t the 
UNSC legally or theoretically obliged to respond to these cross border 
incursions again? 
 
PETER ERLINDER: Well, it would seem logically that the U.N. Security 
Council would be obligated to follow through on the obligation that they 
took up to remove M23. But M23 was, as you know, essentially under the 
control of the Rwandan government, and the United States and the United 
Kingdom support Rwanda and Uganda, so it remains to be seen whether 



the U.S. and U.K. will have the Security Council follow out on that 
mandate. 
 
KPFA: On Friday, Russia and China blocked a U.N. Security Council 
resolution to censure Burundian President Pierre Nkurunziza for seeking a 
third term, which his supporters claim he’s constitutionally entitled to do. 
Russian U.N. Ambassador Vitaly Churkin told reporters, “It’s not the 
business of the Security Council and the U.N. Charter to get involved in 
constitutional matters of sovereign states.” Could you comment on that? 
 
PETER ERLINDER: Yeah, this is one of the things that the Security Council 
has had to contend with, now that Russia and China have begun to actively 
use the veto again, which they weren’t able to do for about 20 years. The 
U.N. Security Council should not involve itself in the internal affairs of a 
sovereign country. At least at this point, the question of whether the 
Burundian president can properly run for a third term or not is an internal 
question for the Burundians. 
 
That’s different than the situation of the M23 proxy militia in the Congo, 
because that of course is an invading force that was in Congo, and the U.N. 
was there to help drive them out. So Russia and China are quite correct. 
 
KPFA: Today Burundi’s defense minister suggested that he might intervene 
in Burundi’s constitutional crisis. That would no doubt violate Burundi’s 
Constitution, but it would still be Burundi’s issue, wouldn’t it? 
 
PETER ERLINDER: Well, it might lead to some sort of a conflict within 
Burundi, but whether it violates Burundi’s Constitution more or less than 
the decision to run for a third term again gets us back to this being a 
Burundian question and a struggle for the Burundian people to resolve. 
This isn’t an international question unless, of course, someone decides to 
make it so. 
 
KPFA: OK, the US hasn’t remarked on the Rwandan and Ugandan troops in 
Congo, but it has called on Burundi’s Nkurunziza to step down and not seek 
a third term – and sent a special envoy rushing off to Bujumbura. Legalities 
aside, what do you think the USA’s primary interests are? 
 
PETER ERLINDER: Well, what we can see since 1990, when the Ugandan 
military, made up of Rwandan troops, invaded Rwanda, is that the U.S. has 
played a major role, through proxies, in influencing the politics and the 
reality of life in Central Africa. Whether that role has been one that’s 
been approved by the Security Council or not has varied from time to time; 
whether it’s been legal or not has varied from time to time, but the U.S. 
has been constant in attempting to influence affairs in Rwanda, Burundi, 
Uganda and certainly in the Congo. 
 
So I think U.S. primary interests are to remain a player in influencing the 
outcome of who controls power in all of the Great Lakes states. I think this 
is consistent with that. 
 
KPFA: OK, Peter Erlinder, thank you for speaking to KPFA. 
 
PETER ERLINDER: OK, thanks Ann. 
 
KPFA: For Pacifica, KPFA and AfrobeatRadio, I’m Ann Garrison. 
www.pambazuka.net 
 
Oakland writer Ann Garrison writes for the San Francisco Bay View, Black 
Agenda Report, Black Star News, Counterpunch, Colored Opinions and her 
own website, Ann Garrison, and produces for AfrobeatRadio on WBAI-NYC, 
KPFA Evening News, KPFA Flashpoints and for her own YouTube Channel, 
AnnieGetYourGang. She can be reached at anniegarrison@gmail.com In 
March 2014 she was awarded the Victoire Ingabire Umuhoza Democracy 
and Peace Prize for promoting peace in the Great Lakes Region of Africa 
through her reporting. 
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Widen the Circle, Broaden the Left 
 

 

 
 

Badri Raina 10 May 2015 
 
The Communist Party of India-Marxist has a new helmsman. Sitaram 
Yechury, a less forbidding man than his predecessor, carries with him the 
sunny goodwill of many inside and outside the Party. Many among the 
general middle classes, who view politics rather exclusively in terms of 
“leadership”, even those who are more familiar with the structures of Left 
politics than most, sense some sort of a paradigm shift in the offing with 
regard to both the substance and the style of the Party’s operations and 
intervention in the coming years. To the best of my acquaintance and 
education, such a climate of anticipation might flatter and forewarn, if not 
scare, the new General Secretary in equal measure. Communist Parties, 
after all, subordinate individuals to collective decisions (remember Jyoti 
Basu?) and any change of leadership there does not carry the same 
probabilities as it may and usually does in what are called bourgeois 
formations. 
 
Which is not to say that times have not changed, even for the CPI-M, even, 
indeed, for its leadership. Such transformations are, after all, one 
legitimate function of that Marxian axiom which the new General 
Secretary is often given to stating, namely, that any valid Left praxis must 
proceed on the basis of a “concrete analysis of concrete conditions”. 
When, in fact, that does not happen, stasis and stultification overtake. 
Such concrete analyses may, of course, vary from predilection to 
predilection, and need not always be either bold or in tune with the 
dynamics of history—a circumstance that draws attention to the need for 
ruthless objectivity and self-criticism if Marxist thought is ever to be 
successfully applied. 
 
In this context, close watchers of the Party have noted with sanguine 
approval the new General Secretary’s publicly stated acknowledge-ment ot 
the fact that some 40,000 ot its erstwhile cadre have deserted the Party in 
West Bengal, having left for the greener pastures of the Trinimul, and 
some heading even for the Rightwing Bharatiya Janata Party, perish the 
thought. This acknowledgement may bear testimony to a new openness, 
and thereby encourage a less cloistered and more candid debate on the 
causes of such desertion. This may be one pressing agenda because of 
which the Party has decided at its recent Congrss to call an Organisational 
Plenum. Sooner the better, since two sorts of expectation now bear upon 
its deliberations: one, embracing the reconstitution of its membership in 
more open and democratic ways in full cognisance of the challenges that 
await such membership, and, two, the prevention and reversal of such 
desertions by allowing an internal democracy less stifled and centralised 
than has been the wont, so that the cadres of the Party have the assurance 
that they may not be disciplined or discarded at the slightest hint of 
dissent from the Party Line. 
 
That thought leads to another much larger debate—one that the new 
General Secretary one trusts is quite seized of. Can the Party continue to 
operate with any realistic hope of striking a happy new mass departure if it 
holds on to the view that the Left essentially must mean the Party, that 
class struggle must continue to bear only one doctrinaire definition, that 

 



no historical transformation in the Indian Republic is, ultimately, of any 
great meaning if it is not led exclusively by a Left Party, leading to a state 
of a single-party dominance, and that the present state of India’s multi-
party electoral democracy must continue to be viewed as a transitional 
achievement wholly inimical to the procurement of equity and justice? 
Needless to say, such a view of the Indian state, and its possibilities must 
lead to a specific set of conclusions about how a Communist Party must 
continue to function therein. It would necessarily entail viewing the final 
end of the capitalist system and of the political arrangements that 
accompany it as the steadfast praxis that the organised Left must pursue, 
avoiding associ-ation with political formations, however preferable on a 
relative scale within the “concrete condition” to other formations for fear 
of compromising the purity of the communist project. It would also entail 
the prospect of a revolutionary over-throw exclusively on the “scientific” 
principle of the demise of alienation and expropriation from within its own 
womb. This option would then continue to bring into question the tactical 
participation of the organised Left in state power through the electoral 
route, since experience would show that this course has been less than 
friendly to the project of building a mass revolutionary movement wholly 
inimical to such a tactical line. Any truthful and principled adherence to 
this understanding would call upon the organised Left to stay away from 
the contradictions that participation in state power within a capitalist 
multi-party system inevi-tably unleashes, rendering the Left, willy nilly, a 
victim to its class compulsions, and to the claims of a frustrating 
conglomeration of local and regional perceptions and social formations. 
 
This, in brief, might be said to have constituted the career of the 
organised Left in India since after the Telengana event of 1948. 
 
An alternate view that offers itself might be the following: that however 
real and deep the cyclical crises within the global capitalist system, the 
prospects of its final demise seem remote, like those of cancer; that 
postthe collapse of the Soviet system, as well as the embracing of private 
entrepreneurship in both Russia and China, the prospect of placing 
ownership wholly in shared public hands has, if anything, receded; that the 
only instances of partial, although considerable and pathbreaking, success 
in beating back the hegemony of imperialism as the godfather of the 
capitalist system in recent times have been those innovated in what used 
to be the doormat/backyard of imperialism, namely, Latin America; and 
that, in the light of such experience and of its acknowledgement, a 
revamped praxis awaits the organised Left in India. 
 
This would involve a full and unashamed embracement of the fact and 
prospect that the capitalist order and its concomitant political expressions 
are for a good while here to stay in the Republic of India, and that the 
organised Left, equally unashamedly, must undertake the task of 
reworking its onus and its procedures to constantly and imaginatively 
furnish mass-political dynamics that debilitate its more brutal and 
carnivorous aspirations, and advance the clout of both the vox populi and 
its material interests in the face of those rapacious aspirations. 
 
Such a course will press on the Party-Left to accept the formulation that 
within a capitalist, multi-party republic, the “Left” must be accorded a 
definition that reaches beyond the Party, including social groups and mass 
activities that may seem discrete and atomised, but that together 
constitute a pool of politics competent to frustrate and wound capitalist 
hegemony overall. In other words, this reconceptualised Left must be 
allowed its legitimacy even when it dissents in important ways from what 
the Party might consider classic Marxism. And, in linking mass activities 
with this pool of progressive social groups, the Party-Left, while offering 
its specific strengths to enhance the quality of struggles, must remain 
content to share hegemony with any and all whose leadership in such 
movements has effective mass appeal and mass allegiance. 
 
Such a course of reconceptualisation and mass work can be possible only if 
the organised Left is also willing to see that the oppression of the proles 
within the Indian republic does not always take place only in classical class 
terms. This writer has suggested elsewhere that the points of oppression in 
India are diverse both in spread and quality, and that it has perhaps been 
one failure of the organised Left to ignore this “concretge” reality in 



seeking to absorb such diversity exclusively into a base/superstructure 
paradigm. (See “The State of the Left”, The Underside of Things: India and 
the Worrld etc., Three Essays Collective, 2012, p. 710) 
 
If the rather mind-boggling spread of these oppressions is admitted, 
alongwith the limited reach of the organised Left, then it must follow that 
the ameliorative cooperation of the reconceptualised Left cannot exclude 
any social or political forces that might play or that have played the role 
of an effective critic or of ground-level resitance, wether from within or 
outside electoral bodies, in any arena of opposition to such social/cultural 
oppression as help the capitalist system to take focus away from the 
livelihood issues of the vast mass of labouring people. That such forces 
may also include those who owe allegiance to the capitalist order but are 
willing and able to make distinctions between one form of capitalism and 
another—distinctions, for example between a Puritan-American-Hindutva-
Neo-Liberal variety and a more humane and accommodating European-
Nehruvain-Welfarist one, distinctions that the purism of theory may reject 
but that an imaginative Left politics might embrace till its own strengths 
become a real factor in recasting the debate, the choices, and the 
historical consequences thereof. 
 
Clearly, before the organised Left hopes to play a lead role in gathering 
the many forces of resistance into effective nationwide pheno-mena, it 
would need to set an example by first striving to achieve a credible 
unity/merger of the many Left organisations. The new General Secretary 
of the CPI-M has said in response to a query that such unity/merger can 
happen only when the reasons for the split of 1964 are first understood. 
Logical take, but is there anybody today in a Communist Party who has not 
understood why all that happened, and is there today any persuasive 
reason to think that those considerations still obtain? So, we say, nothing 
would put the new General Secretary on so historic a footing as an honest 
endeavour without loss of time and without prevarication to first obtain as 
a task the reunification of the CPI-M and the CPI, leading to embracing 
unity/merger with other major Left organisations like the CPI-ML. Speaking 
of the projected Organisational Plenum, nothing would electrify the Left in 
India generally as such unity/merger, because the lack of effort in that 
direction leaves most to conclude that other things are of greater 
importance to the organised Left than advancing the fight against 
capitalist oppression. Indeed, some of us have argued that, post-the 
ascendance of a qualitatively different Rightwing in India, we may be 
facing a Dimitrov moment, calling upon all sections and varieties of the 
Left to furnish first a United Front and then an Indian Pople’s Front to beat 
back the unprecedented offensive. 
 
Am I, therefore, offering a recipe for the emaciation of the Party-Left? I do 
not think so; I am, however, pleading for a metamorphosis from a clan of 
cloistered and unspoilt purity into an open house where uninhibited 
conversations among the broadly like-minded translate into consequential 
interventions and movements in many fields, and on many streets. The 
pure of mind always have labels ready-to-hand to designate that which 
seems laden with one impurity or the other; mine may well be designated 
“revisionism”. Frankly, things in the republic have gone too far for that to 
be worrisome. Call me by what name you like, but ponder the heresy: you 
never know what wicked branch may bear life-saving fruit. 
 
Here is wishing the new General Secretary of the country’s largest 
Communist Party—someone I find personally warm, witty, receptive, and 
charming—the very best of the time to come. He is a Communist who 
might even get the better of the country’s raucously inattentive and blody-
mindedly red-necked corporate media, as he usually does and will need to 
so long as our “concrete conditions” of the now prevail. 
 
The author, who taught English literature at the University of Delhi for 
over four decades and is now retired, is a prominent writer and poet. A 
well-known commentator on politics, culture and society, he wrote the 
much acclaimed Dickens and the Dialectic of Growth. His latest book, The 
Underside of Things—India and the World: A Citizen’s Miscellany, 2006-
2011, came out in August 2012. 
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Britain: Tories win, but Scotland turns left 
 

 

 
 

Stuart Munckton 11 May 2015 
 
Prime Minister David Cameron’s Conservative Party won a clear victory in 
Britain’s May 7 general elections. In Scotland, however, the Scottish 
National Party dramatically rose from six seats to 56 out of 59, in a clear 
sign of opposition to the brutal austerity backed by the major parties in 
Westminster. 
 
The big loser in Scotland was Labour, which was nearly wiped out. 
Previously the largest party in Scotland, it kept just one seat. It was 
ruthlessly punished for its support for austerity and its role in opposing 
Scottish independence. Although the “no” vote won, Labour paid the price 
for a nasty campaign in which it appeared as just one more voice of the 
London establishment. 
 
“The SNP gains wiped out political heavyweights,” TeleSUR English said on 
May 8, “including former cabinet minister Danny Alexander of the Liberal 
Democrats, Scottish Labour Party leader Jim Murphy and Labour’s Foreign 
Affairs spokesperson Douglas Alexander. 
 
“Douglas Alexander lost his seat to one of the SNP’s new seat holders, 
Mhairi Black , a 20-year-old university student, who has become the 
youngest member of parliament in 350 years. 
 
“She won 23,548 votes against 17,804 for Alexander in the Paisley and 
Renfrewshire South constituency – an embarrassing result for a man who is 
Labour’s shadow foreign minister and electoral campaign chief.” 
 
The Conservatives won 331 out of 650 seats, giving it an outright majority. 
However, in a sign of the deeply undemocratic electoral system, it did so 
winning only 36.9% of the popular vote. Combined with the nearly one-
third of voters who abstained, the vast majority of people in Britain did 
not vote Tory – but will be subjected to its brutal rule. 
 
While imposing crippling cuts and the austerity measures on the majority, 
under the Tories the super-rich have doubled their wealth. On April 26, 
TeleSUR English reported: “Britain’s super-rich doubled their collective 
wealth since 2009, the annual The Sunday Times ‘Rich List’ has revealed.” 
 
At the same time, The Guardian reported on May 3: “A harrowing study by 
the National Association of Head Teachers, published at the start of its 
annual conference, has revealed the extent to which schools are helping 
children whose families have been affected by government cuts. 
 
“Providing an estimated £43.5m of unfunded support, schools are helping 
unemployed or low-income families with everything, starting with food (on 
top of free school meals). 
 
“Then there are issues as basic as underwear, laundry and washing 
facilities, equipment, school trips, bus passes, haircuts, head-lice 
treatments, even birthday cards for children who otherwise would not 
receive them.” 
 
Labour clearly failed to capitalise on anger at this reality by providing a 
clear alternative. Despite its national vote rising by 1.4%, its number of 
seats from 256 to 232. 
 
In England, the Green Party’s Caroline Lucas – a leading voice against 
austerity – kept her Brighton Pavillion seat, winning 22,871 and increasing 
her majority by 11%. 
 
Across Britain, more than 1.15 million people voted Green, compared to 
the 265,243 votes the party won in 2010. 
 



The party came second in four seats, including Bristol West, where Greens 
candidate Darren Hall took the Green vote from 23% to 26.8%. 
 
However, despite the large rise, the Greens have won no more seats due 
to the undemocratic “first-past-the-post” voting system. Greens leader 
Natalie Bennett said in response: “The fight for a fairer, more democratic 
voting system begins today.” 
 
The left-wing Welsh nationalist party Plaid Cymru kept its three seats. Irish 
republican party Sinn Fein, which abstains from taking seats in 
Westminster, fell from five to four seats. 
 
The Liberal Democrats were punished for their role as a junior government 
partner, which resulted in it breaking key election promises, falling from 
57 seats in 2010 to just eight. 
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Burundi: mass protests shake the regime  
 

 

 
 

Ben Morken 5 May 2015  
 
The fragile Great Lakes region of central Africa has been thrown into 
turmoil over the the past few days. Police unleashed violence against 
protesters in Burundi after the current president, Pierre Nkurunziza 
announced on Saturday, 25 April, that he intends to run for a third term as 
president. This unconstitutional move is undermining the Arusha Peace 
Agreement, which ended the 13 year civil war. It risks pushing the entire 
Great Lakes region into chaos and instability, and a possible return to 
another war. 
 
According to the constitution of Burundi, the president is only allowed to 
stand for two terms of 5 years each. But the current president, 
Nkurunziza, a former rebel leader, and his CNDD-FDD party, argues that he 
is eligible to stand in the June 26 poll because he was chosen by legislators 
in his first term of office and not voted in by the public. But this flimsy 
excuse did not convince many people. 
 
On Sunday, 26 April, thousands of people protested the decision of 
Nkurunziza in the capital city Bujumbura. However, the demonstrations 
were immediately attacked by the police. At least three people were 
killed on Sunday as police shot live ammunition into the crowds. In 
addition, media reports also indicate that a further three people were 
killed by CNDD-FDD's Imbonerakure youth wing. Dozens more have been 
wounded. In other areas protesters have erected roadblocks and 
barricades where they have been demonstrating. Police have also fired 
tear gas and water cannons at the protests. This prompted demonstrators 
to disperse temporarily only to regroup elsewhere. 
 
The government has banned public protests and demonstrations, fearing an 
uprising. But the crackdown has not deterred the protesters, who have 
defied the bans and remained in the streets. On Monday, 27 April, 
hundreds of youth erected barricades and set alight tyres in Bujumbura. 
“The fight continues’’, they chanted. A fierce battle then ensued with the 
police when the protesters tried to march on central Bujumbura from the 
Cibitoke district north of the capital. Several other protests also erupted 
across the city. According to a senior police official at least 320 people 
have been arrested. 
 
The current protests come on the back of recent mounting discontent. On 
5 March a general strike shut down most of Bujumbura. The strike 
protested high fuel prices, high mobile phone bills and a proposed 
telecoms tax. Public transport in the capital ground to a halt, paralysing 
all government services. Tharcisse Gahungu, chairman of Burundi's 
Confederation of Trade Unions (COSYBU), told Reuters: "International fuel 
prices have significantly fallen, but we don't see any change. We want the 
government to adjust local fuel prices at the level of current price of a 
barrel on the international market. Additionally, we demand the 
cancellation of a new tax on mobile telephones, because the mobile 



telephone in Burundi is no longer a luxury product, but a useful tool for 
most people in their everyday life." 
 
Toxic atmosphere 
The general mood is a desperate desire for the masses to change their 
conditions, which they can no longer endure. This poses a direct threat to 
the corrupt rulers who have a very thin base amongst the mass of people. 
 
In the latest upheavals, the government initially reacted with hysteria. 
Nkurunziza’s spokesperson called the protests ‘’an insurrection’’. Reuters 
reports that government ministers and the police shut down radio stations 
critical of the government and intimidated others into silence. After the 
initial crackdown by the police, the army was then deployed on the 
streets. But instead of firing on the protesters, the soldiers marched 
alongside the demonstrators. In some instances the soldiers even 
prevented the police from attacking the protests. This action by the 
soldiers on Monday has also had the additional effect of keeping the 
Imbonerakure away from the demonstrations. 
 
The actions of the army prompted some to speculate that the soldiers have 
moved over to the side of the demonstrators. However, the situation is 
more complex. The Burundian army is an amalgamation of different 
fighting units which once fought against each other. Many of the fighting 
units have different loyalties. Not all are consolidated under the control of 
the president. For example, the defence minister, Pontien Gaciyubwenge, 
flatly disobeyed Nkurunziza’s call to integrate the armed elements of the 
Imbonerakure into the military. 
 
Mounting tension or clashes could split the army, which was transformed 
from a Tutsi-led force to one that absorbed rival ethnic militias. Some 
soldiers might find loyalties strained if ordered by the government to 
intervene. This leaves open the spectre of a return to armed conflict. 
 
As opposed to the army, the police (which is headed by Adolphe 
Nshimirimana, a close advisor of the president) is under the tight control 
of the president. The actions of the police in the current situation 
demonstrates this. They were directly involved in the crackdown of the 
protests, as well as on the media. 
 
For years, Burundi has been marked by a climate of political tension that 
frequently degenerates into violent incidents. In the last period, there was 
talk that the youth wing of the ruling CNDD-FDD party, the so-called 
Imbonerakure, had been receiving military training in the DR Congo and 
has been involved in extra-judicial killings of political opponents. These 
youths have increasingly been used as a paramilitary force to intimidate 
and silence critics of the government. This militia force has been operating 
more and more aggressively and with complete impunity. 
 
In February this year, this militia group was involved in the extra-judicial 
killings of 47 fighters who has crossed the borders from the Congo, and 
who have been engaging in a firefight with the Burundian Army. According 
to Human Rights Watch, members of the  
 
Imbonerakure who were captured were not treated as prisoners of war but 
were killed, either by shooting, by being beaten to death, or by being 
thrown off a cliff. Now these Imbonerakure members are directly involved 
in cracking down on protesters in the capital. All of this has created a 
toxic atmosphere in Bujumbura. 
 
Thousands of people have already fled across the border to Rwanda, 
fearing attacks and reprisals from the Imbonerakure. The UN Refugee 
Agency says Burundians are fleeing at a rate of 3000 per day, up from 500 
per day last week. Tanzania also expects a big influx of refugees if the 
situation in Burundi worsens. The developing situation risks destabilising 
the already fragile Great Lakes region. 
 
Burundi is one of the poorest countries on Earth. Agriculture accounts for 
over 40 percent of GDP and employs more than 90 percent of the 
population. The country is heavily dependent on bilateral and multilateral 
aid as a direct result of a series of ‘’structural adjustment programs’’ from 



the IMF which attempted to reform the foreign exchange system, liberalize 
imports, reduce restrictions on international transactions, diversify 
exports, and reform the coffee industry. These programs have plunged the 
already impoverished and war-torn country into into an unmitigated 
disaster. 
 
Imperialist legacy and the Arusha peace agreement 
The crisis in the Great Lakes region is a direct result of the criminal 
imperialist policies which sought to loot the immense wealth of the region. 
This has been done through dividing the people of the Congo, Rwanda and 
Burundi along ethnic lines. Just like Rwanda, Burundian politics had been 
shaped by ethnic divisions and the legacy of colonial and imperialist 
policies. The crisis in Burundi cannot be detached from the general crisis in 
the Great Lakes region. These in turn, have their origins in the policies of 
both German and Belgian colonialism which deliberately played off the 
Tutsis against the Hutus, granting the Tutsi minority the top administrative 
posts. This was a classic ‘’divide and rule tactic’’ employed by the 
imperialists with devastating consequences for the entire region to this 
day. 
 
During the colonial revolution after the Second World War, the Rwandan 
National Union pressed for independence from Belgium. This meant that 
Belgian support for the Tutsi minority began to wane. The Belgian 
government then set up the Party of the Movement for the Emancipation 
of the Bahutu, sparking communal strife with the Tutsis as a way of 
keeping its grip of the situation. In 1959 there was a war in which the 
Hutus drove out the Tutsis. Rwanda was declared a Hutu republic in 1962. 
A parallel situation developed in Burundi where the Hutus were 
suppressed. The Tutsis in Burundi attacked Rwanda in 1963. This resulted 
in 250,000 refugees, mostly Tutsi, living in DR Congo, Uganda and Burundi. 
After the countries of the Great Lakes received their so-called 
independence, all of them were immediately confronted with mass 
displacements of Hutus and Tutsis with the resultant deep ethnic divisions. 
 
This situation got even worse when France intervened in Rwanda in 1990 
and 1993 to prop up the Hutu government of Juvenal Habyarimana. Then, 
the mainly-Tutsi opposition Rwandan Patriotic Front invaded Rwanda and 
drove away government troops and its allied Interahamwe militias which 
had engaged in genocide and the murder of more than 800,000 Tutsis. This 
created a massive refugee crisis in all countries including Burundi. It is 
therefore ironic that many refugees are now fleeing back from Burundi to 
Rwanda. The humanitarian disaster and the mass displacement of the 
people is therefore a direct result of imperialist meddling. 
 
Over last three decades French imperialism has lost much of its influence 
in Francophone Africa. This is also true of the Great Lakes region. Their 
role has increasingly been replaced by US Imperialism. After the 1994 
Rwandan genocide, the Americans swiftly intervened in the region under 
the guise of ‘’humanitarian aid’’. After watching the wholesale slaughter 
of hundreds of thousands of people in Rwanda, Bill Clinton, crying 
crocodile tears, swiftly wanted to stabilise the region for the sake of 
American business. This was the basis for the Burundi Arusha Agreement of 
2000 which ended the war. 
 
Pierre Nkurunziza came to power in 2005 after leading a rebel group 
during the country’s 12 year civil war. The Arusha Agreement, which was 
agreed under the direct influence of US Imperialism and the government of 
Thabo Mbeki, the then South African president, eventually brought an end 
to the war which killed more than 300 000 people. But on the basis of 
capitalist and imperialist domination nothing was solved. This is actually 
what is responsible for the current crisis. 
 
Crossroads 
If the current conflict escalates, there is real possibility that it could have 
regional consequences. A big refugee stream between Burundi, Rwanda 
and the Congo could encourage Rwanda and Congo to make incursions 
which could spark a regional conflict. Already the government of the DR 
Congo launched a military offensive against Rwandan FDLR rebels earlier 
this year. Further unstable refugee flows could prompt the Congo to 
intervene in Burundi. This just shows how fragile the whole Great Lakes 



region is. Events in one country have an immediate impact on other 
countries in the region. 
 
But this does not only apply to war. It also applies to revolutionary mass 
movements. Over the last period there have been mass movements 
breaking out in one African country after the other. As indicated earlier, 
the current protests against term limits has its origins in the movement of 
the masses around social issues and poor living conditions. In other words, 
the masses clearly see the the path to democracy as part of a general 
movement to improve their lives. 
 
The protests in Burundi also come on the back of protests earlier this year 
in the neighbouring DR Congo when the students successfully prevented 
Kabila from standing for another term as president. This has been the 
theme across much of the continent, especially West Africa, where the 
revolution in Burkina Faso served as inspiration to the masses and the 
youth across the continent. But as we explained, the conflict in the Great 
Lakes region is part of the same problem. The borders of many of these 
countries are complete arbitrary constructs of the imperialists. 
 
The success of these movements will therefore depend on whether they 
can combine to fight a common struggle against their oppressors. This 
means a struggle against not only the local leaders, but their imperialist 
masters. But most of all the success of the struggle will depend on 
escalating the movement into an all-African revolution led by countries 
with big working class populations like Nigeria, South Africa and Egypt. 
http://www.marxist.com/burundi-mass-protests-shake-the-regime.htm 

 

Angela Merkel’s NSA Nightmare Just Got A Lot Worse 
 

 

 
 

Don Quijones 4 May 2015 
 
Angela Merkel, Germany’s most successful and popular politician, could be 
in serious trouble, after revelations that Germany’s national intelligence 
agency, the BND, has been spying on key European assets on behalf of US 
intelligence. Those “assets” include top French officials, the EU’s 
headquarters, the European defense corporation EADS, the helicopter 
manufacturer Eurocopter and even German companies. 
 
To wit, from Der Spiegel: 
 
In 2008, at the latest, it became apparent that NSA selectors were not only 
limited to terrorist and weapons smugglers… But it was only after the 
revelations made by whistleblower Edward Snowden that the BND decided 
to investigate the issue. In October 2013, an investigation came to the 
conclusion that at least 2,000 of these selectors were aimed at Western 
European or even German interests. 
 
Today, the German foreign intelligence agency is accused of processing 
over 40,000 spy requests from the NSA, many of which represent a clear 
violation of the Memorandum of Agreement that the US and Germany 
signed in 2002. Washington and Berlin agreed at the time that neither 
Germans nor Americans — neither people nor companies or organizations — 
would be among the surveillance targets. 
 
From Victim to Villain 
The scandal could be particularly damaging for the Minister of Interior 
Thomas de Maiziere, whose ministry is accused of misleading parliament 
after claiming, as recently as April 14, to have no knowledge of alleged US 
economic spying in Europe, and of Germany’s alleged involvement. 
 
For Merkel, it is a dizzying reversal of roles and fortunes. In 2013 she was 
arguably the most high-profile victim of NSA surveillance when it was 
revealed that the NSA had targeted her cellphone. When confronted with 
Edward Snowden’s allegations of US National Security Agency mass 
surveillance of European citizens, Merkel famously said that “spying on 
friends is just not on.” According to official accounts, she even placed a 
“strongly worded phone call” to US President Barack Obama. 



 
At the time the scandal was a political boon for Merkel, with 62% of 
Germans approving of her “harsh reaction”, according to a survey by 
polling institute YouGov. Now the tables have turned. If Merkel’s 
government is found to have had prior knowledge of the BND’s spying on 
the French government, citizens, and companies, its behavior in the wake 
of the phone-tapping revelations will be cast in a starkly different light. 
The phrase “shameless hypocrisy” comes to mind. 
 
Implausible Deniability 
While the BNS is taking most of the flak, with some pundits even 
questioning whose interests it serves, questions are being raised about just 
how much Merkel’s government knew about the surveillance program. 
 
“At least since the Snowden revelations in 2013, all those involved at all 
levels, including the Chancellery, should have been suspicious of the 
cooperation with the NSA,” Konstantin von Notz, the senior Green Party 
member on the NSA investigative committee, told Der Spiegel. 
 
On Wednesday, the tabloid newspaper Bild printed a picture of Interior 
Minister Thomas de Maiziere, with his nose elongated to Pinocchio 
proportions, while another German newspaper dedicated its front page to 
a “wanted” poster. Among the mug shots of politicians was one of Merkel 
herself. 
 
“Granted, the story may die a quick death.” says a German associate. “But 
if it turns out that the government was fully on board with NSA spying and 
has effectively been lying to us for years, it could do serious, lasting 
damage to its reputation.” 
 
The scandal doesn’t just involve accusations of foreign spying on 
Germany’s government; it involves accusations that the German 
intelligence services conducted their own surveillance of German and 
fellow European citizens, companies and governments, at the behest of a 
foreign government. All of which is against German constitutional law. 
 
To make matters worse, the scandal comes on the back of allegations that 
the U.S. military’s sprawling base in Ramstein, Germany serves as the 
high-tech heart of America’s deeply unpopular drone program — once 
again, in direct contravention of German constitutional law. And once 
again, the government seems to have had direct knowledge about German 
complicity in the program and did everything it could to keep voters in the 
dark. 
 
According to internal German government communications provided to The 
Intercept by Der Spiegel, some German officials tried and failed to get the 
Merkel government to confront the U.S. about what connection facilities in 
Germany had to drone strikes: 
 
According to a June 2013 document, a senior Foreign Office official, Emily 
Haber, advocated demanding a clear answer from Washington about the 
role U.S. facilities in Germany played in drone strikes. Haber was 
overruled: “The Federal Chancellery and the Defense Ministry would prefer 
to ‘sit out’ the pressure from parliament and the public,” the response 
read. The unofficial German-U.S. agreement appears to amount to a 
“don’t ask, don’t tell” understanding. 
 
The Real Boss 
The Merkel government’s almost total submission to U.S. power and 
interests belie the common myth that Germany is a rising superpower and 
Europe’s de facto ruler. As I wrote two years ago in “Europe Turns Blind 
Eye to US-UK Snooping Antics:” 
 
Europe’s economic powerhouse Germany still remains, to all intents and 
purposes, a militarily occupied country, with as many as 21,500 British 
soldiers and 50,000 US troops still stationed on its soil. As such, while the 
Merkel government may kick and squeal as much as it likes about the NSA-
GCHQ’s joint surveillance operations (mostly, of course, for political 
consumption), its actual room for maneouver is extremely limited. 
 



What’s more, Germany’s and Europe’s deeply imbalanced relationship with 
the U.S. is likely to be further exacerbated if (or more likely when) the EU 
signs the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Treaty. It’s a pact that is 
primarily aimed at enhancing, as I noted in my last article, the domination 
of multinational corporations over national sovereignty. Voters don’t 
support that program. Hence the need for secrecy, obfuscation, and lies. 
https://zcomm.org/znetarticle/angela-merkels-nsa-nightmare-just-got-
a-lot-worse/ 

 

“China is in a hard landing now” 
 

 

 
 

Stock market frenzy and fabricated GDP figures cannot hide the reality 
of an economy in deep trouble 
China Worker 3 May 2015 
 
For China’s one-party dictatorship (CCP), 2015 is turning into quite a 
dangerous year. After years of rapid debt-driven growth and the world’s 
biggest construction boom, China’s economy faces a multitude of serious 
problems. Overcapacity, deflation, a housing slump and local government 
debt crisis are all acting as a drag on economic growth which by several 
measures has slowed to a crawl. 
 
The economy is of critical importance for any government but especially 
for the Chinese regime which has relied on a combination of fearsome 
state repression alongside sustained rapid economic growth to maintain 
itself in power. From 1980 to 2012 gross domestic product (GDP) growth 
averaged 10 percent per annum. Last year, an official GDP growth rate of 
7.4 percent was recorded, and this year the target has been lowered to 
“around 7 percent” – a goal that even Premier Li Keqiang admits will “by 
no means be easy”. But to make matters worse these GDP figures are 
almost certainly fake, with today’s real level of growth substantially 
lower. Some economists warn that China is now already in or dangerously 
near to a hard landing which is defined as a drop from “a double-digit rate 
to a growth pace in the low single digits”. 
 
This is what lies behind the recent hasty series of monetary loosening 
policies, tax cuts, and other stimulus measures, that seemingly reverse the 
government’s earlier monetary tightening designed to ‘deleverage’ i.e. 
wean the economy off its addiction to debt. The ruling Politburo’s meeting 
at the end of April added to indications that a u-turn is being executed 
with the regime’s much hyped restructuring and reform taking a back seat 
in the short-term to stimulus measures even at the cost of aggravating 
already serious debt levels. The People’s Daily, reporting on the meeting, 
said the government would “likely resort to old means” – referring to more 
state investment and further measures to stimulate the slumping property 
market. 
 
Since November, the government has twice cut interest rates, and twice 
cut the so-called required reserve ratio (RRR), the amount of cash that 
banks must keep, which is a way to inject extra capital into the banking 
system. More loosening measures are expected and there is growing 
nervousness in government circles. “Beijing may not be pushing the panic 
button, but they appear to be making sure it is working properly,” 
commented Christopher Balding on financial website Seeking Alpha. This 
time last year, China’s leaders were more sanguine about the slowing 
economy, telling us this was by design and would assist an economic 
rebalancing from excessive levels of investment towards more sustainable 
growth based on consumer spending. Now, however, both consumption and 
investment are stalling, along with just about everything else – the 
‘controlled slowdown’ and ‘rebalancing’ appears to have derailed. 
 
The two cuts in RRR, in February and April, mean that around 1.8 trillion 
yuan (US$300 billion), which is no small sum, has been pumped into the 
banking system in the hope this will flow into increased investment and 
housing sales. To date this has not happened, and clearly this is the 
background to the Politburo’s April ‘u-turn’. Housing construction and 
industrial capacity are already at saturation levels, and profits are 
tumbling, leading to reluctance on the part of major companies to invest 



even if credit becomes cheaper. 
 
The April RRR cut by the People’s Bank of China (PBoC), on Sunday 19 
April, just 48 hours after new rules announced by the stock market 
regulator triggered sharp falls in Chinese stock market futures in the US 
and other overseas markets, seemed to be timed to shore up the market 
when the Shanghai and Shenzhen exchanges opened on Monday morning. 
This is the first known occasion that the government and central bank have 
intervened so directly to save the stock market. 
 
Stock market hysteria 
China’s major commercial banks, ostensibly controlled by the CCP, are 
refusing to direct the extra cash to where the government wants it. 
Instead most of the extra liquidity is flowing into the stock market, which 
has surged by 80 percent in the past six months. Small traders are flooding 
into the market with four million new trading accounts opened in the last 
week of April alone. Around 40 percent of shares are now bought on credit 
and people are selling their homes to join the stock market ‘gold rush’. 
According to economist Andy Xie, more than 2.5 trillion yuan of loans has 
poured into the stock market. Whereas China’s debt crisis is the result of 
huge stimulus policies to build infrastructure and housing, much of it 
wasted, today’s stimulus policies are creating nothing but fictitious wealth 
on the stock market. The regime has encouraged the stock market hysteria 
through relaxing regulatory controls (a limit of one trading account per 
person was lifted on 13 April, the latest of several loosening measures) and 
a massive media campaign. But it is now clearly jittery over the gigantic 
scale of ‘margin trading’ (buying shares on credit) while fearful that a 
clampdown could precipitate a market crash, which given the fragile state 
of the wider economy could tip China into a full-blown recession. 
 
For the CCP, a booming stock market is seen as desirable, despite its 
obvious dangers, partly to cushion the blow of the burst property bubble, 
but also to develop equity markets as an alternative source of financing for 
credit-starved businesses, especially private businesses. These companies 
are currently dependent on the shadow banking sector, which Beijing is 
attempting to rein in due to the huge risks it poses to the wider financial 
system. But government policy is hopping from frying pan to fire and back 
again – the share market rally is draining liquidity from the banking system 
as savers withdraw funds to join the gambling binge, thus forcing the 
central bank to take further easing measures to prevent a liquidity crisis. 
 
According to updated estimates from the Forbes China Rich List, the 
number of dollar billionaires and billionaire families surged from 242 in 
October 2014, to 400 in April. On average this means more than 25 new 
billionaires per month have been created in China in the past half-year as 
a result of soaring share values. Meanwhile the increase in wages this year 
is forecast to be the weakest for a decade and strikes are proliferating. 
 
This lays bare the class nature of the economic reform measures of 
President Xi Jinping and Premier Li Keqiang which, in common with the 
policies of capitalist governments worldwide, protect the corporate sector 
while putting the burden of the deepening crisis onto the backs of the 
working class. Finance Minister Lou Jiwei, one of the most openly neo-
liberal top officials, issued an unusually public warning in a speech on 24 
April saying China has “a 50 percent chance of sliding into the middle-
income trap within the next five to 10 years,” and urging a more radical 
shake-up of labour laws to make it easier for bosses to fire workers. The 
middle-income trap is a concept popular at the World Bank, which refers 
to countries that attain a certain level of development but then become 
stuck; examples include South Africa and Brazil. Lou’s speech has been 
widely debated on internet as an example of the new attacks upon the 
incomes and legal protection of workers and farmers that the government 
is deliberating. 
 
The soaring stock market is clearly divorced from economic fundamentals 
and will crash at some point. The shares of People’s Daily, the CCP’s main 
propaganda mouthpiece, have risen 67 percent in the past six months for 
example. Stocks on ‘ChiNext’ – China’s version of Nasdaq – are trading at 
twice the levels of Nasdaq stocks on the eve of the US dotcom crash of 
fifteen years ago. Several commentators have pointed out that a stock 



market bubble often marks the final phase of a credit-fuelled economic 
boom as was the case in Japan in 1989, and – more chillingly – the United 
States in 1929. 
 
In a recent report, BNP Paribas said, “The Chinese equity rally has little to 
do with macro-fundamentals and almost everything to do with a self-
feeding, leverage-fuelled, retail-buying frenzy.” The bank’s report 
warned, “But the longer the stock market rally continues, the bigger the 
correction is likely to be. The stock market bubble powered by margin 
debt cannot keep inflating, but the Chinese authorities increasingly cannot 
afford to let it burst.” 
 
7 percent, really? 
The regime uses the phrase “new normal” to describe the economic 
slowdown. The key word here is “normal” – lest anyone should think 
Beijing is losing control over the economy. The degree of control is 
debateable, however, and it is more accurate to say the regime is reacting 
to a succession of shocks and nasty surprises, often being forced to 
perform policy zigzags, as the economy is pulled deeper into deflation as a 
result of staggering levels of overcapacity, and debt levels that act to 
nullify the effects of new stimulus. 
 
For the Chinese regime, the annual GDP target is the single most important 
figure that exists, upon which much of its credibility rests. But the official 
data is now widely viewed as fraudulent. “There are also suspicions the 
shortcomings involve wilful doctoring rather than data collection 
problems,” commented the Wall Street Journal. A rumour is gaining 
currency that, like factory bosses who want to cheat the authorities, the 
government keeps “two sets of books” – one for public use and another 
purely for internal use that give the real picture and allow it to more 
accurately calibrate policy. 
 
Kevin Lai, senior economist at Daiwa in Hong Kong, told Reuters, “If you 
look at Q1 [Jan-March], exports were poor, industrial production was poor, 
FAI [fixed asset investment] was much slower, retail sales soft, so how can 
GDP in real terms still be 7 percent?” 
 
If we adopt the “Li Keqiang Index”, so named because the Premier once 
said that he based his assessment of economic growth on statistics for rail 
freight, electricity usage and bank lending, which provide a more reliable 
guide than official GDP figures, then real growth is substantially below 7 
percent. Electricity usage in Q1 for example grew by just 0.03 percent 
from a year earlier, the weakest growth since late 2008, when China was 
hit by the global financial crisis. Even the government’s measures to 
improve energy efficiency and curb polluting industries, cannot explain 
why electricity usage has plateaued – this suggests a sharp slowdown in the 
wider economy. Even more dramatically, rail freight volumes actually 
contracted by 9 percent in the quarter. 
 
Consultancy firm Fathom in London analysed China’s Q1 growth based on 
Premier Li’s three criteria and suggests growth is running at closer to 3 
percent than the official 7 percent. “China is in a hard landing now,” Erik 
Britton of Fathom told the Guardian newspaper (13 April 2015). 
 
Housing slump 
China’s housing market and investment in real estate have been the main 
pillar of economic growth – even more important than exports – over the 
past seven to eight years. The dramatic slowdown that began last year is 
not only depressing demand for steel, cement, construction equipment, 
and a host of other former boom industries, but threatens a wave of 
financial defaults among overleveraged property developers and the 
shadow banking ‘investment products’ connected to them. Half of all 
China’s loans are linked to the property sector. Even if the housing market 
stabilises at a lower level – which is the most optimistic outcome from the 
government’s latest rate cuts and stimulus policies – this will exacerbate 
the problem of industrial overcapacity and stress within the financial 
system. 
 
China’s housing slump is already inflicting enormous collateral damage on 
the global economy especially for mineral exporters such as Australia, 



Brazil, Chile and a host of African countries. Whereas China consumed 12 
percent of the world’s metals in 2000, this rose to almost 50 percent over 
the past few years. Property investment has grown by an average 20.2 
percent per year since 1998, twice as fast as China’s overall GDP, but this 
slowed to just 8.5 percent growth in the first quarter of 2015. 
 
The current property downturn is the most serious since the market was 
created with the mass privatisation of housing in 1998. House prices have 
fallen by an average of 6 percent in the past year, following years of 
double-digit increases. Housing sales fell at an even sharper rate, by 9.1 
percent in Q1. Even more dramatic is the slump in land sales by local 
governments, which fell 32 per cent in the first quarter compared to the 
same period a year ago. Property developers are pulling back, already 
saddled with several years’ worth of unsold housing inventory. According 
to Zhiwu Chen in Foreign Policy magazine (30 April 2015), “At the end of 
2014, China had around 75 billion square feet of new property space either 
under construction or ready to be occupied; even if demand were to 
remain steady, it would likely take more than five years to sell all that 
space.” 
 
Land sales have played a crucial role in keeping local governments solvent, 
accounting for 46 percent of local government revenue last year. The real 
estate slump therefore threatens to unleash a chain reaction of company 
defaults and give a new twist to the already severe debt crisis of local 
governments. The combined debt of local governments was 17.9 trillion 
(around US$3 trillion) according to the last official audit in June 2013. A 
new audit has been delayed with Beijing ordering local governments to “do 
it again” because it felt some of the reports were falsified. Caixin 
magazine, whose reports are regarded as credible, said the true level of 
local government debt could now be 40 trillion yuan (US$6.4 trillion). 
 
The Financial Times (12 January 2015) reported that local governments 
have resorted to buying land from themselves, via the investment vehicles 
they control – thus taking on more debt in order to cover budget shortfalls. 
These ‘fake deals’ are a desperate attempt to maintain land prices, 
because falling prices will have severe knock-on effects for local 
governments making debts harder to service and new loans harder to 
acquire. 
 
This compounds Beijing’s policy dilemma, as it attempts to balance 
between deleveraging, while maintaining sufficient economic growth to 
prevent an uncontrollable wave of defaults that could trigger a financial 
crisis. The state-owned banks are increasingly following their own agenda 
rather than the government’s. A report by Reuters (20 April 2015) showed 
that none of the major banks have passed on Beijing’s recent policies to 
support the property market, which include cheaper mortgage rates and 
more generous lending rules for second home loans. The banks clearly do 
not have confidence that house prices will rebound in the short-term. 
“Banks look for good investment return, so they’d rather invest in the 
stock market,” a Shenzhen property developer told Reuters. 
 
Debt trap 
chinaworker.info and the supporters of the CWI in China have long warned 
that the current economic crisis is not simply a slowing economy or a 
cyclical adjustment, but the onset of an intractable crisis with China 
replicating many of the features of Japan after its property and financial 
bubble collapsed in the early 1990s. This condemned the world’s then 
number two economy to decades of low growth, deflation (which magnifies 
debt repayment problems), and ‘zombie’ companies (which subtract value 
from the economy because their debt costs are so high). Such a situation 
already exists in some regions and some sectors of China’s economy. 
 
China initially appeared to escape the gravitational pull of the global 
recession in 2008 and, through an unprecedented debt-financed stimulus 
package, powered back into double-digit growth rates. In so doing it also 
helped pull the global capitalist economy back from the brink of a 1930s-
style depression. But what goes around comes around, as the saying goes, 
and the debt run-up accumulated from four years of mega stimulus (2009-
12) and its aftermath, now weighs down upon the Chinese economy like an 
incubus. 



 
China’s debt has quadruped in seven years from US$7 trillion in 2007 to 
US$28 trillion in 2014, according to a February 2015 report from McKinsey 
& Co. This put China’s debt-to-GDP ratio at a staggering 282 percent, 
higher than the US and Germany. Apologists for the CCP’s policies during 
this period argue that China, “got its money’s worth” with new cities, 
expressways and bullet trains, whereas the post-2008 stimulus policies 
carried out by Western capitalist governments mostly went into financial 
speculation. While socialists are unequivocally in favour of socially 
necessary infrastructure, housing and urban development, we point out 
that what has actually happened in China is a far cry from the rosy picture 
the regime has painted. A study published last year by Chinese government 
researchers found that US$6.8 trillion worth of investments – fully 37 
percent of all investment in China since 2009 – were wasted. 
 
A succession of ‘vanity projects’ – to burnish the image of the regime or its 
local representatives – have consistently overshot their budgets due to 
bribery and embezzlement, overpricing of inputs and poor planning. The 
Three Gorges Dam overshot its budget by 100 percent and the Beijing-
Shanghai high-speed railway by 139 percent. China’s railway network 
expanded by 21 percent in terms of track kilometres between 2005-10, 
with a 45 percent rise in passenger numbers. But this required a 518 
percent increase in investment in the same period. Private contractors 
who performed most of the construction work engaged in rampant 
overpricing. Caixin reported that suppliers were charging 30,000 yuan 
(US$4,800) for a single chair for a high-speed train. The Shanghai-based 
company that became the main supplier of seats on China’s bullet trains, 
“set prices that were three times those charged by other manufacturers,” 
reported Caixin. This helps to explain how the former rail ministry accrued 
debts of 2.2 trillion yuan (US$354 billion) – greater than the total debt of 
Greece. 
 
Overcapacity 
Today the economy is dealing with the blowout from this debt-driven 
stimulus. There is overcapacity in every direction. China produces half the 
world’s steel (822 million tonnes in 2014) but its idle capacity of more than 
200 million tonnes is the equivalent to double the US yearly output. Steel 
output fell by 3.4 percent last year, the first contraction in 30 years, and 
there are projections of a 10 percent fall this year. The outlook for the 
auto industry, also the world’s biggest, is similar. This year, China’s auto 
factories will be able to make 10.8 million more vehicles than will be sold. 
The idle capacity is equivalent to “two Japans” (Japan sold 5.5m vehicles 
in 2014). 
 
Overcapacity has brought with it deflation, with factory prices falling 
continuously for the past three years and at a faster pace this year. 
China’s official producer price index (PPI) fell 4.6 percent in March. 
Deflation and ‘lowflation’ afflict many parts of the global economy, 
especially Europe and Japan, and these deflationary pressures will be 
amplified if China decides to export its way out of deflation by devaluing 
the yuan and joining the ‘currency war’. 
 
Devaluation creates inflation at home by increasing the cost of imports 
such as commodities, while passing on the deflationary pressure to other 
economies as the price of Chinese goods fall on the global market. So far 
the Chinese regime is resisting this temptation not least because of its 
drive to internationalise the yuan or ‘redback’, as part of a longer-term 
strategy to challenge the supremacy of the dollar or ‘greenback’ in the 
global financial system. For this, and other international ambitions to be 
realised, Beijing needs to maintain a stable currency. The deepening crisis, 
however, could force it to throw these considerations overboard and opt 
for devaluation, although even this, a policy that would lead to increased 
protectionist clashes especially with the US and Europe, is also fraught 
with difficulties. 
 
Allowing the yuan to drop against the dollar would accelerate capital flight 
from China, which has hit record levels in the past two quarters. According 
to Barclays Bank, China’s capital outflow is double that suffered by Russia 
last year under the impact of US-led sanctions. Barclays estimate that 
around US$300 billion has exited China in the past 12 months (more than 



three times the official figure), mostly to take advantage of the surging 
dollar and expected increases in US interest rates. Devaluation, leading to 
increased capital flight, could force the government to impose much 
tougher capital controls – reversing its current and planned liberalisation 
measures – which in turn could spark financial panic and bank runs as 
global and Chinese capitalists recoil in horror. 
 
Historic crisis 
China’s dilemma underlines the insanity of the current economic system, 
because production and investment are not geared to meet the needs of 
society, but to turn a profit. China’s market cannot absorb what its 
factories and construction sites produce because the majority of people 
cannot afford these things. Migrant workers, who number around 260 
million today, are crowded into makeshift accommodation and almost half 
of them live on construction sites or in factory barracks. At the same time 
there are an estimated 49 million empty apartments in China. 
 
The CCP believed it could ‘game the system’ of capitalism using state 
intervention, loans from state-owned banks and government contracts, to 
generate fantastic profits for a tiny party-connected elite while avoiding 
the downsides of capitalism in the form of a crisis of overproduction. The 
stimulus of 2009 was hailed as a ‘marvel’ by the whole world, but it has 
led the economy into an impasse with the CCP leaders themselves now 
concluding that the old ‘state capitalist’ model has reached the end of the 
road. Given their rejection of socialism, which is of course anathema to 
the billionaire families who now dominate the CCP regime, the regime has 
come up with no other alternative than a variant of the neo-liberal market 
policies practised by Western capitalism, while not relinquishing a 
centimetre of authoritarian control. 
 
It is the financial sector where Beijing is preparing the most radical neo-
liberal ‘reform’. This is another reason why it appears to have given carte 
blanche to the stock market speculators, while also stepping up plans for 
an expansion of bond markets and opening the banking sector to private 
capital. The growth of online banking, dominated by non-state internet 
companies like Tencent and Alibaba, is another feature of this process, as 
is the recent announcement by Li Keqiang about lifting restrictions on 
foreign loans via banks based in the four recently established free trade 
zones (Guangdong, Fujian, Tianjin and Shanghai). The liberalisation of the 
financial sector, and parallel moves to liberalise the yuan’s capital 
account, are intended to exert competitive pressure on the state-owned 
banks and make capital allocation more market-based and profitable. This 
also affords opportunities for many of the CCP’s elite ‘princeling’ families 
who are already ensconced in the world of high finance to further enrich 
themselves and legitimise their ill-gotten wealth. 
 
‘Belt and Road’ strategy 
On 1 May, the regime’s long-awaited deposit insurance scheme came into 
effect. This covers bank deposits of up to 500,000 yuan (US$80,700), 
similar to arrangements in many other countries. In China’s case, however, 
this marks the end of the implicit government guarantee to bailout any 
failed financial institution (because these are invariably owned by or 
connected to one or another unit of the state). With the new scheme in 
place Beijing is expected to allow financial defaults to occur on a much 
greater scale providing they are deemed to be peripheral to the wider 
economy, while continuing to rescue banks and companies that are 
deemed “too big to fail”. This delicate balancing act is intended to instil 
discipline in the financial sector, to curb shadow banking excesses and 
facilitate deleveraging. But clearly it entails huge risks especially given the 
murky nature of shadow banking which now accounts for a third of all 
loans in the economy, with the potential for miscalculations and further 
nasty surprises ahead. 
 
At the same time Xi Jinping is pushing ahead with a raft of ambitious 
regional and global initiatives that aim to project China’s financial might, 
as an increasing challenger to a US capitalism that is in retreat, but also – 
crucially – to provide new markets for China’s unwanted cement, 
aluminium, steel, and other heavy industrial production. That is the 
significance of the Silk Road Economic Belt and Maritime Silk Road 
projects, known collectively as the ‘Belt and Road’, which aim to promote 



massive infrastructure projects linking Asia to Europe and Africa. It 
includes plans for expressways, high-speed rail links, oil pipelines and 
ports – and even a tunnel under Mount Everest – to be built mostly by 
Chinese corporations and funded mostly with Chinese capital and loans. 
 
Through this strategy Beijing hopes to tie its regional neighbours into 
closer dependence on Chinese capitalism and block US attempts to 
undermine its influence. An important additional aim of the ‘Belt and 
Road’ strategy, and the new regional banking entities that China is 
creating to back it up, such as the AIIB (Asian Infrastructure Investment 
Bank), is to increase the use of the yuan in global finance, which is a 
precondition for Chinese capitalism to free itself of the need to ‘kowtow’ 
before the dollar. Because the dollar is the main reserve currency, 
accounting for 65 percent of all the reserves kept by governments around 
the world, the US has a unique ability to decide its own economic path and 
impose its terms upon other governments. 
 
Thus the internal contradictions in the Chinese economy, the nightmare of 
a ‘Japanese perspective’ and the risk of massive social upheavals if the 
economy stagnates, are propelling the Chinese state into a ‘Great Leap 
Outward’. This will inevitably lead to intensified global and regional 
rivalries and conflicts. In the past, China’s rapid economic expansion was 
absorbed and facilitated by global capitalism due to exceptional conditions 
in the immediate aftermath of the collapse of Stalinism in Russia and 
Eastern Europe and the rapid (although inherently unstable) development 
of Asian capitalism. But today the global pie of capitalism is not 
expanding, but rather shrinking, and the struggle for each portion can only 
intensify among the rival ruling groups. Only the working class in China and 
internationally, by organising around a socialist alternative, can put an end 
to the economic destruction of capitalism, which is preparing new crises 
and international calamities. 
chinaworker.info 

 

Zuma’s son is a bitter boy who shames his father and his people 
 

 

 
 

Bandile Mdlalose 29 April 2015 
 
For two weeks, I have been sitting back and watching one of our country’s 
most prominent children. What impact does raising one of more than 20 
kids, many before 1994 in exile, have on their morality? It is quite 
overwhelming to see the grown son of the most powerful man in South 
Africa act like a child that grew up in a home without discipline or 
education.  
 
Today, we can say that Edward Zuma is xenophobic, even though he 
himself was born in Swaziland. And he is racist even though he was raised 
in the non-racial tradition of the African National Congress.  
 
This is a very dangerous condition for the country, yet his father is 
condoning such behaviour, not even rising to the bait of Julius Malema in 
Parliament, who said on April 17, “Your own son continues to say these 
people must be killed...Your son is such a typical example of a family 
member you cannot whip in line.”  
 
The controversy over Edward’s endorsement of King Zwelithini’s 
xenophobia is well known. At the same time, the website News24 
published articles in which Edward attacked the writer Max du Preez. We 
should learn from this dispute. 
 
Edward Zuma is racist because when Du Preez said that “It is high time the 
king of the Zulu is put in his place, he is not above the law or the 
Constitution,” this was Zuma’s reply: “He is a bitter old, white man… Max 
does not have traditional leaders and he needs to be reminded where he 
comes as an individual. King Goodwill Zwelithini is the king of the Zulus. If 
you are a Zulu, whether you are in Europe or in America, he is your king 
and if Max has a problem with that then he must pack himself and throw 
himself away and maybe then will he find himself.” 
 



Where does Edward Zuma get the authority to decide that we Zulu people 
should consider Zwelithini our king, and who should and should not be in 
this country? It must be clear that no one owns this country, and that 
people who were in the struggle against apartheid cannot be called 
“bitter” just because they do not like the way Jacob Zuma’s government 
or King Zwelithini behave.  
 
Du Preez is an “old man,” yes, and he fought racist white Afrikaners with 
heroism long before Edward was even born.  
 
Du Preez has every right to express his sentiments about the King’s 
statement, and if Zuma is concerned at the disrespect expressed to the 
King, has he forgotten what the King said to the nation? “We urge all 
foreigners to pack their bags and leave.”  
 
Just in case Edward Zuma has forgotten, let me take him back to the 
creation of this land. God created the heaven and earth for everyone as 
the image of him. When God created this land he gave us power of moving 
anywhere we want to go. Those powers were practiced by King Shaka and 
King Mzilikazi, and after they fought, Mzilikazi took many of our Khumalo 
people to Mozambique, Gauteng, and then Botswana, Zambia and finally 
back south to western Zimbabwe in the 1820s and 1830s.  
 
These names meant nothing then. It was in Berlin in 1885 that the borders 
were carved out by white colonialists. Cecil John Rhodes made these 
borders barriers to our people then. That same poisonous mentality of 
dividing black people is what King Zwelithini and Edward Zuma suffer from 
today. 
 
Edward Zuma, you need to understand that our Nguni people crossed many 
borders over the years. Yes, about 11 million of us are Zulu people living in 
South Africa, and 9 million are Xhosas. But another 2.3 million are Swazis, 
and there are about the same number of Ndebele people. Then there are 
an additional 2 million Ngoni people in Mozambique, Zambia, Malawi and 
Tanzania. All of us come from the same roots. Cecil Rhodes put up the 
walls, which you want to maintain at the cost of terrorising so many of our 
people. 
 
As a Zulu woman, I see no disrespect in the sentiments of Du Preez, but I 
feel humiliation from the King’s statement. If he is my King, I am ashamed 
to consider myself a Zulu.  
 
Du Preez was right when he said “South Africans should not simply sweep 
Zwelithini’s reckless statements on foreign nationals, the most obvious 
trigger of the latest wave of xenophobic attacks, under the carpet. Any 
influential public figure guilty of such provocative, irresponsible 
utterances should be forced to face the consequences of his actions.”  
 
Nigerians have even referred this case to the International Criminal Court, 
who have agreed to look into it. We must not turn a blind eye, Edward 
Zuma, and I will lend my own support to anyone condemning the King’s 
statement. 
 
Du Preez does not owe anyone any apology. The only person who owes the 
African continent an apology is the King himself, for his words have left 
many dead and thousands homeless. Thousands are returning to their 
Nguni homes thinking about this Zulu king, and thousands more are 
protesting at South African High Commissions and businesses in all these 
countries. 
 
Du Preez does not disrespect any culture when he criticises xenophobia. 
Du Preez is right: the King must not be above the law. Innocent people get 
arrested when they protest for better service delivery under the charge, 
“inciting violence.” This is what the King did, because his words led to 
murders, assaults and lootings. But so far, no charges have been laid 
against him.  
 
If South African law was just, the King should be behind bars by now, 
facing charges of incitement to violence. But because he is bigger than the 
law he still walks free.  



 
I am saddened, because even the President of this country has had to face 
charges in court. Even President Nelson Mandela faced a judge when a 
racist white rugby administrator charged him in 1998. Why are prosecutors 
and the Human Rights Commission so slow to act against this King? 
 
Edward Zuma asked about Du Preez, “Does he share the same sentiments 
about Britain’s Queen Elizabeth II?” This is also sad because it is a 
reflection of Edward’s poor quality education when it comes to country’s 
ethnicities.  
 
But even if Du Preez was not an Afrikaner, we should not shift the focus of 
the crisis of South Africa to Britain’s outdated monarchy. The British are 
not the ones who attacked our fellow Africans in April. Let us as South 
Africans accept criticism where it is needed, and grow with responsibility.  
 
This habit of shifting blame is growing in this country which is why we keep 
making the same mistakes all over again, because we are too good at 
blaming others for our mistake. While Edward Zuma questions Queen 
Elizabeth, did he also question his father Jacob about how long South 
Africa will be a puppet of foreign capital?  
 
Maybe it about time we start questioning who shapes our policies of 
neoliberalism, which put 54% of our people below the poverty line. It’s not 
Queen Elizabeth this time, though in the past it might have been her 
ancestors. These days it is President Zuma’s failure to create jobs, build 
houses and redistribute the wealth of our country, because he follows the 
rules of global capital.  
 
I wish to correct Edward Zuma when he says, “Our king is not living on 
crumbs. He is here because we support him”. Not all of us support the 
King, whose household budget was far higher than any other traditional 
leader last year: R64 million. Also last year, he had a R4 million party 
when he wed a 28 year old Swazi woman (his sixth wife), and he spent R10 
000 on his birthday cake. He has 27 children, who are given the finest 
luxuries. 
 
Yet we say we live in a democratic country. For a King who has so many 
taxpayer gifts, that xenophobic attitude did so much damage that it is 
time to ask whether Zwelithini should not just go to trial but have his 
budget cut as punishment.  
 
This is also the time to open up discussions that will unite us as one Africa. 
It is not the time to play with verbal fire about alleged foreign drug 
dealers – not when you, Edward Zuma, were charged last year with 
illegally importing tobacco.  
 
What has brought us to where we are so divided, is Cecil John Rhodes. 
Freedom will only arrive in South Africa when we agree that Rhodes’ Walls 
Must Fall. We need free movement which will end the nonsensical colonial 
idea of “illegal immigrants” on our continent.  
 
In West Africa, the Ecowas passport gives all the countries’ peoples that 
right to ignore colonial boundaries. But in South Africa, the likes of 
Zwelithini, Edward Zuma and those who support them ignore the lesson 
that the University of Cape Town students taught us all: Rhodes’ borders 
should be considered illegal if what they do is produce illegal people, and 
if a so-called King and a President’s son turn Rhodes’ legacy into a 
permanent statue dripping with xenophobic blood.  
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South Africa and the DRC: Has Rhodes passed on the baton? 

 
 

 
Shawn Hattingh 29 April 2015 
 
In the heat of the struggle for statues like that of Rhodes – the arch-symbol 



 of British imperialism – to be pulled down, and in the midst of the horror 
of the recent xenophobic attacks in South Africa, few people seemed to 
notice an announcement by Jacob Zuma that South African troops will 
remain at war in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) for another 
year. 
 
Of course, Zuma made this announcement on behalf the South African 
ruling class – comprised today of white capitalists and a black elite mainly 
centred around the state, Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) and 
‘traditional’ royal families. In this there was a real irony that while 
Rhodes’s likeness was falling from its perch at the University of Cape 
Town, and immigrants from other parts of Africa and Asia were being 
attacked because of sentiments stoked up by a rehabilitated relic of 
apartheid (the Zulu king, Zwelithini), the South African ruling class felt 
brash enough to say they will be continuing their own imperialist war in 
the DRC.  
 
Like in all wars, including those promoted by the likes of Rhodes, it is not 
the ruling class that are actually doing the fighting in the DRC, but the 
sons and daughters of the working class. Reflecting on the First World War, 
Alexander Berkman noted that the working class are not really sent to war 
to save the poor or workers, but to protect and further the interests of the 
rulers, governors and capitalists of their countries . This applies equally so 
today in the case of South African troops’ involvement in the DRC. Indeed, 
what South Africa’s war in the DRC shows is that the South African ruling 
class don’t just exploit and oppress the working class in South Africa, but 
the working class in many other areas in the rest of Africa. It also shows 
that both at home and abroad they will use violence to do so, including 
trying to turn different sections of the working class on one another, by 
amongst of things tapping into nationalism, racism, ethnic chauvinism and 
xenophobia.  
 
South Africa’s war in the DRC  
South African troops have been stationed, in one capacity or another, for 
more than a decade in the DRC. They have stood guard over elections, 
they have been involved in ‘peacekeeping’, and at times they have also 
been involved in directly protecting the interests of the South African 
state’s ally, Joseph Kabila. 
 
In 2013, the role of South African troops in the DRC, however, officially 
escalated. Almost 1400 new troops joined the Force Intervention Brigade 
(FIB). South African troops in fact make up the bulk of the FIB, with 
support from Malawi and Tanzania. The FIB’s task, including the South 
African troops that make up its rump, is to hunt down and kill members of 
guerrilla organisations in the Kivu region. To do so they have been 
launching operations with the DRC military against such groups.  
 
At times the combat in this war has been fierce. In one day alone during 
the Battle of Kibati, in August 2013, South African troops – along with 
South African Air Force Rooivalk attack helicopters – killed over 500 
members of the M23 rebel group. Such actions have seen the M23 
effectively destroyed as a force. South African troops, along with their 
allies in the form of Tanzanian and DRC troops, are now beginning to make 
plans to strike at other rebel groups in the area.  
 
The deployment of South African troops has not come cheap. Hundreds of 
millions of Rands has been spent on this by the South African state. Most of 
this has gone on state-of-the-art military equipment such as Rooivalk 
helicopters, while at the same time the troops themselves were denied 
tents for months when they were first deployed to North Kivu. This 
oversight perhaps also provides an insight into the nature of South Africa’s 
ruling class – the health and comfort of the working class troops they were 
sending to do their fighting in the DRC mattered little as long as they had 
the equipment to kill the enemy and stabilise the Kivu region, and North 
Kivu in particular. 
 
One of the saddest parts of this – and there are many – is that most of the 
South African troops are proud of the role that they feel they are playing 
in the DRC. In interviews many believe that their mission to the DRC is 
humanitarian. Some feel they are protecting the local population from 



guerrilla groups.  
 
Certainly these guerrilla groups, like the M23, are no angels. Leaders of 
the M23 clearly stoke up nationalist sentiments amongst the foot soldiers 
with the goal of getting their hands on the resources of North Kivu. War is 
brutal and brutalising as the M23 have been accused of multiple abuses 
including mass rape and murder. The M23, however, is not the most brutal 
group in North Kivu: another rebel group that South African troops are now 
making plans to move against includes members that were allegedly 
involved in perpetrating the genocide that took place in Rwanda 21 years 
ago.  
Unfortunately the allies of the South African troops also do not have clean 
hands. Generals from the DRC military, alongside whom South African 
troops have been fighting, have also been accused of being the architects 
of war crimes. Likewise, there have been a few incidents in which South 
African troops have been accused of criminalities in North Kivu, including 
rape. Indeed, war is a messy business and it almost never based on 
humanitarian ideals or on ethical considerations: there are usually more 
unsavoury reasons behind wars mainly centred around the political and 
economic interests of ruling classes. In the DRC the South African troops 
fighting there are indeed pawns that are being used by the South African 
ruling class and their local allies for their own political and economic 
interests – they are in fact, as will be discussed later, being used to clear 
rebel groups so that sections of the South African ruling class can take 
advantage of mineral and oil concession that they own in North Kivu. In 
the process, working class soldiers are being brutalised and turned into 
killers. 
 
What are the interests of the South African ruling class in the DRC? 
The South African ruling class view the DRC as a strategic country that has 
the potential to produce vast profits not only for privately owned South 
African companies, but also state owned ones. Already there are many 
South African linked companies that have interests in and/or have invested 
in the DRC, including MTN, Barloworld, Nandos, Shoprite, AECI, African 
Rainbow Minerals, Famous Brands, Aveng, Standard Bank, Group Five, 
Metorex, PPC Cement, Raubex, Grindrod, and Super Group. As part of 
these operations, South African linked companies are not only involved in 
extracting the DRC’s natural resources, but also exploiting the DRC’s 
working class as a source of cheap labour and a market for their goods. 
 
Over and above private interests in the DRC, the South African state too 
has economic and strategic interests in the DRC. The state owned oil and 
gas company, PetroSA, has operations in the DRC. The South African state 
too views the Congo River as a potential source of electricity that could at 
one stroke deal with the short fall of electricity that South Africa is facing. 
As part of this, and for or over a decade, the South African state along 
with the state owned electricity company, Eskom, have been negotiating 
with the DRC state to build a series of hydro-electric dams on the Congo 
River that would supply South African industry with up to 40 000 MW of 
electricity a day. In 2013 a treaty was finally signed between the two 
states to concretely go ahead with the project and immediately the South 
African state put aside R 200 billion for the project. 
The embrace of imperialists and the local ruling class  
 
Due to the fact that the South African ruling class views the DRC as so 
strategic it has used various means to try and get a foothold in the 
country, and subsequently expand that foothold. In doing so the South 
African ruling class has been competing with other imperialist powers such 
as the United States, Britain, Canada and China. 
 
The South African ruling class’s initial attempts to get a foothold into the 
DRC were linked to its bid to bring about peace talks between warring 
parties in the late 1990s and early 2000s. The aim of this was to try and 
bring adversaries together to end the conflict so that a stable environment 
could be achieved for investors. Form the point of the South African ruling 
class that meant South African investors. Through such talks the Second 
Congolese War was ended by the Sun City deal in 2003, although not all 
groups laid down their weapons. An outcome of the Sun City deal was that 
it did indeed became easier for corporations, including South African ones, 
to operate in the DRC. 



 
During the first term Presidency of Jacob Zuma, the Minister of Defence, 
Lindiwe Sisulu, was blatant about the interests of South Africa in 
promoting peace agreements such the Sun City peace deal. She said: 
 
“Business investments began flooding into the DRC after the attainment 
of peace, helping the country to start rebuilding itself. South African 
mobile telecommunications network companies, Vodacom and MTN, 
mining companies, Standard Bank and state-owned electricity provider 
Eskom have invested in the DRC. Some South African farmers are also 
growing crops in the DRC” 
 
In the aftermath of the Sun City deal there have been further South 
African sponsored talks between the DRC state and the rebel groups that 
refused to demobilise and new one which arose. These talks have been 
stop-start affairs and the South African state has often been accused by 
parties opposed to Joseph Kabila’s regime of only being interested in 
promoting the interests of South African companies in the DRC through 
such talks. At times power sharing deals have been struck, but Kabila has 
always come out of these with his position at the top of the state assured. 
Recently the latest round of talks with rebel groups, such as M23, 
collapsed with the South African state openly backing Kabila. Indeed, since 
the early 2000s a close relationship has developed between the Kabila 
regime and the South African state.  
 
The South African state has, in fact, become a firm backer of Kabila. It has 
spent money and sent advisors in order to build state institutions and 
capacity in the DRC, and even spent R 123 million on the DRC elections in 
2011 (much of which went to pay companies with links to the African 
National Congress (ANC) and old apartheid state to print ballot papers). 
During these elections South African troops were deployed to also ensure 
stability. When accusations surfaced that the elections had been 
fraudulent, the South African state immediately backed Kabila. This 
earned the ire of sections of the population – when then Minister of 
Defence Lindiwe Sisulu visited the DRC in the run up to the elections her 
cavalcade was stoned by people angry at the imperialist role South Africa’s 
ruling class plays in the DRC and their backing of Kabila.  
 
Relations between the Kabila regime and their backers in Tshwane 
(Pretoria) have become so close that there are regular visits by President 
Jacob Zuma and his ministers, accompanied by CEOs of private and state 
owned South African companies, to the DRC. During these visits numerous 
trade and investment deals have been brokered. These have been very 
lucrative for the South African ruling class. Along with gaining mining 
rights, construction deals, tax breaks etc; 21% of all imports into the DRC 
now come from South Africa. In return, Kabila gets backing from the South 
African state – although like all ruling classes in countries that face 
imperialism, Kabila will often play one imperialist power off against 
another in order to get the best possible deal for himself and the local 
elite that surround him.  
 
Perhaps the most lucrative deal that was fostered during one of these 
visits was in 2010. Shortly after Zuma had visited Kabila in 2010, where 
Zuma and the ANC had been offered oil concessions, the Kabila regime 
revoked the oil concessions of a British oil company, Tullow Oil, and 
handed them over to two companies owned by Zuma’s nephew, Khulubuse 
Zuma, and lawyer, Michael Hulley. These concessions are in North Kivu – 
the same area South African troops have been deployed to end rebel 
activity. 
 
There are in fact a number of South African companies, besides the ones 
owned by Zuma’s nephew and lawyer that have mineral rights and oil 
concessions in North Kivu. Another oil company with top ANC officials as 
board members – SACoil – has also been given oil concessions by the Kabila 
regime in North Kivu. The threat that these concessions would never be 
exploited starkly arose in 2012 when M23 captured the largest city in the 
Kivu region, Goma. It was after this that the South African state 
committed combat troops to the FIB to clear this threat, and other threats 
posed by other groups. South African troops are, therefore, in reality 
fighting in North Kivu to try and wipe out all of the rebel groups in the 



area so that the oil concessions and mineral rights that the South African 
ruling class have can be taken advantage of.  
 
Perhaps Rhodes would be proud 
Perhaps Rhodes, and those that ran in his circles, would actually be proud 
of the contemporary South African ruling class. The ruling class in Rhodes’ 
day set up the system whereby capitalism in South Africa became defined 
and based on extremely cheap black labour. To create a source of cheap 
black labour, Rhodes and the rest of the ruling class sent working class 
soldiers – in the name of nationalism - to wage wars against the remaining 
independent black societies across southern Africa. Indeed, Rhodes 
personally financed the invasion of what now is known as Zimbabwe in 
order to secure a pool of cheap labour, but also the resources of the area. 
To keep all of this in place, the black population was racially oppressed in 
southern Africa. At the same time, to prevent the working class from 
uniting, racial, ethnic and nationalist tensions were stoked up by the ruling 
class. Black workers on the mines, drawn from right across southern Africa 
after conquest, were separated from one another on ethnic lines and 
encouraged to attack one another on the mines after hours. Likewise, if 
black workers went on strike, white workers were encouraged to scab and 
attack them and vice versa.  
 
Some of this system remains in place today. The difference, when 
compared to Rhodes’s day, is that a black elite centred around the ANC 
has joined white capitalists in the ruling class. However, this ruling class 
still relies on extremely cheap black labour, along with the national 
oppression of the black working class to ensure the system remains in 
place, as the main source of their wealth. They too sometimes play into 
racist, nationalist and xenophobic sentiments to try and keep the working 
class divided. Indeed, during the recent Xenophobic attacks it was two 
members of the ruling class, king Zwelithini, and Edward Zuma (Jacob 
Zuma’s son who has business interests across southern Africa) that called 
for the attacks. But Rhodes, despite being a British imperialist, would 
perhaps be most proud that the contemporary South African ruling class 
kept up and furthered the tradition South Africa being an imperialist 
power in the rest of Africa. Indeed, not even Rhodes, despite being the 
architect of genocidal wars in southern Africa, managed to wage a war in 
far off DRC, by sending foot soldiers to kill and die, to get its wealth. 

 

No more war on the poor! 

 
 

 
 

Raphael Mota Translation Bing 29 April 2015 
 
In the middle of Holy week, the community of Complexo do Alemão 
returned to mourn the death of innocents. Four people, among them a 
municipal network educator, Elizabeth Francisco de Moura, of 40 years, 
dead inside the House, and Eduardo Jesus, of 10 years who died brutally 
while playing. The Governor's response to these crimes is Bigfoot promise 
to increase the occupation in the community. In the neighboring 
community, the tide, the military occupation Government Dilma plaguing 
residents with violence in approaches. 
 
The outrage took the streets and social networks, on day 2, with the death 
of little Eduardo Jesus. The community in commotion starts a chain 
reaction and, screaming, white cloths are balanced on the window and 
slabs and couriers roam the narrow streets for a few hours in a "honking", 
after PM assaulting protesters who started a walk on Itaoca Avenue, which 
bisects the hills of the Complexo do Alemão (assault broadcast live by TV). 
The next day an act was drafted by the locals and people from all over the 
city joined the demonstration. Another act occurred in Copacabana on 
Easter Sunday. Not incidentally, these latter were not suppressed by the 
PM. 
 
The security policy of the Government of the PMDB in Rio has as 
carro-chefe pacifying police units (UPP). The project uses the discourse of 
peacemaking, of community policing, so much Manichean. In fact, the 
project of the UPPs is designed to create a belt of "pacification" to the 
sports events that happen in Rio-the World Cup and the Olympics. No or 



almost no concern for the population was drafted. The result is the rapid 
depletion of this false security policy. Every week new reports of assaults 
residents appear and are written by cellphones in the alleys of Rio 
communities. 
 
The war on drugs in the city of Rio is nothing more than a war on the poor. 
In fact, it serves as a pretext for the criminalization of poverty, 
extermination of the black population and to a militarization of the 
peripheries of cities. These are the true interests of the capital to the 
issue of drugs and violence. The profit from this policy is immense: among 
those who win with her, are contractors to the real drug dealers, those 
who are not in the peripheries in Brazil. 
 
Demilitarization and democratic control 
The discussion of a new security policy is increasingly necessary. Changes 
such as the creation of an external Ombudsman, the implementation of a 
community policing with participation of the population in the 
management, the end of the project of the UPPs and, mainly, the 
demilitarization of the police and life are proposals dealing with a 
concrete possibility of changes in the arrangement of public security. 
 
In the slums, faced with so many difficulties, the only help comes from the 
residents themselves, solidarity that persists between those who share the 
oppression. Are workers who work hard every day in precarizados jobs. 
There no, as attempts to assert police and the Government, bad citizens, 
only there are conditions for them to have equal access to the benefits of 
democracy, such as education, sanitation, health, cultural spaces. These 
rights that any citizen should have, but only the privileged of our society 
have. Will be from the guarantee of these that will open up the possibility 
of social liberation for the residents of the slums. 
 
No more poor uniformed killing poor barefoot! 
www.lsr-cit.org 
 
Basta de guerra aos pobres!  
Raphael Mota - 29 de abril de 2015  
 
Em plena semana santa, a comunidade do Complexo do Alemão voltou a 
chorar a morte de inocentes. Quatro pessoas, entre eles uma educadora da 
rede municipal, Elizabeth de Moura Francisco, de 40 anos, morta dentro de 
casa, e Eduardo Jesus, de 10 anos, morto de forma brutal enquanto 
brincava. A resposta do governador Pezão a estes crimes é a promessa de 
aumentar a ocupação na comunidade. Na comunidade vizinha, a Maré, a 
ocupação militar do governo Dilma assola os moradores com violência nas 
abordagens. 
 
A indignação tomou as ruas e redes sociais, no dia 2, com a morte do 
pequeno Eduardo Jesus. A comunidade em comoção inicia uma reação em 
cadeia e, aos gritos, panos brancos são balançados nas janelas e nas lajes e 
motoboys percorrem as vielas durante algumas horas em um “buzinaço”, 
após a PM agredir manifestantes que iniciavam uma caminhada na Avenida 
Itaoca, que corta os morros do Complexo do Alemão (agressões 
transmitidas ao vivo pela TV). No dia seguinte um ato foi convocado pelos 
moradores e as pessoas de toda a cidade se somaram à manifestação. Um 
outro ato ocorreu em Copacabana no domingo de páscoa. Não por acaso, 
essas últimas não foram reprimidas pela PM. 
 
A política de segurança do governo do PMDB carioca tem como carro-chefe 
as Unidades de Polícia Pacificadora (UPP). O projeto utiliza o discurso da 
pacificação, do policiamento comunitário, de forma muito maniqueísta. De 
fato, o projeto das UPPs foi concebido para criar um cinturão de 
“pacificação” para os eventos esportivos que aconteceriam na cidade do 
Rio – a Copa do Mundo e as Olimpíadas. Nenhuma ou quase nenhuma 
preocupação para com a população foi esboçada. O resultado é o rápido 
esgotamento desta falsa política de segurança. Toda semana novos relatos 
de agressões aos moradores surgem e são gravados pelos celulares nas 
vielas das comunidades cariocas. 
 
A guerra às drogas na cidade do Rio nada mais é que uma guerra aos 
pobres. Na verdade, ela serve como pretexto para a criminalização da 



pobreza, extermínio da população negra e para uma militarização das 
periferias das cidades. Estes são os verdadeiros interesses do capital para a 
questão das drogas e da violência. O lucro com essa política é imenso: 
entre os que ganham com ela, estão das empreiteiras aos verdadeiros 
traficantes de drogas, aqueles que não estão nas periferias brasileiras. 
 
Desmilitarização e controle democrático 
O debate de uma nova política de segurança se faz cada dia mais 
necessário. Mudanças como a criação de uma ouvidoria externa, a 
implementação de um policiamento comunitário com participação da 
população no gerenciamento, o fim do projeto das UPPs e, principalmente, 
a desmilitarização das polícias e da vida são propostas que tratam uma 
possibilidade concreta de mudanças no trato da segurança pública. 
 
Nas favelas, diante de tantas dificuldades, a única ajuda vem dos próprios 
moradores, da solidariedade que persiste entre aqueles que compartilham 
da opressão. São trabalhadores que dão duro diariamente em empregos 
precarizados. Ali não há, como tenta afirmar a polícia e o governo, maus 
cidadãos, apenas faltam condições para que eles tenham acesso igualitário 
aos benefícios democráticos, como educação, saneamento, saúde, espaços 
culturais. Direitos estes que qualquer cidadão deveria ter, mas apenas os 
privilegiados da nossa sociedade possuem. Será a partir da garantia destes 
que se abrirá a possibilidade de libertação social para os moradores das 
favelas. 
 
Chega de pobres fardados matando pobres descalços! 
 
www.lsr-cit.org 

 

Xenophobia requires root-cause critique and strategic resistance 

 
 

 
 

Patrick Bond 28 April 2015 
 
Political symbols in South Africa are here today, gone tomorrow, but 
oppressive political economy endures. At surface level, an explosion of 
anti-racist activism amongst the most enlightened South Africans – up-and-
coming black scholars trying to break various ceilings of residual apartheid 
power – is occurring at the same time a xenophobic implosion is wreaking 
havoc on the bottom socio-economic ranks. 
 
In mid-March at the University of Cape Town (UCT), undergraduate politics 
student Chimani Maxwele threw a bucket of excrement onto the statue of 
colonial mastermind Cecil John Rhodes, catalysing a revolt against white-
dominated power structures there and beyond. Less than three weeks 
later, a revolt by the poorest urban South Africans in the country’s two 
other major cities – Durban and Johannesburg – was aimed at a layer just 
as poor and oppressed: immigrants, mostly from elsewhere in Africa. 
 
At least ten thousand people were displaced within days. With South Africa 
hosting an estimated five million foreign nationals living within its 53 
million residents, terror has struck those with darker skins and the 
misfortune to live in the lowest-income areas: urban-peripheral shack 
settlements or near inner-city migrant labour hostels. 
 
Rhodes falls but his borders keep rising 
The #RhodesMustFall campaign caught fire at UCT, the main site of South 
Africa’s bourgeois class reproduction, with protesters demanding 
curriculum changes, racial equity in the professoriat and the resignation of 
university leadership. They were quickly victorious against at least one 
telling symbol: a huge statue of Africa’s most notorious English looter. The 
bronze Rhodes was removed from a central campus base within a month, 
carted off by university authorities to what will eventually be a lower-
profile setting. 
 
The campaign set the emergent 1% elites of UCT against the old 1% power 
structure. Historical recollections of Rhodes’ diamond monopoly-making 
fortune surfaced, leaving bourgeois commentators and news organs like 
Business Day rattled. 



 
Rhodes, after all, helped establish many early systems of exploitation – 
including migrant labour (and women’s role in cheap labour provision), 
illogical African borders, dependency upon minerals extraction, land grabs, 
environmental destruction and the ultra-underdeveloped rural Bantustans – 
that persist today. Indeed they are now often found in even more 
profitable and amplified forms (casualised labour, mining house 
prerogatives), fully endorsed by South Africa’s current political and 
economic rulers no matter their skin hue. 
 
However, the 99% versus the 99% in the shack settlements also frightened 
South Africa’s top 1%, mainly because of the hard-hitting impact on the 
national ‘brand’, a source of repeat elite panic. World public opinion is 
frowning on Pretoria, and, encouragingly, the rest of the continent has 
taken this long-overdue opportunity to channel myriad grievances against 
the regional hegemon. 
 
Across Africa, broadcast and print media remind audiences of how the Zulu 
king Goodwill Zwelithini had set off the pogroms when on March 20at a 
‘moral regeneration’ rally, he referred to immigrants as ‘lice’ and ‘ants’: 
“you find their unsightly goods hanging all over our shops, they dirty our 
streets. We cannot even recognise which shop is which, there are 
foreigners everywhere… We ask foreign nationals to pack their belongings 
and go back to their countries.” 
 
Within ten days, that call had been taken up by Zulu loyalists in Durban, 
including the president’s son, Edward Zuma (born in Swaziland), who 
claimed immigrants “are the reason why there are so many drugs in the 
country” (he was prosecuted for illegal tobacco importation and tax fraud 
last year). Backed by most politicians, Zwelithini went into denial, first, 
complaining of media misinterpretation, and claimed he meant no harm 
against legal immigrants. 
 
Yet the mass meeting of 10,000 mainly male Zulu traditionalists he 
assembled at the main Durban stadium on April 20 reverberated with 
xenophobic chants and booing of ambassadors from Africa. Zwelithini told 
the gathering he wanted an end to violence. But to achieve that required 
much more: Zuma finally deployed the army in Durban and Johannesburg 
hotspots the next night, as the police were proving incompetent. 
 
Backlash 
The fakery behind the image of a ‘Rainbow Nation’ was unveiled, as 
happened in 2008 and 2010 when xenophobia also reached critical mass. 
But for many years prior, the rest of the continent already knew South 
African predators. Grievances include exploitation by Johannesburg mining 
houses, retail chains, cellphone businesses and breweries, and the 
difficulty of getting a visa to even visit South Africa, especially from Kenya 
and Nigeria, the two main Anglophone competing powers on the continent. 
(Diplomatic-level tit-for-tat is one reason.) 
 
Popular disgust across Africa at how little the South African state was 
doing to protect immigrants reverberated especially strongly where the 
refugees mainly hailed from: Kenya, Malawi, Mozambique, Nigeria, 
Swaziland, Zambia and Zimbabwe. In many capital cities across Africa, the 
99% lined up in marches, protests and boycotts against Africa’s sub-
imperialist 1%. 
 
On more than a dozen occasions, the targets were South African High 
Commissions and the branch plants and shops which transfer profits back 
to Johannesburg corporations. In some cases, like the South African shops 
that Walmart uses to penetrate Africa, the profits go further away still. In 
Mozambique’s natural gas fields, more than 300 South African workers 
employed by the oil company Sasol had to flee home as local residents 
complained the firm didn’t give jobs to locals. 
 
Back in Durban and Johannesburg, immigrant resistance to lumpen-
proletariat proto-fascism is uneven. In Durban, the city centre’s 
Congolese, Nigerian and Zimbabwe immigrants attempted a non-violent 
march against xenophobia, which was viciously broken up by municipal 
police on April 8. 



 
As a result, hundreds of immigrants armed themselves and briefly 
skirmished with police and xenophobic mobs in Durban’s Point zone a few 
days later, just a few blocks from the city’s world-class aquarium and 
water park. Some even threatened urban guerrilla war. In Johannesburg’s 
Hillbrow inner-city zone, the immigrants’ geographic density was too 
intimidating for mobs from nearby (Zulu-dominated) migrant labour hostels 
to penetrate. 
 
But in less concentrated sites in shack settlements, mainly in the Durban 
residential periphery, xenophobic attacks occurred repeatedly. Even now, 
nearly a month later, it appears unsafe for most immigrants to return to 
homes and businesses. As a result of ongoing danger, more than 1000 have 
been voluntarily repatriated to neighbouring countries. There is nothing 
more tragic than witnessing the long-distance buses load up from refugee 
camps, choc-full of traumatised people who have lost everything. 
 
South Africa’s 1% doesn’t get it 
Yet South Africa’s state leaders repeatedly demonstrated they hadn’t 
really internalised the crisis. On April 24, President Jacob Zuma claimed to 
immigrant groups, South Africa’s moral high ground still remains intact.” 
The same day, the secretary-general of the ruling African National 
Congress (ANC), Gwede Mantashe, repeated a controversial suggestion: 
“Refugee reception camps must be used to make sure that everyone who 
comes to South Africa is registered, they should be screened and get 
vetted,” though he admitted, “I know that the idea has been attacked 
viciously.” 
 
Also that day, Deputy Police Minister Maggie Sotyu revealed how stressed 
South Africa’s elites had become, when she pleaded, “There are worse 
things happening in other countries but you will never see them in the 
media. The media is part of the community, so please, it must be biased 
when it comes to South Africa.” 
 
These remarks reflected the widespread public shaming of Zuma’s 
government and its defensiveness. Indeed Zuma initially did very little to 
resolve or even properly band-aid the situation. State-supported anti-
xenophobia media adverts, marches, speeches and campaigning generally 
missed the point: the impoverished young men doing the attacking had 
little patience for sanctimonious preaching. 
 
On the one hand, a few middle-class NGOs and religious faith leaders 
provided vital emergency charity aid to refugee camps; in combination 
with some labour leaders, their anti-xenophobia marches during April 
briefly reclaimed central city spaces. On the other hand, the petit-
bourgeois moralistic politicians and public commentators had no obvious 
way to get messages through to the lumpen-proletariat. One reason: an 
inability to analyse, much less address, the underlying conditions. 
 
Jobs, housing and retail competition 
Immigrants from the rest of Africa and from Asia (especially Pakistan, 
Bangladesh, India and China) in search of work are typically young males 
with networks that give them entry to residential areas, sometimes to 
informal employment, and sometimes even to shop-keeping opportunities. 
Because wives and children typically stay behind, the male migrants can at 
least temporarily accept much lower wages than local residents who 
usually must support larger families. 
 
They also can save money by quadrupling up in small inner-city apartments 
or township shacks – often sleeping in shifts – which puts upward pressure 
on rental rates. Unscrupulous employers or landlords increase their own 
power by threatening to tell authorities about the illegal immigrants, as a 
weapon of super-exploitation often used especially on farms to avoid wage 
payments. 
 
Another structural cause of xenophobia is excessive township retail 
competition: “overtrading.” This results from immigrants – especially from 
Somalia, Ethiopia, Pakistan and Bangladesh – using home-country 
syndicates to gain collective credit and bulk purchasing power from 
wholesalers. They then easily undercut the spaza shops run by local 



residents, and their operations have efficiently spread to nearly every 
corner of South Africa. 
 
Internecine battles between petty capitalists soon move from price wars to 
physical intimidation, mostly against the immigrant shops. Scores of 
“service delivery protests” by communities against their municipal 
governments have turned into xenophobic looting sprees against 
immigrants. 
 
These root causes can be solved only by redirecting state resources 
towards meeting needs (like housing) and creating jobs. Corporate taxes 
could be raised and vast budgets shifted away from white elephant 
infrastructure projects: a $30 billion coal export railroad, a new 
(unneeded) $25 billion Durban port, $100 billion for nuclear reactors and 
the like. Without a massive attack on inequality, the daily degradation of 
life for the 54% of South Africans who are below the poverty line will 
continue. 
 
Zuma’s ANC government is at fault not only for neoliberal, pro-corporate, 
job-killing policies, but for tightening immigration regulations the last few 
years, which compels refugees to live under illegal informality. Zuma has 
continued his predecessors’ sub-imperial policies in the region in order to 
secure contracts for favoured corporations, including his nephew’s $10 
billion oil deal in the eastern DRC, not far from where 1600 SA army troops 
are deployed against rebel competitors. 
 
Zuma also gives continual fraternal support to repressive regimes in the 
region such as Robert Mugabe of Zimbabwe, the Swazi tyrant monarch 
Mswati and the corrupt Congolese regime of Joseph Kabila. More refugees 
result. 
 
What pressure can reverse the root causes? 
Mere ‘be-nice’ appeals and marches are not making any dent in the root 
causes of xenophobia or in state policies. What would be needed to change 
the Zuma government’s approach? What power can activists leverage? 
 
The most obvious factor in recent weeks was the reputational damage 
(including to tourism) that the government and big business are feeling. 
Apparently only such damage can compel Zuma to act. 
 
As Bandile Mdlalose from the Community Justice Movement wrote in 
Pambazuka, the continent’s main ezine, “We in Durban civil society should 
consider a boycott campaign.” With Durban the only candidate for the 
2022 Commonwealth Games, she argued that one target should be a 
“Commonwealth decision, expected on September 2, to give the 2022 
Games to our undeserving city.” Durban authorities say they will also bid 
for the 2024 Olympic Games. 
 
Protesters in many other countries are tackling South Africa at this level, 
so as to force the Pretoria regime to adopt more humane policies. The 
question is whether, pitted against ANC politicans, local corporations and 
fast-rising Zulu ethnicism, a still-stunned layer of South African 
progressives can join the debate how best to shift from mere moralising 
towards standing up alongside African protesters. 
zcomm.org 
 
Patrick Bond directs the University of KwaZulu-Natal Centre for Civil 
Society in Durban. 

 

“China-Pakistan friendship”: between whom?  

 
 

 
 

Lal Khan 27 April 2015  
 
There was a great pomp and show. There was a din of “eternal Pakistan-
China friendship” broadcast from every media channel and newspaper 
incessantly for almost two days. A Chinese head of state was paying a 
desperately awaited visit to Pakistan for the first time in many years. 
 



The government rolled out the proverbial red carpet when the Chinese 
President Xi Jinping landed at Chaklala Airbase, where President and Prime 
Minister Nawaz Sharif, along with federal ministers and all services chiefs, 
received him. Earlier, eight Pakistan Air Force (PAF) JF-17 Thunder fighters 
escorted President Xi’s plane when it entered Pakistani airspace. A 
twenty-one-gun salute was presented to the Chinese leader as he alighted 
from his plane. He was later presented a guard of honour by a contingent 
of armed forces and PAF jets did the fly past. 
 
It was the first time that a Chinese top leader spoke to Pakistan’s 
parliament. His emotive warmth was resonating, when Mr Xi said, that in 
discussing the history of Pakistan-China relations, “it is often termed as 
higher than the Himalayas, deeper than the ocean and sweeter than the 
honey by the Pakistani brothers while Chinese people refer to Pakistani 
people as good friends, good partners and good brothers…both countries 
should maintain strategic communication on regional and international 
issues. China supports Pakistan's constructive role in Afghanistan…” 
 
But it was the Pakistani prime minister Mian Nawaz Sharif who spilled the 
beans and said it all. During his welcoming speech appreciating the 
Pakistan-China friendship he said, “It symbolizes our determination to 
create win-win partnerships, which threaten none, but benefit all.” The 
business entrepreneur came out of the garb of a politician. All the party 
leaders of Pakistan’s bourgeois politics stood in unison, foregoing their 
wrangling facades and deceptive conflicts. So did the honchos of the 
capitalist state. Some perhaps were naively hoping for a “Chinese miracle” 
to cure Pakistan’s cancerous capitalism, while most were all praise for this 
Xi Jinming, the oligarch representing the upstart Chinese bourgeois that 
have amassed billions in their coffers. 
 
However, what Sharif meant by this friendship is that it’s not really 
between the peoples of the two lands but between the elites who are now 
looking for massive profits from the projects announced which will be 
“built” by the Chinese companies and private contractors along with 
subcontractors and commission agents. Sections of the state and the 
bourgeois representatives present in that hall of deceptive power will try 
to get a share of the massive generation of wealth through the exploitation 
of the resources and workers of these countries. But they will be awfully 
disappointed. Those who think that this landmark visit and MOU’s 
[memoranda of understanding] will turn around the fortunes of Pakistan’s 
crumbling economy are sadly mistaken, to say the least. 
 
The Chinese upstart elite is not making this investment for a utopian and 
sentimental friendship, as the intelligentsia and the media would have us 
believe, but for naked, exorbitant profits and its strategic hegemonic 
designs in the region. China’s investment aims at opening up the neglected 
province of Baluchistan and developing Gwadar as a strategic and 
commercial port. This in turn is likely to increase China’s presence in the 
Gulf of Oman and the Arabian Sea. The economic corridor will open up 
new business, commercial and military opportunities for them. The 
development of an economic corridor linking to Gwadar will obviously 
increase the presence of the Chinese fleet in the region. Gains for China 
include opening up of the relatively less developed western region that 
will benefit from shorter access to the sea. China’s potential of forward 
deployment of its naval assets in the Gwadar and Karachi ports will 
materialise. At the same time these projects could lead to greater 
integration of Pakistan’s natural resources and markets with the Chinese 
economic expansion plans. 
 
China is also the largest investor in Afghanistan, as well as the biggest 
arms supplier to the Pakistan armed forces. China’s interest in Afghanistan 
appears to be increasing as US forces withdraw from the region. Initially, 
its involvement in Afghanistan was securing strategic materials, such as 
copper, iron, etc. The US and other Western countries have been 
complaining that China was taking undue advantage of the security 
umbrella provided by NATO and ISAF. They wanted it not only to be a 
consumer but also a provider of security. Now that NATO and the US are 
pulling out of Afghanistan, China is showing greater willingness to be more 
proactive in helping maintain the region’s security. Moreover, it realises 
that Afghanistan’s stability will have a positive impact on the restive 



Xinjiang province. China’s strategy is to negotiate and engage with the 
Taliban leadership and play a more proactive role in Afghanistan for these 
very economic and commercial interests. China’s main interest is to use or 
rent the Pakistan military machine for these hegemonic purposes. Perhaps 
it was for these material reasons that Xi Jinming was playing the Pakistan-
China friendship card so vehemently. What we are also witnessing is that 
China is projecting its soft power in this region through economic prowess 
and sophisticated diplomacy. Another element of China’s soft power, 
which is less talked about, is its political stability, notwithstanding its one-
party rule. But it is doubtful that the largest investment package of 45 
billion dollars announced for Pakistan will actually materialise, due to the 
fledgling economic growth and its bleak prospects. It simply won’t have 
the economic muscle to carry out these strategic policies and economic 
investments. 
 
In the last few years the Chinese ruling elite has desperately been trying to 
salvage a declining growth rate, unravelling economic decay, exacerbating 
poverty and the sharpening class struggle. The Chinese economy in 2014 
experienced its lowest economic growth since 1990. The IMF downgraded 
its 2015 growth projection from 7.1% to 6.8%. According to the Financial 
Times, “Thirty out of China’s 31 provinces had missed their growth targets 
for 2014 – the only one that didn’t was Tibet, by far the country’s smallest 
regional economy. Such figures illustrate the beginning of the end for 
China’s 'miraculous' boom, as the reality of capitalist crisis is seeping 
through to the world’s largest exporting economy.” 
 
After an immediate drop in the rate of GDP increase to 9.6% in 2008 from 
the previous year’s 14.2%, with a sharp fall in her exports the Chinese 
government embarked on a gigantic “economic stimulus package” 
equivalent to US$586 billion in infrastructure, especially in construction 
and heavy industry. 
 
Inspite of the build-up of massive overcapacity and speculative bubbles the 
state kept the process going. The announced investments in Pakistan with 
crushing interest rates are part of this Keynesian policy to keep the bubble 
inflated. All this simply meant that the crisis had only been delayed in fear 
of a mass revolt. The Chinese economic policymakers have taken drastic 
measures to bolster growth such as quantitative easing by printing an 
extraordinary 500bn yuan ($81bn) in September last year. But the longer it 
is put off, the harder it will crash when it occurs. No “market economy” 
can avoid the laws of capitalism. 
 
As slow and weak growth continues to haunt the US and Europe, even with 
the danger of a slump looming, Chinese industry will lack a market for its 
goods. The Chinese economy is moving inexorably towards a sharp 
slowdown. It is plagued with overproduction. This “downward pressure” is 
mainly due to lack of demand. Productive capacity has fallen below 70 
percent. Combined with the immense mountain of debt due to the 
regime’s gigantic and unnecessary Keynesian projects, the further 
destabilisation of the economy is inevitable. As much as the government 
has attempted to overcome this organic economic problem with even 
bigger stimulus packages, the brutal contradictions are coming to the 
surface. 
 
Chinese state policies have exacerbated the acute contradictions between 
wage labour and capital. Relative wages are now falling. The majority 
have not benefitted from the massive speculative investment. Real 
unemployment is actually closer to 20 per cent despite false official 
figures. Some 274m rural migrant workers are almost entirely ignored by 
the job statistics. In spite of the hue and cry of the bourgeois media about 
capitalist counter-revolution ‘lifting millions out of poverty’, the reality is 
far starker. According to World Bank statistics, 67.8% of the population 
(902 million) lives on less than $5 a day. China accounts for a record one-
fifth (370) of all billionaires in the world, rising from 17.6 per cent in 2014, 
the China Rich List 2015, compiled by the US business magazine Forbes, 
said. “The legislature of the world’s last major communist country is 
almost certainly the wealthiest in the world, the top rich list names 83 
dollar billionaires among Chinese communist party’s, National Peoples 
Congress. Meanwhile, in America there is not a single billionaire in the 
House of Representatives or the Senate,” reported the Financial Times. 



The Communist Party of China is neither communist nor a party but a 
dragon of the upstart elite that sucks the blood of the workers in China 
and across the world wherever they make their imperialist investments. 
 
After South Africa, China has the largest gap between the rich and the 
poor in the world. The growing income inequality is illustrated most clearly 
by the differences in living standards between the urban, coastal areas and 
the rural, inland regions. There have also been increases in the inequality 
of health and education outcomes. The bosses and the state are 
discovering the real consequences of depriving increasingly emboldened 
industrial workers of their livelihoods. There were 1380 major strikes of 
workers in China in 2014, most of them victorious. Much more loom across 
the horizon. It is not a coincidence that China is perhaps the only state in 
the world with its internal security expenditure (464 billion dollars) higher 
than external defence (435 billion). 
 
The recent fall in oil prices was also closely related to the world crisis and 
its reflection in the slowdown of the Chinese economy. The ailing 
capitalist system is being propped up artificially by a Central Bank life 
support machine, which has poured trillions of dollars into the financial 
system. However, the more these unprecedented measures are used to 
prop up the system, the less impact they have, like a drug addict who 
needs a bigger and bigger hit in order to get the same high. Five years ago, 
it took just over $1 of debt to generate $1 of growth in China. In 2013 it 
took nearly $4 of debt to generate $1 of growth – and one third of the new 
debt now goes to pay off old debt. China’s growth rate has fallen to the 
lowest in over 20 years. The Chinese capitalist miracle stands exposed and 
is being exhausted. 
 
The chances of its robust recovery are ruled out. The despotic regime of 
the new president Xi Jinming can boomerang on the Chinese elite. To 
expect such a greedy ruling clique to alleviate poverty in Pakistan through 
investment is absurd to say the least. This “friendship” gimmickry is to 
mock and deceive the ordinary people. The Pakistani ruling class is no less 
mean and reactionary. Power is only traded and bought for more loot and 
plunder. Lenin wrote in his epic work, Imperialism the Highest stage of 
Capitalism, that “a capitalist country acquires an imperialist role when it 
begins to export capital.” China is the largest exporter of capital in the 
world. It is the biggest investor in Asia, Africa and Latin America. Its evil 
designs on Baluchistan and Pakistan are the same as those of the American 
and other, world and regional imperialist states. Napoleon once said that, 
“When China awakes the world shall tremble.” That China is the 
proletarian and the toiling masses of that land. That China is beginning to 
turn. Its only the working class of China with whom the ordinary people of 
Pakistan can form a bond of genuine friendship that can unite them in a 
revolutionary transformation of the whole region and beyond. 
www.marxist.com 

 

Durban and the 2022 Commonwealth Games? 

 
 

 
 

Is Durban capable – and deserving – of hosting 2022 Commonwealth 
Games? 
Bandile Mdlalose First Published in Pambazuka 25 April 2015 
 
Durban has made a bid to host the 2022 Commonwealth Games. However, 
the city is built on a foundation of race and class inequality, leading to 
xenophobic attacks and unrest. Before Durban is ready to host any 
international events, it must become the strong African citizen it has 
promised to be by treating all of its citizens equally. 
 
The past and the present have drawn us into a future of unfortunate and 
incalculable depth. How low will our society go? 
 
Durban is a city known as a tourist capital for South Africa’s middle-class 
and even working-class. It is well-known for its great hosting capacity. 
Beautiful colonial buildings stretch up the Berea and fine hotels ring the 
bay stretching from Ballito to the Point. 
 



Durban is also known for its public corruption, private wealth 
accumulation, elite unaccountability and protests. I have been to many 
community protests, nearly all because of the lack of basic services in the 
shack settlements and in townships. 
 
The physical beauty of Durban can be found in the suburbs and beachfront, 
not in the black communities. There, rubbish is not collected, parks are 
scarce, public infrastructure is not maintained, landlords milk money from 
slums and jobs are lacking so residents are too poor to maintain their own 
properties. And now those areas have become a zone of hatred, 
bloodshed, ignorance and tribalism, receptive to hate speech from 
traditional leaders, regularly aflame. 
 
The petrol flung on these hot embers by King Zwelithini during a ‘moral 
regeneration’ speech just before Easter sounded like this: ‘when you walk 
in the street you cannot recognise a shop that you used to know because it 
has been taken over by foreigners, who then mess it up by hanging 
amanikiniki [rags]’. He implied migrants were criminals and insisted, ‘Pack 
your bags and leave’. 
 
As for the anti-xenophobia argument that the Frontline States had given 
hospitality to our own exiles during apartheid, Zwelithini’s arrogance 
turned it upside down: ‘When you [South African exiles] were in their 
countries you helped them to get their freedom. I know that other 
countries were liberated because of liberation armies from South Africa.’ 
(Before 1994, Zwelithini was allied with Inkatha and therefore with the 
apartheid regime running KwaZulu.) 
 
In other words, he said, the migrants are economic parasites, and you 
South Africans don’t owe the foreigners anything. After this speech, 
foreigners were killed, chased away from their homes and jobs and 
suffered looting of their shops. Some politicians denied it was xenophobia, 
calling it merely ‘looting’, so it would be seen as a minor thing. 
 
But after the president’s son, Edward Zuma, endorsed Zwelithini, no 
politician could duck the task of scrutinising the murderous phobia. 
Ignoring that there were Chinese, Bangladeshi, Pakistani and other Asian 
shop-keeper victims, they renamed xenophobia Afro-phobia. Whites have 
not been targeted, so if all-inclusive racial categories are still useful from 
the fight against apartheid, we should call this Black Phobia. 
 
But it is happening mainly in the townships, shack settlements, labour-
hostels and inner-city areas where poor people live. So we should first use 
class analysis to identify what is wrong. 
 
What then becomes clear is that we have an unresolved matter: poor black 
people feel oppressed, and some of them are taking it out on anyone in 
sight who is different. This is not the first time we have had such 
incidents, and it is clear that our government and politicians never learn 
from the past. They are keeping poor people down, and whether it is in 
service delivery protests or these recent attacks, the explosions that result 
are impossible to predict or control. 
 
Even now, with so much publicity and so much at stake, when we had a 
meeting with Home Affairs Minister Malusi Gigaba last week, he was very 
honest to say he cannot guarantee that it will not happen again. 
 
The reason is that no matter how much Gigaba and Durban Mayor James 
Nxumalo apologise for the attacks and lives lost, they don’t have any 
intention of changing the conditions that cause them. 
 
Gigaba was Minister of Public Enterprises for five years before 2014, and 
what we witnessed under his rule was a massive increase in electricity 
prices to poor people but not to companies like BHP Billiton which gets the 
world’s cheapest electricity. The reason for the painful price increase was 
to pay for the Medupi and Kusile power plants, which cost more because of 
corrupt, multi-billion Rand, incompetent tenderpreneurship benefiting the 
ruling party. We also witnessed Gigaba approving Transnet’s mega-projects 
like a new coal super-railway and a new port for Durban, which will both 
cost hundreds of billions of Rands. 



 
Will anything make these leaders and others like them change the course 
of history? What will persuade them to provide needed resources so that 
poor people’s lives improve, so that both local residents and foreign 
nationals feel that our official city vision is not as ridiculous as it sounds 
this month: ‘By 2020, eThekwini Municipality will be Africa’s most caring 
and livable city’? 
 
The pressure is rising, on Durban’s and South Africa’s reputation. The 
brand is being damaged, and this is what our elites worry most about. 
Across our continent, the backlash is becoming economically serious. 
 
For us, it boils down to the question of whether Durban is ready to host the 
2022 Commonwealth Games. In Durban’s bid document, officials claim our 
city is a ‘responsible African citizen’: ‘We are Africans, we are an African 
Country, we are part of our multi-national region, we are an essential part 
of our continent. Being Africans, we are acutely aware of the wider world, 
deeply in our past and present. These Games will accelerate Africa’s rising 
and intra-continent integration, particularly in southern Africa.’ 
 
My response to this is, if Durban is ‘aware’ and ‘responsible’, then why are 
people dying and being evicted in such extreme ways? Is being a 
responsible African citizen listening to local leaders inciting violence and 
being quiet about it? Is being responsible letting victims suffer in Durban’s 
refugee camps without even enough tent shelter, sufficient food or 
essential supplies? 
 
Only once Durban and this country become responsible African citizens can 
we be serious about hosting the Commonwealth Games or making a 2024 
Olympic Games bid. 
 
The Durban Commonwealth proposal also claims that we have ‘public and 
private security… and other facilities to cater for international tourists 
from various parts of the world’. Are they referring to the security that 
keeps failing to halt people being attacked? Or the security that blasted 
hundreds of anti-xenophobia activists with rubber bullets and blue rain to 
stop them marching on Durban’s main road last Tuesday? Or are they trying 
to say they will get new security just for the Commonwealth Games? 
 
Really, if we cannot cater for people being killed in the poor areas of 
Durban, how can we claim that international tourists will be safe? If 
dangerous men like Zwelithini and Edward Zuma make incendiary 
statements without the government intervening, then no one is safe. 
 
I had to be the first young African person to stand up and call the King to 
order. I was criticised, as a ‘disrespectful’ young woman. But even after 
threats, I did not stop raising my voice, because I love my country and I 
have a conscience. Today I am proud that my voice is finally being heard, 
that these concerns are finally getting attention even in parliament and 
that more people are filing hate-speech complaints against Zwelethini and 
Edward Zuma. 
 
I am also glad that the King called for an Imbizo in Durban this week to 
speak about xenophobia. Many of us have been calling for the King to come 
to the victims and apologise to them. Even though he may lack the courage 
to do so, the fact that he is coming to Durban where the victims are is a 
sign he must listen to the cry of the people. We do hope that his arrival 
will bring change, even if it is long overdue. 
 
A better South Africa is possible, but until then, it is obvious that 
international events like the 2022 Commonwealth Games bid need to be 
put on hold. We cannot allow people to come to an unsafe place like 
Durban, even if as international tourists with fat wallets they may think 
they are protected. 
 
Until Durban has resolved its phobias, which are the result of the 
oppression of poor people and their mistaken targeting of migrant people 
from our continent and Asia, we must protest. Until the city and national 
government redirect resources to refugees in the short term and to all our 
ordinary poor residents, we must object to using public sports tourism 



subsidies that mainly benefit the city’s elite hotels and restaurants. 
 
We should raise the same concerns so many in Africa are raising, with their 
protests against our government, against South African businesses and 
even against our cultural workers. They are crying out for this state to get 
its act together, and so must we. 
 
We in Durban civil society should consider a boycott campaign: against the 
Tourism Indaba next month, against other big events at the International 
Convention Centre in the following weeks and even against any 
Commonwealth decision (expected on 2 September) to give the 2022 
Games to our undeserving city. 
 
We need an assurance not, as Gigaba told us, that xenophobia is likely to 
keep on coming back. Instead, we want convincing proof that this will 
never ever happen again, because by treating poor migrants and South 
Africans with respect and love, both xenophobia and the causes of 
xenophobia will have been wiped off our map. Only then will our shame 
lift. 
www.pambazuka.net 
 
Bandile Mdlalose is the President of the Community Justice Movement and 
can be reached at bandy.mdlalose@gmail.com 
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Crushing dreams will not stop the rush from Africa 

 
 

 
 

Vijay Prashad 23 April 2015 
 
Two sides of Africa plunge migrants into deep despair. Thousands from the 
continent’s central belt head to Libya, load themselves on boats bound for 
Europe, and never reach their destination. 
 
Meanwhile, the Islamic State group abducts Ethiopian migrants and 
murders them. The militants of the IS do the work of European fascists, 
who would rather see these forlorn men and women dead than on their 
shores. 
 
At the other end of Africa, reckless statements by Zulu leaders send 
equally wretched men and women to riot against migrants. 
 
The king of the Zulus, Goodwill Zwelithini, channelled the anti-immigrant 
political parties of Europe when he called on foreigners to “pack their 
belongings and go back to their countries”. 
 
Violence has torn through Durban and into Johannesburg, often against 
people from countries that provided South African freedom fighters refuge 
during the fight against apartheid. 
 
Rising unemployment and political instability have created the toxic 
conditions for mass migration and with it the rise of anti-immigration 
sentiment. 
 
The EU and the International Organisation of Migration go after the 
symptoms of the problem, and target migration routes. 
 



The EU is eager to destroy the boats on the Libyan coast so that they 
cannot carry their human cargo. The IOM suggests that the experience of 
anti-piracy on the coast of Somalia can be brought to the Libyan waters. 
 
There is no focus on the plight of the migrants, nor what they are fleeing 
and searching for. 
 
These migrants are fleeing the structured collapse of their economies and 
political structures. Youth unemployment is a serious issue across Africa. 
 
The African Economic Outlook over the past few years has cautioned about 
rising growth rates without the promise of employment. 
 
This growth has come because of rising exports of primary commodities out 
of Africa – but these are commodities (such as palm oil and petroleum, 
gold and diamonds, cocoa and timber as well as cotton). 
 
The rate of return to African economies is minimal thanks to the unequal 
global trade order. 
 
Over 10 years ago, the presidents of Mali and Burkino Faso, Amadou 
Toumani Toure and Blaise Compaore, wrote an impassioned article in the 
New York Times simply entitled “Your Farm Subsidies Are Strangling Us”. 
 
Thanks to the privileges of power, the US has been allowed a subsidy-tariff 
regime that protects its farmers and strangles those in Africa. 
 
No wonder that these are regions prone to al-Qaeda, migration and 
trafficking mafias. The social consequences of trade policy and of warfare 
result in the kinds of chaos that now paralyses so much of the Global 
South. 
 
None of this will enter the discussions of tragedies such as the deaths off 
the coast of Libya, the death of the Ethiopians in Libya or the violence in 
South Africa. 
 
Each is treated separately and in need of some kind of palliative care. 
Debates about causes are off the table. They are too close to home. Far 
easier to blame “culture” for the tragedies in the world – corruption and 
sectarian conflict are the explanations de jour. 
 
Much harder to come to the heart of the matter: to the policies that 
capture and nurture the dreams of people. 
zcomm.org 

 

Alone, With Nowhere To Go 

 
 

 
 

The Con 22 April 2015 
 
“I don’t agree with violence, but I did participate because there was the 
safety of a group situation,” says Kabelo* last week in Durban. 
 
Standing near a peach-coloured house recently defiled in Chatsworth’s 
Bottlebrush area, Kabelo says the house was previously inhabited by 
Zimbabwean nationals before they were violently hounded out. Kabelo 
surveys people attempting to fix the damage that he admits to being a 
part of, his Figaro gold chain resting high on his T-shirted sternum. 
 
“I knew that if we didn’t go that route, the government would have done 
nothing to ease the situation,” he adds. “Had we asked nicely, according 
to anyone you ask here, nothing would have happened. There would have 
been the same excuses laid out, as there usually are. That’s why people 
felt like: ‘This grass is dry – let’s reawaken it with some fire.’” 
 
For Kabelo, a security guard, “the situation” he is referring to is the usual 
litany of gripes: foreigners taking their jobs; foreigners subdividing back 
yard houses then sleeping and trading in them; foreigners bribing their 
girlfriends and sisters with money. This situation led to the violence 



against foreign nationals that recently erupted, first in KwaZulu-Natal, and 
then spread to areas in and around Johannesburg. So far, seven people are 
said to have been murdered, a figure foreign nationals trapped in refugee 
camps say is a gross understatement. 
 
Kabelo says in his Chatsworth neighbourhood “people started 
simultaneously breaking into shops and beating people off the streets. 
Then later on in the morning, maybe around 6.30am, they moved into the 
houses, taking whatever they could find,” he says. 
 
The attacks, which moved like a wave over the Durban settlements of 
Isipingo, Umlazi, Chatsworth and others, left thousands of foreign 
nationals displaced, fearing for their lives and, in many instances, with 
nothing more than the clothing they were wearing. 
 
A man identifying only as Albert, a Mozambican national and resident of 
Chatsworth since 2007, was on the other side of the panga blades. He had 
fled to Clermont when the attacks caught up with him and his younger 
sibling. “My younger brother, my blood brother, his child had just been 
born three days before they came to his place. They took everything. 
Every single thing,” says Albert, a brown acoustic guitar slung behind his 
back. 
 
“They even wanted to beat him up. A neighbour who knew him begged 
that they don’t hurt him because he had the three-day-old baby in his 
hands. His girlfriend was holding the other one. They had kicked in the 
door to come in, so they let them out and started helping themselves to 
their things. The cooked food they found, they ate. The uncooked food, 
they took. They left nothing, absolutely nothing behind. They took my 
little brother’s baby bag,” says Albert. 
 
Standing in the camp set up for displaced foreign nationals in Chatsworth, 
Albert appears to be surveying a life left with only detritus. “So I don’t 
know if it really matters any more because we’re leaving anyway,” he says 
with an air of finality. 
 
People – black African refugees from homes wracked with violence and 
death – have been killed in South Africa these past few weeks. Thousands 
more have had their homes and livelihoods wrenched from them, along 
with their humanity. 
 
There have been suggestions that the violence was a response to Zulu King 
Goodwill Zwelithini’s speech in Pongola on March 20 when, while 
addressing a public gathering, he criticised foreign small businesses in 
South Africa and asked “foreign nationals to pack their belongings and go 
back to their countries”. 
 
Speaking to The Con, a source in the king’s royal household dismisses the 
king’s own power to incite: “This xenophobia thing has been an ongoing 
problem for some time, and people always need somebody to pin this thing 
on. Had there been no xenophobic violence, people would have moved on 
because the king makes controversial comments all the time about gays 
and so on, just like President Jacob Zuma,” says the source, admitting that 
“these comments are borderline inflammatory in a time like this”. 
 
The household source suggests the real reasons behind the attacks were 
socioeconomic, or a response to acts of violence by foreigners themselves. 
“If you look at it factually, what triggered these events in Umlazi is the 
same thing that triggered them in Soweto. It was a response to a robbery 
situation where foreigners shot a local during a robbery. [On April 9, 
looting escalated in Umlazi following the shooting of a 24-year-old woman, 
Ayanda Dlamini. The shop owner claimed he was being robbed by four 
suspects and shot them in self-defence, killing the innocent Dlamini 
accidentally. In January in Soweto, a Somali shop owner shot 14-year-old 
Siphiwe Mahori from the inside of his shop as he was being robbed, 
sparking a wave of xenophobic violence and looting]. Then in Isipingo, you 
have a strike where the owners of Jeena’s Warehouse are said to have put 
in foreigners after the locals went on strike.” Chronologically, the Isipingo 
incident transpired first. 
 



“So while the king did make disparaging remarks about foreigners, his 
preceding remarks were about lazy South Africans who can’t work the 
land, which leads to people coming here to harvest opportunities. I’ve 
listened to him speak all the time, and he’s very crude and unpolished. In 
fact, Zuma is a more polished version of him,” says the source. 
 
Kabelo also seeks to justify his actions along socioeconomic lines. “I’m not 
saying what we did was right, but there were too many of them in our 
neighbourhoods – to such an extent that we no longer had ways of making 
an income for ourselves,” he says. 
 
“If the borders could be tightly controlled, I would help and then they 
must switch up their attitudes and stop acting like bosses once they’re 
here. Because now, we look like we’re the visitors in our own country. We 
know the societal issues that were not prevalent before their proliferation 
here as immigrants,” he smiles, referring to drug dealing. 
 
While the violence has been characterised by brutality and trauma 
inflicted upon some of society’s most vulnerable – African immigrants – it 
has also exhibited links to very localised politics. In Johannesburg’s 
Jeppestown area, residents from the Wolhuter men’s hostel, largely Zulu, 
suggest their looming evictions linked to the Maboneng expansion and 
gentrification project was also a motivating factor. 
 
Two political sources in KwaZulu-Natal suggest Zwelithini’s messaging in 
Pongolo was as much to the “Zulu nation” as to the political establishment 
in the ANC-run KwaZulu-Natal. It was an echo of how ungovernable the 
province had been in the 80s and early 90s as the apartheid state pumped 
money, training and weapons to the Inkatha Freedom Party as it waged a 
bloody internecine battle against United Democratic Front communities 
that left thousands dead. 
 
Zwelithini, it is suggested, was intent on pushing the political 
establishment in the province towards recognising his authority so as not 
to mess with either his financial or political autonomy. Zwelithini’s 
multimillion-rand household budget comes from the provincial 
government’s coffers and has been threatened by cuts and an attempt to 
make the monarchy self-sufficient following years of overspending. 
 
The royal insider points towards Zwelithini’s hubris when he tells The Con: 
“In the previous era, King Goodwill Zwelithini was tightly managed. [IFP 
leader Mangosuthu] Buthelezi had a tight leash on him because he knew he 
was a loose canon. They’ve had a beef lasting for years, because Buthelezi 
has always treated him like a child. It’s only recently that he’s been let 
loose on the public with no one to follow him closely from behind.” 
 
On Monday, Zwelithini addressed an official imbizo at Durban’s Moses 
Mabhida Stadium. With the crowds booing foreigners, people of other 
ethnic groups and Buthelezi himself, the event was stage managed to allow 
Zwelithini to “command the silence” of the crowds, as several television 
stations reported. 
 
The event re-enforced Zwelithini’s apparent campaign to cast himself – in 
the context of an encroaching traditionalism within South Africa’s 
constitutional order, aided and abetted by politicians like Zuma – as a 
power, and law, unto himself. 
 
And through his egotism, he revealed a horrifically sinister streak: “If 
reports that I incited the violence are true, this country would be ashes.” 
 
“Even before things became violent, it had been announced for at least 
two weeks that they must go. People had been saying the king started it 
off with his remarks, but in the ensuing weeks, these people just stayed 
here and made no attempts to move. That’s why things ended up as they 
are,” says Kabelo with a nod in Zwelithini’s direction. 
 
The untrammelled speed with which the violence spread in KwaZulu-Natal 
has also flagged concerns about behind-the-scenes political power plays. 
 
Anuri Djuna, a Congolese businessman based in Isipingo outside Durban, 



remembers how there was a “concerted effort” by government to ensure 
the looting and violence didn’t spread. “People from [South African Police 
Service’s] crime intelligence were much more involved and alert. They 
were interviewing people, collecting information. You got the sense they 
were really trying to prevent the situation from spreading. 
 
“In Isipingo, we knew people who were willing to attack us, but provincial 
officials, social workers, human rights workers and the police met with us. 
They also went from house to house, collecting information, they phoned 
us and checked on people, asking ‘who’s planning to attack you’ and so on. 
With these attacks, police were standing by. When we asked why they did 
not do anything, the one actually said to me, ‘I have not been instructed 
to do anything’,” says Djuna. 
 
This piece was a collaboration between numerous contributors to The Con 
zcomm.org 

 

Debt sentences 

 
 

 
 

Almost 50 million people in the U.S. are carrying student debt. The 
level of debt is vast, now over $1 trillion, and is a drag on the entire 
economy. 
Vijay Prashad 21 April 2015 
 
IN FEBRUARY, 15 students of Corinthian Colleges, a private education 
company in the United States, decided to refuse to pay back their student 
debt. Within a month, the students on debt strike swelled to 100. These 
are among the 400 students who took out predatory loans to attend the 
for-profit Corinthian Colleges—part of a landscape of moneymaking private 
institutions.  
 
The U.S. government is not unsympathetic to the plight of these students. 
In 2010, the Government Accountability Office found that in 15 private for-
profit schools, their financial officers used “deceptive and questionable” 
means to get students to take out loans at terrible rates. At a Senate 
hearing at that time, Senator Tom Harkin made it clear that the entire 
ensemble of private for-profit colleges posed a serious problem. “Critics 
say it’s only a few bad apples,” Harkin noted, “but again, I ask: Is the 
entire orchard contaminated? Does something need to be done 
systematically to make the for-profit institutions viable and an asset to 
society, rather than a debit to these students?”  
 
Despite the report and the hearings, little reform occurred in the for-profit 
college sector. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau sued Corinthian 
for its predatory lending in 2014, four years after the report. In those four 
years, students continued to take out loans, often with the encouragement 
of government policy. Who were the people to continue to take out these 
loans and attend Corinthian and other for-profit colleges? California’s 
Attorney General Kamala Harris described them as “isolated, impatient 
individuals with low self-esteem” who have “few people in their lives who 
care about them” and who cannot “plan well for their future”. What 
Kamala Harris seemed to have said was that these private for-profit 
schools often preyed on working-class students who cannot afford private 
non-profit elite colleges. Nor do these students have the guidance of 
teachers to lead them to cheaper (and less financially dangerous) options. 
This is why President Barack Obama proposed that government-run 
community colleges be made free and therefore able to attract students 
who would otherwise be driven to the for-profit sector. Corinthian, 
meanwhile, shut its doors in 2014.  
 
Creditocracy  
Professor Andrew Ross of New York University (NYU), who has played a 
leading part in the campaign against student debt, wrote a full-scale 
jeremiad against the debt system, Creditocracy and the Case for Debt 
Refusal (OR Books, 2014). Ross suggests that growth rates in the U.S. since 
the financial crisis of 2008 have been substantially debt-driven. This is why 
the democracy of the U.S. is built on its citizens living on credit—hence, 
the U.S., for Ross, is a creditocracy. “Financiers seek to wrap debt around 



every possible asset and income stream,” Ross writes. “A creditocracy 
emerges,” Ross suggests, “when the cost of accessing these goods, no 
matter how staple, has to be debt-financed. For most people, that means 
borrowing simply to get by.” College tuition and health-care costs are 
financed by debt. “Indebtedness becomes the precondition not just for 
material improvements in the quality of life, but for the basic 
requirements of life.”  
 
No wonder, then, that almost 50 million people in the U.S. are carrying 
student debt. These are not simply students in the for-profit sector but 
also students in the private non-profit, public university and community 
college sectors. The level of debt is vast, now over $1 trillion, second only 
to home mortgage debt in the ever-expanding world of consumer debt. 
Economists at the New York Federal Reserve Bank found that five years 
after graduating from college less than a fifth of the students had paid 
down their debt. Ten years after graduation, only a third of the students 
were debt-free. Student debt also has the highest delinquency rate 
amongst all consumer debt. This means that the debt hangs over the 
students long beyond their time in college. Student debt has become a 
part of the lifestyle of young Americans.  
 
The problem of debt is not merely one that is borne by individual 
graduates. It has an impact on the economy at large. In March, the New 
York Federal Reserve held a conference on student loan data. Its 
President, William Dudley, opened the conference with remarks that 
should give students pause before they go into debt. Dudley, who had been 
the chief economist at Goldman Sachs for 10 years before joining the 
central bank, said that student loans “are used to finance human capital 
investment projects with returns that are highly uncertain”. Even though 
aggregate data suggest that college education increases salaries, there are 
very large numbers of people for whom this is not the case, more so, 
Dudley pointed out, in the vocational sector and for those who earn 
degrees at for-profit private colleges. “We have gained an increasing 
understanding that how we finance post-secondary education has 
significant effects on a variety of critical economic outcomes, including 
economic growth and inequality,” Dudley said. “For example, our research 
suggests that higher student debt and delinquencies reduce household 
formation and depress homeownership.” Student debt, in other words, is a 
drag on the entire economy.  
 
Strike Debt  
In 2011, large numbers of young people joined the Occupy Wall Street 
(OWS) movement. Walking through the OWS encampments, I met many 
students who spoke about the debts that they carried and their lack of 
confidence that they would find decent work. The weight of the debt had 
paralysed their college education, pushing them to internships and to 
majors (such as economics) that people told them would ensure lucrative 
jobs. Neither internships nor these majors guaranteed them employment. 
What they had was debt and an education that did not fully prepare them 
for the complexity of the world. 
 
As the OWS disbanded owing to police pressure and a lack of focus, many 
of the people involved with it gravitated to practical politics. Most of them 
went into political work against the social consequences of the debt crisis. 
The most obvious arena was in anti-eviction work, to prevent the housing 
crisis from throwing out tens of thousands of people from their homes. 
Less visible initially were the OWS veterans who went to tackle the 
question of student debt. Many of them were in New York City, some 
students of Ross at NYU. In 2012, their group, called Strike Debt, produced 
a pamphlet called “The Debt Resistors’ Operations Manual”. It contained 
“practical information, resources and insider tips for individuals dealing 
with the dilemma of indebtedness in the United States today”. Clearly 
written and dense with information, the manual takes you through the 
mysterious work of credit scores and fringe finance. It provides a round-up 
of the kinds of debt (credit card, medical, student, housing, municipal) 
and offers specific suggestions for defaults and bankruptcy. The manual 
oscillates between offering tips for individuals who are underwater (there 
is a superb set of sample letters for procedural requests and to sue credit 
agencies) and offering suggestions to break out of the shame of debt and 
into the pride of a social movement (“You are Not Alone/You are Not a 



Loan”).  
 
Students go into debt not only through college loans but also through the 
use of their credit card to finance their education. No longer is the credit 
card only a convenience for purchases. It is now the “plastic safety net”. A 
2012 study by Demos, a public policy organisation, showed that 40 per cent 
of U.S. households used their credit cards to pay for basic living expenses 
(including food, rent, medical care and insurance). As Demos’ Amy Traub 
put it, “Americans are using credit cards to make up for the inadequacy of 
the public safety net, and to give themselves a raise at a time when 
unemployment remains high and real wages are in decline”. This is, as 
Strike Debt puts it, “history in reverse”.  
 
The Strike Debt manual ends with several ways to deepen the resistance. 
Strike Debt developed a campaign called Rolling Jubilee, a mutual-aid 
project to buy debt at steeply discounted prices in the secondary debt 
market and then abolish this debt. Over the past year, Strike Debt paid off 
$3.85 million of the private debt held by students at Corinthian Colleges. A 
debtors’ union was to follow. It would be a way to organise indebted 
individuals into a union so that they could then negotiate their debt 
together rather than as powerless individuals. The Corinthian strike comes 
out of the Strike Debt movement.  
 
Afraid of the implications of the strike and appalled by the conditions of 
the loans, officials from the U.S. government’s Department of Education 
and Consumer Financial Protection Bureau met with the Corinthian 
students. Nothing came out of the meeting. The government asked for 
time to study the claims made by the students, who wanted their loans 
annulled immediately. Who are these students? As Astra Taylor, one of the 
Strike Debt organisers put it, these are single mothers who are “choosing 
between buying diapers or paying student loans, fearing homelessness, 
considering suicide”. The striker Pamela Hunt said that she and her six 
children might be homeless because her student debt had had an adverse 
impact on her credit score. Her fellow striker Ann Bowers told the 
government officials that she “might have to take my dog and go live in a 
box on the street”. Natasha Hornes asked Department of Education Under 
Secretary Ted Mitchell the clearest question: “Why is Corinthian allowed 
to get out of its financial obligations but students aren’t?”  

 

Mandela Led Fight Against Apartheid, But Not Against Extreme Inequality 

 
 

 
 

Patrick Bond (The Real News Network) 20 April 2015 
 
Patrick Bond is the director of the Center for Civil Society and a professor 
at the University of KwaZulu-Natal in South Africa. Bond is the author of 
the recently released books, South Africa – The Present as History (with 
John Saul) and the 3rd edition of Elite Transition. 
 
JAISAL NOOR, TRNN PRODUCER: Nelson Mandela has passed away. The 
larger-then-life anti-apartheid figure is leaving behind the legacy of being 
South Africa’s first black president. Here to give us his perspective on his 
life is Patrick Bond. 
 
Patrick is the director of the center for civil society and a professor at the 
University of KwaZulu-Natal in South Africa. 
 
Thank you for joining us, Patrick. 
 
BOND: Jaisal, the mood here in South Africa is terribly somber. This was 
the day that everyone knew would come. And in the last few months 
Mandela’s been in hospital four times. But it’s hard to come to grips with 
the loss of someone who has ruled in a moral and spiritual way just as 
much as in a political way in his first five years as the president of the 
Democratic South Africa in 1994 to ’99. Prior to that, Mandela prepared 
the country for democracy. 
 
He was released in February 1990 after 27 years in jail, and he skillfully 
maneuvered the negotiations so that at least political democracy, one 



person, one vote in the unitary state was one, whereas the prior rulers, 
the Afrikaner Nationalist Party, had tried all manner of gimmicks–Jim Crow 
laws and property-based voting–and had done their best to weaken ANC, 
also through slaughtering thousands of ANC activists in the period between 
1990 and ’94. Mandela drove through negotiations, occasionally breaking 
them off, and showed the stature of someone who could forgive on a 
personal level, arrange the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, and also 
inspired the nation to do an extraordinary job of transiting from racial 
apartheid to a more normal democracy, albeit one with worsening 
inequality, worsening unemployment, worsening ecological conditions. And 
these too will be part of Mandela’s legacy. 
 
NOOR:: And, Patrick, can you talk more about this economic legacy that 
the African National Congress has left behind? 
 
BOND: Yes. Well, the African National Congress will probably rule, thanks 
to how strong Mandela put together the coalition in 1994, for many years. 
It may be that in 2019 they face their first electoral challenge, and that 
will come because of policies that were adopted during Mandela’s time. I 
happened to work in his office twice, ’94 and ’96, and saw these policies 
being pushed on Mandela by international finance and domestic business 
and a neoliberal conservative faction within his own party. And that 
faction’s been outed when former minister of intelligence and minister of 
water Ronnie Kasrils, probably the country’s greatest white revolutionary 
ever, has made a major confession in a new edition of his autobiography, 
Armed and dangerous, in which he says, we were absolutely incapable of 
dealing with the period of 1990 to ’95, ’96, in which the left agenda, and 
possibly a socialist current that had been strong when the Soviet Union was 
a major benefactor–and when in 1990 the Soviet Union fell away, it looked 
like, as Ronnie Kasrils has put it, the confidence of the left within ANC had 
completely collapsed. And that meant that many concessions were made 
that if one looks back at them perhaps needn’t have been done. And that’s 
why Kasril’s statement does leave a shadow on Mandela’s government. He 
basically says that as a ruler Mandela gave in way too much to rich people. 
So he replaced racial apartheid with class apartheid. 
 
NOOR:: Patrick, can you tell us more about some of the details that Ronnie 
Kasrils has revealed in this writing? 
 
BOND: Yes, indeed. It was really about this critical period just before the 
1994 elections, and it included an International Monetary Fund loan to the 
incoming government that was arranged as the outgoing one had a 
transitional executive committee. And that loan called for the standard 
structural adjustment conditions at just about the same time, late 1993, 
the final constitution was agreed upon that gives property rights 
extraordinary dominance and also gave the central bank, the South African 
Reserve Bank, insulation from democracy–in addition, an agreement to 
prepay the apartheid debt, which Mandela for so many years, in the spirit 
of sanctions, indeed hand-in-hand with Martin Luther King, calling in the 
early 1960s for the United Nations and big international corporations to 
pull out of South Africa. And yet, unfortunately, Mandela felt the need to 
repay the loans–$25 billion worth–that were coming due as he became 
president in 1994. He later bitterly remarked about those loans having set 
back the cause of delivering desperately needed services. 
 
And in all of that time, one saw the distinction between the radical 
Mandela, who had endorsed Marxism back in the 1950s, as particularly the 
Freedom Charter of 1955 called for the expropriation of the mines and 
banks and monopoly capital and their sharing for the people as a whole–. 
When Mandela came out of prison in 1990, he said, that is the policy of the 
ANC and a change in that policy is inconceivable. But it was only a few 
months later before–I certainly witnessed that in Johannesburg in that 
transition period, 1990 to ’94–major compromises were made with big 
business. And big business basically said, we will get out of our relationship 
with the Afrikaner rulers if you let us keep, basically, our wealth intact 
and indeed to take the wealth abroad. And so exchange controls were 
relaxed very soon after Mandela took over. And just as he left office in 
1999, big businesses said, we now want to take our money out of here 
forever. So they relisted from the Johannesburg Stock Exchange to London, 
New York, and Australia. So this is the great tragedy of capital flight. Big 



business never really believed in Mandela, never truly invested in the 
country. 
 
And there were more symbolic victories, like the Rugby World Cup that 
was won with Mandela promoting especially the Afrikaans-dominated 
team. And that was to great symbolic effect, but didn’t do much for 
delivering services and redistributing wealth. Our wealth redistribution 
was the second worst of major countries after Brazil, and now is much, 
much, much worse, is the worst major country in the world. A GINI 
coefficient that fell from about 0.56 to 0.67, meaning very, very extreme 
inequality, got much worse during Mandela’s government. 
 
NOOR:: And talk more about this inequality. It’s quite remarkable that a 
people breaking the bonds of apartheid are now facing greater inequality 
than they faced during apartheid. 
 
BOND: Well, that’s right. And in a book, The Shock Doctrine, Naomi Klein 
describes this quite well. I think she in a sense describes the shock and 
awe of winning a victory and many people believing that these great 
leaders like Mandela, many of his colleagues were not only as sophisticated 
in getting the democracy–one person, one vote–that was always demanded, 
but also that they would deliver the Reconstruction and Development 
Programme–the promise is about 150 pages. Soon thereafter, one of the 
other competing politicians, Gatsha Buthelezi, renamed this RDP–rumors, 
dreams, and promises. And, unfortunately, if you go through it, as I’ve 
done on commission from the African National Congress and audited that 
RDP, it was really only the more conservative elements that Mandela 
allowed to push through. His first major interview, for example, he said 
nationalization is not in the RDP. In fact, it is there on page 80. So this was 
one of the small indications that Mandela didn’t really have the agenda of 
redistribution. He wanted to manage a very tumultuous society where 
white Afrikaners, especially the generals in the army, did pose a major 
threat and where white business seemed to be, in the conditions of 
neoliberalism of the 1990s (with no other opposing force on the left in the 
world to work with), quite dominant, and pleasing big business was really 
the order of the day. 
 
NOOR:: Now, what are South Africans doing today to challenge the 
corporate grip on their government, on their economic policies? And what 
proposals are being discussed to decrease this continuing inequality? 
 
BOND: Well, I’ve been spending a little bit of time with the trade unions in 
Johannesburg. Their leaders, like [‘zwE.l@n.zi.m@.’vA.vi], considered the 
most powerful left leader in the country, have not been in the least 
intimidated by the African National Congress’s continuing neoliberal 
policies, and they continue to oppose them very vocally. In addition, the 
protests that continue at the grassroots level at probably about the highest 
rate per person in the world have typically demanded access to services–
water and electricity, decent housing, and clinics for better medical care, 
and better schools, recreational facilities, waste removal. And these 
protests, they often pop up, and they fall back down. 
 
But you do get a sense being in this country for even a short amount of 
time that whether it was Nelson Mandela encouraging people to exercise 
their democratic muscles or just that pent-up demand that during the 
1980s, when widespread resistance to apartheid intensified and a 
honeymoon of a small degree with Mandela nevertheless leading to 
widespread discontent at this state of affairs, where public policy is much 
more pro-banker than pro-people. And I suspect these will continue. 
 
And maybe without Mandela’s overarching symbolic power and the glue 
that he represented in keeping this very diverse alliance within the African 
National Congress together, with that era now passed it may not be too 
long before the long-predicted split between the different factions of the 
ANC occurs, with somewhat corrupt and nationalist and Zulu ethnic faction 
currently in power continuing and more left-wing trade unions dropping 
out. In 2008, a similar split occurred when those close to Thabo Mbeki 
dropped out, and they got about 9 percent of the vote in the next year’s 
election. And it may well be that not in the 2014 but in the 2019 election, 
whoever is Jacob Zuma’s successor will face quite a challenge and the aura 



of claiming Mandela’s mantle will continue. That mantle, by the way, has 
been even claimed by the center-right party, the Democratic Alliance. 
And I think everyone is mourning. There’s no question that this is a great 
tragedy, the death of a founder of a nation. And yet I think South Africans 
do a lot of behind-the-scenes negotiations as to what kind of new power 
bloc might emerge, and even a new party from Steve Biko’s former 
partner, Mamphela Ramphele, called Agang, has just come up. And these 
are the sorts of things that make the situation fluid even though the 
African National Congress still commands about 60 percent of the popular 
support. 
NOOR:: Patrick Bond, thank you for joining us. 
 
BOND: Thank you. 
 
NOOR:: And thank you for joining us on The Real News Network. 
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Depoliticization and False Polarization in Brazil 

 
 

 
 

Sabrina Fernandes (The Bullet) 13 April 2015 
 
In a recent essay (see “Brazil: The Débâcle of the PT”), Alfredo Saad-Filho 
writes of the dilemmas the Workers' Party (Partido dos Trabalhadores – PT) 
now faces in Brazil. His analysis helps decipher some of the dynamics that 
have led to the current crisis of the PT regime and President Dilma 
Rousseff. This essay complements Saad-Filho's contribution by further 
contextualizing the radical Left in relation to the PT; and by identifying 
where the right-wing opposition stands (beyond its relation to the failure 
of the PT to maintain hegemony through neoliberal conciliation). To do so, 
it is important to address further the demonstrations of March 13th and 
15th of this year, and to draw the line between them and the events of 
June 2013 through the lens of the depoliticization of Brazilian politics 
under the PT administration.March 15th rally: “Out with Dilma - Military 
Intervention”.The image of large numbers of people taking to the streets 
of Brazil is not surprising since June 2013, when the country was news 
worldwide after focused protests against transit fare hikes grew into 
demonstrations by hundreds of thousands of people. Yet, the 
demonstrations of the past month have left many wondering about their 
meaning. While the Brazilian bourgeois press did its best to boycott the 
rally of March 13th, organized by supporters of the Workers’ Party 
government, it certainly left no doubt of its allegiance to the rally of 
March 15th, whose content was influenced (and led) by the mainstream 
right as well as the extreme-right. International media and political 
analysts, in the meantime, have tried to decipher the seemingly display of 
opposite forces between these two demonstrations, and some have 
correctly argued that the Dilma Rousseff government and the right-wing 
groups do not sit at polar opposites, and this polarization does not reflect 
ideological and political opposition, but a tactical hostility related to 
which political organizations should be the one to implement austerity and 
the further neoliberalization of Brazil's economy and society. 
 
What remains to be said is that the reason why both camps are able to 
artificially position themselves as polar opposites relies on a deep process 
of depoliticization of Brazilian politics and the consciousness of the 
people. The matter of corruption, better placed as “Corruption,” is a 
useful tool for those in the right whose objective has been to mask the foul 
deals between capital and the Brazilian state and to prevent any critical 
political analysis of this relationship. This tool, well known to Brazilian 
politics, has proved to be irrefutable when coupled with extreme 
nationalism, which has left the Workers’ Party with the task to reclaim 
some of the nationalism in its favour by associating itself with the defence 
of democracy. Corruption, democracy, and the nation are all matters 
worth examining carefully in Brazil, especially at this moment of economic 
crises. Instead, they have become jargon in the mouth of PT supporters, 
right-wing groups, and above all, all of those suffering from the 
depoliticization that is organic to ultra-politics. 
 



Why Ultra-Politics? 
Slavoj Žižek speaks of ultra-politics as one of various strategies of 
disavowal of the political conflict; that is, of depoliticizing the political. 
This “cunning and radical” method the depoliticization of the conflict by 
creating a “war between ‘Us’ and ‘Them’” in a direct militarization of the 
situation.[1] This does not require that the conflict be based on radical 
material antagonism, as the ultra-political strategy may require enhancing 
the symbolism of dispute and opposition of one conflict in order to prevent 
the politicization of the internal struggles of society. While the resulting 
form of this war does carry polarized elements, its exaggeration often 
summons a bigger spectacle of opposition, which was clear in the attempts 
to place the Workers’ Party and the right-wing demonstrations in 
competition with one another and to enhance both the extreme and the 
absurd in each rally. 
 
What does this mean? It means that while class struggle is determinant of 
the real political conflicts in Brazilian society, ultra-politics has promoted 
a spectacle of symbolic warfare that is played entirely in the right-wing 
field. While the Workers’ Party insists in associating itself with a working-
class image, which is only still possible due to its relationship to the labour 
unions and social movements that compose its base (i.e.: CUT and MST), 
there is hardly any real opposition between a government that has 
weakened labour rights (e.g.: employment insurance is now practically 
unavailable for workers in precarious and temporary jobs) and bowed down 
to the neoliberal advances promoted by Finance Minister Joaquim Levy, 
and the traditional right-wing parties that would promote such policies 
(and perhaps go only slightly further) if they were in power. In fact, 
Rousseff has virtually replicated the programme put forward by her right-
wing opponent, Aécio Neves, from PSDB, during the 2014 electoral 
campaign. The only factor to break the symmetry between this 
polarization effort that places the PSDB and the rest of the mainstream 
right on one end and the PT as the major representative of the Brazilian 
left (a highly disputable title) is the presence of an extreme-right, exactly 
the one most engaged in this project of depoliticized polarization aimed at 
promoting any measures, even by force, of removing the PT from 
power.The propaganda orchestrated by the extreme-right consists of 
imputing “fear of communism,” a task of the pseudo-intellectuals of the 
right (many of whom occupy positions of privilege in the bourgeois media), 
and the use of tools such as extreme nationalism (termed ufanismo in 
Brazil since its use for similar purposes by the military dictatorship) to fuel 
totalitarian proposals for addressing the evil of Corruption. The most 
infamous has been the call for military intervention and even the return of 
the military dictatorship. This has been followed by attempts to associate 
the PT with socialist Cuba, and the creation of moral panic regarding a 
project of Marxist political indoctrination also led by the Workers’ Party. 
This, of course, relies on a perspective of the PT as leftist and socialist, 
which can only be promoted by the right (in order to attack it) or the PT 
itself (when it is convenient to play the leftist card, as during elections) 
due to widespread depoliticization that reduces the right versus left 
debate to a battle over symbols. 
 
Any resemblance to other angry extreme-right groups such as the Tea 
Party is no mere coincidence, although a more careful analysis is necessary 
if one wishes to trace the ideological roots of the American and Brazilian 
far right movements, especially concerning their use of ultra-political tools 
and the continuous depoliticization of real material struggles. In sum, the 
strengthening of far-right organizations determined to spew propaganda, 
even if it goes no further than hate propaganda, reproduces 
depoliticization at the same time that it provides an answer to an 
alienated reality, one that the Left, and the Brazilian left (positioned 
much to the left of the Workers’ Party), for that matter, has failed or had 
difficulties in providing. In the depoliticized space of ultra-politics, 
totalitarian answers gain the appearance of possibility, as is the case with 
“the anger against corruption, rising fascism in Europe and the radicalism 
of the U.S. Tea Party,” as David Harvey argues.[2] 
 
Where this extreme-right and the mainstream right converge is this anger 
against corruption, calls for the impeachment of President Rousseff, and 
the understanding that although the political scenario is not favourable 
toward an outright coup against the PT government, the propaganda 



surrounding it benefits an ideological hegemony of the right and even the 
possibility of more bureaucratic control of the state apparatus by the 
right. In fact, even centrist catch-all parties of the bourgeoisie that make 
up the support base of the PT government (governistas) have benefitted 
from the weakened position of President Rousseff and her cabinet, to the 
point that a quarrel between the Minister of Education, Cid Gomes, and 
the Chair of the Chamber of Deputies, Eduardo Cunha, resulted, in simple 
terms, in the immediate resignation of the minister. The chair of the 
Chamber of Deputies (and the majority of the Chamber) belong to the 
PMDB party, considered the most important ally of the PT government, but 
which has de facto set many of the rules to which the PT has played along 
in the past years. This is an interesting scenario when considered alongside 
the analyses of a crisis of representation in Brazil and the strong symbolism 
it had during the protests of June 2013 and parts of the crowd that carried 
banners of “No party represents us.” The general feeling, however, is that 
whether the PMDB truly represents anyone seems less relevant than the 
fact that its hold over the government is hegemonic to the point that it 
appears to immune to polarization, gaining when the PT is strong as well 
as when the right makes advances. In this ultra-political game, the 
polarized ideologies of the PT versus the right, even if mostly symbolic 
given their similar political projects, fuel depoliticization in all levels of 
society, to the benefit of parties such as the PMDB, and both centre-right 
and far-right organizations. 
 
While the PT may be able to counterattack as a defender of democracy 
(“against the golpistas” as its cadres have put it), its ability to fend the 
attacks has diminished considerably, given the corruption scandal 
surrounding Brazilian oil company Petrobrás and the low popularity of 
President Dilma Rousseff. This last point has demonstrated that any 
previous bet by the party of fighting off anti-petismo (anti-PT) through the 
popularity of President Lula, still well-regarded by sections of the masses, 
could not carry through with Rousseff. Lula's other weapon, the inclusion 
of the middle-class and low middle-class through the expansion of credit 
and new consumption horizons, is no longer available amidst an economic 
crisis and the chosen route of actually shrinking workers’ rights and 
favouring the private sector over public services. This has given the Left, 
the one to the left of the PT, no other option but to eagerly frame itself as 
the real left alternative. This strategy also requires that these 
organizations deconstruct the image of the PT as a representative of the 
working class, so that those who look for leftist alternatives may identify 
the correct representatives for this project. At the same time, the 
organizations and its activists suffer from the anti-leftism that follows 
anti-petismo, though the task here is much more complex as it requires a 
direct attack on the conservative forces and a continuous effort to 
politicize the debate during relatively unfavourable times. 
 
What to Make of the Rallies of March 13th and March 15th? 
What is particularly interesting regarding the rallies organized for these 
dates is not so much the blunt fact that one was called for by the 
government base to defend the PT government and the other one by the 
right-wing opposition to attack the PT government. The really interesting 
factor is that these were the dates to cement the notion of a polarized 
politics in Brazil, as if the one material polarization at play, to be for or 
against the Workers’ Party, was the fundamental political question of the 
conjuncture. By giving this one difference in position so much weight, both 
rallies depoliticized the debate once more and prevented real questions of 
neoliberalism and austerity, corporate campaign financing, the undue 
influence of the bourgeois media in Brazilian politics, and the matter of 
whether the working class stands in all of this.Organizations to the left of 
the Workers’ Party and of the governistas tried to force the debate in this 
direction, by explaining its absence from both demonstrations and why 
neither could be promoted as a display of authentic political engagement 
of the masses (as some of the events of June were, in many aspects). The 
prospects of this engagement, of course, were limited in reach and in 
current capacity of intervention. The first is because of media blockage 
and this overflow of anti-petismo into anti-leftism (as well as its extreme 
expression in fascist hate of communism and the very existence of the 
Left), which, in part, composes the challenge of reaching out to those who 
have become interested in politics once again after June 2013. The second 
is because those already politicized to the Left of the PT were not likely to 



participate in the demonstrations of the 15th, and most were aware of the 
many contradictions of the current government that should prevent any 
support from the radical Left, even if this participation was framed by the 
governistas as a defence of democracy and of Petrobrás. Therefore, the 
real merit of this effort by the radical Left was to further differentiate 
itself from the moderate, neoliberal leftism represented by the Workers’ 
Party and to actually politicize the debate, whether it managed to 
convince five or five million people to abstain from one of the rallies. Here 
I gather, and this analysis is still up for the debate, that there was more 
success in disputing the base for the 13th, as it is possible in this moment 
of crisis of hegemony for the PT to show a way out to the left of the party 
for those in its base and the masses that have, in general, elected PT 
politicians and, in particular, President Dilma Rousseff. The attempt was 
not to empty the streets on the 13th, as some governistas accused us of 
doing, but to demonstrate the empty meaning of a rally made up of 
political organizations of the working class defending the politics of a 
neoliberal government from attacks from the right, even if these were 
moralist, hypocritical, and depoliticized attacks. The truth is that this was 
an important step in response to the growing need to deconstruct the PT 
more publicly and continuously, rather than only concentrated though 
sparse efforts during particular conjunctural events (e.g. elections). 
 
As for those present on the 13th, they were not all simple governistas and 
some heterogeneity in project (and vision of what the 13th meant) must be 
taken into consideration. First, there were the devout petistas and part of 
the base of the Central Union of Workers (CUT) and the Landless Workers 
Movement (MST), two organizations that have aligned themselves 
nationally and coordination-wise with the PT government, even tolerating 
outright attacks on workers’ rights and on the possibility of agrarian 
reform (i.e. the appointment of Kátia Abreu, a major representative of 
agribusiness, to the Ministry of Agriculture). For these organizations, a 
stable PT regime is essential to carry out some of their institutional 
strategies, but this also means a gradual detachment from socialist politics 
and revolutionary aspirations (this is clearer in some levels than in others, 
such as when part of the CUT coordination “suggested” austerity as an 
economic route, claiming that workers would understand its political 
necessity and accept the sacrifice). It is important to highlight, however, 
that there were also groups and individuals there who still believe that the 
PT represents the working class or at least should represent it better. For 
them, the party is still in dispute and its future depends on the ability to 
make it socialist again (or for the first time, as even some of the founding 
documents of the party characterized it more on the social democratic 
realm than anywhere close to “Marxist” or “socialist”). This bet revolves 
around the understanding that the PT is still a party of the masses, 
something that other parties such as the PSOL, the PSTU, and the PCB have 
not yet attained in comparable scale. The question is whether this dispute 
is even possible, considering that the existence of parties such as the PSOL 
is due to the PT's intolerance for internal opposition and preference for 
expelling militants who went against the party line during its 
neoliberalization. My argument resonates more closely with the efforts of 
these three other parties and other organizations in the socialist Left, 
which is that it is no longer viable nor desirable to dispute the PT as an 
organization, and the path should be to dispute the chunk of the masses 
that still make up its base and the other chunk that the PT gradually lost 
to the right or to depoliticization. There was little to gain in waving flags 
bearing Rousseff's name and carrying banners in favour of a Petrobrás that 
the PT government has helped to grow into the hands of international 
financial capital. A more radical proposal, such as a 100% public Petrobrás 
was not welcome on the 13th. It is no wonder then that when the teachers 
of the São Paulo public school system voted in assembly to go on strike and 
march the streets on the 13th, their own rally broke in two as a large 
group of the teachers refused to walk alongside the governista 
demonstration. 
 
In the same line of thought, it is worthwhile to mention the Homeless 
Workers’ Movement (MTST), which has grown nationally over the past 
years and maintained a combative stance in relation to the rising right-
wing and the PT's attempts to produce a social pact between social 
movements and the government. One example is the fact that the MTST 
took to the streets on several occasions in the wake of the 2014 FIFA World 



Cupexactly when the CUT and the MST withdrew from such action in fear 
of destabilizing the Dilma government and hurting her re-election chances. 
Whereas the MTST has not yet achieved the historical status of the MST 
(both in Brazil and in Latin America), it indicates a renewed force in the 
radical Left, even as it works to find a balance between negotiating with 
the PT government and maintaining a firm opposition to its neoliberal 
ways. If the MTST manages to grow its base and to position itself as a 
representative of a radical Left (a socialist one, as it is stated in core 
documents and by several of its activists), it could hold the answer to an 
extremely fragmented Left, which is still struggling to provide a cohesive 
answer to June 2013 and the damage done by the PT. Whereas the PT has 
managed to guarantee a certain degree of collaboration by social 
movements through its pact with the MST and the CUT, the radical Left 
must organize itself around a new base, and the framework of the right to 
the city (embedded in the socialist struggle) holds enormous potential. 
 
In terms of the 15th, what we have is a spectacle of depoliticization 
(empowered by extreme nationalism) and the powerful ability of the right 
and the extreme-right (empowered by the bourgeois media) to manipulate 
not only its base but also individuals who make up sectors of the 
population that have been constantly violated by both conservative and 
neoliberal politics. It is valid to highlight that although those in the 
demonstrations of March 15th were richer, older, and more privileged than 
the average Brazilian, one of the polls conducted in São Paulo indicated 
that 39% of those asking for military intervention earned no more than 
twice the monthly minimum wage.[3] This is a necessary caveat to be 
added because it is not irrelevant that there were, even as a very small 
minority, members from the working class, the black community, and the 
LGBTQ community dressed in green and yellow who believed they were 
there fighting for a better country and against corruption, which is 
perceived as a general evil in Brazilian politics but has been so successfully 
associated with the Workers’ Party. Since corruption is something that 
everyone should be morally opposed to, if one wishes to be a good citizen, 
and since ultra-politics has reduced politics to a problem of corruption and 
masked social and economic antagonisms with a simple matter of the need 
to tweak democracy (or weaken it, as the extreme-right proposes), it is 
not a surprise that this has affected the theoretical consciousness of the 
explored and the marginalized. The difficulties the radical Left has 
encountered in reuniting this theoretical consciousness with the practical 
consciousness that exudes of antagonism adds to the depth of the 
depoliticized hole where many of those perceived as part of the 
revolutionary subject could be found on the 15th, in the elections of 
October 2014, and in daily social reality.Thus, it is important not to 
dismiss the large crowds that met on the 15th as solely an angry and idiotic 
expression of the right, as it aspires to reclaim the federal government, 
accompanied by fascist's claims. Although there were many supporters of 
the PSDB, many demonstrators were not aware of the participation of the 
party (among others in the right-wing) in the orchestration of the rallies 
nor of the denunciation of corporate financing of ads and websites related 
to the demonstration. Anti-partisanship continues to be perceived as the 
only moral options in a society of widespread corruption in the political 
parties, and anti-petismo embodied both this understanding and the 
hatred of the Left. There were banners calling for the impeachment of 
President Dilma Rousseff, for the end of the “communist” government of 
the Workers’ Party, for military intervention and an outright coup d’état. 
There were also the standard calls against corruption, and even for 
political reform, which is a platform of many meanings, as it has been 
employed differently by the right, by the PT, and some organizations of 
the radical Left. There was also the poor black worker drawn into the 
demonstration, because she has felt the negative impacts of political 
arrangements that have favoured transnational corporations, of rising 
inflation, of the ever-worse public health system, of unaffordable rent that 
drives the poor to the periphery of the periphery of the city, and of mega-
events that have evicted hundreds of thousands from their homes and 
handed the host cities to big capital on a plate. 
 
A Battle of Many Fronts 
Like in June 2013, any attempt to reify the meaning of street 
demonstrations into one solid meaning must be avoided. Depoliticized 
times call for analytical caution precisely because the radical Left must 



also be complex in its response. What ultra-political polarization indicates 
is the need to fight a battle of many fronts, which may even result in 
simultaneous victories and defeats. The task to deconstruct the Workers’ 
Party, for instance, may imply talk of corruption, which is a terrain the 
right has navigated with mastery. This example helps to show how 
politicization must be a weapon, so that radical Left speech on corruption 
escapes moralism by exposing the ties between capitalism and individual 
values, the state, and the limits of electoral democracy. 
 
Depoliticization, whether by ultra-politics or other methods, is a 
responsibility of the PT and the right because both actors play the 
alienated reality as the only possible reality. While the right depends on 
depoliticization to have mass influence, for otherwise it would only rely on 
the elites (which does not suffice in standard liberal democracy), the PT, 
due to arrogance or carelessness, abandoned any project of politicization, 
of consciousness-changing, together with any pretence for building a 
progressive society within a few years of federal government. During the 
years of economic cooperation, this depoliticization of social reality 
worked well to guarantee political stability while the government 
strengthened alliances with national and transnational capital. Now that 
this is no longer a possibility, questions arise as to whether something can 
be done about the Workers’ Party. Does it stay or does it go? It has leftist 
historical roots but threw away any leftist legitimacy during office. It 
promotes a neoliberal centre-right set of policies and measures, but anti-
petismo prevents it from easily reframing itself as such. In the meantime, 
it is the job of the organizations of the left of the PT, both political parties 
and social movements, to resignify the spaces of struggle in society by 
opposing the projects embodied on the 13th and on the 15th, even if they 
were slightly different from each other. Most of all, it must find effective 
ways of positing its own project as a real and possible political alternative. 
Unlike the practice of the PT, there can be no fear of speaking of socialism 
and revolution in all realms, not simply as an agitation strategy. Only this 
way can the links of capitalist exploitation that have been hidden or 
disguised begin to be exposed in a counter-hegemonic attack. As of now, 
the Brazilian radical Left has the challenge of reorganizing itself and 
learning to articulate itself collectively and continuously as to provide a 
consistent leftist response to the economic crisis and to ultra-politics.CUT 
activist is injured by the police during a protest.On this week's events: As 
part of the attack on workers by the conservative Congress, the Chamber 
of Deputies is currently voting the bill PL 4330/2004, which will legalize 
and institutionalize job outsourcing for any occupation. If it passes, the 
new law will effectively prevent any sort of workers’ organizing in the 
workplace, in addition to making casual and precarious jobs the norm in 
the Brazilian economy. Labour unions, including the CUT, have realized 
what this means and are mobilizing against it. Yesterday, as they protested 
in front of Congress, they were violently attacked by the police, on orders 
of Eduardo Cunha, President of the Chamber of Deputies. This situation 
calls for immediate action from all workers and represents the need for a 
wake up call in the base of the PT. General outsourcing not only 
represents a threat to the workers the CUT claims to represent, but also a 
threat to the very existence of the CUT, and other unions.  
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Mass strike in Paraná: the limits of trade unionism 

 
 

 
 

Fabiano Stoiev Translation Bing 1 April 2015 
 
The expectation was rain. But the day 19 February dawned sunny. Only on 
praça Rui Barbosa, began to leak here and there, educators (as) on strike. 
In a short time, the square overflowing of teachers and employees of 
Curitiba and Metropolitan Region. A recurring speech among the associated 
(as) the APP-Union is that the people of the interior is that ensures, with 
its presence, mass mobilizations of category. But on this day, the people 



of the capital shattered the myth and showed all its value. The narrow 
streets leading to the Tiradentes square, channeled this human torrent. In 
waves of colorful umbrellas and parasols, which protected the marchers 
from the Sun, the demonstration progressed slowly through the city 
accompanied by an improvised Safety Commission by protesters, in the 
absence of the police escort to latch onto the busy streets. 
 
Meanwhile, another concentration, so full of people as the Rui Barbosa, 
borrowed his colorful Santos Andrade square. This was the meeting point 
of the educators (as) from (the) in the State. This tireless people if 
confraternizava there with other types of servers, such as the teachers and 
technicians (the) State and public universities with representatives of 
health. This column of demonstrators came out in March by wider avenues, 
as was the amount of wide people. The DMV workers, on strike, gave their 
support by blocking the streets for the safety of the marchers. 
 
In Tiradentes square, ground zero of the city, these two gigantic 
mobilizations made their date. In communion, formed a single body and, in 
one voice, remembered an old hymn of popular mobilisations: the verses 
of Geraldo Vandré echoed across the square, dragging that mass Avenue 
Cândido de Abreu, the Palace City. Midway, on December 19 square, 
hundreds of students from public schools came to their support for the Act 
in defense of education and were welcomed by educators (as). Who was in 
the large Windows of the Palace City, felt the vibrant arrival of that 
demonstration, but couldn't see an end: the Avenue, in all its extension, 
was taken by (the) servers (as). Were 50 thousand demonstrators, the 
largest trade union mobilisation has already occurred in the capital of 
Paraná. Inside, the educators who couldn't make it, held rallies, with great 
local support of other employees and the community in General. Quieter 
cities, with 40 000 inhabitants, saw marches with 2 thousand people for 
the first time. With a grave financial crisis to administer and without being 
able to hide anymore, the Governor, a refugee from the comfort and 
safety of the Palace, comprises part of its secretariat to receive a 
negotiating Commission of the protesters. 
 
Beto Richa Government prepares a reaction 
The Mayor Beto Richa (PSDB), surrounded since January by functionalism, 
drive had undone his public agenda, for fear of meeting with protesters. 
Did not appear in the ceremonies, or gave interviews. Went on vacation on 
Carnival and left the Government in the hands of their Secretaries. But you 
can't escape the political wear. In opinion polls, 90% of the population 
supported the movement of (the) educators (as). 76% disapproved of the 
Government Richa and, in particular, its educational policy – the largest 
rejection experienced by the Governor throughout his public life. 
 
The legislature already was in shambles. Humiliated by episodes of 
occupation of ALEPPO and for the ride the bench in "Paddy wagon", had 
protesters camped out on the square in front, the monitor daily legislative 
activities. Were coerced to put an end to the General Committee 
(accelerated voting mechanism, remnant of the military dictatorship) and 
had to temporarily abandon their plans to readjust in 18% the funds of 
staff. 
 
Now, the Governor and his team began rehearsing the "counterrevolution". 
Beto Richa, which is nothing more than a poster boy of a powerful political 
and economic group, was forced to return to the activity, reinforcing its 
relations with large capitalists of the State, in meetings with the G-7, a 
group of business entities formed by the federations of industry, 
agriculture, Commerce, transport and Trade associations, as well as the 
Organization of cooperatives and the commercial Association of 
Paranáseeking to rally support against the strike of functionalism. 
 
The mainstream media was also honored, despite the conditions of public 
accounts, with $ 15 million paid by several commercial insertions of the 
State Government, criticizing the strike movement. Be included in this 
account, hiring a team of publicists, paid to restore the image of a dying 
Government. On social networks, a sordid campaign fakes pages enjoyed 
for attacking the strike movement. But the Government's mission would 
not be easy. 
 



In one of his first interviews during the crisis, the Governor admitted 
having placed several threats to labor rights-as the end of the five-just to 
widen the margin for negotiation with the movement. I just didn't expect a 
reaction so Fulminans. Its scope was too narrow. The bloodletting of the 
accounts of the State in February proved when the Government had to 
relocate-to get pay off the commitment with the payroll of servers-$ 559 
million were reserved for other purposes (FUNESP and FUNREFISCO). 
Cornered, needing to get their hands on the pension funds immediately 
from servers to pay their debts, the Government would have to resort to 
repression of the movement, calling the last power to step in: the 
judiciary. Before however, your reaction would be facilitated by the 
bounds of "syndicalism of results", applied by the direction APP-State 
Union. 
 
The direction of Association against: the foresight in the spotlight 
In the previous text (mass Strike in Paraná: the working class comes into 
play), explained the composition of the direction APP-State Union (CSD, 
Artsind and work) and the presence of opposites, as Socialist activism (MS) 
and the Conlutas, in addition to the action of the militants of the Marxist 
Left. Also talk about the limits of Trade Union action, its corporatist 
tendencies and reformist. Now, we highlight another trend: the 
opportunism, present in the strategy of "Syndicalism of Results". Basically, 
it's about finding the "best time" to end the strike, when the direction of 
association can sell for the category that gained victories, accumulating 
political capital and, at the same time, saving resources from the Union, 
which could be exhausted in a long strike and uncertain. The date setting 
can boost many Union leaders for larger flights in other spheres (as 
political candidates, for example). Oras, the workers need to broaden 
their political representation in a capitalist democracy, no doubt. But, in 
an exercise of self-criticism, we must ask: at what price? In periods of 
expansion of Capital, the scheme of "Syndicalism of Results works 
relatively well, anchored in socks WINS. In periods of contraction of 
Capital and of attacks on workers ' rights, we run the risk of selling as a 
victory a defeat, and sound, sooner or later, as a betrayal of the 
categories represented. It's about the wire that razor who walked the 
direction APP-State Union. 
 
After the March of 50 thousand, a Commission, composed of 
representatives of State direction of the APP and the oppositions (MS and 
Conlutas), met with the Governor and his Secretaries for two rounds of 
negotiations. On day 19, were on the agenda withdrawals of bills that were 
attacking the career and welfare, and the debate on the payment of wages 
and overdue advances. On day 20, the topics turned around working 
conditions, with discussions on reopening of classes, hiring of personnel, 
support rooms and transfers to public schools. The command of hunger 
strike category, informed by the Trading Commission, considered the 
Government's proposals insufficient. A new round would only be 
established on 25 February, Wednesday. 
 
In the meantime, State officials sought to representatives of the 
opposition to discuss when would be the best time to leave the unified 
strike. They gave information that the strike fund already depleted state. 
Some speeches from leaders of the APP to be issuing banknotes Syndicate 
compliant with the State Government, and sought to circumvent the 
problem of provident funds, wanting to push this debate forward. It 
angered part of the category, scalded since the last strike. Oppositions 
insist on the subject of welfare, for understanding that the Pension Fund, 
with $ 8 billion would be saved, the lifeline for combalidas accounts of the 
State and the main booty desired by this Government. In the camp, at the 
Civic Center, the tension was in the air. 
 
On day 25, a new round of negotiation will happen, full of surprises. A 
political blog site had already released a story the day before, where a 
government source said that was in progress a negotiation with leaders of 
APP-syndicate, to hit the end of the strike. The agreements would include 
concessions for the category and adjournment of debate welfare, pushing 
this issue to the FES (Forum of Unions) – which would relieve the burden of 
APP-syndicate. The APP denied there parallel negotiations. Already on day 
25, at the same time that the Negotiating Committee met with the State 
Secretaries, the Rep. Luiz Cláudio Romanelli, leader of the Government in 



the Legislative Assembly, announced, hastily, the direction of the Union 
already had entered into an agreement with the Government and that 
classes would return on Monday next. In fact, the Government, 
represented by their secretaries, made a proposal at the negotiating table 
in order to put an end to the strike of education: 1/3 hit in a single 
installment, for promotions and calendar progressions, programs and 
projects resumed, nomination contestants, values of transfers to schools. 
And the promise that there would be a debate with the FES on pension 
reform proposals. Get off (the) educators (as) the strike, more organized 
category and numerous of functionalism, would be of great advantage to 
the Government demobilize the other categories. Gave an ultimatum: the 
category should go back to school on Monday, calling for an immediate 
House (which would not respect the legal deadlines provided for in statute 
of entity) or there would be no more deals. And there were leaders of the 
APP that wanted to analyze the situation. The presence of opposites, on 
the negotiating table at that time, was decisive. An Assembly would be 
convened, following the normal procedure, for the day 04 March, a 
Wednesday. Yet the day 25, representatives of the Government, following 
the script, presented to the FES guarantees that pension fund would not, 
that they would take a technical debate with unions about a system that 
would guarantee the sustainability of pensions and a timetable for these 
discussions. 
 
But the category remained lit and suspicious. A State leader's speech, that 
the Government had already reached your limit, reflected very badly. In 
charge of Strike of the day 26, the position for the continuity of the 
movement not cooled. In a statement, the command required the 
Government to commit to abide by the agreements within a schedule to be 
established and that efetivasse immediately part of what was referred in 
the negotiations. But the pension issue was starting to leave the APP-tariff 
Union, satisfied with the agreement between Government and FES. Their 
Union leaders developed the criticism that the APP could not afford the 
issue alone, and that many unions that composes the functionalism, 
weren't on strike at the time, despite their trade union proclaim 
themselves radical directions and non-cutistas (case of SindSaúde). Unions 
on strike, as the State universities, connected to the ANDES, would be 
reluctant to participate in the FES and take part in common actions. 
 
The indentation of opposites 
It fell to opposition groups inside the APP, make the criticism of security 
trading. Understand that any pension reform, in the current context, 
would come to remove rights. And that the Government would not make a 
long discussion respecting the opinions of the categories, but that would 
present your project as soon as they came out of the strike, the urgency it 
had in relieving the State box. 
 
On 03 March, before the House, an extended Strike command, with the 
presence of the base, representatives gathered once more. The strategy of 
opposites, right on the eve, was demanding that the Government discuss 
with the category security mobilized and not after. To do this, the APP 
should organize a unified strike of functionalism, with a great act in 
defense of public services and welfare. The intention was to settle this 
invoice. But after hours of meeting, the opposition has shown its 
weaknesses. Socialist activism, in particular, as it has under its 
responsibility the direction of regional centers and 12 militants in almost 
every State. Members of this current shared with CSD management APP for 
decades, and have difficulties in assuming the role of opposition. With 
forms of organisation streamed, unnerving informal meetings, and with a 
very heterogeneous formation of their militants, the MS has shown signs of 
weakness and made a dangerous concession – accepted a text according to 
the direction, the central question about State: the social security. Is to 
say, however, that didn't do it alone: Conlutas and representatives of the 
PCB also accepted the formulation. 
 
At first, we thought the text presented, if not obliged the Government to 
discuss with the category security mobilized at least created barriers to 
preclude any discussion on welfare at that time. LEDO mistake. 15 minutes 
after the vote on the compromise text in strike Command, in which we 
give the mobilization of category around welfare, Government news 
agency let out a note, with very similar lines with the text agreed with the 



State's direction. In fact, the text did not prevent mass segregation, 
resource with which the Government, unable to touch us $ 8 billion 
Pension Fund, could at least transfer the old scheme pensioners for this 
Fund, relieving the Government case without resolve, in fact, the issue of 
welfare. We, the militants Left Marxist, to understand the move, tried to 
amend the text with militant support of MS, Conlutas and PCB, but it was 
too late: CSD and Artsind were relieved. The oppositions had been 
defeated. Get out of the security agenda. 
 
The strike continues, but for what reason? 
Estádio Durival de Brito. The current field of Paraná Clube, was once the 
headquarters of the now defunct Clube Atlético Ferroviário, source team 
worker. In this historical field on 04 March, APP-Union held its largest 
House. A number between 20 000 and 30 000 people filled the stands. 
Impossible not to remember the workers ' assemblies of the ABC, which 
also packed stadiums in the 80. Impossible not to be moved by the scream 
in unison, thousands of voices, demanding the continuation of the strike 
and making shaking the stadium. And with the effort and the willingness of 
these giant (the) educators (as) to follow on foot, on a long walk to the 
Civic Center, to protest against the State Government. But impossible not 
to also register a few details that could put it out gradually, the brightness 
of the striker. 
 
The strike remained, but now, with much of the salary tariff negotiated 
and with the issue of welfare move for corner, there was very little in the 
field: a State leader will seek to justify, for the TV cameras, perplexed 
that the strike would continue until the Government hit what was missing: 
the size of schools. For the Government, became increasingly easy to sell 
to public opinion that the monstrous strike, which now fought by minutiae, 
whether carried out by party political interests. 
 
In addition, the State hired Union direction for the organisation of the 
Assembly a considerable number of bodyguards, replacing the voluntary 
committees of educators (as). This professional service does not 
understand the category, just follows the leader who hired him. A minor 
event, but significant symbolism: not going to spend a lot of time until a 
militant of the PCO, distributing newspapers and pamphlets criticizing the 
State direction, be expelled from the camp of the Civic Centre under 
duress physics, by security guards at the behest of a State leader. 
 
The judiciary and the reflux of the movement 
The judiciary was triggered at various times during the strike. First, with 
prohibited keep banks open during strikes to prevent toll plazas have their 
gates opened by protesters in the interior of the State. Second, with a 
mandate of repossession by the Legislative Council occupied. Later, on 26 
February, with preliminary injunction issued by Judge Victor Martin 
Batscke, requiring the attendance of the students of the third year of high 
school, that would be harmed in their preparation for the SATS. Finally, 
after the Assembly of the day March 04, another injunction, the judge Luiz 
Mateus de Lima, demanded an immediate return to school: for consider 
education an essential service; the long duration of the strike; and 
because the Government already have negotiated all the agenda with the 
category. The injunction also prevented the realization of pickets in front 
of the Government offices and threatened the direction of APP-Union with 
fines. But did not consider the illegal strike, was noncommittal in 
characterize the movement as abusive and nothing about the point of the 
strikers. But the legal sector of the JPA in a threatening note, made sure 
to remind the danger category to continue the strike through 
judicialization: that fines could extend personally the leaders and strikers; 
that the faults were pointed out by SEED; What would characterise 
abandonment of service (and, soon, layoffs). The APP State direction was 
the right spot to propose the termination of the strike. 
 
On 05 March, a strike Command met secretly, preventing delivery of the 
injunction by the bailiffs. On 06 March, the Union's negotiating Committee 
attended a conciliation hearing with the judge and representatives of the 
State Government. With the judiciary by witness, there occurred the last 
negotiations and an agreement was reached: the Government presented a 
timetable for fulfilling their commitments (always conditioned the limits of 
LRF), banked values for the transfer of schools and, at the same time, kept 



open the possibility of attacking the pension plan in March. In practice, not 
much had changed since the Assembly of the day 04, which decreed the 
continuance of the strike. But that didn't stop the direction App state start 
a massive campaign on social networks, celebrating each victory of the 
mobilization. Meanwhile, an extended Strike command with the basic 
representatives gathered to decide what to do. And what to do was clear: 
call a new Assembly and present the proposal to end the walkout, 
returning the State to strike. On Sunday, State leaders eager traded with 
the Department of education the school calendar of resumption of classes, 
even before the decision of the Assembly convened for Monday. 
 
The new Assembly took place at the same level, but with fewer people: 
somewhere around 10 to 15 thousand people. In the nuclei, debates and 
prior consultations had taken place, with 25 of them setting for 
termination of the strike. 4 just described the situation as "divided". 
Among them, the core militants of the Marxist Left help to drive, along 
with the staff of Socialist Militancy. So, we made the difficult defense, 
along with the remnants of opposition, by the continuity of the strike, with 
two goals: to convince the category to remain mobilized, to resolve the 
issue of pension plan and organize a unified strike with the remainder of 
functionalism. Lost for over 80% of the vote that House favorable to enact 
State of deadlock and resume strike if the Government fails to deliver on 
promised tariff. 
 
It's easy to understand the situation: the threats of shortages (stimulated 
by own State direction), the opposition dismantled, the natural weariness 
after nearly 30 days of strike, trust in leaders category, the historical 
agenda won, the illusion that the Government did not make any 
amendment to the pension plan that may harm the server, the feeling of 
victory in the confrontation with the State (thoughin practice, we return 
to schools in a situation slightly worse than last year). All this contributed 
to the final result. Important note: the category has remained 100% 
mobilized in these almost 30 days of strike. That's right: practically 100% 
of public schools across the State stops these days memorable. And (the) 
educators (the) learned the value of direct action, organized local 
commands, understood the importance of Union (in spite of the errors 
committed by the directions), have taken consciousness of his situation is 
common with other servers and new leaders emerged. And promise to get 
back to the load if necessary. 
 
After the strike: perspectives 
After the departure of the educators (as) the strike, other unions were in a 
fragile situation. The Bill worked out first with the State universities, with 
an identical agreement relative to the text of the pension plan and to 
setting the 1/3 done with holiday APP-syndicate. Although many unions 
belong to the ANDES-SN, critical to the CUT, the role played by their 
leaderships was, curiously, quite similar. Resist in participating in the FES 
(considered a forum cutista, greatly influenced by APP-Union), but have 
failed to formulate a different policy in reaction to the proposal which was 
presented by the Government. As the direction of the APP-Union, in 
practice, seem to give up defense of the Pension Fund, hoping that in 
return, the Government fulfills the rest of the agenda. Despite the strike, 
the situation of many universities is critical: lack of transfers greatly harms 
public services provided. An example is the FAP, where students are on 
strike right now, due to lack of minimum conditions for the resumption of 
classes. 
 
The SindSaúde, another important Union, paralyzed its category one or 
two days, despite declaring State of strike. Coming from judicializadas 
strikes the previous year, had their main demands met at the beginning of 
February (and the payment of overtime), which contributed to his 
difficulty in mobilizing the health servers. 
 
The Government thus gained time to breathe. Enjoy now to negotiate 
separately, fragmenting the movement of the servers. Beto Richa, the 
opportunities that present themselves, has denounced the movement of 
APP-Union as a politician, organized by PT militants, who took advantage 
of the good faith of the educators (as) to undermine his administration. 
Furthermore, had the nerve to support the movement of the day 15, with 
clear intent to regain popularity and play its participants against the trade 



union movement. 
 
But if bought time to breathe, you don't have much time to think: urgently 
needs welfare resources. Three months ago that passes values for hospitals 
affiliated to SAS (System of health of servers). Its suppliers also do not 
receive. Need to pay the wages and the 1/3 on vacation now, at the end of 
March. So, I proposed a new mass segregation, carrying retirees from the 
Ancien regime to the Pension Fund, where they will receive their proceeds 
of r $ 8 billion, which would be reserved for future retirements. This 
relieves the State safe immediately by about $ 140 million. In return, let 
the thorny issue of supplementary pensions more forward, for distraction 
of engaging in "unionism of results". The Government has forwarded the 
proposals to the FES and should lead to the segregation of masses for the 
legislature sometime this month. That, plus the real threat of new defaults 
should test the reaction capability of categories and expose its policy 
directions. In those days, a few certainties, one is very clear: the season of 
class struggle is open in Paraná. 
www.marxismo.org.br 

 
 
Greve de massas no Paraná: os limites do sindicalismo 
Fabiano Stoiev 24 de março de 2015  
 
A greve no seu auge: a passeata dos 50 mil em Curitiba 
A expectativa era de chuva. Mas o dia 19 de fevereiro amanheceu 
ensolarado. Só que na praça Rui Barbosa, começavam a pingar aqui e ali, 
educadores(as) em greve. Em pouco tempo, a praça transbordava de 
professores(as) e funcionários(as) de Curitiba e Região Metropolitana. Uma 
fala recorrente entre os associados(as) da APP-Sindicato é a de que o povo 
do interior é que garante, com sua presença, as mobilizações de massas da 
categoria. Mas nesse dia, o povo da capital desfez o mito e mostrou todo 
seu valor. As ruas estreitas que levavam à praça Tiradentes, canalizaram 
essa torrente humana. Em ondas coloridas de guarda-chuvas e sombrinhas, 
que protegiam os marchantes do sol, a manifestação avançava lentamente 
pela cidade, acompanhada por uma comissão de segurança improvisada 
pelos próprios manifestantes, na falta da escolta policial para trancar as 
ruas movimentadas. 
 
Enquanto isso, uma outra concentração, tão repleta de pessoas quanto a 
Rui Barbosa, emprestava seu colorido à Praça Santos Andrade. Esse era o 
ponto de encontro dos(as) educadores(as) vindos(as) do interior do estado. 
Essa gente incansável se confraternizava aí com outras categorias de 
servidores, como os(as) professores(as) e técnicos(as) das Universidades 
Públicas Estaduais e com os representantes da saúde. Essa coluna de 
manifestantes saiu em marcha por avenidas mais largas, como larga era a 
quantidade de gente. Os(as) trabalhadores(as) do DETRAN, em greve, 
deram seu apoio bloqueando as ruas para a segurança dos marchantes. 
 
Na praça Tiradentes, marco zero da cidade, essas duas gigantescas 
mobilizações fizeram seu encontro. Em comunhão, formaram um único 
corpo e, em uma só voz, lembraram um antigo hino das mobilizações 
populares: os versos de Geraldo Vandré ecoaram pela praça, arrastando 
aquela massa pela avenida Cândido de Abreu, em direção ao Palácio 
Iguaçu. A meio caminho, na praça 19 de Dezembro, centenas de 
estudantes das escolas públicas vieram prestar seu apoio ao Ato em Defesa 
da Educação e foram acolhidos pelos educadores(as). Quem estava nas 
amplas janelas do Palácio Iguaçu, sentiu a chegada vibrante daquela 
manifestação, mas não podia divisar o seu fim: a avenida, em toda a sua 
extensão, fora tomada pelos(as) servidores(as). Foram 50 mil 
manifestantes, a maior mobilização sindical já ocorrida na capital 
paranaense. No interior, os(as) educadores(as) que não puderam vir, 
realizavam passeatas locais, com grande apoio de outros funcionários e da 
comunidade em geral. Cidades pacatas, com 40 mil habitantes, viram 
passeatas com 2 mil pessoas pela primeira vez. Com uma gravíssima crise 
financeira para administrar e sem poder mais se esconder, o governador, 
refugiado no conforto e na segurança do Palácio, reúne parte do seu 
secretariado para receber uma Comissão de Negociação dos manifestantes. 
 
Governo Beto Richa prepara uma reação 



O governador Beto Richa (PSDB), cercado desde janeiro pela 
movimentação do funcionalismo, havia desfeito sua agenda pública, com 
receio do encontro com manifestantes. Não aparecia em cerimônias, nem 
dava entrevistas. Saiu de férias no carnaval e deixou o governo nas mãos 
de seus secretários. Mas não pode fugir do desgaste político. Em pesquisas 
de opinião, 90% da população apoiava o movimento dos(as) 
educadores(as). 76% desaprovava o governo Richa e, em especial, sua 
política educacional – a maior rejeição experimentada pelo governador em 
toda a sua vida pública. 
 
Já o Poder Legislativo estava em frangalhos. Humilhados pelos episódios de 
ocupação da ALEP e pelo passeio da bancada no “camburão”, tinham 
manifestantes acampados na praça em frente, a acompanhar dia a dia as 
atividades legislativas. Foram coagidos a pôr um fim definitivo à comissão 
geral (mecanismo de votação acelerada, resquício da ditadura militar) e 
tiveram que abandonar temporariamente seus planos de reajustar em 18% 
as verbas de gabinete. 
 
Agora, o governador e sua equipe começavam a ensaiar a 
“contrarrevolução”. Beto Richa, que não passa de um garoto-propaganda 
de um poderoso grupo político-econômico, foi obrigado a retornar à 
atividade, reforçando suas relações com os grandes capitalistas do estado, 
em reuniões com o G-7, grupo de entidades empresariais formadas pelas 
federações da Indústria, da Agricultura, do Comércio, dos Transportes e 
das Associações Comerciais, além da Organização das Cooperativas e da 
Associação Comercial do Paraná, procurando angariar apoio contra a greve 
do funcionalismo. 
 
A grande mídia também foi agraciada, apesar das condições das contas 
públicas, com R$ 15 milhões pagos por várias inserções comerciais do 
governo do estado, criticando o movimento grevista. Estaria incluída, 
nessa conta, a contratação de uma equipe de publicitários, pagos para 
restaurar a imagem de um governo moribundo. Nas redes sociais, uma 
sórdida campanha de páginas fakes aproveitava para atacar o movimento 
grevista. Mas a missão do governo não seria nada fácil. 
 
Em uma das suas primeiras entrevistas durante a crise, o governador 
admitiu ter colocado várias ameaças aos direitos trabalhistas - como o fim 
do quinquênio - só para ampliar a margem de negociação com o 
movimento. Só que não esperava uma reação tão fulminante. Sua margem 
de manobra havia ficado muito estreita. A sangria das contas do estado em 
fevereiro se revelou quando o governo teve que realocar - para conseguir 
saldar o compromisso com a folha de pagamento dos servidores - R$ 559 
milhões que estavam reservados para outros fins (FUNESP e FUNREFISCO). 
Encurralado, precisando colocar as mãos imediatamente sobre os fundos 
de previdência dos servidores para pagar suas dívidas, o governo teria que 
apelar para a repressão do movimento, convocando o último poder à 
entrar em cena: o Judiciário. Antes porém, sua reação seria facilitada 
pelos limites do “sindicalismo de resultados”, aplicado pela direção 
estadual da APP-Sindicato. 
 
A direção sindical na contramão: a previdência na berlinda 
 
Em texto anterior (Greve de massas no Paraná: a classe trabalhadora entra 
em cena), explicamos a composição da direção estadual da APP-Sindicato 
(CSD, Artsind e O Trabalho) e a presença das oposições, como a Militância 
Socialista (MS) e o Conlutas, além da ação dos militantes da Esquerda 
Marxista. Também falamos dos limites da ação sindical, suas tendências 
corporativistas e reformistas. Agora, destacamos outra tendência: o 
oportunismo, presente na estratégia do “Sindicalismo de Resultados”. 
Basicamente, trata-se de encontrar o “melhor momento” para encerrar a 
greve, quando a direção sindical consegue vender para a categoria que 
obteve vitórias, acumulando capital político e, ao mesmo tempo, 
poupando recursos do sindicato, que poderiam se esgotar em uma greve 
longa e incerta. O acerto da data pode impulsionar muitos dirigentes 
sindicais para voos maiores em outras esferas (como candidaturas 
políticas, por exemplo). Oras, os(as) trabalhadores(as) precisam ampliar 
sua representação política em uma democracia capitalista, não há dúvidas. 
Só que, em um exercício de autocrítica, devemos nos perguntar: a que 
preço? Em períodos de expansão do Capital, o esquema do “Sindicalismo 



de Resultados” funciona relativamente bem, ancorado em meias vitórias. 
Em períodos de contração do Capital e de ataques a direitos trabalhistas, 
corre-se o risco de vender como meia-vitória uma meia-derrota, e soar, 
mais cedo ou mais tarde, como uma traição para a categoria representada. 
É sobre o fio dessa navalha que caminhava a direção estadual da APP-
Sindicato. 
 
Após a marcha dos 50 mil, uma comissão, composta por representantes da 
direção estadual da APP e das oposições (MS e Conlutas), se reuniu com o 
governador e seus secretários para duas rodadas de negociações. No dia 
19, esteve em pauta as retiradas dos projetos de lei que atacavam a 
carreira e a previdência, e o debate sobre o pagamento dos salários e 
avanços atrasados. No dia 20, os temas giraram em torno das condições de 
trabalho, com discussões sobre reabertura de turmas, contratação de 
pessoal, salas de apoio e repasses para as escolas públicas. O Comando de 
Greve da categoria, informado pela Comissão de Negociação, considerou as 
propostas do governo insuficientes. Uma nova rodada só seria estabelecida 
no dia 25 de fevereiro, 4ª feira. 
 
Nesse meio tempo, dirigentes estaduais procuraram representantes das 
oposições para discutir quando seria o melhor momento para sair da greve 
unificados. Informações davam conta de que o fundo de greve estadual já 
estaria esgotado. Alguns discursos de dirigentes da APP Sindicato emitiam 
notas complacentes com o governo estadual, e procuravam contornar o 
problema dos fundos de Previdência, querendo empurrar esse debate para 
a frente. Isso irritou parte da categoria, escaldada desde a última greve. 
As oposições insistem sobre o tema da previdência, por entender que o 
fundo previdenciário, com R$ 8 bilhões guardados, seria a tábua de 
salvação para as contas combalidas do estado e o principal butim desejado 
por esse governo. No acampamento, no Centro Cívico, a tensão estava no 
ar. 
 
No dia 25, uma nova rodada de negociação vai acontecer, cheia de 
surpresas. Um blog político local já havia soltado uma matéria, um dia 
antes, onde uma fonte governista afirmou que estava em andamento uma 
negociação com dirigentes da APP-Sindicato, para acertar o final da greve. 
Os acordos incluiriam concessões para a categoria e adiamento do debate 
da previdência, empurrando essa questão para o FES (Fórum das Entidades 
Sindicais) – o que aliviaria a carga da APP-Sindicato. A APP negou haver 
negociações paralelas. Já no dia 25, na mesma hora em que a comissão de 
negociação se reunia com os secretários estaduais, o dep. Luiz Cláudio 
Romanelli, líder do governo na Assembleia Legislativa, anunciava, 
precipitadamente, que a direção do sindicato já havia entrado em acordo 
com o governo e que as aulas retornariam na segunda-feira próxima. De 
fato, o governo, representado por seus secretários, fez uma proposta na 
mesa de negociação com o intuito de pôr fim à greve da educação: acerto 
de 1/3 de férias em parcela única, calendário para promoções e 
progressões, programas e projetos retomados, nomeação de concursados, 
valores de repasses para as escolas. E a promessa de que haveria um 
debate com o FES sobre propostas de reforma previdenciária. Conseguir 
retirar os(as) educadores(as) da greve, categoria mais organizada e 
numerosa do funcionalismo, seria de grande vantagem para o governo 
desmobilizar as outras categorias. Deu, então, um ultimato: a categoria 
deveria voltar às aulas na segunda-feira, convocando imediatamente uma 
Assembleia (o que não respeitaria os prazos legais previstos em estatuto da 
entidade) ou não haveria mais acordo. E houve dirigentes da APP que 
quiseram analisar a situação! A presença das oposições, na mesa de 
negociação, nesse momento, foi decisiva. Uma assembleia seria 
convocada, seguindo os trâmites normais, para o dia 04 de março, uma 4ª 
feira. Ainda no dia 25, representantes do governo, seguindo o roteiro, 
apresentaram ao FES garantias de que não mexeriam no fundo 
previdenciário, que iniciariam um debate técnico com os sindicatos sobre 
um regime que garantisse a sustentabilidade das aposentadorias e um 
calendário para essas discussões. 
 
Mas a categoria continuava acesa e desconfiada. A fala de uma dirigente 
estadual, de que o governo já havia alcançado o seu limite, repercutiu 
muito mal. No Comando de Greve do dia 26, a posição pela continuidade 
do movimento não arrefecia. Em nota, o Comando exigia que o governo se 
comprometesse a cumprir os acordos dentro de um cronograma a ser 



estabelecido e que efetivasse imediatamente parte do que foi 
encaminhado nas negociações. Mas a questão previdenciária começava a 
deixar a pauta da APP-Sindicato, satisfeita com o acordo entre governo e 
FES. Seus dirigentes sindicais desenvolveram a crítica de que a APP não 
poderia arcar com a questão sozinha, e que muitos sindicatos que compõe 
o funcionalismo, não estavam em greve naquele momento, apesar de suas 
direções sindicais se proclamarem radicais e não-cutistas (caso do 
SindSaúde). Sindicatos em greve, como os das Universidades Estaduais, 
ligados ao ANDES, teriam relutância em participar do FES e tomarem parte 
de ações comuns. 
 
O recuo das oposições 
Coube aos grupos de oposição dentro da APP, fazerem a crítica à 
negociação da previdência. Entendiam que qualquer reforma da 
previdência, no contexto atual, viria para retirar direitos. E que o governo 
não faria uma longa discussão, respeitando as opiniões das categorias, mas 
que apresentaria seu projeto assim que elas saíssem da greve, pela 
urgência que tinha em aliviar o caixa do estado. 
 
No dia 03 de março, antes da Assembleia, um Comando de Greve 
ampliado, com a presença dos representantes de base, se reunia mais uma 
vez. A estratégia das oposições, acertada na véspera, era exigir que o 
governo discutisse a previdência com a categoria mobilizada e não depois. 
Para isso, a APP deveria organizar uma greve unificada do funcionalismo, 
com um grande ato em defesa dos serviços públicos e da previdência. A 
intenção era liquidar essa fatura. Mas depois de horas de reunião, as 
oposições revelaram suas fragilidades. A Militância Socialista, em especial, 
já que tem sob sua responsabilidade a direção de 12 núcleos regionais e 
militantes em quase todo interior do estado. Membros dessa corrente 
compartilharam com a CSD a direção da APP por décadas, e têm 
dificuldades em assumir o papel de oposição. Com formas de organização 
fluídas, enervantes reuniões informais, e com uma formação muito 
heterogênea de seus militantes, a MS demonstrou sinais de debilidade e 
fez uma perigosa concessão – aceitou um texto de acordo com a direção 
estadual, sobre a questão central: a previdenciária. Vale dizer, no 
entanto, que não fez isso sozinha: os representantes do Conlutas e do PCB 
também aceitaram a formulação. 
 
Em um primeiro momento, pensávamos que o texto apresentado, se não 
obrigava o governo a discutir a previdência com a categoria mobilizada, 
pelo menos, criava barreiras para impossibilitar qualquer discussão sobre a 
previdência naquele momento. Ledo engano. 15 minutos após a votação do 
texto de consenso no Comando de Greve, em que abrimos mão da 
mobilização da categoria em torno da previdência, a agência de notícias 
do governo soltava uma nota, com linhas muito parecidas com o texto 
acordado com a direção estadual. Na verdade, o texto não impedia a 
segregação de massas, recurso com o qual o governo, impossibilitado de 
tocar nos R$ 8 bilhões do fundo previdenciário, poderia ao menos transferir 
aposentados e pensionistas do regime antigo para esse fundo, aliviando o 
caixa do governo, sem solucionar, de fato, a questão da previdência. Nós, 
militantes da Esquerda Marxista, ao entendermos a manobra, tentamos 
emendar o texto com apoio de militantes da MS, Conlutas e PCB, mas já 
era tarde: CSD e Artsind estavam aliviadas. As oposições haviam sido 
derrotadas. A previdência saia da pauta. 
 
A greve continua, mas por qual motivo? 
Estádio Durival de Brito. O atual campo do Paraná Clube, já foi a sede do 
extinto Clube Atlético Ferroviário, time de origem operária. Nesse campo 
histórico, no dia 04 de março, a APP-Sindicato realizou sua maior 
assembleia. Um número entre 20 mil e 30 mil pessoas lotou as 
arquibancadas. Impossível não lembrar das assembleias dos operários do 
ABC, que também lotavam estádios na década de 80. Impossível não se 
emocionar com o grito em uníssono, de milhares de vozes, exigindo a 
continuidade da greve e fazendo tremer o estádio. E com o esforço e a 
disposição gigantesca desses(as) educadores(as) em seguir a pé, em uma 
longa caminhada, até o Centro Cívico, para protestar novamente contra o 
governo do estado. Mas impossível também não deixar de registrar alguns 
detalhes que apagavam, aos poucos, o brilho do movimento grevista. 
 
A greve permanecia, mas agora, com boa parte da pauta salarial negociada 



e com a questão da previdência jogada para escanteio, sobrava pouca 
coisa em campo: uma dirigente estadual vai procurar justificar, para as 
perplexas câmeras da TV, que a greve iria continuar até o governo acertar 
o que faltava: o porte das escolas. Para o governo, ficava cada vez mais 
fácil vender para a opinião pública que a greve monstruosa, que agora 
brigava por minúcias, se prolongava por interesses político-partidários. 
 
Além disso, a direção estadual do sindicato contratou para a organização 
da assembleia um número considerável de seguranças, substituindo as 
comissões voluntárias de educadores(as). Esse serviço profissional não 
compreende a categoria, apenas obedece ao dirigente que o contratou. 
Um evento menor, mas significativo pelo simbolismo: não vai passar muito 
tempo até um militante do PCO, que distribuía jornais e panfletos 
criticando a direção estadual, ser expulso do acampamento do Centro 
Cívico sob coação física, por seguranças a mando de uma dirigente 
estadual. 
 
O poder judiciário e o refluxo do movimento 
O poder judiciário foi acionado em vários momentos durante a greve. 
Primeiro, com interditos proibitórios para evitar que praças de pedágios 
tivessem suas cancelas abertas por manifestantes no interior do estado. 
Segundo, com mandato de reintegração de posse pela Assembleia 
Legislativa ocupada. Depois, no dia 26 de fevereiro, com liminar expedida 
pelo juiz Victor Martim Batscke, exigindo o atendimento dos alunos do 3º 
ano do ensino médio, que seriam prejudicados na sua preparação para o 
vestibular. Por fim, após a assembleia do dia 04 de março, uma outra 
liminar, do desembargador Luiz Mateus de Lima, exigia o retorno imediato 
às aulas: por considerar a educação um serviço essencial; pela longa 
duração da greve; e pelo fato do governo já ter negociado toda a pauta 
com a categoria. A liminar também impedia a realização de piquetes em 
frente às repartições públicas e ameaçava a direção da APP-Sindicato com 
multas. Mas não considerava a greve ilegal, era evasiva em caracterizar o 
movimento como abusivo e nada falava sobre o corte do ponto dos 
grevistas. Mas o setor jurídico da APP, em uma nota ameaçadora, fez 
questão de lembrar a categoria o perigo de continuar a greve mediante a 
judicialização: que as multas poderiam se estender pessoalmente a 
dirigentes e grevistas; que as faltas seriam apontadas pela SEED; o que 
possibilitaria caracterizar abandono de serviço (e, logo, demissões). A 
direção estadual da APP encontrava o ponto certo para propor o 
encerramento da greve. 
 
No dia 05 de março, um Comando de Greve se reunia às escondidas, 
evitando a entrega da liminar pelos oficiais de justiça. No dia 06 de março, 
a Comissão de Negociação do sindicato compareceu a uma audiência de 
conciliação com o desembargador e representantes do governo estadual. 
Com o judiciário por testemunha, aí ocorreram as últimas negociações e 
um acordo foi assinado: o governo apresentou um calendário para cumprir 
seus compromissos (sempre condicionados aos limites da LRF), depositou 
valores para o repasse das escolas e, ao mesmo tempo, manteve aberta a 
possibilidade de atacar a previdência ainda em março. Na prática, pouca 
coisa havia mudado desde a Assembleia do dia 04, que decretou a 
continuidade da greve. Mas isso não impediu a direção estadual da App 
começar uma campanha massiva nas redes sociais, comemorando cada 
vitória da mobilização. Enquanto isso, um Comando de Greve ampliado 
com os representantes de base se reunia para decidir o que fazer. E o que 
fazer era claro: convocar uma nova assembleia e apresentar a proposta de 
encerrar a paralisação, voltando ao estado de greve. No domingo, 
dirigentes estaduais ansiosos negociavam com a Secretaria de Educação o 
calendário escolar de retomada da aulas, antes mesmo da decisão da 
assembleia, convocada para 2ª feira. 
 
A nova assembleia ocorreu no mesmo estádio, mas com menos gente: algo 
em torno de 10 a 15 mil pessoas. Nos núcleos, debates e consultas prévias 
haviam acontecido, com 25 deles definindo por encerramento da greve. 4 
apenas descreveram a situação como “dividida”. Entre eles, o núcleo que 
militantes da Esquerda Marxista ajudam a dirigir, junto com o pessoal da 
Militância Socialista. Por isso, fizemos a difícil defesa, junto com o que 
restava das oposições, pela continuidade da greve, com dois objetivos: 
convencer a categoria a permanecer mobilizada, para resolver a questão 
da previdência e organizar uma greve unificada com o restante do 



funcionalismo. Perdemos por mais de 80% dos votos daquela assembleia, 
favoráveis a decretar estado de greve e retomar a paralização se o governo 
não cumprir a pauta prometida. 
 
É fácil entender a situação: as ameaças das faltas (estimulada pela própria 
direção estadual), as oposições desmanteladas, o cansaço natural depois 
de quase 30 dias de greve, a confiança nos dirigentes históricos da 
categoria, a pauta vencida, a ilusão de que o governo não fará nenhuma 
alteração da previdência que venha a prejudicar o servidor, o sentimento 
de vitória no enfrentamento com o estado (apesar de, na prática, 
retornarmos às escolas em uma situação ligeiramente pior do que a do ano 
passado). Tudo isso contribuiu para o resultado final. Nota importante: a 
categoria permaneceu 100% mobilizada nesses quase 30 dias de greve. Isso 
mesmo: praticamente 100% das escolas públicas de todo o estado paradas, 
nesses dias memoráveis. E os(as) educadores(as) aprenderam o valor da 
ação direta, organizaram comandos locais, entenderam a importância do 
sindicato (a despeito dos erros cometidos pelas direções), tomaram 
consciência de sua situação comum com outros servidores e novas 
lideranças surgiram. E prometem voltar à carga, se for preciso. 
 
Após a greve: perspectivas 
Após a saída dos(as) educadores(as) da greve, outros sindicatos ficaram em 
uma situação fragilizada. A fatura se resolveu primeiro com as 
Universidades Estaduais, com um acordo idêntico em relação ao texto da 
previdência e ao acerto do 1/3 de férias feito com a APP-Sindicato. Apesar 
de muitos sindicatos pertencerem ao ANDES-SN, crítico à CUT, o papel 
desempenhado por suas lideranças sindicais foi, curiosamente, bastante 
parecido. Resistem em participar do FES (considerado um fórum cutista, 
muito influenciado pela APP-Sindicato), mas não conseguiram formular 
uma política diferente como reação à proposta que foi apresentada pelo 
governo. Tal como a direção da APP-Sindicato, na prática, parecem abrir 
mão da defesa do fundo previdenciário, esperando que, em troca, o 
governo cumpra o restante da pauta. Apesar da saída da greve, a situação 
de muitas universidades é crítica: a falta de repasses prejudica 
sobremaneira os serviços públicos prestados. Um exemplo é a FAP, onde os 
alunos é que estão em greve nesse momento, devido à falta de condições 
mínimas para o reinício das aulas. 
 
O SindSaúde, outro importante sindicato, paralisou sua categoria um ou 
dois dias, apesar de declarar estado de greve. Vindo de greves 
judicializadas no ano anterior, teve suas reivindicações principais 
atendidas no começo de fevereiro (como o pagamento de horas-extras), o 
que contribuiu para sua dificuldade em mobilizar os servidores da saúde. 
 
O governo, com isso, ganhou tempo para respirar. Aproveita agora para 
negociar em separado, fragmentando o movimento dos servidores. Beto 
Richa, nas oportunidades que se apresentam, tem denunciado o 
movimento da APP-Sindicato como político, organizado por militantes 
petistas, que se aproveitaram da boa-fé dos(as) educadores(as) para 
prejudicar sua administração. Além disso, teve a desfaçatez de apoiar o 
movimento do dia 15, com claro intuito de recuperar popularidade e jogar 
seus participantes contra o movimento sindical. 
 
Mas se ganhou tempo para respirar, não tem muito tempo para pensar: 
precisa urgentemente dos recursos da previdência. Fazem três meses que 
não repassa valores para os hospitais conveniados ao SAS (sistema de saúde 
dos servidores). Seus fornecedores também não recebem. Precisa de caixa 
para pagar os salários e o 1/3 de férias agora, no final de março. Por isso, 
já propôs uma nova segregação de massas, transportando aposentados do 
antigo regime para o fundo previdenciário, onde receberão seus proventos 
dos R$ 8 bilhões, que estariam reservados para aposentadorias futuras. 
Com isso, alivia imediatamente o cofre do estado em cerca de R$ 140 
milhões. Em troca, deixa o espinhoso tema da aposentadoria 
complementar mais para a frente, para distração dos empenhados no 
“sindicalismo de resultados”. O governo já encaminhou essas propostas ao 
FES e deve levar a da segregação de massas para o legislativo ainda esse 
mês. Isso, mais a ameaça real de novos calotes devem testar a capacidade 
de reação das categorias e expor a política de suas direções. Nesses 
tempos, de poucas certezas, uma é muito clara: a temporada da luta de 
classes está aberta no Paraná. 



http://www.marxismo.org.br/content/greve-de-massas-no-parana-os-
limites-do-sindicalismo 
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“With friends like this, who needs enemies.” This must be what 
Washington policymakers muttered to themselves following the decision of 
London, Paris, Rome, and Berlin to join a new development bank proposed 
by Beijing. 
 
The anger in Washington most likely mounted when its main Pacific allies, 
Japan, Australia, and South Korea, also gave strong indications that they 
would join the bandwagon. By the end of March, more than 35 countries 
are expected to be enlisted as founding members of the Asian 
Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB). 
 
$50 billion of the initial target capitalization of $100 has been committed 
by China. 
 
Washington fears that it would rival the World Bank and the Asian 
Development Bank as sources of development finance in the region. There 
is a strong basis to Washington’s concerns. Despite the efforts of World 
Bank President Jim Yong Kim to change the image of the Bank, the 
widespread perception of the institution is that it carries out Washington’s 
priorities. As for the Japanese-controlled Asian Development Bank (ADB), it 
is seen as following the World Bank’s lead, much like Tokyo broadly follows 
Washington’s directions in foreign policy. 
 
 
 
Beijing’s Latest Multilateral Initiative 
 
China’s move to found the AIIP is the third major initiative it has been 
involved with in less than a year to establish multilateral alternatives to 
the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF). Last July, 
during the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa) summit in 
Fortaleza, Brazil, it was central in setting up the New Development Bank, 
to which it and its partners would contribute $100 billion as initial 
capitalization for the institution. At the same gathering, China and its BRIC 
partners also set up the Contingency Reserve Arrangement, a thinly veiled 
alternative to the IMF to assist BRICS and eventually other developing 
countries suffering from balance of payments crises. 
 
Washington’s disapproval of its traditional allies joining the AIIP could not 
compete with the disadvantages of not being Beijing’s partners in the new 
enterprise. Construction companies and suppliers promoted by non-partner 
governments would have much less chances of winning the hundreds of 
billions of dollars worth of bids for AIIP-funded infrastructural projects. For 
ailing economies like Britain, France, and Japan, the possibility of being 
sidelined from winning juicy contracts in a period of global stagnation was 
simply too awful to contemplate. Australian Treasurer Joe Hockey was 
candid about how material benefits derived from China trumped 
traditional friendship ties with Washington: “The United States 
understands that this is a bank that’s going to be operating in our region. 
It’s going to be using contractors in our region. We want Australian 
contractors involved, we want work for Australians out of this bank.” 
 
 
 
Hegemony Breeds Dissatisfaction 
 
To many analysts, Washington and its western allies,have only themselves 
to blame for China’s increasingly assertive push to build new multilateral 
institutions. According to the New York Times, the US Congress’ refusal to 
approve legislation giving greater voting rights at the IMF and World Bank 
following the Asian financial crisis led to Beijing’s disenchantment with the 



two institutions, often referred to as the Bretton Woods twins. The United 
States and 15 developed countries control 52 per cent of voting rights at 
the IMF, with 48 per cent for the 168 other member countries. China, now 
the world’s biggest economy, has only 3.8 per cent of voting power, 
smaller than the shares of the UK, France, Germany, or Japan. Brazil, 
South Korea, or Mexico each have less voting power than Belgium. Despite 
much protest from the BRICS and other developing economies, there has 
only been a shift of 6 per cent of voting power to them in the last 20 
years. The proportions and trends have been roughly the same at the 
World Bank. 
 
The US and the Europeans have also held tightly to what has been 
characterized as their “feudal” prerogatives of filling the presidency with 
a US citizen in the case of the World Bank and the post of Managing 
Director with a European in the case of the IMF. With some 17 per cent of 
the vote in both institutions, the US also exercises veto power over key 
policy decisions. 
 
 
 
Policy Failures 
 
But policies have had an equal if not greater role in fueling Chinese and 
developing country dissatisfaction with the two institutions than the issue 
of voting rights, veto powers, or feudal prerogatives. The IMF has never 
been able to shake off its reputation of helping to trigger the Asian 
financial crisis by promoting capital account liberalization, then worsening 
the plight of the affected countries by imposing harsh austerity policies 
during the crisis. The World Bank has also failed to live down its having 
been a partner of the IMF in the imposition of painful but ineffective 
structural adjustment policies in over 90 developing countries in the 1980’s 
and 1990’s. Hardly any of these programs succeeded in bringing about 
growth and reducing poverty. 
 
A few years ago, the IMF leadership announced it was moving towards a 
less neoliberal and more Keynesian approach to economic growth and 
development. This was belied, however, by the Fund’s enlisting in the so-
called “Troika,” alongside the European Central Bank and the European 
Commission, to push savage austerity policies on Greece, Portugal, and 
Ireland following the eruption of the global financial crisis in 2008. The 
Bank, meanwhile, tried to reinvent itself as the “climate bank” under 
former President Robert Zoellick, only to be accused by developing 
countries of seeking to centralize funding for climate adaptation efforts. 
Under Jim Yong Kim, a Korean-American appointed by President Barack 
Obama, the Bank has tried to erect itself as an advocate of massive cuts in 
greenhouse gas emissions by the developed countries and as a key actor in 
the containment of deadly diseases like the Ebola virus. However, 
conservative economics and US geoeconomic interests continue to govern 
implementation of most of its policies and projects. 
 
With the institutions it controls having such dismal records in managing the 
global economy and promoting development, the US should have expected 
that at some point, the world would begin looking elsewhere for 
institutions that could deliver. It is clear that Beijing is now stepping into 
the vacuum with its multilateral initiatives. To show that it did not want to 
replicate the Americans’ behavior at the World Bank, Beijing announced 
that despite its contributing the largest share of capital to the AIIB, it 
would not demand veto power over policy decisions. 
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